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THE GOLD COAST, ASHANTl, AND KUMASSI

By George K. French

The Guinea coast lies between the southern boundary of Sierra

Leone and the delta of the tortuous Niger, in West Africa. It

is a part of Africa that abounds in dark tradition and tragedy,

and romance has never dared to trespass on its forbidding shore

or penetrate its deadly s\vami)S and jungle. It is a place where

ONE OF THE HUTS OF KING I'RF.MPF.H'S PALACE

From a pliotogi-at>h by George K. French
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the fiercest and most selfish passions of man, wliite and bhick,

have vented themselves for four centuries. The white slaver

came here for his merchandise, the black slave-owner ashore

supplied the trade, and if his barracoons were empty when a

cargo was needed, a quantity' of trade goods—rum, gin, cloth, and

trinkets—accomjjlisbed his purpose in a moment. It w^as in

very truth a survival of the stronger, and one native w^as as eager

to sell his brother as he was to collect his pay from tbe native

procureur.

The old Grain coast is comprised within the Republic of

Liberia, while the Ivory coast, now French territory, is adjacent

on the southeast. The Slave coast extends from the Niger some

200 miles west to the Gold coast, the latter section of the Guinea

coast lying between the old Ivory and Slave coasts. A hundred

years ago these distinctive names were applied b,y all geographers,

but today onl}^ the Gold coast is to be found on our maps. Three

hundred and fifty miles of the latter coast belong to Great Britain,

while the interior borders of the colony, of which this sea-coast

forms one boundary, stretch away toward the north as far as the

Ashanti country. Since the recent taking of Kumassi and the

downfall of the Ashanti confederation the hinterland of the

colon}^ has been extended 100 miles further to the north.

Between the easteiii and the western boundaries of the Gold

coast the view presented from the sea is varied and picturesque.

The shore is often girt with great rocks over which the surf breaks

with tremendous force; again, a sandy beach, fringed with tall,

spectral palms, which stand like mute sentinels guarding the ap-

proach to the forlorn shore, separates the ocean from salt lagoons

and swamps of immense area, while in places the mouths of

rivers reveal themselves b}^ the presence of dangerous bars, over

which the waters boil and seethe, affording fair warning of their

existence to anxious mariners. The villages of the natives are

discernible at frequent intervals, and a fair appreciation of archi-

tectural taste is evinced in the construction of their huts. Rect-

angular houses of swish, or adobe, sometimes with ,a second

story, take the place of the rude hvits of the Grain and Ivory

coasts, and among these are interspersed the more pretentious

residences of European traders, and forts which have been erected

from time to time during the past four centuries.

,
As early as the middle of the fourteenth century the Gold coast

was known to the European world, but not until 1471, when the

Portuguese navigators, Juan de Santarem and Pedro Escobar
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touched at a point on the coast which they called Oro de la ]\Iina,

was there any definite knowledge concerning it. In 1481 a large

fort was erected at Oro de la Mina, or Elniina, as it is now called,

b}' the Portuguese, and it stands today in an excellent state of

preservation. The Dutch captured it in 1637, and held it until

1872, when it was transferred to the British. Other stations on
the Gold coast, estaldished hetween the end of the fifteenth and
the middle of the present centuries b\' the Portuguese, Spanish,

Danes, French, Dutch, and Brandenburgers, have finally become
British possessions either by conquest or purchase.

Cape Coast Castle is eight miles east of Elmina. While the

latter was under Dutch control it was the port of the Ashanti

country, but since the expedition against King Kwofi in 1873-74,

when a road through the dense forest was constructed to Kumassi

MILITARY ROAD FROM CAPE COAST C.\STLK TO KUMASSI

From a photograph by George K. French
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from Cape Coast Castle, the trade has followed this route, and

thus the latter place has developed into a town of some commer-

cial importance. Palm-oil, palm-kernels, ginger, gold-dust, ma-
hogany, monkey skins, camwood, and rubber are exported in

enormous quantities to England and the European continent

from this port in exchange for rum, gin, cloth, trinkets, and other

articles of European manufacture. The castle from which this

last-named town takes its name was built by the Portuguese and

taken by the Dutch in the seventeenth century, but since 166(>

it has been a British possession. It is a spacious, strongly forti-

fied, stone building, and back of it at a distance of two miles rise

a series of heavily timbered hills, which have an altitude of eight

or nine hundred feet. Between the fort and these hills lies the

town. Akkra, the seat of government of the Gold Coast colony,

is about sixt}^ miles east of Cape Coast Castle. There are numer-

ous smaller towns and trading posts along the coast, but their

European population is limited to two or three traders and an

occasional missionary.

The shore is difficult of access, as is the case along the entire

Guinea coast ; sand-bars block the mouths of rivers, and har-

bors are lacking ; consequently passengers and cargo are dis-

charged in boats through a heav}^ surf on a frequently dangerous

beach, and many a human life and manj^a ton of valuable mer-

chandise have been lost in the effort to effect a landing. These
surf-boats are English built, of heavy timber, are twent3^-eight

feet long, six feet beam, and have long, overlapping bow and
stern in order that they may surmount and not cut the breakers.

A boat's crew is made up of eleven men and a coxswain. The
latter steers with an ordinary long-bladed, straight oar or sweep,

while the crew sit on the gunwales of the boat and propel it

with paddles, the blades of which are fashioned not unlike a
trident. The crew are almost naked, a loin cloth being the only

attempt at clothing. They sing lustily while paddling, bestow-

ing fulsome praise on the particular individual who has engaged
them, and chanting vigorously of the amount of " dash," equiva-

lent to the " bakshish " of the East, which he will probably shower
upon them when they have landed him in safety.

The population of the Gold Coast colony, excluding the tribes

of the Ashanti confederation, is roughly estimated at 2,000,000,

of whom only about 150 are Europeans. There are many dif-

ferent tribes of natives, speaking various languages or dialects,

but all belonging to the negro race. The tribes of the Fanti
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confederation, who line the coast from Ehnina to Akkra, deserve

special mention as having from time immemorial been brought
into close contact with the British. Of the natives who have
migrated to the colony within the last lift}' years, the most im-

l)ortant are tlie INlohannnedan Haussas, from the Niger districts

of the interior, who man the ranks of the military police, and
the Krumen, from the coast to the west. The latter are a most
useful element, hut are somewhat unstable, as the}^ invariahlv

return to the Kru coast as soon as they have earned a small

competence. Most of the natives are still })agans, but tlie pres-

ence of Christian missionaries among them for the last fifty years

has at least resulted in their modifj'ing their fetich worship and
savage rites. The Mohammedans on the Gold coast are, with

the exception of the Haussas, mainly traders, and they are

found in the larger settlements on the coast and along the trade

routes of the interior.

The Fantis are an inoffensive, peace-loving, happy-hearted

race, who readily succumbed to European aggression, but have

been exceedingly loth to accept its civilization and Christianity.

In common with the other natives of West Africa, with the ex-

•cei)tion of the Haussas and the Krumen, the Fanti is shiftless

and will work only when it is absolutel}^ necessary. Centuries

of life without a want that nature did not lavishlv sup])ly have

quite s])oiled him for the advantages of civilization and its ac-

companying responsibilities, and it is no easy task to convert

him to the waj's of European life; yet he is tractable and read-

ily governed, and the colonial official and trader find no great

•difficulty in utilizing him for many purposes. He has a full

fip})reciation of justice, is honest, hospitable to strangers who
approach him for no evil purpose, and has an absolute faith in

the superior beauties and advantages of Fantiland, though to

the white man it seems the dreariest and most hopeless place in

the world, and official statistics prove it to be the most deadly

.spot on the face of the earth for the foreigner of every nation-

-ality. In the year 1895, for instance, the average European

poi)ulation of Cape Coast Castle was thirty-two. Of these, sev-

enteen died during the first two months of the year from the

malignant fevers which plague the coast at all seasons. It is

true that, as a British colonial report apologetically states, it

was a bad season on the coast, but the figures for every other

year show an appalling death-rate among Euro})eans at all sta-

tions on the Slave and Gold coasts. So far as can be judged
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from imperfect statistics, the Grain coast and the British colo-

nies of Sierra Leone and the Gambia, and also the region be-

tween the Niger delta and the mouth of the Kongo, are by com-

parison less deadly, but this is indeed faint praise.

The stranger visiting the Gold coast will at first be sorely puz-

zled by the similarity of the names of the natives. Every child

takes its surname from the week-day of its birth, and stranger&

theirs from the day of their arrival, with an additional sobriquet

descriptive of some ])er8onal peculiarit3^ For instance, a child

born on Wednesday receives the name of that day of the week^

Kwako. Kwabina (Tuesday) and Kwako are held to be " strong-

days " of birth ; but children that appear on Fridays, Saturdays,

and Monday's are considered " weak as water." Nothing will in-

duce the Fanti to sleep with his head toward the sea or to take

possession of a new dwelling-house on a Tuesday or Friday, both

these days being regarded as unlucky for this purpose. Paternal

affection and filial love apparently do not exist. The mother

nurses her child for one or two years, and then it must shift for

itself. There is no appearance of affection even between hus-

bands and wives, or between parents and children ; and Duncan

^

an English traveler who visited the Gold coast fifty years ago,

states that many parents offered to sell him their sons or

daughters as slaves.

In common with many other natives of Africa, the Fanti lives-

in close communion with the vague and mysterious beings of the-

unseen world. A large proportion of his-time is spent in con-

sulting or ajjpeasing the deities that inhabit the earth, the air^

the sea, the rivers, and even trees, sticks, stones, and bits of cloth.

If he is ill, he believes that his ancestors are summoning him,,

and he at once proceeds to consult the fetichman. The latter

is given a fee and is requested to present the sick man's excuses-

to the expectant shades. These fetich priests generally exercise

great influence over their superstitious fellows. Sometimes the

departed is supposed to have returned to earth in the body of a,

child, and yet remaining in Deadland, thus giving rise to the

assertion by some travelers that the doctrine of metempsychosis-

obtains among the Fantis. They bury their dead in their houses^

choosing a room that can afterward be kept fastened up or se-

cluded. This custom the colonial authorities have attempted ta

abolish on sanitary grounds, but the effort has not wholly suc-

ceeded. So much homage did the Egyptians pa}^ to their dead^

that it was said that they lived in Hades, rather than on the
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THE KING OF ELMINA AND HIS COURT

From a photograph by Skties, Cape Coast Castle

banks of the Nile. So is it with the Fantis ; constant sacrifices

must be made to appease the departed and to remind them that

they are not forgotten ; and it is part of the Fanti behef tliat

unless the custom is religiousl_y observed the shade will wander

on the banks of the Sacred Prah for the space of a hundred years

before it has performed sufficient penace for its friends' neglect.

Abonsam and Sasabonsam are the two great deities conjured up

by the Fantis. The former controls the wicked in the land of

shades, while the latter has his domicile on earth. Death is a

matter of much moment, and extravagant ''customs" are held

and heavy expenses incurred by the deceased's relatives in order

to satisfy the demands of the shade, these orgies frequently being

repeated at intervals in order to "lay the ghost" in case it be-

comes restive. The rumbling of thunder is supposed to be the

voice of the dead demanding propitiation and sacrifice, and

lightning as the direct infliction of the evil spirit on the person

or object struck. Mourning is evidenced by shaving the liead

for a certain period, and this is accomplished h}' l)its of jagged

stone or broken bottles.

There was a time when the Fantis were the most powerful

tril)e of the Gold coast, but during the last century they have
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suffered so many crushing defeats from the Ashantis that they

have lost their national spirit, and are regarded both by the Brit-

ish and by their hereditary enemies as arrant cowards. Land
is held by individuals and families in severalty under well recog-

nized rules, but boundary disputes are frequent, and are gener-

ally determined by the memory of the oldest inliabitants. The
Fantis are good artisans and make musical instruments (instru-

ments of torture they seem to the white man's ear), and iron

imi)lements for agricultural purposes, and they weave handsome

cloths in narrow strips, which are sewn together so as to make
them of au}^ size required. Children go naked up to their nintli

or tenth year. Men of the upper and middle classes wear robes

of Manchester cotton, in exactl}^ the same manner as the Romans
wore the toga. INIarried women expose the upper half of the

bod}'^ and wear capacious cloths, which are deftl}^ fastened about

the waist and hang below the knees. Maidens cover the breast,

and are much given to personal adornment.

As the shore is difficult of access from the sea, so Kumassi
and the interior are difficult of access from the coast. The
country lies in the forest belt of the continent, and the white

man travels with difficult3^ The native can wend his way along

the narrow path, sleeping wherever nightfall may find him, and

eating from his own supply of kenke, fuful, or plantain. But

the white man must provide himself with hanimockmen, if he

would spare himself, and carriers to transport his food supplies

and paraphernalia; in fact, the necessary prei}arations for a trip

of a few hundred miles through the average African hinterland

are quite as extensive as for a trip around the Avorld b}^ the regu-

lar routes of travel. For a week after landing at Cape Coast

Castle in January of last 3''ear, I devoted my entire time to en-

gaging carriers, hanimockmen, and attendants. In this I was

assisted by a Fanti 3'outh of sixteen years, Amoah l\v name, who
sj)oke fair English and a dozen native dialects in addition to his

own tongue. His grandfather, a great war chief, enjoyed a pen-

sion of seven pounds a month from the British government for

services rendered the colony in the Ashanti war of 1873-74, and

this distinction gave Amoah superlative standing both in his

own estimation and that of his friends.

The distance from Cape Coast Castle to Kumassi is 142 miles,

and I i)ursued the identical route taken b}^ the expedition of

1874 under Sir Garnet Wolsele}'. Prahsu, a town of not less
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than 10,000 inhal)itants, is situated on the Prab riven*, 72 miles

from the coast, and this I reached at the end of ten days. 'J'lie

road frt)ni the coast to this point has been through the Assin

country, a veritable wilderness of swamp and virgin forest, th(!

monotony of which was broken onl}' by great l)aml)oo groves

and by stagnant pools of fetid water. Villages of from 50 to 500

huts were passed at intervals of a few miles, and in all of them
the inhabitants proved hospitable and hdnest. The Prab, which
forms the southern boundary of the Ashanti countr}^ is an in-

significant stream whose course is frequently interrupted by
rapids and shoals. In the dry season it is navigable only a short

distance from its mouth, near Chama, 30 miles west of Ca})e Coast

Oastle. As water is a })recious commodity on the Gold coast,

particularly during the dry season, the natives have iniposed the

term "sacred" upon it. although it may have l)een in deference

to the particular god which makes its habitat therein.

The path from Prahsu to Kumassi threads its way through

the Adansai country. For days at a time the liglit of the sun

never pierces the gloomy forest, and, although the traveler is thus

l)rotected from the fierce tropical heat, the damp atmosphere is

most depressing. Fort}^ miles south of Kumassi is the INIonse or

Adansai hill. Stanley, in 1873, roughly estimated its altitude at

1,600 feet, but recent observations determine it to be but 700. It

is an abrupt elevation, and a hundred Ashantis with modern

guns could easily repulse ten thousand adversaries from its rugged

slopes and passes. On our fourteenth day out from the coast a

small Ashanti village, within four miles of Kumassi, was reached.

My carriers insisted upon stopping here for an hour in order to

prejiare for an imposing entry into the capital of the Ashanti

kingdom. When we resumed our journey we found the physi-

cal features of the country changing raj)idly. 'i'he forest had

disappeared, and we passed along a narrow road, lined on either

side with tall plantains and bananas, until we emerged into an

open plain covered with stubble. Over this })lain our path led

for some two hundred yards, until the edge of the swamp which

surrounds Kumassi was touched. A corduroy road made this

easy of i)assage, and we soon found ourselves marching up a

slight incline that broadened into a wide street or avenue which,

as we afterward learned, was the main street of Kumassi. 'J'he

first glimpse was disappointing. Travelers, from liowditch to

Winwood Keade, have described Kumassi as a city of preten-

tious houses, possessing a stone [)alace wherein the king lived in
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ASHANTI WOMEN

Fro7n a photograph by Skues, Cape Coast Castle

great splendor, and containing a population variously estimated

at from 40,000 to 100,000. But the first view convinced me that,

whatever Kumassi may have been in the past, it was now but a

poorly built town of a few thousand huts. Later and more care-

ful observations confirmed me in this estimate.

Some writers assert that the Fantis and Ashantis originally

occupied the country south of the Kong mountains, near tlie great

bend of the upper Niger. The Mohammedan tribes drove them
south as far as the coast, where they were forced to stop. As the

two peoples undoubtedly sprang from the same stock, the natural

boundaries of rivers and hills, among other causes unknown to

African history, were probably the first dividing lines in their

development as separate nations. The languages of both are

derived from the Tshi tongue and differ in only a few words and
idioms. Their customs, folk-lore and legends, supernatural dei-

ties and fetich worship, dress, and physical characteristics are

almost the same, but the Fanti, through the civilizing influence

of his contact with Europeans, extending over four centuries, has
abandoned many of the savage practices which still obtain among
the Ashantis.

For three centuries Ashanti has maintained its existence as a
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confederation of poAverful tribes, acknowledging as its only rival

the neighboring kingdom of Dahomey. From the beginning of

the seventeentli century down to the present time its history is

replete with bloody wars and mercenary incursions on weaker

tribes, and among the latter the Fantis have felt its merciless

heel only too often. Great Britain has during the present cen-

tury sent Ave expeditions against Ashanti, and, with tlie excep-

tion of the last one, witli but little success. In 1824 Sir Charles

McCarthy, governor-general of the British })ossessions on tlie

Gold coast, led a large force of loyal natives as far north as Mansu,

where the Ashantis gave battle. Sir Charles and liis officers were

captured and put to death, their bones being distributed among
the Ashanti cliiefs and sub-chiefs as talismans. Between 1824 and

1873 two other expeditions were dispatched against the Ashantis

by Great Britain, but both of them were driven back to the coast.

In 1874, however. Sir Garnet Wolseley marched straight into

Kumassi at the head of only 1,400 troops, among whom were the

42d Highlanders, the famous "Black Watch" of the Indian

mutiny; but, although Kumassi was sacked and burned, the

expedition accomplished little beyond inspiring the natives with

a high opinion of British valor.

ASHANTI CHILDREN

From a pliolograpli by GeoiX'' A'. French
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A ROYAL PROGRESS IN -WEST AFRICA — THE KING OF DADIASSI

From a photograph by George K. French

Toward the end of 1895 the once powerful Ashanti confedera-

tion had become greatly weakened by the open secession or

wavering loyalty of its constituent tribes. These were ten in

number, namely, Beckwai, Daniassi, Kokofu, Nkoranza, Dadiassi,

Juabin, Mampon, Nquanta, Nsuta, and Kumassi. Only three of

these, the most remote from the coast to the north of Kumassi,

were openly loyal to the King of Kumassi, who held the throne

or golden stool and was called the King of Ashanti. The other

kings were quite ready to secede from the confederation, the

unity of which was now about to be attacked and destroyed by
British arms, and they were anxiously awaiting overtures from

the coast. Such was ttie pitiable and liumiliating condition of

the " Ruler of Heaven and Earth " at this time. Proud and arro-

gant to the last, although abandoned b}^ most of his followers.

King Prempeh calmly awaited the approach of the little band
of British soldiers, led by Sir Francis Scott, from Cape Coast

Castle. He was, however, only a weak and misguided tool of

the savage Queen Mother and a dupe of dishonest advisers, and
he offered no resistance to his seizure, with some forty of his

courtiei's, and his removal to the coast, where he is now impris-
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oned in Elmina castle. Thus Kumassi fell without the shedding
of a drop of blood, though the deadly fever claimed its usual vic-

tims, among them being Prince Henry of Battenberg.

Kumassi is about three miles in circumference, oval in shape,

and is surrounded by a noisome swamp. The main street runs
north and south and is al)()ut a mile in length. It is less than
thirty yards in width, and on either side are built the swish and
thatch huts of the general aspect of those givdn in the accompa-
nying illustration. Back of these two rows of huts are jterhaps

DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE OF KUMASSI

From a photograph by George K. French

three thousand other huts. Allowing six or seven inhabitants

to each hut, the population may number, but can hardl}'^ exceed,

20,000. There seemed no regularity of direction or plan in the

streets or passage-ways between tlie huts, and without a guide it

would be difficult to find a given place. In the extreme south-

eastern part of Kumassi, adjacent to the swamp, is the king's

palace. It consists of a hundred huts grouped witliin a stockade

thirty feet high. This stockade gives way in places to the walls

of two- and even three-storied huts, evidently erected under tlie

direction of European captives. The decorations on the walls
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of the palace, both interior and exterior, are crudely worked in

clay in faint bas-relief, and consist of grotesque figures of men

and women, hybrids, with bodies of sheep, goats, elejdiantsj

snakes, deer, and leopards combined with heads and tails of

monkeys, lizards, and alligators. On one hut I noticed the figure

of a man holding in one hand a human head, evidently his own,

as that member was missing from its proper place.

West of the main street and near its southern extremity' is the

Sacred Grove, so grapliically described by Stanley and others,

as it existed prior to 1874. Several hundred lofty cottonwood

trees, scattered over a rectangular space four acres in area, thou-

sands of bodies in all stages of de-

com))osition and grinning skulls

gleaming white from their resting-

place, scores of vultures hovering

above or perched on the limbs

of the trees waiting for the next

human sacrifice— such was the

Sacred Grove at the beginning of

1896. Dynamite, however, had

materially altered its appearance

before I left Kumassi. The Great

Executioner, an officer of high

rank closely attached to the king's

household, presided here in his

gruesome work. While in recent years the practice of making

human sacrifices in Kumassi has been greatly checked by Euro-

pean influences, the present executioner is chargeable with the

taking of many thousands of human lives—a number variously

estimated at from twenty to fifty thousand—during the thirt}'-

years of his tenure of office. Some time after the main body of

the British expedition under Sir Francis Scott had returned to

the coast the executioner was captured and held as a i3risoner

in Kumassi, the British authorities believing that he knew where

the golden stool, the emblem of the king's office, was hidden.

While he was thus detained I photograplied him on several

occasions, and the picture reproduced in this article is from the

best of these.

On the return journey to the coast I diverged from the main
route in order to visit the King of Beckwai. I found him living

in pomp and splendor at the town of Beckwai, the population

of which is about half that of Kumassi. It has no characteristics
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dissimilar to those of the hitter phice. Lake Busuniakwe, care-

fully explored in February, 1896, by Major Donovan, of the

British army, I spent two days in exploring, ])Ut found nothing

that Major Donovan had not noticed.

It is unnecessary to trace tlie real reasons that imi)elle(l tlie

British government to subjugate Ashanti and annex it to the

Gold Coast colony. A careful stud \' of the history of the colony

and its relations with its savage neighbors will throw much light

on tlie subject ; but it is proper to assert that England's enlight-

ened policy in otlier parts of Africa will undoubtedly be ap-

plied here and will result in the ultimate spread of civilization

throughout this darkest part of the dark continent. In this con-

nection it seems proper to call attention to a map of the " British

Possessions in ^^'est Africa," })ublished in November, 1895, by

Stanford, of London, whereon, before the exi)edition had left

England, Ashanti was presented as a ])art of the Gold Coast

colony. The same map gives the Half Cape Mount river as

the boundar}^ line between the English colony of Sierra Leone

and Liberia, whereas it should have been the Manoah river, 50

miles further north.

L.



ALL AROUND THE BAY OF PASSAMAQUODDY

By Albert S. Gatschet,

Bureau of American Ethnology

Travelers coming from the south will find in the deeply in-

dented coast lands of the state of Maine a type of landscape

differing considerably from others previousl}' noticed. Through

the fiord-like character of Maine's tidewater section the water

element everywhere blends in with terra Jirma, which alternately

projects and recedes, and by the well-marked color contrast be-

tween the blue ocean and the green or somber-hued earth strikes

our sight agreeably. The level shore lands of the southern At-

lantic states are here replaced by hills, headlands, and capes of

bolder outlines, partly clothed in the fainter green of northern

vegetation, while other elevations exhibit therocky, ocean-beaten

foundation upon which they are built. The dark-hued pine and

fir trees, which in other countries live in the mountains only,

here descend to the sea-coast, enlivening the tops and sides of

the numerous islands which lie scattered along the coast. The

further we proceed northeastward along the coast, the more the

scenery assumes a northern character. This is well evidenced

by the spare vegetation and the thinness of the humus which

we notice everywhere in and around Passamaquoddy bay, an

extensive basin, the waters of which are fed by the majestic St

Croix river from the north and by the St George or Megigadevic

river from the east. The mainland encompasses this bay on all

sides, fringing it with rock-bound promontories and some flat

sand spits ; only on the southeast side does it open toward the

Atlantic ocean, and there a row of islands forms its limit and

affords numerous passages suitable for navigation.

The elevations encircling the bay of Passamaquoddy, though

bolder than those we see further south, are mostly flat-topped

and of tame outlines. They are nearing an incline of 20 to 30

degrees, and therefore the local erosion through the impact of

rain is not very considerable. None of the hills or islands in the

bay rise above sea level more than about 300 feet. A feature that

may be pertinently called the headland shore is prominent here.

Whenever a portion of the mainland or of one of the larger

islands in this region advances toward the salt water it first

16
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sinks down, forming a depression, and tlien rises as a knoll or

rounded hillock or hill hetbre it plunges its rock}' face abruptly

into the ocean. These formations, appropriately termed heads or

headlnnch, are frequent all around Passamaquoddy hay, Canipo-

l)ello island, Cohscook bay, and in many other sections of the

Maine and New Brunswick coasts. Beaches filled with coarse

gravel, the detritus of the rocky shores, form the transitoi'y stage

between the headlands and the more level promontories ov points.

Not infrequcntl\' one headland succeeds another in a line before

reaching the water, and even after reaching the shore the}' reap-

pear, jutting out from the briny element, two or three in suc-

cession, and lying in one continuous file. This I have observed,

e. (/., on the north shore of Cobscook ba}^ west of i{lastport,

]N[aine. Campo))ello island, New Brunswick, is 'rej)lete with
*' heads " on its far-extending shores, the island being eleven

miles long from north to south ; thus we have Bald head, Wilson

head, East Quoddy head. Friar's head. Head harbor—whereas

tiie term " point," less frequent there, appears in more numerous
instances on the Avest side of the bay and up the St Croix river.

Two large whirlpools^ perceptible in the channel of the St Croix

river, are objects of great curiosity to the strangers visiting these

parts. One of them occurs between Moose island and the southern

end of Deer island, New Brunswick
;
the other, of minor propor-

tions, lies two miles above, the river being over one mile wide at

each place. They are carefull}' avoided by people i)assing, either

in a white man's boat or in the Indians' canoe, for, like Charybdis

of old, they are liable to ca[)size any small craft that ventures to

come too near. They owe their existence not exclusively to the

shock produced by the imi)act of the currents from the bay meet-

ing those of the river, but also to the incoming tides and to a

difference of temperature between the two bodies of water.

The air temperature is generally low on the bay and around

it. Winter begins in October, and even at midsummer persons

who are not provided with warm clothing will often feel a chill

pervading their system when a sudden breeze breaks in from the

north or a thick fog stays till noontime over the ever-moving

waters. The weather is generally serene throughout the year,

but nevertheless morning fogs are of frequent occurrence.

The Canadian Pacific is the only railroad company that brings

visitors to the hospitable shores of Passamaquoddy bay, but there

are numerous steamboats plying between St Andrews, St Ste-

phen, Calais, and Kasti)ortand the neighboring cities of St Johns,

2
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Bar Harbor, and Portland. Whether the tourist visits these parts

for sightseeing or for restoring impaired health by the aid of their

bracing sea-breezes, he is sure to take a peculiar interest in the

native Indians, whom he sees peddling their neat baskets and
toys along the streets, on steamboats, and on hotel verandas. But
little attention is needed to scan the Indian among a crowd of

people by his dusky com})lexion and a sort of nonchalance in

his deportment. His appearance and habits show him to be a

living and moving survival from jDrehistoric times.

The Passamaquoddy Indians of Maine constitute a portion of

the northeastern or Abnaki group of the widespread Algonkinian

stock, of which the ancient domain extended over a large area

of the United States and Canada. The Abnaki Indians now sur-

viving are divided into five sections, among which (1) the Pe-

nobscots in Oldtown are the nearest afhnit}' in language and race

to the (2) St Francis Indians of Canada
; (3) the Passamaqaoddies,

whose nearest kinsmen are (4) the Mlliciies, or Etchemins (this

is their Micmac name), scattered along the St Johns river. New
Brunswick; (5) the Micjnacs, settled in Nova Scotia and on the

east coast of New Brunswick.

The present Passamaquoddies are about five hundred in num-
ber, and a large intermixture with white blood has taken place,

which according to a safe estimate may amount to one-third of

the tribe. In about the same proportion they have also preserved

their Indian vernacular, which among its European loan words

counts more of English than of French origin. Many of these

natives exhibit unmistakably the full physical marks of Indian

descent—the long, straight, and dark hair, the strong nasal bone,

and a rather dark complexion. The cheek-bones are not very

prominent. The majority of the tribe are slim-built and of a

medium stature. They are not increasing, and their Indian

congeners on the Penobscot river are positivel}^ on the decrease.

No central chief rules over these Indians now, but each of their

three settlements in Maine has a sagum or elective governor.

These settlements all lie on watercourses or on the seashore.

The one nearest to Eastport is at Pleasant point, near the town

of Perry ; another is in a suburb of Calais, and a third one for.

merly lived upon Lewis island, but transferred its seats to the

neighboring Peter Dana's point, near Princeton, on the Kenne-

bassis river, about 42 miles north of Eastport. Fishing is one

of their chief industries, but in this they now follow entirely the

example set by the white man ; they care nothing for agriculture,

and their village at Pleasant point is built upon the rockiest and
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most unproductive ground that could have been selected. The
same may be said of some other Indian settlements, for many
Indians do not require any better soil to rest their houses upon.

The industries now forming their main sup{)ort are the man-
ufacture of toy boats from birch bark, of fishing canoes from the

same material, of fans from ash-wood, and, chieHy, of ornamental

and fancy baskets from the wood of the yellow ash. The baskets

are made b\^ the women, and during the summer season the men
sell them in the markets, especially at the watering-places and
in the commercial centers of the eastern states. The women
display a high degree of taste in selecting their models for these

tiny, elegant, and delicate art-products. The ash-wood is split

into splints or blades of extreme thinness by machinery, seldom

wider than an inch, then d3'ed in all possible, but always briglit,

colors. After this the splints are interlaced so as to form baskets

of the most varied shapes. During the work of interlacing,

blades of sweet-scented grass are inserted in the baskets, and
thus " finished " tliey are sent to the stores with a fragrant odor,

whicli clings to them for months and increases their salability.

Tlie present area of the Passamaquoddy dialect is confined

within a small district in Washington county, in southeastern

Maine, and limited to the three settlements already mentioned.

We may, however, add to it tlie area of the Milicite or '"Broken

language " dialect, which is heard in five or six Indian villages

on the St Johns or Ulastuk river, in New Brunswick, and differs

but little from Passamaquoddy. In former centuries these two

dialectic areas were much more extensive, the ])roof of this rest-

ing in the spread of geographic names worded in Passamaquoddy
over the whole of Washington and Hancock counties, a part of

Aroostook count}', Maine, and over the western i)art of the New
Brunswick territory. Just as large as this historic area was that

of the Penobscot dialect, for, as the local names still demonstrate,

it embraced the whole Penobscot river basin, with the valleys

of its numerous tributaries.

Inquiry into the signification of historic and actual geographic

names of Indian origin has of late become i)opular among the

educated classes of Americans. It is just twelve years since

Charles CJodfrey Leland encouraged those who might be alile to

accomplish the task to solve the riddles contained in the names

of that country, most of which have a sound so musical and

harmonious.* I^ong acquainted with the great historic value of

*Tlie Centiiiy Miveazine, New York, 1884, vol. 28, pp. CGS-f>77, in Leiiuid's lutiole :

" Legends of the Passjamaq nod dies."
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topographic names, Leland's suggestion induced me, while study-

ing the dialect, to listen to the opinions of capable Indians when
I requested them to interpret a series of these names. INIany

interpretations thus obtained were so crude and ungrammatic

that the}'^ could not be sustained for a moment ; but the tnajorit}'-

of those resting on a correct linguistic basis disclosed the fact

that they are mostly compound nouns and combinations either

of two substantives or of an adjective and a substantive, with

the substantive standing last. In the first case, the noun stand-

ing fi.rst is sometimes connected with the noun standing second

bv the case-suffix i,as in Edu'ki m'ni'ku,/)eer t's^miri, from 6duk,

deer. The local names around the bay mostl}^ refer to the watery

element, for the terms, beach, sand-bar, cliff, rocky shore, island,

headland, point, bay and cove, current and confiacnce make up

almost the whole terminology of the region. The frequent end-

ing -k (-ak, -ik, -ok, -uk) sometimes marks the i)lural of a noun

considered as animate,,but more frequently it is the locative case-

ending observed in all Algonkinian dialects under various forms.

This case-suffix corresponds minutely to our prepositions at, in,

on, upon, at the place or spot of. It also obtains in the Penobscot

and Milicite dialects ; but in the southwest corner of Maine occur

a number of geographic names in -et, -it, -ot, which ap})roximates

the. dialect in which they originate to that of Massachusetts and

of Eliot's Bible., So we meet there with names like Abadasset,

Harriseekit, Manset, Millinoket,Ogunquit, Pejepscot (Sheepscot),

AVebhannet, and Wiscasset. The name Penobscot cannot be ad-

duced here, for its original form in that dialect is Panawampskek,

''where the conical rocks ^re."

The Indian names of elevations, rivers, and localities are in

this article spelt in a scientific alphabet in which the vowels

possess the value of and are pronounced as the}^ are in the lan-

guages of the European continent.* To readers it will soon ap-

pear how inconsistently the Indian names were rendered by the

American and British natives in their pronunciation and how

often parts of them were dropped entirely. These Indian names

are generally easy to pronounce for Americans; still, Algonkin-

ian dialects have a tendency to drop vowels when standing be-

tweeii consonants at the beginning of words. This causes a

peculiar difficulty of utterance, and makes some of them unpro-

nounceable to a majority of English-speaking people.

*g is always hard and & has the sound of e in bucket.
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A LIST OF INDIAN GKOGRAPIIIC NAMKS OCCUKRING AROUND I'ASSA-

MAQUODDY BAY, MAINE, WITH THEIR DERIVATIONS

Bar Harbor, Mount Desert, and IMount Desert island are all called in

Indian Pessank or Pessan, " at the elani-di<,'<i:in<i; jjlaee or plat'-es ;
"

from ess, " shell," referrinji; hereto tiie elani only
;
p- prefix, -an ver-

bal endinij:.

Bay of Fundy, a stoi'ni-beaten eorner of the Atlantie ocean between
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, is to the Indians V/ekwal)e<i;ituk,

" waves at the head of the bay," -tuk referrin<:j to waters driven in

waves or moved by the tide. Nowhere else in the -world are the tides

so hiij;h as in this bay. (See Oak bay.)

Bishop's point, a locality on north head of Grand Manan island, New
Brunswick. Its Indian name, Budebe-uhiyen, means death-traj) of

whales, from budebe-u, " wliale"; -higen, a sufHx which stands for

" tool " or " instrument."

Campobello island. New Brunswick, is called l^bagwidek, from its ])osi-

tion between Maine and the mainland of New Brunswick, "tloatiug

between;" eba, between; gwiden, floating. Another Indian name
for this island is Edlitik, which seems to refer to the sudden deei)en-

ing of the waters on the west side.

Cherry island, a rocky formation just south of Indian island. New P.runs-

wick, is known to the native Indian as Misik nt^gusis, "at the little

island of trees." INIisi is " tree " or " trees ;
" niisik, " wliere trees

stand;" negu, abbreviation of m'niku, "island;" -sis, diminutive

ending.

Cobscook bay, a l)ody of salt water lying west and southwest of ISIoose

island. It is the Indian term kapskuk, "at the waterfalls." The
tide, rising here daily to about twenty feet, enters into the sinuosi-

ties of the shorelands, and the waters returning to the ocean form

rapids, riffles, or cascades (kai)sku).

Deer island, New Brunswick, a large isle at the southern extremity of

PassauuKjuodd}' bay, is Eduki m'niku, " of the deer the island."

D'Orville's head, eminence where St Croix river empties into Passania-

quoddy bay ; Kwagustchus'k, " at tlie dirty mountain ;

" from kwag-

weyu, "dirty;" t^hi'is, " mountain ;" -k, locative pavticle, "at."

The name was long ago corrupted into the more popular " Devil's

head."

Eastport, city and harbor, luis the same Indian name as MoiW island,

u|)ou which it is l)uilt, iNIuselenk. Tliis is a corruption from the hy-

briil compound ^Miis-ellnd'k, its second half being a corru[)tion of

ishuid, with the locative -k appended. The locality wheie the las

moose was killed, about a century ago, lies on itf^ northern part. The
genuine In<lian name for Moose island is Mus m'niku. The Moose

islanders (and the Eastport people especially) are called Museleniek.

Eel brook, a small rivulet at the northern end of Grand !\hinan island,

is in Indian Katekadik, which stands for Kat-akadik, anil signifies

" where (-k.) eels (kat) are jilentiful (akadi)."
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Gardner's lake, in Machias township, is called Nemdamsw' agum, the

term n^mdani designating a species of fresh-water fish rushing up
brooks and channels (nem, upward) ; dgnm, "lake."

Grand Manan, New Brunswick, a large island with high shores, south

of Passamaquoddy bay, is the Menaniik of the Indians. The name
probably signifies "at the island" in the Micmac dialect.

Herring cove, a large sea-beach on the east side of Campobello island,

facing Fundy bay and Grand Manan island, is called Pitchamkfak,
" at the long beach ;

" pitcheyu, il is long ; amk, gravel ; -kie, beach;

locative case, -kfak. This cove has lately been made accessible by
a good road leading to it from the Tyn-y-coed hotel, and with its

picturesque views and its multicolored pebbles forms quite an attrac-

tion to visitors.

Indian island. New Brunswick, forms a narrow strip of one and a half

miles' length at the southwestern entrance to Passamaquoddy bay,

and was inhabited by these Indians before they crossed over to

Lincoln's point and Pleasant point, Maine. They call it Misik-negus,
'

' at the tree island." The name of Cherry island (q. v.) is a diminu-

tive of this.

Kendall's head, a bold headland in northern part of Moose island and
facing Deer island. New Brunswick, upon the "western passage" of

St Croi.x; river, is called by the Indians Wabigenek, or " at the white

bone," or Wabigen, "white bone," from the white color of a rock

ledge on its top; wabi, white ; -gen or -ken, bone; -k, at.

Kunaskwamkuk, abbreviated frequently into Kunaskwamk, is a com-
prehensive name given to the town of St Andrews, New Brunswick,

to the heights above and north of it, where the Algonquin hotel is

erected, and to the coast between St Andrews and Joe's point. The
name signifies "at the gravel beach of the pointed top;" liuna,

" point," referring to a sandbar projecting into the bay ; kunaskwd,

"pointed top or extremity;" ^mk, "gravel," and here "gravelly

beach ;" -uk, locative ending, at, on, upon.

Lubec, a village south of Eastport, at the narrows between Campobello

island and the mainland of Maine, is called Kebamkiak, "at the

beach forming the narrows." Kebe-ik means " at the narrows," and
is the same word as the Cree and Montagnais: Kebek, Quebec, in

Canada ; -kiak is the locative case of kie, " a^the beach or beaches."

Machias and East Machias, two towns on the southern trend of the

Maine coast, in Washington county, which were settled from Scar-

borough, in Maine, represent the term metchi(^ss, partridge.

Meddybemps village and Meddybemps lake, drained by Dennys
river, Dennysville township, are called after a fresh-water fish, niMe-

bess'm, or the hanpoiU.

Moose island. (See Eastport.)

Moosehead lake, in the interior of Maine, Piscataquis county, is called

in Passamaquoddy Ktchi-saguk, "at the wide outlet." A literal

translation of the English name would be Musatp aggmuk ; miis,

" moose deer ;
" -atp suffix referring to " head ;

" tigemuk, " at the

lake." Chesuncook is in Penobscot dialect the name of a lake to the
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northeast of Moosehead lake, and sifrnifies "at the bifz; outlet,"

Ktc'hi-sankuk.

Mount Katahdiu, on Penobscot river, thoii<:;h its name is worded in thr

Penobscot dialect, may be mentioned here as signifying "large moun-
tain;" tiie syllable kt- is equivalent to ktchi, " large, great, big;

"

ad'ne, ad'na, is "mountain." Tlie Penobsc'ot Indians ])ronounce it

Kta'd'n [a short) ; the PassaniaquodJies, Ktad'n {n long).

Norumbega is the alleged name of a river and .sf)me ancient villages or

Indian "cities" in Maine, spelled in many diffiirent ways, l>ut never

located with any deirree of certainty. The name does not stand for

any Indian settlement, but is a term of the Abnaki languages, which
in Penobscot sounds nalambigi, in Passamaquoddy nalabegik—both

referring to the " still, (luiet " (nala-) stretch of a river between two
rlHles, lapids, or cascades ; -b.%ik, for nip:>gik, means "at the water."

On tiie larger rivers and watercourses of Maine ten to twenty of these

"still water stretches " may occur on each ; lience the imposi-ibility

of determining the sites meant by the old authors speaking of these

localities. Naraidxnuk, now Norridgewok, on middle Penoi)scot river,

has the same meaning.

Oak bay, a large inlet of St Croix river, east of the city of Calais, i.«

named Wekw/iyik—"at the head of the bay."

Passamaquoddy bay, according to its orthography now current, means
the bay where pollock is numerous or plentiful. Tlie English spell-

ing of the name is not quite correct, for the Indians pronounce it

Peskcdemakadi pekudebegek. Peskedem is the pollock-fish or " skip-

per," "jumper ;" called so from its habit of skiiiping above the sur-

face of the water and falling into it again ; -kadi, -akadi is a suttix,

marking plenty or abundance of the ol)ject in question. (Cf tlie name
Acadia, derived from this ending.) There are several places on the

shores of this bay especially favorable for the catch of this food-fish,

like East Quoddy head, etc, as mentioned previously in this article.

Quoddy, tlie abbreviated name now given to a hotel in Eastport,

should be spelt : Kadi or Akadi, for there is no w-sound in this Indian

term, and it would be better to write the name of the bay, if scientilic

accuracy is desired, " Peskedemakadi bay."

Pembroke lake, a long water sheet, stretching from northwest to south-

east, is in Indian fmnakwan agum, or " the lake where sweet tree-

sap is obtained." Makwan, or "sAveet," stands for the liquid sugar

running from the sugar maple in .season. Agum means " lake."

Pleasant point, Indian village on the western shore of 8t Croi.v river, is

called .^iba-ik, Sib.lyik: "at the water- passage, on the thoroughfare

for ships or canoes," which refers to the sites just south of the

" point."

Princeton, a village on the Kennebasis river, .south shore (an atliuent of

the St Croix river from the west), is called Mdakmfguk, "on the

rising soil ;
" from mda, " high, rising," and kmi'gu, an abbreviation

of ktakmigu, " land, soil, territory."

Red Beach, on. west shore of lower St Croix river, Calais township,

al)ov',' Robbiuston, is named Mekwamkcs'k, "at the small red
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beach;" from mekw(a), "red;" amk, "beach;" -es, diiiiinutive

ending, " small, little," and 'k, -uk, locative case sufRx, " at, on."

Schoodic or Skudik, " a^the clearings," is a topographicterm given to

the ydioodic or Grand lake, on headwaters of St Croix river; also to

the St Croix river itself, and to the town of Calais,- built on its lower

course. That these clearings were effected bj' burning down the

timber appears from the tei*m itself; for skWut, skut means fire, and

the name really means " at the fire." Another SkiidiJc lake lies in the

southeastern corner of Piscataquis county, Maine. .

St Croix river, in Indian Skudik sip, " the river of clearings ;" from the

clearings on its shores or on the Skudik lake, where the river takes its

origin. For a long distance it forms the frontier between Maine

(Washington county) and New Brunswick. The' French name, " Holy

Cross," came frohi a cross erected by early French explorers.

St Francis river, in Canada, Ontario province, upon which Indians

cognate to the Penobscots of Maine are living, is called by them

Lesigantuk, a contraction of Ulastigan-tuk. The same name is given

to their village and to the natives themselves.

St George and St George river, emptying into the northeast end of

Passamaquoddy bay, are just as well known bj' their Indian name,

Megigadewik, "many eels having ;

" from megi, ??iaHy; gat Or kat,

eel; -wi, adjectival ending; -k, locative case suffix.

St John river, running near the western border of New Brunswick and

its large tributary, the Aroostook, are both called in Penobscot and

in I'assamaquodd}', Ulastiik, "good river," meaning river of easy

navigation, without cascades, falls, or rapids; from ula, wiili, good;

-tuk, tidal river and waters driven in waves.

- RETURN OF THE HOURST NIGER EXPEDITION

The great geographical event in France just now is the return of the

Hourst Niger expedition. Tiie object of the mission was to survey the

Niger, especially that part of the river which flows through French ter-

ritory. As will be remembered, the Anglo-French agreement of 1890

made the boundary between the French- and English " spheres of in-

fluence" a line starting from Say and running eastward to lake Chad.

The upper Niger being unknown, the French- government decided to send

an expedition, and the occupation of Timbuktu by the French made it

imperative. Accordingly the expedition was organized and placed under

the command of Lieut. Hourst of the navy, his companions being Father

Hacquard, a man of imposing appearance and well versed in Arabic and

especially Tuareg dialects ; Beaudry, senior midshipman ; Bluzet, a lieu-

tenant of marines, and Dr Taburet ; in all five young men whose combined

ages would hardly make 140 years.

The party started in August, 1895, and has just returned. The expedi-

tion was a complete success. The river has been duly studied and sur-

veyed by competent men ; about 45 meters of maps were brought back
;
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hostile tribes of wild Tuaregs wore visited and friendly inteivonrse

established (this was due mainly to Father Hacciuard) ; not a man, white

or black, has been killed; in fact, not a shot was fired (this is ciiaracter-

istic of French explorations anyhow), and the live men returned safe

and sound. The maps whicli they bring will soon be published. Tiie

l)arty, in three boats, descended the Niger from Timbuktu to its mouth,

in spite of the rapids of Bussa, always declared imi)awsable by the English

Koyal Niger Company. One of the boats was of aluminum and the other

two were dug-outs.

An interesting and amusing incident of the trip is tolil as follows:

When the celebrated Barth visited that pait of the Sudan he was ac-

companied by a Tuareg interpreter called Backhay, who saved Baith's

life. When the great traveler left, Backhay prophesied that a son of

Barth would some day visit the Sudan. Accordingly when Ilourst aj)-

peared he was asked whether he was not Barth's son, and the lieutenant,

not knowing just what that meant, said that he was I'arth's nephew.

When the history of the western Sudan is written up tlie Ilourst expe-

dition will certainly receive more than a passing notice.

Eknkst de S.\SSKVII,I-K.

GEOGRAPHIC SERIALS

Tlie GeograpIiU'iil Journal for November contains a valuable i)ai)er by

ISIajor Leonard Darwin on Railways in Africa, in which the author sug-

gests the railway system necessary to supplement the facilities afforded

by the rivers for commerce. It contains also the narrative of a Journey

around Siam, by J. S. Black, of a Journey in the Valley of tiie Tpiier

Euphrates, hj' Vincent W. Yorke, and from Teheran towards the Caspian,

by Lieut. Col. Henry L. Wells. Tliere is also a review of De ^lorgan's

^lission Scientifique to Persia, by >hijor General Sir Frederick J. Cold-

smid. The Decend)er number is a notable one. It begins with the presi-

dential address of Sir Clements 3Iarkham. .\rthur Montetiore Brice con-

tributes a long and extremely interesting article snnnnarizing the work

done by the Jacksou-Harmsworth Polar Expedition during the last year.

It is accomi)anied by a map summarizing the discoveries maile by this

exj)edition. Prince Henri d'Orleaus gives the narrative of his jouniey

from Tonkin to .Assam. Commander IL E. Purey-C'ust de.'-'cribes the

Eruption of Ambrym Island in the New Hebrides in 18!)4. This article

is accompanied by maps and illustrations. Other articles are "An -At-

tempt to Reconstruct the Maps Used by Herodotus" and "The Surface

of the Sea and the Weather."

The Scottish Geographical Magazhte for November contains notes on tlie

Yukon country, and particularly that part of it which adjoins tlie bound-

ary between Canada and Alaska, inchuling the Forty Mile district, and

the region about Juneau, by Alexander Begg. The subject of geogra|)li-

ical education is continued by Prof. A. J. Herbertson. Much prominence

has been given to this subject by the Scottish Magazine in its recent
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issues. The December number contains an article by W. Eagle Clarke

on Bird Migration in the British Isles. The most important article is one

summarizing the work of M. V. L. Seroshevski on the Country of the

Yakuts

—

i. e., northern Siberia. It is an admirably condensed descrip-

tion of a little-known region.

The quarterly Bulletin of the American Geographical Society for October

opens with an article by Prof. I. C. Russell, of the University of Michi-

gan, entitled "Mountaineering in Alaska," which is in substance an ac-

count of the autlior's last trij^ to the St Elias region. The bulletin also

contains an article by Franz Boas on the Indians of Britisli Columbia

and on a Graphic History of the United States by Henry Gannett.

Appalachia, the journal of the Appalachian Mountain Club, devotes a

large part of its November number to Philip S. Abbot, one of its mem-
bers, whose lamented death in the Canadian Rockies was noticed in The
National Geographic Magazine for the same month. Other articles are

entitled "Ascents near Saas, Switzerland," '' Grand ^Canon of the Tuo-

lumne," "Exploration of the Air," and "Notes on a recent Visit to

Katahdin." H. G.

GEOGRAPHIC NOTES

NORTH AMERICA

Canada. Of the 21,341 immigrants who arrived in Canada last year,

14,197 declared their intention to settle in the Dominion.

Mkxico. The coffee crop of 1895 amounted to 24,100 tons, of which

Oaxaca furnished 9,610, Veracruz 8,817, Chiapas 1,962, and Puebla 1,256

tons. These four states have doubled their production since 1892, and

they contribute 90 per cent of the entire crop. The best Mexican coffee

is a variety of mocha, and the second best, known as myrtle, is similar

to Java. Trees in full bearing yield on an average about 24 ounces of

coffee per annum, but some run as high as 60 to 80 ounces. The methods

of curing and the quality of the product are steadily improving.

SOUTH AMERICA

The ascent of Aconcagua, the highest summit of the Andes, is being

attempted by a scientitic expedition under the direction of Mr E. A. Fitz-

gerald, who recently returned from his explorations in the New Zealand

alps. The exploring party are well equipped, the sum of £5,000 having

been made available for the expedition.

Argentina. A recent report of the Argentine Census Bureau shows the

de facto population of the republic on May 10, 1895, to have-been 4,042,'990,

to which number an addition of 50,000 is made for persons temporarily

absent from the country. This shows an average animal increase of 4.6

per cent since 1869. The city of Buenos Ayres contains 663,854 inhabi-

tants, of whom 345,393 are foreigners.
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EUROPE

EN(ii,ANr). Dr Nansen's lectures are attnuting large aiuliences, not-

withstanding the very high prices charged for admission.

Although the traffic receipts of the Manchester ship canal for 189(5

show a large increase over those for 1895, the diversion of trade has made
no appreciable impression upon the revenues of the port of Liverpool.

Fi{.\NCE. The Paris Academy of Sciences has awarded one of the two

Arago medals to ^l. 1). Abadie, the Abyssinian explorer, and a prize to

Prince Henry of Orleans for his explorations.

Gkkmanv. 7,531 steamships and 9,02.] sailing vessels passed through

the North Sea and Baltic canal during its first year. The receipts from

tolls fell far short of the official estimates.

ASIA

Jap.\n. The German consul at Yokohama rei)orts that a general rise

in the cost of living as well as in the ,«cale of wages is already decreasing

the danger of Japanese industrial competition with European nations.

India. The production of coal has increased 55 per cent in a single

year and has almost quadrupled in ten*^'ears. The imports are also in-

creasing rapidly, and as coal is not used for domestic purpo^^es, its increas-

ing consumption j)oints to that exi)ansion of manufacturing industries of

which there are so many other indications^. An illustration of the maxim
that the trade follows the flag is found in the fact that SG per cent of the

tonnage that entered the ports of India last year was British.

AFRICA

Transvaal. It is believed that of the public revenue for the current

year, estimated at £4,402,19;], the Uitlanders will pay £3,500,000.

WicsT Afi{Ica. Telegraphic dispatches aniKHince that ex-King Prcmpeh

and his relatives and attendants have been removed to Sierra Leone.

— A British officer has just returned from an important mission, occupy-

ing five months, to the north and northwest of Kumassi, having traversed

the entire distance of 900 miles on foot. He reports the country as ex-

ceedingly rich in mineral and vegetable products, gold, rubber, kola-nuts,

and mahogany being abundant.

MISCELLANEA

In a paper read last month before the Royal (leograpliical Society, Col.

J. K. Trotter, R. A., who was the principal British offii'er of the Anglo-

French Delimitation Commission appointed in 1895, i^tated that tlu> com-

mission were disappointed at finding the sources of the Niger at so low

an elevation, the highest recorded being 3,879 feet. The adjacent coun-

try was mountainous, but none of the summits exceeded 5,000 feet.

The Proceeduigs and Transactions of the Queensland Branch of the

Royal Geographical Society of Australasia contain, among other articles,
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a Resume of Capt. Cook's First Voyage Around the AVorld, by Gen. Sir

Henry W. Norman; a siimmar}' liistory of Arctic exploration, by Major
A. J. Boyd, and the narrative of Capt. G. A. Tennefather; also Kxplora-

tion of the Coen, Archer, and Batavia Rivers and of the islands of the

western coast of Karpantaria, by the same author.

The Weather Bureau has recently issued Part 3 of the Report of the

International Meteorological Congress held at Chicago in 1893, in connection

with the World's Columbian Exposition. It contains brief papers upon
the climates of various parts of the world, commencing with that of the

United States, by Prof. H. A. Hazen. Under the title of 'J. Instruments

and Methods of Investigation " are described many of the latest adapta-

tions of instruments for special work, including "Observations of Solar

Radiation" and "The Stud}' of the Upper Atmosphere by Means of Bal-

loons, from Mountain Stations, and fi'om Cloud Observations."

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY, Session is^e-'gy

Special Meeting, December 4, 1896.—President Hubbard in the chair.

Admiral R. W. Meade, U. S. N., delivered an address, with lantern-slide

illustrations, descriptive of a Winter Voyage through the Straits of Ma-
gellan, with Visits to Rio Janeiro and Valparaiso.

Regular Meeting, December 11, 1896.—President Hubbard in the chair.

President David Starr Jordan, Ph. D., of the Leland Stanford Junior

University, read a narrative entitled "Matka: a Story of the Mist Islands."

This story, the life history of a fur-seal family (the niembers half personi-

fied), was followed by a series of lantern-slide illustratioiis of scenes in

the Pribvlof islands.

Special Meeting, December 18, 1896.—Secretary Hayden in the chair.

Geo. M. Sternberg, M. D., LL. D., Surgeon-General of the Army, read a
paper on the Etiology and Geographic Distribution of Infectious Diseases,

afterwards exhibiting a series of lantern-slides illustrative of the subject.

Elections.—New members have been elected as follows:

November S3.—G. W, Bacon, F.R.G.S., Gen. Samuel Breck, U.S.A., Col.

Ohas. Chaille-Long, A. \V. Cowdes, Prof. Thomas Davidson, Walter R.

Davies, J. P. Earnest, Col. M.J. Foote, Henry S. Graves, Lieut. T. D.

Griffen, U.S.N., Mrs Bella Kilbourn-Bourgeat, Miss Elizabeth A. Riley,

F. P. Schumann, C. K., Mrs Emma Triepel, Miss Alice Twight, M. Gregory

de Vollant (Russian Legation), Geo. H. Warner, John H. White.

December 11.—Dr Aaron Baldwin, John S. Blair, Prof. Fi-ank M. Com-
stock, Dr Ira W. Dennison, Rev. Geo. A. Dougherty, Dr L. W. Eugster,

Fred. L. Fishback, Seiior Don Domingo Gana (Chilean Minister), Prof.

Wm. H. Goodyear, Lee R. Grabill, C. E., Miss Edith S. Hancock, Hon.

M. A. Hanna, Henry L. Haven, John J. Heron, Hon. S. G. Hilborn,
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]M. C, K. II. Hood, Diivid Iluteheson, Henry Clay Jolinson, Williain D.

Kelly, Miss INIary A. Law, Capt. S. C. Lenily, U. S. N., J. H. Luckett,

Col. Geo. G. Martin, \Vm. W. Neifert, Lieut. H. C. Ponndstone, U. S. N.,

L. M. Prindle, Hon. Redlield Proctor, U. S. S., Mr von Keiclieiiau (Ger-

man Embassy), Hnshnjd Robinson, Senor Don J. I). Rodri<rnez (Minister,

Greater Republic of Central Aniericai, Geo. Otis Smith, Prof. A. W. Sjjan-

lioofd, T. W. Stanton, John J. Stephens, Capt. C. A. Stevens, Dr Chas.

Swisher, Lt. Comdr. E. D. Taussig, U. S. N., Hon. E. O. Wolcott, U. S. S.

December SO.—Geo. II. Baker, ,Tas. A.Barwick, Marcus \V. I'.ates, .lolni I).

Blagden, W. L. Blunt, H. B. Boyer, A. von Breuning, Prof. J. P. Byrne,
Henry Calver, Prof. R. A. l>obie, Dr Geo. A. Dor.sey, Prof. J. Fairbanks,

Count A. Goetzen (German Embassy), Prof. R. R. N. Gould, Arpad CJross-

mann, Hon. F. M. Hatch (Hawaiian Minister), F2dwin B. Hay, Med.
Director A. A. Hoehling, U. S. N., Corliss W. Lay, Prof. E. H. Mark,
Frank E. Pyne, Prof. A. \V. Riggs, James A. Scott, Dr Z. X. Snyder,

Joseph Stewart.

THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

SYNOPSIS OF A COURSE OF LECTURES ON THE EFFECTS OF

GEOGR.\PHIC ENVIRONMENT IN DEVELOPING THE
CIVILIZATION OF THE WORLD

The National Geographic Society has for several sea.cons given three

courses of lectures, a technical course and two popular cour.«es ; the former

by othcersof the Army and Navy and distinguish&d scientists in different

departments of the Government, the latter by leading exponents of origi-

nal investigation of subjects i)ertaining to geographic research.

It is the intention that each speaker in the popular cour.se shall be a

recognized authority on the subject treated by him, and that each lecture

shall be illustrated by stereopticon views, which have been found to ad<l

not only to the interest but also to tlie value of the lectures.

The average attendance at the ])opular lectures has increased .steadily

from 500 in 189o-94 to 800 m lSi)4-<)o, and to 1,000 in 1805-90. The
audience is composed of members of the Society and their friends, com-

prising many of the most cultured residents of Washington, senators and

representatives, .scientists and students. The second course of lectures

has been held on Monday afternoons. Two years ago the sui)ject was a

trip over the Northern Pacific Railroad to the Pacific ocean, returning via

San Francisco, the caiions of the Colorado, and the Rocky mountains.

Last year it was a trip through Canada and the inland passage to Alaska.

For the popular course of 189()-97 the subject selected is the effects

of geographic environment in d(^>veloping the civilization of the world.

The course opens with prehistoric man and the beginnings of history,

and passes on to the period of our earliest definite knowledge in th<)se

countries where the history of our race begins. At this epoch geographic
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environment exercised a controlling influence on life, character, insti-

tutions, and religion; it was the primary if not the sole cause of de-

velopment in the transition of man from savagery through barbarism to

civilization. The same cause continued to influence the successive stages

of civilization, though as man advanced in knowledge and intelligence

he became more and more independent of his surroundings. Even now
. they influence him in various ways.

The first lecture will be of a general character, showing prehistoric

man, the beginnings of industries (such as agriculture and the domestica-

tion of animals), of institutions and religion, and of the acquisition of

real and personal pi-operty, and will be delivered by the President of the

Society.

We look for the earliest civilization where the environment was most

favorable, as in Babylonia and Egypt, and j)Ossibly in China. The tran-

sition of man from barbarism to partial civilization in these countries

probably originated at about the same time, and therefore the second

lecture will be on Babylonia, where the environment is in some respects

more marked than in Egypt or China. In the rich valleys of the Tigris

and Euphrates men were first gathered into great cities under the rule of

a despot who was above all humanity, the representative only of him-

self and of God. Here the family seems to have become obsolete, all rights

undefined, personal and civil liberty unknown, for there were only two

classes, the master and slave. Yet here we find the first great library,

hanging gardens, and magnificent architecture.

This lecture will tell us of the development of the city, library, and

architecture, and of the rule of the despot, and will be delivered by Mr
Talcott Williams, of the Philadelphia Press, a gentleman born in Mesopo-

tamia and well acquainted with the country and its inhabitants.

The third lecture will be on Syria. In Syria we have an entirely dif-

ferent geographic eavironment, developing diflferent institutions and
religious beliefs, with a nationality and history of a different type. The
Semites, probably Bedouins, came from the desert of Arabia, a country

as unlike the valley of the Euphrates as the people of the two countries

are unlike each other. In these deserts originated the ideas of humanity
and charity, and a religion tending to monotheism. The chiefs or rulers

of the nomad clans were patriarchs, like Abraham and Jacob, wandering

over the desert. Although their civilization was in some respects and
for a long time inferior to that of the Babylonians, yet they had a love of

freedom and manly character unknown in the despotisms of the Eu-
phrates and Nile. While they estimated the value of the life of the indi-

vidual higher than did the Assyrian, yet even here personal liberty, as we
understand it, did not exist, as every man belonged to a familj' group and
was subject to its head, and every family to its clan.

This lecture will trace the development of the family, monotheism, and
the Jewish nation, and will be delivered by Prof. Thomas J. Shahan,
LL. D., of the Catholic University of America.

The fourth lecture will be on Tyre and Sidon, cities which derived their

civilization from Assyria. Here we find a third condition of environ-

ment—mountains behind, the sea in front—evolving a higher civilization.
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Lifeon the eas^torii shores of the Mediterranean led the inhahitaiits to find

in eoninierce prosperity, wealtii, and civilization. Their ships followed

alon<,' tile coast, then ^'radually sailed out into the Mediterrani-an, on
through the Pillars of Hercules into tiie Athintic, and north to England

;

the ships of Tarshish sailed south, through the Ked sea, into the Indian

ocean, south of Africa, and they may even luive circumnavigated that

continent.

Tiiis lecture will show the development of commerce and shipping;

the origin and growth of colonies, exemplified by Carthage, Sicily, and
Spain, and will he delivered by Prof Thomas Davidson, M. A., of Aber-
deen University, Scotland.

Fifth lecture—Greece. Tyre and Sidon gave toCJreece all their knowl-

edge. There it was developed by difierent geographic conditions. The
two great races of the world— the Semitic and the Aryan—differed in

their environment as in their institutions and habits. In Syria was
monotheism, in Greece unlimited polytheism. The language and coun-

try of the Grecian Aryan were more favorable than those of the Semite

in Syria. Their mountains, inclosing numerous small valleys, the islands

and seas of Greece, its beautiful climate and luxuriant soil, developed a

people ditlerent in their institutions, their government, arts, and sciences

from any that ever existed, either before or since, and gave the world the

tir.st idea of personal liberty of the individual man. As no other nation

ever showed such rapid development, such early maturity, so no other

people ever had such a rapid decline without renaissance.

The lecture will show the causes for this wonderful development and
early decay, and will be delivered by Prof. Benjainin Ide Wheeler, LL. D.,

of Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, professor in the American

School of Archeology at Athens, 189.5-90.

Sixth lecture—Rome. The Seven Hills, one densely wooded, the river

Tiber, and the rich valley and plain around made the environment of

Rome, and secured Romulus and his band of freebooters from attack,

while they easily invaded the country of their neighbor. In Rome the

civilizations of the old world met, and from this union a broader culture

was developed, upon which modern civilization was founded. By the

conquest of Italy, Greece, Egypt, Syria, and Assyria, Rome obtained from

each what was best adapted to its needs—arts and letters from Greece, agri-

culture from I'^gypt, commerce and colonization from Tyre ; from Syi-ia

and Arabia, monotheism and science ; from Assyria, imi)erial govern-

ment. The lecture will show the conditions and causes that led to this

expansion of Rome, slowly and steadily extending its dominion until

it embraced in its empire the whole of the known world. From Rome
came law, authority, and power, with a dominion so wide and powerful

that in any part of the world a man could say with the Apostle Paul, " I

am a Roman citizen," and thus secure protection. Freeman truly says:

" None but those who havegrasjicd the place of Rome in history can ever

fully understand the age in which we live." By Rev. Alex. Mackay-

Smith, D. I)., of Washington, D. C.

Seventh lecture—Constantinoi)le. The culture and civilization of Rome

were carried to Constantinople by Constantine. The geographic position
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of this city is more commanding tlian that of any otlier city. Seated on

two continents, the connecting); link between tlie Orient and Europe,

mistress of the seas, glorious in situation, the desired of many nations,

we behold environments which caused its rise and continued existence.

We are not surprised that this city has been the seat of a government

longer than any other that ever existed, and lias enjoyed a continuity and

concentration of imperial rule in an imperial city without parallel in the

history of mankind. By Prof Edwin A. Grosvenor, of Amherst College,

Amherst, Massachusetts, formerly of Roberts College, Constantinople.

Eighth lecture—Venice and Genoa. When the rule of Constantinople

passed from the Christians to the Mohammedans, on the ruins of the old

woi'ld rose these two cities, fitted by their geographic environment to

take up the civilization of the old world and to develop that of modern

Europe—two cities unlike any other cities of Europe, each supreme

within its small territory, owing no fealty to any sovereign outside its

own district, each deriving power and wealth from the control of the sea.

In their conditions of environment on the Mediterranean, with colonies

in the Crimea and in Asia Minor, with easy access to the interior of

Europe, we find the causes which led to the increase of their population

and wealth, to the expansion of their commerce and their territorial

possessions. When these are known we understand the part they bore

in the awakening of the world from the torpor of the Dark Ages, opening

the way to the new world, and to the renaissance of commerce, literature,

arts, and science. By Prof. William H. Goodyear, of the Brooklyn Insti-

tute of Ai'ts and Sciences.

Ninth lecture—America. From the Old World we pass to the New,

America, where the Puritans of Plymouth and Massachusetts bay, the

Knickerbockers of New Amsterdam, the Quakers of Pennsylvania, the

Catholics of Baltimore, and the Royalists of Virginia all unconsciously

laid the foundation of a unique empire. Their descendants have spread

over the whole land and mingled with the best class of emigrants from

every country of Europe, and are the progenitors of a new race. All

geographic environments have become subservient to the will of the

people, from ocean to ocean, from the waters of the Hudson to the waters

of the gulf of Mexico, one people and one language, an American race,

an empire vaster than that of Rome, home of all the nations of the world,

welded into one great and free people.

The lectures will be neither historical nor scholastic treatises, but

general accounts of the several nations and cities in popular language, so

arranged as to show how largely their development depended on natural

causes, including their geographic environment, until we come to the

New World, where the environments become subservient to man and not

man to his environments.

AVith this exception, it suffices to indicate onl}^ the general scope of the

lectures, leaving to each lecturer perfect freedom to treat his subject in

his own manner, ever bearing in mind the effect of geographic environ-

ment on the continuous development of civilization from one nation to

another through the centuries.

,
Gardiner G. Hubbard.



AN IMPROVED METHOD OF KEEPING THE SCORE IN

DUPLICAIE IIST, COMPASS WfilST, STRAIGHT WHIST AND [UCIIR[,

Since Duplicate and Com-
pass Whist have come into

fashion there has been an
unprecedented revival of in-

terest in the game, due to

the fact that mere luck is to

a large extent eliminated by

a comparison of the scores

made in the play of the same
hands by different players.

The one thing needed to

perfect the new method has

been a convenient device

by means of which the score

made on the first round can
be concealed until after the

replay of the hands, as a

knowledge of the first score

often enables a good player

tomake a decisive gain, and
matches are lost and won on
just such little chances.

A Washington player has at
length invented and" put upon
the market at a very low price a
little device which admirably
answers the purpose, and at the
same time serves as a pretty
and useful table ornament,
marker, and pencil rest. It is

called the "Cosmos Counter,"
and consists of a little polished
wood tablet with a metal key-
board that can be clamped down
on the score in such a way as to
bring 24 little metal plates over
the 24 spaces in the " score "

column of the card, for use in
concealing each first score as
soon as recorded and until the
hand is replayed (in duplicate
whist I or the entire series fin-

ished (in compass whist).

Whist players will at once see
the advantage of this new
method of keeping the score, as
it effectually prevents their op-
ponents at the same or another
table from taking advantage,
either by accident or design, of
a knowledge of what the hand
is capable. The trouble with
duplicate whist, especially, is

that the replay is liable to be in-
fluenced by naemory of the cards
and score, and anything that
helps to confuse such recollec-
tion is a great gain to fair play.

The "Cosmos Score Card,"
prepared for use with the
counter, .shows .several new fea-
tures, such as a heading for both
Duplicate and Compass Whist
and (on the reverse) for Straight
Whist, Euchre, &c., thus ena-
bling the same counter and score
to be used for any game of cards.

Co.smos Counters, with tablet
of quartered oak, maple, or
birch, and metal in either gold"
or silver finish, 50 cts. apiece

; 6
for I2.J5; 12 for $s ; bv mail, 4
cts. apiece extra. "Cosnios Score
Cards, 25 cts. per package of 50 ;

12 packages for $2.50 ; by mail
free of postage.

Ask to see samples at any
stationer's, or order direct Jrom
the General Agents.

Co0mo0 ®m)Cteatc Tl?§i0t ^cote
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CHESAPEAKE *
AND

* OHIO ROUTE.
"The Rhine, the Alps and the Battlefield

Line."

FAMO
FAST FLYING VIRGINIAN

LIMITED
IS THE ONLY SOLID VUSTIBULED TRAIN, ELECTRIC-LIGHTED, STEAM-HEATED,

WITH THROUGH DINING CAR,
BETWEEN

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE, WASHINGTON

CINCINNATI, LOUISVILLE, ST. LOUIS, CHICAGO, AND THE WEST.
OBSERVATION CAR ATTACHED.

H. W. FUI^IvER, General Passenger Agent, Washington, D. C.

? Mutual Life Insurance Company
OR ISIENA/ VOFRK,

RICHARD A. McCURDY, President,

IS

^The Largest and Best Life Insurance Company In the World.

Assets over $220,000,000,

The Mutual Life has Paid since Organization . . . .

. Over $388,440,897 to Policy-holders.

The New Instalment Policy issued by this Company
is admirably adapted to the wants of the Insuring Public.

EVERY DESIRABLE FORM OF POLICY IS ISSUED BY

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK.
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SOUTHERN RAILWAY
-:{:- 4- • 't' 't' -5

c3rmE;-A.Ti:sT

SOUTHERN SYSTEM.
Peii«»trates with its main line or l>ran<lu>.s (M«;lit States
South of t\u\ Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, and in eon-
Jnnetion with its tVieiidly allied connections reaches all
the commercial centers <d* the South antl Southwest . . .

DOUBLE DAILY VESTIBULED LIMITED TRAINS
. . . BETWEEN . . .

ton and ( hattano(t<>u via Salishury, Ashevilh^ an<l lvno\vill<>.
ton and Tampa via Columbia, Savannah aiul Jacksonville,
ton and I>[emphis via Atlanta, Birmin<>hani and K. ('. >!. cV li.

ton an<l Oalvestiui via Atlanta, i^l<uitj4«>nu'r.v an<l New Orleans,
ton an<l Birmin^haiu via Lynchburj;-, (iuirlotte and Atlanta,
and ChaltaiMJOga via Salisbury, Asheville and Knoxville.

Pullman Sleer^ers— Dininj^: Cars—Day Coaches.
Additional Trains fVu* local travelei-s ....

The direct line to the ( FLORIDA, GULF COAST and TEXAS,
Winter Resorts of

(
.... MEXICO and CALIFORNIA,

AND THE BEST

Through Car Line to and from Asheville and Hot Springs—" The Land of the S/(y."

VA/rite for IVIap F"old^rs.
R. D. CARPENTER, General Agent, 271 Broadway, New York City.

L. S. BROWN, General Agent Passenger Department, Washington, I). C.
WM. HENRY TAYLOE, District Passenger Agent, Norfolk, Va.

S. H. HARDWICK, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Atlanta, Ga.
C. A. BKNSCOTER, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Chattanooga, Tenn.

J. M. GULP, Traffic Manager. W. A. TURK, General Passenger Agent.

Wash in
Wash inn
Wash inn
Wasliinji
Washing-
Norfolk ;

FLORIDA
THE SHORTEST,

QUICKEST,
MOST ATTRACTIVE

ROUTE
IS BY THE LINES OPERATED OVER THE

Florida Central & Peninsular R. R.
THK FLORIDA CENTRAL AND PENINSULAR RAILROAD

begins on llie iiorlH at Columbia, riiiis tbi-oiigb Savannah,
•Tacksonvtlle, Ocala, Tauipa, Fernaiiclina, Gnlnesvtnf, Orlando,
and Tallabassee.

It Is tbe direct route to take for St. AiigiLstine, Lake ^Vortl>,
and an Ka^t Coast points; for Miami. Ivey West, and Na.ssan ;

also for points un the Gulf of Mexico and Havana and for all
llie principal Interior points in Klorl<ia. Three trains daily
from New York during the tourist season, passing through
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and VVashiitgton.

One of the finest trains in the country is the NEW YORK ANO FLORIDA LI3I1TED, with
Compartment Cars, Pullman Sleepers, observation Cars, Dining Cars, and Passenger Coaches. This
train leaves New York at la.lO noon and arrives at Jacksonville at 3.30 p. m. next dav, St. Augustine
at 4.30 p. m.

The CINCINNATI AND FLORIDA LIMITED, another very elegant vestibuled train, makes
the run in about ^J-t hours between Cincinnati and Jacksonville, via Chattanooga, Atlanta, Macon, and
Everett.

The ASHEVILLE ROUTE is the scenic route (over the Carolina mountains) between Cincin-
nati and Jack.sonville, via Knoxville, the Mountain Resorts, Columbia, and Savannah.

The K..\NSAS CITY through car route is by this road, via Fort Scott, Memphis, Holly Springs,
Birmingham. Atlanta and Everett.

The NEW ORLEANS 'through .sleeper route runs from New Orleans by Pensacola on this

route and via the beaiitiful, .Middle Florida Country.
Remember that the FLOKIDA CENTRAL AND PKNINSULAR does not only go to Jack-

sonville, but distributes passengers by close connections all over the State.

Get THK BKST INDEXED 'MAP OF FLORIDA from any of our agents or from the

General Pa.ssenger Agent.

W. B. ENNINGTON, Genl. Western .\gt.,

417 Walnut Street, Cincinnati, O.
J. L. ADAMS, Genl. Eastern Agt.,

35.3 Broadway, New York
WALTER G. COLEMAN, Genl. Trav. Agt.. 3.'»3 Broadway, New York.

N. S. PENNINGTON, Traffic Manager, A. O. MacDONKLL, Genl. X'ass. Agt.,

Jacksonville, Fla.
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FROM FROST TO FLOWERS."

5f (^iflFIOt . .

.

. . . of tip %m yy

SUNSET LiniTED is the Southern Pacific's great train, running through

solid from New Orleans to the Pacific Coast.

SUNSET LiniTED leaves New Orleans every Monday and Thursday, at

ID o'clock in the morning.

SUNSET LiniTED covers the 2006 miles to lyos Angeles in 58 hours,

and the 2489 to San Francisco in 75 hours.

SUNSET LiniTED is vestibuled throughout, steam heated and gas lighted.

SUNSET LiniTED has a ladies' parlor the full width and a third the

length of a car, equipped with fine library, escritoire and writing

materials, large easy chairs, etc.

SUNSET LiniTED has an equally commodious smoking and reading room
for gentlemen, supplied in a similar manner.

SUNSET LiniTED has bath room, barber shop and buffet—luxuries

the tourist will appreciate.

SUNSET LiniTED has a car containing seven drawing rooms, which can

be used separately or en suite, each having private lavatory and

toilet facilities.

SUNSET LiniTED has a sumptuous diner, which goes through with it

and in which meals are served a la carte.

SUNSET LiniTED is accompanied by a maid whose services are at the

disposition of lady passengers.

SUNSET LiniTED traverses a road where snow never falls and blockades

and blizzards are unknown, and through a region of marvelous

interest.

SUNSET LiniTED is at your service, and any Southern Pacific Agent
will be glad to tell you all about it, or if you want to know more,

send 10 cents in stamps to the General Passenger Agent, and a

beautiful book of 205 pages, that will tell you all about the route,

will be sent you.

S. F. B. MORSE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent,

NEW ORLEANS.
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National Geographic IVIonographs
Ou the Physical Features ok thk Earth's Surfack. designed especially to .supply to teachers and
students of geography fresh and interesting material with which to supplement the regular text-book.

IJST OF MONOGRAPHS COMPRISING VOLUME I:
General Physiographic Processes ")

General Physiographic Features '. j. w Powell
Physiographic Regions of the United States - - . |

' '

Beaches and Tidal Marshes of the Atlantic Coast Prof. N. S. Shaler
Present and FIxtinct Lakes of Nevada - - - . prof. I. C. Russell
Appalachian Mountains—Northern Section - - - Bailev Willis
Appalachian Mountains—Southern Section - - - C. Wi'llard Hayes
Mt. Shasta -a Typical Extinct Volcano - - - -

J. S. Diller
The New England Plateau Prof. W. M. Davis
Niagara Falls and Its History G. K. Gilbert

Price for one set of ten monographs, $1.50. Five sets to one address, $0.00. Siiiijle monographs, aOc.

/?m)7 HvV/iorrfe'r/o AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY,
IMe>A/ Vorl< - CImcin msiti . CHIcago

The Rates for Advertising in THE NATIONAL

GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE will be furnished on Application

to the Manager, No. 1458 Euclid Place, Washington.

Ripans Tabules assist digestion.

WHENEIEILYOU VISIT WASHINGTON
YOU ARK INVITED TO INSPECT THE

®
®

-*- MAMMOTH DR! GOODS \mmm\ -t-

OF'

s WOODWARD & LOTHROP f
9mmm®mmmm®m®m®mm®mmmmmm®®m®i

Where the LATEST PARIS NOVELTIES are always on Exhibition.
The attention of those who anticipate purchasing ....
\ BRIDAL TROUSSEAUX

Is invited especially to extreme Paris Nov'HLTiks in niatchoil sets

of French Hand-made Lingerie, including Gowns, Skirts, Chemises,
Drawers, Corset Covers, &c. Tiiese can be furnished in any number
of pieces desired. ...........

$10 to $250.
HAND-MADE BRIDAL TROUSSEAUX, personally
selected in Paris and exclusive in style and
design : Tliree or more pieces ....

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION

TENTH, ELEVENTH, AND F STREETS N. W WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Burlington

iiSTPAllL
Chicago OR St. Louis In INNlAiULIu

Ripans Tabules cure headache.

The Fastest and Finest Train in tlie West . . . .

The Overland Limited
TO.

p UTAH and CALIFORNIA.
FROM 16 TO 20 HOURS
SAVED BY USING

"THE OVERLAND ROUTE."
Double Drawing-Room Pullman Sleepers.

Free Reclining Chair Cars.

Pullman Dining Cars.

Buffet Smoking and Library Cars.

Send for Descriptive Pampfi/et "49-96," £. L. LOMAX,
Folders and other Advertising Matter. Genera/ Passenger and Tic/cet Agent,

(Mention this publication.) OMAHA, NEB.
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THE CHICAGO, MMAUIEE AND ST. PAUL EAILWA!

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between Chicago, Mil-
waukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis daily.

Tlirough Parlor Cars on day trains between Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains letween Chicago and
Omaha and Sioux City daily.

Throujfh Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches between Chicago
and Kansas City, Mo.

Only two hours from Chicago to Milwaukee. Seven fa.st trains each way, daily,

with Parlor Car Service.

Solid trains between Chicago and principal points in Northern Wisconsin and
the Peninsula of Michigan.

Throut^h Trains with Palace Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Ciiair Cars and Coaclies
between Chicago and points in Iowa, Minnesota, Southern and Central Dakota.

The finest Dining Cars in the World.

The best Sleeping Cars. Electric Reading Lamps in Berths.

The best and latest type of private Compartment Cars, Free Reclining Ci^^ir

Cars, and buffet Library Smoking Cars.

Everything First=class. First-class People patronize First-class Lines.

Ticket Agents everywhere sell tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Ry.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD,
General Passenger Agent, Chicago, III.

^lfe\felf/\fe\fe\fe\tl<>^<>lfelfeife\<>lfelfe\i!»lfe\fe\fell!>lfe^fetfe»fe

A VITAL POINT
IMPROVEMENT THE CIDER OF THE AC A TYPEWRITER'S

PRINTING MECHANISM

MUST BE SCIENTIFICALLY CON-
STRUCTED. THIS POINT IS OF

UTMOST IMPORT FOR

EASY OPERATION AND
PERFECT EXECUTION.

'^^^

Cbe Smitb..

Premier

Cypewriters

Superior on This Point as Well as on All Others.

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co.,

• SYRACUSE, N. Y. . U. S. A.
OrJLY CORRECT
PRINCIPLES EMPLOYED.
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KEY WEST AND MIAMI

, . , STEAMSHIP CO.

THE BEAUTIFUL ROUTE TO

Ten Hours from Miami along the Florida

Keys in daylight.

See local time card for sailing dates.

R
I

ST. AUGUSTINE,
ORnOND,

PALH BEACH
AND

niAni.
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# MIAMI AND NASSAU
m
m

STEAMSHIP SERVICE
BETWEEN

Railway.

Miami and Nassau, N. P.
(Bahama Islands),

Will be inaugurated about JANUARY 15th

for the Winter Tourist Season
OF li

sy

See advertisements for sailing dates.

For map of Florida and book Florida East Coast, address

—

J. D. RAHNER,
J. R. PARROTT, J. P. BECKWITH, Ass'i General Pass r A^eni.

Vice-President. Traffic Manager. St. Augustine, Fla.

F.H.LORD,G.P.&T.A.,CMcago.



SPEND THE WINTER
IN

CALIFORNIA
. AS USUAL

But vary the monotony of
travel by returning

via the

SHASTA
ROUTE

AND

ME 11

RAPIDS NEAR UPP£R FALL.

By so doing you can
see the

ORIGINAL OF THIS SCENE.

It is in the YELLOWSTONE PARK, and can be reached on your
return from CALIFORNIA if you will see that your ticket reads as

above. In addition you will see

MT. SHASTA, MT. HOOD, and MT. TACOMA,

the Giant Peaks of the Pacific Coast, and pass through Portland.

Tacoma, Seattle, Spokane, Helena or Butte, Missoula, Bismarck, Fargo,

Minneapolis, and St. Paul.

Send me 6 cents for

SKETCHES OF WONDERLAND.
CHAS. S. FEE, Gen. Pass. Agent.

Northern Pacific Railroad. St. Paul, Minnesota.



Amone the Contents of Forthcoming

Numbers of

WILL BE THE FOLLOWING

A Winter Voyage through the Straits of Magellan,

By admiral R. W. MEADE, U. S. N.

;

The Physical Features of Lake Superior,

By DR mark W. HARRINGTON,
President of the University of the State of Washington

;

Crater Lake, Oregon,

By MR J. S. DILLER;

The Utilization of the Vacant Public Lands,

By judge EMORY F. BEST,

Assistant Commissioner of the General Land Office;

AND

Down the Volga, from Nijni Novgorod to Kazan,

BY PROF. FREDERIC W. TAYLOR.

JUDO & DWrWEtf^RR, PaiNTHRS, WASHINGTON, D. C.
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I MT. SHASTA,
I MT. HOOD,

I
MT. ST. HELENS,

I MT. RAINIER, -

I MT. ADAMS,

CAN ALL BE SEEN

^
I4'350 feet high, I

- 11,225

9750
- i4'532

12,250

BY TAKING THE

NORTHERN
PACIFIC

SHASTA
ROUTE.

AND

\
\
\
\

\
\
\

\

Returning from CALIFORNIA, |

See that your re-

turn tickets read

via this route,

and visit

CHAS, S. FEE,

Gen. Pass. Agt.,

St. Paul, Minnesota^
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SOUTHERN RAILWAY
G-DFt-E-A-TIEST

•ijfr 4- -t- -t- SOUTHERN SYSTEM.
Penetrates with its main line or branclies eight States
South of the Ohio and Mississippi Kivers, and in con-
junction with its friendly allied connections reaches all

the commercial centers of the South and Southwest . . .

DOUBLE DAILY VESTIBULED LIMITED TRAINS
. . . BETWEEN . . .

Washing-ton and Chattanooga via Salisbury, Asheville and Knoxville.
Washington and Tampa via Columbia, Savannah and Jacksonville.
W^ashington and Memphis via Atlanta, Birmingham and K. C. M. & B.
Washington and Galveston via Atlanta, Montgomery and New Orleans.
Washington and Birmingham via Lynchburg, Charlotte and Atlanta.
Norfolk and Chattanooga via Salisbury, Asheville and Knoxville.

Pullman Sleepers—Dining Cars—Day Coaches.
Additional Trains for local travelers ....

FLORIDA, GULF COAST and TEXAS,
.... MEXICO and CALIFORNIA,

AND THE BEST

Through Car Line to and from Asheville and Hot Springs—" The Land of the Sky.^'

NA/rite for IVlap F'old^rs.
R. D. CARPENTER, General Agent, 271 Broadway, New York City.
I,. S. BROWN, General Agent Passenger Department, Washington, D. C.
WM. HENRY TAYI^OE, District Passenger Agent, Norfolk, Va.

S. H. HARDWICK, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Atlanta, Ga.
C. A. BHNSCOTER, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Chattanooga, Tenn.

J. M. GULP, Traffic Manager. W. A. TURK, General Passenger Agent.

The direct line to the
Winter Resorts of

FLORIDA
THE SHORTEST,
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AN IMPROVED METHOD OF KEEPING THE SCORE IN

DUPLICATE IIST, COMPASS WHIST, STRAIGHT WHIST AND EUCHRE,

Since Duplicate and Com-
pass Whist have come into

fashion there has been an
unprecedented revival of in-

terest in the game, due to

the fact that mere luck is to

a large extent eliminated by
a comparison of the scores

made in the plaj' of the same
hands by different players.

The one thing needed to

perfect the new method has

been a convenient device

by means of which the score

made on the first round can
be concealed until after the

replay of the hands, as a

knowledge of the first score

often enables a good player

to make a decisive gain, and
matches are lost and won on
just such little chances.

A Washington player has at
length invented and put upon
the market at a very low price a
little device which admirably
answers the purpose, and at the
same time serves as a pretty
and useful table ornament,
marker, and pencil rest. It is

called the "Cosmos Counter,"
and consists of a little polished
wood tablet with a metal key-
board that can be clamped down
on the score in such a way as to
bring 24 little metal plates over
the 24 spaces in the "score"
column of the card, for use in
concealing each first score as
soon as recorded and until the
hand is replayed (in duplicate
whist) or the entire series fin-

ished (in compass whist).

Whist players will at once see
the advantage of this new
method of keeping thfe score, as
it efiectualiy prevents their op-
ponents at the same or another
table from taking advantage,
either by accident or design, of
a knowledge of what the hand
is capable. The trouble with
duplicate vsrhist, especially, is

that the replay is liable to be in-
fluenced by mefnory of the cards
and score, and anything that
helps to confuse such recollec-
tion is a great gain to fair play.

The "Cosmos Score Card,"
prepared for use with the
counter, shows several new fea-
tures, such as a heading for both
Duplicate and Compass Whist
and (on the reverse) for Straight
Whist, Euchre, &c., thus ena-
bling the same counter and score
to be used for any game of cards.

Cosmos Counters, with tablet
of quartered oak, maple, or
birch, and metal in either gold
or silver finish, 50 cts. apiece ; 6
for $2.75; 12 for |5 ; by mail, 4
cts. apiece extra. Cosmos Score
Cards, 25 cts. per package of 50

;

12 packages for $2.50; by mail
free of postage.

Ask to see samples at any
stationer's, or order direct Irom
the General Agents.
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CRATER LAKE, OREGON*

By J. S. DiLLER,

Untied States Geological Survey

Of lakes in the United States there are many and in great va-

riety, but of crater lakes there is but one. Crater lakes are lakes

which occupy the craters of volcanoes or pits of volcanic origin.

They are most abundant in Italy and Central America, regions

in which volcanoes are still active ; and they occur also in France,

Germany, India, Hawaii, and other parts of the world where
volcanism has played an important role in its geological iiistorv.

The one in the United States belongs to the great volcanic

field of the northwest, but it occurs in so secluded a spot among
high mountains that it is almost unknown to tourists and men
of science, who are especially interested in such natural wonders.

Crater lake of southern Oregon lies in the ver^'^ heart of the Cas-

cade range, and, while it is especially attractive to the geologist

on account of its remarkable geological history, it is equal!}'- in-

viting to the tourist and others in search of health and j)leasure

by communion with the beautiful and sublime in nature.

According to W. G. Steel.t tiie lake was first seen by wliite

men in 1853. It had long previous!}^ been known to the In-

dians, whose legends, as related by Steel, + have contributed a

name, Llao rock, to one of the prominences of its rim. They
regarded the lake with awe as an abode of the Great Spirit. TJie

first travelers of note who visited the lake were Lord Maxwell

Published by permission of tlie Director of the U. S. Geological Survey,

t The Mountains of Oregon, by W. G. Steel, 18i)0, p. l.T J Ibid

3
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and Mr Bentley, who, in 1872, with Captain 0. C. Applegate, of

Modoc war fame, and three others, made a boat trip along its

borders and named several of the prominences on the rim after

members of the party.* Mrs F. F. Victor saw the lake in 1873

and briefly describes it in "Atlantis Arisen." t

The first Geological Survey party visited the lake in 1883,

when Everett Hayden and the writer, after spending several

days in examining the rim, tumbled logs over the cliffs to the

water's edge, lashed them together with ropes to make a raft,

and paddled over to the island. In 1886, under the direction of

Captain (now Major) C. E. Dutton, many soundings of the lake

were made by W. G. Steel, and a topographic map of the vicinit}'

was prepared by Mark B. Kerr and Eugene Ricksecker. Dut-

ton was the first to discover the more novel and salient features

in the geological history of the lake, of which he has given, for

his entertaining pen, an all too brief account.t

Under the inspiration of the " Mazamas," a society of moun-

tain climbers at Portland, Oregon, of whose work an account is

given in this magazine (page 58), a more extended study of the

lake has just been made by government parties from the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, the Fish Commission, and the Geological

Survey.

Crater lake is deeply set in the summit of the Cascade range,

about 65 miles north of the California line. As yet it may be
^

reached only by private conveyance over about 80 miles of

mountain roads from Ashland, Medford, or Gold Hill, on the

Southern Pacific railroad, in the Rogue River valle.y of southern

Oregon. This valley marks the line between the Klamath moun-
tains of the Coast range on the west and the Cascade range on

the east. The journe}'' from the railroad to Crater lake affords

a good opportunity to observe some of the most important

features of this great pile of lavas. The Cascade range in south-

ern Oregon is a broad irregular platform, terminating rather

abruptly in places upon its borders, especially to the westward,

where the underlying Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments come
to the surface. It is surmounted by volcanic cones and coulees,

which are generally smooth, but sometimes rough and rugged.

"The names Watchman, Glacier, Llao, and Vidae, which appear on the map of the

lake, have recently been adopted by the United States Board on Geographic Names.

t "Atlantis Arisen," by Mrs Frances Fuller Victor, p. 179.

t Science, vol. 7, 1886, pp. 179-182, and Eighth Annual Repoit of the U. S. Geological

Survey, pp. 156-159.
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Contour Interval 500 feet.

MAP SHOWING ROUTES TO CKATER LAKK FROM ASHLAND AND MEDFORD ON THK OREGON AND
CALIFORNIA LINE OF THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD

Reduced from U. S. Geological Survey Ashland Sheet, Oregon
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The cones vary greatly in size and are distributed without regu-

larity. Each has been an active volcano. The fragments blown

out by violent eruption have fallen about the volcanic orifice

from which the}'- issued and built up cinder cones. From their

bases have spread streams of lava (coulees), raising the general

level of the countr^^ between the cones. From some vents bAJ-

many eruptions, both explosive and effusive, large cones, like

Pitt, Shasta, and Hood, have been built up. Were we to exam-

ine their internal structure, exposed in the walls of the canj^ons

carved in their slopes, we should find them composed of over-

lapping layers of lava and volcanic conglomerate, a structure

which is well illustrated in the rim of Crater lake.

The journey from Ashland by the Dead Indian road crosses

the range where the average altitude is less than 5,000 feet. The
road passes within a few miles of Mount Pitt and skirts Pelican

bay of Klamath lake, famous for its fishing. After following

northward for some twenty miles along the eastern foot of the

range, it ascends the eastern slope, along the castled canyon of

Anna creek to the rim of Crater lake.

From Medford or Gold Hill, the trip is a trifle shorter by the

Rogue River road. It affords some fine views of the canvons

RIM OF CRATER LAKE IN THE DISTANCE, AS SEEN FROM THE SOUTH, ACROSS THE
CANYON OF ANNA CREEK

J^rom a photograph by J. S. Diller
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and rapids of that turbulent stream and of tlie liigli falls, where

it receives its affluents. Striking features along both roads, within

20 miles of the lake, are the plains developed upon a great mass

of detritus filling the valleys. Across these ))lains Anna creek

and Rogue river have carved deep, narrow canj'ons with finely

sculptured walls, which the roads follow for some distance.

Approaching the lake from any side, the observer sees a 1)road

cluster of gentle })eaks rising al)out a thousand feet above the

general crest of the range on wbii;h tliey stand, i)ut not until

after he has left the main road, three miles from tlie lake, does lie

l)egin to feel the steepness of the ascent. The way winds over a

large moraine littered with lava boulders and well studded with

firs. Arriving at the crest, the lake in all its majestic beauty

comes suddenly upon the scene, and is profoundly im[)ressive.

Descending the wooded slope a short distance within the rim to

Victor rock, an excellent general view of the lake is obtained. The

eye beholds 20 miles of unbroken cliffs ranging from over 500 to

nearly 2,000 feet in height, encircling a dee[) blue sheet of placid

water, in which the mirrored walls vie with the originals in bril-

liancy and greatly enhance the depth of the prospect.

The first point to fix our fascinated gaze is ^^'izard island, lying

nearly two miles awa}', near the western margin of the lake. Its

rugged western edge and the steej) but symmetrical truncated

cone in the eastern portion are very suggestive of volcanic origin.

We cannot, however, indulge our first impulse to go to the island,

for the various features of the rim are of greater importance in

unraveling the earlier stages of its geological history.

The outer and inner slopes of the rim are in strong contrast

;

wiiilo the one is gentle, ranging in general from 10° to lo*^. the

other is al)rupt and full of cliffs. The outer slope at all points

is away from the lake, and as the rim rises at least 1,000 feet :ii)()ve

the general summit of the range, it is evidently the basal portion

of a great hollow cone in which the lake is contained.

The map of Crater lake, prepared from the U. S. Geological

Survey special sheet, fully illustrates this feature, and also in part

another feature, namely, the occurrence ofa number ofsmall cones

upon tiie outer slope of the great cone. These, adnate cones are of

peculiar significance when we come to consider the volcanic rocks

of wiiich the region is composed. The rim is ribbed by ridges

and spurs radiating from the lake, and the head of each spur is

marked by a i)rominence on the crest of tlie rim. The variation

in the altitute of the rim crest is 1,469 feet (from 0,759 to 8.228)
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John B. Torbtj-i

Contour Interval 200 feet.

Lake Surface

Sentinel Rock

SECTION FROM A to B

MAP OF CRATER LAKE, OREGON

Reducedfrom U.S. Geological Survey Special Sheet

with seven points rising above 8,000 feet. The crest generally is

passable, so that a pedestrian may follow it continuousl}'- around

the lake, with the exception of short intervals about the notches

in the southern side. At many points the best going is on the

inner side of the crest, where the open slope, generally well

marked with deer trails over beds of pumice, affords an unob-

structed view of the lake.
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Reference lias already been made to the glacial phenomena of

the outer slope of the rim. There are boulders not only upon
the surface, but also in piles of glacial gravel and sand si»read

fiir and wide over the southerri and western portion of the rim,

extending down the watercourses in some cases for miles to

broad plains thn)ugh which the present streams have carved the

deep and picturesque canyons already observed on the ascent.

At many points the lavas are well rounded, smooth, and striated

by glacial action. This is true of the ridges as well as of the

valleys, and the distril)ution of these marks is coextensive with

that of the detritus.

A feature that is particularly impressive to the geologist mak-
ing a trip around the lake on the rim crest is the general occur-

rence of polished and striated rocks, in place, on the very brow
of the cliff overlooking the lake. The best displays are along

the crest for three miles nortlnvest of Victor rock, but thev occur

GLACIATED CREST OK KIM OF CRATER LAKE

From a I holograph b\ M. .l/. Hc.:eUine
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also on the slopes of Llao rock, Round Top, Kerr Notch, and

Eagle crags, thus comj^leting the circuit of the lake. On the

adjacent sloi)e toward the lake the same rocks present rough

fractured surfaces, showing no striae The glaciation of the rim

is a feature of its outer slope only, hut it reaches up to its very

crown. The glaciers armed with stones in their lower parts, that

striated the crown of the rim, must have come down from ahove,

and it is evident that the topographic conditions of toda}^ afford

no such source of supply. The formation of glaciers requires an

elevation extending ahove the snow line to afford a gathering

ground for the snow that it may accumulate, and under the in-

fluence of gravity descend to develop glaciers lower down on the

mountain slopes. It is evident that during the glacial period

Crater lake did not exist, but that its site must then liave been

occupied by a mountain to furnish tlie conditions necessary for

the extensive glaciation of the rim, and the magnitude of the

glacial phenomena indicates that the peak was a large one, rival-

ing, apparently, the higliest peaks of the range.

The Mazamas held a meeting last summer at Crater lake in

connection with the Crater Lake clubs of Medford, Ashland, and

Klamath Falls, of the same state. Recognizing that the high

mountain which once occupied the place of the lake was name-

less, they christened it, with appropriate ceremonies. Mount
Mazama. The rim of the lake is a remnant of Mount Mazama,

but when the name is used in this paper reference is intended

more especially to that part which has disappeared.

The inner slope of the rim, so well in view from Victor rock,

although precipitous, is not a continuous cliff. It is made up

of many cliffs whose horizontal extent is generally much greater

than the vertical. The cliffs are in ledges, and sometimes the

whole slope from crest to shore is one great cliff, not absolutely

vertical, it is true, but 3^et at so high an angle as to make it far

beyond the possibility of climbing. Button cliff, on the south-

ern, and Llao rock, on the northern, borders of the lake are the

greatest cliffs of the rim. Besides cliffs, the other elements of

the inner slope are forests and talus, and these make it possible

at a few points to approach the lake, not with great ease, but

yet, care being taken, with little danger. Southwest of the lake

the inner slope, clearly seen from Victor rock, is pretty well

wooded, and from near the end of the road, just east of Victor

rock, a steep trail descends to the water. Where talus slopes

prevail, there are no trees, and the loose material maintains the
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steepest slope possible without sliding. Such slopes are well

displayed along the western shore o})posite the island and near

the northeast corner of the lake under the ])alisades. At the

latter ])oint the rim is only 5"20 feet high, and a long slide, called

fron.i its shape tlie Wuie<il<iss, reaches from crest to shore.

The best views of the rim are obtained from a boat on the lake,

which affords an op]K)rtunity to examine in detail the ])osition

and structure of the cliifs. They are composed wholly of vol-

canic conglomerate and streams of lava arranged in layers that

dip into the rim and away irom the lake on all sides. Both

forms of volcanic material are well exjjosed on the trail descend-

ing tiie inner slope, and althougii most of the cliffs are of lava

many are of conglomerate.

On arriving at the water's edge, the observer is struck with

the fact that there is no beach. The steep slopes above the

surface of the lake continue beneath its waters to great depths.

Here and tliere upon the shore, where a rill descends from a

melting snowbank near the crest, a small delta deposit makes

a little shallow, turning the deep-blue water to pale green.

.\s the boat skirts the western shore and passes toward Llao

rock, tlie layered structure of tlie rim is evident. On the Avhole

the lava streams predominate, although there is much conglom-

erate. Of all the flows exposed upon the inner slope, that of

Llao rock is most prominent and interesting. In tlie middle it

is over 1,200 feet thick, and fills an ancient vallc}^ down the outer

slope of the rim. Upon either side it tapers to a thin edge

against the upper slope of the valley, as shown in Plate 1, and

to the lake it presents a sheer cliff—that is, it is abruptly cut off

—

and one wonders how much farther it may have extended in

that direction. Beneath the rock the outline of the valley in

cross-section is evident, and it rests upon many layers of older

lavas forming the rim down to the water's edge. The direction

of flow in this great lava stream forces us to believe that it was

erui)ted from a large volcano which once stood ui)on the site of

the lake. Every layer of lava in the rim is a coulee, dipping

away from the lake. This is especially well shown in the canyon

of Sun creek, cut in its outer slope. The sections of these radi-

ating flows exposed upon the inner sloi)e of the rim all tell the

same story as to their source. By projecting the lavas in their

course toward a common center we can reconstruct in fancy the

great volcanic mountain that once occupied the place of the

latter—that is, Mount Mazama—and, like Shasta or Rainier,
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formed a great landmark of the region. Proceeding eastward

from Llao rock, the rim loses somewliat in height, and at the

head of Cleetwood cove one sees the remarkable spectacle of a

lava stream descending tlie inner slope of the rim. It is the

only one that has behaved in this way, and its action throws

niucli liglit upon the disappearance of Mount Mazama.

The Palisades are less than 600 feet in elevation above the

lake, and are composed almost wholly of one great flow. The

streams of lava extending northeast from this portion of the rim

are broad and much younger in appearance than those forming

the great cliffs south of the lake, where the flows are thinner and

more numerous.

Round Top is a dome-shaped hill over the eastern end of the

Palisades, and is made up chiefly of the lava stream that formed

the Palisades, overlain by two sheets of pumice separated b}'- a

layer of rhyolite. The upper surface of the Palisade flow, where

best exposed upon the lalceward slope of Round Top, bears

glacial striae that extend beneath the layers of pumice and rhyo-

lite of later eruption from Mount Mazama. It is evident from

this relation that Mount Mazama was an active volcano during

the glacial period. The occurrence of eruptions from a snow-

capped volcano must necessarily produce great floods, and these

conditions may account in some measure at least for the detritus-

filled valleys of the streams rising on the rim of Crater lake.

Returning from this glacial digression to the boat trip on the

lake, it is observed upon the eastern side of the lake that Red
Cloud cliff is rendered beautiful by the pinnacles of reddish tuff

near the summit, where it is capped by a great, dark flow^ of

rhyolite filling a valley in the older rim and extending far to the

northeast. Here the springs begin to gush from the inner slope

and cascade their foaming rills to the lake. They recur at Sen-

tinel rock, Button cliff, and especially under Eagle crag, as well

as further westward. Their sources in many cases can be seen

in the banks of snow above, but in others they gush forth as real

springs whose water must find its way in from the snow upon
the outer slope.

The boldest portion of the rim, excepting perhaps Llao rock,

is Button cliff, whicii is made more impressive by the deep

U-shape notches on either side and the Phantom Ship at its

foot. The notches mark points where the canyons of Sun and
Sand creeks pass through the rim to the cliff overlooking the

lake. Tliese canyons, due to erosion on lines of drainage, belong
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SOUTHERN SHORE OF CRATER LAKE, AS SEEN FROM KERR NOTCH. DUTTON CLIFF ON

THE LEFT; EAGLE CRAGS AND CASTLE CREST BEYOND THE PHANTOM SHIP

From a photograph by J. S. Diller

to the period wlien tlie tojiographic conditions in tliat region

were quite unlike those of today. They were carved out by

streams of ice and water descending from a point over the hike,

and their presence, ending as they do in the air thousands of

feet above the present water level, affords strong evidence in favor

of the former reality of Mount INIazama.

The Phantom Ship is a cragg}^ little islet near the hortler of

the lake under Dutton cliff. Its rugged hull, with rocks tower-

ing like the masts of a ship, suggests the name, and, phantom-

like, it disappears when viewed in certain lights from the western

rim. Standing in line with an arete that descends from an angle

of the cliff, it possibly marks a continuation of the sharp spur

beneath the water, or ])orhaps, but much less liUely, it is a block

slid down from the cliff. Wliatever its history, it attracts every-

one by its l)eauty and winsomeness.

At times of volcanic eruption the lava rises within the volcano

until it either overtlows the crater at the toj) or, by the great

pressure of the column, bursts open the sides of the volcano and

escapes tbrough the fissure to the surface. In the latter case, as
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the molten material cools, the fissure becomes filled with solid

lava and forms a dike. The best example of this sort about

Crater lal^e appears along the inner slope directly north of

Wizard island, and is locally known as the Devirs Backbone.

This dike rock standing on edge varies from 5 to 25 feet in thick-

ness and cuts the rim from water to crest. Dikes are most
numerous in the older portion of the rim under Llao rock.

They do not cut up through Llao rock and are clearly older than

the lava of which that rock is formed. Dikes occur at intervals

all around the lake, and radiate from it, suggesting that the

central volcanic vent from which they issued must have been

Mount Mazama.
There is another important feature concerning the kinds of

volcanic rocks and their order of eruption and distribution about
the rim of Crater lake that is of much interest to the geologist.

All the older lavas comprising the inner slope of the rim, espe-

cially toward the water's edge, are andesites. The newer ones

forming the top of the rim in Llao rock. Round Top, and the

Rugged Crest about the head of Cleetwood cove, as well as

at Cloud Cap, are rhyolites. Other later flows, all of which
escaped from the smaller adnate cones \x\)o\\ the outer slope of

the rim. are basalts. The eruptions began with lavas of medium
acidity (andesites), and after long-continued activity lavas both

rich (rhyolites) and poor (basalts) in silica follow, giving a com-
pleteness to the products of this great volcanic center that make
it an interesting field of study. Furthermore, the remarkable
opportunity afforded by the dissected volcano for the examina-
tion of its structure and succession of lavas is unsurpassed. It-

should be stated, before dismissing the kinds of lava, that there

are some rhyolites in the Sun Creek canyon south of the lake

that appear to be older than those upon the north side, and that

the final lava of the region on Wizard island is andesitic.

The giaciation and structure of the rim clearly establish the

former existence of Mount Mazama, but there may well be doubt
as to its exact form and size. Judging from the fact that Mount
Shasta and the rim of Crater lake have the same diameter at an
altitude of 8,000 feet, and that their lavas are similar, it may
with some reason be inferred that INIount Mazama and Mount
Shasta were nearly of equal height. The slopes of Mount Shasta

may be somewhat steeper than those of the rim of Crater lake at

an equal altitude, but the giaciation of the rim is such as to re-

quire a large peak for its source.
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SECTION OF CRATER LAKE AND ITS RIM, WITH THE PROBABLE OUTLINE OF MOUNT MAZAMA

Vertical and Horizontal Scales the same

In the accompanying figure is given a section of Crater lake

and its rim, with the probable outline of Mount Mazama. Won-
derful as the lake, encircled b}^ cliffs, may be, it serves but to

conceal in part the greatest wonder—tliat is, the enormous pit

which is half filled by the lake. The pit or caldera, as it is called

by some geologists, is 4,000 feet deep. It extends from the top

of the rim half-way down to the sea-level, and nearly a square

mile of its bottom is below the level of Upper Klamath lake at

the eastern foot of the range. The volume of the pit is nearly a

dozen cubic miles, and if we add the volume of the lost Mount
Mazama, that amount would be increased by at least one-half

How was it possible to remove so large a mass and in the process

develop so great a pit?

The pit is completely inclosed, so that it cannot be regarded

as an effect of erosion. The volcanic origin of everything about

the lake would suggest in a general way that this great revolu-

tion must have been wrought by volcanism, either blown out by

a great volcanic explosion or swallowed up by an eijualh' great

engulfment. It is well known that pits have been produced by

volcanic explosions, and some of them are occupied by lakes of

the kind usually called crater lakes. Pits produced in this way,

however, are, with rare excei)tions, surrounded by rims composed

of the fragmental material l)l()wn from the pit.

At first sight the rim about Crater lake suggests that the pit

was ))roduced by an exjjlosion, and the occurrence of much

l)umice in that region lends support to this i)reliminary view
;

but on careful examination we find, as already stated, that the

rim is not made up of fragments blown from the pit, but of layers

of solid lava interbedded with those of volcanic conglomerate

erui)ted from Mount Mazama before the i)it originated. The
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moraines deposited by glaciers descending from the mountain

formed the surface around a large part of the rim, and as there

is no fragmental deposit on these moraines it is evident that

there is nothing whatever to indicate an}' explosive action in

connection with the development of the pit.

We may be aided in understanding the })0ssible origin of the

pit by picturing the conditions that must have obtained during

an effusive eruption of Mount Mazama. At such a time the col-

umn of molten material rose in the interior of the mountain until

it overflowed at the summit or burst open the sides of the moun-

tain and escaped through fissures. Fissures formed in this way

usually occur high on the slopes ot the mountain. If instead,

however, an opening were effected on the mountain side at a

much lower level—say some thousands of feet below the sum-

mit—^and the molten material escaped, the mountain would be

left hollow, and the summit, having so much of its support re-

moved, might cave in and disappear in the molten reservoir.

Something of this sort is described by Professor Dana as occur-

ring at Kilauea, in Hawaii. The lake in that case is not water,

but molten lava, for Kilauea is .yet an active volcano. In 1840

there was an eruption from the slopes of Kilauea, 27 miles dis-

tant from the lake and over 4,000 feet below its level. The col-

umn oflava represented by the lake of molten material in Kilauea

sank away in connection with this eruption to a depth of 385

feet, and the floor of the region immediately^ surrounding the

lake, left without support, tumbled into the depression. In tbe

intervals between eruptions the molten column rises again to-

ward the surface, only to be lowered by subsequent eruptions,

and the subsidence is not always accompanied by an outflow of

lava upon the surface. Sometimes, however, it gushes forth as

a great fountain a hundred feet or more in height.

The elevated position of the great pit occupied by Crater lake

makes its origin by subsidence seem the more probable. The
level of the lowest bed of the lake reaches the surface within 15

miles to the westward. That Mount Mazama was engulfed is

plainly suggested by the behavior of its final lava stream. The
greater portion of this last flow descended and spread over the

outer slope of the rim, but from the thickest part of the flow

where it fills an old valley at the head of Cleetwood cove some
of the same lava, as already noted, poured down the inner slope.

The only plausible explanation of this phenomena seems to be

that soon after the final eruption of Mount Mazama, and before
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the thickest part of the Uiva effused at that time had soliditied,

tlie mountain colUipsed and sank away and the yet viscous jx)!--

tion of the stream followed toward the i)it.

It has been sucirested. l)ut perhaps not in serious tliought,

that the cone on Wizard ishind may represent the summit of the

sunken Mount Mazama, projecting above the water. To deter-

mine the truth of the matter we must cross over to the island.

Wizard island has two portions—an extremely rough lava held

and a cinder cone. The lava is dark and has a much more

SNOWDRIFT IN THE CRATER OF THE CI.VDER CONE ON WIZARD ISLAND

From a photograph by H. B. Pallon

basaltic look than any seen in the main body of the rim. It

has evidently been eruptetl from the base of the cinder cone in

its present position. The cinder cone, too, is a perfect little

volcano with steep symmetrical slopes, 845 feet in height, and
surmounted b}^ a crater 80 feet deep. It is so new and fresh

that it is scarcely forested, and shows no trace of weathering.

Instead of being a part of the sunken Mount Mazama, it is an

entirely new volcano built uj) since the subsidence by volcanic

action upon, the bottom of the i)it. Were it not for the lake

the whole bottom of the pit could be examined, and it is pos-
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sible that other small volcanic cones might be found. This sug-

gestion is borne out by the soundings of the lake, which appear

to reveal two other cases, but they do not rise to within 400 feet

of the surface of the water. It is evident that the volcanic

eruptions upon the bottom of the pit have partially filled it up.

Originally it may have been much more than 4,000 feet deep.

Given the pit with water-tight walls, there is no difficulty in

forming Crater lake, for in that region precipitation is greater

than evaporation. The lake does not fill up and. overflow. The

surplus water must have a subterranean outlet, probably toward

the southeast, where the region is traversed by extensive breaks

in the rocks, and abounds in excellent springs.

The color of the lake is deep blue excepting along the borders,

where it merges into various shades and tints of green. It is so

transparent that even on a hazy day a white dinner plate 10

inches in diameter may be seen at a depth of nearly 100 feet.

It contains no fish, but a small crustacean flourishes in its waters,

and salamanders occur in abundance locally along the shore.

The level of the lake oscillates with the seasons. During the

rain}'' winter it rises, and in the summer it falls. In August last

observations were made for twenty-two days, and the lake sank

at the rate of one inch for every five or six days, depending

somewhat on the conditions of the weather. The Mazamas have

established a water gauge, and it is hoped that an extended series

of observations may be obtained in the future.

Mr B. W. Evermann, of the U. S. Fish Commission, who vis-

ited the lake last summer, made some interesting observations of

its temperature. At 1 p. m., August 22

—

The temperature of the surface water was 60°

At a depth of 555 feet the temperature was 39°

At a depth of 1,043 feet the temperature was 41°

At a depth of 1,623 feet (on the bottom) the temperature was 46°

The increase of temperature with the depth suggests that the

bottom may yet be warm from volcanic heat, but more observa-

tions are needed to fully establish such an abnormal relation of

temperatures in a body of water.

Aside from its attractive scenic features, Crater lake affords

one of the most interesting and instructive fields for the study

of volcanic geolog}^ to be found anywhere in the world. Consid-

ered in all its aspects, it ranks with the Grand Canyon of the

Colorado, the Yoseraite valley, and the Falls of Niagara, and
should be set aside as a National Park for the pleasure and in-

struction of the people.
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THE UTILIZATION OF THE VACANT PUBLIC LANDS

B}'^ Emory F. Best,

As.mtanl Commissioner of the Gaicml Land Office

No question of public policy has demanded more earnest con-

sideration than the disi)Osal of the pul)lic domain. It involved
not only the creation of a fund for the redemption of the public

debt, but the fundamental principles of government upon which
the republic was founded. It has been asserted by some that

mismanagement and an ineflicient policy have characterized the

disposal of the public land from the foundation of the gOA'ern-

ment. On the other hand, it is claimed that a wise and benefi-

cent system has peopled the country with thrifty and energetic

settlers, and this is pointed to as one of our greatest achievements.

When the Treaty of Peace was concluded between Great Britain

and the United States the unsettled territory west of the Appa-
lachians belonged to certain of the colonies. This fact was one

of many obstacles to the ratification of the Articles of Confedera-

tion. It was removed by the cession of these lands to the United

States. By such cession the United States became the proi)rietor

of a territory greater in extent than France or Spain. This

formed the nucleus of the public domain, and the laws enacted

for the disposal of the public lands in that region have been ex-

tended over all the territory thereafter acquired by the national

government except Alaska.

The first step in the disposal of the i)ublic lands was the pas-

sage by Congress of the ordinance of 1787 for the organization

and government of the territory northwest of the Ohio. It i^ro-

vided for the organization of the territories into states, with all

the rights of the original states, but declared that the new states

should never interfere with the disposal of the soil b}'' the United

States, nor with any regulations Congress might find necessary

for securing the title in such soil to the purchaser. Upon the

admission of new states into the Union, the absolute proi)rietary

power and primary right of disposition of the soil has been uni-

formly reserved by solemn compact in conformity therewith.

The cessions of territory made to the United States by the

several states were upon the condition that the land should be
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held in trust, to be disposed of for the common benefit of all the

states, and this condition applied as well to all land thereafter

acquired by the United States. At first the controlling purpose

in the disposal of the lands was to create a fund for the redemp-

tion of the public debt. Settlement upon the public domain

was not only discouraged, but was actually forbidden. In pur-

suance of the policy to convert the public domain into cash as

rapidly as possible for the extinguishment of the public debt,

large tracts of land in the Northwest Territory were sold to indi-

viduals and companies under authority granted by special act

of Congress prior to the adoption of the Constitution.

In 1790 Mr Hamilton, then Secretary of the Treasury, sub-

mitted to Congress a plan for the disposal of the public domain,

which has formed the basis of the public-land system. All legis-

lation upon this subject, until the Homestead Act of 1862, em-

bodied the fundamental principle of Mr Hamilton's plan, which

contemplated the raising of revenue from the sale of the land-

His plan presented two leading features : one, the facility of ad-

vantageous sales, which, as a financial operation, claimed pri-

mar}' attention; the other, the accommodation of individuals

then inhabiting the Northwest Territory, or who might afterward

settle therein, who were permitted to purchase small tracts for

homes. Upon this plan our public land system was laid. It

provided for the disposal of the public domain at public offer-

ing, by private cash sales, and by the allowance of the preference

right of purchase to actual settlers under the several preemption

laws. The preemption laws were at first temporary, being limited

in their operation, until the general law of 1841, which continued

in force until its repeal by the act of March 3, 1891.

While the preemption right was generally considered as a

special favor or benefit conferred upon those who inhabit, culti-

vate, and improve a tract of public land, with the intention of

making a permanent home, it was practically only the extension

of a credit for twelve months to the settler, but with no actual

security that he would finally get the land. Up to 1843 there

was no land subject to preemption that could not at any time be

bought upon application at the local office, at private cash entry,

at the same price the preemptor was required to pay, and it was

not until 1860 that preemption rights could be initiated b}'' set-

tlement upon unsurveyed lands. Even in the bestowal of the

munificent grants of alternate sections to aid in the construc-

tion of railroads and other works of public improvement, the
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controlling feature in the disposition of the i)ul)lie lands was not
ahandoned, because the sections of land remaining to the gov-
ernment within the limits of the grant were douhled in jjriccfor

the purpose of reimbursing the government for the land granted.

It was not until the agitation of the question of free homes for

the people, which resulted in the act of May 2, 18G2, that the

general jiolicy of sales for revenue was changed.

The homestead law provided that any citizen who is the head
of a family, or who has arrived at the age of 21 years, may ac-

(piire title to 160 acres of land by residing upon, cultivating, and
improving the tract for five years immediately preceding his

final proof, free from all cost except the land office fees. Since

the year 1862, when this law went into effect, U}) to the close of

the last fiscal year, 508,930 homestead entries have been allowed,

embracing an area of 67,618,451 acres.

How^ far this beneficent act has demonstrated the wisdom of

the measure and fulfilled the expectations of its advocates must
be judged by the growth and prosperity of the country since the

period of its enactment. It is true that it went into operation

at practically the same period that witnessed the extensive grants

in aid of the construction of the Pacific railroads and other im-

l)ortant works of internal improvement; but this imi)ortant

factor, with the aid of the railroads, was mainly instrumental in

converting the boundless domain of wild, unsettled Indian coun-

try into tiiriving communities and states, adding immenseh' to

the material wealtli and prosperity of the nation. Thus the gov-

ernment has indirectly derived larger revenues from its bounties

than it could have acquired from the cash sales of its lands.

It is umiecessary to give a detailed statement of the extent to

which the public lands have been entered under the several laws

b}^ which such disposition has been governed. Suffice it to say

that about 247,000,000 acres of land have been sold for cash, in-

cluding commuted homestead entries, for which the government

has received about $280,000,000, and that this item, with the

grants to aid in the construction of railroads and the donations

to states for educational purposes and internal improvements,

constitute the largest portion of the pul)lie domain that has been

dis[)Osed of by the government.

It is estimated that there now remain, exclusive of Alaska,

over which the general land laws have not been extended,

about 600,000,000 acres of vacant public land, of which al)out

500,000,000 are within a region where the rainfall is not sutfi-
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cient to insure the cultivation of crops without irrigation. The

title to the soil is in the United States, and it is subject to dis-

posal under the general land laws ; but the control of the water,

which is the important element in the utilization of these lands

for agricultural purposes, rests with the state. Unless these two

elements are combined, the land is valueless, and until the land

can be brought to an agricultural condition, permanent settle-

ment, that will advance the prosperity of the state and nation,

cannot be expected. Hence the question is forced upon us, Are

the laws which have operated so favorably in the disposal of the

well watered and fertile lands of the Mississippi valley adequate

to the conditions that confront us in the arid west ?

The act of March 3, 1877, authorizing the entry of 640 acres

of desert land, conditioned upon the payment of $1.25 per acre

and the reclamation of the land by conducting water thereon,

was designed to meet these conditions ; but whether from the

imperfection of the system or from the injudicious administra-

tion of the law, it has certainly failed to yield the results most

to be desired, even if it has accomplished the purposes of its

enactment.

It is generally conceded that the lands lying along the borders

of the small streams and rivulets, which can be irrigated by the

individual efforts of the settlers, have practically been appro-

priated by settlers under the homestead and other general land

laws, and that the desirable vacant public lands unreclaimed are

so situated that they cannot be reclaimed by means at the com-

mand of the individual settler. The combined efforts of labor

and capital must be employed to insure a reclamation that is

economical and practical. Hence the homestead law is no longer

of practical application in the arid region, as its operation is

rather to retard than to promote the reclamation of these lands.

But a more serious problem is, how to secure the reclamation

of the largest possible portion of the 500,000,000 acres of vacant

public lands within the arid region. It is estimated that only

20 per cent can, under the most favorable conditions, be reclaimed

and brought to an agricultural condition, not because of the lack

of irrigable land, but because of the limited supply of water, and
the irrigation of this quantity can be accomplished only by the

most economical and conservative use of the water and the most
judicious selection of the tracts of land to be irrigated. It is

therefore evident that as the solution of the problem lies in the

economical and practical utilization of the water, the control and
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use of this elenient must be of paramount importance to secur-

ing title to the hind.

If the waters of the perennial streams wiiich are wasted during

the winter months could ))e stored and reservoirs could be con-

structed to impound tiie storm waters, the area of territory sus-

ceptible of irrigation could be largely increased. As the irrigable

land is far in excess of the available water supply, the land to

l)e irrigated should also be selected with a view to tlie most eco-

noiuical use of the water, so that the available lands should be

irrigated and disposed of as agricultural hinds, and the reuiain-

ing lands be held for disposition for other uses.

The imi)ortance of observing the strictest economy in the dis-

tribution of ^vater and the selection of lands is forcibly stated

in the minority report of the Special Committee appointed })y the

United States Senate in 1889 to consider the subject of the irriga-

tion aud reclamatiou of the arid lands. It says:

" The irritable land? are limited in extent. The area of the arid region

which can be irrigated is a small fraction of the entire region. This arises

from the fact that all the waters that can be used are insufficient to serve

all the possible irrigable lands. It therefore becomes necessary to select

the lands to be redeemed. On the wisdom of this selection vast interests

depend. It is possible to irrigate lauds on the mountains and on the high

plateaus, but if the water is used there it cannot be used below, and these

elevated lands will not make the best homes for the people. The climate

there is rigorous, and the variety of agricultural products that can be

raised is limited, being chiefly hay and vegetables. To use the water on

such lands is largely to waste it, and to drive agriculture into the moun-
tains is to doom the people engaged therein to a dreary life in a subarctic

climate. It is therefoi-e manifestly to the interest of the greatest number
of i)eople that the agriculture of the arid lands should not be established

in the mountain regions. The valleys and plains below are warm, salu-

brious, and rich, the variety of agricultural products is great, and if the

waters are used on these lands they will give support to a prosperous

people."

If this is the condition with which we are confronted with re-

gard to tlie vacant })ublic lands in the arid region, then it must

follow that these lands should not be disposed of until they have

been brought to an agricultural condition, if due regard be had

to the practical and economical disposition of then), and with a

view to deriving the greatest benefit for the state and nation.

Tiiis may be accomplished in three ways : (1) by the construc-

tion of reservoirs and irrigating works and the adoption of an

irrigation svstem under the direction of the general government;
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(2) tlirongh the agencj^ of irrigation companies; and (3) by the

states controlling the waters within their respective borders.

On March 20, 1888, Congress passed a joint resolution direct-

ing the Secretary of the Interior, through the direction of the

Geological Survey, to make an examination of that portion of

the arid region where agriculture is carried on by means of irri-

gation, as to the natural advantage of the storage of water, and

the practicability and cost of construction and capacit}'' of reser-

voirs, and such other facts as bear on the question of the storage

of water for irrigation purposes. This resolution was followed

by legislation making appropriations to enable the Director of

the Geological Survey to make the necessary examination, and

he was authorized to select sites suitable for the storage reservoirs

contemplated by the resolution, which were to remain segregated

and reserved from entry, occupation, and settlement until other-

wise provided by law. Under this authority 120 suitable sites

have been selected, and the lands covered by such selections

have been reserved from entry, occupation, and settlement, but

to this day no provision has been made for their utilization.

The plan of reclamation through the agency of land and irri-

gation companies would not, in my judgment, be commended

by the people, and although it might be effective in putting

under irrigation all the territory possibly susceptible of irriga-

tion by the water that could be stored, yet it would hardly be

possible to make such limitations and restrictions upon a grant

of such power as would absolutely protect the settler against ex-

tortion and oppression.

The third appears to be the most feasible plan for the utiliza-

tion of the arid lands. The right to the use of the water being

under the absolute control of the state, it would, if it controlled

the land also, be enabled so to direct and govern the appropria-

tion of it as to secure, by a judicious selection of the lands to be

irrigated, the most economical and practical use. It would en-

able the state to check the waste growing out of faulty construc-

tion of dams and imperfect systems of applying water. The

settler on a tract of desert land who has acquired a right to the

use of water is interested solely in the application of it to his

particular tract, with no responsibility for its economical use.

The land is abundant, but the water is scarce, and if we expect

to reap advantages by utilizing the water to the greatest extent,

it must be accomi)lished by reclaiming the lands before they are

disposed of. This can be accomplished more effectively by the

states than through the general government or other agencies.
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The state of California lias adopted a ])olicy, based upon the

principle of state or coninion ownership in natural waters, which
provides for the ownershi() by conmumities of works for the stor-

age and distribution of waters for irrigation [jurposes. This law,

known as the Wright law, which has recently been declared con-

stitutional by the Supreme Court of the United States, has been

adopted, I believe, by nearh^ all the arid land states. It pro-

vides for the organization of irrigation districts wherever fifty

or a majority of the owners of lands susceptible of one mode
of irrigation from a common source and by the same system of

works desire to provide for the irrigation of their holdings.

It also provides for the creation of a board of directors, who
have power to purchase lands, water and water-rights, and to

construct the necessary reservoirs and irrigation works. It also

authorizes the issuance of bonds to raise money for the construc-

tion of such works, which bonds are to be paid out of revenues

derived from ainiual assessments upon the real property of the

district, and all such property subject to taxation by the state is

liable to such assessment. 1 do not attempt to give details, hut

simply the general features of the law, to show how unjustly it

would operate in a district where there was a tract of vacant pub-

lic land. This land would be susceptible of irrigation by the same

system and from the same connnon source, and would therefore

be materially enhanced in value by the construction of irriga-

tion works at the ex])ense of the inhabitants of the district, al-

though the government would not be liable to contribute to it,

for the reason that the government lands are not subject to tax-

ation by the state, and are therefore not liable to the assessment.

This inequitable feature could be removed if the title to the lands

were in the state.

In the arid region an average of about 76 per cent of the land

is in the hands of the government. In Nevada about 95 per

cent of the area is vacant. These lands contribute nothing to

the revenues of the state. With its taxable resources so dimin-

ished it is impossible for the state to undertake a system of irri-

gation. They should be so disposed of as to make them avail-

able as resources from which the state may increase its revenue.

The states in the arid region have established laws for the

acquisition and protection of riparian rights, based upon the

doctrine of priority of ai)i>roi)riation. This has been rendered

necessary by the fiiilure of the general government to formulate

a uniform system for the protection of the rights of jiarties and
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to secure the economical distribution of the water. Under these

laws, which differ in many material respects, rights have been

acquired, so that a uniform system could not now be established

without involving irrigation interests in serious conflicts. It

can be remedied only by giving to each state control of its arid

lands, to be reclaimed and disposed of under their separate sys-

tems.

The advantages that would accrue to the state through the

control of the land and water are, in a measure, attained by the

act of August 19, 1894, known as the Carey Act. This law au-

thorizes the Secretary of the Interior to contract with any of the

desert land states to donate to the states, free of cost, such lands,

not exceeding 1,000,000 acres in each state, as the state may
cause to be irrigated, reclaimed, occupied, and cultivated by

actual settlers. It also authorizes the state to make all neces-

sary contracts for causing the lands to be reclaimed and for in-

ducing settlement and cultivation, but the state is not authorized

to lease or dispose of the lands except to secure their reclama-

tion, cultivation, and settlement.

It is in the nature of a grant, limited in quantity, and condi-

tioned upon reclamation and cultivation. It contemplates that

the reclamation shall be accomplished by private capital, but as

the land selected cannot be disposed of until it has been patented

to the state, it fails to give the state sufficient control over the

lands to enable it to pledge them as security for their reclama-

tion, and hence it cannot contract for the construction of works

on the most favorable terms. If this law were amended so as to

provide for the granting of the lands to the state upon applica-

tion, leaving the state free to contract for their reclamation and

to pledge the lands as security therefor, it would be of practical

benefit, and under its provisions the state might be enabled to

secure the reclamation of all the lands within its limits that could

be utilized. As it is, but two states have applied for its benefits,

and the feasibility of the scheme for the reclamation and disposal

of the arid lands is yet to be ascertained.

With this condition confronting us, can there be any valid

reason urged against the cession of these lands to the states, and

may we not go farther and inquire if there is any reason why the

trust imposed upon the general government for the disposal of

all the public lands may not safely be delegated to them ? The

cession of the Northwest Territory was made upon the express

condition that the ceded lands should be considered as a com-
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moil fund for the use and benefit of all the states and should be

disposed of for that purpose and for no other purpose whatever-

During the existence of the Confederation and in the earlier dec-

ades of the Republic, it was clearly contemplated that the lands

so acquired, as well as those acquired by purchase and treaties,

could only be disposed of for the purpose of revenue for the re-

demption of the public debt, and that any other disposition of

them would be a violation of the trust.

But the policy has gradually changed from a system of sales

for revenue only to that of free homes for the people. For the

past twenty years the tendency of legislation has l)een to repeal

all laws authorizing the purchase of the public lands by cash

entry and to subject theni to liomestead entry only.' In 1889 a

law was passed withdrawing from private cash entr}' all the

public lands, except in the state of Missouri, which was followed

b}' the act of March 3, 1891, repealing the preemption law and

declaring that no public lands of the United States, except aban-

doned military or other reservations or isolated and disconnected

tracts and mineral and other lands of a special nature having

local application, shall be sold at ])ublic sale. Since the passage

of this law isolated tracts are not subject to public sale until they

have been subject to homestead entry for three years after the

surrounding land has been disposed of and abandoned. Mili-

tary reservations containing more than 5,000 acres are now sub-

ject to homestead entry only. The public lands are therefore ho

longer to be disposed of with a view to the revenue to be derived

therefrom.

Besides, less than thirt_y years ago a great part of tlie vast ter-

ritory west of the Mississippi river was Indian country, to which

the Indian title had not been extinguished, and was practically

unorganized territory. Since then all of what was commonly

known as the Indian country has l)een ceded to the United States

and become a part of the public domain. Tiie Indian title has

been extinguished as to all the territory formerly occupied as

hunting grounds, in consideration of which diminished reserva-

tions of a permanent character have been established. From

time to time states have been admitted into the Union, until the

entire country is now divided into separate sovereignties, with

all the rights, powers, duties, and privileges of the original states,

excej^t the organized territories of Arizona and New Mexico,

which are. knocking at the door for admission to the sisterhood.



THE MAZAMAS

There was organized on the summit of Mount Hood, on July 19, 1894,

a society of mountain-climbers called the Mazamas, whose qualification

for membership is the ascent of an acceptable snow-capped peak. Re-

markable as it may seem, so much enthusiasm was aroused at that time

that 193 people ascended 11,225 feet to attend the meeting. W. G. Steel,

one of the leading spirits of the occasion, was made the first president of

the organization.

The objects of the society are mountain exploration, the protection of

forests and scenery, and the acquisition and dissemination of knowledge
concerning them. In the summer of 1895, with Mr Steel again as presi-

dent and T. Brook White as secretary, parties were organized to ascend

Mounts Baker, Rainier, Adams, Hood, and Jefferson and establish inter-

communication by heliotroping, but, owing to the smokiness of the at-

mosphere, the latter part of the program could not be carried out.

With Mr C. H. Sholes as president and Rev. Earl M. Wilbur as secre-

tary, the society continued its enthusiastic work in the spring of 1896 by
publishing the first number of a magazine called Mazama, a record of

mountaineering In the Pacific northwest. This publication contains, be-

sides the presidential addresses, the reports of the historian for 1894 and
1895, and other matters relating to the society, the following papers : The
Flora of Mount Hood, by Thomas Howell, who mentions 272 species

growing above 2,000 feet ; The Elevation of Mount Adams, by Prof. Edgar
McClure, who states the height of the mountain, as determined by aver-

aging three hourly readings of a mercurial barometer compared with

three synchronous readings at Seattle, Portland, and Eugene, to be
* 12,401.9 feet; The Hehotrope in Mountaineering, by T. Brook White,

describes the instruments used and the Morse code ; The Flora of Mount
Adams, by W. N. Suksdorf and Thomas Howell, enumerates 480 species

(excluding mosses and lichens) above 2,000 feet; in The Glaciers of

Mount Adams Prof. W. D. Lyman estimates that at the timber line there

are 8 or 10 glaciers, but only 3 are described as larger than those of

Mount Hood. The veteran geologist of Oregon, Prof. Thomas Condon,
describes the ice-caves of Mount Adams, which years ago furnished the

ice for the city of Portland. He ascribes the cold-storage feature of

the caves to currents of cold air descending from the mountain along the

tunnels once filled with molten lava from the same source. Under the

title of The Klamath Mountains the present writer calls attention to the

geologic and topographic relation between the Sierra Nevada and the

Cascade and Coast ranges.

The Mazama excursion of August, 1896, was to Crater lake, in connec-

tion with the Crater Lake clubs of Medford, Ashland, and Klamath Falls

in southern Oregon. In all, nearly 500 people attended the meeting, a

number of them also ascending Mount Pitt. By previous arrangement

*See Nat. Geog. Mag., Vol. vii, No. 4, pp. 151-153.
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four government, parties met the exi'iir.sionists at Crater lake and en-

deavored in various ways to i)romote the success of the occasion. B. W.
Evermann, of the Fish Connnission, studied tlie fisii food and s]uivvnin<,'

grounds of the hike and made some interesting observations on tiie hike

temi)erature. Dr C. Hart IMerriam, chief of the Biological Survey of the

Agricultural Department, assisted by Vernon Bailey and Edwanl A.

Preble, collected a large number of animals about the rim of the lake ami
upon the island, and Mr F. V. Coville, the Department Botanist, assisted

by MrLieburg, made a large collection of plants. A geological j)arty under
the charge of the writer i>re})ared a geological map of the region. The
heads of all the government parties, as well as many others, were called

upon for camp-fire talks, addresses, or recitations concerning matters of

scientific and pop'ular interest, especially relating to Crater lake. The
proceedings were opened August IS by the Klamath Falls club before the

Mazamas arrived, but thereafter the great camp-tire of the Mazamas wa.s

the rendezvous after the excursions of the day. Among the excursionists,

aside from the government parties, were a number of botanists and
zoologists, as well as geologists and professors of various departments.

Many were armed with cameras to carry away permanent impressions of

the lake. As a whole the excursion was a great success, and its fruits are

to l)e found, not only in the widespread interest aroused in such proccecl-

ings, but also in the forthcoming number of the Mazama, which is to

contain full accounts of the lake, both popular and scientific, from various

contributors. J. S. Dii.lek.

GEOGRAPHIC LITERATURE

Elemmtanj Geology. Ry Rali)h S. Tarr, Professor of Dynamic Geoloiiy

and Physical Geography at Cornell University. Pp. xxx + 49it, with

25 plates and 268 other illustrations. New York : The Macmillan

Company. 1897. $1.40.

This is a refreshing book. In the first place the ty|)e is large and well

leaded, and the printers have realized the true function of punctuation

and largely omitted brain-wearying dots in useless ]»laces ; so the eye is

attracted by the clean-cut pages. In the second place illustrations are

freely used to supjilement the succinct text, and nearly all the pictures

are photo-mechanical reproductions from nature; even the minerals and

fossils are represented mainly by half-tone engravings; thus the facts of

nature are represented with a vividness and brought home to the under-

standing with a vigor not to be attained in any other way. Agjain the

author has realized, at least in some measure, that the progress of knowl-

edge is ever from the remote toward the near, and he has had the courage

to directly assail the last fortress of the unknown by depicting the every-

day and commonplace features of the earth which every child may see,

and by explaining the principles of earth-science in terms of connnon

things; no geologic book ever written is less affected by mysticism, scholas-

ticism, metaphysics, dialectics, and other pernicious vestiges of intel-

lectual barbarism. Then the work must appeal to the teacher, because
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it is adapted to youth and because it fills a need not quite met by any

previously issued text-book.

After an introductory chapter the work is divided into three parts, viz.,

(1) Structural geology, (2) Dynamic geology, and (3) Stratigraphic geol-

ogy. Professor Tarr half apologizes in his preface for the space given to

the second of these divisions ; but he might well have spared the expla-

nation and even doubled this eminently practical and useful part of the

treatise. The third " part" might better have been divided in name, as

it is in fact, into paleontology, or the history of life on the globe, and the

geographic development of the continents ; for the treatment is essen-

tially historical and not at all stratigraphic. Then it would have been

in accord with the general method of the book, whicli is the emphasis of

the actual and the near, to give relatively more space to the life of the

later ages ; also, and more especially, to explain the earlier stages in

geographic development of North America in terms of the later stages.

Unfortunately these later stages, which are in themselves of great inter-

est and are now well understood, receive but little attention. The chief

imperfections in the work lie in incompleteness of the treatment from

the point of view of the geographer, and are due to the fact that it is a

complement to the same author's " Elementary Physical Geography."

In the main, the facts and principles of geology are well generalized and

happily expressed. W J M.

The Lessons of Erosion Due to Forest Destruction. Chart. The U. S. Depai-t-

ment of Agriculture. Washington, 1896.

A pai-t of the exhibit made by the United States Department of Agri-

culture at the International and Cotton States Exposition held in Atlanta

during the autumn of 1895 was a series of three models representing (1)

the soil destruction consequent on the removal of forests, (2) the processes

required for reclamation in the same tract, and (3) the same tract as re-

claimed and restored to pristine fertility and productiveness. These

models were carefully executed by Howell, under the direction of Bern-

hard E. Fernow, Chief of the Forestry division, with the co-operation of

several geologists, particularly W J McGee. These models attracted

much attention, and their exhibition in the region in which old-field

erosion is particularly active was undoubtedly productive of much good.

Recently the features of the models have been reproduced by chromo-

lithography in the form of a large wall-chart, for distribution among
agriculturists and others. The reproduction, unhappily, is not equal to

the models in accuracj^ of representation, and will hardly be serviceable

for educational purposes save in a single direction, viz., in attracting at-

tention to a subject of. great economic importance in many parts of the

country. W J M.

Preliminary Report on the Income Account of Railways in the United States for

the Year ending June 30, 1896. Interstate Commerce Commission.

Pp. 68. Washington, 1896. Prepared by the Statistician to the Com-
mission.

During the fiscal year 1895-96 the railways of the United States, having

an operated mileage of 172,369 miles of line, earned in gross $1 ,123,646,562.
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The oponitins: exptMises were !?7ri4,97 1,515, leaving an income from opera-

tion of $3()8,()75,047. Two-tliinls of the gro.ss earnings were absorl)e(l in

operating expenses, leaving one-third as income from operation. High-
water mark in railway earnings, as represented by gross earnings and
income from operation per mile of line, was readied in 185)1-92. In that

year gross earnings per mile of line were $7,2i;>, and the income from

operation was |2,404. From that time nntil 1<S!)4-5I5 the gross earnings

diminished, and in that year reai-hed their lowest point, which was

$6,050 i)er mile. The income from operation reached its lowest point in

1893-94, when it was !?1,94(). In 1895-90 the gross earnings had increased

to |(i,519and the income from oi)eration to|2,139 per mile. It is evident

from these tigures that the lowest point in the business of transportation

has been passed, and that this branch of business is on the upgrade.

This gain is not confined to any one part of the country, but is shown to

extend to all parts, with the exception of the states of Louisiana and
Texas. The dividends declared by the roads during the year aggregated

$54,983,732, an amount almost identical witli that of the i)receding year.

H. G.

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, No. 1039. Virginia Cartographj'. A
Bibliographical Description by P. Lee Phillips. Washington, 189G.

This is an exhaustive account of the early maps of Virginia. Special

attention is given to John Wyth's map of 1585, Capt. John Smith's map
of 1008, and that of Augustine Herman of 1670. Of the multitude of maps
published in recent years only a few are listed, and it is difficult to see

upon what basis selection was made, unless it be the fact that they happen
to be represented in the Library of Congress. A singidar omission is that

of the sheets of theXJ. S. Geological Survey, which constitute the modern
mother map. II. U.

GEOGRAPHIC SHRIALS

The Bulletin of the Geographical Club of Philadelphia for December com-

prises "A Trijo toManika Land," by J. Edward Farnum. This is a little

known region in southeastern Africa, just south of Zambesi river. The
article is accompanied by a sketch map.

The Journal of Geologij for November- December, 1896, is of special in-

terest from a geographic point of view. It opens with an article on " The
Age of the Auriferous Gravels of the Sierra Nevada," by W. Lindgren,

of the Geological Survey. These gravels were carefully studied by

Prof. J. D. Whitney, who assigned them to the Plioceneage. Mr Lind-

gren assigns a somewhat greater age to these beds, placing them in the

Miocene or even Eocene, the evidence upon which his conclusions rest

being mainly derived from i)Iant remains. Mr Harry Fieliling Keid

contributes an exceedingly interesting article upon the "Mechanics of

Glaciers," and Prof. R. D. Salisbury a paperupon " The Loe-ss in the Wis-

consin Drift Formation." Mr Carlos Sapper contributes an article on the

'Geology of Chiapas, Tabasco, and the Peninsula of Yucatan," accom-
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panied by a small sketch map of this little known region. Another con-

tribution by Prof. R. D. Salisbury, entitled "Studies for Students,"

treats in ontline of glacial phenomena.

The Scottish Geographical Magazine for January, 1897, contains as its

leading article a paper by Dr John Murray on the " Temperature of the

Water of the Scotch Lakes." The observations, which are tabulated in

extenso, show as a rule a slight increase of temperature from the surface

down to three or four fathoms, and a gradual reduction in temperature

down to the greatest depths obtained, viz., 80 fathoms. The article is

illustrated by diagrams, which admirably summarize the results.

The Geographical Journal for January, 1897, contains a number of articles

of interest, among them being accounts of journeys and explorations in

Malay, Africa, Australia, and South America. These are, "A Journey

Through the Malay States of Trengganu and Kelantan," by Hugh Clifford;

'^'Researches in Karia," by W. R. Paton and J. L. Myres; "Journeys

in Gosha and Beyond the Deshek Wama," by Clifford H. Craufurd
;

" Lake Mweru and the Luapula Delta," by A. Blair Watson ;
" Journey

from Western Australia to Warina, in South Australia," by W. Carr

Boyd. Mr W. L. Sclater continues his series of articles on " The Geog-

raphy of Mammals," the present article being devoted to the Nearctic

region. Mr George G. Chisholm has an article on the " Distribution of

Towns and Villages in England," especially with reference to their

geologic location, an aspect which is beginning to receive attention.

The Bulletin of the Sierra Club of California opens with an ascent of

Mount Lefroy, in the Canadian Rockies, which resulted in the death of

Mr Philip Stanley Abbot. Mr Bolton Coit Brown contributes a pleasant

sketch entitled " Wanderings in the High Sierra between Mount King

and Mount Williamson." The mountain-climber is advised by Mr How-
ard Longley " What to Take and How to Take It." Mr J. M. Stilhnan

writes of a "Trip to Tehipite Valley from the Kings River and Grand
Canon," and Theodore S. Solomons upon "An Early Summer Excursion

to the Tuolumne Canon and to Mount Lyell."

The Bulletin of the American Geographical Society, Number 4 of the year

1896, opens with a brief summary of the " Topographic Work of the U. S.

Geological Survey in 1895." Signor Romero, the Mexican Minister to

the United States, furnishes a most admirable descriptive article on the

topography, climate, people, government, and resources of his country.

It is well that we should have a better knowledge than we have hitherto

possessed of our next-door neighbor on the south. Mr J. V. Brower has

an article entitled " The Utmost Waters of the Missouri River." The
region described, the headwaters of Red Rock creek, Montana, was ex-

plored twenty-five years ago, and has since been subdivided by the Gen-
eral Land Office, which by running a line at every mile—east, west,

north, and south—surely leaves little room for geographical discovery.

The Geographical Society of Lima, Peru, publishes a report, accom-
panied by a map, on the " Navigability of the Eastern Rivers of Peru."
The map summarizes the information contained in the report, showing,
by means of symbols, the head of navigation of the rivers.
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The Journal of the Tijneside (leocjmphical Socieli/ prives considerable spare

to Arctic exploration, the first article beinj? on the Jackson-Hannswortii
expedition, by Mr A. IMontcnore Brice, and the second upon Nansen's
exi)edition, by Professor ISIohn. " The Resources of Canada" are treated

by Sir Donald A. Smith. It seems strange that with such wonderful
resources of soil, climate, and minerals as Canada is said to possess, its

development has been so slow. The exceetlingly interesting lecture on
Venezuela, delivered before the National (ieographic Society l)y Prof.

AVm. E. Curtis, is rej)ublished in this magazine. Sir Frederic Goldsmid
continues in this number his papers upon " Persia and Her Xeighlrors."

H. G.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY, SESSION iSgG-'gy

Regular Meellng, January 8, 1897.—Vice-President Merriam in the chair.

Mr J. S. Diller addressed the Society on the subject of Crater Lake, Ore-

gon, with lantern-slide illustrations.

Special Meeting, January 15, 1897.—President Hubbard in tlie chair.

Mr Sidney Dickinson, M. A., F. R. G. S., lectured on Picturesque New
Zealand, with lantern-slide illustrations.

Regular Meeting, January 22, 1897.—President Hul)bard in the chair,

Mr T. S. O'Leary read a paper entitled "Winds and Their Uses, with some
Types of Ocean Weather," illustrating his subject with lantern slides.

Special Meeting, January 29, 1897.—President Hubbard in the chair.

Major Henry E. Alvord, C. F., read an address, illustrated by lantern

slides, on the Geography of a Battle, with special reference to the battle

of Cedar Creek, October 19, 18G4.

Regular Meeting, February 5, i<?57.—President Hubbard in the chair.

Joint meeting with the American Forestry Association. Dr B. E. Fernow
read a paper entitled " The Gardens, Forests, and Deserts of Arizona,"

with lantern-slide illustrations.

Special Meeting, February 12, 1897.~Fresk\ent Hubbard in the cliair.

Hon. Wm. L. Wilson, Postmaster General, read a paper, with incidental

anecdotes and recollections, on the Development of the United States

Postal Service.

Elections.—New members have been elected as follows :

January 12.—Henry Black, Jos. R. Buckalew, J. Ross Colhoun, Arthur

J. Collie, Geo. E. Corson, Arthur B. Crane, Miss Ida R. Hamaker, Alvin

M. Lothrop, Miss Leontine Mackay, Hon. R. E. Preston, W. C. Ralston,

Miss Isabella Read, INIiss Alice B. Sanger, W. A. Shaw, Dr Max West.

January 22.—Francis B. Austin, Jas. 0. Broadhead, Ellwood P. Cub-

berly, Mrs A. M. Davis, Chief-Eng. Jas. A. Doyle, U. S. R. M., C. C.

Duncanson, G. S. Hobbs, Capt. D. H. Kelton, U. S. A., Dr Fridtjof Nan-

sen (honorary), Hon. Edward Lee Plumb, T. C. Powell, Col. Wm. II.
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Powell, U. S. A., Albertus McCreary, H. D. Mirick, E. J. Sliives, Ed-

ward A. Wright.

February 11.—Co\. C. J. Allen, tJ. S. A., M. W. Baldwin, Miss M. S.

Booz, Hon. Chas. A. Boutelle, M. C, Oscar Fitz Clifford, James Eraser,

E. B. Grandin, Edward Graves, Gen. John P. Hawkins, U. S. A., Leander

L. Haw'kins, Mrs Marj' A. Hepburn, Dr David J. Hill, J. Q. Kern, Frank

M. Kurie, C. E., F. A. Lester, Miss Julia 0. Lindsley, Miss Harriet A.

Luddington, Edgar A. Lynham, Mrs Mary K. Matthews, Mrs B. S. Mc-

Donald, F. W. Pettigrew, C. E., Warren W. Phelan, J. Q. Redway, F. R. G. S.,

P. C. Riley, James Edgar Smith, Herbert G. Squiers, George B. Stark-

weather, Frank B. Taylor, Matthew Trimble, Thos. P. Woodward.

MISCELLANEA

The North American Revieiv for February contains a valuable article by

John Hays Hammond, from which the following items of interest are

abstracted: From 1887 to 1895 the Transvaal produced gold to the value

of $158,750,000, 1144,000,000 of which came from the Witwatersrand dis-

trict. The central part of this district, 27 miles of reef, is expected to

produce 13,000,000,000 of gold, of which two-thirds is in the central sec-

tion of 11.5 miles; its output for 1896 was 137,000,000, or about 16 per

cent of that of the entire world. California produced up to January, 1897,

$1,282,000,000 in gold, three-fourths being from placers. Kimberley has

produced upwards of twelve tons of diamonds, representing a value of

$400,000,000 ; the present annual production is about 2,500,000 carats, of

the value of $20,000,000. A. W. G.

The Rajputs and Brahmans of India are breaking down the barriers of

caste and displaying in competition with the Anglo-Saxon race that bril-

liance and subtlety of intellect for which they are distinguished. Prof.

Jagadis Chunder Bose, of the University of Calcutta, has excited the aston-

ishment and admiration of all Europe by his recent papers on the Deter-

mination of the Indices of Electric Refraction and of the Wave-lengths

of Electric Radiation. The highest honors of the India Civil Service ex-

aminations for 1896 also fell to a Hindoo, who vanquished in a keen intel-

lectual encounter many candidates with distinguished academic careers.

In England Prince Ranjitsinhji has taken high university honors, besides

securing by the brilliancy of his play the very foremost place in the great

national game of cricket. Several Indian barristers have won their way
into the higher ranks of the legal profession in London, an Indian physi-

cian was recently elected to the staff of one of the London hospitals, and
two highly educated Indian surveyors are working in British Central

Africa. In November the University of Oxford conferred the degree of

Doctor of Music upon Raja Svi Sourindro Mohun Tajore, of Calcutta, the

principal exponent of the theory of Indian music, who has for 31 years

devoted his wealth and talents to the development of music among his

countrymen. In this case, however, the recipient of the distinction was
unwilling to lose caste, even temporarily, by crossing the ocean, and the

degree was conferred in absentia. J. H.
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The Forthcoming Course op Lectures on the Effects of Geoorai'hic

Environment in Developing the Civiijzation of the World

As supplementary to the general synopsis of this Course, pub-

lished in the January number of The National Geographic

Magazine, the following special s3niopses have been furnished

by the different lecturers :

March 1. Tlie Effect of Geographic Environment in lite Development oj

Civilization in PreJiistoric Man, by Hon. Gardiner G. Hubbard.

The civilization of mail did not originate from witliin, bnt has ever been

the effect of geograpliic environment, pressing from withont.

While civilization has been on the whole beneficial, yet every advance

has been accompanied by suffering and death. Man was originally sub-

ject to nature and depended on nature for his food and habitation, and

was even less provided than many other animals.

The joy and suffering of the savage were less than those of civilizod

man, for care and responsibility come with civilization.

Civilization has never advanced steadily in any country or any age.

After remaining stationary for ages and often retrograding, beginning in

the Orient it has gradually traveled westward, save in its early progress

to China in the east and to Egypt in the south.

Nearly three-fourths of the earth have always been and are now occu-

pied by savages or barbarians and nomad races. Three-fourths of the

population are civilized and occupy the remaining quarter of the globe.

The earliest remains of man are found in banks of rivers and in caves

in England and France, and are accompanied by bones of animals, either

long since extinct or now living in the arctic or torrid zones, showing the

great antiquity of man, and his manner of life and implements of offense

and defense.

Savage and barbarous nations obtain all their food from nature, and,

like many animals, have no care or thought for the morrow ; this un-

certainty of life leads to recklessness and idleness.

The first step in advance seems to have been made by the inhabitants

of central Asia, where the geographical environment furnished induce-

ment for the life of the nomad, for here was the home of the sheep, goat,

and horse. Tliey were obliged to care for their fiocks morning and night,

and in summer provide for winter. Thus they were trained in ways un-

known to the savage, and took the first step toward civilization. These
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nomads have never made further progress ; they live the same Ufe today

in Arabia and central Asia that they have lived for thousands and per-

haps tens of thousands of years.

The next step in civilization, and the first progressive step, was in coun-

tries like Egypt, Mesopotamia, and China, where rivers overflow their

banks and irrigate the desert, and where the people were taught of neces-

sity to dig irrigating ditches. The land yielded luxuriantly and with little

labor, so a large population was soon gathered, and men were thus brought

in close contact—for there can be no progressive civilization without the

intimate contact of man with man. This contact is impossible where men
live by hunting, or by pasturing cattle, for then one man requires for his

support the same territory that will sustain many civilized men.

The civilization of Egypt and Mesopotamia was of a low order, for there

could be neither liberty of thought nor of action where there were only

two classes, master and servant.

Under the Patriarchal system the father was the head of the family,

the children were subject to him and the property belonged to him. As
the families increased, the successor of the father, the oldest or most

powerful son, became in like manner the patriarch. We see these feat-

ures exemplified in the life of Abraham, who had absolute control over

the life of Isaac.

The continuance of this despotism and slavery in Babylon led to luxury,

decay, and the extinction of civilized life.

It was not until civilization reached Greece that personal freedom, with

liberty of mind and body, was obtained, and only then was the com-

mencement of arts, science, and true civilization.

March 8. Babylonia, by William Hayes Wahd, D. D., LL. D., of

The Independent.

It is still uncertain whether civilization began in the Nile or the

Euphrates valley. Babylonian history must now be i^ushed back a

thousand years or more beyond Sargon of Agane, who lived 3800 B. C.

It is generally asserted that civilization must begin in a river bottom

which affords abundant food for a dense population and compels division

of labor. Kecord of civilization begins with writing : all progress before

it is prehistoric. Writing was independently invented in these two val-

leys. The Nile and Euphrates valleys had important differences, though

alike in climate and fertility. The Nile valley is accessible only at its

lower end, protected on the sides by desert and at the upper end by
cataracts. The Euphrates valley is easily attacked from the north to-

wards Syria and Armenia, and from the east towards Elam, and was
liable to be overrun by barbarous hordes. The composite Euphrates and
Tigris valley differs from the Nile valley in the nature of its floods. The
Tigris flood comes first, and the flood is not so much welcomed as guarded

against. Irrigation by canals is of first importance. Babylonia is a land

of natural swamps, where the mounds of old cities and the banks of great

canals are the chief feature of the landscape. As soon as irrigation ceases

all returns to desolation. The valley has advanced more than a hundred
miles into the Persian gulf since its first cities were built.

2
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In the Nile valley the date palm was first cultivated, whiU' wlieat and
barley came probably from the Eui)lirates re<i;ion. Very ancient monu-
ments show gods adorned with grain and honored with the plow. The
native fauna included the buffalo, the wild ox, the ass, the sheep, ami
the goat, all domesticated in the earliest times and providing an un-
equaled basis for incipient civilization.

These natural advantages allowed a dense population, but the danger
of invasion, especially from Elam, compelled the population, which from
the beginning had had to fight lions, leopards, and wild oxen, also to

fight their neighbors. This developed a uiore warlike race than inhabited

Egypt. Barbaric invasions also gave a more composite population, and
necessitated civil wars. From the beginning of history we find Baby-
lonia attacking Elam on the east and reaching, to the north and west, as

far as the INIediterranean. Before the eighteenth Egyptian dynasty
Egyptian influence had hardly entered Asia, while Babylonia ruled as

far as Cyprus, and it was Babylonian culture which controlled Asia Minor
and all the coast, created the Assyrian and Hittite people, and through
these and the Phoenician trade gave the chief impulse to Greek civiliza-

tion.

March 15. Syria, by Rev. Dr. Thomas J. Shahan, of the Catholic

University of America.

Syria: Its human interest ; from time immemorial a battlefield; the

scene of West Asiatic conquest and defeat. The empires of Egypt and
Africa. The Lombardy of the Orient. The forum of eastern and west-

ern civilizations. The converging point of far Eastern trade. Emporium
for other Mediterranean nations and the far West. The Phrenician era.

Tyre and Sidon. Colonies. The place of ancient Syria in letters, art,

and politics.

Orographical formation : Rivers ; Table-lands ; The Great Steppe. Vege-

tation.

Geological formation : Cretaceous limestone of the plateaux. Ba.saltic

peaks. Alluvial lands. Clay soils of the Steppe.

Political geography: Pre-P]gyptian inhabitants. Egyptian conquest.

A subject state of Assyria, Babylonia, Persia. The inheritance of the

Greek generals of Alexander. Armenian and Parthian masters. Be-

comes part of the world-empire of Rome. Chief bazaar and art-museum

of the empire. The causes of its decline and early conquest by Arab

invaders. Islam and Syria.

March 22. Tijre and Sidon, by Professor Tiiom.as Davidson-, M. A., of

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Phcenicians a branch of the Semites. The Semitic character and

form of social union. Religion. Devotion to industry and trade. The

extent of Semitic civilization. Homeric Greece and the civilization of

Agamemnon Semitic.

The Semitic character as affected by surroundings; by the de.«ert

(Arabs); by the fertile land (Babylonians, etc.); by mountains and sea

(Phoenicians). Phoenicians unwarlike but enterprising. Nature of their

civilization, industry, and trade.

3
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Two phases of Phoenician civilization, represented by Sidon and Tyre.

In tlie west, we can trace tlie former by tlie deities Poseidon (i. e., Baal-

Sidon) and Amphitrite (i. c, Aphrodite) ; the latter Herakles (jNIelcarth)

and Pallas (/. e., Baalatj Athena. The quarrel between Poseidon and

Pallas : the Parthenon group. The Olympia metopes.

The extent of the Phoenician trade, and its effect upon the countries

visited. They double the Cape of Good Hope. The Phoenician colo-

nies, Carthage, etc., and their civilization: its strength and weakness.

Want of idealism and political sense. The dangers of a merely industrial

civilization. Why Carthage succumbed to Rome.

The world's debt to Phoenicia, as an example of industrial enterprise,

unrelieved by art, litei'ature, or science.

March 29. Greece, by Professor Benja.min Ide Wheeler, LL. D., of

Cornell University.

Greece: how its geography explains its history.

Its position. The outpost of Europe; though removed from it by its

peninsular form, not severed from connection with it. Greek ideas are

representative occidental ideas. The contrast of occidentalism and orien-

talism. Joined to Asia by a bridge of islands and by the navigable

iEgean. Hence open to the reception of eastern ideas and motives, but

secured in its capability of assimilating them. The extent and nature of

eastern influence. Surrounded by the Mediterranean, hence a distribut-

ing medium. Its primacy in Mediterranean civilization. Relations of

this civilization to modern European civilization.

Its geography. The irregularity of its coastline. Proximity of all its

parts to the sea. Abundance of sheltered beach-harbors. Absence of

great rivers. Contrast with the great river civilization of Egypt and

Mesopotamia. Partition into districts by mountains. Features of moun-

tain chains: not impassable barriers. Plains of limited size: these en-

courage particularism and a consciousness of the .power of individual

initiative. Plains mostly accessible to the sea. Communication by sea

rather than by land encouraged. Opened outward rather than inward,

motive to union lessened. Variety in relative location of the plains pro-

ductive of variety in conditions of life, and hence of social and political

ideas.. Greece a mosaic. The islands so numerous as to set a standard of

political and material existence. Extension of the analogy to the Athens

of Themistocles and Pericles. Citadels treated as islands.

Its size and the distances between its ports. Superficial area. Distance

between important points. Routes and methods of communication-

Effect of dimensions upon the Greek sense of proportion and upon the

stimulation of individual energy.

Climate and products. Temperature and contrast of seasons. Outdoor

life. Sociability. Democracy. Interest in athletics. Winds. Effect on

commerce. Rainfall and fertility. Products of soil. Bent toward com-

merce rather than agriculture. Urban life and attitude toward farmers.

Important sites. Cities: Sparta, Thebes, Corinth, Athens, and their

geographical characteristics. Battlefields : Marathon, Mantinea, Chsero-

nea, Salamis. Festal places : Olympia, Delphi.

Impressions of Greek scenery.
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April 5. Home, by Rev. Dr Alkx: Mackay-Smitii, of Washington,

I). C.

The name : its significaiu^e in history. Differentiation from other world-

forces. Its position. Tlie people who fonnded it. Environment. Mix-
ture of races. The resultant in terms of character. Tlie opportunity of

Rome. Clearing the way. The enlargement of power. What tfie sea

did for Rome. What Rome did for man. P>olution and involution. Its

growth in certain virtues. The vice of those virtues. The virtue of those

vices. The wings and claws of tlie eagle. The culmination of glory. The
sphere of influence. W^hy the llepuhlic became an Empire, and the Em-
pire waned. Roots and fungi.' The Imperial City : its splendor; what
it stood for. The upheaval of new forces. Readjustment. The turning

overof Europe. Fresh foci. The bar])arian at the gates. IMedijcval

Rome. Its influence. Its rationale. Its weakness and power. The re-

naissance. Old foes with new faces. Its meaning in Art and Religion.

Reverence and contempt. The dust-heaii and ant-hill. The city of today.

The " hiding of its power." What it means to the scholar, to the artist,

to the traveler. Characteristics. The strength of ruins. The palimpsest

of history.

April 12. Coiislant'uioph', by Prof. Edwin A. Gijosvenor, of Amherst
College.

Rome, though able to build up a universal empire, could no longer re-

tain her' place as the world's capital under conditions existent at the end

of the third century. A change of site was absolutely necessary. A new
world-capital must be planted on some spot possessed of four requisites

:

the positional, the strategic, the material, and the sentimental. Former
emperors had perceived this fact, but the undertaking was beyond their

power. The name of Constantine is immortalized and his statesmanship

demonstrated in that he took definite and decisive action. Only after

years of disappointed examination did he recognize the one preeminent

site. " No city chosen by the art of man has been so well chosen and so

permanent." The history and influence, the whole being of none other,

has been so determined by physical causes, by environment. The spot

once selected, the city was the creation of nature rather than the result

of imperial decree. In the hands of its environment it was a passive and

by means of its environment an active factor. It gave strength to the

emjiii'e rather than derived strength from the empire. From 3;>0 to 1204

it was the queen-city of the world. During tho.se tumultuous nine cen-

turies, while every other continental city was captured more than once,

Constantinople did not once succumb to foreign attack.

The crowned heir of Rome and Italy, it was inevitably the heir of

Athens and Greece. Ilellenismos, deserting the Ilyssos and Kei>hi.ssos,

found its focal center on the banks of the Uosphorus, and under the name
Byzantine was distinctly Greek.

When the world's front changed, Constantinoi^le lost for a time its un-

disputed i)reeminence, but has never descended to a lower rank than that

of cai)ital of an empire. During the last centuries its i)olitical imi)ortance,

because of its political possibilities, has constantly increased. Today the

5
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most stupendous problem of statecraft is the ultimate fate of Constanti-

nople in case of modifications in the east. Its transfei'ence from the

hands of the Ottomans involves a reorganization and readjustment of

European interests no less momentous than resulted from the wars of the

Reformation or of the French Revolution. There are but three possible

solutions of the problem, none of them satisfactory to all and each dis-

tasteful to some one or more of the powers most directly concerned.

Between these three time is to choose.

The lecture will treat as fully as possible of the many-sided city, but the

central thought will be its political prominence and destiny.

April 19. Venice and Genoa, by Prof William H. Goodyear, of the

Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences.

The German precision and the Byzantine culture in western Europe.

The position of Italy in mediaeval history as mediator for Byzantine influ-

ence in Europe. The Italian towns which were active in this influence.

Predecessors of Venice and Genoa. The monuments of Genoa. The
monuments of Venice. The painters of Venice.

April 26. America. Arrangements not completed.

{These lectures will he delivered in the Columbia theater, Washington, D. C,

on nine successive Monday afternoons, commencing March 1. Each lecture mill

be accompanied by lantern-slide illustrations.

)
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SUNSET LiniTED is the Southern Pacific's great train, rnnninj; tliron.i;li

sohd from New Orleans to the Pacific Coast.

SUNSET LiniTED leaves New Orleans every Monday and Thursday, at

lo o'clock in the morning.

SUNSET LiniTED covers the 2006 miles to Los Angeles in 58 hours,

and the 2489 to San Francisco in 75 hours.

SUNSET LiniTED isvestibuled throughout, steam heated and gas liglitcd.

SUNSET LiniTED has a ladies' parlor the full width and a third the

length of a car, equipped with fine library, escritoire and writing

materials, large easy chairs, etc.

SUNSET LiniTED has an equally commodious smoking and reading room

for gentlemen, supplied in a similar manner.

SUNSET LiniTED has bath room, barber shop and buffet—luxuries

the tourist will appreciate.

SUNSET LiniTED has a car containing seven drawing rooms, which can

be used separately or en suite, each having private lavatory and

toilet facilities.

SUNSET LiniTED has a sumptuous diner, which goes through with it

and in which meals are served a la carte.

SUNSKT LiniTED is accompanied by a maid whose services are at the

disposition of lady passengers.

SUNSET LiniTED traverses a road where snow never falls and blockades

and blizzards are unknown, and through a region of marvelous

interest.

SUNSET LiniTED is at your service, and any Southern Pacific Agent

will be glad to tell 3'ou all about it, or if you want to know more,

send 10 cents in stamps to the General Passenger Agent, and a

beautiful book of 205 pages, that will tell you all about the route,

will be sent you.

S. F. B. MORSE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent,

NEW ORLEANS.
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MAP OF THE KOOTENAI

HPv most complete map of the rich minitiLi^ re.<:;ion of the Kootenai
C) and adjacent territory in Washington and British Columbia

q^ w<' has just been published by the

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY. [

It is just what is needed by those going to that country or who desire to

study and know about it.

The map is made in relief, is 25 by 18 inches in size between borders,

and has in connection with it—on the same page—two smaller maps
that show the relation of the region to the world at large.

The principal
drainage of the
country is laid
down in blue, the
trails and roads are

shown, the rail-

ways plainly indi-

cated, the names
of important towns
printed in large

black letters, and
the topography is

represented in

brown. As far as

the ore deposits

are known, they

are indicated in a

general way by red

SMELTER, TRAIL, B. c. lettering.

The country shown upon the map includes particularly the Slocan,

Kootenai Lake, Cariboo Creek, Deer Park,. Nelson, Salmon River,

Trail or Rossland, and the Boundary Creek regions. It also shows the

Arrow Lakes and Lardeau country and some portion of the Okanogan
region.

The map is compiled from reliable and official data and shows the

Mining District Subdivisions and the elevations of the mountains

and lakes.

The opposite side of the sheet contains an accurate statement and

description of the country, showing its discovery and dcveloiiment to

the present time. The folder will be sent lo any address, together witli

a copy of
X'V"03Nri>E!IlXj-A.3>J"I>, '0*7,

our new tourist book, upon receipt of six cents in stamps.

CHAS. S. FEE,
Genera/ Passenger Agent, St. Paul. Minn.
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-^ SOUTHERN RAILWAY
,, ^. ^ .^ .^ ,^ SOUTHERN SYSTEM.

Penetrates with its main line or branches eight States
South of the Ohio and Mississippi Kivers, and in con-
junction with its friendly allied connections reaches all

the commercial centers of the South and Southwest . . .

DOUBLE DAILY VESTIBULED LIMITED TRAINS
. . . BETWEEN . . .

Washington and ]Vashville via Salisbury, Asheville, Knoxville an<l

Chattanooga.
Washington and Tampa via Columbia, Savannah and Jacksonvill*-.
Washington and Memphis via Atlanta, Birmingham and K. C M. & B.
Washington and New Orleans via Atlanta, Montgomery and Mt^bile.

Norfolk and Chattanooga via Salisbury, Asheville and Knoxville.

Pullman Sleeping Cars—Dining Cars—Day Coaches.
Additional Trains for local travelers

The direct line to the ( FLORIDA, GULF COAST and TEXAS,
Winter Resorts of | .... MEXICO and CALIFORNIA,

AND THE BEST

Through Car Line to and from Asheville and Hot Springs—" The Land of the Sky."

NA/rite for IVIap Rolders.
R. D. CARPENTER, General Agent, 271 Broadway, New York City.

1,. S. BROWN, General Agent Passenger Department, Washington, I). C.

J. H. WINGFIELD, Passenger Agent, Norfolk, Va.

,S. H. HARDWICK, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Atlanta, Ga.
C. A. BKNSCOTER, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Chattanooga, Tenn.
W. H. TAYIyOE, Assistant General Passenger Agent, I^ouisville, Ky.

J. M. GULP, Traffic Manager. W. A. TURK, General Passenger Agent.

THE SHORTEST,
QUICKEST,
MOST ATTRACTIVE

ROUTE
IS BY THE LINES OPERATED OVER THE

FLORIDA
IS BY THE LINES OPER

Florida Central & Peninsular R. R.
THK PL.ORIIM. CENTRAL. AND PENINSULAR RAILROAD

begins 011 tlie north at Columliia, runs tliruitgli Sa-vauiiali,
Jacksonville, Oca,la, Tampa, Feriiandiiia, Craiiiesville, Orlando,
and Tallaliassee.

It Is tlie direct route to take for St. Augustine, Lake AVortli,
and all Kast Coast points ; for Miami, Key West, and Nassau ;

also for points un tlie Gulf of Mexico and Havana and for all
tile principal interior points in I<''lorlda. Tliree trains daily
from Nevtr York during tlie tourist season, passing througli
Pliiladelplila, Baltimore, and Wasliington.

One of the finest trains in the country is the NEW YORK ANI> FLORIDA LIMITED, with
Compartment Cars, Pullman Sleepers, Observation Cars, Dining Cars, and Passenger Coaches. This
train leaves New York at 15J.10 noon and arrives at Jacksonville at 3.30 p. m. next day, St. Augustine
at 4.30 p. m.

The CINCINNATI AND FLORIDA LIMITED, another very elegant vestibuled train, makes
the run in about SJ4: hours between Cincinnati and Jacksonville, via Chattanooga, Atlanta, Macon, and
Everett.

The ASHEVILLE ROUTE is the scenic route (over the Carolina mountains) between Cincin-
nati and Jacksonville, via Knoxville, the Mountain Resorts, Columbia, and Savannah.

The KANSAS CITY through car route is by this road, via Fort Scott, Memphis, Holly Springs,
Birmingham, Atlanta and Everett.

The NEW ORLEANS ^through sleeper route runs from New Orleans by Pensacola on this
route and via the beautiful Middle Florida Country.

Remember that the FLORIDA CENTRAL AND PENINSULAR does not only go to Jack-
sonville, but distributes passengers by close connections all over the State.

Get THE BEST INDEXED MAP OF FLORIDA from any of our agents or from the
General Passenger Agent.

J. li. ADAMS, Genl. Eastern Agt., W. B. PENNINGTON, Genl. Western Agt.,
353 Broadway, New York. 417 Walnut Street, Cincinnati, O.

WALTER G. COLEMAN, Genl. Trav. Agt., 353 Broadway, New York.
N. S. PENNINGTON, Traffic Manager, A. O. MacDONELL, Genl. Pass. Agt.,

Jacksonville, Fla.
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KEY WEST AND MIAMI

. . . STEAMSHIP CO.

THE BEAUTIFUL ROUTf: TO

#Teii Hours from Miami along the Florida

^^^^^^^^^-^^-^^-^^
Keys in daylight.

V>W'V.w/VJV^WW j^pg ,Qp,^, jjjjjg j,j,^jj f^^ sailing dates.

S MIAMI AND NASSAU
W STEAMSHIP SERVICE

HKTWICKN

iami and Nassau, N. P.
(Bahama Islands),

^ Will be inaugurated about JANUARY ISth
^^ for the Winter Tourist Season

OF 1S97.

See advertisements for sailing dates.*

For map of Florida and book Florida East Coast, address—
,^ J. D. RAHNER,W J. R. PARROTT, J. P. BECKWITH, Ass't General Pass'r A^ful.

Vice-President. Traffic Manager. St. Augustine, F!a.

F.H.LORD,G.P.&T.A.,Cliicago.
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CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RY.
'T'HE F. F. V. LIMITED is one of the finest trains hauled over anj' railway track in America. It runs

solid between Cincinnati and New York, the route from Washington being over the Pennsylvania

system. It has every modern convenience and appliance, and the dining-car service has no superior if

it has an equal. The road-bed is literally hewed out of the eternal rocks; it is ballasted with stone

from one end to the other ; the greater portion is laid with one-hundred-pound steel rails, and although

curves are numerous in the mountain section, the ride is as smooth as over a Western prairie.

One of the most delightful rides in all the route is that through the New River valley. The
mountains are just low enough to be clad with verdure to the very top, and in the early spring every

variety of green known to the mixer of colors can be seen, while the tones in autumn take on all the
range from brown to scarlet.

These facts should be borne in mind by the traveler between the East and the West.

H. W. FULLER, Genl. Pass. Agent, Washington, D. C.
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Assets over $220,000,000.

The Mutual Life has Paid since Organization . . . .

Over $388,440,897 to Policy-holders.

» The New Instalment Policy issued by this Company
is admirably adapted to the wants of the Insuring Public.

EVERY DESIRABLE FORM OF POLICY IS ISSUED BY

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK.
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AN IMPROVED METHOD OF KEEPING THE SCORE IN

DOPLICATE IIST, COMPASS IIST, STRAIGHT WHIST AND [UCHRE,

Since Duplicate and Com-
pass Whist have come into

fashion there has been an
unprecedented revival of in-

terest in the game, due to

the fact that mere hick is to

a large extent eliminated by
a comparison of the scores

made in the play of the same
hands by different players.

The one thing needed to

perfect the new method has
been a convenient device

by means of which the score

made on the first round can
be concealed until after the
replay of the hands, as a

knowledge of the first score

often enables a good player
to make a decisive gain, and
matches are lost and won on
just such little chances.

A Washington player has at
length invented and put upon
the market at a very low price a
little device vs'hich admirably
answers the purpose, and at the
same time serves as a pretty
and useful table ornament,
marker, and pencil rest. It is

called the "Cosmos Counter,"
and consists of a little polished
wood tablet with a metal key-
board that can be clamped down
on the score in such a way as to
bring 24 little metal plates over
the 24 spaces in the "score"
column of the card, for use in
concealing each first score as
soon as recorded and until the
hand is replayed (in duplicate
whist) or the entire series fin-

ished (in compass whist).

"Whist players will at once see
the advantage of this new
method of keeping the score, as
it effectually prevents their op-
ponents at the same or another
table from taking advantage,
either by accident or design, of
a knowledge of what the hand
is capable. The trouble with
duplicate whist, especially, is

that the replay is liable to be in-
fluenced by memory of the cards
and score, and anything that
helps to confuse such recollec-
tion is a great gain to fair play.

The " Cosmos Score Card,"
prepared for use with the
counter, shows several new fea-
tures, such as a heading for both
Duplicate and Compass Whi.st
and (on the reverse) lor Straight
"Whist, Euchre, &c., thus ena-
bling the same counter and score
to be used for any game of cards.

Coismos Counters, with tablet
of quartered oak, maple, or
birch, and metal in either gold
or silver finish, 50 cts. apiece ; 6
for $2.75 ; 12 for $5 ; by mail, 4
cts. apiece extra. Cosmos Score
Cards, 25 cts. per package of 50 ;

12 packages for $2.50; by mail
free of postage.

Ask to see samples at any
stationer's, or order direct fro:n
the General Agents.

Co0mo0 <S)u|)Ctcat^ 'XO^x^i ^core
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STORMS AND WEATHER FORECASTS

By Professor Willis L. Moore,

Chief of the United Si'iles ]Ve(tlher Bureau

While the practical apy)lication of meteorological science to the

making of weather forecasts will never reach the degree of accu-

racy attained b}' theoretical astronomy in predicting the date of

an eclii)se or the return of a comet, meteorology has made dur-

ing the last century such substantial progress as to seriously

engage the attention of thoughtful man and cause him to make
special effort to appl}' tlie knowledge gained to the commerce

and industry of the world.

Comparing meteorology with astronomy, we may say tliat it

passed through the Chaldaan and Ptolemaic periods with tlie

invention of the barometer and thermometer early in the 17th

century ; that it reached the Copernican stage with the discovery

of the rotary and progressive motion of storms, and that it now

awaits the genius of a Kepler or the magic intuition of a Newton

to unravel the mysteries that still baffle the student.

But it is doubtful whether any other branch of science, unless

it be electricity, has shown more wonderful progress during the

past quarter-century. Where man but a few years ago, on ac-

count of his limited range of vision, thought that chaos reigned

supreme, we arc now able, by the aid of daily meteorological

observations and the wonderful telegraph joining our cities by

an electrical touch, to trace out the harmonious operations of

many physical laws that i)reviously were unknown.

Practical meteorology is to some extent a tentative work. It

may be placed upon a plane with the theory and practice of
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medicine and surgeiy. The forecaster is in a degree guided in

his calculations by sj'mptoms, and he is able to diagnose the

atmospheric conditions with about the same degree of accuracy

that the physician is able to determine the bodily condition of

the i)atient. He is able to forecast changes in the weather with

rather more certainty than the skilled physician can predict the

course of a well-defined disease.

As to the genesis of weather forecasting, it must be said that

to the immortal Franklin belongs the credit of divining that

storms have a rotary motion a nd that the}'^ progress in an easterly

direction. To be sure, without the aid of the telegraph and of

simultaneous observations his discovery was little more than a

speculation; nevertheless it was one of those sagacious anticipa-

tions of coming knowledge which mark the true scientific genius.

Grand as a patriot, able as a statesman and diplomat, he was no

less great as a student in the broad domain of science ; he was

one of the isolated figures that stand so far in advance of the

knowledge of their day as often to be imperfecth^ understood.

His idea of drawing the lightning from the clouds and identifj''-

ing it with the electric currents of the earth was capable of

physical demonstration, but his contemporaries did not appre-

ciate his philosophy of storms, written in a fragmentar}' man-

ner before 1750, and so it remained for Redfield, Espy, Henry,

Loomis, Maury, and other Americans, 100 years later, to gather

the data and complete!}^ establish that which the great Franklin

so accurately had outlined. American meteorologists can justly

take pride in the achievements of these their countrymen.

In 1855 Professor Joseph Henr}^, of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion, collected, by telegraph, observations from a number of

stations and displayed a large map showing the meteorological

conditions at these points, but the breaking out of the civil war

caused him to suspend his reports. He made oral forecasts and

used his charts for the purpose of demonstrating the utility of a

government meteorological service and the feasibility of making

forecasts from dail}'-, telegraphic, synchronous observations. If

there were no other achievements to the credit of this great insti-

tution, the work of Professor Henrj^ in connection with practical

meteorology would alone be sufficient to command the admira-

tion of all who love knowledge because of the benefits it confers

upon man. As we glance into the past and hastily note the mile-

posts along the highways of science, the lives and actions of those

who gave new thoughts, or who by their discoveries opened up
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UvSeful and (livergini; paths, stand like lofty lioacon towers, mark-

ing the rugged pathway i)ursued by advancing civilization.

Professor Buys-Rallot, of Utrecht, induced Holland to estab-

lish a weather service, with telegraphic rei)orts and forecasts, in

1860; England followed with a similar service in 18G1, and

France in 1863. The United States was the fourth government

to establish a permanent weather service, although its scientists

were the pioneers in discovering the })rogressive character of

storms and in demonstrating the practicability of weather serv-

ices. In 1869 Professor Cleveland Al)be published a weather

bulletin and forecast at Cincinnati, based upon simultaneous

observations secured by telegraph from about 30 stations.

From the introduction of the electro-magnetic telegraph in

1844 down to 1869 intermittent and desultory advocations for a

government weather service were made by many in this country.

Finalh^ Dr Increase A. Lapham, of Milwaukee, student, scientist,

and philanthropist, so aroused the property and industrial in-

terests of the countr}^ b}^ the facts that he presented relative to

the destruction of life and property b^' storms on Lake Michigan

that Congress, under the provisions of a bill introduced by Gen-

eral Halbert E. Paine, was induced to api)roi)riate money to

initiate such a service. To General All)ert J. Myer, Chief Signal

OfHcer of the United States Army, was intrusted the duty of in-

augurating a tentative weather scu'vice by deidoying over the

country as observers the military signalmen of his command.

The system liy which the United States Weather Bureau col-

lects meteorological observations and makes weather forecasts

may be briefly described as follows. This morning at 8 o'clock,

Washington time—which, by the way, is about 7 o'clock at

Chicago, 6 o'clock at Denver, and 5 o'clock at San Francisco

—

the observers at about 150 stations scattered throughout the

United States were taking their observations, and, from carefully

tested and standardized instruments, noting all the elementary

conditions of the air at the bottom of the great aerial ocean in

which we live, and which, by its variations of heat and cold, sun-

shine, cloud, and tempest, affects not only the health and happi-

ness of man, but his commercial and industrial welfare.

By 8.25 a. m. the necessary mathematical corrections have

been made, the observations have been red.uced to cii)her, and

each has been filed at the local telegraph oflice. During the

next 30 or 40 minutes these observations, with the right of way
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over all lines, are speeding to their destinations, each station

contributing its own observations and receiving in return, 1)}' an

ingenious system of telegraph circuits, such observations from

other stations as it ma}^ require. Tlie observations from all

stations are received at such centers as Washington, Chicago^

New York, and other large cities, and nearly all cities having a

Weather Bureau station receive a sufficient number of reports

from other cities to justify the issuing of a daily weather map-

Before examining the accompanying ciiarts, it may be well to

glance at the Central Office in Washington, while the observa-

tions are coming in, so as to get an idea of how the charts are

made for the study of the forecast official. From these he gets

a panoramic view, not only of the exact conditions of the air

over the whole country at the moment of taking the observa-

tions one hour before, but of the changes which have occurred

in those conditions during the preceding 24 hours. As fast as

the reports come from the wires they are passed to the Forecast

Division, where a reader stands in the middle of the room and

translates the cipher into figures and words of intelligible

sequence. A force of clerks is engaged in making graphic rep-

resentations of the geographical distribution of the different

meteorological elements. On blank charts of the United States

each clei'k copies from the translator that part of each station's

report needed in the construction of his particular chart. One

clerk constructs a chart showing the change in temperature

during the preceding 24 hours. Broad, red lines separate the

colder from the warmer regions, and narrow red lines inclose

areas showing changes in temperature of more than 10 degrees.

The narrow lines generally run in oval or circular form, indi-

cating (as will be shown subsequently) that atmospheric dis-

turbances move and operate in the form of great progressive

eddies ; that there are central points of intensit}^ from which

the force of the disturbance diminishes in all directions.

A second clerk constructs a chart showing the change that

has occurred in the barometer during the past 24 hours. As in

the construction of the temperature chart, broad, heavy lines of

red separate the regions of rising barometer from those of falling

barometer. Narrow lines inclose the areas over which the

change in barometer has been greater than one-tenth, and so on.

Here, for instance, throughout a great expanse of territory,

all the barometers are rising—that is to say, the air cools, con-

tracts, becomes denser, and j^resses with greater force upon the
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surface of the mercury in the cisterns of the instruments, thereby

sustaining the columns of liquid metal at a greater height in

the vacuum tubes. Over another considerable area the l)arom-

eters are falling, as increasing temperature rarefies and expands
the volume of the air, causing it to press upon the instruments

with less force. This chart is extremely useful to the forecaster,

since, in connection with the general weather chart, it indicates

whether or not the storm centers are increasing or decreasing in

intensity, and, what is of more importance, it gives in a great

measure the first warning of the formation of storms.

A third clerk constructs two charts, one showing the humidity
of the air and the other the cloud areas, with the kind, amount,
and direction of the clouds at each station. It is often interest-

ing to ol)serve at a station on the cloud chart high cirrus clouds

composed of minute ice spicule moving from one direction, lower

cumulo-stnitus composed of condensed water vapor moving from

another direction, and the wind at the surface of the earth blow-

ing from a third point of the compass. Such erratic movements
of the air strata are only observed immediately l)efore or during

rain or wind storms.

A fourth clerk constructs a chart called the general weather

chart, showing for each station the air temperature and ])ressure,

the velocit}'^ and direction of the wind, the rain or snow fall since

the last report, and the amount of cloudiness. The readings of

the barometer on this chart are reduced to sea-level, so that the

variations in pressure due to local altitudes may not mask and

obscure those due to storm formation. Then lines, called isobars,

are drawn through ])laces having the same pressure. By draw-

ing isobars for each difference in pressure of one-tenth of an inch

the high- and the low-pressure areas are soon inclosed in their

proper circles. The word "high " is written at the center of the

region of greatest air pressure and the word "low " at the center

of the area of least pressure. Under the influence of gravity the

air presses downward and outward in all directions, thus caus-

ing it to How from a region of great pressure toward one of less.

The velocity with whicli the wind moves from the high toward

the low will depend largely on the difference in air pressure.

To better illustrate: If the barometer read 29.5 at Chicago and

30.5 at Bismarck, North Dakota, tlie difference of one inch in

pressure would cause the air to move from Bismarck toward

Chicago so rapidly that after allowing for the resistance of the

ground there would remain a wind at the surface of the earth of
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about 50 miles per liour, and Lake Michigan would experience a

severe "northwester."

The forecaster knows that high-pressure and low-pressure areas

drift across the countr}^ from the west toward the east at the rate

of about 600 miles daily, or about 37 miles per hour in winter

and 22 miles per hour in summer ;
that the highs are attended

by dr}'-, clear, and cooler weather, and that they are drawing

down, by a vortical action of their centers, the cold air fi-om great

altitudes above the clouds and causing it to flow away laterally

along the surface of the earth in all directions from the center,

and that the high-pressure areas sometimes become so intense in

their vortical motion as to draw down such vast volumes of cold

air that we call them cold waves.

In the downward movement of the air in cold waves we must

concede that the loss of heat by radiation through a cloudless

atmosphere is much greater than that dynamically gained by

compression, or else we must assume that the air possesses such

intense cold at the elevation from which it is drawn that not-

withstanding the heat gained by compression in its descent it is

still far below the normal temperature of the air near the surface

of the earth.

The forecaster knows that although these intense high-pressure

areas first appear in the extreme northwest, they do not depend

on the land of their birth for the cold they bring to us, and that

cold waves are not simpl}^ immense rivers of air which have

been chilled by flowing over the great snow and ice fields of the

Arctic regions, as was once thought. He is also familiar with the

fact that in the low-i3ressure areas' the conditions of the air and

its various movements are exacth^ the reverse of what they are

in the high ; that the air is much warmer and moister, and that

it is drawn spirally inward from all directions instead of being

forced outward, as in the higli ; that it ascends as it approaches

the center of the depression, sometimes causing rain or snow as

it cools by expansion during its ascent, or as it encounters and

mixes with air strata of lower temperature than its own.

We know that while our atmosphere expands upward to an

altitude probably of 50 miles, it is so elastic and its expansion is

so rapid as it recedes from the earth that half of its mass lies

below the 3-mile level, and that our storms and cold waves are

simply great swirls or eddies in the lower stratum of probably

not more than 5 miles in thickness ; that the air above the 6-mile
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level probably flows serenely eastward in these latitudes witlK.ut

being disturbed by our most severe storms.

The forecaster is further aware of the fact that our high-press-

ure and low-i)ressure areas alternately drift eastward in periods

that average about 3 days each ; that they are not in any sense

the product of chance, but are part of that great divine economy
that provides for seed-time and harvest, for by the action of the

lows the warm, va{)or-bearing currents are sucked inland from

the Gulf and the ocean and carried far over the continent, so

that their moisture is condensed and scattered over the plains,

rendering them tillal)le and suital)le for the habitation of man
;

that the highs, in drawing down the cool, i)ure air from al)Ove,

scatter and diffuse the carlK)nic-acid gas exhaled by animal life

and the fetid gases emanating from decaying organic matter;

that the cold waves created by these high-i)ressure areas are

among tbe mo.-?t beneficent gifts of nature, for their clear, dense

air not onl}- gives us more oxygen with each insi)iration of the

lungs, but the abnormally high electrification that always accom-

panies such air invigorates man and all other animal life; that

the cold, north wind, if it be dry, as it usually is, brings i)hysical

energy and mental buoyancy in its mighty breath ; that four-

sevenths of all our storms come from the north plateau region

of the Rocky mountains and pass from this arid or subarid region

easterly over the Lakes and New England, producing but scanty

rainfall; that the greater part of the remaining three-sevenths

have their inception in the arid region of our southwestern states,

and that as they move northeastward they can nearly always be

depended on to give bountiful rainfall, and that many of them

cross the Atlantic and affect the continent of Europe
; that a few,

and by far the most severe, wind and rain storms that touch any

portion of ourcountrv originate in the West Indies and travel in

a northwesterly direction until they touch our Ciulf or .South

Atlantic coast, when they recurve to the iiDrtheast and sweep

along our Atlantic seaboard.

During tbe |)revalence of droughts in the great central valleys

all the l()w-[)ressure or storm conditions form in the middle or

north plateau region of the Rocky mountains. When such

droughts are broken, it is usually accomiilished by lows tbat

form in Arizona, New Mexico, or Texas.

From many years spent in daily watching the formation, })ro-

gression, and dissii)ation of storms, the forecaster well knows

that at times, by an accretion of force not shown by observations
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taken at the bottom of the ocean of air, storms suddenly de-

velop dangerous and unexpected energy or pursue courses not

anticipated in his forecast, or that the barometer at the center

of the storm rises without any premonition and gradually dis-

sipates the energy of the cyclonic whirl.

These are a few of the generalizations of which the forecaster

takes cognizance and which guide him in his deductions. In

brief, he carefully notes the developments and movements in

the air conditions during the preceding 24 hours, and from the

knowledge thus gained he makes an empirical estimate of what

the weather will be in the different sections of the country the

following day. By preserving the weather charts each day and

noting the movements of the highs and the lows, any intelligent

person can make an accurate forecast for hiinself, always re-

membering that the lows, as they drift toward him from the west,

bring warm weather and sometimes rain or snow, and that as

they pass his place of observation the highs following in the

tracks of the lows will bring cooler and probably fair weather.

We will now examine the accompanying charts and, after a

brief review of the Weather Bureau river service, will endeavor

to trace the inception and progression of the different classes of

storms.

The stations from which the Weather Bureau issues and rap-

idly distributes forecasts and flood warnings are shown on Chart I.

Small radial lines are drawn to each central station from uj)-

river points in the various watersheds ; from these points daily

telegraphic measurements of rainfall and temperature are sent

to their respective centers, in addition to observations from

many of the full meteorological stations of the Bureau not

shown on this chart.

With our many thousands of miles of navigable rivers flow-

ing through one of the most extensive and fruitful regions of

the world, daily forecasts of the height of water in the various

sections of each river are of enormous benefit to navigation,

and the warnings issued when the precipitation is so heavy aa

to indicate the gathering, during the next two or three days, of

flood volumes in the main streams, are often worth many mil-

lions to navigators and to those having movable property on

low grounds contiguous to the streams.

The feasibility of making accurate forecasts as to the height

of water several days in advance at any station of the S3'stem is
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no longer questioned. The forecaster at each river center con-

siders the rainfall, the temperature, tlie melting of snow, if tliere

be any, the area and slope of the watershed, and the permea-

bility of tile soil. From a study of floods in former years, he

knows the time necessary for the flow of the water from the

tributaries to the main stream and the time required for the

])assage of the flood-crests from one city to another. 'I'he fore-

casts are, of course, empirically made, but still they are sufli-

ciently accurate to possess great value to the people of the river

districts. Some idea of the vast destruction of i)roperty due to

floods may be gathered from the statement that the floods of

1881 and 1882 caused a loss of not less than $15,000,000 to the

proi)erty interests of the Ohio and ]\Iississi])pi valleys. There

was also a loss of 188 lives. In 1884 the region about Cincinnati

alone suff'ered a loss of over $10,000,000 in property.

Chart No. II shows a winter storm central in Iowa at 8 a. m.,

December 15, 189o. The word "low " marks the storm center.

It is the one place in all the United States where the barometer

reading is the lowest. The heavy, black lines, oval and nearly

concentric about the low, show the gradation of air-pressure as it

increases quite unifornil}' in all directions from the storm center

outward.

The arrows fly with the wind, and, as will be seen, are almost

without exception moving toward the low or storm center,

clearly demonstrating the effect of gravity in causing the air to

flow from the several regions marked high, where the air is ab-

normally heavv, toward the low, where the air is lighter. As

the velocity of water flowing down an inclined plane depends

both on the slope of the plane and on the roughness of its sur-

face, so the velocity of the wind as it blows along the surface

of the earth toward the storm center depends on the amount of

the depression of the barometer at the centen- and the resistance

offered by surfaces of varying degrees of roughness. The small

figures i)laced at the end of the arrows indicate high wind

velocities. At Chicago, where the wind is blowing at the rate of

40 miles per hour, the anemometer is 270 feet high, while at

Minneapolis, where the instrument is so low as to be in the

stratum whose velocity is restricted by the resistance encountered

in flowing over forests to the northward, the rate is not great

enough to be marked by a sj^ecial figure.

Now picture in your mind the fact that all the air inside the

isobar (heavy black line) marked 30.2, as it moves inward is ro-
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tilting about the low in a direction contrary to tlie movement of

the hands of a watch and you have a very fair conception of an

immense atmospheric eddy.

Have you ever watched the placid water of a deep running

brook and observed that where it encountered a projecting crag

little eddies formed and went spinning down the stream ? Well,

our storms are simply great eddies in the air which are carried

along by the general easterl}^ movement of the atmosphere in

the middle latitudes of the northern hemisphere. But they are

not dee]) eddies, as was once supposed. The low marks the center

of an atmospheric eddy of vast horizontal extent as compared

with its thickness or extension in a vertical direction; tlius a

storm condition extends from Washington to Denver in a liori-

zontal direction and yet extends upward but four or five miles.

The whole disk of whirling air four or five miles thick and 1,500

miles in diameter is called a cyclone or c}'clonic system. It is

important that a proper conception of this fundamental idea be

had, since the weather sequences experienced from da}'^ to day

depend almost wholly on the movement of these traveling eddies,

cyclones, or areas of low pressure.

The large figures in the four quarters of the cyclone show the

average temperature of each quadrant. The greatest diflference

is between the southeast and northwest sections. This is due in

part to the fact that in the southeast quadrant the air is drawn
northward from warmer latitudes, and in the northwest quadrant

the air is drawn southward from colder latitudes. The shaded

area shows the region of rain or snow fall during the preceding

12 hours. Unfortunately for the science of forecasting, precipi-

tation does not show that relation to the configuration of the

isobars that temperature, wind velocity, and wind direction do.

Chart III, constructed from observations taken 12 hours later,

shows that the storm or cyclonic center, as indicated by the word
" low," has moved from central Iowa since 8 a. m. and is now. at

8 p-. m., central over the southern point of Lake Michigan. The
shaded areas show that precipitation has occurred during the

l^ast 12 hours in nearly the entire region covered by the cyclone.

Chart IV, 12 hours later, shows that the precipitation has been

general tbroughout the entire area swept b}^ the cyclonic whirl.

Chart V is quite dissimilar, in the information it conveys, to

any other of the charts accompanying this paper. From July

28 to August 10, inclusive, 1896, there was a remarkable hot wave

in the United States, extending from the Rock}"" mountains to tlie
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Atlantic ocean. The mortality from tiiis cause amounted to

many thousands. 'Die hottest region, as shown by the dark

shading, was in the middle ]\Iississi[)i)i and Ohio valleys and the

Lake region, where the temperature averaged from six to nine

degrees above the normal for each one of the 14 days. During this

same {)eriod, strange as it may seem, the temj»erature over the

vast Rocky Mountain i)lateau was markedly helow tiie normal,

and the cold was not due to altitude, for often we find these

conditions geographically reversed. The weather charts show-

ing the movements of highs and lows during the period of this

abnormal heat are not shown in this i)ai)er. Chart V is sin) ply

intended to show graphically the area and degree of the heat.

For some unexplained n^ason there come, in summer, periods

of almost absolute stagnation in the drift of the highs and lows.

At such times if a high rest over the southeastern part of the

country and a low over tlie northern Rocky Mountain region,

there will result what is popularly known as a warm wave, for

the air, on account of its sligiitly greater si)ecific gravity, will

slowly and steadily flow from the southeast, where the |)r(.'ssure

is greater, toward the northwest, where the pressure is le.ss, and

receiving constant accretions of heat from the hot, radiating sur-

face of the earth, w'ithout any wliirls or eddies to mix the upi)er

and lower strata, will fimilly attain a temperature almost un-

bearable to animal life. This superheated condition of the lower

stratum in which we live continues until the low-pressure area

in the northwest begins to actively gyrate as an eddy and move

eastward, mixing in its course strata of unequal tern [)eratu res.

and precipitating the cool and welcome thunder-showers.

It is a pertinent inquiry whether such adjacent areas of ab-

normal heat and abnormal cold can possibly be due to cosmic

intluences. The only cosmic influences that meteorology is sure

of are the radiation of heat from the sun to the earth and the

reception, by space, of the heat that is radiated l)ack by the

earth and atmosphere. In the long run, these two balance each

other. It is inconceivable that solar insolation, passing out-

ward from the sun along true radial lines, could fall so un-

equally ui)on the United States as to cause excessive heat on

one side and extreme cold on the other. It follows from the

])receding that we must i)e slow to ascril)e any of tiie local pecu-

liarities that are observed in terrestrial weather to cosmic inllu-

ences. Weather variations, irregular, annual, and diurnal, all

probably have their causes at the earth's surface (»r in liu- rartb's
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atmosphere, and depend wholly on the mechanics of the latter.

The problem, however, is so complex that it would be hazardous

to undertake to explain the great difierences in temi)erature

shown on this map of departures for July and August, 1896.

Think of the atmosphere as a mass of air about 50 miles deep,

whose upper surface maintains nearly the same configuration

and temperature and is almost entirely without motion relative

to the earth's surface. The solar radiation and the terrestrial

radiation penetrate this upper region without appreciable ab-

sorption, and the ascending and descending currents of air rarel}""

or never disturb this region, but cease before they reach it. Our
weather and climate depend on the changes going on in the

middle and lower atmospheres, and among these changes that

which affects our surface temperature most is the motion of the

atmosphere. The great contrast in temperature between two

regions l3dng close together, as shown b}' Chart V, is therefore

probabh' not due to any special cosmic influence, but to the flow

of air as determined by the distribution of air pressure day by day.

Chart VI shows the beginning of a cold wave in the north-

west on the morning of January 7, 1886. Observe that the

heavy, black isobar passing through Montana is marked 30.8,

while the isobar curving through southern Texas is marked

29.8, a diff'erence of one inch in the air-pressure between Mon-
tana and Texas. The dotted isothermal line in Montana is

marked 30 degrees below zero, while the isotherm on the Texas

coast indicates a temperature of 50 degrees.

Chart VII is auxiliary to Chart VI, and by varying degrees of

shading shows the fall of temperature during the preceding 24

hours attendant on the high-pressure area of the northwest. A
considerable area covered by the darkest shade indicates a fall

of 40 degrees in temperature during the past 24 hours.

The people of the Gulf states, with a morning temperature of

40 to 50 degrees, knew nothing of the great volume of extremeh^

cold air to the northwest of them ; but from the distribution of

air pressure shown b}'- Chart VI, the forecaster anticipated that

the very cold air of the northwestern states would, on account of

its great weight, be forced southward to the Gulf and eastward

to the Atlantic ocean ; or, more accurately speaking, that the

conditions causing the cold in the northwest would drift south-

ward and eastward. He therefore issued the proper warning to

the threatened districts.
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Now turn to Charts VIII ami IX of tlie followiiij^ niorning

and it will be seen from the latter that the cold wave has cov-

ered the entire Mississippi valley. The low shown on the preced-

ing chart as heinj; central in southern Texas has moved northeast-

ward to Alabama, and on Chart VIII appears as a fully developed

storm. The difference in pressure between the central isoliar of

the low and the central isobar of the higli is now 1.4 incbes.

Precipitation has occurred, as shown by the dark shading.

Special attention is called to the large figures placed in the

four quarters of the low-pressure area, about 300 miles from

the center. They indicate the average temperatures of their re-

spective quadrants, and strikingly illustrate how great may be

the difference in temperature under cyclonic influence between

regions separated by but short distances. It is certain that as

the low or cyclonic whirl moves toward the northeast, along the

track usually followed by storms in this locality, the cold of the

northwest quadrant, by the action of the horizontally whirling

disk of air, will be thrown southeastward toward Florida, lowering

the temperature in the orange groves to below tbe freezing point.

Chart X shows that the center of the cyclone or low-pressure

system has moved during the preceding 24 hours northeast to

the coa.st of New Jersey, with greatly increased energy, the

barometer at tlie center showing the abnormally low reading of

28.7 inches. Cold, northwest winds, as shown by the arrows, are

now blowing systematically from tlie high-pressure area of the

northwestern states southeast to Florida and the South Atlantic

coast. The dotted isotherm of 30 degrees passes through the

northern part of Florida, where, on the day before, the temper-

ature was over 50 degrees. The cyclonic gyration of this storm

extends 1,000 miles inland and probably to an eipial distance

out to sea. Heavy snow or rain has fallen througliout the area

under its influence, seriously impeding railroad travel, and a

gale of hurricane force has prevailed on the coast. But when,

on the day preceding, the storm was central in Alabama all

these conditions were foreseen and the necessary warnings issued.

Chart XI shows the temperature changes caused liy the rapid

movement of the storm center.

Charts XII and XIII show the conditions 24 hours later. The

storm center has been three days in i)assing from southern Texas

to the mouth of the St Lawrence. The temperature bas fallen

still lower on the Atlantic coast and in Florida as the result of

uninterrupted northwest winds, and no material rise in tempera-
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ture can occur until the high pressure of the northwest is rei)laced

by a low pressure, and convectional currents are drawn toward

the northwest instead of being forced southward from that region.

To summarize in regard to cold waves, it may be said that

when the charts indicate tiie formation of a body of dense, cold

air in the northwest, as shown by the barometer readings, the

skilled forecaster is on the alert. He calls for special observa-

tions every four hours from the stations within and directly in

advance of the cold area, and as soon as he becomes convinced

that the cold wave will sweep across the country with its attend-

ant damage to property, destruction to animal life, and discom-

fort to humanity, the well-arranged system of disseminating

warnings is brought into action, and by telegraph, telephone,

flags, bulletins, maps, and other agencies the people in every

city, town, and hamlet, and even in ftirming settlements, are

usually notified of the advancing cold twelve, twenty-four, or

perhaps even thirty-six hours before it reaches them.

Charts XIV and XV show the cyclonic systems prevailing at

8 p. m. on the days of the Louisville and St Louis tornadoes.

Several tornadoes occurred on each day; their tracks are shown

by rows of crosses in the southeast quadrants of each cyclone.

Especially do I wish to emphasize the distinction between the

cyclonic storm and the tornado. The press and nine out of ten

people who should know better use these terms as sjmon^nnous.

The cyclone shown on Chart XIV, which is fairly typical of all

cyclones, is a horizontally revolving disk of air, covering the

whole United States from the Atlantic ocean westward to and

including the Mississippi valley, with the air currents from all

points flowing spirally inward toward the center, while the tor-

nado is a revolving mass of air of only 500 to 1,000 yards in

diameter, and is simply an incident of the cyclone, nearly always

occurring in its southeast quadrant. The cyclone may cause

moderate or high winds through a vast expanse of territory,

while the tornado, with a rotary motion almost unmeasurable,

always leaves a trail of death and destruction in an area infini-

tesimal in comparison to the area covered by the cyclone.

The tornado is the most violent of all storms, and is more fre-

quent in the central valleys of the United States than elsewhere.

It has characteristics which distinguish it from the thunder-

storm, viz., a pendent, funnel-shaped cloud and a violent, rotary

motion in a direction contrary'- to the movements of the hands

of a watch, together with a violent updraught in the center.

I
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Tlie three conditions essential to the formation of tornadoes

are clearh' as follows : (1) A cyclone or area of low pressure, tiic

center of which is to the north or northwest, with a l)aronietric

pressure not necessarily much l)elow the normal
; (2) a tempera-

ture of al)out 70 deurees on the mornin<>; map; (8) a great hu-

midity, and (4) that the time of year l)c jNIarch ]•"> to June 15.

These conditions may and often do exist sei)arately ; one or two

of them may he found coexisting ; hut so long as the third is alt-

sent, tornadic formation is not likely to occur.

I am satisfied that the nnmher of these storms is not increas-

ing; that the breaking of the virgin soil, the planting or cutting

away of forests, the drainage of land surfaces by tiles, the string-

ing of thousands of miles of wire, or the laying of iron or steel

rails have not materially altered the climatic conditions or con-

tributed to the frequency or intensity of tornadoes. As well

might one b}' the casting of a pebble attempt to dam the mighty

waters of the majestic Mississippi as attempt the modification

or restriction by the feeble efforts of man of those tremendous

forces of nature which surround our earth and control our storms

and climate. To be sure, as towns become more numerous and

poi)ulation becomes more dense, greater destruction will ensue

from the same number of storms.

It is not ])ossible with our ])rescnt knowledge of the mechan-

ism of storms to forewarn the exact cities and towns tbiitwill be

visited by tornadoes witlu)ut alarming some towns that will

w-holl}' escai)e injury; but we know that tornadoes are almost

entirely confined to the southeastern quadrant of the cyclone,

and that when the thermal, hygrometric. and other conditions are

favorable, the s[)ot 300 to 500 miles southeast from the cyclonic

center is in the greatest danger.

Chart XV shows the conditions on the evening of the St Louis

tornado, two hours after its occurrence. The abnormal heat,

humidity, and other conditions of the rather small and weak

cyclonic system shown by the morning chart were suflicient to

justify the Weather Bureau in distributing at 10 a. m. danger

w^arnings throughout the whole of Missouri and eastern Kansas.

I am informed that the schools of St Louis were dismissed at

once on the receipt of the warning forecast. What is urgently

needed is a system by which weather signals may be sent simul-

taneously from telephone headquarters to all subscribers by a

stroke of a telegraph key; then a whole city couUl be warned in

a minute's time.
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The writer visited St Louis the day after the storm, and was

especially impressed with the fact that hundreds of buildings

were burst outward at their upper stories, indicating that they

were at the time of their destruction near the center of the rotat-

ing mass of air, where centrifugal force instantly had reduced

the air pressure on the outside to such an extent that the expan-

sion of the air in the upper stories of the houses whose windows

and doors Avere closed had produced an explosion of the build-

ing. In one case all the four walls of the upper story of a house

were thrown outward, leaving the lower story intact and the roof

resting in proper position one story lower than in the original

building. Again, great structures seemed to have been crushed

over or taken up bodily and scattered in all directions.

The fact that this tornado traveled with destructive force

through several miles of brick buildings and yet left the city

Avith greater force than it possessed on entering it illustrates the

futility of planting forests to the southAvest of a city for the pur-

pose of protection, as some have advocated. It is probable that

the strongest trees would offer but little more resistance to this

terrific force than Avould so many blades of grass.

Whenever the forecast contains the statement that conditions

are favorable for severe local storms, it is well for the residents

of a city receiving such forecast to observe carefully the forma-

tion of portentous clouds and be ready to seek places of safety

in the cellars of frame buildings. We have no record of any

person having been killed in the cellar of a frame building.

Chart XVI shows a West India hurricane just making its ad-

vent on the Florida coast. A number of stations in the West

Indies report to Washington by cable Avhenever hurricanes pass

over their region. Sometimes a hurricane composed of a rap-

idly revolving eddy of air of only two or three hundred miles in

diameter passes between the observation stations on the islands

of the West Indies without getting near enough to affect their

instruments. Then, if it move rapidly northwest toAvard our

Gulf coast, it may reach our seaboard unannounced. Fortu-

nately such cases are rare, and in case the storm does reach any

ports unexpectedly danger signals Avill be displayed in advance

of its coming throughout the remainder of its course until it

leaves our shores. At times hurricanes remain several days in

the Gulf of Mexico, and the only indication we have of their

proximity is a strong suction drawing the air briskly OA'er some

of our coast stations toward the center of the Gulf. Again, a
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heavy ocean swell may be caused by tbe friction of the rajiidlv

gyrating air on the surface of the water, and when the iiurricane

has a slow progressive movement tiiis swell may be propagated

outward from thecenter of the storm faster than the storm is mov-
ing and reach the coast several hours before either the Ijarometer

or the wind movement gives any indication of the coming storm.

The tracks of West India hurricanes are alwa3's in the form

of a parabola. These storms come from the southeast, but on

reacliing the latitude of our Gulf coast recurve to the northeast

along or off our coastline. An examination of the auxiliary chart

on the adjoining page shows that the air pressure in the region

of the storm has decreased .10 to .30 of an inch during the past

12 hours, and the little bars on the arrows shown on ("hart XVI,

from Norfolk southward, indicate that the forecast official at

Washington has ordered up the storm signals in anticipation

that the storm will move up the coast and increase in energy.

Chart XVIII, twelve hours later, shows that his warnings were

timel}^ as the storm center has moved slowly northward to Jack-

sonville, with greatly increased energy, the l)arometer at the

center reading 29.1 inches, which is about .9 of an inch under

the normal air pressure. The auxiliary chart sliows that the air

pressure has decreased more rapidly during the past 12 hours

than during the similar period next preceding. The most potent

force in accelerating the motion of the eddy or hurricane was the

vast amount of heat energy liberated by condensation in the

whirling mass.

Danger siunals have been carried northward to Norfolk, and

ports north of tiie storm center have been warned that the dan-

gerous winds will come from the northeast. I wish to make

plain that the storm coming from the southwest causes northeast

winds to flow in at its front. On the Georgia and Florida coasts

the signals have indicated that the wind will blow from the

northwest for a iaw hours, as the air whirls in behind the reced-

ing storm center. It will now be seen how it is possible for

storms to progress against the wind.

In thilnder-storms this rule does not hold, as there is a horizon-

tal rolling of the atmosphere, caused by cold and heavy air from

above breaking through into a light and superheated stratum

next the earth. This rolling motion throws forward the cool air

in the direction in which the cloud is moving.

Chart XX siiows a .slight aberration in the norlheast eourscof
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the storm, which places the center inhmd, so that the wliole eddy

can be charted.

West India Imrricanes are c}'clonic in character, but on account

of the fact that the diameter of the whirling edd_y is much less

and the velocit}'' of rotation much greater than in the average

cyclone, it is customary to designate them as hurricanes. In other

words, the hurricane is a cyclone of small area Ijut of })owerful

vortical action, and consequently^ of great destru.ctive force. To
get a rough idea of the difference between storms, we might

classify them according to the diameter of the revolving mass of

air under their influence as follows :

Cyclones, 1,000 to 2,000 miles ; hurricanes, 200 to 500 miles,

and tornadoes one-half mile to one mile. Then if a great quan-

titj^ of heat energy is liberated b}'^ profuse condensation of aque-

ous vapor near the storm centers, we might imagine their vortical

action and their destructive force to increase as their diameters

of rotation decrease.

Charts XX to XXV show the progress, in twelve-hour inter-

vals, of the hurricane northeastward to New England. It will

probably leave the American continent at Nova Scotia and in

three or four days cross the Atlantic and make its appearance

on the northwest coast of Europe.

Twenty-five years ago mariners depended on their own weather

lorcto warn them of coming storms; then, although the num-
ber of boats plying the seas was much less than it is now, ever}''

severe storm that swept across them left death and destruc-

tion in its wake, and for days afterward tlie dead were cast up

by the subsiding waters and the shores were lined with wreckage.

Happily this is not now the case ; the angry waters and the

howling winds vent their fur^^ the one upon the other, while the

great mass of shipping, so long the pre}^ of the winds and waves,

rides safely at anchor in convenient harbors.

The United States has the most extensive weather service in

the world, and its enormous practical utilit}^ is now universally

recognized. Careful estimates based on reports from interested

parties indicate that cold-wave signals effectively displayed in

advance of one severe cold wave sweeping across our country re-

sult in a saving of over $3,500,000, Avhile responsible marine

re[)re3entatives declare that each West India hurricane passing

up the Atlantic seaboard would destro}'' not less than $2,000,000

worth of property and many lives if danger signals were not dis-

played well in advance of its coming.



RUBBER FORESTS OF NICARAGUA AND SIERRA

LEONE

By GioNKiiAi, A. \V. CJkkki.v.

Chief SiyiKil ()(}ic(r, Ciiilrd Slatrx Anni/

The incre;vsin<f coiumercial dt'inands for r;;\v nil)l)or and tlie

steady diminution of eaoutehouc produced l)y existinir i-uhlicr

forests give special interest to any information bearing' on future

supplies of caoutchouc pending the discovery of comj)ounds tliat

shall supi)lantit. In liSD'i the Department of State puhlished a

Spt'cial Consular Rei»ort on ruliher and ruhlicr manufactures,

which has lately been su])plemented hy additional information.

The india-rul)l)er trees, of which there are several prolitahle

varieties, will produce annually iVom 10 to 10 pounds of caout-

chouc for many years, if they are tapped judiciously. Jt is,

however, an almost universal com|)laiut, from Africa, America,

and Asia, that the greed and carelessness of the native collectors,

who seek to obtain the greatest immediate quantity b\' the least

laborious methods, are rapidly destroying the rubber-bearing

plants. Trees are either felled or so dee[)ly and roughly incised

as to s[)eedily die.

The fresh rubber juice, resembling cream in color and con-

sistency, has an ammouiacal odor, which rapidly disappears,

leaving the caoutchouc odorless and tasteless. Trees yield the

milk copiously for several months each year, and the coagulated

rubber averages about .')0 per cent of tlu; original juici", two

pounds of caoutchouc to the gallon.

Brazil is the [)rinci|)a.l source of raw rublxM'. and that from

Para is the best. In 1S90 the receii)ts of caoutchouc at Rara

reached lG,o70 tons, according to the report of Consul J. O.

Kerbev, wliose account of rul)l)er-gathering may be of inti-rcst:

" The rubber-gatherer rolls out of his hammock as soon as it

is light in the morning, and takes his gul}) of rum and his cala-

bash of coffee and starts out to visit his rubber trees. He wears

a short pair of breeches and sometimes a shirt. He goes bare-

foot, for he must wade through the swamp mud and ooze of the

tide U}) to his knees, and often up to his waist in water. He

83
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takes a basketful of earthenware gill cups, a liunk of adliesive

cla}'', and a little, narrow-bladed hatchet.

" If he adopts the most approved method of tapping the trees,

he reaches as high as he can with his hatchet, making an incision

in the bark, but not reaching through to the wood. The milk

immediately begins to issue in rapid drops or little streams.

With a spat of the adhesive clay he immediately fastens one of

his little gill clay cups just below the bleeding gash, and molds

the clay so as to make all the rubber milk flow into the cup.

Three such gashes, at equal distances around the tree and at

equal height, is the rule. The nextda}^ he will make three more

gashes in the same way, just a little below these three, and so

continue, until by the end of the season he will have reached the

level of the ground. Each of his 100 or 150 trees is treated in

the same way, and he returns home, after having traveled from

3 to 5 miles, barefoot and almost naked, through thorny thicket

and malarial, steaming swamp.
" When he reaches his hut, he again takes another gulp from

the dem.ijohn, snatches a breakfast of salt fish and mandioca

meal, which are often moldy from the reeking damp of the

swamp, and then he starts out again with his calabash buckets

to gather the milk, which by this time has ceased to flow. His

gill cups are full, or nearly so, and when he reaches home he

has milk enough to make four kilos of rubber, on an average.

The next task is the coagulation of the milk. For this purpose

he has a jug-shaped furnace, made of earthenware, called a

boido, open at bottom and top, and with a small aperture at the

side to admit the air for the combustion. In this piece of fur-

niture he builds a fire, or rather a smudge, with the nuts of the

inija or urucur}'- palm. The dense, black smoke which rolls

from the open top of the boido is the reagent which coagulates

the milk. For this purpose the rubber-gatherer has a circular-

bladed paddle, like the paddle of a canoe, which he smears over

with clay, so that the rubber will not adhere to it. This is sus-

pended by means of a cord from the limb of a tree just above

the smudge, the milk is poured over the blade of the paddle,

which is then turned over and around about in the smoke,' and

in a few moments the film of rubber is coagulated. The same

process is repeated of wetting with milk and smoking the grow-

ing lump until it reaches the weight of from 5 to 25 kilos or

more. Then it is slipped off from the paddle as a mitten is

pulled off from one's hand. This ball is the crude rubber."
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UUBBER PUOSIM'XT.S IN NICAUACIA

A later report iVoin Consul J. Crnwl'onls contains the following

infornuition. Ivecently, many persons in western Niearagua liave

declared tiieir intention to plant and cultivate elastic ruhher-

yielding (some varieties of thej«no are but slightly elastic) trees

and vines in the eastern part of the state. Such estati's are

locally named hacieiuhts dc hide. These persons are incpiiring

concerning the localities having the most suitable lands and
climate, the species and varieties of trees and vines that anmially

or biennial]}' yield the largest quantity of good rubber, the pro|)er

distance apart for planting the trees and vines, the best modes of

cultivation, and how^ many years must elapse before it is proper

to commence the annual or biennial collection of rubber, etc.

jNlany of the valleys in central and northeastern Nicaragua

contain all the natural conditions for a full yield of an excellent

quality of elastic rubber. They are localities supporting numer-

ous groves of large-sized trees yielding rubl)er until about fifteen

years ago, when nearly all the trees bad Ijcen killed by too severe

scarifying by irresponsible collectors. Localities in Nicaragua

south of latitude lo° north, and in low valleys where the soil is

alluvial or vegetable humus and sand, cajiable of being raj)idly

drained, and in a climate that is uniformly warm and humid,

suit the largest rubber-yielding varieties of trees and vines.

Some varieties, giving an excellent quality of very elastic rub-

ber, are indigenous to a higher, drier climate and soil.

There are several of the natural orders

—

Crtiaicene,S(ipo((trene,

Mumcene, Apoq/aaceae, and Euphorblaceac—indigenous in Nica-

ragua, which, when scarified deepl}^ exude a milk-like sap from

which rubl)er of various degrees of elasticity is se]>arated. The

annual ((uantity and the quality in elasticity ditler usually with

the species and with dififerent conditioned localities. Somejirefer

the low alluvial lands under a humid atmosi)here, while other

varieties flourish best in more elevated, sandy, and decomjHJsed

vegetable matter—lands rich in potash, as the volcanic valley (li.s-

tricts south of Lake Nicaragua. The most desirable varieties for

quantity per annum and quality of rubber are ihe-SV;)/j(m/ae/a«^"ca

and Caddloa el/isUca, hahitanii^ of well-drained, low, alluvial val-

leys, kept warm by a humid atmosphere. The second bi-st rub-

ber-producers are of the ficus ftimily, a variety locally known as

matapala.an epyphite having numerous l)odies from aerial roots

(like thebanyan tree). It is also an inhabitant of low, fertile,
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well-drained lands. B}^ cultivation this tree would probalily

equal the other low-valley varieties in quality and annual out-

put of rubber. It has the advantage that if one of its trunks is

deadened by excessive drainage of the sap, it has several other

live trunks from which to obtain supplies of rubber. Another

good variety is the mnnihot b(d(ino, locally known as the " arbolde

vaca " (cow-milk tree), a large^ hardy, indigenous kind found at

altitudes of 1,000 to 2,000 feet above the ocean.

The annual yield of elastic material depends on the bulk of

the bast or lactiferous tissues that exist or that can be developed.

Some trees of 2 or 3 feet diameter and 35 to 50 feet tall Avill give

annually 20 to 40 pounds of good rubber. The quality of rul)-

ber depends largely upon the form of the cells composing the

bast, and in part in the process used to separate the elastic ma-

terial from the emulsion-like sap. Quality and quantity are

responsive to cultivation.

According to ver}^ recent re[)orts from Nicaragua, the leaves

jdeld a purer juice, and more copiously, than the bast. If this

proves true, the sui)ply of rubber can be largely increased with-

out permanent injury to the tree.

The shoots should be transplanted to a nursery when one

year old, and thence removed to their permanent place when

3 years of age, in roAvs—say, 64 Matapala, 81 Siphonia, and 100

Castilloa trees per acre.

Cultivation consists in ditching the land so as to drain it at

will, keeping it moist without permitting water to stand. Keep

all undergrowth cut down and the land "'hilled up" around the

trees. Fell other varieties of trees and vines until they shade

but a very small part of the land. Commence during the sixth

or seventh year to collect rubber by small area incisions through

the bast, taking, if the trees have matured proper! \% 8 to 12

pounds of rubber from each tree bienniall}', but after tjie tree

is 12 years of age a sufficient quantity of sap could be annual!}'

extracted to yield 10 to 15 pounds of good elastic rubber.

The two following modes of incision are preferable to other

processes : (1) Cut with a curved, sharp instrument channels

througli the lactiferous tissues similar to tliose made in pine

trees in turpentine orchards in the United States
; (2) drive

tubes cut from tlie internodes of bamboo (abundant in.Nica"

ragua) through tlie Ijast, first malving a slanting cut of a part of

the circumference of the tul^e, and drive the sharpened end, 1?

to 2 inches long, into the tree: then, when the collectiiig season
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is passed, "plug up" the tubes of that season with wood that

has been dipped in some liquid insecticide and saw olVthe tu])e

and its wooden core even with the thin exterior l)ark of tlie tree.

The coagulation of tlie milk-like exudation and the se|)a ration

from it of the elastic material can l»e effected by heating to Ki?

to 175 degrees F. and stirring in a hot decoction of some s|>ccies

ofconvolvulaceae, as morning glory, or stirring into the emulsion,

when fresh and hot, thesmoke from l)urningpalm or other oleag-

inous nuts, which are alnindant in rubber-yielding districts.

Secondary crops, planted between the rows of rul)ber-produc-

ing trees, could be the Tjiberia colTee tree, bananas, or such fibrous

])lants as hennequen, sisal, etc., of the agave family ;
also, the

vanilla bean, one vine to each ru])ber tree, which would yii'ld an

annual crop equal in value to the rubl)er product, ^\'hile the

vanilla vine needs trees of this class for sustenance, yet it is

])robable that the vanilla would not materially reduce the flow

of sap or the quantity of elastic material from the tree.

A comparative estimate of the annual value per acre in Nica-

ragua of coffee trees and rubber trees at nine years of age and

thereafter, at present (1896) prices, gives $192 net profit from an

acre in rubber trees.

RUBBKIl FORKSTS OF STEKUA LKONK

The following information concerning the undeveloped rubber

forests of Sierra Leone is drawn from the address of His Excel-

lency Colonel Cardew to the legislative council of Sierra Lepne

on his journeys, aggregating l.oOO miles, in the hinterland and

protectorate of Sierra Leone in 1894-'95.

There are large forests with abundance of rubber awaiting: ex-

ploitation by intelligent and systematic methods anil tliat will

yield wealth to the first enterprising cmner. An extensive rub-

ber forest lies between Makali and Kruto, covering the greater

part of the district l)etween the Scli and l^.ay;wee rivers. This

area com])rises portions of the Kuniki and Koranko districts,

and the extent of the rubber forests is estimated at ()00 .square

miles. The portion of the forests seen is composed of rubber

trees about ten years old, called "' Kewatia.r These trees grow

rapidly, and in ten years attain a girth of two or three feet, but

under present methods they are felled by the riibber-gatherer.

Two vines, the " note" and the " lilibue," yield rubber, the latter

of the choicest (piality. The "note" is invariably cut up and

destroved for its rul)l)er, and the "lilibue " generally so.
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The native processes of rubber-gathering are crude and waste-

ful in the extreme. If intelligent and economical methods were

adopted, there would be far greater yields than formerly, and

the west African rubber would command a higher price. Unless

better methods of extracting rubber are introduced, it is safe to

predict that under the increasing demand for rubber one of the

most thriving industries of Sierra Leone will be ruined by the

extinction of the plant. At present, for the purpose of extract-

ing a few pounds of rubber, large trees are totally destroyed.

The forests in the Kuniki and Koranko districts are quite ac-

cessible, it being about seven da3^s' march to Makali, where the

woods are entered. Water carriage for light canoes is possible

down the Rokel river from Benkia, two marches from Makali.

These forests, however, are small compared to those on the

Anglo-Liberian frontier along the Morro and Mano rivers, which

extend nearly a thousand miles. The exploitation of these

forests has been impracticable for the last twenty years, owing to

border raids, but under present conditions of peacefulness it is

now possible to open up these forests, which abound in rubber

and elephants, and the southern portions of which are within

two days' journey of Sulina.

A protectorate will shortly be proclaimed over the British

sphere of influence in the interior, and under the proposed ar-

rangement of five districts, each to be under a competent com-

missioner, it is hoped there will be a rapid development of the

interior, especially in the way of opening up communications

and fostering trade.

RECENT EXPLORATIONS IN EQUATORIAL AFRICA*

Africa is fast losing its title of the Dark Continent, and if explorations

continue at their recent rate for a few years longer it will be as well

known as other parts of the globe. Three young men recently crossed

it from east to west, following, in the main, the route taken by Stanley,

and correcting a few of the slight mistakes made by that explorer, as the

* In studying the geography of the Dark Continent it should be borne in mind that

owing to the interehangeability of the letters r, 1, and d in many of the African dia-

lects and to the fact that explorers of various nationalities have applied to the names
of the different tribes and geographic features of the regions tliey have visited the

orthographic forms peculiar to their own languages, the geographic nomenclature, even
of such portions of the interior as are now mnpned in more or less detail, is far from
being definitely established. In some cases the variation in spelling is so great as

almost to preclude identification, and not even in the case of names of European origin

is there that uniformity of orthography which is so much to be desired. J. H.
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result, jirobably, of liis rapid niarchiii;,'. Tlicso travelers were M. Mau-
rice Versei>iiy, who luis sinee (lied of lever, fiie liarou de Hoiiiaiis, and
]\I. Sporek, ail artist, accompanied by an escort of 20 riflemen and i;?0

carriers ensaired at Zanzibar. Tliey secured a large collection of weapons
from different tribes, of indigenous seeds, flowers, and timber, of skins

of various mammalia ; also a live leopard and a large number of photo-

graphs, and of water-color and other drawings. They traveled 4,000

kilometers on foot and L',000 by boat, and their very com|»lete itinerary

of their travels contains much interesting geographical information.

The ex])lorers left Zanzibar on July (>, 1895, sailing thence for ]\Iombasa.

Thence they crossed a barren, rocky country and reached Lake .Tipe. wiiere

they hunted a while. They ascended the sloju; t)f the Kilimanjaro to the

(ierman jiost of Moshi, at an elevation of 1,200 meters. The Kilimanjaro

is an imposing mass, nearly 0,000 meters high and covered with eti-rnal

snows. The confluence of the rivers Tsavo and Useri was located and
the party crossed to the north of Kilimanjaro, a volcanic country en-

tirely uninhabited, and passed by Lake Ngiri. Taking an entirely new
route, they made for the English post of Kikuyu, across the plains of

Kapotei, where they "successfully hunted elejiliants, rhinoceros, zebras,

and antelope. These jilains were entirely devoid of vegetati<jn and their

rivers were dried up. Kikuyu was reached in November, at which
time the ^lasai" were in open rebellion. This Ijrave and fearless tribe is

known and feared from the Kenia to German East Africa. They are

tall and well-built, are mostly naked, wear their hair long, and smear

their faces and shoulders with grease and red clay. They wear war feath-

ers a'oout the head and carry spears and shields, but while warlike and

nomadic they raise some cattle. It was at this time that an English

caravan, composed of 1,200 Wakikovns, was attacked by the Ma.saV,

who killed 700 of them. A Scotchman, named Dick, who was traveling

with another caravan, left Kikuyu the day before the three French

travelers, but hearing of the massacre he fell back and .sent a letter to

Kikuyu for assistance, which was refused. The French men joined forces

with him and they were furiously attacked by the ^hisai in tiie Kedong

valley. The attack was repelled, but Dick was killeil.

Leaving the Kedong valley, the party passed to the east of the small

lakes Naivaslia, Nakuro, and Elmeteita, and on December "> reached

the English fort of Ravine. The next tlay tlu-y crossed the deep ravine

of the Eldoma river, jxissed the .Man foothills to the country of the

Wauandis, across the north of the Kavirondo country, to theNzoia river,

from the banks of which the Victoria Xyanza could be seen. Tlie Usoga,

a ricii anil thickly inhabited country, was next pa.ssed ami the Nile was

reachetl. The Ripon falls, about SOO meters wide and 10 meters high,

were greatly admired. Crossing the Bay of Napoleon brought tiie travel-

ers to Uganda, where the natives are sulliciently civilized to iiave built

roads and bridges. Their capital is Meiigo, which the.travelei-s K-ft on

February 22, 1890. Passing by Lake Mitiana, which is more of a swami>

than a lake, Lake Ruherou was reached. Itli(>s to the northeast of Lake

Albert Edward, which is itself to the soutiiwcf^t of Mount Kuwcn/ori.
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According to Stanley, there is a liigh peak, wliich he named Gordon Ben-

nett, to tlie north of this lake, but the travelers were unable to discover

it. IMount Ruwenzori is about 5,000 meters high, and at night numerous

lights were seen on its slopes. On April 11 the explorers were at Kasa-

gama, whence they started for Katone, to the north of Lake Albert Ed-

ward, and on the frontier between British territory and the Kongo Free

State. During tliis march they noticed that Lake Ruherou is not con-

nected with Lake Albert lildward by a large bay, as Stanley says, but by

a small stream. The two lakes are 40 kilometers apart and have a differ-

ence of 200 meters in elevation.

On April 17 Katone was left behind, the thirtieth meridian was crossed,

and the caravan camped right under the equator for the third time since

leaving Mombasa. Continuing westward, they entered the Kongo Free

State and crossed the foothills of the Ruwenzori, visited by Captain Lu-

gard a few years ago, and entered the Semliki valley. The Semliki river

is about 200 meters wide and has a very swift current. The next halt

was made at the village of Mbene, where Stokes was captured. From
this place to Leopoldville the countr}^ is covered with an almost impene-

trable forest, on the edge of which is the Arab village of Kissangue, an

auxiliary post of the Kongo State. It is the duty of the chief of the vil-

lage to warn the Kongolese authorities of the presence of strangers on

their territory. After a ten days' march through the forest Kuamkubi
was reached. In this part of the country traces of Arab civilization are

everywhere apparent ; these Arabs speak the Zanzibar dialect. Leaving

this post, the Kongo basin was next entered. The march through the

forest was exceedingly difficult, compass and ax being alike indispensable.

Finally the Ibina, a branch of the Ituri river, was reached. Twenty days

more along the banks of the Ibina brought the travelers to the Ituri

itself, which they crossed in canoes, and then took a guide, who con-

ducted them to the Kongolese military post of Kilongalonga. They were

well received by the Belgian officers, the first Europeans they had met

for several weeks, and after a short rest and the laying in of supplies they

left for the next post. Recrossing the Ituri, they followed its left bank

as far as jMoussa, a small village opposite the mouth of the Ipulo. Here

the Ituri is swift and narrow. Eight days more through the forest

brought the travelers to Avakubi, where for the fourth time the Ituri

had to be crossed. Avakubi is a post and market of some importance.

Here the travelers saw a few specimens of the race of pygmies whose ex-

istence has by many writers been doubted. The stature of these pygmies

is about l' m. 20, they are absolutely naked, their noses are very flat, and

their looks somewhat ferocious. Their weapons are spears and ari-ows,

which are proportionate to their stature. They hunt a great deal and

attack even the elephant. They build no huts, but live scattered about

the forest, and their habitations are holes. Their suspicious nature ren-

ders them vei-y difficult to meet, and it is only once in a while that a

few of the least wild among them venture to go to the nearest post to ex-

change the products of their hunt for bananas or sweet potatoes.

From Avakubi the travelers proceeded in canoes as far as Stanley Falls.
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Here tlioy embarked on a small steamboat ami deseemletl the Konp),
which at Bumba has a width of 'M) kiinmetei-s. On Aii;riist ."1 they sailed

for ICmope, and ]M. Verseimy died sliortly after his return to France.

KUNKSr I)K Sasskvii.i.k.

Paius, Jdinmrii 2.2, 1S97

.

GEOGRAPHIC LITERATURE

Tjithoniliini Prartice for Befiinnm^ In Botanij. By William A. Setchell,

Ph. n., Professor of Botany in the University of (.'alifornia. I'p. xiv

+ 199. New York: The ^Facmillan (V>mpany. 1S97. 90 cents.

That school instruction in botanv is emertiinjir from the dilettantcism

and dry ternunolofryism of " manuals" on the one hand, ami the proud

but narrow microscopism of the usual " laboratory jiuides" on the other,

is evidenced by the appearance of Professor Setchell's Laboratory Prac-

tice for Beijinners in B>otany. It is a book in which technical names for

the parts of plants and machinery for handling and e.xamininjrspecinKMis

are given a subordinate place, while the gros.s structure of plants is ex-

amined with the question constantly in mind, " How <loes the plant make

use of the organs, and in what way are the modifications in ditferent

plants adapted to their special requirements?" The book contains Ki

chapters on the anatomy of seeds, seedlings, roots, stems, leaves, buds,

flowers, inflorescence, and fruits, and interspersed chaitters on protective

structures, storage of food, climbinj; and insectivorous plants, vegetative

rei>rodaction, pollination, seed dispersion, and other similar subjects.

The book cannot fail to go a long way toward placing the student—ami,

we may add, the teacher also—in the attitude of keenly observing the

relation of structure to function, a kind of observation in which Charles

Darwin and Sir John Lubbock have been our chief masters, and which

will ultimately give the science of botany the acute scientilic interest and

real educational value in secondary schools to which it is so well adapted

and so fully entitled. !' '^'^ ^'•

An Inlrodiirlidti to Gcolo(/!/. By W. B. Scott, Blair Profe.s.sor of (leology

and I'aheontolog'y in Princeton University. Pp. xxvir + 57:;, witli

numerous illustration.s. New York : The Macmiihui Conq.any. iS'.tT.

$1.90.

Students and teachers are to be congratulated on tlic ajipcaraMcc of

another elementary work on geology. As explained by the author, the

treatise " had its origin in the attempt to write an introductory work,

dealing principally with American geology, u|)on the lines of Sir Arcld-

bahUleikie'sexcellent little 'Cla.ss Book.' * * * The book is intended

to serve as an introduction to the science of (ieology, both for students

who desire to pursue the subject exhaustively, and al.<o for the much

larger class of those who wish merely to obtain an outline of the methods

and principal results of the science." The contents suggest that the

treatise, is an expansion of Professor Scott's lectures on geology in Prince-

ton Universitv.
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The book has the attractive air due to the excellent editing, clear typog-

raphy, and j)hoto-mechanical illustrating adopted of late by The Mac-

millan Company. In matter it is eminently conventional, and in manner
of presentation thoroughly conscientious. It must appeal strongly to the

honest student of earth-making. In general, the author has abstracted

and condensed in admirable fashion the substance of the geologic litera-

ture of the last quarter-century ; thus there is nothing of the sensational,

and except in vertebrate paleontology little of the novel, between title-

page and index. Perhaps the chief weakness of the work—if weakness
it can be called—grows out of the author's desire to avoid exti*emes. On
mooted points both or all sides are stated judicially, and this even when
one interpretation is old or speculative and the other new or more directly

observational, so that many of the chapters smack of class-room rather

than field. An example will suffice: In discussing the distribution of

earthquakes it is noted that "The great earthquakes which shook the

Mississippi valley in 1811-'12 are among the very few instances of violent

and long-continued shocks in a region far from any volcano," and the

obsolete Humboldtian notion of connection with West Indian volcanoes

is quoted approvingly, while the notable shocks that have devastated both

sides of the Indian peninsula far from volcanoes, though about the deposit-

ing grounds of great rivers, and even our own Charleston earthquake

—

which, through the studies of Dutton, threw more light on seismism than
any other recorded in history—^are ignored ! It is chiefly on the dynamic
side, or the side of agency, that the old and the new are thus confused.

On the descrix^tive side the chapters are generally up to date, while in

paleontology, especially in connection with vertebrate fossils, the work
stands in the van of modern knowledge. On this ground alone it will be

invaluable to both classes for whom it is designed, since it is the first

general work to really vivify fossil skeletons and to compel readers to con-

ceive them as of living things.

The main divisions are (1) Dynamical Geology, (2) Structural Geology,

(3) Physiographical Geology, and (4) Historical Geology. The classifica-

tion is one of the conventional features suggesting that the author's plat-

form is built of planks carefully selected from platforms of a dozen prede-

cessors. To escape consequent difficulties an excellent introduction, with

a chapter on rock-forming minerals, is prefixed. A useful classification

of animals and plants is appended, and the value of the book is multiplied

by an excellent index. As is usual in recent works, the author has drawn
freely on the common stock of current knowledge, and gives credit to a

score of contemporary geologists. W J M.

GEOGRAPHIC SERIALS

In " The Journal of School Geography " we welcome a new periodical in

the field of geographic literature. This journal, which is addressed par-

ticularly to teachers, is edited by Mr R. E. Dodge, Associate Professor of

Natural Science in the Teachers College, New York, with, as associates.

Prof. W. M. Davis, of Harvard ; C. W. Hayes, of the U. S. Geological
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Survej-; H. B. Ivimmiel, of tlie Lewis IiiHtitute, Chioijro ; V. M. McMurry,
Dean of the Hcliool of Pedajjogy, University of HnHalo. Hiiflalo, N. Y.,

and R. DeC. Ward, of Harvard. Ten numbers will be published a year,

price $1.00, or 15 cents a number.
Two numbers have thus far l)een issued, the leailin^' contents of which

are as follows : In the January number, "Home (ieoyraphy," by W. M.
Davis; "Some Things .About .\frica," by Cyrus C. Adar.is; "(Jeonraphic
Instruction in Germany," by W. S. .Monroe; "Some Suggestions Regard-
ing Geograi)hy in Grade Schools," by R. E. Dodge. The Feliruary nmu-
ber contains the following articles: '*The Influence of tiie Appalachian
Barrier upon Colonial History," by Kllen C. Setnple. It appears to us
that Miss Semple exaggerates the influence of this geographic feature in

delaying the settlement of the interior of the country. " .Meteonilogical

Observations in Schools," by Robert DeC!. Ward; "The Causal Notion
in Geography," by F. INI. McMurry; "Geographic .\iils," by R. K. Dodge.
This is a mucli-necded publication, and we welcome it with the pre-

diction that it will be successful.

Another periodical of somewhat siuiilar character which has just been
added to our list of exchanges is " The Inland Kducator," edited by Francis

M. Stalker and Charles M. Curry, and published atTerre Haute, Indiana,

price $1.00 a year, monthly. The opening article of the February num-
ber, which lies before us, is entitled "The New <Jeograi)hy," written by

Prof. Charles R. Dryer.

From tiuie inunemorial the teaching of geogra|)liy in the schools Ikls

consisted in memorizing isolated facts regarding the earth, its products

and inhabitants, with little attempt to show relations. It is only in re-

cent years that educators have become dissatislied with this condition of

things, and it is only in recent years, moreover, that geography has ad-

vanced from what might be termed an art to tlie dignity of a science

—

i. e., that it has become recognized that the class of facts grouped under

the name of geography have causal relations among themselves. The

unrest among educators regarding the teaching of geography, which at

tirst was merely aimless dissatisfaction with existing methods, is gradually

leading toward definite lines of iuiprovement. Gradually teachers are

learning that geography is a logical .science, and must be taught as such,

and the text-books are beginning to adapt themselves to this view. The

introduction of physiography into text-books is but one step in this direc-

tion. Physiography explains the origin of relief and drainage forms,

and when to this are added the relations between the earth's surface and

its climate, on the one hand, and the distribution of life and <}f man's

industries and products, on the other, in our text-books, the improvement

will be a well-rounded one. Then geography in its broad st>nse can be

taught as a science. These are soine of the idi-as which are brought t)ut

in Professor Dryer's admirable article. Other articles in "The Iidand

Educator " relate especially to other branches of education and recpiire

no special mention here.

" The Geographical Journal" for February .^eems to be especially de-

voted to African exploration. It opens witli "A Journey in the Marotse

and Mashikohunbwe Countries," by Cai.t. A. St II. Gibbons. Other arti-
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cles are "A Journey \\]y the Machili," by Percy C. Reid , "From the Ma-

cliili to Lialui," by Capt. Alfred Hertrand; " Notes on a Journey Around

Mount Masawa," by C W. Hobley. Concerning Asia, there are " Explora-

tions in Mysia," by J. A. R. Munro and H. M. Anthony; "Journey of

Captain Wellby and Lieutenant Malcolm Across Tibet," and " ('aptain

Deasy's Journey in Western Tibet." Mr J. Bartalhareis contributes aii

article entitled "The Supposed Discovery of South America Before 1448

and the Critical Methods of the Historians of Geographical Discovery."

" The Scottish Geographical INIagazine" for Febimary contains an ac-

count of " Recent Explorations in *the Patagonian AndtJl South of 41°

South Latitude," by Dr Hans Stefien, and "Notes upon the Geography

of the Argentine Repuhlic," by H. D. Hoskold, Director-General of the

National Department of Mines and Geology, Buenos Aires.

H. G.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY, SESSION i896-'97

Regular Meeting, February 19, /5S7-—President Hubbard in the chair.

Mr J. E. Sjjurr read a paper, with lantern-slide illustrations, on the

Forty-Mile Creek Gold-Mining District, Alaska.

Special Meeting, Februarij 20, 1897.—President Hubbard in the chair.

Mr George Kennan lectured on Vagabond Life in Eastern Europe, with

lantern-slide illustrations.

Special Meeting, February 26, 1897.—President Hubbard in the chair.

Mr Frank Hamilton Gushing addressed the Society on the Ancient Sea-

Dwellers and Key-Builders of Florida, illustrating his subject with lantern

slides.

Special Meeting, March 1, 1897.—First lecture of the course of JNIonday

afternoon illustrated lectures and annual address of the President of the

National Geographic Society, under the auspices of the Joint Connnission

of the Scientific Societies of Washington. Surgeon-General George M.
Sternberg, U. S. Army, Vice-President of the Joint Commission, in the

chair. The subject of President Hubbard's address was the Effects of

Geographic Environment in the Develoj^ment of Civilization in Pre-

historic Man.

Regular Meeting, March 5, 1557. —Secretary Hayden in the chair. Mr
F. H. Newell delivered an address, illustrated by lantern slides, on the

Distribution and Mining of Petroleum.

Special Meeting, March 8, 1897.—Second Monday afternoon illustrated

lecture. President Hubbard in the chair. Rev. W. Hayes Ward, D. D.,

LL. D., of the New York Independent, lectured on Babylonia.

Special Meeting, March 12, i^PZ.—Vice-President Greely in the chair.

Miss Annie S. Peck lectured on Mountaineering in the Tyrol and Switzer-

land, including an .Ascent of the Matterhorn, with lantern-slide illustra-

tions.
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El,ACTIONS.—New members have been eleetetl as follows:

Fehnatnj ^6.—'Mh>i 11. J. Bainl-Hiiey, JiulKe (ieorye S. 15atclu-ller, .Mrs

Diaz-Albertini, Alex. Everett Frye, George B. UoUister, Mark S. W.
Jefferson, Albert M. Lewers, Robert H. Paxson.Mrs Altlia (iibbs Powell,
Miss Mattie Scott, Mrs George Westinghouse, Rev. R. V. Williams.

DiCATii.s.—The Society has recently lost I)y death tli(> following-named
members

:

^Ir.T. 1\I. Cunningham, of San Franci.^co ; :\IrJosei)h :\Iacfailan<l, of the
U. S. Geologica-i Survey; Hon. J. Ranidolph Tucker, of Lexington, Va.;

General Alfred Pleasanton, U. S. A.; Mr Lewis Clephane, of Washington,
D. C, and ]\Ir L. P. Smith, of the IT. S. Department of Agriculture."

GEOGRAPHIC NOTES

CENTH.-M. AMKkKW

NicAK.\GUA. Concessions have been granted to United States citizens

for a street railway to be operated by steam between the town of Blue-

fields and the Bluefields custom-liouse, situated at tlie moutli of the har-

bor, and also for a railway between Rama and San I'baldo. The United
States consul, however, makes the signiticant statement that '"so little

has ever been done in Nicaragua under any government concessions, big

or little, that; it seems a waste of time to enter into the details of any
concession without positive proof that it is to be pushed."

A contract has been let for the construction of a canal to connect Pearl

and Bluefields lagoons, which will afford an inside channel with a <lei>th

of 4.5 feet for a distance of 55 miles north of Bluefields.

EUROPE

Ri'ssiA. On September 13 the total length of railways in operation in

Russia was 3(),S()1 versts, or about 24,400 miles. Of tlu'.«e lines, '_'], 158

versts were operated by the government.

The development of the mineral and manufacturing industries of Russia

is progressing with astonishijig rapidity. The production of coal has

trebled in the last 15 years and the progress in the textile industries is

marvelous. The empire, however, is still largely dei)endent upon otlier

countries for its machinery and upon foreigners for the more resi)onsible

positions in its factories and ironworks.

There has been an enormous increase in the shipping industry of the

Caspian sea, owing to the development of the oil wells of Baku, one of

which recently discharged ;;00,00() tons of oil, valued at $;75(),()(lO, within

a period of two months. Several of the Russian railways and most of the

steamship companies on the Volga, as well as the manufacturing centei-s

along that great waterway, are using oil for fuel.

ASIA

SiiJiciUA. By consent of the Russian avithorities the pt-ninsula discov-

ered by I)r Nansen is to be named fi>r King Oscar of Sweden.
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Over 200,000 Rnssian peasants migrated to Siberia in 1896, but some

25,000 were forced to tramp back to tbeir miserable homes, owing to the

land set apart for colonization being insufficient to meet the demand.

Syria. A steamer is now making regular trips from Jericho to Tiberias—

%. e., from the Dead Sea to the Sea of Galilee—in five hours. Several

Jewish families recently settled in Jericho and are preparing to irrigate

extensive fruit farms.

Japan. The Russo-Japanese convention has been published in St Pe-

tersburg. It provides that Korea shall retain full liberty of action as

regards both domestic and foreign policy. Russia and Japan will each

keep a small force of troops in Korea until such time as the government

can maintain order.

India. It is estimated that the present famine in India would have

reduced the population of that country by 10,000,000 if it had been allowed

to run its course unchecked. Over 3,000,000 persons are employed on

government relief works, and hundreds of thousands more are being

succored out of the fund (now amounting to the equivalent of nearly

18,000,000) contributed in the British Islands.

AFRICA

Transvaal. The total output of gold for November was 201,113 ounces,

as compared with an output of 195,218 ounces in November, 1895.

Madagascar. The French Colonial Minister has announced the inten-

tion of the government to maintain the equality of all religions in the

island of Madagascar. He has forbidden, by telegraph, the proposed

confiscation of Protestant churches.

Algeria. According to the recent census, the city of Algiers contains

96,000 inhabitants, 46,000 being French by birth or naturalization, 9,600

Jews, 25,000 Arabs or belonging to other native races, 9,800 Spaniards,

3,500 Italians, 1,100 Maltese, and 235 English.

Central Africa. Mr Poulett Weatherley, an Englishman, who recently

visited Old Chitambo, w^here Livingstone's heart is buried, calls attention

to the decay of the tree that marks the spot, and suggests the necessity of

the immediate erection of a more enduring monument.

Egypt. During the recent Sudan expedition the number of all ranks

of the Egyptian army killed in action was 47 ; the wounded numbered

122 ; 235 of all ranks died of cholera, and 126 died of other diseases. The

Egyptian troops are said to have displayed great powers of endurance and

a remarkable capacity for hard and continuous work.

West Africa. Wlierever British influence predominates, railroad

building is in progress. A line is in operation from Dakar, the chief port

of Senegal, to St Louis, 175 miles north. Another line runs from Kayes

up the valley of the Senegal toward Timbuctu, which it will soon reach.

A line from Conakry to the Niger is also in contemplation. Dr Karl

Peters recently stated in London that the whole African question was

one of communication.
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SUNSET LiniTED is the Southern Pacific's j^reat tr.-iin, ninninv; thn.ti<jh

solid from New Orleans to the Pacific Coast.

SUNSET LiniTED leaves New Orleans every Monday and Thursday, at

lo o'clock in the morning.

SUNSET LiniTED covers the 2006 miles to Los Angeles in ^s hours,

and the 2489 to San Francisco in 75 hours.

SUNSET LiniTED isvestibuled throughout, steam heated and gas lighted.

SUNSET LiniTED has a ladies' parlor the full width and a third the

length of a car, equipped with fine library, escritoire and writing

materials, large easy chairs, etc.

SUNSET LiniTED has an equally conunodious smoking and reading room

for gentlemen, supplied in a similar manner.

SUNSET LiniTED has bath room, barber sliop and bullVt -luxuries

the tourist will appreciate.

SUNSET LiniTED has a car containing seven drawing rooms, which can

be used separately or 01 sidle, each having private lavatory and

toilet facilities.

SUNSET LiniTED has a sumptuous diner, which goes through witli il

and in which meals are served h la carle.

SUNShT LiniTED is accompanied by a maid whose services are at the

disposition of lad)' passengers.

SUNSET LiniTED traverses a road where snow never falls and blockades

and blizzards are unknown, and through a region of marvelous

interest.

SUNSET LiniTED is at your service, and any vSouthern Pacific Agent

will be glad to tell you all aljoiit it, or if you want to know more,

send It) cents in stamps to tlie (General P.isseiiger Agent, and a

beautiful book of 205 pages, that will tell >ou all about the route,

will be sent you.

S. F. B. MORSE,
General Passenger and Ticket Ajcent,

NEW ORLEANS.



Among the Contents of Forthcoming

Numbers of

WILL BE THE FOLLOWING :

A Winter Voyage through the Straits of Magellan,

By admiral R. W. MEADE, U. S. N.

;

The Deserts and Forests of Arizona,

By prof. B. E. FERNOW, Ph. D.,

Chief of the Division of Forestry, U. S. Department of Agriculture;. ^1

A Summer Voyage to the Arctic,

By G. R. PUTNAM, .

U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
;

The Siberian Transcontinental Railroad,

By general A. W. GREELY,

Chief Signal Officer, U. S. Army,

.A.ND

Down the Volga, from Nijni Novgorod to Kazan,

By prof. FREDERIC W. TAYLOR.

JUDD & DEXWElTvER, PRINTERS, WASHINGTON, D. C.
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National Geographic Society

ORGANIZED, JANUARY, 1888
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The National Geographic Society, the object of which is the increase and diffusion

of geograpliic knowledge, has a jxiying menil:)erslup of 1,400. Its membership is not

restricted to practical geographers, bat is open to any person in good standing who may

be sufficiently intei'ested in its work to seek admission. The annual subscription is : for

active members, $5.00 per annum ; for corresponding membor.s, 12.00 per annum. Active

meuibers pay also an entrance fee of |2.03 on election. The National Geogkahhr-

Magazine is sent regularly to all members, both active and corresponding.

Donations for the founding of Prize Medals and Scholarships are

respectfully solicited.
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MAP OF THE KOOTENAI

'HE most complete map of the rich miniii^r region of tlie Kootenai
V^ and adjacent territory in Washington and British Columbia

qWsr^ ^^^^ i"-''^ ^^^" pubHshed by the

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
It is just what is needed by those going to that country or who desire to
study and know about it.

The map is made in rehef, is 25 by 18 inches in size between borders,
and has in connection with it—on the same page—smaller maps that
show the relation of the region to the world at large.

The principal
drainage of the
country is laid
down in blue, the
trails and roads are

shown, the rail-

ways plainly indi-

cated, the names
of important towns
printed in large
black letters, and
the topography is

represented in

brown. As far as

the ore deposits

are known, they
are indicated in a

general way by red

SMELTER, TRAIL, B. c. lettering.

The country shown upon the map includes particularly the Slocan,

Kootenai Lake, Cariboo Creek, Deer Park, Nelson, Salmon River,

Trail or Rossland, and the Boundary Creek regions. It also sliows the

Arrow Lakes and Lardeau country and some portion of the Okanogan
and Fort Steele regions.

The map is compiled from reliable and official data and shows the

Mining District Subdivisions and the elevations of the mountains

and lakes.

The opposite side of the sheet contains an accurate statement and

description of the country, showing its discovery and development to

the present time. The folder will be sent to any address, together with

a copy of

our new tourist book, upon receipt of six cents in stamps.

CHAS. S. FEE,
Genera/ Passenger Agent, St. Paul. Minn.

*'-*-{,
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SOUTHERN RAILWAY
-t- -i- -t- ^ SOUTHERN SYSTEM.
Penetrates with its main line or branches eight States
South of the Ohio and. Mississippi Kivers, and in con-
junction with its friendly allied connections reaches all
the commercial centers of the South and Southwest . . .

DOUBLE DAILY VESTIBULED LIMITED TRAINS
. . . BETWEEN . . .

Washing-ton and Nashville via Salisbury, Asheville, Knoxville and
Chattanoog-a.

Washington and Tampa via Columbia, Savannah and Jacksonvill*^.
Washington and Memphis via Atlanta, Birmingham and K. C i>l. & B.
Washington and New Orleans via Atlanta, Montgomery and Mobile.
Norfolk and Chattanoog-a via Salisbury, Asheville and Knoxville.

Pullman Sleeping- Cars—Dining Cars—Day Coaches.
Additional Trains for local travelers

The direct line to the
Winter Resorts of

FLORIDA, GULF COAST and TEXAS,
.... MEXICO and CALIFORNIA,

AND THE BEST

Through Car Line to and from Asheville and Hot Springs—" The Land of the Sky."

NA/rite for IVIap Rolders.
R. D. CARPENTER, General Agent, 271 Broadway, New York Cit}'.

Iv. S. BROWN, General Agent Passenger Department, Washington, I). C.

J. H. WINGFIELD, Passenger Agent, Norfolk, Va.

S. H. HARDWICK, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Atlanta, Ga.
C. A. BKNSCOTER, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Chattanooga, Tenn.
W. H. TAYLOE, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Louisville, Ky.

J. M. GULP, Traffic Manager. W. A. TURK, General Passenger Agent.

FLORIDA
THE SHORTEST,

QUICKEST,
MOST ATTRACTIVE

ROUTE
IS BY THE LINES OPERATED OVER THE

Florida Central & Peninsular R. R.
THK FLORIDA CENTRAl, AND PENINSULAR RAILROAD

begins on the north at Columbia, runs thruu$;ii Savaniiali,
Jacksonville, Ocala, Tanipa, Fernandina, Gainesville, Orlando,
and Tallahassee.

It is the direct route to take for St. Augustine, Lake "Worth,
and all East Coast points ; for Miami, Key West, and Nassau ;

also for points on the Oulf of Mexico and Havana and for all
the principal interior points in Florida. Three trains daily
from New York during the tourist season, passing througli
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington.

One of the finest trains in the country is the NEW YORK ANI> FLORIDA LIMITED, with
Compartment Cars, Pullman Sleepers, Observation Cars, Dining Cars, and Passenger Coaches. This
train leaves New York at la.lO noon and arrives at Jacksonville at 3.30 p. m. next day, St. Augustine
at 4.30 p. m. j. 5

The CINCINNATI AND FLORIDA LIMITED, another very elegant vestibuled train, makes
the run in about a* hours between Cincinnati and Jacksonville, via Chattanooga, Atlanta, Macon, and
Everett.

The ASHEVILLE ROUTK is the scenic route (over the Carolina mountains) between Cincin-
nati and Jacksonville, via Knoxville, the Mountain Resorts, Columbia, and Savannah.

The KANSAS CITY through car route is by this road, via Fort Scott, Memphis, Holly Springs,
Birmingham, Atlanta and Everett.

The NEW ORLEANS ithrough .sleeper route runs from New Orleans by Pensacola on this
route and via the beautiful Middle Florida Country.

Remember that the FLORIDA. CENTRAL AND PRNINSULAR does not only go to Jack-
sonville, but distributes passengers by close connections all over the State.

Get THB BEST INDEXED MAP OF FLORIDA from any of our agents or from the
General Passenger Agent.

J. L. ADAMS, Genl. Eastern Agt., "W. B. PENNINGTON, Genl. Western Agt.,
353 Broadway, New York. 417 Walnut Street, Cincinnati, O.

"WALTER G. COLEMAN, Genl. Trav. Agt., 353 Broadwaj', New York.
N. S. PENNINGTON, Traffic Manager, A. O. MacDONELL, Genl. Pass. Agt.,

Jacksonville, Fla.
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The Great Hotels J KEY WEST AND MIAMI
""""^ m . . , STEAMSHIP CO,

East Coast

AT

ST. AUGUSTINE,
ORHOND,

PALH BEACH
AND

niAni.

THE BEAUTIFUL ROUTE TO

Tl-h Hours from Miami aloiin llie Florida

Keys in daylight.

See local time card for sailing dates.

# MIAMI AND NASSAU
w STEAMSHIP SERVICE

mmmmmmm Miami and Nassau, N, P.

Railway.
(Bahama Islands),

•m
i^ Will be inaugurated about JANUARY 1 Sth

\^ for the Winter Tourist Season

^ OF 1897.

See advertisements for sailing dates.

For map of Florida and book Florida East Coast, address—
J. D. RAHNER,

J. R. PARROTT, J. P. BECKWITH, Ass't General Pass r Agent.
P'lce-President. Traffic Manager. St. Augustine, Fla.
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CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RY.
'TpHE P. F. V. LIMITED is one of the finest trains hauled over any railway track in America. It runs

solid between Cincinnati and New York, the route from Washington being over the Pennsylvania

system. It has every modern convenience and appliance, and the dining-car service has no superior if

it has an equal. The road-bed is literally hewed out of the eternal rocks ; it is ballasted with stone

from one end to the other ; the greater portion is laid with one-hundred-pound steel rails, and although

curves are numerous in the mountain section, the ride is as smooth as over a "Western prairie.

One of the most delightful rides in all the route is that through the New River valley. The
mountains are just low enough to be clad with verdure to the very top, and in the earlj' spring everj'

variety of green known to the mixer of colors can be seen, while the tones in autumn take on all the

range from brown to scarlet.

These facts should be borne in mind by the traveler between the East and the West.

H. W. FULLER, Genl. Pass. Agent, Washington, D. C.

? Mutual Life Insurance Company
OR IMENA/ YORK,

RICHARD A. McCURDY, President,

IS

^The Largest and Best Life Insurance Company in tlie World. ^

Assets over $220,000,000.

The Mutual Life has Paid since Organization . . . .

Over $388,440,897 to Policy-holders.

The New Instalment Policy issued by this Company
is admirably adapted to the wants of the Insuring Public.

EVERY DESIRABLE FORM OF POLICY IS ISSUED BY

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK.
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Burlington

STPAUL
"^^« MINNEAPOLISChicago OR St. Louis

Ripans Tabules cure headache.

The Fastest and Finest Train in tlie West . . . .

The Overland Limited
TO

^y^W^W UTAH and CALIFORNIA.

FROM 16 TO 20 HOURS
SAVED BY USING

"THE OVERLAND ROUTE."
Double Drawing-Room Pullman Sleepers.

Free Reclining Chair Cars.

Pullman Dining Cars.

Buffet Smoking and Library Cars.

Send for Descriptive Pamphlet 49-96," E- L. LOMAX,
Folders and other Advertising Matter. General Passenger and Ticket Agent.

(Mention this publication.) OMAHA, NEB.
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National Geographic Monographs

On the Physical Features of the Earth's Surface, designed especially to supply to teachers and
students of geography fresh and interesting material with which to supplement the regular text-book.

IvIST OF MONOGRAPHS COMPRISING VOLUME I

:

General Physiographic Processes \

General Physiographic Features M. W. Powell

Physiographic Regions of the United States - - - -'

Beaches and Tidal Marshes of the Atlantic Coast Prot. N. S. Shaler

Present and Extinct Lakes of Nevada - - - - Prof. I. C. Russell

Appalachian Mountains—Northern Section . - - Bailey Willis

Appalachian Mountains—Southern Section - - - C. Willard Hayes
Mt. Shasta—a Typical Extinct Volcano - - - - J. S. Diller

The New England Plateau ------- Prof. W. M. Davis

Niagara Falls and Its History - G. K. Gilbert

Price for one set of ten monographs, $1.50. Five sets to one address, $6.00. Single monographs, aOc,

Remit with order to AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY,
rMe\A/ Vork: - Cincinnatr . Chicago

Ripans Tabules assist digestion.

WHENEVER YOU VISIT WASHINGTON
YOU ARK INVITKD TO INSPECT THK

*
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WOODWARD & LOTHROP
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Where the LATEST PARIS NOVELTIES are always on Exhibition.

The attention of those who anticipate purchasing ....
VBRIDAL TROUSSEAUX

Is invited especially to extreme Paris NOVELTIES in matched sets

of French Hand-made Lingerie, including Gowns, Skirts, Chemises,
Drawers, Corset Covers, &c. These can be furnished in any number
of pieces desired.

HAND-MADE BRIDAL TROUSSEAUX, personally
selected in Paris and exclusive in style and
design : Three or more pieces .... $10 to $250.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION.

TENTH, ELEVENTH, AND F STREETS N. W WASHINGTON, D. C.
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THE CHICAGO, MMAUIEE AND ST, PAUL EAILWAI
- - H-XJKrs . .

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between Chicago, Mil-
waukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis daily.

Through Parlor Cars on day trains between Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis.
Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains ktween Chicago andOmaha and Sioux City dail\-.

Through Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches between Chicago
and Kansas City, Mo.

Only two hours froni Chicago to Milwaukee. Seven fast trains each wav, daily
with Parlor Car Service. '

'

'
'

Solid trains between Chicago and principal points in Northern Wisconsin and
the Peninsula of Michigan.

Through Trains with Palace Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches
between Chicago and points in Iowa, Minnesota, Southern and Central Dakota.

The finest Dining Cars in the World.

The best Sleeping Cars. Electric Reading Lamps in Berths.

The best and latest type of private Compartment Cars, Free Reclining Chair
Cars, and buffet Library Smoking Cars.

Everything First=class. First-class I'eople patronize First-class Lines.

Ticket Agents everywhere sell tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Rv.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD,
General Passenger Agent. Chicago. III.
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A VITAL POINT
IMPROVEMENT THE CTDER OF THE AG A TYPEWRITER'S

PRINTING MECHANISM

MUST BE SCICNTIFICALLV CON-
STRUCTED. THIS POINT 16 OF
UTMOST IMPORT FOR

EASY OPERATION AND
PERFECT EXECUTION.

Cbe Smith..

Premier

Cvpcwriters

Superior on This Feint as Weil as on Ail Others.

ONLY CORRECT
PRINCIPLES EMPLOYED.

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y. , U. S. A.

Catalogues and Information at Washington Odice, No. 1416 F Street.



. AN IMPROVED METHOD OF KEEPING THE SCORE IN

DUPLICATE IIST, COMPASS WHIST, STRAIGHT WHIST AND EUCHR[,

Since Duplicate and Com-
pass Whist have come into

fashion there has been an
unprecedented revival of in-

terest in the game, due to

the fact that mere Itick is to

a large extent eliminated by
a comparison of the scores

made in the play of the same
hands by different players.

The one thing needed to

perfect the new method has
been a convenient device

by means of which the score

made on the first round can
be concealed until after the
replay of the hands, as a
knowledge of the first score

often enables a good player
to make a decisive gain, and
matches are lost and won on
just such little chances.

A Washington player has at
length invented and put upon
the market at a very lovs^ price a
little device which admirably
answers the purpose, and at the
same time serves as a pretty
and useful table ornament,
marker, and pencil rest. It is

called the "Cosmos Counter,"
and consists of a little polished
wood tablet with a metal key-
board that can be clamped down
on the score in such a way as to
bring 24 little metal plates over
the 24 spaces in the " score "

column of the card, for use in
concealing each first score as
soon as recorded and until the
hand is replayed (in duplicate
whist) or the entire series fin-

ished (in compass whist).

Whist players will at once see
the advantage of this new
method of keeping the score, as
it effectually prevents their op-
ponents at the same or another
table from taking advantage,
either by accident or design, of
a knowledge of what the hand
is capable. The trouble with
duplicate whist, especially, is

that the replay is liable to be in-
fluenced by memory of the cards
and scoi'e, and anything that
helps to confuse such recollec-
tion is a great gain to fair play.

The " Cosmos Score Card,"
prepared for use with the
counter, shows several nevir fea-
tures, such as a heading for both
Duplicate and Compass Whist
and (on the reverse) for Straight
Whist, Euchre, &c., thus ena-
bling the same counter and score
to be used for any game of cards.

Cosmos Counters, with tablet
of quartered oak, maple, or
birch, and metal in either gold
or silver finish, 50 cts. apiece ; 6
for $2.75 ; 12 for $5 ; by mail, 4
cts. apiece extra. Cosmos Score
Cards, 25 cts. per package of 50 ;

12 packages for I2.50 ; by mail
free of postage.

Ask to see samples at any
stationer's, or order direct Irom
the General Agents.
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A SUMMER VOYAGE TO THE ARCTIC

By G. R. Putnam,

United Stales Coast and Geodetic Survey

Among the scientific i>arties that assenihlcd at Sy(hie\', Ca|)e

Breton, in July hist, for the purpose of paying a brief visit to

the Arctic under the leadership of Lieutenant Robert E. Pear}',

U. S. N., was one organized by Professor A. E. Burton, of the Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology. Of this [»arty I became a

member, having been granted leave of absence by the Superin-

tendent of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, with the use of the

necessary instruments to carry on magnetic and pendulum ob-

servations. The destination of our party was Umanak fiord, in

the northern [)art of Danisli Greenland and several hundred

miles within the Arctic circle. This fiord, although of consider-

able interest, has seldom been visited by exi)loring expeditions.

It is one of the largest on the Greenland coast and contains some

of the finest mountain scenery, being the outlet of a group of

glaciers of unusual magnitude. It is also the home of the most

prosperous of the Greenland Eskimo communities.

Our voyage was but a summer trip to moderate latitudes, de-

void of the conventional Arctic har(lshii)s; and yet such a trip

to Greenland has the peculiar advantage tliat many of the most

striking of Arctic phenomena are either actually encountered or

are easily accessible. We sailed from Sydney on July IG on the

steamer Hope, under the command ()fl'a|)tain John Bartlett, an

experienced Arctic navigator. The Hope is one of the best of the

Newfoundland sealing and whaling fleet, which is composed of

strongly built ships, heavily timbered and sheathed for work in

7
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the ice, and manned by hardy Newfoundland sailors. Our course

lay north along the east coast of Ca})e Breton and the west coast

of Newfoundland, and then through the straits of Belle Isle, where

on the third day out we saw the first icebergs. From this time

on for over two months these Arctic w^anderers formed a part of

every scene. At first they were a constant source of interest,

because of their enormous bulk, their varied outlines, and their

beautiful coloring, changing from a marble white to a sky blue

or a delicate pink, with an emerald green just below the surface

of the water. We amused ourselves b}^ idealizing them, turreted

castles, vast amphitheaters, triumphal arches, obelisks, ships, and

animals being all represented in the magnificent procession of

bergs which we passed. Some which I measured had a height

of 160 feet above the water and a length of 800 feet.

Soon after leaving the straits we began to encounter floe-ice,

through which we continued to steam for about 700 miles, along

the Labrador coast, which we closely followed. This was a

great stream of ice brought south by the Labrador current, and

consisted of " pans " from a few feet to several hundred feet in

diameter, but generally so separated that the steamer could

push her way through without difficulty. In places, however,

the effect of the wind had been to drive the pans close together,

and then our progress was extremely slow, and indeed sometimes

the ship was entirely stopped until a change in wind or tide

caused the ice to loosen. To break through barriers across our

way it was sometimes necessary to back the ship and then go

ahead at full speed, using the prow as a ram. The sensation of

a ship striking and pushing these ice pans was a little startling

at first, but we soon saw what the vessel could stand, so that

only an unusual bump, that would rattle the dishes on the table

and perhaps throw us off our feet, would cause remark. It took

us a long time, however, to become used to the grinding of the

ice against the sides of the vessel as we lay in our bunks at night.

While in this ice we had some extremely beautiful effects of

the mirage. One day when steaming along with 'only loose

cakes about us we appeared to be surrounded by a perpendicular

ice-wall, apparently cutting off all hope of progress, but as Ave

proceeded this phantom ice-wall ever kept at the same distance

from us. Near sunset the coloring on this mirage made an

especially beautiful sight. We sometimes saw three and even

four perfect images of distant icebergs and islands, one suspended

above another. Some of these effects were fantastic beyond
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ROUTE OF THE " HOPK " AS FAR AS UMANAK, SHOWING M AClNl- TIC STATIONS

description, frequently changing even while we were gazing on

them. Although the ice impeded the j^rogress of the sliip, it

])roved a blessing in disguise to those who were not good sailors,

as it had the effect of destroying the ocean swell. Tlu)usands

of Newfoundlanders gather on the Labrador coast each suinnu-r

to fish. INIany of their vessels we saw, and at Turnavik. one of

their little settlements, we stopi)ed a few hours.

It was while in the ice off Cape Chudleigh that we first saw-

polar b.ears in their native habitat. A large white bear and two
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cubs were one day seen running over the pans not fiir distant

from the ship, and their curiosity caused them to come nearer

and gaze at us. They were nearly the color of the ice and, run-

ning nimbly over the pans or swimming rapidly across the water

spaces, were a prett}^ sight. A number of rifles were brought out,

and the large bear was killed after a desperate effort to escape.

A long chase followed for the cubs, the injunction being to take

them alive. They were followed by boats and on foot over the

ice and finally were taken. The one captured first was left in

charge of one of the Cornell party to hold until the return of the

boat. As the cub, although but a few weeks old, would not have

been a pleasant companion for one man on a small ice-cake, our

comrade, holding to the line about the bear's neck, kept him in

the water and at a safe distance with a boat-hook, and the strug-

gles of the bear to get on the ice and of the man to keep him off

furnished considerable amusement to those members of the part}'-

who remained on the ship. The cubs were finally caged on

the deck of the Hope and remained our companions during the

remainder of the voyage, growing greatly in size but not the

least in affection either for their captors or for each other. They

may now be seen in the National Zoological Park at Washington.

The scenery along the Labrador coast became more striking

as we proceeded northward. It is mostly a rocky, bleak-looking

shore, treeless and barren, indented with deep bays and fringed

with islands. In the southern portion the topography is low

and its rounded outlines give every indication of the smoothing

effect of glacial action. Just south of Cape Chudleigh, however,

the mountains fringing the shore attain a height of 6,000 feet,

and in many cases have sharp, rugged outlines.

Passing into Hudson strait, the Hope was soon clear of the ice.

After steaming over 200 miles along the north shore, we reached

Ashe inlet on July 24. Here and on the mainland opposite two

days were spent in exploration and investigation. At Ashe

inlet there was located some ten years ago one of a number of

meteorological stations established by the Canadian government

for the study of the Hudson bay and strait climate in connection

with the practicability of regular navigation in this region. A
portion of the frame house was found standing, and it was the

only sign of human habitation, with the exception of a few traces

of Eskimo encampments. A more bleak and desolate-looking

region it would be difficult to imagine; where the rock "was not

bare, the scanty vegetation was not over a few inches high. In
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this vicinity one of tlie ship's anchors was lost, tlie cliain hoing

parted l)y a movinjj; pan of ice, and awhale-hoat was injured by

a southeasterly gale drivin*!; it on the rocks. There is a tremen-

dous tidal action in Hudson strait, the rise and fall at Ashe inlet

being some 30 feet. On this account the strait does not freeze

solid in winter, but becomes filled with an enormous ice-i)ack,

which moves back and forth and forms an impenetrable barrier

to navigation the greater ])art of the 3'ear.

On the way out of Hudson strait we had our lirst good view

of tlie Eskimo, although we had seen a few of the race at Turn-

avik, in Lal)rador. Our first warning of their approacli was a

peculiar slirill call, wliidi tiavels over the water long distances.

It was some minutes before the uninitiated could discern the dis-

tant specks on the water, which W(! were told were the Eskimo

men in their kayaks. They rai)idly approiicbcd and were taken'

on lioard—l)oats and all. The kayakers were soon followed by

an umiak, or large skin boat, filled with the remainder of the set-

tlement, including women, children, and dogs, as well as nearly

all their earthly i)ossessions. Although their wealth seemed

very meager, they appeared to be among the ha})piest of i»eoi)les;

their round, fat faces simply beamed with good nature. They

were very anxious to trade, the objects mo.st highly prized being

plugs of tobacco, knives, guns, and copper c(jins. The last men-

tioned they took in preference to silver, their only use for either

apparently l)eing to sew on to the women's blouses as ornaments.

They were dressed in furs, the men and women much alike, ex-

cept that the women's blouses had a long tail behind and a large

hood or sack on the back, in which the baby was carried. Their

peculiar appetite was shown by the relish with which they drank

the contents of some cans of ))ear oil which the boys had been

saving to grease their shoes w'ith.

After passing out of Hudson strait, an attempt was made to

enter Cumberland sound, l)Ut the entrance was conipletely

blocked with ice, and our course was shaped for (Jreenland. In

crossing Davis strait we also cro.ssed the Arctic Circle. This

event was celebrated l)y tlie firing of camum and the hoisting of

flags. Neptune came aboard in the person of one of the sailors,

who attempted to shave the uninitiated, using a lather of engine

grease, and a shij^'s scraping iron for a razor.

Our first view of the Greenland coast was obtained near mid-

night on August 1, the high, ice-cajiped mountains in the vicinity

of Holstenborg forming a beautiful scene in the Arctic twilight.
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The following day we landed at Godhavn, the ca})ital of tlie

Danish inspectorate of North Greenland, and were cordially re-

ceived by the government officials. The interior of the island of

Disko, on which Godhavn is situated, is an elevated plateau

averaging three or four thousand feet in height and covered with

an ice-ca]). The passage through the remarkable channel east

of Disko, called the Vaigat, was a continual |)anorama of fine

scenery. High mountains rose directly from the water on either

side, with glaciers coming down between them and glimpses of

the interior ice-cap presenting themselves at intervals. The

Vaigat itself was so filled with enormous bergs that the shiji had

to wind its course among them. Entering Umanak fiord on the

night of August 4, a most beautiful Arctic midnight scene was

spread out before us. The sun dipped only about two degrees

below the horizon at midnight, so that after about an hour of

glowing sunset there was bright sunshine again, raying along

the northern border of the fiord were the highest mountains in

this part of Greenland, sharp, cragged peaks of over 6,000 feet.

To the eastward were groups of mountainous islands, and be-

tween them could be seen the smooth, white swell of the great

interior ice- cap of Greenland. To the south were the mountains,

glaciers, and green foothills of Nugsuak peninsula, and to the

A SETTLEMENT ON UMANAK FIORD
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west stretched the open water of Balliii l)ay, while all around
were the stately icol)ergs proceeding from the great glaciers at

the head of the fiord.

The Hope left our party at Unianak, the princijial settlement
of the district, which was to be our headquarters for several

weeks, and where the vessel was again to return for us after its

trip further north. The village is situated on an island, which
though only about three miles in length, has in its center a moun-
tain nearly 4,000 feet in height, a most remarkable shaft of rock,

from which the name Umanak, being the Eskimo for " heart-

shaped," is derived. The village consists of about 150 Eskimos
and three Danish families. We found these Danish oHicials and
their families most intelligent and hospitable people. ' They are

almost entirely cut off from the rest of the world, only receiving

news from Euroj^e two or three times during the short summer.
During ten months they are completely isolated, and for two
months they do not see the sun.

In the management of their jjossessions in Greenland and of

the native races, the Danes have followed a plan unicpie in the

world's history. Between Cape Farewell and Upernivik, said to

be the most northern civilized settlement in tlie world, there live

about 10.( X K) Eskimos, scattered in villages along the coast. They
are divided into twelve districts, of which Umanak is commer-
ciall}' the most important. In each district there are usually a gov-

ernor, an assistant governor, having charge of commercial all'aii's,

and a lAitheran pastor, in care of religious and educational mat-

ters, but beyond these and a few minor officials in charge of sub-

settlements, no Danes or other foreigners are allowed to settle in

Greenland. The whole is under the direction of the Royal (Jreen-

land Board of Trade, a government bureau in Copenhagen which

has a monoi)oly of the trade of Greenland. Supplies are sent

out annually in nine shii)s, which luring back the products of

the region to Denmark. Euroi)ean goods are furnished to the

Eskimos at but a slight advance over cost price, and they are

paid amounts fixed in advance, once in five years, for the furs,

oil, ivory, etc., which they bring in. All other trade along this

coast is prohibited, and vessels are not allowed to even enter the

Greenland ports, except by special permission or in distress.

The idea has been to protect the natives in their rights and pur-

suits as well as in their morals. The arrangement is not a prof-

itable one to the Danish government, the loss on the (ireenland

trade during recent years being said to have been as much as
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$100,000 aanuall3\ Almost eveiy village is provided with a

church and a school, and the language taught is not the Danish,

but that spoken by the natives themselves. The great majority

of the Eskimos can read and write and are nominally, if not

actually, christianized. Such a policy could hardl}^ have been

carried out in any region less isolated than Greenland. Whether

or not their contact with civilization has been beneficial to the

Greenlanders, it is probable that the continuance of the Danish

system is their only salvation, for if the Danes were to withdraw,

the wealth of this region in fisheries and hunting would soon

attract a population that would so far interfere with the life and
pursuits of the Eskimos as to cause their early extinction.

These Greenland Eskimos, although they have been in contact

with civilization for 250 years and are largely intermixed with

foreign blood, have retained many of their original modes of life-

The more pure-blooded are an intelligent-looking people, with

smooth, round features and frank, open countenances ; they are

short in stature and have straight, black hair. The.v ordinarily

live in flat-roofed houses, built of rocks and turf, often contain-

ing but a single room, with a sleeping-bench at one end and a

long, low entrance for keeping out the cold in winter. In sum-

mer they often live in tents, moving from place to place. They

A GREENLAND FAMILY
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KAYAKKR IN UMANAK FIORD

hunt the seal, walrus, narwlial, reindeer, hear, and smaller <j;anie

—

birds and fisli—with which the region is stocked. Wy far tlie

most important of these, to them, is the hair-seal, called h}' them
" puisse," man}' varieties of which are found on this coast. The
skin is used for clothing, lioat covering, and tents, the liluhhcr

for fuel and illuminating oil, and the flesh for food. The highest

ambition of a young Eskimo is to become a successful seal-

catcher'. For this pursuit they have developed some of the most

ingenious ap])liances ever invented by a primitive people. In

the summer they use the kayak, a skin boat which is a model of

ingenuity^ lightness, and gracefulness. With these small, frail

boats, sometimes not over 18 inches wide, they do not hesitate

to go out into open water and to attack large animals, such as the

seal or walrus. The more expert can i)erfonn remarkable feats,

the most astonishing of wdiich is for the kayaker to turn com-

pletely over, boat and all, and right himself again without get-

ting out of the kayak, and without getting a drop of water into

it. He wears a waterproof shirt tied closely altout the small
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opening in the deck in which he sits, and rights himself with a

dexterous use of his douhle-bladed paddle. In addition to the

rifle, which is now generally used, his main weapon is a harpoon
having a detachable point which remains in the seal after it is

struck. Attached to this point b3' a long line is an air-bag, which
floats on the surface, and enables the ka3^aker to follow the seal

in its struggles. In Avinter the northern Greenlander depends
on his dogs and sled for transportation. The Eskimo dogs are

his only domestic animals, and every village is filled with tliem.

On smooth ice great distances can be traversed in a single day,

speeds of 16 miles an hour being attained. In Umanak fiord the

sledging lasts more than half the year, the season in 1896 not

ending until July.

The Eskimos are a childlike, gentle race. They are honest
and remarkably free from brawls and disputes. Jails and con-

stables are entirely lacking in Danish Greenland. The very
simple local affairs are regulated by district councils, composed
of the leading natives and the Danish officials, who meet twice a
year. The language is most peculiar and difficult for a stranger

to master. It is composed almost entirely of nouns and verbs,

and by suffixes and affixes to these the other parts of speech are

formed. It is possible to express the meaning of a long English
sentence in a single word, but some of these are forty letters in

length. The investigations of Rink have shown that the more
familiar words are common to all the Eskimo peoples, thus prov-

ing their common origin. He estimates that there are about
30,000 Eskimos, of whom one-third live in Danish Greenland,

one-third in Alaska, and the remainder in northeastern Siberia,

the northern portions of North America, and a few in Greenland
beyond the Danish dominions.

From Umanak several trips were made in small boats to the

great glaciers at the head of the fiord. The largest of thesfe is the

Karajak. The face of this glacier, from which the bergs break
off into salt water, has a width of about four miles, a height

above the water of over 250 feet, and in the center moves with a

velocity of from 20 to 35 feet per day. A single iceberg breaking

off from this glacier has been estimated to contain 24 million

cubic yards of ice. At the price usually paid for ice for domestic

purposes in the United States, the ice in such a berg as this

would be worth over $100,000,000. At another glacier, the Itivd-

liarsuk, we saw a great mass, 300 feet long, break from the face

;

the crashing and thundering noise that resulted, the surging of
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the berg until it found its equilibrium in the water, and the

dashing of the waves on the beach, with spray in phiccs KH) feet

high or more, made an impressive scene. In the narrower ti(»r(ls

the calving of a large berg will sometimes cause a tidal swell that

will raise the water 20 feet. The surface of a glacier near its

front is usually a mass of jagged pinnacles with deep crevas.ses

betwaen. Looking up the slope of the great ice-river the surface

beconu's smoother, and finally back on the distant hormm one

sees tlu> appafently smooth wliite plain of the ice-cap. A climl)

to the summit of a 3,000-foot mountain near the Itivdliarsuk

glacier gave us some idea of this great ice-ca[) and the glacial

FACE OF ITIVDLIARSUK GLACIER

work along its edge. As tar as the eye could reach to the north,

south, and east extended this smooth, white field of ice sloping

up from the seacoast and with an horizon line as level as that

of the ocean. At regular intervals along its edge could be seen

the crevassing at the heads of the glaciers, which were themselves

cut off from view by the intervening mountains. At our feet

the course of the ice-river was si)read out before us. winding

through the mountain valleys and around the nunataks or peaks

projecting through the ice, from each of which it drew out a long

moraine of rock debris. The interior ice-sheet covei-s the whole

of Greenland with the exception of a narrow fringe along the

coa.st. It rises to elevations of from 8,000 to 10,000 feet in the
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center, and the enormous pressure of the accumulating snow
presses out the glaciers through every opening in the bordering
mountains. That this ice-sheet was once more extensive than
it is now is proved b}^ the rounded outlines and glacial scratches

found on nearly all the coast mountains. On the other hand,
the climate of Greenland must at one time have been very much
warmer. In the vicinity of Umanak fiord coal deposits arcjfound

and fossils of such semi-tropical trees as the fig and magnolia.

Notwithstanding the nearness of the ice-cap, the present climate

of Greenland is much milder than that of the opposite side of

Davis strait. In the fiords the summer climate is moderate and

THE "hope" in the ICE OFF CAPE MERCY

pleasant; we found light winter clothing comfortable, but noth-

ing more was needed. Wherever there is soil, there is an abun-
dance of wild flowers and grasses, but we found no trees. A
curious meteorological fact is that the Fohn wind, which blows
directly off the ice-cap, always brings the warmest weather ; the

usual explanation being that this heating of the wind is due to

its sudden descent from the elevated interior to the low coast.

The Hope called for us at Umanak on September 9, and our
homeward voyage followed much the same course as our out-

ward one. The only severe storm we encountered was in cross-

ing Davis strait. Off Cape Mercy the Hope was caught in an
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ice-pack, in which she was licld for tliroe days. Witli a chanj^'o

of wind the ice loosened and the sliip was slowly extrieatud,

reachino; o{)en water in Cutnhcrland sound. 'I'wo days were
spent in the vicinity of F>hicklea(l island. This is a Scotch whal-
ing station, and the settlement consists of three or four Euro|»eans

and a large numher of P^skimos. The system ohtaining here is

a sort of feudal one, without government control. The natives

work for the management, in return for which they receive

European supplies, no money being used. From this point two
passengers were brought back to America, one an English mis-

sionary, who had been working among the Eskimos, and the

other a Dane, who had charge of an American whaling station

farther south. The latter brought with him the whalebone taken

from a single whale, the whalebone weighing something over a
ton and being valued at more than $10,()0(). lioth of these men,
who had spent years in this bleak, cold country, expressed re-

gret at leaving it and the hope of soon returning.

The voyage from Cumberland sound was without incident,

save some beautiful auroral displays at night, and we landed at

CUMUERLAND SOUND ESKIMOS
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Sydney on September 26, all the 48 persons constituting the

passengers and crew returning well and without accident.

Some investigations in two lines of terrestrial ])hysics were

carried out by the writer in connection with the work of Pro-

fessor Ikirton's party. At each of the stopping jtlaces where

time permitted, magnetic observations were made, determining

the deviation of the compass needle from true north, the dip of

the dipping needle, and the force of the earth's magnetism. Two
of the stations were near enough to the magnetic North Pole of

the earth to cause the dipping needle to stand within six degrees

of the vertical. The Greenland stations were so well to the east

of the magnetic pole that the compass needle pointed more

nearly west than north. The horizontal magnetic force in these

regions is very weak on account of the great dip, so that mag-

netic disturbances caused considerable changes in the needle, a

change of over four degrees being noted in a single day at one

point. For the same reason the ship's compasses were irregular.

A comparison of these results with earlier magnetic observations

made in these regions clearly indicates the direction of change

at present going on. At all the stations from Halifax, Nova

Scotia, to Umanak, Greenland, the westerly declination, the dip^

and the total magnetic force are all diminishing. At several

points also pendulum observations for the measurement of the

force of gravity were made. This force increases from the equator

to the poles, and, following the theorem of the French mathema-

tician, Clairaut, the amount of flattening at the poles of the earth

may be computed by comparing the force of gravity at different

latitudes. By a well-known law, the time of oscillation of a

pendulum will be proportional to the square root of the force of

gravity ; so that by comparing the time of oscillation of the same

pendulum at different places the relation of the force of gravity

may be obtained. Comparatively few such observations have

been made in high latitudes, where they have great weight in

the problem of the figure of the earth.

[The illustrations acenmpanying the. foregoing article are from photographs Vjy Pro-

fessor A. E. Burton and other members of the party.]
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By I)i{ Maimv W. llAi!i;i.\(iT().\.

Presiilent of the Vnircrsiti/ of the Sidir of Wnshliii/fnit

Lake Superior is tlie larnest and one of tlie deepest, not only
of the Great Lakes of the St r.aAvrence hasin, but of all the
bodies of fresh water on tlie earth, and it possesses some other
remarkable characteristics of its own

;
yet, though it has been

so long known tiiat it was roughly majiped 250 years ago under
its present name, and charted several times with fair accuracy

in details for the time l)ef()re the end of the 17th century, and
though it was charted with minute accuracy by the riute<l

States engineers 30 years ago, there has even yet been l)ut little

discussion of its more interesting and peculiar features. This is

all the more remarkable because its extraordinary wealth in

minerals and fish has been recognized from the beginnim: and
has for half a century formed an important item of our national

wealth and commerce, and moic recent developments have

shown agricultural possibilities which are by no means con-

temj)til)le. It is the ])urpose of this pai)er to call attention to

some of the })eculiar and noteworthy features of the lake, more

especially those which relate to its climate and wcntlicr and

have a bearing on its conunerce and agriculture.

The statistics of Lake Superior, as to coast line and ari'a. vary

so much in geograi)hic publicati(_)ns that 1 have had new meas-

urements made with a ])lanimeter by Mr \\. F. De (irain. of the

^\'eather liureau, the coast line being carefully mi'iindered. 'I'he

following are the results:

C<)((xt Liiw

On American side .SSO niik-ti.

On Canadian side ^^- "

Total coa.st line 1,s7l' miles.
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Areas of Lake Superior

Total, including all bays and islands 32,166 square miles.

Deduct islands

:

Isle Eoyal 223 square miles.

St Ignace 112

Michipicoten 83 "

Simpson 36

Grand 26
IT r>.-) ((

Slate 14

Copper . 12

Apostle islands 82 "

Total * 660 square miles.

Total AA'ater surface 31,506 square miles.

It is customaiy on the lake to look on cer-

tain nearly inclosed bays as distinct from the

lake. Deducting these

:

Whitefish bay 353 square miles.

Nipigon bay 310

Black bay 213

Thunder bay 165 "

Total area of bays 1,041 square miles.

Resulting open-lake water surface 30,465 square miles.

Of the 32,166 square miles of the total surface of the lake, there

are on the American side 23,359 square miles and on the Cana-

dian side 8,807 square miles.

The boundary line across the lake between the Dominion and

the United States is 289 miles long.

With a surface area of 32,166 square miles, Lake Superior is

the largest lake in the world. Next comes probably Victoria

Nyanza or Ukerewe, in equatorial Africa, with an estimated

area of 25,000 to 30,000 square miles. Lake Superior is a half

larger than Lake Michigan (22,000 square miles) or Lake Huron

(24,000 square miles) and nearly twice as large as Lake Erie

(10,000 square miles) and Lake Ontario (7,000 square miles)

combined. The combined area of the Great Lakes of the St

Lawrence as given by Schermerhornt is 95,275 square miles,

and a third of this is formed b}'- Lake Superior.

Including 50 square miles for smaller islands not enumerated.

fL. Y. Scliermerhorn: Am. Jour, of Science, 3d series, vol. xxxiii, 1887, p. 278.
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Of the islands the largest and most remarkable is the one to
which the early Jesuit visitors gave the name of Isle Royah', or
Regal island. As seen from the north shore, it appeared to the
natives like a sleeping Manitoii lying prone, hut for some reason
unknown they chose to consider it an evil spirit and called it

Wimligo. The natives never ventured on the island, and I was
told in the summer of 1894 that they are still very loth to do so.

Judging by the amount of money which has been expended on
it within the last half century, witli no adequate return, it has
proved a " hoodoo " island to the whites also. Copper indica-
tions abound, and so, also, do the deserted shafts and drifts where
somebody has tried following a vein or reaching it from one side.

Probably a million and a half or two million dollars have been
expended in mining on Isle Royal with inapprecial)le return.

The chlorastrolites or greenstones of Isle Royal have probably
given and may continue to give more income than the copj)er.

The island consists of a series of ridges running parallel to its

length, reaching at times a height of 400 or 500 feet above the

lake, generally smoothed and rounded on top, terminating to the

northeast in the most interesting illustration of fiord structures

to be found on the continent. Finger-shaped alternations of

slender bays and equally slender peninsulas, the latter extend-

ing or breaking up into parallel lines of islands, afford a eomj)lex

of land and water, the former steep and rocky, but generally cov-

ered with a dense growth of dark green si)ruce and Hr trees, the

latter very deep, very blue, and very clear, the whole very pictur-

esque in bright weather, but extremely confusing when the

weather is smoky or foggy. The poi)ulation of the island is gi-n-

erally small and never permanent. It belongs to Michigan ami

brings the western point of this state only 12 miles from the

eastern point of Minnesota. It was at one time a county by

itself, but there were not enough permanent residents to fill the

offices, and it was attached to Hcmghton county of the mainland.

It has no post-office. There is abundant water, the soil is excel-

lent, though small in quantity, and the usual vegetables and

cereals can be raised. The native animals on the island included

nothing larger than the lynx or wild-cat until a few years ago,

when a small drove of caribou came over on the ice from the

north siiore. The passage between Isle Royal and the north

shore, though only 12 to 18 miles broad, has so deep water and

so strong currents that it does not long remain fro/en, and the

caribou still remain on the island, where, not being hunted, they

8
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had become in 1894 a drove of a score or nio.re and were quite

taine. They are said to be sometimes found standing and look-

ing with longing eyes toward the north shore, as if anxious to

return to their fellows, with the expanse of the continent before

them. The very deep soundings which can be made on all sides

of Isle Royal and almost off its banks and the form and surface

of the island show that it is an isolated and nearly submerged

mountain ridge, rising from 1,000 to 1,500 feet from the l)ottom

of the lake. It is the only island of this sort in the Great Lakes,

and for its parallel we must look to the isolated and volcanic

islands of the great oceans.

The island next in size is St Ignace, or, with Anglo-Saxon love

of brevit}^ simply Ignace. It is one of the series of islands which

close the three great bays (Thunder, Black, and Nipigon) of the

extreme north of the lake, and with the projecting ends of the

two peninsulas between these bays they form a remarkable series

of escarpments extending from Pigeon river on the west nearly

to Slate islands on the east, all belonging to Ontario. Beginning

at the Avest, the first great island, and the " stopper " to Thunder

bay, is Pie island, so named from its resemblance to a British

pie—a structure which has a much greater altitude than its

American namesake. This island has an area of 22 square miles,

and consists of two tabled hills or mountains separated by a large

space so low as to make the tables appear to be separate islands.

The western or smaller table is 850 feet above sea-level. Its es-

carpments are very abrupt on all sides, and the top is nearly

inaccessible. On it, however, is a large pond or small lake with-

out outlet, but stocked with brook-trout. The other table, the

" pie " proper, is much larger, but only 700 feet high and rela-

tively accessible. Next, going eastward, is Thunder cape, the

extreme point of the peninsula between Thunder bay and Black

hay, precipitous and rising directly from the lake to an elevation

of 1,250 feet from its surface. It is the highest point immediately

on Lake Superior, and is of tabular form. The precipitous sides

are carved into curious forms, especially on the west side, and

are bare of trees. The assumed daily thunder about this point

in summer is the alleged origin of the name of the cape as well

as of the bay over which it stands sentinel. The " stopper " for

Black bay is Edward island (6 square miles), and Nipigon bay

is closed by St Ignace, Simpson (or Sampson), and Copper islands

in their order from west to east. These islands are very similar

in general characteristics, and a description of St Ignace will
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apply to all. It is of a general quadrangular kmn and is sepa-

rated from the i)eninsula to the west and Simpson to the east hy
narrow rivers or fiord-like straits only a mile or so l)road, thougli

many miles long, and several to many fathoms deep. Like the

preceding, it is of basaltic character, hut the tal)ular formation

so abundantly represented about Thunder l)ay is here modified

by lower altitudes and by rounded hills, which replace tiie flat

surface. On St Ignace island the highest hill attains an eleva-

tion of about 850 feet.

In Lake Superior there is but one archipelago proper—that is,

a cluster of islands in which no one greatly surpasses all the

others. This is the archipelago of the Apostle islands, or, more
briefly, " The Apostles," so called by the early Jesuit Fathers

because there were twelve princijial islands. The individual

islands, however, have received anything l)ut apostolic names,

being, in order of size, Madeline (23 square miles), Stockton

(16 square miles). Outer (12), Oak (8), Sand (4), Bear, Bass-

wood, and INIichigan (each 3 square miles), Rocky, Otter, Mani-

tou, and Cat (each 2 square miles). Then comes the thirteenth

apostle, or Devil's island ; then the south and north Twins. The
total area of the archipelago is eighty-two square miles. The
larger of these islands are somewhat hilly and are covered with

spruce trees of some size. The smaller are sandy and level.

They were settled early in the history of the colonization of the

lake, but the population has since dwindled until it is almost

nil. There is no post-office on the islands.

The drainage basin of Lake Superior is relatively small. Its

outlines have not been so definitely ma{)ped that it can be meas-

ured with the same accuracy as that of the lake surface, but the

total area may l)e put at 82,800 square miles.* Of this the area

of the lake itself makes 39 per cent, anil of the land 39 ])er cent

is Canadian and 22 i)er cent American. The margin of the

watershed is low in all directions, and it is in general ill-defineil.

Along it, througliout almost its entire length, are found innu-

merable small bodies of water, isolated and without drainage,

exce})t at seasons of high water, showing that this watershed is

indefinite. The lowest points of the watershed are on the south-

east, near the St Marys river, where it reaches but a few score

feet above the lake. It gradually rises toward the west, and at

a point al)out fifty miles soutiieast of Maniuette first reaches an

altitude of 400 feet al)Ove tiie lake surface. South of Keweenaw

Scliermerhoni, 1. o.
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point it reaches 900 or 1,000 feet and continues at this elevation

to the mountains of northeast Minnesota with so slight fall in

either direction that it forms a distinct area of independent lakes,

generally small in size, but extremel}' numerous, both in north-

ern Wisconsin and northern Minnesota. The separation of the

waters of the St I^ouis and the Mississippi where they come

closest together is but a few feet. The highest knowai point of

the watershed is in the Mesabi mountains in northeastern Min-

nesota, where it reaches 1,500 feet above the lake, and isolated

points are higher. To the north of the lake the Avatershed is

more distant from the lake and not so well known. The topo-

graphic features on the south side are low-rolling and well

rounded. On the northw^est they are sharper, but still preserve

the ordinary mountain form, though sharply serrated. This is

especially true of the regular indentations of the " Sawtooth

mountains," which follow the northwest shore of the lake and

in some places form the watershed. As soon as the Canadian

border is passed in the west, the escarpment structure becomes

marked^that is, an elevated plateau, relatively flat. Through

this the streams have cut down 500 or even 1,000 feet, forming

a broad, level valley or narrow ravine, but leaving generally

nearly vertical walls. This structure is very characteristic of

the Thunder bay region and extends eastward to the Nipigon

valley, but farther eastward it appears to run out, until to the

east of Lake Superior the basin is similar in topography and

vegetation to that about the river St Mary. The drainage area

on the south shore is narrow, often not more than 20 miles wide,

and seldom more than twice that. The tributaries to the lake

are here very numerous but small. There are about fourscore

that are 20 miles or more long, but few^ of them exceed 50

miles. They usually descend rapidly from their source to the

lake. In some cases, as in that of the streams at the Pictured

Rocks, they have a considerable fall at or near the shore, and

the streams that enter at the same level as the lake are usually

barred by the combined action of their sediment and the waves.

The longest stream on the south shore is the Ontonagon, w'hich

enters at Ontonagon, and has a length of 100 miles, with a basin

of 250 square miles.

At the extreme western angle of the lake enters the St Louis

river, considered the mother-stream of the lake and the source

of the St Lawrence. It is 200 miles long and has a basin con-

taining 4,370 square miles. The basin adjoins the remarkable
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lacustrine region of Rainy lake, from whicli it is separated

toward the east by the Iron or Mesahi range. Elsewhere its

sei)aration from this region, and in the west and south from the

basin of the upper Mississippi, is low and ill-defined, character-

ized by the presence of lakes, ponds, and swamps. Its source is

in Otter lake, 30 miles from the northwest shore of Lake Supe-
rior and 1,650 feet above sea-level, or 1,050 feet above tlie lake

surface. It Hows southwest until about 25 miles from tbe Missis-

sippi river, when it turns sharply southeast, soon descends nearly

all its 1.050 feet of fall, and enters Lake Superior through a long

estuar3^ Its minimum How. of water is nil, for it is sometimes

frozen solid. Its average contribution to the lake is estimated

b}' Greenleaf* at 1,242 cubic feet per second, but it is probably

consi(U'ral)ly larger. The rapids are at the Dalles, below the

mouth of its tributary, the Cloquet, and but a few miles above

Duluth. The presence of a considerable stream with a large

fall within a short distance of two such prosperous towns as

Superior and Duluth, has suggested to enterprisng engineers the

scheme of damming the St Louis above the Dalles and bringing

its w\aters to these cities under ahead of 650 feet, as an enormous

source of cheap powder. Ex-Rei)resentative M. 11. Haldwin. of that

Congressional district, makes the following report on this i)lan:

" This company has discovered that by putting a dam just above Cloquet

it can make a reservoir which will not only be the larorest in the world,

but will lie entirely within the bluflfs of the natural streams ; that from

the level to which the river will be raised by the proposed dam the water

can be taken in a straight line through a canal or pipe, only twelve miles

long, to the bluffs back of Duluth, at an elevation of ().)0 feet al>ove I^ike

Sui)eiior, and that by the storage in this great reservoir of the flood

waters, which now go to waste, a supply of water will be available for

use under that head, which will create the greatest water-power in tiie

world."

One curious difhculty is found in the fact that if tiie dam is

made too high the reservoir will empty into the Mississippi river

and thus contribute to the water-power of Minnea|>()lis instead

of to that of Duluth.

Reference has been made to the estuary at the mouth of the

St Louis. This has so many features of interest that it deserves a

fuller treatment than space will here i)ermit. SuHice it to say, that

Lake Superior has been robbed of the extremity of her horn by

the combined action of the water of the river and the waves of the

Report on tlie Water-Power of the Nortliwest ; Census of 1880, vol. xvii, p. 73.
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lake. Formerl}^ the lake extended up to Fond du Lac, so named
because the fact of the termination of the lake here was recognized

when the settlement was first established. From here to Duluth

is eight miles and to Superior City seven miles. From Duluth

to Superior is five miles. The triangle thus inclosed by sides of

seven, eight, and five miles is the area of which the lake has been

robbed. All this has been done within times geologically recent,

but before settlements were made, and the later stages of the

operation are still in progress.

Lake Superior has not submitted tamely to this highway rob-

bery. She has resisted it continually, and at several points the

topography shows that her resistance was successful in staying

for a time the progress of the encroachment. The operation is

this : Along the line where the motion of the current is stayed

by the contact with the lake water a sandbar is formed and the

waves soon develop this into a bar rising above the surface,

stretching in an easy curve from one side of the bay to the other,

thus making an inner bay separate from the lake. The sediment

of the river then proceeds to fill up this bay until it is dry land,

with possibly a little lake or two left behind. When this is com-

pleted the current is again directed into the lake, another sand-

bar is formed, the whole process is repeated, and the river has

encroached another step. Three such steps are easil}^ recognized

by the topography, and the fourth is made probable. The fourth

is the earliest, and the remnant is found in Spirit lake. The

next in order of time is represented by Grassy point, the next

b}^ Rices point, and the latest by Minnesota point.

It will be interesting to go into detail for the last, now in

progress of development. The bar in this case is called Min-

nesota point; it is about five miles long, is from 200 to 1,200

feet wide, and sweeps in a free curve from the Minnesota to the

Wisconsin shore. It is interrupted for the passage of the river

close to the Wisconsin shore. Its average height is 12 to 15 feet,

but toward the Wisconsin side the wnnd has built up a pyramid

of from 20 to 25 feet above the surface of the water. It is made
of sand and gravel, is covered with small trees and brush, and

is a favorite picnic ground for the citizens of Duluth. Behind

it is Superior bay, about five miles long and one mile wide, and

this is the bay which the river is now filling up. To keep it avail-

able for commerce requires the constant efforts of the engineers.

In order to make accessible to commerce the several interior

bays of Duluth, a canal 300 feet Avide was cut through Minne-
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sota point at the Duluth end. The port n( Sui)erior is entered

by the natnral outlet—the i)a.ssage niahitained hy the river.

When tlie canal was cut by Duluth, in order that this eity nii<;lit

not obtain too <];reat an advantajjje over its rival. Superior had a
dyke erected across .Sui)erior bay, on the Duluth side of the

mouth of the river. It was expected that the river would not

waste its energies on the interests of Duluth, but |)roceed to

scour out the channel for Superior. With that freakiiiess so

characteristic of rivers (perhaps the occasion of our personifying

them as "she"), the stream did what was unexpected and i)ro-

ceeded to fill up the Superior channel. Shortly tliereafter the

dyke disappeared on a dark night by the aid of explosives.

The northwest shore, from the St Louis to Thunder bay, is

very abrupt and rocky, backed for about half its length by the
" Sawtooth " or " Devil's Tracks" mountains. Along this coast,

a distance of 200 miles, there are only a dozen streams that de-

serve any better name than creek. These drain a strip along

the coast only a few miles wide, while behind them comes the

basin of the St Louis or that of the Rainy lake district. These

streams are all so small that the heavy surf of the coast succeeds

in damming their mouths with lofty beaches through which the

water seeps. Into Thunder bay enters the beautiful Kaminis-

tiquia, 150 miles long, w'ith a basin of 750 square miles. It is a

picturesque stream, well known to the French voyageurs, for

whom it was the usual route from Lake Superior to Winnipeg in

the good old times of the undisputed sway of the fur companies.

In its lower course about Fort William, its deep brown waters

flow lazily through a broad, flat, low delta which is still grow-

ing and which is bounded by distant escarpments of llat-toi)ped

mountains. Higher up it has numerous rapids, and few streams

along which it was the fate of the hardy voyageur to labor are

marked by more numerous portages. The sources are in Lac

des Isles and Muskeg lake, from the latter of which it passes as

the unpretentious Dog river until Dog lake is reached. It is

only below this lake that it receives the harmonious name of

Kaministi(iuia, meaning "that which goes far around."

At the head of Nipigon bay and at the extreme northernmost

point of Lake Superior enters tlie Nipigon river, for whicli the

claim is sometimes seriously made that it is the mother stream

of the St Lawrence system. The claim is based on the fact that

this stream is the outlet of Nipigon lake, just as the St Marys is

of Lake Superior, and that the (Jreat Lakes consist not of five or
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of six (when St Clair is included), but of seven, and Nipigon is

the seventh and most distant. Nipigon lake is about 40 miles

north of Lake Superior and is 850 feet above sea-level. Nipigon
river, about 50 miles long, has therefore a fall of 250 feet. It is

a picturesque stream, full of rapids and full of fish. The bay,

stream, and lake which bear the name of Nipigon (meaning
" dirty water ") are said to furnish the best fishing in the Lake
Superior basin. Lake Nipigon is oval in form, about 60 miles

long, north and south, and. 50 miles broad, with a surface area of

2,900 square miles. Its coasts are very much indented, and it

contains several hundred islands and islets. The greatest depth

so far reported is 540 feet, which would bring its bottom below

that of Lake Erie, and only 310 feet above sea-level. The
erosion at the outlet is strong, and the fall is reported to be

wearing away at the rate of 10 feet per century, in which case

Lake Nipigon will at no very distant day dwindle to more mod-
est proportions. The lake occupies a small drainage basin, the

land area of which hardly surpasses the water area. Its princi-

pal feeder is the Ombalika river, which rises in Summit lake, 40

or 50 miles to the north of Lake Nipigon. This lake is said to

lie on the " Height of Land " or watershed between Hudson bay
and the St Lawrence basin, and its waters are reputed to flow

both ways, part into Nipigon and part, by way of the Albany

river, into James bay.

There are several other streams on the north shore which are

100 miles or more long, namely, the Pic, the White, and the

Magpie, while the Michipicoten does not fall far below this length.

The last mentioned was well known to the voyageurs, as it was

a part of the regular route from Lake Superior to James bay.

At its mouth was the Michipicoten house, which, with Fort

William, on Thunder bay, formed trading centers on the north

shore a century or more ago, when the western states were an

almost unbroken wilderness. Indeed, the north shore of Lake

Superior echoed to the busy hum of a considerable commerce a

century before the south shore began to attract attention. The

history of these two old stations of the Hudson's Bay Company
goes back to a time so distant that Agassiz's visit to Lake Superior

in 1848 is relatively a recent event.



THE SIBERIAN TRANSCONTINENTAL RAILROAD

By Genkral A. W. Ghkkly,

Chief Signal Officer, United Stales A rnu/

Recent advices from tlie East point to tlic early completion of

the great Siberian railroad, which will be the next strong link

to bind indissolul)ly together the commercial interests of the

world. It therefore seems an opportune moment to present to

tiie readers of The National Geographic Ma(;azi.\e a resum^ of

the advices lately forwarded to the Dej)artment of State by our

consular officials, Messrs Karel, Monaghan, and Steplian.

The Russian budget for 1897 assigns 65,000,000 rubles to the

continuation of the Trans-Siberian railway, and its opening will

be an event scarcely less important than tlie completion of the

Suez canal. Five thousand miles of steel rails have been laid

already at a cost of 350,000,000 rubles, and in 1898 trains are

to run to the Amur river. Passengers, post parcels, and freight

will be pushed on by fast steamer to Chaborowka, and thence

over the South Russian section of the Siberian road to Vladivos-

tok, making the distance from London to the Japan sea in 17

i

days. After the first few years, when high rates <4' speed across

Siberia are attainable, the trip will be made in nine days.

Travelers to and from the East will prefer to make the journey

in eleven days overland to making it, as now, over seas in tliirty

days. Tickets from Warsaw to Vladivostok are to cost only 120

rubles, first class ; from London to Warsaw costs now 150 marks

(S35.70). The ticket from London to Vladivostok is to cost

about 500 marks ($119), first class ; second class is to cost con-

siderably less. A ticket to Japan today via Brindisi and Suez

costs 1,800 marks ($428).

That the world is so soon to enjoy trans- Asiatic travel is due

to the energetic and successful negotiaticms of Russian diplomats

witli the Chinese government. At the beginning of the work

the Trans-Baikal and Amur section was i)lanned to extend

from Chita, through Sretensk, to Pokrovskaia; thence aK)ng the

river Amur to Khabarovsk to join the Ussuri railroad, running

south to Vladivostok. The construction of this line involved

such technical ditliculties as would greatly increa.se the ost of

I'.'i
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the undertaking. On investigation it was found that building

through Manchuria would not only cheapen and shorten the

construction of the road, but would present other advantages.

Negotiations were begun, and the Chinese government granted

a concession. The Eastern Chinese Railway Company was
formed to construct and operate the railway. The articles of

association were sanctioned b}^ the Czar, and an imperial ordi-

nance was issued in December, 1896.

The association organized under the convention of August 27,

1896, b}^ the Chinese government ,with the Russo-Chinese Gov-

ernment Bank, is to construct and operate a railroad from the

western frontier of the province of Heilung Chang to the eastern

frontier of Kirin, which is to connect with the Trans-Siberian

railway. The company may, with the permission of the Chinese

government, engage in coal and other mining, industrial, and
commercial enterprises in China. The Russo-Chinese Bank
takes upon itself the duty of organizing this company, which

acquires the rights and duties granted by the above-mentioned

convention. Shares can be held only by Russian and Chinese

subjects, and the company will own the Chinese Eastern Rail-

wa}'- during eighty years after the opening of the whole line.

The Russian government guarantees the resources of the com-
pany to the extent of making obligatory the payment of shares.

The company takes upon itself on the part of the Russian gov-

ernment the following obligations : (1) The Chinese Eastern

Railway must be always kept in full order to satisfy all the re-

quirements in relation to safety, convenience, and movement of

passengers and freights
; (2) the traffic on the Chinese Eastern

Railway to be kept up in conformity with the traffic on the con-

necting Russian railroads
;
(3) all trains of the Russian Trans-

Baikal and Ussuri railroads are to be met and forwarded without

delay
; (4) the company must transmit, with speed not less than

that used on the Siberian railway, all passenger and freight trains

in direct communication
; (5) the company binds itself to con-

struct along its road a telegraph line connecting with the tele-

graph lines of the Russian railroads, and to promptly receive

and send through dispatches to and from Russia and China

;

(6) if its technical arrangements shall not insure uninterrupted

traffic of passengers and freights, then, as the Russian railways

require, the Chinese Eastern Railway must take suitable meas-

ures to improve its technical arrangements. In case of misun-
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derstandings the Chinese Eastern Railway agrees to sul)niit to

the decision of the Russian Minister of Finance. If the means
of the Ciiinese Eastern Railway shall not be suthcicMit to carry

out tiie necessary iniprovenientls, the road can apply for pecuni-

ary assistance to the Russian Minister of Finance
; (7) maxi-

mum passenger, freight, and telegraph tariffs shall he estahlislied

by agreement between the company and the Russian govern-

ment, which camiot be raised during the whole period of the

concession without the consent of the Russian government; (8)

Russian mail packages and officials accompanying the same
are to be carried free of charge. For this pur|)()se the com-

pany assigns to each passenger train a part of one car. The
Russian post-oflice department may furnisii jiost-cars constructed

at its own ex[)ense, but the repairing, keeping, and switching

of them must be done by the railwa}'^ company free of charge.

After the eighty years' concession has expired the road will i)ass

free to the Chinese government. A sale of the railway does not

in anyway change the obligations.

The following rights are given by the Chinese government to

the railroad company : (1) The passenger baggage and mer-

chandise in transit from one Russian station to another are

exempt from all Chinese customs duties, interior taxes, and reve-

nues
; (2) thetariflis for passengers, freights, telegraphs, etc., are

to be free from all Chinese dues and taxes; (3) merchandise

imported and exported to and from China and Russia will pay

one-third less than the regular export and import Chinese duty

paid at Chinese sea custom-houses
; (4) goods imi>orted by rail

for the interior shall pay transit duty to the amount of one-half

of the import duty, and are free from additional duties.

The company is at liberty to buy its construction materials

wherever it sees fit, and materials not purchased in Russia will

be free from Russian customs duties. The stock capital is fixed

at 5,000,000 ]iaper rubles ($2,570,000), and is divided into 1,0(^

shares, issued at par. The Russian government <loes not guar-

antee these shares. Bonds will be issued in proportion to require-

ments, subject to the api)roval of the Russian Minister of Finance.

The income and liquidation of these bonds will l)e guaranteed

by the Russian government.

The company is to begin work in August, 185)7, and the line

is to be completed in six years. The new line will begin at

Onon, on the Trans-Baikal liailroad, cross the frontier near Star.»-
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Zurukhait, run in Manchuria toward the towns of Cicikar (Tsit-

sikar), Khu-lan-Chen, and Ning-tu, and connect with the Nikolsk

station of the South Ussuri Railroad. The total length of the

Manchuria railway will be 1,920 versts (1,273 miles), of which

1,425 versts (945 miles) will be in Chinese territory. According

to the original survey of the Siberian line, the course through

Manchuria will shorten the Siberian railroad 514 versts (341

miles). The Manchuria, line traverses a country of better climate

and more productive soil. The fruitful valle}'' of the Sungari

supplies the Amur region with bread, and northern Manchuria

possesses natural wealth, to some extent already worked.

In a recent number of JahrbucJier fur Nntionaldkonamic und

SUdistik there appeared an article by Dr Ballod " Concerning the

importance of the husbandry of Siberia." He arrives at tlie con-

clusion that the Siberian railway will at first onl}' open up the

country for the export of the more valuable classes of goods and

facilitate w^holesale immigration. It will be of enormous impor-

tance as a transit route for goods of high value from China and

Japan, and also for passenger traffic from and to these countries,

but it will be serviceable to the development of grain export onl}^

in a very limited degree. Careful estimates of production and

freights convince him that an increased output of grain cannot

be expected so long as low prices rule. It would be necessary

for the Siberian peasant to export at a lower price than has hith-

erto been paid for his grain in the home markets. Should prices

rise materially, profitable cultivation of wheat in middle Siberia

would become a possibility, and this would probably bring about

an important increase in exports.

GEOGRAPHIC LITERATURE

Glaciers of North America : A Reading Lesson for Students of Geography

and Geology. By Israel C. Russell, Professor of Geology in the

University of Michigan. Pp. x -|- 210, with maps and illustrations.

Boston : Ginn & Company, 1897. $1.90.

Professor Russell's prefatory "To the Reader" is a stalwart message.

" Strange as it may appear," he says, " in the face of the overshadowing

popular interest that centers in the glaciers of the Alps, North America

offers more favorable conditions for the study of existing glaciers and of

the records of ancient ice sheets than any other continent," for in North

America the three great types of glacier—alpine, piedmont, and conti-

nental—are magnificently exemplified, while the glaciers of other con-

tinents (save little-known Antarctica) are limited to the poor little alpine
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type. The type specimen of the pie(hnont «hicier is the ^hlla.«piIm ice

slieet of Alaska, while the type for the vast eontiiientul n'neiers of the

ice age is found in Greenland. "The niatrni licence of the field for uiacial

study in North America has oidy heen api)reciated within recent years,

and is still nnrecou;ni/.ed outside of a limited circle of special students,"

but the recognition must extend under this forcible presentation.

A student of the European Alps and the Southern Alps of New Zealand,

both famed for glaciers ; the explorer of several glaciers of the higli Sierra

;

the discoverer of Malaspina glacier and the sole student of the ice-fielils

high on the slopes of Mount St Elias; an exjierienced investigator of the

glacial deposits and glacial history of Unite<l States from Atlantic to IV
cific, Professor Russell is well qualitied to prepare a reading lesson on
glaciers, and his experience crops out between the lines on every page.

Perhaps half of his admirable pictures are from photographs of his own
making, and although the pronoun in the tirst person seldom appears, a

third or a half of the descriptive paragraphs—and these make up most of

the book—represent personal work. Thus the chapters have an attractive

air of freshness and realness. This strong personal element, which gives

the treatise its greatest value, has apparently afTected the arrangement of

contents, giving the work the form of a narrative rather than the sym-

metry of a monograi)h. The first chapter is an introduction, in which

definitions and general features are set forth. After enumerating the

"leading characteristics of glaciers," the author proceeds thus to answer

the question, " What is a glacier? " "As a provisional definition, it may
be said that a glacier is an ice body originating from the consolidation of

snow in regions where secular accumulation exceeds melting and evapo-

ration, I. e., above the snow line, and flowing to regions where waste

exceeds supply, ;. e., below the snow line" (page 16). He then describes

glacial abrasion, smoothed and striated surfaces not produced by glaciers,

special features of glaciated surfaces, glacial deposits, glacial sediments,

and changes in topography produced by glaciers, all witii less repetition

in treatment than in titles. The second chai)ter relates to the general

distribution of the glaciers of North America, and then follow five chap-

ters devoted respectively to the glaciers of the Sierra Nevada, the glaciers

of northern California and the Cascade mountains, the glaciers of Canada,

the glaciers of Alaska, and the glaciers in the Greenland region, these

chapters containing more than half the volume and most of the value of

the book. There is a cliai)ter on the climatic changes imlicated by the

glaciers of the Ice Age and another on the movement of glaciers, while

the tenth and last chapter is a suggestive and attractive discussion of the

life history of a glacier, in which the extended ob.servations and reflec-

tions of the author are summarized.

The strong points of the work are its vividness and trustworthiness
;

the arrangement might have been improved, a few trifling errors in the

orthography of names might have been corrected, and the general scien-

tific dis('ussion might have been strengthened, but teachers and others

are to be congratulated on having at last—and for the lii-st-a thoroughly

reliable popular account of the glaciers of North America.
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A Treatise on Rocks, Rock- Weathering, and Soils. By George P. Merrill,

Curator of Geology in the National Museum, etc. Pp. xx + 411,

with numerous illustrations. New York : The Macmillan Company.
1897. $4.00, net.

During the present generation a score of students in this and other

countries have turned attention to the soil ; and, while it may be ques-

tioned whether they have yet succeeded in organizing a science of the

soil, it may be affirmed that they have made substantial contributions

toward such a science. Hitherto most of the publications pertaining to

the subject have been technical or at least special, and confined to official

documents ; but now comes Professor Merrill, already favorably known
through professorial work and general w^riting, with a popular work on
soils adapted to both class work and genei'al reading. His apology for

the publication—" It is believed that no apology is necessary even in this

day of many books for bringing out the present work "—emphasizes the

importance of the subject : Human life and the ancillary animal and vege-

tal life of the land depends on the soil ; the fullness of the earth is its

wealth in soil ; and the worthiest science—albeit in very infiincy yet—is

that pertaining to this richest of all natural resources. Every student,

every teacher, every citizen, every statesman, ought to welcome such a

contribution to human progress as this useful treatise.

The work is arranged in live parts, each divided into several chapter-

lets. In the first part rock's are discussed as to their constituents, their

physical and chemical properties, and their modes of occurrence, and in

the second they are classified as (1) igneous, (2) aqueous, (3) seolian, and

(4) metamorphic ; thus this part of the work deals with rock-making,

and sets forth the laws involved in the development of the fundamental

constituents of the external earth. The next two parts are devoted, re-

spectively, to the weathering of rocks and to the transportation and
redeposition of rock debris, and in them the unmaking and remaking of

rocks are admirably though briefly expounded. Part V, in which the

originality of the work is concentrated, is entitled "The Regolith;"

under this new term (derived from Greek words for blanket and stone) the

unconsolidated material mantling the hard rocks is discussed in detail.

The warrant for introducing a new word for the soils, subsoils, and other

superficial materials of the earth arises in daily need ; several terms have

already been employed— "soil," "earth," etc., in general, "drift," "dilu-

vium," " alluvium," etc., for transported material, and " residua," " terra

rossa," "gruss," "geest," "saprodite," etc., for the products of rock de-

caj'—among laymen and scholars, but none has thus far proved satisfac-

tory. Merrill's suggestion is better than any that has gone before, but it

remains to be seen whether his term will survive or fall into the ever-

yawning grave of desuetude. The author proceeds to classify the regolith

as (1) sedentary and (2) transported; the former is subclassed as (a) re-

sidual deposits and (6) cumulose deposits, while the latter is divided into

(a) colluvial deposits, (6) alluvial deposits, (c) feolian deposits, and {d)

glacial deposits. In addition, the soil proper is described, as a product

rather than a deposit, with respect to chemical composition, mineral con-

stitution, and physical condition, as well as with respect to weight, color,
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and age. Tlie great complexity of the soil i? adei|natt'ly recognized, and
the multifarious interactions between the ciiemical, physical, and vital,

by which the soil is produced and modified, are set forth appreciatively.

In treatment as in subject, Professor Merrill's work is notable. It is

strictly up to-date, embracing the results of the latest researches, and duly
recognizing the work of contemporary investigators; also it is made ad-

mirable mechanically by clear typography, good paper, excellent illustra-

tions (many of them i)hotomechanical reproductions), and a full index.

AV J M.

GEOGRAPHIC SERIALS

The Geographical Journal for March opens with the minutes of the

Nansen meeting in London. Messrs Munro and Anthony continue the

narrative of their explorations in Mysia. Dr Dawson summarizes the

progress of the geographical work of the Geological Survey of Canada
for the past year. jNIr Vaugluin Cornish furnishes an exhaustive article

on the Formation of Sand-dunes, and Professor Leo lleini.sch an article on

Egypt and Abyssinia.

llie Scottisli (ieographical Magazine for March ojjens with an ailicle en-

titled "Cape Juby," by Mr Fred S. Zaytoun, which contains a quite full

description of the northwestern part of the Sahara. Mr John Murray has

an article on the Balfour Shoal, a submarine formation in the Coral sea,

in the southwestern Pacific. This is accompanied by a chart and profile

showing temperatures of the sea water. The Nansen expedition receives

further notice in the form of a review of Dr Nansen's book.

The Royal Colonial Institute, of London, is an organization for the in-

crease and diffusion of knowledge relating to Great Britain and her

dei)endencies. Its purpose, as stated in its by-laws, is " to provide a

place of meeting for all gentlemen connected with the Colonies and

British India, and others taking an interest in Colonial and Indian affairs;

to establish a reading-room and library, in which recent and authentic

intelligence upon Colonial and Indian subjects may be constantly avail-

able, and a nuiseum for the collection and exhibition of Colonial and

Indian ])roductions ; to facilitate interchange of experiences among per-

sons representing all the dependencies of Great Britain ; to afford op]>or-

tunity for the reading of papers and for holding discussions upon Colonial

and Indian subjects generally, and to undertake scientific, literary, and

statistical investigations in connection with the British empire."

The Institute publishes a journal, which has already reached its twenty-

eighth volume, the first four numbers of which have been issued. The

character of its work may perhaps be illustrated by an enumeration of

the principal papers contained in these recent numbers of the journal.

Part I contains " Inter-British Trade," by Mr John Lowles, and "The
Colony of Victoria; Some of its Indu.<tries," by K. CJerome Dyer. Part

II contains an article by Sir Henry H. Johnston, entitled "England's

Work in Central Africa," in which the recent progress of civilizatit)n in

Great Britain's share of that continent is admiralily sunnnarized. Mr
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E. Burney Young has an article entitled "The Colonial Producer." Part

III contains an article by Sir Sidney Shippard on the Administration of

Justice in South Africa, and one entitled " Cyprus and Its Possibilities,"

by Charles Christian. Part IV pictures the economic condition of Aus-

tralia at the present time, under the title " Studies in Australia in 1896,"

by Hon. T. A. Brassey. H. G.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY, SESSION iSgd-'gy

Special Meeting, March 15, 1897.—Thivd Monday afternoon illustrated

lecture. Vice-President Greely in the chair. Rev. Thomas J. Shahan,

LL. D., Professor in the Catholic University of America, lectured on

Syria.

Regular Meeting, March 19, i597.—Vice-President Merriam in the chair.

Mr Arthur P. Davis, of the U. S. Geological Survey, read a paper on "The

Deserts of Southern Arizona and How They Are Redeemed by Irriga-

tion," illustrating his subject with lantern slides.

Special Meeting, March S2, 1897.—Fowrih. Monday afternoon illustrated

lecture. President Hubbard in the chair. Prof Thomas Davidson, M. A.,

of Aberdeen, Scotland, lectured on Tyre and Sidon.

Annual Reception, Marches, 1897.—The Annual Reception of the Society

was held at the Arlington Hotel, from 9 to 12 o'clock p. m. President

Hubbard, with the ladies of the Reception Committee, received the mem-

bers and guests of the Society, to the number of 300. The Society was

honored with the presence of the President of the United States and

several members of the Cabinet.

Special Meeting, March S6, 1597.—President Hubbard in the chair. Hon.

John W. Foster read a paper on the Hawaiian islands. A number of

maps wei'e shown on the screen at the commencement of the lecture, and

at its close Mr E. D. Preston, of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey,

exhibited a series of lantern-slide views of scenery in the islands.

Eleci'ions.—New members have tjeen elected as follows :

March 19.—D. Q. Abbot, Mrs Emily E. Briggs, Paul Brockett, Rev. S.

Bayard Dod, Prof L. M. Drake, A. F. Dunnington, Miss C. L. Freethey,

Prof H. G. Hipp, S. B. Laird, Col. J. R. Lewis, U. S. A., George B.

Magrath, V. F. Marsters, Miss Hester McNully, Miss Annie S. Peck, Dr

Fred L. Ransome, Miss Olive R. Seward, J. C. Stanton, C. E.

At a meeting of the Royal Geographical Society held in London on

March 22 Dr Nansen expi-essed his conviction that a properly equipped

expedition could now reach the Pole in a single summer. He stated,

however, that from a scientific point of view the results of such an expe-

dition would be of far less value than those of some other explorations

that might be undertaken in the less known parts of the Arctic regions.
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A WINTER VOYAGE THROUGH THE STRAITS OF
MAGELLAN*

By the late Admiral R. \V. Meade, U. S. X.

Some twenty-six years ago I received peremptory orders to

assume command of the Narrm/dnsett and sail fortliwith to the

Pacific station. We left Sand}^ Hook on the iirst blast of a

nor'wester which followed on the heels of a March equinoctial,

being the first steamer of the navy to leave the port of New York

with stunsails set alow and aloft and no steam up. Whether it

was this trilnite to Boreas that brought us good fortune I do not

know, but we made a famous run to the Line, where, Neptune

having come on board and dul}' shaved and ducked several score

greenhorns, our luck for the time deserted us, and for the next

two or three weeks the ship fanned along with light airs and

tedious calms, until the fortieth day out saw us safely in the

beautiful harbor of Rio de Janeiro, tinkering away at a wretched

old pair of engines which had broken down when we tried to use

them to steam into harbor.

Resuming our cruise, we were favored l)y a sea as smooth as

glass and Avith the most charming weather imaginable. But

there is a cry of " Land ho !
" from aloft, and what we see proves

to be Mount Wood, a solitary peak of moderate elevation on the

coast of Patagonia, and in the vicinity of the very Port San Ju-

lian where >Ligellan wintered his ships, about 2(11) miles north

of the straits. As we ap[)roach the laud it seems a pleasanter-

looking coast than many I have seen ; and though, no doubt, we

Abstract of a leoture delivered before the Nationnl Geograpbic Society, December

4, 1890.

9
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see it under most favorable circumstances of Avind and weather,

I incline to the belief that the popular idea in regard to the

dreariness and forbidding character of the shores of Patagonia

is a delusion which the commerce of the future will dispel. The

dav after we made Mount Wood the weather became thick and

the wind squally, and, not being able to see tlie land, we ran by

the lead. When near Cape Virgins by our reckoning the barom-

eter commenced to rise. Now a rise inHhe glass in this lati-

tude (50° south), the barometer having pVeviously stood low, is

an almost certain indication of a change of wind, if not bad

weather; so all hands were called to reef topsails. Scarcely

had the second reef been taken in when the wind shifted in a

moment from the north landward (N.N.E. to W.S.W.) and blew

in furious gusts, the horizon suddenly cleared, the mists were

dispelled, the air became cold and raw, and by the rays of the

setting sun (it was now 3 o'clock of a June day) we saw in the

distance Cape Virgins, with its abrupt, clift-like shore, 16 miles

dead to windward of us. Thus far we had made the voyage

from New York entirely under sail, ships of war not being ex-

pected to steam unless necessary. We managed, with the aid

of fore-and-aft canvas, to crawl slowly to windward, and, there

being a bright, full moon, crossed the great Sarmiento bank,

south of Cape Virgins, where the rise of the tide is 43 feet, and

by 11 o'clock that night were safely at anchor in the straits,

some four miles west of Magellan's landfall.

To make our voyage intelligible it will here be necessar}^ to

describe the general character of the strait. It is safe to say that

there is no other part of the Avorld where, as a rule, tlie weather

is so tempestuous and dangerous as it is off Cape Horn. There

old Ocean exerts his full sovereignt3^ and the winds and the

waves are almost ceaselessly raging and surging in wild tumult

against a bleak, forbidding, iron-bound coast. The climate of

Cape Horn is the most wretched on earth. Fierce storms of rain,

hail, and snow drift in from the Atlantic, Antarctic, and Pacific

oceans in everlasting succession, broken only by the furious willi-

waws or Cape Horn squalls.

The real difficulties of the voyage commence at Cape Froward,

the southern extremit}^ of our continent, which is 175 miles from

Cape Virgins. Here the weather undergoes an entire change, and

no matter how pleasant it has been before, the mariner may ex-

pect to don his " sou'wester " the moment he doubles this pre-

cipitous headland, worthy of terminating so grand a continent.
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For steamers and smart sailing schooners the vo3'age through is

merely one of ordinary care and prudence, but for square-rigged

sailing craft the difficulties are almost insuperable
;
yet one large •

sailing ship, the frigate Flsgard, went through in the astonishing

time of 17 days !

From Cape Virgins to Cape Pillar the distance by the usual

route is 315 nautical miles, and to traverse this from the eastward

every course between W.N.W. and S.S.E. must, at one time or

other, be .steered, and as the wind is persistently west or southwest

(or always dead ahead), the difficulties to the sailing ship are

readily seen. Moreover, the character of the strait changes ma-

terially as the voyager goes west, for to the eastward of Cape

Froward, as a rule, the weather is better, the sun shines brighter,

anchorages are more convenient, and the dangers of navigation

fewer in number.

The strait may be geographically divided as follows : (1) From

Cape Virgins to Elizabeth island, the termination of the second

narrows, 95 miles, where the tides are very strong, the rise and

fall extraordinary (43 feet), the land comparatively low and en-

tirely destitute of timber, the weather generally good, and an-

chorages safe and convenient. (2) From Elizabeth island, where

trees first make their appearance and the land commences to rise,

to Cape Froward, 80 miles. Here anchorages are frequent and

safe, timber is plentiful, the tides are weak (not exceeding 5 feet),

and the weather is comparatively pleasant. (3) From Cape Fro-

ward to Cape Quod, 50 miles, Avith anchorages few and far be-

tween, currents strong and in places dangerous, weather almost

constantly tempestuous, mountains of great height and bare of

vegetation, their peaks covered with snow or ice, natives savage

and dangerous, and voyaging even in steamers attended with

risk. Lastly, from Cape Quod to the Pacific, 90 miles, where

there are few anchorages, and some of these, as Port Mercy,

dangerous in the extreme, there is very little tide, the weather is

stormy nearly all the year, and the high mountains are covered

with eternal snow—the land aptly termed by Sir John Narbo-

rough " Ye Land of Desolation."

When daylight came on the morning after our arrival we found

ourselves anchored off a long, low spit of shingle called by the

English navigators " Dungeness," from some fancied resemblance

to the headland of that name in the English channel. To

the eastward was Cape Virgins, not unlike the chalk cliffs of

England. To the westward loomed Cape Possession, a bold,
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dark-looking headland, while to tlie south, dindy visildo in the
gray of the morning, Avas Magellan's Land of Fire—a low, in-

dented coast just rising altove the distant horizon. Tlie straits

are 16 miles wide at this point. Following the usual rule of tlie

mariner in these parts, we had prei)ared l)eforehand our tahjes

for tides, sunrise, and sunset, the light yards and topgallant masts
were struck, all stunsails and hoonis sent on deck, and every-

thing made snug aloft for steaming against the strong westerlv

winds we expected to encounter. But our apprehensions of had
weather proved groundless. The southwester had died out, and
the day broke calm and comparatively^ clear. The sun shone
out of a leaden-hued sky with just warmth enough to ])q pleas-

ant, and, woigliing our anchor, with a favoral)le flood-tide we
were soon i)assing the land at the rate of 13 knots an liour,

tliougli the engineer would have gone wild if anyone had sug-

gested to him the possibility of the Xdrnu/dUftctftt engines driv-

ing her over 8 knots. The rise and fall of the tide in this jiart

of the strait is very great. It is no less than 43 feet, and a sin-

gular circumstance attends the changes of the tidal stream. The
flood, which runs with great velocity to the westward, rom-

mences about three hours before it is low water l)y the beach,

and so here we were rapidly going west Avith the flood-tide while

apparently the water was everywhere ebbing b}' the shore. An-

other feature in the tides east of Cape Froward is that the time

of high water grows later as the ship proceeds to the westward,

so that it is possible in a fast steamer, starting from Cape Virgins

with a favorable flood, to reach the Chilean settlement at Sandy

Point (110 miles) in a daylight run m June, whicli corri'sponds

to our December.

As we pass Cape Possession the wind draws in fresh gusts

from the northward and westward, and we set the fore-and-aft

sails, whicli increases the vessel's speed to 14 knots. \\'e rap-

idly approach the first narrows, for the low, cliflf like shores on

each side are now plainly visible, and all hands are on deck to

witness the terrific tide race we have heard so much about. By

10 o'clock we are fairly in the narrow jiass, which is a perfectly

straight " reach" of perpendicular wall-like shove, 9 miles long

by 2 miles broad, with very deep water, precipitous l)each at low

tide, and a straight, rapid current of 8 knots an hour. We are

fairly flying along the land, and by noon have made over GO

nautical miles since we started. We are clear of the narrows,

dimly visible astern, and skirting the southern shore of Philip
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bay. By 2 o'clock we are nearly up with the second narrows,

but now the flood-tide is done, and it would be the merest folly

to attempt to force the Narragansett through against the ebb, so

we give up all hope of reaching Sandy Point this evening, and
steam slowly in for the anchorage under Gregory Summit.
On the cliff abreast of the ship we observe a native camp and

see some animals grazing on the downs. Soon there are other

signs of life, and a dozen Indians come sweeping along on horse-

back. They are splendidly mounted and seem a fine, athletic

race. Now the}^ are on the edge of the bluff' making signals to

us, but it is too late to communicate with the shore, and, more-

over, the character of " ye native " hereabouts is open to suspi-

cion, though to do the Indians simple justice they have been

rendered hostile to all white men by two centuries of brutality

at the hands of the Spaniards and their descendants. Asa people

these Patagonians are less savage and intractable than the Fue-

gians or natives of the southern and western shores. There are

in truth some very striking differences between these two races,

and it may be well to allude to them here. In the first place,

the term Patagonian, unless explained, is apt to mislead, for the

whole of the continent south of the parallel of 40 degrees is

known as Patagonia, and is geographically divided by the moun-
tains into Eastern and Western Patagonia, inhabited, as far as

we know, by two ver}^ different races, though Dr Darwin in his

narrative of the Beagle's voyage in 1831 declares his conviction

that they are the same race and that the present difference is

caused by environment. This is ]irobable, as food, climate, and

environment are doubtless responsible for most racial differences
;

but, strictly speaking, the Patagonians are the natives of Eastern

Patagonia, for the inhabitants of the islands along the Smyth
channel (north of Magellan straits) and Western Patagonia as

far as the Gulf of Penas are of the same family as the natives

of Tierra del Fuego, and are invariably designated as Fuegians.

The Patagonians then inhabit the northern side of the strait east

of Cape Froward and the chain of mountains known as the

Southern Andes, and are probably of the same fcxmil}^ as the

Araucanians, so justly celebrated for their prowess in their en-

counters with the steel-clad warriors of Spain in the sixteenth

century. Of these Patagonians, one explorer who passed some
time with them says :

"They are very tall, finely formed, and athletic, with jet black eyes,

black, coarse hair, thick lips, and a skin of reddish-brown color. They
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often paint themselves in a iiiileon.s manner ami then j.'rea.se themselves

all over. They approve the early fasiiinns ((ianlen of Kden, and so on),

with occasionally a mantle of skin thrown over their Hhonlders. They
worship a god of <;ood and a jiod of evil, and all that happens is consid-

ered as directly sent by one or the other of these deities. They do not

believe in the final salvation of the wicked. They are ave!*se to Chris-

tianity, nncontrollable in a stateof anjjer, and passionately fond of stront;

drink. Their favorite food is horse-Hesh ami the blood of animals, an<l

though they have cooking utensils they i)refer to eat their meat raw.

The}' subsist by hunting the guanaco, an animal never seen in Tatagonia

to the westward of Cape Froward, but very numerous on the plains of

Eastern Patagonia. These people live either in camp or on horseback

and do not seem to be fishermen—at least they are not known to have

canoes. Their bows and arrows betoken that they live by hunting, as

their arrow-heads are both poisoned and unpoisoned, and it is not at all

likely they would waste the latter on their enemies. Even so late as 1871

it was said they possessed few firearms. They are a bold, warlike, and

fearless race; jiossessing certain magnanimous traits, and in this they difler

widely from the natives of the soutlu>ru and western shores of Magellan

straits."

The same explorer saj^s of tlie Fuegians:

"They are an uglv. savage race, who in hard times become cannibals,

and their most si^lendid feasts are characterized liy dirt, filth, and misery.

Christianity seems to have had no power among them."

Every one who has voyaged in these waters regards the Fuegians

as treacherous and dangerous. They are short in stature and of

a dirty copper-cohjr, their only clothing, even in the coldest

weather, being a sealskin or deerskin worn with the hair outward,

and this solitary garment, vermin included, they will readily

exchange for a little biscuit or tobacco. Darwin admits their

cannibalism, which lie excuses on the plea of necessity. When

pressed by hunger they kill first their old women and then their

dogs, because, said one of them, "Doggy, he catch otter; old

woman, slie no catchee otter." But usually they live by fishing

and what they can gather from the rocks, as, for instance, snails

and mussels, but they will eagerly devour putrid seal's Hesh and

the most disgusting offal.

They live in huts constructed in a very primitive way of the

branches of trees, and have no articles of traffic except their

weapons and implements, wincii are .sometimes bougiit as curi-

osities. They are thievish, cunning, and greedy, and great cau-

tion is requisite in dealing with them. Attempts have been

made l)y English missionaries to les.sen their barl)arism, but

with no success, a f:vt whi.h is the more singular, as even the
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Fiji Islanders have been rendered subject to the civilizing influ-

ences of Christianit3\

Captain Mayne, who recently" resurveyed these waters in

H. B. M. ship Nassau, states that " these })eople pass most of

their time in canoes and make voyages from the straits to the

Gulf of Penas, a distance of many miles. Though usually but

few canoes are seen in passing through, it is extraordinary how
rapidly a hundred or more will gather together if they see an

opportunity for attacking boats, small vessels, or a wreck. How
the rendezvous is known is a mystery," sa3^s Cai)tain iNIayne,

''but fires are seen smoking all along the coast for miles, and

out of every creek a canoe will be seen shooting toward the ral-

hdng point; but there is no romance Avhatever about their ap-

pearance, for instead of the graceful shape of the Indian canoe,

these miserable craft are simply planks tied together Avith thongs

or fibers of trees, without the slightest regard to foriii, and in-

stead of being urged along by paddles they are rowed by oars

rudely made of pieces of board tied to the end of a short pole.

On the bottom of the boat, in the middle, is a small fire, and on

each side of it are crouched six or eight men, women, or chil-

dren, according to the size of the craft. These are generally, as

we have said, almost entirely naked, the women appearing to

care less about clothing than the men."

A very striking difference between these people and the Pata-

gonians was noticed by Captain Fitzroy in 1830, and subse-

quently by Captain Mayne in 1867. This is that while the

Patagonian will generally drink all the rum he can get and is

always more or less drunk when near a settlement, the Fuegian

cannot be persuaded to drink at all, and if he is enticed into

tasting strong liquor of any kind will alwa_ys put it away Avith a

Avry face. In fact, this is the solitary redeeming trait in these

savages, Avho are indeed to be dreaded, for they have frequently

attacked and overcome the crcAvs of passing vessels.

The next morning Ave were under Avay Avith the first of the

flood, and steamed around Cape Gregory into the second nar

roAVS. Up to Elizabeth island the scenery Avas as tame and un-

interesting as possible, but noAv for the first time we caught sight

of the distant mountains to the soutliAA^ard, Avith their snoAV}^

]3eaks and glaciers. Passing the island, Ave descried the clearing

above the settlement at Punta Arenas, and soon after the A^illage

was in full vieAV, showing to much adA'^antage its Avhite houses

and fences dotting the hillsides. It is noAV a colou}^ of Chile,
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orij<in:il]y founded as a penal Hettlenient in 1H40, when the j^ov-

ernnient removed its post from Port Famine 2H miles to the

southward. A dreadful traj^edy took place in l.Sr>l, the eonvictH

rising upon the {garrison, seizinfr several vessels, and murdering'

the gcn-ernor and his subordinates with cireumstanejfs of atro-

cious cruelty, since which time the practice of sending felons

here has been aljan<lr)ne'l. 'i'he vilhige consists of ahout one

hundred houses built upon ground which slopes gradually l»ack

from the water. The governor was very enthusiastic about the

success of the colony and showed soinegoM nuggets found in tln'

little- stream east of the village. The attractions of Sandy I'oint

were insullicient to detain us long, and on tb*; next evening we
left \>y moonlight, steaming slowly for that niiignifieent head-

land, Cajx; Froward.

The morning sun shone bright and beautiful over the lofty

sn(;w-cap|»e<l hills, while in the valleys, which were entirely free

from snow, a flood of golden light upon the dark green foliage

of the forest rendered the landscape very charming. 'J'he shore,

after passing Cape San Isidro, is dotted with numerous little

bays, in one of which, known as Jack harbor, the celel)rat<.*d

]>ougainville in 1704 moored his ships an<l cut timber for the

French colony on the Malouines, now the Falkland islan<ls-

The cove, which is hardly larger than an ordinary wet dock, is

a romantic-looking nook, sheltered completely, ;ind to add to its

beaut}' a sparkling mountain rivulet tinublcs noisily into the

sea at its head.

At noon we had reached our exlr(;me i-outhern limit and were

offCaj^e Froward. 'i'hough up to this time the weather had be'cn

beautifully clear and pleasant, the moment we roun<led this

magnificent terminus of our continent we felt a change. 'J'he

bright sky gave place to an overcast leaden hued one, the air

grew colder, and for the first time since enU^ring the strait we

felt the williwaw. These winds are peculiar to this region,

the name being corrupted from the term "whirl awas" of the

old navigators and seal hunters. They are rotary squalls. whi«h

blow at times with indescribable fury, seeming apparently to

come from every point of the comjmss. There is one peculiarity

ab(nit these squalls which seems to have escaped notice hitherto.

This is the singularly mournful whistling .s»und, like the sighing

of an vEolian harp, whicli invariably |>recedeH and follows them.

Cai)e Froward, 58° o4'S., 71° IS' \V., is the southern extremity

of the coiitiiM-iif ..r Aniciira. It is one of the grandest head-
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lands in the world, and I gay this after a lengthened experience

at sea. Let those who have seen the sea face of Gibraltar imagine

a thousand feet added to the rock and they will have an idea of

the grandeur of Cape Froward. But we are now on the home-
stretch for San Francisco as the shij? doubles the pitch of the

cape and edges closer and closer to the eastern shore to avoid

the fur}^ of the west wind, of the force of which the white ca])s

and heav}^ sea in the middle of Frow^ard reach give indications.

It was quite dark when the ship reached Fortescue ba}'' and
anchored. This is the most secure anchorage in the strait, and
may eventually become the,, principal stopping-point of mail

steamers. There is an outer and an inner harbor, the latter,

known as Port Gallant, being accessible for ordinary steam ves-

sels. The view from the anchorage is ver}^ fine. There are several

prettily wooded islets separating Fgrtescue bay from Port Gal-

lant, while Mount Cross, covered with snow, rises gradual]}'' to a

height of 3,000 feet and completely overlooks the anchorage.

A few weeks before our arrival off Port Gallant it had been the

scene of a tragical occurrence, the captain and three men of

an English vessel, the P/'opon^/s, having been murdered by the

Fuegians while obtaining water. On our arrival the Fuegians

had apparently deserted that part of the strait. The governor

had evidently deemed it impossible to apprehend the wretches

concerned in these frightful murders. The fate of these unfortu-

nate men should be a warning to small merchant vessels.

The next day was mostly consumed in making the run from

Port Gallant to Borja bay, the wind being adverse and the tide

strongly against us, but the beautiful scener}^ compensated for the

tediousness of the trip ; it was by far the finest that we had yet

seen. The serrated ranges of mountains on Cordoba peninsula,

covered with snow and glaciers sparkling in the sunlight, are very

grand. The character of the strait seems to change entirely

when abreast of Jerome channel, at the entrance to which Cor-

doba peninsula apparently blocks up the strait, which now as-

sumes all the grandeur and beauty of an Alpine lake. The ship

anchored in the deep waters of Byron's Island bay. under the

shadow of Borja mountain, towering grandly 3,000 feet above

our heads. A landing party soon woke the echoes of the moun-
tain with the sharp crack of the rifle, the sound reverberating in

prolonged echoes. The scenery on the mountain side is very

picturesque, but the ascent is made under difficulties. The deep

bay is thoroughl}^ sheltered, and to add to its beauty three spark-
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ling rivulets fall into it at different points. A peculiar feature of

the place (which is a favorite post-oHice) is the great number of

boards, nailed to the trees, which serve as a rough log of the

numerous vessels that in the last fifty years have touched here.

A very conspicuous one drew our attention. It read: " T. S.

sloop of war Z)(?ca<(//-, Dec'r 11th, 1854. All well." This ship had
then been 80 days in the strait, and was finally towed through

by the United States steamer M(iss(ichi( sells, Captain R. W. Meade,
father of tlie writer. Before leaving, the X((miffnnseU''s board,
" 5 days in the straits

; all well," was nailed al)ove the Dcnidn-'s.

The trees at Borja bay diifer from those at some other points,

being of great girtii and gnarled and stunted in their growth.

As soon as the moon was U]), the shif) steamed westward past

the bold cliff of El Morion (the Helmet), and was at last fairly

pointed for the great long reach to the Pacific.

The lights and shadows reflected by the moon u})on the dark

waters of the strait—here almost unfathomable—the dark spots

under the overhanging cliffs of the lofty mountains, and the

flood of silver moonlight bej'ond rendered the scene one of sur-

passing beauty. The night was calm and quiet, the stars over-

head shone with the peculiar brillianc}' of the high latitude, and

everything promised fair for a quick run to the Pacific. At 10

next morning we had passed Glacier bay and the chill, dreary

coast between it and the Spanish gulf with the unpronounceable

name (Xaultegua), when a change in the weather became ap-

parent. At 2 o'clock in the afternoon the Pacific ocean was only

35 miles off, but the long swell we now encountered and the

stormy appearance of the weather compelled us to choose "be-

tween a port of refuge or a stormy night in the open strait.

Port Churruca, on Desolation island, seemed the best harbor,

and the ship bore up for the narrow entrance. There being no

bridge on the Narragansett, the captain took his place on the

forecastle as pilot, the navigating lieutenant* held the chart, and

an old sailor held a tarpaulin over it to kee|) it from getting wet.

Careful hands were in the chains and at the engine-room l)ell,

and all hands were called to " bring ship to anchor." The

steamer was heading for two small rocky islets, about 50 yards

apart, dimly visible through the sleet and mist of a driving

squall. The surf broke furiously all along the rocky shore.

"Slowdown!" .says the captain from his lookout on the fore-

castle, and slow it is. No .soundings ! In truth none could be

found here with 200 fathoms of line. In a few minutes a narrow

* Now Commandei- Z. L. Tiinner, U. S. M.
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channel is descried leading apparently into the very bowels of

the mountain, wliicli towei's thousands of feet above us, " Port !

"

from the forecastle. " Port it is, sir !
" from the quartermaster at

the wheel, and the ship's head flies to starboard, obedient to the

helm. All hands are at their stations, both anchors ready, and
the silence fore and aft is profound. We enter the passage, and
the helm is alternatel}^ hard-up and hard-down as we thread our

Wciy through the narrow pass, scarce 200 yards wide, bordered

by rocks and islets, upon which the sea roars and surges dis-

mally. Now we emerge into an inland sea which in the thick

weather seems almost illimitable, the shores being perpendicular

walls of rock two and three thousand feet in height. The vessel

turns short round to port and shoots ahead toward a little cove

under the shadow of an immense mountain. "By the mark,

seventeen! " comes from the chains, and the anchor is let go.

Hawsers are run from the ship to one of the few stunted trees to

keep the vessel clear of the rocks, and the Narragansett is safely

sheltered for the night.

Sir John Narborough spoke soberl}^ and truly when he named
this the " Isle of Desolation." Nothing can be more grandl^^ or

profoundly desolate than the scenery in the neighborhood of

Oldfield anchorage. Port Churruca. The term port is an entire

misnomer, for beyond two small coves, where anchorage may be

obtained in from 15 to 40 fathoms of Avater, there is no bottom

to be found with less than 50 or 100 fathoms of line; in man}'-

places there are no soundings at all. The deep inlets of this

inland sea are bordered by awful precipices, broken b}' frightful

chasms and ravines. There are a few stunted trees along the

beach, but on the mountain side not even the usual moss or

lichen—nothing but bare, slate-colored, savage-looking rocks, cov-

ered with ice and snow. The place is fully sheltered, and all that

night the ship lay profoundly quiet, not a breath of air stirring,

though the roar of the sea and the whistling of the furious west

wind outside could be distinctly heard. A party left the ship

before dark to explore the head of the little cove. They found

some signs of vegetation in the gully at the base of the cliff, under

which the ship, was moored, and one pf the explorers collected a

bouquet of Fuegian flowers. The sailors, however, looking rather

toward the practical than the beautiful, found a bed of fine mus-

sels, upon which we all regaled ourselves that evening.

The next morning the weather, though overcast with rain

squalls at intervals, was sufficiently favorable to admit of an
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attempt to leave. Some of the officers seemed (lul)iou.s of the
X<(rr(((/(insctCs ability to clear the strait, but the captain con-

cluded to take the chances, and at noon Cape Pillar was in sight

on the port bow.

With a full head of steam and the fore-and-aft canvas the

ship made good way, and at 2 o'clork passed out of the strait

and steered directly west for an oiling. But both the wind and
sea were now rai)idly rising. At dark it was V)lowing a furious

gale from the W.S.W., with one of the most tremendous rolling

seas I ever saw. No chance to run back or find an anchoiage
in such weather as this. At times the stiualls of wind, sleet, and
rain were so thick that we could not see a ship's length. There
was nothing to do now but to '• claw off" shore under every inch

of storm canvas the vessel could carry, and trust to the engines

to help us to gain an oiling. At 8 o'clock that night the hatches

fore and aft were securely battened down, a^id the lee rail of the

ship was under water as she struggled under sail and steam

against the storm and sea. Dimly visible astern, throngli the

furious driving squalls, was Cape Pillar, eight miles distant. On
the lee beam were the black rocks of Los Apostoles, the ship

drifting slowly southward in dangerous proximity to them. The
wind veered constantly from point to point, and the sipialls can)e

with blinding and terrific force; but everything held well, and

the Providence which watches over " poor Jack " sent us a slant

of wind which enabled us to make an olHng during that dark,

dismal, and anxious night.

For eight long days and nights this state of things continued,

the ship vainly struggling to get to the westward, the s(]ualls of

sleet and snow never continuing long enough from southwest

to enable the vessel to get north at all. On the eighth day the

vessel was nearly as far south as the parallel of Cape Horn,witii

a fair prosj»ect of being driven round the cape altogether. There

were but a few tons of coal left, and the ship was still 1,"J(X) miles

from Valparaiso. AfTiiirs looked blue. Many of the men were

worn out, exhausted by cold and fatigue; several of the oflicers

were in the same condition.

But all ill fortune, as all good fortune, must at some period

come to an end, and so it happened that the next day the wind

shifted to the south, and with strong antl favoring gales the t»ld

ship went rapidly north under a press of canvas, and in ten days

was safely anchored in the harbor of Valparaiso. And so ended

the NarracjametCs winter voyage through the Straits of Magellan.



ADMIRAL R. W. MEADE, U. S. N.

When the principal contents of this number of The National

Geographic Magazine were sent to the printer there was no in-

dication that the gallant and accomplished author of the article

"A Winter Voyage through the Straits of Magellan " would have

completed the long and eventful vo_yage of life before his stirring

narrative of one of the most interesting jDortions of his famous

cruise in the Narragansett could be placed in the hands of our

readers. On the first of May, however, he succumbed to the effects

of a surgical operation, from which he had been supposed by his

friends tohave permanently rallied. It is impossible, on the eve

of going to press, to present more than the briefest outline of Ad-

miral Meade's distinguished career or to render adequate tribute

to his memor3\ It must suffice to remind our readers of his

brilliant career at college ; of his becoming navigating officer of

the Camherland before he was 19 years of age; of his command
of a naval division, engaged with the enemy, before he was 25

;

of the dauntless courage, good judgment, and unfailing skill that

won for him, time and again, the commendations of his superior

officers ; of his historic cruise of 60,000 miles, mainly under

canvas, in the Narragansett ; of his success as a professor of sea-

manship and naval tactics ; of his numerous contributions to

periodical literature, and of his ever-welcome appearances before

the National Geographic Society, of which he was an active

member. The accompanying article contains an allusion, which

we cannot regard as without significance, to " the Providence

which watches over poor Jack." Himself handsome, coura-

geous, true-hearted, and patriotic, we can say of Admiral Meade,

in the words of Dibclin's grand old sea-song

:

" His form was of the manliest beauty,

His heart was kind and soft

;

Faithful below he did his duty,

And now he's gone aloft."

J. H.



COSTA RICA

By SkN()I{ IvICAlUXt \'lI,I,AK|{ANCA,

ConSHl-Ge))eral of tltf Rrpuhlir of Could Nlat itl San Josr, Gudlemtdit

It is impossil)le to give within the space allotted to me a com-

]ilete idea of Costa Rica, or to describe explicitly its varied re-

sources and industries. I can hut dwell l)rierty on the more
important features of the land, the characteristics ol"the people,

and the natural resources of the country.

The peculiarly favoral)le situation of t'osta Rica n)i<rht well he

the envy of all nations, for it lies between the continents of the

new world and lietween the earth's greatest seas ; it enjoys a tem-

perate climate, with the advantages of a tropical sun ; it is one

ofthe smallest of small nations—the true gem of American repub-

lics ; its people are peaceful and law-abiding; its republican

form of government, cojjied from the United States, is very popu-

lar; its climate is moderate, Avithout extremes of heat or cold,

and is remarkably healthful. The dreaded fevers are found only

along the swamp}^ coastal fringe and other low-lying land, of

which there is little in Costa Rica. Against visionary dangers

we have a land of prolonged spring and autumnal splendor—

a

soil upon which the flowers smile with perennial bloom.

Costa Rica is feeble for want of suHicient population, but she

possesses a rich store of undeveloped resources in her widely

disseminated minerals and the endless productions of her fertile

soil. Her forests are an incalculable natural wealth. Through-

out the country the land is thickly covered with gigantic trees,

among the finest in the world, and all are of a rare quality, such

as mahogany, cedar, rosewood, ligmun-vita', and a number of

dye-woods, such as anatto and indigo. Little attention has

been given to the forest wealth. Along the seashore, where

transi)ortation is easy, some woods have 1>een marketed, but in

the interior the trees stand as they did a hundred years ago.

In the Matina valley the Matina lianana Company is working

an extensive plantation and paying large dividends. The ex-

tent of this indu.stry cannot be appreciated excei)t at the ship-

ping stations. Hundreds of cars are loaded every day, and the

number of boats loaded with bananas far surpasses those carry-
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ing any other freight. The harvest never ends. From January

to December there is a continuous cutting and marketing. One

sees at the same time the budding blossoms, the young fruit, and

the fully developed bananas.

Those who have seen cotton plants elsewhere, rarely attaining

the height of a man, are ill prepared to see cotton trees growing

to the height of 12 feet, with numberless branches, which are

tipped by the snowy down. There is nothing that more clearly

proves the fertility of Costa Rican soil. The bread-fruit tree is

also a wonder to northern visitors. The tree is tall and massive
;

its branches are innumerable ; its leaves large, resembling fig

leaves, and the characteristic bread-fruit, of a greenish yellow

color, is the size and shape of a cantalonpe. The fruit—fried,

boiled, and baked, very much like potatoes—forms one of the

staple foods of the working people.

The Costa Rica-Nicaraguan and Panama canals are such im-

portant projects that the nations of the earth must sooner or

later complete them. Costa Rica, occupying almost entirely the

territory between the two proposed canals, will ere long reap the

benefit of such an unparalleled position. The Nicaraguan canal

LIJMON, COSTA RICA, FROM THE PARK
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will be the final event which sliall make Costa Rica the true ,u;eiu

of American republics.

Only a few years atio a few shanties marked th<> jiresent site

of Limon, which today is one of the most important cities fanned

by the Caribbean breezes. Rare tropical trees in the distance

overshadow the most elaborate buildings, which are as a rule

low ; the regular streets are well kept, and the churches neat and
well attendetl. In C^entral American cities great itruininence is

given to churciies, but at Limon they are not as elegant as in

more typical cities. Here foreigners are numerous, and the na-

tive population is neither wealthy nor important, Init the places

of worship and many of the buildings are of foreign design and
foreign material. Limon has a distinctive appearance, not un-

like southern settlements in the United States. English is the

prevailing language, and English-speaking people conduct most

of the business.

Nearly one-third of the population of tiie country is in the

province of San Jose, a liroad expanse containing the n)ain cofl'ee

plantations, at siiort distances from tiie princi^jal cities, where tlie

owners generally live. The wealthiest, most prosperous, an<l

most conservative of tiie towns are Heredia and Alajuela, which

are connected with the capital by a railroad. W'iiat we shall say

about San Jose applies more or less to all Costa Rican cities.

In this magnificent neighl)orhood the country is studded with

fruitful plantations. Here the true j^opulation of Costa Rica

dwells, since here are found the hardy, simple toilers, who wrest

from the earth its agricultural products—the true wealth of the

soil. An air of ease combined with antique simplicit}' charac-

terizes the majority of these villages. The city of San Jose at

once gives the impression of thrift, not unlike the cities of the

United States. The traveler sees two-story houses, wide side-

walks, and electric lights. In the center of ^^'alker's park has

recently been placed a handsome monument to commemorate

the defeat of the filibuster Walker. Educational facilities are ex-

cellent: there are high schools, a school of law, several colleges^

public libraries, etc. It is safe to say that the number of teachers

in Costa Rica far exceeds the numl)er of soldiers. The well-kept

hotels, like most private residences, are built around a beautiful

courtyanl, from wliich every room in the house receives moist,

cool air charged with natural perfumes of carefully cultivated

flowers. Costa Ricans mingle work and play in the most de-

lightful way ; in the cities amusement is often considered more

10
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important than business, and means of recreation are abundant.

San Jose has a modern theater not equaled in Central America.

The Roman Catholic churches in San Jose, Heredia, and Ala-

juela are excellent indications of the wealth of the countr}'.

These churches, and particular!}^ the Cathedral of San Jose,

are of a design and finish that are rarel}^ surpassed in Spanish

America. The people may at times go barefoot and hungry, but

the priests never lack enthusiastic support.

The home of the Costa Rican is the true pivot of life and the

center of all pleasure. The houses are built around the ever-

present courtyard, a garden spot which is carefully cultivated.

THE CATHEDRAL AT SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA
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In it one finds flowering plants in full bloom througlKnit the

year, and from it every room of the house has a never-ceasing

current of air charged with a delightful odor.

JCverybody in Costa Rica who has money and some and>ition

is either directly or indirectly interested in farms. The gentle-

man farmers are the rulers of the land. Coflee farming is the

])rimaryindustr\\ si nee Costa HicancotVeehiis become famous and
commands very high prices. Almost anywhere within a radius

A STRKET IN SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA

of fifty miles one can find coffee farms, either in their infancy or in

full development, with shade trees to protect the young plants.

Cof!ee plants in bloom are among the most beautiful sights in

nature. Three years after the planting of the young cofiee bush

it bears its first fruit. The crop increases until the eighth year;

after that, for fifteen years, the crops are more or less even. In

the first weeks of December the l)erry is of a bright red color,

which indicates that the cof!ee is fully rii)e. Kvery man. woman,

and child is pressed into the service of picking coiVee. and with
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a basket swung from the waist, picks from sunrise to sunset.

This operation is a delicate one, and is watched very closely to

prevent the leaves from beino- broken, as the next crop starts

from the angle formed by the leaf and brancli. The fresh coft'ee

is transported by ox carts, passes through a machine that breaks

the outer skin, and is then placed for twent^^-four hours in water,

until the sja-up-like substance that has adhered to the grains is

washed awa}^ After it has been washed, the coffee is spread out

on a cemented court into smooth beds. Here it remains during

the sunshine, but at night and during cloudy days it is gathered

into heaps and covered with canvas. The process of spreading

and gathering together is continued until the coffee is thoroughly

dry. During this operation no planter neglects to place sentinels

around the coffee court, since coffee even in Costa Rica is worth

40 cents a pound, and a single individual might carry away

several hundred dollars' worth of it in a fe^v hours. When dr}^

the coffee is sacked and transported to the factor}^, where an

elaborate process by modern machinery prepares it for the market.

The final work is the separation of the black, small, and imper-

fect berries and classifying them. They are called first, second,

third, and fourth classes, and the well-known caracolillo or pea-

berry. This is done by a machine having a long center cylinder,

with openings of various sizes that correspond with the different

classes of coffee. From this machine the berries are transferred

to large tables, where girls pick out by hand any impurities

not removed by the machines. The coffee is then sacked and

marked; each bag weighs 132 pounds. Now that the coffee is

ready for export and marked " Hamburg," " Liverpool," etc., a

question naturally arises. Is there any marked " New York,"
" New Orleans," or " Baltimore " ? I have to answer with deep

regret that very little is marked that way, the bulk of the crop

being bought by PDuropean firms, who send their agents several

months in advance of harvest time, either to buy outright or to

furnish funds, with liberal conditions, to farmers who agree to

consign their crops. American merchants make very little effort

to secure the products of Costa Rica or to furnish its markets

with the manufactured articles which are produced in the

"Cnited States.

Time does not permit me to speak of other agricultural pro-

ductions. Costa Rica is capable of producing not only coffee^

bananas, cocoa, and sugar-cane, but northern fruits and vegeta-

bles. There we find peaches, apples, quinces, strawberries, and
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grapes, as well as tomatoes, cabbages, potatoes, corn, wheat, and
other cereals. Costa Rica heretofore has not produced enough
meat for home consumi)tion, but this i.s not because cattle will

not thrive there ; it is because few intelligent attcujpts have been

made. There is abundance of water, a jicrpetual verdure, and no
winter necessitating feeding. Cattle of every kind and variety

thrive l)eauti fully, and that without any attention or eare. Al-

though stock farming is new and people are ill prejtared to raise

cattle, yet the results are excellent. Even sheep, the last animal

in the world that one would expect to do well under a trcipical

sun, thrive and multiply with remarkal)le success.

Not far from tiiese farms are several peculiar natural springs.

The most popular and interesting thermal s|)rings today are

those of Agua Caliente, which are frecjuented l)y the wealthy

citizens of Costa Rica and by foreign visitors. These springs,

like most natural waters, are said to be good for nearly all human
ailments, but it is certain that they cure rheumatism an<l skin

diseases. One finds among them waters hot enough to boil an

egg and of a strong siilphui'ous odor, while, on the other hand,

there are others extremel}' cold.

One of the unique primitive structures of the country, which

portrays the characteristic ingenuity of early settlers, is the

bridge made of hcjnco, a native vine-like growth, noted for its

great strength, to be noticed hanging from large trees. This

strange substance is made into a rope which is hung from con-

venient trees near the banks of the river, 'i'he peculiar sensa-

tion experienced wliile crossing is far from a feeling of safety;

Avith every step the dry, Avoody ropes crack and the liridge moves

not only up and down, but sidewise, forward, and backward.

Entering the Indian reservation of Talamanca, fine views greet

the eye of the traveler. Here are the farm-houses of half-lireeds
;

there, colossal cocoanut trees, with large leaves, of which the

roofs and sides of huts are made. ' The true Indiaii house is

built on the bee-hive ])lan, and its framework of vine rope is

thatched l)y palm and cocoanut leaves. Its external appearance

is artistic, and the people are comfortable within. 'I'he Indians

are completely isolated from civilization, are i)eaeeful, ami never

give the government trouble. The men are usually well built

and the women are patient and gentle. They are very thinly

clad, as the climate is such that clothing is the least of their

wants and is Avorn only with an idea of adornment. Most cloth-

ing is of the local cotton, colored bv home dye-roots and certain
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kinds of shells. Their beds are placed on platforms well up

under the roof. The floor is the naked earth. Hammocks are

strung about, always occupied, for Costa Rican Indians are not

fond of Avork. The most interestino- character in Talamanca is

Antonio Sandano, the king, to whom the government accords

the absolute sovereignty of the Talamanca Indians.

The rainfall of Costa Rica is somewhat greater than that of the

United States. There is a dry season and a wet season every

year, but the rains are never constant, nor are they ever entirely

IN TALAMANCA, COSTA RICA

absent ; indeed, the atmospheric moisture is reliable and droughts

never affect plants. It is well to become acquainted with a

fact that seems rather curious in reference to rain; it is the one

that attracts the attention of foreigners, who in visiting Central

America expect to see rain pouring down constantly. The rain

begins at about 2 o'clock in the afternoon, continuing from a

half hour to three hours. But what rain ! It seems as though

the dikes of the heavenly reservoirs had been torn asunder. An-

other peculiarity still, when it rains on the eastern slope it is

clear on the western, and vice versa.
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To visit the successful nnningciinips in Costa Rica one luis to

ride over rougli roads, crossing bridgeless rivers, and traversing

tliick forests, where nialiogany, cedar, ruhl)er, an<l other trop-

ical trees cover the earth and screen the skies. The journey is

long and at times tiresome, but to see gold at the end of the

journey mingling wiMi the l)est of mother earth mon; than refiays

for the discomfort of travel. Here is a region of incomparable

mineral richness, but up to the present the mines have been

worked in a most primitive way, necessitating great lal^or and ex-

pense. With the importation of new labor-saving machines and

improved mining methods there is no doubt that we shall soon

see golden streams flowing from the dei)ths of Costa Rica.

Throughout the Republic transportation is largel}' conducted

by caravans, with ox teams as the motive power. The carts are

heavy, {)rimitive vehicles made by the peasants, the wheels being

solid circular disks cut from the stems of large trees. The o.xen

are always objects of regard, as their drivers and owners have

an almost supernatural love for them, and often prize them more

than they do their own wives.

The railroad from San Jose to the Pacific coast is partially

completed and passes through a fertile agricultural country and

several towns, among them Alajuela, with its extensive market.

At Alajuela we leave behind us tiie train and reach Esparta,

twelve miles away from Puntarenas, by mules. From Esparta,

one of the oldest towns in Costa Rica, we again take the train to

Puntarenas. This is the principal seaport on the Pacific and is

connected by steamer with San Francisco.

It must be plain that Costa Rica offers industrious immigrants

exceptional advantages. Men who can begin life on a plantation

or in one of the many industries with a few hundred dollars can

in a few years accumulate a reasonable property, secure a perma-

nent home in a region surpassed nowhere in the world for health-

fulness, and lay the foundation for an estate which is certain to

increase rapidly in value. Costa Rica is indeed a land of i)romise

to all interested in securing for themselves a future prosperity
;

it is a land upon which greater nations will ere long be casting

their ambitious eyes.

[The illustrations accompanying the foregoing ariicle are from photographs kimlly

placed at the disposal of the editor by Sertor Don Joaqnin B. Calvo. Costa Rican Min-

ister Resident at Washington.]
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B}^ L. C. Gli:>x

• An interesting phj'siographic change is now going on in much
of the Piedmont section of South Carolina and other cotton-

growing states, the consequences of which are becoming grave

to the owners of the soil and are threatening soon to result, un-

less checked by a proper observance of ph3'siogra])hic laws, in

the destruction of much of the most fertile land of the region

—

a destruction already wrought in many cases. The change re-

ferred to is the exceedingly rapid aggradation b}' the streams as

a result of a system of farming that has recently come into vogue

in that region.

This Piedmont section is an old peneplain that has been up-

lifted and is now well dissected by the many streams that have

cut their way down into the plateau from fifty to a hundred and

fifty or more feet below the general level. In some places rapids

and falls still occur, but for the most part the streams are at

grade and rapid down-cutting has ceased, while lateral swinging

has widened the valleys and bordered the banks with large tracts

of rich alluvial " bottom land." On these bottoms chiefly the

corn of the country has heretofore been raised, while the hill-

sides and interstream upland are devoted to the culture of cotton.

Before the first settlement of the country" the forest-clad slopes

furnished waste to the streams verv slowly and they were able

to erode for themselves deep channels and keep their valley

floors well drained. Although the country' has been settled over

a hundred years, the system of farming common before the war

did not so materially increase the amount of waste furnished to

the streams from the hill slopes as to overload them and endanger

the fertility of the bottoms. When a field became too poor for

profitable cultivation it was turned out to grow uji in old-field

sedge and fresh land -was cleared. In this waj' either much of

each stream basin was in original forest or vegetation covered

old fields, both of which fed the rainfall to the streams slowl}'

and furnished only a moderate amount of waste.

Since the war the use of commercial fertilizers has become gen-

eral in this region. B}^ their application these worn-out old fields

have again become capable of producing paying crops and have
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been plowed and planted in cotton. The successful fjrowing of

this crop requires such clean culture that, in the almost total

neglect of croj) rotation, the soil is soon deprive<l of nearly all

its vegetable matter, while the cotton plant furnishes far too few

root fibers to hold the Soil together and prevent it from washing

down into the valleys. \Mien to this is added the fact that ter-

race plowing is almost unknown, it is readily seen that the rain

falling on these slopes rapidly gathers into hillside gullies and

quickly finds its way down to the effluent stream, carrying

with it an immense amount of detritus. The stream is now

overloaded, and does the onh' thing possilde under the circum-

stances—it drops the portion of its load that it is unable to carry.

Thus the channel that of old was often five to ten feet deej) is

soon filled until it is scarcely more than twice so many inches

in depth. \\"\{\\ every heavy rain the stream now overllows its

banks, covers the rich flood-plain soil with l)arren sand, and

spreads desolation over almost its entire area. In the case of

small streams the waste has been showered down from the val-

ley sides during heavy rains i'n such quantities as, in many

instances, to comi)letely fill the stream's channel and leave it to

wander as an outcast hither and thither over the surface which

it formerly drained and rendered fertile, Init on which it now

aids in producing marshes and malaria—in just retrilnition,

as it Avere. for its owner's neglect of physiogra[>hic laws.

It might be well to note more fully the regular cycle of change

through which tbe flood-plain passes before assuming the com-

jdetely Avasted state. As the stream bed begins aggrading, over-

flows become easier and hence more frequent; the mouths of

the artificial drainage ditches leading from the flood-|ilain into

tbe stream channel soon silt up; the drainage becomes poor,

and as a consequence the land is longer after overilows in be-

coming sufficientlv drv for cultivation. As the aggradation

b~- V^-^^/"^^- y^' • —
^ Wj^W '> . —Jill I

gradually raises the stream surface nean-r the surfat-r of tlu-

flood-i)lain (/;, c', t"), the water level in the land on either si.h- of

the stream rises, iiari passu, nearer the land surface
'
/», !>', I>") antl

thus con.'stantly decreases the distance through which capillary

attraction must act in raising water to the plant roots, and hence

makes the land wetter and wetter until finally the culture of

corn must be abandoned. Though now too wet for cultivation.
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the land ma}^ yet for a short time furnish a rather poor meadow,
since comparatively little of the rich alluvial surface has yet been

covered by the sand, most of which has been disposed of in filling

the stream channel. It is as though the stream realized its in-

ability to directly attack the surface at first and so turned its

attention to j^reparations for a more effective attack a little later

by filling its channel with sand and thus placing itself in a posi-

tion to rapidly complete the work of destruction when it has

once actively begun. When it has built up its bed almost even

with the flood-plain surface level this work of prejjaration ends

and the work of direct destruction begins. Every overflow now
cuts channels that lead away from the main stream, and spread

sand far and wide over the ]3lain, burying the fertile soil. As

the depth of the sand increases, the flood-plain becomes more

barren, until it is finally a waste of sand thinly overgrown with

nettles and other sand-loving plants, while willows fringe the

branching channels of the wandering stream, and here and there

along the margins of the wasted plain and in other chance low

places water collects and forms marshes that are soon overgrown

with reeds and rushes. The cycle of destruction is now complete.

Thus in some sections much of the formerly fertile " bottom

land " has already been abandoned as worthless, much more can

scarcely be cultivated profitably, while but little is so favorably

situated as to escape entirely the ruinous effect of the continual

clean cultivation of the hill slopes.

The remedy for this destruction is so simple and self-evident

to the student as hardly to require statement ; the cotton crop

must be rotated with some crop that will furnish an abundance

of root fibers to hold the soil together and prevent it from wash-

ing, and the hill slopes must be terrace-plowed. If this is

done the degradation of the hill fields and the aggradation on

the bottom fields will be checked; if this is not done all the

most fertile land will soon become but barren wastes.

Mention may be made of a lake of aggradation of the Red

river (Louisiana) fatnily, to be found in the northwestern part

of Fairfield county, S. C, since it is due to the same general cause.

From a broad open valley there runs back into the upland a broad

side valley that contained a weak stream draining but a small

area. When the master stream began aggrading, it set a pace

with which the side stream could not keep up. Its mouth was

sealed up, and it was forced to lake itself before gaining an exit,

thus covering to a depth of eight or ten feet a considerable area

that before the war had been planted in corn.



SHEIK SAIlJ

Tlie Societe do Geograpliie, of this city, han jii.st puhlislied a fino map
of Africa. On looking over it I noticed tiiat Sheik Said, on the soutlj

coast of Arabia, was given as Frencli territory. Tiiis snrprised nie, as

Philip's map of the Nile valley gives it as an English possession, making
Aden the center of a largo territory, extending to and inclnding Sheik
Said. On consulting a German map I found it given neitiier as Kngiisli

nor French, but as a part of the province of the Yemen, and therefore

Turkish. I then called on M. Ganthiot, general .'secretary of the Commer-
cial (Jeographic Society, who informed me that it was iiositively French
territory, although wrongfully occupied by a Turkisli garrison. M. Gan-
thiot having suggested certain authentic sources of information, I pro-

ceeded to make further investigations, and in view of the growing interest

in eastern affairs I venture to submit the result to tiie readers of The
Natioxaf, Geograimiic Magazink.

The territory of Bab-el-^Iandeb was well known in :inti(|uity. On its

southern side was the important port of Okelis. The fall of tiie Roman
power in Egypt and the Red sea brought also that of Okelis, whose ruins

are still visible, and trade with India went by way of the Persian gulf.

When, nnder the Sultan Selim the First, the Red sea regained its impor-

tance, it was Aden that was selected as the chief port. Since the down-
fall of the Kalifate the territory of Bab-el-Mandeb has been left to govern

itself. It is inhabited by the tribe of the Akemi-ed-I)ourein, who have

always held their independence against the Turks. This independence

was indirectly recognized both by Turkey and by England. It was of the

sheik of the Akemi-ed-Dourein that the governor of Aden asked permis-

sion to dig wells on the territor}' of Bab-el-^Iandeb to obtain water for

the garrison of Periin. A Turkish vessel having been wrecked on the

Arabian coast south of Mokha, it was to this .same sheik that her owner

applied for help. In 1863 an English vessel was wrecked on the coast of

Bab-el-Mandel) and looted by the natives. The English governor of Aden
applied to the kaimakam of Mokha for redress, but the kaimakam saiil he

could do nothing, as the Turkish authority did not extend .south of Mokha.

In October, 1868, the firm of Raband & Bazin, of Marseilles, entered

into negotiations with the sheik of the Akemi-ed-Dourein, AH Tabatt,

and purchased from him a part of the territory of Hal)-el-Mandeb. includ-

ing the bay of Sheik Said and about 400,000 acres of land adjoining.

Naturally England did not like to see France'take po.s'^ession of so impor-

tant a strategic point, bnt, not wishing to openly oppose France, she is

said to have stirred up Turkey to claim it sus included in her doniinion.

Accordingly a small Turkish garrison landed in Turks' bay to take pos- *

session of Sheik Said, but, warned by the French consul at Ailen, the

French ship Bniul was immediati'ly dispatched to protect the small colony

of Sheik Said. Farly in 1870 the firm of Rai)and vt Bazin erected a two-

story building and began to lay in coal supplies. A few weeks later the

lo.'i
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Franco-Prussian war broke out, and England, having declared her neu-

trality, refused to allow French ships to coal at Aden. The French gov-

ernment then oflicially took possession of Sheik Said by making it a

coaling station and a refuge for French warships. After the treaty of

Frankfort Sheik Said was abandoned. Eaband & Bazin continued to

occupy it for some time, but finally withdrew, after lodging a declaration

as to their rights and ownership with the Turkish authorities. In 1884

the French press again took up the subject, and the government sent out

some surveyors and engineers, who found the place occupied by a Turkish
garrison. In 1885 the Turkish government officially announced its occupa-

tion by a notice published in a newspaper of Sana, the capital of the Yemen-
It is very evident that the occupation— I mean a thorough militarj^ occu-

pation—of Sheik Said would be of the highest importance to France in

view of the enormous development of her colonial empire, and especially

of England's continued occupation of Egypt. The way to the Indian
ocean and the far East has become almost as important to France as it is

to England, and it is hardly fair that one nation should possess all the

keys to the gates of the famous waterway to the exclusion of all other

nations. France's i^resent occupation of the territory of Obok, on the

west side of the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb, with the port of Djibouti, is

very good as a commercial position, but as a strategic point it can only

acquire importance by the addition of Sheik Said on the east side.

This incident of Sheik Said furnishes an example of inaccurate map-
making by men who are appai'ently more zealous and patriotic than
learned and accurate. Whatever may be said of the claims of France to

the territory in question, it does not appear that England has ever had
the shadow of a claim to it, and Mr Philip ought to know that the use of

a brush and some color to make a territory appear to be either English,

French, or Turkish, according to one's patriotic ambitions, does not make
it so. Geographers ought certainly to stick to official facts and not mislead

by marking on their maps unofficial and inaccurate boundaries.*

Ernest de Sassevif.le.

Paris, April IS, 1897.
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The Foreign Commerce and Xacigoliou of the Unlliul Slules/or the year eudinij

June 30, 1S96. Prepared in the Bureau of Statistics, U. 8. Treasury
Department. Wortliington C. Ford, Chief of Bureau. Vol. i, p|..

i-cxi.vii + 1-7G0; vol. 11, pp. TOl-HoL'.

It is rarely that the bimonthly Bulletin of the l>epartiiU'tU of Lalior

fails to present some useful contribution to the literature of economic
geography. Two articles in the March numVjer are worthy of note in thin

connection: The Padrone System and Padrone Banks, by Jolin Koren,
and The Dutch Society for General Welfare, I)y Prof. J. Howard (Jore.

Ph. D., of the Columbian University.

Xothing could better illustrate the e.Ktraordin»ry i»opularity of cycling

than the publication for the express use of wheelmen of the attractive

handbook and large-.<cale road maps of Westchester county, New York.
recently issued by Rand, McXally «S: Co. While the easy accessibility to

an immense population of the interesting and delightful region described

will no doubt fully justify the publishers in their venture, the publication

is none the less a notable one and worthy of high conunendation.

Henry Gannett, whose versatility of mind as a geographer, statistician,

and diligent investigator in many other lines of scientific inquiry is con-

tinually enriching our technical literature, has compiled for tiie Annual
Report of the Geological Survey an elaborate series of tallies and diagrams

relative to the variation of the compass. While the chief aim of the

author has been to show the approximate declination for the year 15>00

at 22,000 different points in the United States, he gives us an interesting

historical review of the secular variation anil briefly notices the various

other changes to which the magnetic declination is sulyect.

The high standard of excellence that has characterized the publica-

tions of the Bureau of Statistics of the Treasury Department under Mr
AVorthington C. Ford is fully maintained in the Report on tlie Foreign

Counnerce and Navigation of the United States for the ti.<cal year 18t)')-"yt)

and in the new number of the Statistical Abstract. The latter is more

comprehensive and correspondingly more valuable than ever before. In

a country whose official statistical publications are as voluminous as tiiose

of the United States, such an abstract is indispensable, and the provision

made by Congress for its publication should be such as to admit of a care.

ful analysis of such statistical data as may from time to time become

available and of an absolutely accurate presentation oi them in a sum-

marized form.
.1. II.

GEOGRAPHIC SERl.ALS

The Journal of tlu- lloiinl Colonial Inxlitntc for .\pril contains a valuable

paper on "The Dairy Industry in the Colonies," by Mr Sanuiel Lowe.

TheScoUixh Geoijraphiral Magazine for April contains an excellent phys-

ical and political description of Ceylon l)y Mr L. B. Clarence and an his-

torical article treating of "The British in .^outh .Vmerica" liy Colonel

Howard Vincent.
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The Geographical Journal for April contains several articles of interest,

including " The First Crossing of Spitzbergen," by Sir W. Martin Con-

M'ay; " Two Years' Travel in Uganda, Unyoro, and on the Upper Nile,"

by Lieutenant C. F. S. Vandeleur; "The Southern Borderlands of Af-

ghanistan," by Captain A. H. McMahon; "The Perso-Baluch Bound-

ary," by Colonel Holdich, and "The River Oder." The last article of

the volume is by Professor A. W. Andrews on "The Teaching of Geog-

raphy in Relation to History." This article has a special interest to

members of the National 'Geographic Society, inasmuch as it is in line

with the course of afternoon lectures recently completed.

I'he Journal of the Manchester Geographical Society, January-Mai-ch

,

opens with an article entitled " The Mendi Country and Some of the Cus-

toms and Characteristics of its People," by Rev. William Vivian. This

is a little known region between Sierra Leone and Liberia. Sir W. Max-

well contributes an article on the Results of the Ashanti Expedition in

lS95-'96, which is supplemented by a description of the Niger River and

Territories, by Major Hampden Jackson. The work of the Hausa Asso-

ciation is summarized by Rev. W. Robinson, in a paper read at the Liver-

pool meeting of the British Association and published here. The Botany

and Zoology of Uganda and other parts of Equatorial Africa are the sub-

ject of papers by Rev. F. C. Smith, and the number concludes with an

excellent article on Queensland, by General Sir Henry W. Norman.

The Transactions of the Liverpool Geographical Society for the year 1896

include several interesting and valuable papers. The tirst, entitled " Rail-

ways in Africa," by Major Darwin, describes not only the existing lines

of railway, but the lines of water communication and the railway routes

needed in the future. Miss M. H. Kingsley writes on the "Ascent of

Cameroons Peak and Travels in French Congo," the narrative of an in-

teresting journey. Mr Gray Hill writes the narrative of "A Journey to

Petra," and Mr W. A. L. Fletcher of "A Journey Toward Llassa." Mr
J. C. Ernest Parkes gives a short description of " The Man-Eating People

of the Imperri," and Mr James Irvine furnishes a "Description of the

Kingdom of Benin," written about the year 1630 and abridged from the

folio edition of John Ogilby, published in 1670. The volume closes with

a summary of the scientific results of Dr Nansen's North Polar Expedi-

tion, by Professor Mohn.
The April Bulletin of the American Geographical Society is an exception-

ally interesting number. Mr Cosmos MindelefF writes on " The Influence

of Geographic Environment," discussing its application to the Pueblo In-

dians of New Mexico and Arizona. Dr George M. Dawson summarizes,

in two and one-half pages, the "Geographical Work in Canada" in the

year 1896. Professor R. S. Tarr continues his series of papers on "The
Physical Geography of New York State." Mr James Douglas furnishes

an historical article entitled "The Consolidation of the Iroquois Confed-

eracy," and Mr Francis C. Nicholas contributes a paper upon the " Eco-

nomic Importance of Geological and Physical Conditions in Tropical

America." The Washington letter of Mr F. H. Newell contains an ad-

mirable summary of the situation regarding forest reserves. The " Rec-

ord of Geographical Progress" is exceptionally full, and this, with Map
and Book Notices, closes the number.
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Among the recent puI)licationf) in the Johns Hopkins University
Studies is one entitled "The Street Railway System of I'hiladel|)iiia, its

History and Present Condition," hy Dr Frederic W. Speirs. The street
railway system in that city commenced in 1858, wlien the first line was
opened. The history of the development of tlie system was prolial.ly vt-ry

similar to that of other American cities, extensions hein^ sou^rht l»y mil-
way companies and promoters and strenuously opposed hy the majorilv
of the people livin.u upon the threatened streets. In 1S7<) the system hail

grown until it comprised L'S<) miles, operated hy 17 sei)arate cumpanii-s,
which were associated in a pool, under the control of a hoard of railwav
presidents. In 1880 the current hegau to set strongly toward monojioly,
and the movement went on, until in 1805 all the mileage of the city,

amounting to 430 miles, was in the hands of four companies, and in 18!1(>

the Union Traction Company, a new company formed for the purpo.M',

obtained control of all the lines of Philadelphia, with the exception of
one short line, 24 miles in length, the Hestonville, Mantua and Kairmount
road. Besiiles giving a history of the lines, the paper treats in extcnso of
the financial aspect of the system, the price of franchi.'^e privileges, the
principal item of which is the paving of the streets, estimated by the
Bureau of Highways at $9,000,000. It contains a chai)ter on the i)ublic

control of the railway system and upon municipal ownei-ship and corporate
influence in the city government. " The Relations of the Railways to

their Employes " is treated in a separate chapter.

H. G.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY, SESSION i8g6-'g7

Special MeetiiKj, March 29, lS97.—Y\i{\\ :\Ionday afternoon illustrate<l

lecture. President Hubbard in the chair. Prof. Benj. Ide Wheeler, of

Cornell University, lectured on Greece.

Regular Meeting, April 2, 7^97. —Vice-President Gilbert in the chair.

Mr H. M. AVilson and Mr Isaac Winston described instruments ami
methods used in spirit-leveling by the U. S. Geological Survey and the

U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey respectively. Illustration by instru-

ments, maps, and diagrams.

Special Meeting, April 5, 1897.—Si.vth Monday afternoon illustrated lec-

ture. President Hubbard in the chair. Rev. Dr Alex. Mackay-Smith

lectured on Rome.

Special Meeting, April 9, 1S97.—President llul>i)ard in tiie chair. Vice-

President Merriam read a paper, with lantern illustrations, on the Eflects

of Geographic Environment on Animal Life.

Special Meeting, April 12, i<S'57.^Seyenth Monday afternoon illustrated

lecture. President Hubbard in the chair. Piof. Kdwin \. Grosvenor, of

Amherst College, lectured on Constantinople.

Regular Meeting, April 16, 1897.—Secretary Gannett in the chair. Tin-

paper for the evening was on the Secular Variation of the Magnetic lU'c-
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lination in the United States, by the cliairman, with maps and diagrams,

followed by an address by Mr G. W. Littlehales on the Magnetic Com-

pass in Modern Navigation.

Special Meeting, April 19, 1897.—Eighth Monday afternoon illusti-ated

lecture. President Hubbard in the chair. Prof. Wm. H. Goodyear, of

the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, lectured on Venice and Genoa.

Special Meeting, April 2S, 1897.—President Hubbard in the chair. Dr

T. C. Mendenhall, President of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, lec-

tured, with lantern illustrations, on Weighing the Earth.

Special Meeting, April 26, 1897.—Ninth, and last, Monday afternoon

illustrated lecture. President Hubbard in the chair. Dr David J. Hill

lectured on America. After the lecture a number of lantern illustrations

of American scenery were thrown on the screen by Mr B. P. Murray.

Regular Meeting, April 30, 1897.—President Hubbard in the chair. Hon.

Martin A. Knapp, Commissioner of Interstate Commerce, read a paper,

with lantern illustrations, on Some Geographic Effects of Modern Methods

of Transportation.

Elections.—March £6.—J. M. Boutwell, Pay-Inspector A. Burtis, U.

S. N., Col. R. M. Calhoun, Lieut. G. B. Harber, U. S. N., E. T. Parsons,

Louis R. Peak, Powhatan Robertson, Hon. N. D. Sperry, Wallace Sti'eator.

April P.—Capt. John Callahan, Rev. Asa S. Fiske, Miss L. N. Forrest,

Lieut. F. M. Kemp, U. S. A., Mrs Porter King, W. A. McFarland, Wm.
A. McKenney, Dr Grace Roberts, Miss Grace C. Sheldon, Miss Mary A.

Spencer, Julius Ulke, Jr.

Deaths.—Major Charles E. Bendire, U. S. A. ; Rear-Admiral Richard

AV. Meade, U. S. N.

MISCELLANEA

The map of the United States published by the General Land Office in

1896 represented in broad lines the original territory of the United States

and the several accessions made to it by purchase or otherwise. Among
the mistakes perpetuated by this map is that of representing " Oregon,"

i. e., the present states of Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and part of Mon-
tana, as a portion of the Louisiana purchase. This mistake is taken as a

text by Colonel James 0. Broadhead for a critical review entitled " The
Louisiana Purchase; Extent of Territory Acquired by the Purchase,"

published by the Missouri Historical Society. Colonel Broadhead shows

most conclusively that Louisiana extended on the northwest only to the

limits of the Mississippi drainage basin. The conclusion is not a new one,

but we are obliged to Colonel Broadhead for many new items of evidence.

If anything were needed to settle the matter bej'ond peradventure, the

proofs which he brings forward should be conclusive.
H. G.
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CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RY.
TTHE F. F. V. LIMITED is one of the finest trains hauled over any railway track in America. It runs

solid between Cincinnati and New York, the route from Washington being over the Pennsylvania

svstem. It has every modern convenience and appliance, and the dining-car service has no superior if

it has an equal. The road-bed is literally hewed out of the eternal rocks; it is ballasted with .stone

from one end to the other ; the greater portion is laid with one-hundred-pound steel rails, and although

curves are numerous in the mountain section, the ride is as smooth as over a Western prairie.

One of the most delightful rides in all the route is that through the New River valley. The
mountains are just low enough to be clad with verdure to the very top, and in the early spring every

variety of green known to the mixer of colors can be seen, while the tones in autumn take on all the

range from brown to scarlet.

These facts should be borne in mind hy the traveler between the East and the West.

H. W. FULLER, Genl. Pass. Agent Washington. D. C.
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LAKE CRESCENT

TROUT
FISHING
EXTRAORDINARY.

NHW species of trout in a lu-w rc<iion. It you

care for fine TROUT FISHING, by all means visit

LAKE CRESCENT.
Go and tussle with the famous BLUE BACKS that

wei^ih eleven pounds and more, and are thirty inches

in length.

The Lake is easily reached from PoRT ANGELES,

Washington,

Send Six Cents tor our new WONDERLAM) '07

and read about the spot.

CHAS. S. FEE, Oen. Pass. Agent, 5t. Paul, Minn.

OLYMPIC RANGE
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SOUTHERN RAILWAY
GREATEST SOUTHERN SYSTEM.

Penetrates with its main line or branches eight States
Sonth of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, and in con-
junction with its friendly allied connections reaches all
the commercial centers of the South and Southw^est . . .

DOUBLE DAILY VESTIBULED LIMITED TRAINS
. . . BETWEEN . . .

Washing-ton and Nashville via Salisbury, AshevlUe, Knoxville and
Chattan<K)ga.

Washington and Tampa via Columbia, Savannah and Jacksonvilh'.
W^ashiugton and Memphis via Atlanta, Birmingham and K. C IVI. & B.
Washing-ton and New Orleans via Atlanta, Montgomery antl Mobile.
Norfolk and Chaltanoog-a via Salisbury, Asheville and Knoxville.

Pullman Sleeping^ Cars—Dining Cars—Day Coaches.
Additional Trains for local travelers

The direct line to the / FLORIDA, GULF COAST and TEXAS,
Winter Resorts of | .... MEXICO and CALIFORNIA,

AND THE BEST

Through Car Line to and from Asheville and Hot Springs—" The Land of the Sky.''

NA/rite for IVIap Rolders.
R. D. CARPENTER, General Agent, 271 Broadway, New York City.
Z,. S. BROWN, General Agent Passenger Department, Washington, 1). C.

J. H. WINGFIElvD, Passenger Agent, Norfolk, Va.

•S. H. HARDWICK, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Atlanta, Ga.
C. A. BKNSCOTER, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Chattanooga, Tenn.
W. H. TAYLOE, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Louisville, Ky.

J. M. GULP, Traffic Manager. W. A. TURK, General Passenger Agent.

The Mutual Life Insurance Co.
OF NEW YORK,

RICHARD A. McCURDY, President,

Is the Largest Insurance Company in the World.

The Records of the Insurance Department of the State of New
York SHOW THAT The Mutual Life

Has a Larger Premium Income - - - ($39,000,000)
More Insurance in Force ($918,000,000)

A Greater Amount of Assets - - - - ($235,000,000)

A Larger Annual Interest Income - - - ($9,000,000)
Writes More New Business - . . - ($136,000,000)

And Pays More to Policy-holders - - ($25,000,000 in 1896)

THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY.
It has paid to Policy-holders since \ _ _ $437 oo5,195.29

its organization, m 1843, )
* "1,^ ,

ROBERT A. GRANNISS, Vice-President.

WALTER R. GILLETTE, General Manager. FREDERIC CROMWELL, Treasurer.

ISAAC F. LLOYD, Second Vice-President. EMORY McCLINTOCK, Actuary.

W^ILLIAM J. EASTON, Secretary.
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Burlington

BiiSTPAUL
BEST LINE

Chicago OR St. LouisMINNEAPOUS

Ripans Tabules cure headache.

The Fastest and Finest Train in the West . . . .

.xst

The Overland Limited
TO

W"^'W UTAH and CALIFORNIA.

FROM 16 TO 20 HOURS
SAVED BY USING

"THE OVERLAND ROUTE."
Double Drawing-Room Pullman Sleepers.

Free Reclining Chair Cars.

Pullman Dining Cars.

Buffet Smoking and Library Cars.

Send for Descriptive Pamphlet "49-96," E. L. LOMAX,
Folders and other Advertising Matter. General Passenger and Ticket Agent.

(Mention this publication.) OMAHA, NEB.
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THE CHICAGO, MMAUIEE AND ST. PAUL EAILWAY

. - rLXJKTS - -

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between Chicago, MH-
waulcee, St. Paul and Minneapolis daily.

Through Parlor Cars on day trains between Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between Chicago and
Omaha and Sioux City daily.

Through Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches.between Chicago
and Kansas City, Mo.

Only two hours from Chicago to Milwaukee. Seven fast trains each way, daily,

with Parlor Car Service.

Solid trains between Chicago and principal points in Northern Wisconsin and
the Peninsula of Michigan.

Through Trains with Palace Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches
between Chicago and points in Iowa, Minnesota, Southern and Central Dakota.

The finest Dining Cars in the World.

The best Sleeping Cars. Electric Reading Lamps in Berths.

The best and latest type of private Compartment Cars, Free Reclining Chair
Cars, and buffet Library Smoking Cars.

Everything First=class. First-class People patronize First-class Lines.

Ticket Agents everywhere sell tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Ry.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD,
General Passenger Agent, Chicago, HI.

WHENEVER YOU VISIT WASHINGTON
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YOU are; invited to inspect the

mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
* mmm ori gooos establishment *

g\^^V OF-y=^/t)

WOODWARD & LOTHROP

®
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mmmmmmmmmmmmm
Where the LATEST PARIS NOVELTIES are always on Exhibition.
The attention of those who anticipate pvirchasing ....
VBRIDAL TROUSSEAUX

Is invited especially to extreme Paris Novelties in matched sets

of French Hand-made Lingerie, including Gowns, Skirts, Chemises,
Drawers, Corset Covers, &c. These can be furnished in any number
of pieces desired.

$10 to $250.
HAND=MADE BRIDAL TROUSSEAUX, personally
selected in Paris and exclusive in style and
design : Three or more pieces ....

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION.

TENTH, ELEVENTH, AND F STREETS N. W WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Shortest Line
TO

St. Paul and Minneapolis
and the Northwest

Chicago
Great

Maple

Leaf

Route" Western
RAILWAY

For tickets, rates or any detailed information apply
to your home agent or write to

F. H. LORD,
Gen'l Pass'r and Ticket Agent,

CHICAGO.
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A VITAL POINT
IMPROVEMENT THE OTDEH OF THE AG A TYPEWRITER'S

PRINTING MECHANISM

MUST BE SCIENTIFICALLY CON-
STRUCTED. THIS POINT IS OF
UTMOST IMPORT FOR

EASY OPERATION AND
PERFECT EXECUTION.

Cbc Smith.

.

Premier

typewriters

Superior on This Pclnt as Weil as on All Others.

ONLY CORRECT
PRINCIPLES EMPLOYED.

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y. , U. S. A.

Catalogues and Information at Washington OIDce, No. 1416 F Street.



AN IMPROVED METHOD OF KEEPING THE SCORE IN

OUPLICATE WHIST, COMPASS WHIST, STRAIGHT WHIST ANO EUCHR[,

Since Duplicate and Com-
pass Whist have come into

fashion there has been an
unprecedented revival of in-

terest in the game, due to

the fact that mere luck is to

a large extent eliminated by
a comparison of the scores

made in the play of the same
fiands by different players.

The one thing needed to

perfect the new method has
been a convenient device

by means of which the score

made on the first round can
be concealed until after the

replay of the hands, as a

knowledge of the first score

often enables a good player

to make a decisive gain, and
matches are lost and won on
just such little chances.

A Washington player has at
length invented and put upon
the market at a very low price a
little device which admirably
answers the purpose, and at the
same time serves as a pretty
and useful table ornament,
marker, and pencil rest. It is

called the "Cosmos Counter,"
and consists of a little polished
wood tablet with a metal key-
board that can be clamped down
on the score in such a way as to
bring 24 little metal plates over
the 24 spaces in the "score"
column of the card, for use in
concealing each first score as
soon as recorded and until the
hand is replayed (in duplicate
whist) or the entire series fin-

ished (in compass whist).

Whist players will at once see
the advantage of this new
method of keeping the score, as
it effectually prevents their op-
ponents at the same or another
table from taking advantage,
either by accident or design, of
a knowledge of what the hand
is capable. The trouble with
duplicate whist, especially, is

that the replay is liable to be in-
fluenced by memory of the cards
and score, and anything that
helps to confuse such recollec-
tion is a great gain to fair play.

The "Cosmos Score Card,"
prepared for use with the
counter, shows several new fea-
tures, such as a heading for both
Duplicate and Compass Whist
and (on the reverse) for Straight
Whist, Euchre, &c., thus ena-
bling the same counter and score
to be used for any game of cards.

Cosmos Counters, with tablet
of quartered oak, maple, or
birch, and metal in either gold
or silver finish, 50 cts. apiece

; 6
for $2.75 ; 12 for $5 ; by mail, 4
cts. apiece extra. Cosmos Score
Cards, 25 cts. per package of 50

;

12 packages for $2.50 ; by mail
free of postage.

Ask to see samples at any
stationer's, or order direct Irom
the General Agents.
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MONOGRAPHS
Ou the Physical Fkathres of the Earth's fti-RKACE. designed especially to supply to teachers and
students of geography fresh and interesting material with which to supplement the regular text-book.

LIST OK MONOGRAPHS COMPRISING VOLUME I:

General Physiographic Processes ^

General Physiographic Features
J- W. Powell

Physiographic Regions ok the United States ... I

Beaches and Tidal Marshes of the Atlantic Coast Proi. N. S. fthaler

Present and Extinct Lakes ok Nevada - - . . prof. I. C. Rus.sell

Appalachian Mountains—Northern Section - - - Hailey Willis

Appalachian Mountains—Southern Section - - . c. Willard Hayes
Mt. Shasta—a Typical Extinct Volcano - - - -

J. S. Uiller

The New England Plateau Prof. W. M. Davis
Niagara Falls and Its History G. K. Gilbert

Price for one set of ten monographs, $1.50. Five sets to one address, $6.00. Single monographs, aOc.

Remh with order /o AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY,
Nev«/ "VorUc - Cincinnati . CHicago

Ripans Tabules assist digestion.

Terrestrial Magnetism
An International Quarterly Journal

Edited by L. A. BAUER
With the Co=operation of Eminent Magneticians

WITH the March, 1897. issue, this Journal, devoted exclusively to Terrestrial Magnetism and allied

subjects, such as Earth Currents, .\uroras, .\tuiospheric Electricitv, etc., entered on its second
volume. The heartv co-operation extended bv the workers in this promising field ol investigation, as

abundantlv shown liv the numbers thus far i.ssued, has made this Journal the international organ for

making known the latest achievements. The magnetic needle has become such a promising instrument

of research, not only in terrestrial, but in cosmical phvsics, that this Journal appeals to a large clas.s of

investigators. The geographer, the .geolocfist. the astronomer, the meteorologist—all are ihtere.sted in

the development of the subject of terrestrial magnetism. It should therefore receive their .support.

Among the contributors of the main articles in the past have been Mcs.srs. Banis, Hnrgen. Chree,

F:schenhagen, I.ittlehales, Rucker. Schmidt, Schuster, and de Tillo.

Fut\ire tnimbers will contain :

"The Earth, a Great Magnet,"
liv I)K. J. A. I'Ll'.MING.

"The Electrification of the Atmosphere,"
Hv I'KOK. ai.I';\ani)i-;r mcadie.

"The Height of the Aurora,"
i!v pkoi ci,hvi;i.ani) abmi-:.

"The Distribution of Magnetic Observatories,"
I Illustrated I.

liv Prok, MA.\ ESCIII-;.V1IA('.KN,
etc., etc.

The size of the Journal is royal octavo, a vdlume einl>raciiig about i.«, pages. l)omestic siihscription

price: Two dollars ; single numbers, fifty cents, l-oiei.uu subscription price: Nine shilling.s. nine

i:SXf=?IAI_ fS/lACSMEXIStVI.
The University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohi«».

marks, or eleven francs. ^»v.u.^.,.,

.

_. ._^...^«... r.^^fvyi-rERRE:SXf=?IAI_ fS/1 ACSMEXIStVI
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PEOPLE like to rei«i about the great %

and wonderful country of the %

Southwest ; of its quaint and curious *:•

V
towns, its ancient civilizations, its >;

natural marvels. They like to get ac- %

curate information about California
J-

and tile Pacific Coast. This is because ;:;

most people want to some day see these |

things for themselves *j;

t^K^

A charming book covering these

facts is issued by the

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT
OF Til Li

Soutiiern Pacific Railway,

and will be sent to any one. postpaid,

on receipt of TEN CENTS.

5^%^

THE BOOK IS ENTITLED

I
^^ Through Storyland

to Sunset Seas,
fr

i^%^

You can get a copy by writing to

S. F. B. MORSE,
General Passenger Agent,

Southern Pacific,

New Orleans,

and sending 1 cts. to defray postage.

«:^«^

AND IS A WONDERFULLY HAND-

SOME VOLUME OF 205 PAGES,

WITH 160 ILLUSTRATIONS. . . .

The paper used is FINE PLATE

PAPER, and every typographical de-

tail is artistic. It is a story of what

*t* four people saw. on just such a trip as

j» you would like to make

wr<m^!r<m>^<mz<myriims::r^m^:<m;^^^



CONTENTS OF
WONDERLAND '97

THE GREAT NORTHWEST.
A chaptii r(.'coiiiilin;4 biicIlN llii.' historic incidents of the rcRion froiu isrvt, its
S<.o.nrapliic, politico-cciMiDniic. and other valuable features. A chajiter of special
value to i)iil)lic-scliool teachers and ptijiils.

LAKE PARK REGION.
A sliort chapter descriptive of the 1)t;a\itilul lake region of Minnesota.

RED RIVER VALLEY.
A l>rier description oi this wcll-known f.irniini; section.
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THE EFFECTS OF GEOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENT IN

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CIVILIZATION
IN PRIMITIVE MAN*

By Hon. Gardiner G. Hubbard, LL. D.,

President of the National Geographic Socidij

I have selected as the subject for my annual aildress *' The
Effect of Geographic Environment on the Development of Civili-

zation in Primitive Man."

The interest of this subject is not confined to tlie history of the

various stages of life through which man lias passed, for his past

modifies our views of the present and is a prophecy of the future.

It is my province to treat of the effects of different environ-

ments on the development of primitive man. This development,

though on the whole beneficial, has ever been a mingling of good

and evil. Its progress has been hitherto intermittent—originally

very slow, requiring thousands of years, possibly tens of thou-

sands, to gain slight results; advancing sometimes with quicker

pace, often retrograding, sometimes ai)parently dying out, pr()l)a-

bly because its progress is often invisible. It has never been uni-

form in any race, nation, or country, though progressing more

rapidly in higher stages and in modern times.

That civilization has been and must be beneficial to mankind

we cannot doubt, though every upward step has been the cause

of suffering, loss, and death in many ways before unknown. The

discovery of America was followed by the death of tens of thou-

sands of negroes in Africa and of Indians in America. Theciv-

* Annual presidential address, delivered before the National Geographic Society,

March 1, 1897.
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ilization of the Hawaiian and other islands of the Pacific ocean

caused a great diminution in the number of their inhabitants

and the entire extinction of some tribes. No discovery or inven-

tion was ever made, whether of fire, of the bow, of gunpowder,

of printing, steam, or electricity, of the telegraph, telephone, or

bicycle, that did not bring with it changes in civil, social, and

private life and in business transactions. The greater the value

of the invention, the greater the disturbance of established habits,

trade, and business. The cotton gin enriched the South, but

made slavery profitable and led to our civil war. The rail-

road, steamship, and telegraph revolutionized the entire com-

merce of the world, and ruined many wealthy and long estab-

lished mercantile and commercial firms. The civilization of

past ages was never the enlightenment and elevation of the

Avhole nation, it was the upbuilding of the higher classes in

knowledge, culture, wealth, and power, and the oppression and

debasement of the lower classes.

Comfort, happiness, and length of life are ever increasing with

civilization. Individual strife is prevented by law, warfare is

controlled, new and improved varieties of food, shelter, and

clothing add to the sum of human happiness. Civilized man
has become a highly developed and sensitive organism, with in-

creased susceptibilities to both pain and pleasure. It is the pur-

pose and effect of modern civilization to offer opportunities which

shall raise the whole race to an elevation never yet attained.

One of the most striking features in the development of civili-

zation, though hitherto little considered, is its relation to and

dependence on geographic environment. In our earliest studies

of man we find him the creature of his environment, only pro-

gressing in those directions and at that rate to which he is

forced by his necessities. As we follow him through different

and progressive stages of development, we find still the influ-

ence of geographic environment in directing, in stimulating,

or retarding his progress. Indeed, so marked is the effect of

geographic environment on any primitive people that, given the

environment, the geographer can determine the character, re-

ligion, and habits of life of that people.

We were formerly taught that some four or five thousand

years back in the world's history a man, perfect and complete,

was created, the ancestor of the human race, to whom was given

lordship over the beasts of the field and the fowls of the air and
dominion over all nature. Modern research and the discovery
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of the remains of ancient man have proved tliat no less than
twenty thousand years, prohably a much k)nfj;er time, has passed
since he first appeared upon the earth, and that he was then
little superior, either in mental or moral qualities, to the animals
hy which he was surrounded, while j^reatly their inferior in

strength. Whatever his origin, the causes which lifted him from

this low estate i)roceeded from without and not from within.

The earliest traces of man are found in what is known hy
geologists as the Pliocene formation. They lie )»uried in deposits

of gravel or in caves, and consist of fragments of chii)ped flints

pointed into spear or arrow heads, and of bones (and in' some
cases of stones) shaped into rude fish-hooks.

With these flints are found bones of animals, with probably a

few human bones. From these remains we gather that man had

not only learned to defend himself from the wild animals about

him, but probably to use their flesh for food and their skins for

clothing. He lived in caves, in trees, or in rude huts sometimes

built on piles or shell walls sufficiently se])arated from the land

to make him secure from attack. We have no evidence that the

use of fire was known to him. Gradually, step b}' step, we see

him by slow advances become through geographic environment

a hunter, a fisherman, a nomad. From a dweller in caves and

trees he becomes a dweller in tents—finally gathering into famil-

ies, tribes, citips, nations.

80 much and so little do the gravels of river beds and rocks

tell us of early man. But in existing peoples, in various parts

of the earth—in the Dwarfs and Hottentots of Africa; in the

Andamans of the Indian ocean ; in the Papuans of the islands

of the Pacific; in Tierra del Fuego ; in the aborigines of Aus-

tralia; in the inhabitants of the Arctic regions—we find n)an

still in a very low stage of development, corresponding to, and

little superior to, that of the drift and cave men. That these

races have continued through so many ages in the same condi-

tion, and that others have risen through successive stages to the

highest civilization, we believe to be the result of geographic en-

vironment. Had the environment l)een everywhere the same,

progress must have been the same over the whole earth. lUit

with every degree of latitude, every change of altitude, every

variation of climate, every variation of rainfall conditions are

changed and progress is hastened or retardeil.

Let us go back to primitive man as we still find him in E.jua-

torial Africa, in the Arctic regions, in Central Asia, as he was in
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Europe for countless ages, and trace the effect of geographic

environment on his condition in each of these countries.

The whole of Africa was at one time probably occupied by the

Dwarfs or Hottentots. The climate is warm, clothing is unnec-

essary; they require but slight shelter for protection against

sun and rain. Their dwellings are either in trees or rude huts,

with thatched roofs, sometimes open on every side. The streams

and jungles furnish fish, birds, and animals for food and also

roots and fruits. They become expert in laying snares and traps,

in catching fish, and in hunting. Further needs they have none.

There is neither necessity nor inducement for other exertion or

for further development. Their environment has made them

and keeps them what they are. A stronger race of negroes from

the north, with better weapons, drove them into the hottest

jungles of Central and South Africa ; there they remain. Again,

other races appeared, and to maintain their position the negroes

must improve their weapons, must learn to make bows and

poisoned arrows, spears and javelins, must clear spaces in the

forest, erect palings around them, gather within these enclosures,

and invent a system of alarms. To protect themselves from wild

beasts they learned the use of fire and invented means of lighting

a fire by friction. Gradually they gathered into families, and fire

was used for cooking animal food. Sometimes the meat was

hung over the fire on a spit; sometimes cooked in ant-holes

with hot stones. The date and cocoanut palm supplied them
with food, shelter, and light. They had advanced a stage beyond
the Dwarfs and Hottentots, but as their environment encouraged

no further progress they remained stationary.

In the Arctic regions the environment and therefore the con-

ditions of life are different, but equally unfavorable to progress.

In these regions clothing is a necessity, and to obtain the skins

of sea and land animals the Arctic man was driven to invent

snares and weapons and to make rude boats. In a land of snow
and ice he must have a warm, tight shelter as well as clothing;

so he builds huts of blocks of stone or ice covered with snow.

He makes a fire and gathers moss for fuel. As his surroundings

afford him scanty vegetable food, and that only in the short

summer, he dries berries and mosses ; he smokes and freezes the

fiesh of bear, seal, and walrus, and lays in a suppl}'- for winter

use. The animals which surround him are generally not the

ferocious beasts of warmer climates ; the dog and reindeer become
his companions and friends. Gradually he learns to use them
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in his service, and thus from the environment came tlie domesti-
cation of animals in the Arctic regions. The denizen of tlie far

nortli cannot cultivate the ground, for the frozen earth refuses to

yield any return for liis labor. All the energies of the Arctic

man are expended in contending with the elements and striving

to secure from sea, snow, and ice the oil, skins, food, and hal)ita-

tion necessary for the support of life. His body is enervated

by the intense cold, and his mental, physical, and moral growth
is dwarfed and stunted.

Thus we see that the geographical environments of inten.se

heat and intense cold develop different faculties, l)Ut in neither

does man progress toward civilization.

Let us turn to a temperate climate, to the vast stejipes and
plateaus of Asia, which extend from southeastern Russia, ])ast

the Caspian and Ural seas, northeastward and eastward through

upj)er Turkestan and Siberia to Mongolia; from the Black sea

to Bering sea and the Pacific ocean—the greater i)art, indeed, of

Asia. Here we have a different geographic environment—

a

temperate but arid climate, vast stepi)es, where, on account of

the drought, agriculture has alwaj^s been imiiossible. Over these

steppes immense flocks and herds of wild goats, camels, wild

horses, and buffalo roam now as thousands of years ago. Here,

in ages past, man, following where they led, gradually gathered

them into herds and tamed and domesticated them. The herds

must be cared for, be kept together, and guarded ;
goats and cows

must be daily milked ; must be pastured in summer, and the wild

grass gathered for their winter use. Man learned to breed cattle,

to increase his flocks and herds, for on them he depended for

food, for clothing, for covering for his tents, and for all the other

necessaries of life. His environment forced him into habits of

foresight, of thrift, of thoughtfulness ;
and thus man took the first

step in civilization. He ceased to be a savage and became a

nomad; he acquired property, and for thousands of years lived,

as now, the shepherd's life. Flocks and herds belonged to the

family or tribe, and the land where they grazed was regarded as

the property of the tribe, from which the flocks and shepherds

of other tribes were driven away.

Gradually the family relation was established. The father or

his eldest or strongest son ))ecamo the jKitriarch, and the families

of a common ancestor were united into a tril»e with the patriarch

as its chief. Gradually the idea of social life and patriarciial

government was develojied, but there was neither city nor state,
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no close contact of man with man, no assembling into com-

munities. The men tended their flocks ; the women learned to

spin and weave ; some ideas of individual rights were developed.

The nomad condition of life gave form to his habitation—a tent

easily moved.

From Asia we turn to Europe, a country from its geographic

environment better adapted for the advancement of Q,W\\\z?dj\on

than an}^ other quarter of the world. Its two long, narrow penin-

sulas, Greece and lioXy, stretch southward into the Mediter-

ranean
;

its seacoast, longer in proportion to the land surface

than that of any other continent, is indented with excellent har-

bors on the north and south, with deep bays and gulfs ; its islands

of Great Britain, its temperate climate, its abundant rainfall and

numerous rivers, its mountain ranges, easily crossed, afford facili-

ties for the development of trade and commerce, of science, the

arts, and civilization of all kinds not jDossessed by any other

country
;
yet this land, so well suited for the progress of civiliza-

tion, was unfitted to be the birthplace of civilization.

The life of primitive man in EurojDe has been longer and more
thoroughly studied than in any other part of the world. Traces of

the different stages in the development of primitive man through

the Stone, Bronze, and Iron ages have been found in many places.

We learn of the life of the Drift and Cave men and of the time

when they lived from their implements and from the bones of

animals. Their implements resemble those found in other con-

tinents. This, however, does not prove the acquaintance of one

race with the work of another in a different continent, but that

similar stages of development occurring in different places and at

different times, produce a like results. These implements, which
are very rude and simple, are made of the stones most easily

worked, and show b}'' their design that they could have been

made only by man. In France and England these remains have
been found in the banks of streams 50, 80, or even 100 feet above
the present level of the river. The men of this period belong to

the earliest Stone Age, and are called " Drift men." Their im-

plements are found Avith fauna extinct before our earliest knowl-

edge of natural history and known to us only as fossils, or else

with the remains of such animals as the reindeer and woolly

rhinoceros, now found only in arctic or tropical climates.

These Drift and Cave men lived the life of all primitive men,
hunting and fishing, or eating roots and the fruits of trees.

Neither in their physical nor mental condition were they much
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superior to the wild beasts among which tlicy lived. They ha«l

the mind of a child, with the strong animal passions of a man.
Great mounds, or cromlechs or barrows, as they are called in

England and France, were probably built by these early races,

possibly at the same time that a race of semicivilized men were
building the pyramids of Egypt. The cromlechs and barrows,

made at different times, are of different forms. Many of them
were used as burial places. In the long l)arrows the dead were
generally buried in a crouching or sitting posture. Major Powell
tells us that the property used exclusively by the individual,

such as clothing, ornaments, and weapons, was inherent in the

indivitlual, and to prevent strife was Iniried with the owner,

together with food for the long journey.

The family relation and nuirriage were in their first germ, and
the idea of property was scarcely more than that of the wild

beasts. Many wild animals protect their right of pr()i>erty in

the prey they take and in the females of their kind.

We have no certain knowledge when these men lived, Init the

great geographic changes which have taken place must have re-

quired thousands of years. They seemed to disappear from

Europe
;
possil)ly they were destroyed b^' the changes of climate

during the glacial era, which, as is now known, was not as great

and far-reaching in Asia as in Europe and America. Some
geologists do not believe that man lived in the glacial period

;

others that the Drift men of Europe were conquered by immi-

grant hordes from the East, who had reached a progress some-

what higher, and that thus the first upward step in European

progress came from the influence of the Orient.

The superiority of the men of the later Stone and Bronze Ages

is confirmed by comparisons between the skulls and other re-

mains of the Stone and Bronze Ages. The skulls of the Stone

Age are narrower and tlie men smaller than those of the Bronze

Age. Those who lived in a limestone or volcanic country, or

where there were fissures and caves in the rocks, made their

homes in the rocks and caves. In such places as the Marne

valley, where the rocks are soft, they excavated caves, and later

built their habitations of limestone, shaping them after the cave.

The weapons they used were superior in workmansiiij) and

variety to those of the Drift men, being often ground and

polished. Charred wood has been found in these caves, show-

ing a knowledge of the use of fire, but no pottery.

Far removed and strange as this life of the Stone .\ge may
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seem to us, it is not more unlike our own than that of manj^ of

the tribes who within the present generation have lived in South

America, Africa, Asia, and the islands of the Pacific. There is

scarcely a custom, a habit, or an implement of primitive man
that has not been found among one or more of these tribes. The

Fuegians have been described by Darwin and Captain Ross, who

visited Tierra del Fuego in 1839 and 1840. Captain Ross tells us

" They are naked, except a sealskin mat thrown over the shoul-

ders, living in a dome-shaped hut about the size of a hay stack,

formed by branches of trees driven into the ground in a circle,

the ends brought together at the top, and the interstices filled

with smaller branches. They use stone fish-hooks and live on

fish or any other food they can find, frequently eating it raw.

They have no pottery, but make vessels for drinking and cooking

of birch bark. They do not seem to have any form of govern-

ment." Darwin says, " They are ill-looking, badly proportioned,

stunted in their growth, their skins filthy and greasy, their voices

discordant." On the Baltic, in a different environment, we find

other traces of primitive man. Here are found great mounds
of shells, bones, refuse of fish and wild animals, and a few pieces

of earthenware, which show the beginning of pottery. In the

mounds on the Baltic sea are found shells of salt-water 03^sters

that do not now live in the Baltic, whose waters, formerly salt,

are now brackish, showing the long period that must have elapsed

since the mounds were formed. Thus the seashore adds its tes-

timony to that of the rocks as to the antiquity of the race.

Their geographic environment taught them also navigation

by the use of boats for fishing. The simplest form is a float,

which may consist of a single log, trimmed of its branches, or of

a great branch with the boughs remaining. Some races of

people use bladders and inflated skins or cocoanuts, while the

Californian ties reeds in bundles and thus forms a float. The
earliest means of propulsion was paddling with the hands and
feet. Gradually use was made of wind power, b}"" holding up a

leaf, bough, skin, or article of clothing as a sail; then a mat
raised by one or two sticks. The mast and sail followed. The
man who found that a pointed log made better headway than a

square one had made great progress in shipbuilding. The
shapely and skillfully constructed vessels of the jjresent da}^ are

only the gradual evolution of the primitive log.

We have referred to the migrations of the men of the later Stone

Age from the East. Without this habit progress and civilization
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would have been impossible. "No coniinunity," says Maine,
" when first known by the historian, can certainly be said to

occupy its original seat." No instance can be found where a

race has risen from savagery to civilization without contact and
intermingling with races from countries wiiere difierent environ-

ments have developed different intellectual activities. If, how-
ever, the disparity is too great between the old and tlic inniii-

grant race, then the inferior fades away, for scarcely a single

race has been found that can bear the contact. In trying to

civilize we destroy.

We have referred to the immigrants from the east as having
advanced the progress of Europe. These emigrations were the

result of environment. As population increased in the plains

of Asia, the land became insuflticient for the support of a nomad
people, with their vast herds of cattle. Few realize the amount
of land required for the support of even a single family; the

hunter and fisher required for his sustenance and that of his

family a tract of one hundred square miles. For a small nomad
tribe on the steppes of Asia, 500 to 600 square miles are required.

In these regions man will ever remain content to be a savage or

a barbarian. Where agriculture, trade, and industry are com-
bined, the same land that supported one hunter is sufficient for

the sustenance, in India and Europe, of 10,000 inhabitants, and

in the state of Massachusetts of 25,000. One-fourth of the popu-

lation of the world—savages and barbarians, constant wan-

derers—require three-fourths of the surface of the earth for their

support. As population increases, the time invariably comes

when the land is insufficient for the support of the increased

number. The people must die of hunger or immigrate to other

lands. Such immigrations, apparently always from the east to

the west, or from the north to the south, have frequently occurred

in the world's history. They have usualh' followed the same

route, through passes and over plains to rich fertile regions.

Forced by hunger, great hordes of Huns and Mongolians gath-

ered under great warriors, of whom no record exists, left the

plains of Asia, long before the time of Alaric or Attila, and

wandered over the steppes, through the Pass of Dariel in tiie

Caucasus to Asia, and on across Asia Minor and the Dardanelles

to Greece, or else traveled across Russia, north of the lilack sea,

into Hungary, and thence spread over Europe. These early

nomads belonged to the j^eriod of the Stone and Bronze Ages,

and met in Europe the men of the later Stone Age, and as their
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development was higher and their weapons were better, they

easily overpowered the Europeans and mingling with them

formed a new people or race. The Bronze Age was thus intro-

duced into Europe, not as a progression from one stage to

another, but by the invasion of a superior civilization. The im-

migrants drove their flocks and herds with them, for in the

Bronze Age the larger proportion of the bones are those of

domestic animals, while in the earl}'' Stone Age no bones of

domestic animals are found, and very few in the later Stone

Age. The inhabitants of Europe slowly passedfrom the Bronze

to the Iron Age, from savagery to barbarism, and there progress

ceased. How long this stagnation continued we cannot tell

—

possibly many thousands of years. The population of hunters

and fishermen were satisfied and contented with their lot.

We have traced, in Equatorial Africa, in the Arctic regions,

and in Europe the slow development of man, so far only as for-

ced by his geographical environment. It is to the east that we
must look for those conditions, which raised man through suc-

cessive stages of savagery and barbarism to the highest civiliza-

tion the world has ever known. In Egypt we find a people iso-

lated on the north by the Mediterranean, on the east and west

by the Desert, and on the south by the Cataracts, and thus pro-

tected for long ages from any foreign enemy. Their surround-

ings largely influenced the religion of the people. The desert

which forever encroached on them was to them the type of death,

while the Nile, their greatest blessing, to which they owed all the

fertility of their valley, represented life. The sun and moon, in

all their various phases, were deified and "worshiped, as were the

sky and wind. Every mysterious natural phenomenon which

influenced their daily lives became an object of worship.

More wonderful than the Nile is the valley of Mesopotamia.

It is about 1,200 miles in length, extending from the Persian

gulf almost to the Mediterranean. A long range of mountains

runs along the northern side ; the boundless desert, on the other,

stretches across Arabia and over the Red sea, through Africa to

the Atlantic ocean. Through this valley flow the Euphrates and
Tigris in nearly parallel lines, uniting shortly before they reach

the Persian gulf The fauna and flora of this valley are very

rich and abundant; wheat and millet grow spontaneously. "So
great was the fertility of the soil, according to Herodotus, grain

commonly returned two hundred fold to the sower, and occa-

sionally three hundred fold, while wheat, barle}^ sesame, ochrys,
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palms, apples, and many kinds of shelled fruit grew wild, as
wheat still does in the neighborhood of Anah." Pliny, too, says
that wheat was cut twice and afterward was jjood for sheep.
The valley between the rivers varies in width from ten to one
hundred miles. These rivers in different sprinj; months brin<,'

down the rich detritus from the mountains, inundating tlie val-

ley, and as the water subsides the valley is covered with rich

and abundant vegetation.

Here, many believe, was the Garden of Eden, and the reputed
site of the Tower of Babel is daily visited. The region was
early inhabited, and its fertility made it in all ages one of the

richest portions of the world. Its aborigines on the Persian

gulf lived by fishing, but as the i)opulation increased, they

w-ere forced to follow up the Tigris and Euphrates into the desert.

For awhile food was abundant, but with the increase of popula-

tion the supply failed. The conditions of environment taught

man to depend on the inundation and to increase the amount of

habitable land by digging irrigating canals. Eventually, thou-

sands of large and small streams connected the two rivers and

flowed southward into the desert. The valley and the desert

thus became a garden, and the population rapidly increased.

The irrigating canals were continually being enlarged, and for

many generations the country sustained a po})ulatioii so vast

that an ancient writer says that " for hundreds of miles a night-

ingale could fly from branch to branch of the fruit trees and a

cat walk from wall to wall and housetop to housetop."

As there is little rainfall, the countr}'^ was almost destitute of

w'ood, and the river mud was used instead of wood and made
into bricks. These, with or without straw', were hardened by the

sun or fire and used for building adobe houses. Tal)lets were

also made of mud or bitumen, which is found here in large

quantities, and while soft, cuneiform inscriptions were written

upon them and hardened in the sun. These have remained even

to the present day. Large quantities of mud and clay from the

canals were thrown out, sometimes banked up, forming small

hills or mounds, upon which temples and ))alacos were built.

Canes and reeds, growing along the banks of the canals, were out

and used for the roofs of buildings. They were inclined toward

each other, joined at the top, coated with clay, and formed the

roofs of the houses. In the temples and great palaces the canes

were bent into an arch, supported underneath by otiier canes,

makinor ^ wicker arch-work, on which layer after layer of mud
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or bitumen was placed, until a solid roof was formed. Thus the

architecture of the people here as elsewhere was the result of

geographic environment.

As the population in Mesopotamia became dense, the people

were forced into communities. These grew into towns and great

cities. The patriarchal system still continued, though with

greatly changed conditions. All related by blood or adoption

were regarded as members of the tribe and all on an equality.

The patriarch retained the ownership of the property, with power

of life and death. With the increase of wealth, luxury, and

power the people deteriorated. They lost the personal liberty

and freedom of hunters and fishermen, and later of shepherds.

The patriarch became a despot, the nomad a slave.

From the ruins of cities scattered all over this valley, we learn

much of the history of this people, their character, habits, and
manner of life. In Nipper, the city most recently excavated,

by gentlemen connected with the University of Pennsylvania,

ths debris over one of its temples is 37 feet in thickness, the

accumulation of about 4,000 years. Thirty feet below the ruins

is the temple built by Mullil about 6,000 j'^ears before Christ,

and here have been found monuments, pottery, and other evi-

dences of civilization. The inscriptions even then had ceased

to be pictures and were cuneiform ; but the beginning of Baby-

lonian writing lies far behind the foundations of the temple of

Nipper. Recent writers tell us that " the flower of Babylonian

art is found at the beginning of Babylonian history."

The inscription upon the temple tells us that " Millel, king of

the universe, invested Lugal with the kingdom of the world.

He filled all lands with his renown and subdued them from the

rising of the sun to the setting of the sun—from the Persian gulf

to the Upper Sea, where the sun sinks to rest, and granted him
dominion over all things and caused all countries to dwell in

peace." His capital was at Erech, which was called " The Cit3^"

His empire extended fi-om the Persian gulf to the Mediterranean,

"the sea of the setting sun," and out into the Mediterranean to

the island of Cyprus. Here lived Nimrod, " the might}^ hunter

before the Lord," and Ashur, " who builded Nineveh." Eight-

een hundred years after Sargon, Abraham went forth from Ur
of the Chaldees, near the mouth of the Euphrates, into the land

of Canaan, and subsequently when Chedorlaomer, king of Elam,

and Tidal, king of nations, took Lot, his nephew, and made him
prisoner, Abraham armed his servants, attacked Chedorlaomer

and Tidal by night, smote them, and liberated Lot.
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About a thousand years later Sennacheril) ruled, juid ahout
six hundred years before Christ Nebuchadnezzer lived, under
whom the Jews were taken captive, " when by the rivers of

Babylon they hung their harps." Bricks from the palace of

Nebuchadnezzar, with his name and title still inscribed, now
grace the walls of tiie most lowly Arab and Turkish dwellings.

The names of all these kings have been recently found on some
ofthe Babylonian tablets. The great rich valley of the Euphrates
was filled witii cities, some of them, such as Babylon and Nine-

veh, then and now the wonder of the world.

Here, 8,000 years ago, ruled Ensagana, " Lord of Kengi," '' the
land of canals and reeds." From tbe remains of the city and
palaces he built, pieces of pottery have been recently taken of

fine shape and as beautifully worked as the ancient pottery of

Greece. Two thousand years later, or 3,800 years before Christ,

flourished Sargon the First, founder of anew dynasty. On one

of the statues the following inscription is found: "She placed

me in a basket of rushes, with bitumen, the door of my ark she

closed. She launched me on the river, which drowned me not.

The river bore me along; to Akki the water-carrier it brought

me. Akki the water-carrier in the tenderness of his heart lifted

me up. Akki the water-carrier made me his gardener. And in

my gardenership the goddess Ishtar loved me."

In Eg3'^pt, enclosed by the sea and desert, there was no need of

large armies. Walled cities were not required, for there were few

inhabitants in the desert, and for man}' centuries no hostile army
appeared on its border. The geographic environment of Meso-

potamia was different. On one side were mountains and valleys

inhabited by numerous warlike wandering tribes, and beyond

them the Nomads of Central Asia. The inhabitants of the valley

must be ever ready to meet attacks, and this required an army

and people accustomed to arms. Thus a different environment

made peoples of different character. Their rulers were often

great warriors, who led their armies in different directions, sub-

duing countries fiir and near. As the mountains inhabited by

these warlike tribes were near the plain, they were compelled

to surround their cities with high and broad walls. Witliin

these walls were large and populous cities ; temples and jial-

aces crowned the heights ; the hanging gardens of Babylon were

built; bridges connected the cities on either side of the Eu-

phrates; cuneiform writing was largely used; libraries, filled

with tablets, were founded, and civilization rose to tiie highest
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point yet reached, which must have had its beginning ten thou-

sand years ago.

When we remember the wonderful cities that flourished in this

valle}'', its great population and high civilization, and reflect that

this civilization continued from five to six thousand j^ears—sev-

eral thousand years longer than our own civilization; when we

remember that certain portions of the valley are low, often inun-

dated ; that in summer the climate is hot and unhealthy ; that

the government was a despotism and the people slaves ; that

there was a great inequality between the upper and lower classes

;

civilization, refinement, and luxury in the upper classes and

degradation in the lower classes, when we reflect that these con-

ditions continued thousands of years, our interest in the people

and country which produced such i-esults must ever increase.

During the wars that often laid waste the valley the inhabit-

ants were sometimes conquered and driven from their homes, far

to the north and west. Many crossed the ^Egean into Greece

and carried to Greece and through it to Europe the civilization

of the Orient. By this means Europe gradually passed from the

Iron Age to the civilization of the present.

It is asked why, with the same geographic environment as

in the days of Nineveh and Babylon, Mesopotamia, once the

garden of the world, should have become a desert. We must

again look to its environment. On the easterly and northerly

sides ofthe valley, living among the mountains, were powerful and

warlike tribes. These tribes, tempted by the wealth of the cities

of the plain, made frequent inroads, killing its inhabitants. If

the ruler was strong and powerful, they were driven back to

their mountains. If he was weak, his government was over-

thrown ; the mountain tribes took possession of the valley, kill-

ing the inhabitants, and sometimes destroying the cities and
forming a new dynasty. Thus in different ages the Sumarians,

the Chaldeans, Babylonians, Assyrians, Elamites, Hittites, Scy-

thians, Parthians, Medes, and Persians under Cyrus ; Greeks

under Alexander, and Romans under Ptolemy conquered and
plundered the valley. It was afterwards conquered by the

Mongolians, and five hundred years ago it fell into the merciless

and destroying hands of the Turk ; for five centuries has been
pillaged by its governors and officers ; the taxes raised beyond
the power of the people to pay, the water shut off from the

land, the irrigating canals closed, the land laid waste, and
famine and desolation followed. The sands from the desert
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drifted in until the valle}- becames a waste, rich only in mounds
and ruins of old em})ires.

The geographic position of Mesopotamia made it for thousands
of 3'ears the great higlnvay of the world—connecting the east

and the west, Euroi)e and Asia. Over it great caravans were
constantly passing; but the carriage by canal was slow, expen-
sive, and finally became dangerous.

Columbus, in his efforts to find a better way to the Orient,

discovered America. Magellan circumnavigated Africa and
opened a new route around the Cape of Cood Hope, which was
followed for nearly lour hundred years, when a shorter way was
o[)ened through the Suez canal and Ked sea; but the route

through Meso[)otamia must once again liecome the highway con-

necting the two continents, for it is now the route of the tele-

graph, and railroads are gradually finding their way from the

Mediterranean to the valley of the Eui)hrates, and down the

valley, as the shortest route and easiest road between the east

and west. When the Turkish rule is overthrown and a good

government established the population will increase, new cities

will arise, and this valley may once more become the garden

of the world.

The civilization of the valley of the Tigris and Euphrates

traveled eastward into Persia and India, over the mountains into

China, and down its great rivers to the Pacific, across the desert

southward and up the Nile to the interior of Africa. From
Babylon it commenced its westward course, tarrying first at the

Mediterranean, where it exchanged the cuneiform writing of

Babylon for the Phoenician alphabet, founded Tyre and Sidon.

There it met a new environment, for the ocean added shipping

and commerce to the civilization of Babylon.

The population of Mesopotamia, Tyre, and .Sidon and their

colonies was of the Sumarian or Semitic race. They liad mate-

rial wealth, the patriarchal or despotic rule, with little personal

freedom, and their work in advancing civilization, which they

had carried on for so many thousand years, finally came to an

end. Another country and a different race must carry forward

civilization and develop art, science, and literature. From Tyre

and Sidon and the Semitic race, civilization moved westward to

Greece, and there met the Aryan race, with different political

and personal training, its home amid lofty mountains, enclosing

rich valleys, with shores indented with deep gulfs and bays,

harbors studded with islands. Instead of one great desi)Otism,
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geographic environment caused the creation ofmany small states;

then a city became a state, frequently at war with its neighbors.

Literature, arts, and sciences, enriched with personal liberty

and freedom of action, were added to the civilization of the

Orient. In Greece all nature Avas on a small scale. Civilization

needed a broader field, and from Greece it moved westward to

Rome, where it acquired the principles of order and stable gov-

ernment and established its rule over man}'- nations and peoples

—

savage, barbarian, and civilized. But personal freedom was, after

the second century A. D., lost. The Roman tribune became an

imperial Augustus, the world subject again to a single will.

The Dark Ages followed, wherein the foundations of the states

of modern Europe were laid. These ages of darkness must pre-

cede the Renaissance, and then for a short time the march of civ-

ilization was turned back toward the land of its birth. Constan-

tinople was founded—that great and wonderful city, beautiful

in situation, overlooking the Eastern and Western worlds ; where

continuous imperial power has existed longer than in any other

city ; where the literature, art, and science of the Old World were

preserved that they might be handed down to Italy again when
the Dark Ages were past. With the Renaissance, civilization

finally turned westward and wended its way from Constanti-

nople to Venice and Genoa. From Italy the culture of the Old

World was carried on the great lines of travel to central and

northern Europe.

With the Renaissance the lethargy of the Dark Ages was

broken. Printing was invented, America was discovered, and

civilization started on its westward course across the Atlantic to

its home in a new world, where public schools, science, art, mo-
rality, and religion, with equality and freedom, are working out

the civilization of the future.

We have seen that in the early life of our race man was not

only dependent on his environment, but a slave to it. As he

passed from savage to civilized life, he gradually threw off the

yoke, relying more and more upon himself and becoming less

and less dependent on his surroundings. Cold and heat, snow
and rain, storm and sunshine, time and space, no longer control

him. He not only rises superior to their power, but uses them
for his own pleasure and purposes. In the infancy of his race

the feeblest and most helpless of animals, the slave of his en-

vironment, he has in his manhood claimed and exercised the

right to rule and become its master.
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By Frederick H. Neweli,,
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Recent discussions in Congress regardino; forest reservations

have drawn public attention to matters relating to forestry, and
many questions are being asked as. to the nature, location, and

purpose of our forest reservations. To answer these and similar

questions it is necessary to have clearly in mind some funda-

mental facts concerning the geography of the country, with its

resources and possibilities of development, especially in the por-

tion west of the Great Plains.

The fact first in importance, and one that even in our own

country needs to be strongl}' emphasized, is that the people of the

United States, collectively as a nation, are still among the great

landowners of the world. In the eastern half of the country

nearly all the land formerly at the disposal of the national gov-

ernment has ])een disposed of, but in the western lialf the reverse

is the case. Fully two-thirds of the land surface is still open to

settlement under the homestead and similar acts, and with slight

limitations is free to all citizens. In many of the states within

this western half of the country less than one-fourth of the lands

are subject to taxation, the great bulk being held by the national

government. For exami)le, in Nevada less than four per cent

of the land surface has.been disposed of and about one per cent

has been reserved, over 95 per cent being still vacant; in Idaho

less that seven per cent has been disposed of ami about four ))er

cent reserved, a little over 89 per cent being vacant. Similar

conditions prevail to a somewhat less degree as regards the ex-

tent of public land in Wyoming, Utah, Montana. Arizona, Ni-w

Mexico, and Colorado, while in the great state of California, witii

its comparatively dense population, over one-half of the are:', is

vacant ; the proportion in Oregon l)eing still larger and in W'asli-

ington a trifie less. In the Dakotas, the western half, exci-pting

a small area around the Black Hills, may be considered as ahn«)st

12 IT-
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uninhabited, and the same ma}^ be said of the western third of

Nebraslca, excepting along the Pkxtte river.

It is not due to any lack of fertility that so much land is still

in the hands of the general government. On the contrar3% tlie

greater part of this area has on it soil far richer than that of the

average farm lands of the east. The one obstacle to its use lies

in the scarcit}^ or the irregularity of distribution of moisture.

As a rule, it is arid and cannot be depended upon to produce

crops each season unless artificially supplied with water. It

supports, however, a scanty vegetation except in a few relatively

small spots where the drifting sands or the accumulations of

earthy salts prevent the growth of the hard}^ desert plants.

Many of these plants are valuable as forage, and thus the })ublic

lands in their native condition are as a whole valuable for grazing.

• It must not be supposed that the soil, though fertile, is every-

where adapted for agriculture even with irrigation. The surface

of the country is in places extremely rough, the West being

characterized by the great mountain masses of the continent.

Many of the mountains rise to heights of 10,000 feet and over,

and on account of their altitude and precipitous slopes receive

a larger amount of rain and snow than the broad lands of the

adjacent valleys. On the plateaux and ranges, especially at

an altitude of 7,000 feet and upward, where the moisture is

sufficient, the desert plants are replaced by larger growth, and

considerable areas of woodland and even of dense forest abound.

This is especially true in the country to the north and west of

the main body of arid lands, where the Sierra Nevada, Cascade,

and Coast ranges are thickly clothed with forests, among which

are the groves of giant sequoias, the largest of existing trees.

It has been estimated that in the aggregate there are on the

public lands lying within the arid or se^iiarid portions of tlie

western public land states over 75,000,000 acres of forest, and

besides this ovei; 118,000,000 acres of land upon which scatter-

ing trees suitable for firewood, fencing, or other farm purposes

are to be found. The public land areas have in their forests vast

potential values, the ultimate realization of which is dependent,

however, upon proper protection and conservation.

The first necessity of the pioneer in the West is water ; next to

this grazing for his animals, and then wood for fuel and for pur-

poses of construction. As settlement progresses the demand for

wood increases—more houses must be erected, more fences built,
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more fuel consumed, and as mines are discovered and worked,
wood in greater quantities 'is called for. The demand is ever
growing, and many industries are dependent for success ujwn
the ability to obtain lumber, timber, or firewood at low prices.

With the great distances between centers of population and the
expense of transportation in our sparsely settled West, the utiliza-

tion of many resources is closely connected with the ability to

obtain the neccessary wood near by, and with the relatively

small areas of forest and the unfavorable conditions for rapid

growth, it becomes important to perpetuate the wooded areas, so

as to })rovide for the needs of the near future.

It is not alone, however, as furnishing asupi)ly of material for

industrial purposes that the forests have value. There is a belief

prevailing throughout the country that the water supply for irri-

gation is dependent to a certain extent in quantity, and i)erhaps

still more in continuity, upon the i)reservation of the forests upon
the headwaters of the streams. Without water the great arid

West is worthless, for not even mining can be carried on unless

a moderate supply of water is available, and, as a matter of course,

stock raising is also impracticable unless water exists near the

open range. Everything, therefore, that affects the supply of

water in a land of drought must be looked upon WMth the keenest

solicitude, not only b}' the inhabitants of the country, I)ut by the

owners of the land, the people of the United States. It would

seem, therefore, as though every effort should l)e made to ascer-

tain the extent, value, and influence of the forest and to guard

the perpetuity of the supplies of water and of wood.

In order to obtain a clear conception of the relative extent of

the woodland and forest of the West, the following table is in-

serted, giving the area in acres of the seventeen western states

and territories, and also the extent of the forest, the woodland,

and the treeless area. There is also added a table showing the

area of improved land in each of these political divisions in order

to illustrate to what a small relative extent settlement has already

progressed. In this table the classification has been attempted

between the land which bears forests in whole or part and that

where the conditions of soil and climate are sucli that only scat-

tering wood is produced. Such a distinction must, of course, Ix'

arbitrary and crude, but for the present discussion it serves to

convey general ideas.
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Forest, Woodland, Treeless, and Improved Areas in Western PabUc-land States*

States and Terri-

tories.
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Diagram illustrating relative areas of forest, woodland, trooless. and improved land in

the western states.

Ill the table and (Uagrani the whole of each state and territory

Avas considered, but since from 3 to 50 per cent or even more of

the area of these states and territories has been disi)osed of, the

general public, as the owners of the remainder, are more imme-

diately concerned with that part which is still vacant. Tiie. /'<//-

loirlni, table gives the amount of vacant land in each of Instates

and territories, Kansas being omitted as having a very small area

of i)ul)lic lan.l. while Indian Territory is not considered, from the
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fact that all the land is at present reserved for the use of the Indians.

There is also given in round numbers a classification of the vacant

land into grazing or treeless, woodland, forest, and desert. To

the right of this is appended a somewhat crude estimate as to

the area that can be supplied with water for agricultural pur-

poses, assuming that all the available supply is utilized. This

assumption, of course, involves so many contingencies as regards

conservation of floods, development of underground supplies,

and other conditions that it is open to criticism, but nevertheless

it may be useful as showing present opinions in the matter.

Vacant Lands in the Western Public-land States*
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the boundaries of the arid region, where wood and water liave
the highest vahie.

It is now generally accepted that only a small propurtion of
the fertile lands of the West can ever he irrigated, owing to the
inadequacy of the water supply. Such being the case, it is ob-
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Diagram illustrating proportion of vacant land.'!, classified according to grazing, \voo«l-

land, forest, and desert areas.

vious that much of the land has little or no value, except a.s

furnishing scanty grazing. Agricultural land values thus rest

directly upon the ability to obtain water, and as this is limited,

the great bulk of the area of the West must apparently always be

devoted to pastoral purposes or to the growing of trees, where

the conditions are such that the.'^c will thrive. The United
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States must therefore continue to be a great landowner, unless

the lands are disposed of wholesale to states or to C()r])orations.

The unoccupied lands are now open, furnishing free pasturage

to all persons who have cattle, horses, sheep, or goats, and the

woodlands are almost equally free to be cut and burned by set-

tlers. A few restrictions have been im))Osed with the intention

of preventing the wholesale depredations of the forests by lumber

companies, but these have in the main been ineffective, the great

companies being able to cut almost without limit.

The question may be asked, Why should not the government

allow every one to take what lumber he desires, as in the case of

the mineral wealth, where mines, when found and operated, be-

come the property of the discoverers, irrespective of their value?

The radical difference between these two sources of wealth lies in

provision for the future. In the case of mining, ordinarily no

amount of foresight will increase the quantitA^ of mineral avail-

able for the next generation, but with the forests the reverse is

the case. It has been argued by men familiar with the subject

that as matters are now proceeding the timber supply in man}'-

localities will be entirely destroj'ed within a half generation,

while with a moderate exercise of prudence the supplies maj^be

made practicall}^ continuous, guaranteeing the perpetuity of

many industries. As owners of the forests, the people of the

United States should, from motives of prudence, see that these

resources are not wasted, and still more, as owners of vast tracts

of land dependent for utilization to a greater or less degree upon

the forests, should tlie}^ make niost strenuous exertions to in-

definitel}^ preserve the latter.

But it may further be asked whether any special steps need

be taken to preserve the forests. Will not the local and indi-

vidual interests be sufficient to guard against waste ? Theoret-

ically this ma}^ be possible, but the experience of mankind in the

old world and in this has shown that individual and present

profits are as a rule placed far above public and remote interests.

In other words, while the farmer usually needs no interference

or urging in maintaining the fertilit}^- of his wheat field and

adopting methods that will secure the largest crop each year, he

does require some strong incentive to maintain forests or wood-

lands in which he is but a small owner and from which the crop

may be cut onl}^ once in a generation. An agency of longer life

than that of ordinary men is needed to sustain the work of forest

production—such an agenc3^ in short, as is the state or nation.
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If we admit that .something shouhl he done to seeure the per-

petuity of tlie great jtuldic forests, the (juery at onee arises as to

what it should l)e and how we sliould go ahout it. The most
direct Avay would undouhtedly he to at once reserve all forest

lands, have them surveyed and examined, appoint suitahle men
to take charge of them, to protect them from lire, to designate

trees that may be cut, and to attend to the details of the utiliza-

tion and preservation of the tree growth. A system of this kind

once fiiirly under way would unquestionably be n)ore than self-

sustaining and would bring to the government a consideraljle

and constantly increasing income, besides furnishing a per|)etual

supi)ly of timber, protecting the sources of water, and adding U*

the natural attractions which draw tourists to remote ])arts of

the country. But such a step involves many radical changes.

The people as a whole are not educated up to it. Those in the

West are afraid of interference in local concerns, and those of the

East are fearful lest large expenditures should be incurred. As a

com[iromise, therefore, the friends of forestry have i)r()posed that,

instead of taking all the forests, certain specified s|)ots should be

designated, and that these should l)e reserved for forestry pur-

poses in the hojie tliat later some provision might l)e made for

carr3'ing out a system outlined above, and that the system, if it

proved eflicient, might be extended gradually further and fur-

ther. Accordingly many bills have been introduced into Con-

gress, but have all failed from one cause or another. At length,

after many failures, a clause was inserted in "An act to repeal

timber-culture laws, and for other purposes," approved March "»,

1891, providing, " That the President of the United States may
from time to time set apart and reserve in any state or territory

having public land bearing forests, in any part of the public lands,

wholly or in part covered with timber or undergrowth, whether

of commercial value or not, as public reservations, and the Presi-

dent shall, by puldic proclamation, declare the establishment of

such reservations and the limits thereof."

The then Secretary of the Interior, the Hon. John W. Xol>]i-.

took great personal interest in this matter of forest reservation,

and tiirough his active assistance the friends of the forestry

movement were able to secure the proclamation l)y Prej;ident

Harrison of fifteen reservations, having an aggregate area of over

thirteen million acres. They then renewed tlu-ir ellbrts to .secure

suitil)le legislation ami energetically supported the attemjtts

made to pass laws allowing the reservations to be protected and
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properly utilized. Among others, the McRae bill (H. R. 119)

was passed twice b}"" the House, and in a slightly different form

once by the Senate, but failed of final consideration. Soon after

the beginning of his administration President Cleveland pro-

claimed two reservations, one of these, the Cascade Range Forest

Reserve, in Oregon, being of enormous size, embracing nearly

four and a half million acres.

As session after session of Congress passed without the needed

legislation to protect these reservations, the friends of forestry

united upon a new line of action. The American Forestry Asso-

ciation, in its executive sessions, drew up a letter, subsequently

signed by the Secretaiy of the Interior, the Hon. Hoke Smith,

calling upon the National Academy of Sciences for information

upon the whole subject. Secretary Smith also asked that Con-

gress appropriate the sum of $25,000 for this purpose. In the

act approved June 11, 1896, this amount was accordingly set

aside "'to enable the Secretary of the Interior to meet the ex-

penses of an investigation and report by the National Academy
of Sciences on the inauguration of a national forestr}^ policy

for the forested lands of the United States." The commission

appointed l)y the President of the Academy at once took up the

subject and as soon as practicable visited many of the forestry

areas of the West, making a preliminary report to the Secretary

of the Interior on February 1, 1897, recommending the establish-

ment of thirteen additional forest reserves. The recommenda-

tion was at once acted upon, and on February 22 President

Cleveland proclaimed the thirteen reserves, containing an esti-

mated area of over twent^'^-one million acres.

The commission in this preliminary report recognized the

difficulty of securing suitable legislation for the protection of

the forests or of the reservations, and accordingly used, as one

of its arguments for making these reservations, the fact that a

greater number of persons would be induced by self-interest to

urge upon Congress the enacting of laws which public interests

alone have not been sufficient to bring about. The commission

"believes that the solution of this difficult problem [of forest

management] will, however, be made easier if reserved areas are

now increased, as the greater the number of persons interested

in drawing supplies from the reserved territor}^ or in mining in

them, the greater will be the pressure on Congress to enact laws

permitting their proper administration." The wisdom of this

argument was seen in the demand from the West for immediate
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action on the part of Congress. This (k-niand rf.sultod in the

insertion in the snndrv civil hill that hecanie a law Jniie, 1<S'.>7,

of a nntnher of paragraphs which put into etl'ect at once many of

the provisions of the McRae hill. The legislation thus secured,

while open to criticism in many directions, marks a distinct

progress and is undouhtedly the hest that can he had under the

circumstances, where such a large and influential hody of citi-

zens are interested in preventing any measure which sliall inter-

fere with their ohtaining practically for nothing the great stores

of puhlic timher.

The hill provides for the innnediate survey of tiie l)Oun(laries

and for the suspension until March 1, 1898, of the thirteen reser-

vations proclaimed on Fehruary 22, 1897. It is explicitly de-

clared that " no puhlic forest reservations shall he estahlished

except to improve and protect the forest within the reservation,

or for the purpose of securing f!ivoral)le conditions of water

flows, or to furnish a continuous supply of timher for the use

and necessities of citizens of the United States; but it is not the

pur|Hise or intent of these provisions . . . to authorize the

inclusion therein of lands more valuable for the mineral tlierein

or for agricultural purposes than for forest purposes."

Authority is given to the Secretar}^ of the Interior to make
suitable regulations for protection against fire and dei)redations

and for the sale of dead, matured, or large growth of trees. On
the other hand, tiie rights of pros[)ectors and miners are care-

fully guarded by the statement that " nor shall anything herein

prohibit an}' person from entering upon such forest reservations

for all proj)er and lawful purposes, including that of prospecting,

locating, and develo})ing the mineral resources. Settlers, miners,

residents, and prospectors may be permitted to use timber for

firew.ood, fencing, buildings, mining, and domestic puri)oses."

GEORGE W. MELVILLE

Enginekk-in-Chikf, U. S. Navy

Thk National Gkoouaphic Magazink presents to its readers

wuth this number a portrait of one of the most distinguished

meml)ers of the Societ\' of whose prticeedings it is the exponent.

Born in the city of New York January 1(», is II. young Melville,

after graduating in the Polytechnic School of Hrooklyn. ac<iuired
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a thoroughly practical knowledge of engineering in the works of

James Binns of that city. Stirred to patriotic effort by the out-

break of the rebellion, he entered the Navy July 29, 18G1, and

became an officer of the Engineer Corps of that service before

attaining his majority. Constantly on sea duty, Melville saw

service on the Great Lakes, in the North Atlantic blockading

squadron, at the capture of Norfolk and in the operations on

James river, on the Mississippi river, in the capture of the Florida,

and as a volunteer in one of the torpedo boats at the capture of

Fort Fisher. His most conspicuous war service was in connec-

tion with the capture of the Florida in the harbor of Bahia, Bi-azil,

Melville, in civilian clothing, boarding the vessel in broad day-

light and gaining the desired information as to the strength of

her batter}^ and the location of her machiner3^ In the capture

of the Florida on the following morning Melville displayed Ids

usual braver}^ and was one of the three men Avounded in the

affair. His war services were such that Engineer-in-Chief Loring

officially wrote, " With the high reputation this gentleman has

throughout the service for professional skill, executive ability,

energy, and zeal, . . . it is no disparagement to his fellows

to say that he has not his superior in his corps."

The dangers of war past, Melville sought the first opportunity

for adventurous service elsewhere, and volunteering for service

in the Tigress, formed one of the search party for the missing crew

of the Polaris. The Tigress, under Commander Greer, reached

the deserted camp of the Polaris, near Littleton island, the suc-

cess of the voyage being largely owing to Melville's " great fer-

tility of resource, combined with thorough practical knowledge."

His most conspicuous arctic service was under Lieut. D. W.
De Long in the Jeannette, which attempted to solve the polar

problem via Bering strait. As will be recalled, the Jeannette,

beset by the pack in the neighborhood of Wrangel island in Sep-

tember, 1879, drifted almost steadily to the westward until she

was crushed b}'- ice-floes and sank June 12, 1881, in 77° 15' N.,

155° E. During this long and monotonous drift Melville's quali-

ties as a man and his efficiency as an officer were conspicuousl}^

displayed ; now it was a series of engineering problems which

saved from foundering the leaking Jeannette, again it was ph3^sical

endurance and will-power as the leader of an exploring party

that enabled him to reach and survey Henrietta island, the first

of De Long's discoveries. It was under the most desperate con-

ditions, however, that Melville's spirit and abilities were })racti-
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cally indispensable—when the /mnneWe sank fivehnii(h-c<l milrs

from the liena Delta.

Lieutenant Danenhower being disabled and Lieutenant C'lii|i|)

sick, ]^e Long's main dependence was in his chief engineer, Mel-

ville, who was well, strong, energetic, and fertile in resources.

It is unnecessary to dwell on the dangers and hardships which
this unprecedented journey entailed on the members of this

party, which were met with fortitude, courage, and energy that

made its successful issue one of the most notable efforts in the

history of man, overcoming obstacles almost insurmountable.

It is only to be said that in this fearful journey for life Melville,

as the right arm of De Long, was full of energy and ex})edients.

Such was De Long's confidence in Melville, that, when the three

boats left ]>ennet island, De Long placed the whale-boat entirely

under his orders, although Danenhower was i)lace(l therein.

This unusual step was fully justified by the events, as Melville's

boat's crew was the only one that was saved, C'hipp perishing

at sea and De Long in the Lena Delta. When De Long's des-

perate condition became known, it was Melville's heroic spirit

and personal daring that ventured the unsuccessful autunnial

searcli and later, in the brighter but more fearful polar spring,

discovered the remnant of De Long's unselfish crew and secured

for them a Christian burial. Congress, in 1890, promoted him

fifteen numbers "as a recognition of his meritorious services in

successfully directing the party under his command after the

wreck of the Arctic exploring steamer Jeanneltc, and of his per-

sistent efforts, through dangers and hardships, to find and assist

his commanding officer and other members of the ex})e(lition

before he himself was out of peril."

In 1883 Melville volunteered to lead a relief jiarty fur the res-

cue of the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition, which had that

autumn retreated under orders to Cape Sabine, and when the

government rejected a proposition, the heroic Melville sailed in

the expedition of 1884 commanded by Cai)tain Schley, and was

one of the first officers to reach the living remnant of the expe-

dition, and thus closed with credit his service afloat.

Selected in 1887 as Chief Engineer of the Navy with the rela-

tive rank of Commodore, he has discharged the important duties

of this ofiice with such professional fitness and administrative

ability as to merit universal praise. During this period the

United States Navy has l)een sul)stantially reorganized and with

a degree of success that has enlisted the admiration of the world.
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As the engineering head of more than sixty vessels of all types,

from torpedo boats to battle ships, it may at least be said with

perfect safety, that as much to Commodore Melville as to any

other man in the Navy is due its remarkable degree of efficiency

as regards its vessels and its materials.

In recognition of his professional ability, of his Arctic career,

and of his qualities as a man, George Wallace Melville has been

the recipient of distinguished honors from governments and

scientific institutions not only of America, but also of foreign

countries. A. W. G.

GEOGRAPHIC SERIALS

The Journal of the Royal Colonial Institute for Maj- contains an extremely

mteresting article, entitled "Western Canada Before and Since Confed-

eration," by Sir Donald A. Smith. It comprises an outline of the history

of the region Avhile it was under tlie control of the Hudson's Bay Com-

pany and a summary of its development since it became a part of the

•Dominion of Canada.

Tlie June number of tlie same Journal contains a paper on the " Colony

of Largos, by Sir Gilbert T. Carter. It is mainly a history of this little

colony of Western Africa, with a summary of its present trade and social

conditions.

The Scottish Geographical Magazine for May opens with an article by

Nansen, entitled "Some Results of the.Norwegian Arctic Expedition,"

accompanied by a map. It contains also an account of a trip to Mount

Tarawera in New Zealand, with an account of tlie topographic changes

produced by its great eruption in 1886. This is illustrated by a map show-

ing the present topography of the suri'ounding region.

The June number of The Scottish Geographical Magazine contains an im-

portant article by Dr Robert Bell on the "Geographical Distribution of

Forest Trees in Canada." Mr W. Saville Kent writes on " The Market

Fishes and Marine Commercial Product of Australia."

The Geographical Journal contains several articles of interest; Nansen

contributes "Some Results of the Norwegian Arctic Expedition," which

is followed by a discussion on the North Polar problem. ''The Meso-

potamian Petroleum Field " is described by Capt. F. R. Maunsell. " The
Formation of the Dungeness Foreland " is described by Mr F. P. Gulliver,

and a summary is given of recent " Russian Expeditions in. Tibet."

The Quarterly Journal of the Manchester Geographical Society contains a

number of articles of interest, among them '^The Growth and Progress

of the Australian Colonies," by Mr W. Harper, which is accompanied bj^

a relief map ;
" Meteorology of Queensland," by Mr Clement L. Wragge

;

"The Suez Canal," by Mr Isaac Bowes, and "The Nicaragua Canal, as

Proposed by the Maritime Canal Company," by the same gentleman;
" The Canals and Navigable Rivers of England," by Mr Lionel B. Wells

;
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" Tlie Eaitliqiuvkes of Iceland in 1896," by Mr John R. Newby ;
"

Pliysi-
cal Cieography of Nortlieast Lancashire," by Mr Herljert Boltoii.

The Technological Qnarterhj for .Ahirch contains, aiiionjr otlier impers an
interesting article on "The .ScientiHc Work of the Boston Party ..n't he
Sixth Teary Expedition to Greenland," by Mr (t. K. Putnam.

"

Besides
giving a narrative of tlie expedition, this article contains a Huiiiniarv .^
the Magnetic and Pendulum Observations.

The Sierra C'lnh Ihilldin for May opens with an article on " The Conifers
of the Pacific Sloi)e." by Mr John G. Lemmon. An entertaining story is

contributed by Helen M. Gonipertz, entitled "Up and Down lini.bs
Creek," and ]\Ir Bolton Coit Brdwn continues his " Wanderin-r^ in the
High Sierra."

The Joimial of Geologi/ for February-March contains an article by Prof
R. D. Salisbury on the " Drift Phenomena in the Vicinity of Devils Lake
and Baraboo, Wisconsin," descril)ing the formation .>f tlie strange glacial

deposits of that region. The same journal for April-May continues the
" Glacial Studies in Greenland " of Prof. T. C. Chamljerhn.

The Journal of the Tyneside Geographical Societij for May devotes iialf it.s

space to Nansen's explorations. For the rest it contains a narrative of a
journey in Benin by James Pinnock and T. B. Auchterlunie, and .Num-

maries of lectures delivered before the society.

H. i\.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY, SESSION i896-'97

Special Meeting, May 7, 1897.—President Hubbard in the chair. Mr
Walter Dwight Wilcox read a paper, with lantern illustrations from origi-

nal photographs, on Scenery and Camp Life in tiie Canadian Rockies.

Annual Meeting, May H, 1897.—President Hubbard in the chair. The
Treasurer read a progress report on the condition of the Society's finances,

postponing the presentation of a complete report until the close of the

fiscal year. A committee, consisting of Messrs W. A. De Caindry, H. C.

Rizer, and S. A. Aplin, Jr., was appointed to audit the Treasurer's accounts.

Mr Marcus Baker, Col. H. F. Bl.junt, Lieut. E. Hayden, U. S. N., Dr C.

Hart Merriam, and Prof W. B. Powell were reelected nuMubers of the

Board of Managers, and Mr Frederick V. Coville, Botanist of the U. S.

Department of Agriculture, was elected in place of Mr J. B. Wight, whose

newly assumed duties as a Commissioner for the District of Columbia

l)revented him from offering himself for reelection. Tiie meeting ad-

journed until Friday, June 11, 1807.

Special Meeting, May SI, i<?57.—President Hultbard in the chair. The

meeting was devoted to the following papers in connection witli the ap-

proaching excursion to Mana.ssas Gap: The Blue Ridge and Piedmont

Plateau, Prof W J McCiee ; Manassas to Manassas Gap, a Chapter of War

History, Major Jed Hotchkiss.
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Annual Excursion and Field Meeting, May 22, 7^97.—About 250 members

and guests went bj' special train, leaving Washington at 9 a. m., via Ma-

nassas and Thorofare Gap, to Manassas Gap, Va. On arrival, at 11.15 a. ni.,

a field meeting ^vas held in the open air, President Hubbard in tlie chair,

and addresses were delivered by Major Jed Hotchkiss, on War History

;

Mr ]M. K. Campbell, on the Geography and Geology of the Region ; and

Gen. Chas. H. Grosvenor, M. C. Lunch was then served, after which an

ascent of Mt. Monterey, to the northward, was made by many of the

party, a few climbing High Knob, to the southward. The return to

Washington was made at 4.30 p. m., arriving at 6.30.

Adjourned Annual Meeting, June 11, 1897.—Vice-president Merriam in

the chair. The annual report of the Recording Secretary was read and

accepted. The annual report of the Treasurer was read and referred to

the Auditing Committee. The Recording (Secretary stated that as no

printed notice of pending amendments to the By-laws had been sent to

members, owing to his enforced absence from the city, they could not

properly come up for final action at that meeting. Said amendments are

as follows

:

Akticle V. Add " No initiation fee shall be required of ex-members in

case of their reelection to membership. Annual dues shall be reduced

one-half for the current season in the case of members elected after the

end of January, or who resign before that date ; and they shall be re-

mitted altogether for the current season in the case of members elected

in April and May, upon payment of full dues for the following season."

Omit "Suitable rebates may be made, in the discretion of the Board of

Managers, in the annual dues of members elected in April and May."

Omit "within thirty days after election" (payment of dues by new

members), and add " upon notice of election, and no certificate of elec-

tion shall be issued until the required first payment shall have been made."

After "Annual dues may be commuted and life membership acquired

by the payment of fifty dollars" add "
, or, by ex-members or members

who have already paid in dues as much as fifty dollars, by the additional

payment at one time of twenty-five dollars."

Add "Suitable restrictions may be made in the issue of tickets and

publications to members in arrears."

Article VI. Omit " The Board of Managers shall set apart a time and

place for the annual address of the President and Vice-presidents."

Article VH. Insert after " which (the magazine) shall be sent to all

members of the Society," insert " not in arrears of dues." Add at end of

same paragraph, " The number issued next after the annual meeting shall

contain the By-laws and a list of the Oflicers and Members of the Board

of Managers."

Elections—May 7.— Geo. F. Curtis, Elmer S. Farwell, Alpheus H.

Hardy, Evert L. Harvey, Prof. Jos. V. Jackman, John P. Logan, Hon.

L. T. Michener, Henry T. Offterdinger, Miss J. A. Read, Clinton Smith,

Herbert Wright.

June 11.—L. S. Brown, Lieut. J. B. Cahoon, U. S. N., John G. Gossel-

ing, Niels Gron, Judge Martin F. Morris, Miss Morris, James B. Pinkerton,

Hon. Theodore Roosevelt, Miss Louise Taylor.
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CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RY.
TTHE F. F. V. LIMITED is one of the finest trains hauled over any railway track in America. It runs

solid between Cincinnati and New York, the route from Washington being over the Pennsylvania

system. It has every modern convenience and appliance, and the dining-car service has no superior if

it has an equal. The road-bed is literally hewed out of the eternal rocks; it is ballasted with stone

from one end to the other ; the greater portion is laid with one-hundred-pound steel rails, and although

curves are numerous in the mountain section, the ride is as smooth as over a Western prairie.

One of the most delightful rides in all the route is that through the New River valley. The
mountains are just low enough to be clad with verdure to the verj' top, and in the early spring every

variety of green known to the mixer of colors can be seen, while the tones in autumn take on all the

range from brown to scarlet.

These facts should be borne in mind bj' the traveler between the Kast and the West.

H. W. FULLER, Genl. Pass. Agent. Washington, D. C.

CLIMB MOUNT RAINIER
-— WITH THE MAZAMAS.

"vr*Z

14.532

FEET

HIGH.

14,532

FEET

HIGH.

IN JULY
AND AUGUST

this club of mountaineers of the North Pacific Coast will ascend this mountain of ice. Men and

women in large numbers are expected to accomplish the feat. 1 hey will remain out night on

the summit, among the warm ice caves there.
. . .«-„«;.=.. i^nrv- nnH

The climb is not compulsorv. Tho.se who desire can remain in camp at I aradi.M I ark ana

enjoy botanizing and exploring. Scientific work will be a part of the program.

Send six cents to
^^^^ ^^^.

,^CHAS;
f.;1^,^% n,ul, Arinn..

For Wonderland "97 and a Mazama Pamphlet.

NORTHERN
PACIFIC
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^^ SODTHERN RAILWAY
'^^r GREATEST SOUTHERN SYSTEM.

Penetrates with its main line or branches eight States
South of the Ohio and Mississippi Kivers, and in con-
junction with its friendly allied connections reaches all

the commercial centers of the South and Southwest . . .

DOUBLE DAILY VESTIBULED LIMITED TRAINS
. . . BETWEEN . . .

Washington and Nashville via Salisbury, Asheville, Knoxville and
Chattanooga.

Washington and Tampa via Columbia, Savannah and Jacksonville.
Washington and Memphis via Atlanta, Birmingham and K. C. M. & B.
Washington and New Orleans via Atlanta, Montgomery and Mobile.
Norfolk and Chattanooga via Salisbury, Asheville and Knoxville.

Pullman Sleeping Cars—Dining Cars—Day Coaches.
Additional Trains for local travelers

The direct line to the f FLORIDA, GULF COAST and TEXAS,
Winter Resorts of | .... MEXICO and CALIFORNIA,

AND THE BEST

Through Car Line to and from Asheville and Hot Springs—" The Land of the Sky.''

N^rlte for IVIap Roiders.
R. D. CARPENTER, General Agent, 271 Broadway, New York City.

L. S. BROWN, General Agent Passenger Department, Washington, I). C.

J. H. WINGFIELD, Passenger Agent, Norfolk, Va.

S. H. HARDWICK, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Atlanta, Ga.
jC. A. BKNSCOTER, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Chattanooga, Tenn.
W. H. TAYLOE, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Louisville, Ky.

J. M. CULP, Traffic Manager. W. A. TURK, General Passenger Agent.

The Mutual Life Insurance Co.
OF NEW YORK,

RICHARD A. McCURDY, President,

Is the Largest Insurance Company in the World.

The Records of the Insurance Department of the State of New
York SHOW THAT The Mutual Life

Has a Larger Premium Income . - - ($39,000,000)
More Insurance in Force ($918,000,000)
A Greater Amount of Assets - - - - ($235,000,000)
A Larger Annual Interest Income - - - ($9,000,000)
Writes More New Business - - - - ($136,000,000)
And Pays More to Policy-holders - - ($25,000,000 in 1896)

THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY.
It has paid to Policy-holders since \ ^Ao>r nna iqk oq

its organization, in 1843, f
' ' $^'i7,00D,iya.^y

ROBERT A, GRANNISS, Vice-President.

WALTER R. GILLETTE, General Manager. FREDERIC CROMWELL, Treasurer.
ISAAC F. LLOYD, Second Vice-President. EMORY McCLINTOCK, Actuary.

WILLIAM J. EASTON, Secretary.
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Burlington

iiiSTPAUL
'"" "" MINNEAPOLISChicago OR St. Louis

Ripans Tabules cure headache.

The Fastest and Finest Train in the West ....

The Overland Limited
TO

f^ UTAH and CALIFORNIA.

FROM 16 TO 20 HOURS
SAVED BY USING

"THE OVERLAND ROUTP:."
Double Drawing-Rooni Pullman Sleepers.

Free Reclining Chair Cars.

Pullman Dining Cars.

Buffet Smoking and Library Cars,

Send for Descriptive Pamphlet "49-96,'' £. L. LOMAX,
Folders and other Advertising Matter. General Passenger and Ticket Agent.

(Mention this publication.) OMAHA, NEB.
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THE CHICAGO, MILWAEEE AND ST. PAUL EAILWAY

- - DFLTJKTS - .

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between Chicago, Mil-

waukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis daily.

Through Parlor Cars on day trains between Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated. Vestibuled Trains between Chicago and
Omaha and Sioux City daily.

Through Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches between Chicago
and Kansas City, Mo.

Only two hours from Chicago to Milwaukee. Seven fast trains each way, daily,

with Parlor Car Service.

Solid trains between Chicago and principal points in Northern Wisconsin and
the Peninsula of Michigan.

Through Trains with Palace Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches
between Chicago and points in Iowa, Minnesota, Southern and Central Dakota.

The finest Dining Cars in the World.

The best Sleeping Cars. Electric Reading Lamps in Berths.

The best and latest type of private Compartment Cars, Free Reclining Chair
Cars, and buffet Library Smoking Cars.

Everything First=class. First-class People patronize First-class Lines.

Ticket Agents everywhere sell tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Ry.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD,
General Passenger Agent, Chicago, III.

WHENEVER YOU VISIT WASHINGTON
YOU ARK INVITED TO INSPECT THE

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
I % MAMMOTH m GOOOS ESTABLISHMENT * I
W s^OF-2^ W

Where the LATEST PARIS NOVELTIES are always on Exhibition.
The attention of those who anticipate purchasing ....
VBRIDAL TROUSSEAUX

Is invited especially to extreme Paris NovEtTiES in matched sets

of French Hand-made Lingerie, including Gowns, Skirts, Chemises,
Drawers, Corset Covers, &c. These can be furnished in any number
of pieces desired. ...........

HAND-MADE BRIDAL TROUSSEAUX, personally
selected in Paris and exclusive in style and
design : Three or more pieces ....

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION.

TENTH, ELEVENTH, AND F STREETS N. W WASHINGTON, D. C.

$10 to $250.
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Shortest Line
TO

St. Paul and Minneapolis
and the Northwest

Chicago
Great

H

Maple

Leaf

Route Western
RAILWAY

^t>—<^^~-<^—<^—^ -£^ ^—.i^—^-

For tickets, rates or any detailed information ^pply
to your home agent or write to

F. h: lord,
Gen'l Pass'r and Ticket Agent.

CHICAGO.

-T—^--^-^T- ^ * ^ -^—^—g-^y- -^A
^^^

—

'-^-^ -:^ jr^
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IS

A VITAL POINT
IMPROVEMENT THE OTDEH OF THE AQ A TYPEWRITER'S

PRINTING MECHANISM

MUST BE SCIENTIFICALLV CON-
STRUCTED. THIS POINT IS OF

UTMOST IMPORT FOR

EASY OPERATION AND
PERFECT EXECUTION.

Cbe SitiitI)..

Premier

typewriters

Superior on This Point as Weil as on All Others.

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co.

SYRACUSE, N. Y. , U. S. A.

Catalogoes and Information at Washington Otflce, No. 1416 F Street.

ONLY CORRECT
PRINCIPLES EMPLOYED.



AN IMPROVED METHOD OF KEEPING THE SCORE IN

DUPLICATE WHIST, COMPASS WHIST, STRAIGHT IIST UNO

Since Duplicate and Com-
pass Whist have come into

fashion there has been an
unprecedented revival of in-

terest in the game, due to

the fact that mere hick is to

a large extent eliminated by
a comparison of the scores

made in the play of the same
hands by different players.

The one thing needed to

perfect the new method has

been a convenient device

by means of which the score

made on the first round can
be concealed until after the

replay of the hands, as a

knowledge of the first score

often enables a good player

to make a decisi ve gain , and
matches are lost and won on
just such little chances.

A Washington player has at
length invented and put upon
the market at a very low price a
little device which admirably
answers the purpose, and at the
same time serves as a pretty
and useful table ornament,
marker, and pencil rest. It is

called the •" Cosmos Counter,"
and consists of a little polished
wood tablet with a metal key-
board that can be clamped down
on the score in such a way as to
bring 24 little rhetal plates over
the 24 spaces in the "score"
column of the card, for, use in
concealing each first score as
soon as recorded and until the
hand is replayed (in duplicate
whist) or the entire series fin-

ished (in compass whist).

Whist players will at once see
the advantage of this new
method of keeping the score, as
it effectually prevents their op-
ponents at the same or another
table from taking advantage,
either by accident or design, of
a knowledge of what the hand
is capable. The trouble with
duplicate whist, especially, is

that the replay is liable to be in-
fluenced by memory of the cards
and score, and anything that
helps to confuse such recollec-
tion is a great gain to fair play.

The "Cosmos Score Card,"
prepared for use with the
counter, shows several new fea-
tures, such as a heading for both
Duplicate and Compass Whist
and (on the reverse) for Straight
Whist, Euchre, &c., thus ena-
bling the same counter and score
to be used for any game of cards.

Cosmos Counters, with tablet
of quartered oak, maple, or
birch, and metal in either gold
-or silver finish, 50 cts. apiece

; 6
for $2.75 ; 12 for $5 ; by mail, 4
cts. apiece extra. Cosmos Score
Cards, 25 cts. per package of 50

;

12 packages for $2.50; by mail
free of postage.

Ask to see samples at any
stationer's, or order direct from
the General Agents.

Co0mo5 ®u|)Cicat^ Tl^^ist ^core
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THE VENEZUELAN BOUNDARY COMMISSION AND ITS
WORK

By Marcus Baker

Carhxjmpher, U. S. Geological Survey

On the northeast shoulder of South America, between the
mouths of the great rivers Amazon and Orinoco, lies Guiana.
On the extrenie east and nearest the Amazon is French Guiana,
or Cayenne

;
just west of this is Dutch Guiana, or Surinam, while

the next division to the west is British Guiuna, a colony of Great
Britain; and this in turn is bordered on the west by Venezuela,
one of the South American republics.

Between these last two, British Guiana and Venezuela, current

maps show a Ijoundary line which, starting at or near the south-

ern mouth of the Orinoco (for there are many mouths in its 1")0-

mile-wide delta), runs in a southerly direction into the interior.

This line, speaking in only the most general terms, is the now
famous Schomburgk line. This boundary is in dispute, and has

been so for more than half a centur3^ It has been a source of

prolix and interminable diplomatic correspondence and negotia-

tion, a correspondence couched in politest phrase, without con-

ceali'ng the earnestness, nay, bitterness, underneath. Proposals

and counter-j^roposals had been made, but without success.

Arbitration' had been proposed, but until recently Great Britain

had steadily refused to submit the entire disputeil territory to

arbitration. So the case dragged on for weary years. Finally,

in 1886, some 10 years ago,Venezuela severed diplomatic relations

with Great Britain and sent her otHcial rei)resentative away.

Venezuela then sought to bring about indirectly, through the

friendly aid of a third power, a settlement of the long standing

13
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and irritating controvers3^ The matter was taken up by our own

foreign ofl&ce (the Department of State) and correspondence car-

ried on in 1895 between Secretary Ohie}" and Lord Salisbury.

Secretary OIney, in a document resembling a laAvyer's briefmuch
more than it does the ordinar}^ diplomatic dispatch, stated the

case as it appeared to him and asked that it be arbitrated. To

this Lord Salisbur}'- replied in two careful and most courteous

dispatches (as diplomatists are wont to call letters), declining

general arbitration.

Thereupon President Cleveland, on December 17, ] 895, sent to

Congress this correspondence, accompanied by a brief but now

famous message—a message of which, without exaggeration, it

may be said that it startled the civilized world. After summa-

rizing the correspondence and commenting upon Lord Salisbur3''s

two replies, President Cleveland proceeded as follows

:

In the belief that the doctrine for which we contend (the Monroe doc-

trine) was clear and definite, that it was founded upon substantial consid-

erations and involved our safety and welfai-e, that it was fully applicable

to our present conditions and to the state of the world's progress, and that

it was directly related to the pending controversy, and without any con-

viction as to the final merits of the dispute, but anxious to learn in a

satisfactory and conclusive manner whether Great Britain sought, under

a claim of boundary, to extend her possession of territory fairly included

within her lines of ownership, this government proposed to the govei-n.

ment of Great Britain a resort to arbitration as the proper means of set-

tling the question, to the end that a vexatious boundary dispute between

the two contestants might be determined and our exact standing and

relation in respect to the controversy might be made clear.

It will be seen from the correspondence herewith submitted that this

proposition has been declined by the British government upon grounds

which, in the circumstances, seem to me to be far from satisfactory. It

is deeply disappointing that such an appeal, actuated by the most friendly

feelings toward both nations directly concerned, addressed to the sense

of justice and to the magnanimity of one of the great powers of the

world and touching its relations to one comparatively weak and small,

should have produced no better results.

The course to be pursued by this government, in view of the present

condition, does not appear to admit of serious doubt. Having labored

faithfully for many years to induce Great Britain to submit this dispute

to impartial arbitration, and having been now finally apprised of her re-

fusal to do so, nothing remains but to accept the situation, to recognize

its plain requirements and deal with it accordingly. Great Britain's

present proposition has never thus far been regarded as admissible by
Venezuela, though any adjustment of the boundarj'^ which that country

may deem for her advantage and may enter into of her own free will

cannot of course be objected to by the United States.
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Assuming, however, that the attitude of Venezuela will n-inaiii un-
changed, the dispute has reached sucli a stage as to make it now incum-
bent upon the United States to take measures to determine with sutlicient
certainty for its justification what is the true divisional line between the
Republic of Venezuela and British Guiana. The inquiry to that end
should of course be conducted carefully and judicially, and due weight
should be given to all avaiUible evidence, records, and facts in sujjport of
the claims of both parties.

In order that such an examination should be prosecuted in a thorough
and satisfoctory manner, I suggest that the Congress make an adniuate
appropriation for the expenses of a commission, to })e appointed by the
Executive, who shall make the necessary investigation and re|>ort "u|)on

the matter with the least possible delay. When such rejxjrt is madean.l
accepted it will, in my opinion, be the duty of the United States to resist

by every means in its power as a willful aggression upon its rights and
interests the appropriation by Great Britain of any lands or the exercise

of governmental jurisdiction over any territory which, aaer investigation,

we have determined of right belongs to Venezuela.

In making these recommendations I am fully alive to the responsibili-

ties incurred and keenly realize all the conse(]uences that may follow.

I am nevertheless tirm in my conviction that wiiile it is a grievous

thing to contemplate the two great English-speaking i)eoples of the world

as being otherwise than friendly competitors in the onward march of civil-

ization and stienuous and worthy rivals in all the arts of peace, there is

no calamity which a great nation can invite which equals that which
follows a supine submission to wrong and injustice and the consequent

loss of national self-respect and honor, beneath which are shielded and
defended a people's safety and greatness.

This short message went to Congress December 17, 1895, where

it was read and referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.

The following da}', December 18, the chairman of that commit-

tee, the Hon. R. R. Hitt, reported a bill (H. R. 2173) appropri-

ating S100,000 for the expenses of a commission to investigate

and report upon the true divisional line between British Guiana

and the Republic of Venezuela. This bill was passed by the

House of Representatives forthwith and unanimously ; it was

then sent to the Senate. It was on the following day, the 10th

of December, referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations in

the Senate. The next day it was rejiorted l)ack, debated, antl

passed without amendment. The following day, December 21,

it was a law, having received the signatures of the Speaker of

the House, the Vice-President, and the President. Thus Presi-

dent Cleveland's suggestion on December 17, that a commission

be created, was four days later the law of the land, and made so

with an unanimity almost, if not quite, unparalleled. No vote
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against it was recorded in either branch of Congress. On Jan-

uary 4, 1897, the commission was appointed, and consisted of five

persons, viz :

Hon. David J. Brewer, one of the justices of the Supreme Court

of the United States ; Hon. Richard H. Alvey, Chief Justice of the

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia ;
Mr Frederick R.

Coudert, a distinguished member of the New York bar, who had

acted as counsel for the United States in tlie Bering Sea arbitra-

tion case ; Hon. Andrew D.White, historian and diplomatist, and

Dr Daniel C. Gilman, a learned geographer, president of the

Johns Hopkins University. This commission organized by elect-

ing Mr Justice Brewer president and Mr Severo Mallet-Prevost,

of the New York bar, as secretary.

Upon this commission were laid two duties : first, to investigate,

and second, to report. Obviously investigation was first, not

merely in order, but in the amount of labor involved and in im-

portance. In the early sessions of the commission the whole

subject was canvassed, and the work of investigation planned,

organized, and assigned.. Professor George L. Burr, of Cornell

University, a painstaking and accurate historian and linguist,

was sent to Holland to investigate the Dutch archives. Later on

he was joined there by Mr Coudert, of the commission. For

assistance in the preparation of maps and in geographical in-

vestigation, application was made to the U. S. Geological Survey.

To this work I was assigned, and from January to May, 1896,

gave to it such time as could be spared from Survey duties. In

May, 1896, 1 was, however, detailed to the service of the commis-

sion, and continued to serve on this detail till the close of the com-

mission's labors and the publication of its results in June, 1897.

When, in November, 1896, it was made known that Great

Britain and Venezuela had at last come together and had agreed

to submit their dispute to arbitration, the commission found itself

set free from the need of pronouncing judgment. As the con-

tending parties had themselves agreed to submit their differences

to an arbitral tribunal, it was obviously for that tribunal to pro-

nounce judgment. Moreover, as Mr Justice Brewer had been

chosen as a member of the arbitral tribunal, it was obviously im-

proper that he should pronounce judgment in advance of his

sitting with that tribunal. The commission accordingly decided

to withhold any conclusions it might have reached and to pub-

lish only its investigations. Thus the facts gathered have become
public property. The investigations undertaken were unfinished
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wlien arl)itration was agreed upon, but the conimi.ssion decided
to stop short and print in as complete and systematic form as
time permitted the facts then gathered.

The facts gatliered by the connnission are set forth in three
octavo volumes and an atlas comprising ?(> maps. The atlas
constitutes volume 4 of the report and was the (ir.^^t volume com-
pleted. It is composed, as al)ove stated, of 7G maps, divided into
three groups or parts.

Part I comprises 15 maps, all printed on the same l)a.se. This
base maj) was specially compiled and engraved for the connnis-
sion. and is designed to represent the latest and best information
as to the natural features of the Orinoco-Essequibo region. It is

based chiefly on the so-called great map of the colony, dated
1875, and published by E. Stanford, of I.ondon, in LS77. Various
other maps were also made use of in its cominlation. The dis-

puted territory along the seacoast is so differently shown on maps
of high authority that a compromise seemed impossible, and
accordingly two different maps of the same tract are shown side

by side on the base map. INIap 1 shows various boundarv lines

proj^osed or claimed, map 2 the forests and savannas, map 3 the

principal drainage basins, and map 4 the geology of the region

as far as known. Maps 5 to 14 are historical maps, showing
Euro))ean occupation at various dates from the earliest down to

1814. '* These eleven historical maps," says Professor Burr,
" have been prepared to illustrate my report on the evidence of

Dutch official documents as to occupation and claims in the re-

gion between the Essequibo and the Orinoco, and are an attempt

to show graj^hically the conclusions reached by that report." It

may be noted in passing that if title to the disputed tract is to

be determined b}' occupatUm, ihe^e maps showing occupation are

of great significance and importance.

Part II of the atlas comprises 41 maps, facsimile reproductions

of the "mother maps" of the region—produced during a i)eriod

of about 300 years. Volume 3 of the commission's report con-

tains a ])aper b}-^ the secretary, Mr Severe Mallet-Prevost, on

the Cartographical Testimony of Geographers. The 41 maps

mentioned illustrate that report and exhibit the gradual evolu-

tion of our geographical knowledge of the disi)uted area, and

also the evolution of the various boundary lines. It constitutes

an interesting and instructive group of maps and makes avail-

al^le for students a number of scarce ones.
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Part III comprises 20 maps of an official or semi-official char-

acter, of which 12 are from manuscript originals not hitherto

published. The origin of these maps, their character and mean-

ing are set forth b)^ Professor Burr in a paper in volume 3.

In describing the atlas, we have in part antici])ated the de-

scription of volume 3, which is devoted to geography. It is an

octavo volume of 517 pages and contains 6 papers. The first is

b}^ the secretary of the commission on the cartographical testi-

mony of geographers. In its 80 pages the historical evolution

of lines showing territorial division are worked out with great

care, and the size of the paper inadequately measures the labor

needful to gather and arrange and clearly set forth and discuss

the facts therein contained.

The second paper is by Dr Justin Winsor, librarian of Har-

vard College, and it deals with the same topics as the preceding

paper, but in a diff'erent manner. This paper was submitted to

the commission very early, its date being March 4, 1896, just two

months after the commission was appointed. The third and

fourth papers are by Professor Burr.

The fifth paper, entitled Notes on the Geography of the Ori-

noco-Essequibo Region, South America, is by the present writer.

It consists of a prosaic compilation of statements made by vari-

ous travelers and explorers in the r'egion as to its geography,

with references, in foot-notes, to the sources of these statements.

All the geographic names found applied in the region, whether

now in use or not, were recorded in these notes, which are fully

indexed. Thus it is possible to proceed quickl}^ by means of

the index and foot-notes to the original sources of geographic

information touching any part of the country described in these

notes.

The last paper in the volume is a partial list of maps of the

region, also prepared by the writer. It was hoped to make an
exhaustive list, but time did not suffice for this, nor for the

preparation of a bibliography of the region.

Volume 2 is given mainly to extracts from Dutch archives.

There are 353 of these extracts, comprising 662 pages. They
are printed in double columns, the original Dutch forming one
column and the English translation the parallel column. Some
miscellaneous manuscript documents, filed with the commission

by the government of Venezuela, close the volume.

Volume 1, first in order but last to be published, is now in

press and will shortly be published. It is to contain the report
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of the commission, which, however, is not new to the world,
having been published May 25, 1S97, as Senate Document No!
106, 55th Congress, 1st session. It is to contain also a report by
Professor J. F. Jameson, of Thrown University, on the Treaty of
Miinster of 1648, and also Professor Burr's rei)ort uj)on what he
found in the Dutch archives bearing upon the boundary matter.
Exact reproductions of those Dutch documents with translations
constitute the major ])art of volume 2. Professor Burr's report,

however, will tell a connected story of Dutch occupation and
doings in the disputed territory, as gathered from these old
manuscript chronicles of the Dutch.

With the publication in the summer of 1897 of these four v(.l-

umes the labors of the Venezuelan Boundary Commission end.
The controversy, however, is not ended, l)Ut its settlement has
been relegated to a new tribunal—a tribunal of arbitration, to

be composed of five of the world's leading jurists.

The commission, whose work now ends, it will be remembered,
is wholly a United States commission. The United States de-

vised it, created it, and maintained it; and it did this "to deter-

mine with sufficient certainty, for its own justification, what is

the true boundary' line between British Guiana and Venezuela."

It is a high compHment to the character of the commission that

both Great Britain and Venezuela promptly and cordialh' aided

it to the fullest extent by furnishing information fully and freely.

Neither was bound so to do, and neither had agreed to accept

its conclusions. But as time progressed it became clear that this

quasi or involuntary arbitration, if I may say so, might well be

turned into an actual arbitration—an arbitration where all the

facts could be sifted out, judicially weighed, and a just conclusion

reached. Accordingly, at the Lord Mayor's banquet in London

last November, Lord Salisbury announced that an agreement had

been reached by which the long-drawn-out controversy was on

its way to a peaceful, amicable, just, and final determination ; an

agreement to arbitrate had been reached.

That the action taken by the United States some eleven months

before was a powerful agency toward securing this much-to-be-

desired end does not admit of doubt. Such is the prevailing

opinion. Such is the opinion of the commission itself, which

in its report says: "A wise and just view of the case is that the

commission has been a potent factor in bringing the two nations

into a consent to submit the matter in dispute to an arbitral

tribunal."
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In addition to tlie influence exerted b}' the commission in

initiating the peaceful settlement of the dispute, the contribu-

tion which it has made to the scholars of the world should not

be overlooked. The investigations in history and geography

set forth in the papers accomj^anying its report have a value

wholly apart from the case to which they owe their origin.

A few words about the arbitral tribunal and the work before

it must end this alread_y too long article.

On February 2, 1897, a treaty of arbitration as to the boundary''

Avas signed in Washington by Seiior Jose Andrade,for Venezuela,

and by Sir Julian Pauncefote, for Great Britain. It consists of 14

articles, describing in precise legal and formal phraseology how
the dispute is to be disposed of. A printed cop}'' of that now-

public treaty lies before nie as I write. Let me summarize it.

First. An arbitral tribunal is to be named forthwith.

Second. It is to be composed of five jurists, two named by

Venezuela and two by Great Britain. Venezuela names Chief

Justice Fuller and Mr Justice Brewer, of the United States Su-

preme Court, and Great Britain names Baron Herschell and Sir

Richard H, Collins, of Her Majesty's privy council. These four

are to select, on or before September 14, 1897, a fifth arbiter, a

jurist, who is to be president of the tribunal. In the event of

failure to do so, the fifth arbiter is to be chosen b}' the King of

Sweden.

Third. The tribunal is to determine what belonged to the

Netherlands and Avhat to Spain at the time when Great Britain

acquired from the Dutch what is now British Guiana.

Fourth. The tribunal shall take account of all pertinent facts,

shall be governed by the principles of international law, and b}''

three rules, viz

:

(a) Adverse possession or prescription for 50 j^ears to consti-

tute a good title.

(&) The arbitrators ma}'- recognize and give effect to laws sup-

ported on any other valid foundation (than adverse possession)

and which conform to international law.

(c) In determining the boundary, if the tribunal shall find

that the territory of one party was at the date of this treaty oc-

cupied by citizens or subjects of the other, it shall give to such

occupation the effect which in its opinion is required by reason,

justice, the principles of international law, and the equities of the

case.
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Fifth. The arbiters are to meet in Paris within GO days after

the printed arguments liave been submitted, and decide tiie

questions submitted
;
all questions to be decided l)y a majority

;

each party to appoint an agent to assist the tribunal.

Sixth. Within eight months, /. c, on or l)efore February 14,

1898, the case is to l)e sul)mitted, witli proofs, documents, etc.

Seventh. Within four months thereafter, /. c, on or before

June 14, 1898, the counter-case is to be similarly submitted,

and may contain new matter, with proofs.

Eighth. Within three months thereafter, ?. c, on or before

Sei)tember 14, 1898, the agent of each government must submit
his argument in print. Oral arguments may then be had.

Ninth. The arbiters may lengthen each period above named
by 30 days.

Tenth. Decision to be rendered within three months after the

case has been argued, to be in dujjlicate, in writing, and signed

by the arbiters who assent to it.

Eleventh. An exact journal of proceedings is to be kept.

Twelfth. Each government is to pay its own agent, and the

cost of the arbitration shared equally.

Thirteenth. The parties agree to be l)Ound l)y the decisions

rendered.

It thus appears that the controversy bids fair to reach its final

stage sometime during the winter of 1898-'99.

MINERAL PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES

The mineral products of the United States in the calendar

year 1896 had a total value, according to a recent rei)ort of the

U. S. Geological Survey, of 8021,909,940, the value of the me-

tallic products being more by §4,868,931, and that of the non-

metallic less l)y §5,586,656, than in 1895.

The great increase in the i)roduction of pig iron, so much com-

mented ui)on last year, has not been maintained, tiie output

having fallen off more than 800,000 long tons, representing a

decrease in value of nearly S15,000,000. On the other hand, the

production of gold has increased from §46,010,000 to §5;>,(tS,S.(MH».

that of silver from §36,445,000 to §39,655,000, and tbat of coj^per

from §38,682,347 to §48,698,267. Gold shows an increase of over

60 per cent in four years, the i>roduction of silver is the largest

since 1893, and even the output of copper has almost doubhnl

*t
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since 1889. The most remarkable increase, however, is that of

aluminum, the production of which has increased from 18,000

pounds, worth $59,000, in 1887, to 1,300,000 pounds, valued at

$520,000, in 1896, the value per pound having fallen, as will be

perceived, from $3.28 to 40 cents within the period named.

To return to a comparison of the statistics of 1896 and 1895,

an increase in the production of bituminous coal from 135,-

118,193 to 137,640,276 short tons has been accompanied by a

sufficient decline in prices to reduce the total value of the output

from $115,749,771 to $114,891,515. On the other hand, a con-

siderably smaller production of Pennsylvania anthracite has

represented almost as great a value in the market as the output

of the previous year. The production of building stone has been

the smallest in point of value (quantities not being reported)

since 1888, but the estimated production of brick clay is still

represented b}'' the same round figures, $9,000,000, that have

done duty for the last half-dozen years.

There appears to have been a considerable increase (nearly

4,000,000 gallons, or over 18 per cent) in the sale of mineral waters.

It would be interesting to know how far this remarkable increase

is due to the use of non-medicinal mineral waters for table pur-

poses, and how far it is to be attributed to the apparently largely

increased use of lithia Avater as a remedy for certain bodily ail-

ments that seem to be peculiarly characteristic of our time. Of
the remaining principal products reported upon, petroleum

reaches, in 60,960,361 barrels, the highest figures its production

has ever attained; salt shows a slight increase in production,

with a considerable decrease in value, and the production of

borax—no less than 13,508,000 pounds—is the largest on record,

with the single exception of that of 1894. J. H.

#



THE FORESTS AND DESERTS OF ARIZONA*

By Bernhaud E. Fernow, Ph.D., T.L.I)., etc..

Chief of the Dirislon of Forestru, U. S. Depnrtwent of A(jriruUure

It is a notal)le fact that l)Ut few of our jK-ojjle liavo any adf-

quate conception of the vastness and the varied condition.s of

their country, and still less do they realize its opportunities for

future growth. The horizon of the majority, even of those wlio

have made liasty overland trips, rarely reaches heyond the limits

of their personal observation, and as to the possil)ilities of the

future—even those who have studied our past development fail

to realize them. Our imagination—save in the professional

boomer—lags behind reasonable expectation.

When I told my friends that a happy accident—tiie invitation

of a generous and public-spirited friend—would take me for tlie

summer months to and through Arizona, two exjiressions were

most frequent: one of commiseration at my prospects of sum-

mer temperatures, the other a somewhat astonished inquiry as

to what a forester could find of interest in that country of cactus

and desert. That a large part of the territory of Arizona can

boast of an ideal summer climate, unequaled for camping, was a

revelation to them; and that some of the most interesting moun-

tain forests—botanically speaking—are to be found tlien', and

the most lovely and most extensive, as \\^ell as most economi-

cally important pineries that exist between the great forests of

the Pacific coast and the Avestern border of the Atlantic forest

ill Texas and Arkansas, a thousand miles away in eitlier direc-

tion—this seemed to them almost incredible.

Why should this i)articular forest area become a subject of in-

vestigation ? The question is worthy of answer. Here is a ter-

ritory still undeveloped, still undespoiled for the larger part—

a

territory needing for its best future development not only the

material which these forest areas can furnish forever, but depend-

ent on irrigation for its agricultural future, and thus re<iuiring

that protection of its water sources which a forest cover is sup-

posed to afford. Would it not be wisdom to study the relation

of this resource to the whole development of the country, and

*An address delivered before the National Geographic Society, Feliniary :.. I8ii7
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to stud}'^ the conditions under which this resource could be ra-

tionally managed, so as to avoid as far as practicable the devas-

tation that has characterized our occupation of other sections,

and thus pave the way for a rational use of this important, yet

limited, resource? To be sure, this is hardly the way we are

Avont to do, for with regard to our resources, especially our for-

ests, we take a position somewhat similar to that of the old gen-

tleman from Arkansas :
" When it was raining he could not

mend his roof, and when it was not he did not need a roof any-

way."

Arizona, the unknown and maligned ; the land of thorns and

spines ; the province of apparently hopeless deserts and yet of

rich promise ; the land of dreary wastes and yet of infinite va-

riet}^ and contrasts ; the territory most picturesque and full of

interest to the geologist and botanist and ethnologist, even to the

mere sightseer, and 3'et the least visited ; the earliest discovered

of the western territories and 3^et the last to pass from the red-

man's dominion and the least developed ; the land of a high pre-

historic civilization, of cave-dwellers and cliff-dwellers, and of

the peaceful agricultural Hopi and Pima, and yet until a decade

ago terrorized by the most warlike of the Indians, the Apache

—

Arizona is one of the most interesting of all our provinces.

It is curious that the health-inspiring, rejuvenating quality of

Arizona's dry air did not impress itself upon the Spanish seekers

after the Fount of Eternal Youth, one of whom was destined,

while balked in his search for the latter, to first set foot on this

-part of the continen|. Alva Nunez Cabeza de Vaca, with two

Spaniards and one Negro as companions, all four fugitives bj"-

land from slavery among the Seminole Indians in Florida and

finding their way across the continent, were the first to see the

" Seven Cities of Cibola," the Hopi villages ; were the first to

pass under the shadows of San Francisco mountain and to share

the hospitalities of the Pima Indians just 360 years ago. Three

years later (in 1540) an exploring expedition under Vasquez de

Coronado visited the same country, and it was then that one of

.his lieutenants, Don Garcia Lopez de Cardenas, gazed—the first

white man—on the wonders of the Grand Canon of the Colorado.

Forty years later another of the conquistadors, Antonio de

EsjDejo, ventured forth and claimed and named the country for

Spain, Nuevo Mexico, under which name it came to the United

States ; the portion north of Gila river b}'' the treat}'^ of Guada-

lupe Hidalgo in 1848, the portion south of the Gila by the treat}^
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and purchase negotiated by the then Minister to Mexico, Jjuues
Gadsden, in 18o4, for the pur[)ose of ohtainin-,' a suitable route
for a southern Pacific raih'oad, tiie price paid for the hitter por-
tion being $10,000,000.

Spanish development was confined entirely to the lower por-

tions, and consisted mainly in the estal)lisliment of missions to

convert the agricultural Indians, and in the location of presidios

at Tucson and Tubac to protect the missions and the few haei-

endas and silver mines then worked, the hostile Ajtache con-

stantly harassing their Indian and Spanish neighbors alike and
withstanding the progress of civilization.

In 1863 the territory of Arizona was segregated from New
Mexico, the name probably being a modification of Arizonac, a

Papago Indian name of uncertain meaning which had been, ap-

])lied to a native village and was extended to the lower portion

of what is now our southwestern province by the Si)aniards.

The expeditions of the War Department under Sitgreaves, Wil-

liamson, Whipple, Parke, Gray, Beale, and Ives during the years

from 1852 to 1860 give us the first definite knowledge of the

country. Almost simultaneously with these, immigration and
mining development began under protection of military forts

Buchanan and Breckinridge.

From 1863, when the territory was segregated from New
Mexico, to 1874, the history of Arizona is written in blood. It

took a hardy man to run the risk of tomahawk and scalping-

knife in order to benefit from tlie rich mineral discoveries in

southern and middle Arizona. Nor were the mining communi-

ties themselves without their internal strife and shotgun admin-

istration of desperadoes and Mexican laborers. The successful

campaigns of General Custer, however, l)roke the war spirit of

the Indians and led to the treaty of 1874, when these Indians

were placed on reservations. The advent ofthe Southern Pacific

railroad in 1878 stimulated anew the development of tbe mining

districts, and since the Apache Indians, with their cunning leader,

GercMiimo, were removed to Florida in 1886 the peaceful progress

of the territory is a.ssured, and one may travel through the coun-

try with no more fear of a hold-up than in Texas or New York.

Three centuries and three score years of history ! Yet the l>e-

ginnings of civilization and of the development of W^e territory

date back hardly a score of years, and it is only a little «)ver a

decade since a really peaceful progress has begun—since the

marauding Apache has been removed !
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Arizona, with an area of about 114,000 square miles, equaling

the combined areas of New York and the New England states,

or of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, is in the main a plateau rising

from the southwestern corner toward the north and east. From

an altitude of not more than 40 feet above sea-level, at or near

Yuma, the plateau level rises to 7,000 feet or more, and, with the

many mountain ranges that overtop the plateau, every altitude is

found up to 12,800 feet in the rude stone monument erected by

Mr Gilbert on the highest peak of San Francisco mountains.

There is, however, a convenient and significant altitudinal sub-

division of the plateau to be noted, by which the northeastern

section, with about one-third of the territory, is segregated as

the Colorado plateau—a part of the great plateau which extends

northward, with an average elevation of over 4,000 feet, the south-

western two-thirds forming a lower plateau, with an average ele-

vation of probably over 1,000 feet, studded with rugged sierras

which sometimes reach up nearly 10,000 feet. The division be-

tween these sections is sharp and sudden ] in most parts it is a

line of cliffs and steep slopes, varying from 600 to 1,200 feet

and more in height, which form a rim to the higher plateau, popu-

larly known among the Mexicans as the Mogollon and among
Americans as " the rim." This great escarpment forms so abrupt

a boundary line that a stone may be hurled from one region into

the other. Immediately below this rim there is a climatically and

botanically intermediary region or transition zone which only

accentuates the two main divisions.

The convenience of this subdivision extends beyond topo-

graphic distinction, for the two sections differentiate climatically

almost as abrui3tly as the surface, giving rise, from the standpoint

of the visitor, to a summer section and a winter section, with cor-

responding differences in flora, fauna, and economic conditions.

Thus the range of summer and winter climate which a latitudinal

difference of a thousand miles effects from Maine to Florida is

here effected approximately by altitudinal differences within a

hundred miles.

Furthermore, the two sections are best reached, and until a

few years ago could only be approached, by rail on two inde-

pendent railroad systems—the Southern Pacific affording pas-

sage through the southern section and the Atlantic and Pacific

(now part of the Santa Fe system) traversing the northern sec-

tion. At present there is a connection between the two trunk

lines by way of Phoenix and Prescott, giving access to the central
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section. These three lines, with a few short feeders, comprise the
entire raih'oad system of the territory.

The tourist starting for Arizona in July will prohuMy enter
tlie territory by the northern route and spend the warm months
on tlie plateau, making Flagstaff his head(iuart<'rs or l)ase of
supplies. After the hot and dreary ride over the featurele.«^s

plains of western Kansas and eastern Colorado and througli tlie

hardly less dreary though more varied mountain scenerv of New

PETRIFIED STUMP, ARIZONA

Mexico, and after passing through the desert country of the east-

ern border county of Arizona (containing the celebrated petrified

forests, strewn in huge logs over the sandy waste), it is a relief

when suddenly the pinon and juniper appear in dense masses,

and finally the pine forest is entered within an hour of reaching

Flagstaff. To add to the feeling of comfort and ntw interest

which this unexpected forest scene creates, the grand peaks of

the San Francisco mountains come in sight, possibly witii ;i white

veil of freshly fallen snow that vanishes before tiie day is over.
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Then when the heavy up-grade puffing of the engine and the

rumbling of the cars cease and we ahght at the terminus of the

raih'oad journey and the beginning of our camping tour in the

oddly-named town, Flagstaff, in the midst of this lovel}^ pinery,

we feel at home at once, without any misgivings as to the com-

fort or interest of the expedition.

Coming to study the forests, we are naturall}'' attracted by the

chimneys and lumber piles in the distance, which suggest what

becomes of the grand pines that we have just learned to admire.

Although the sun is low—the train arriving late in the after-

noon—the sawmills, which, with the cattle and sheep interests,

form the raison d'etre of the little settlement of 1,500 people, call

for immediate inspection. At the mills and offices we learn that

of the 24,000.000 feet of lumber now cut in the territory annually,

the various sawmills of Flagstaff, supplied by a logging road of

20 miles, p.roduce about one-half, besides some 200,000 railroad

ties, supplying the local demands of the northern part of the

territory and also of southern California and New Mexico. We
learn from inspection of the yards that the pine lumber of the

pine {Pinus ponderosa) is only of medium quality, yet good

enough for all local uses. W^ith a lumberman's eye we have

noticed that the trees cannot yield much clear timber, and this

impression is verified by the books of the sawmill men, which

show that not more than 6 to 7 per cent of the logs reaching the

mill yield first-class material; and we have also noted that the

cut per acre must be far below what eastern lumbermen would

expect. These conditions are fully realized in Flagstaff. The

opinion of the president of the Arizona Lumber Company, con-

veyed to the governor of the territory and printed by him in his

report for 1893, is suggestive :

I believe that it is the duty of every person who can give the matter

thought and who is in position to influence any one's action in the prem-

ises, to make some endeavor to perpetuate oui* forest conditions for the

benefit of future generations in the territory. Upon the rational use of

our forests will depend the happiness and welfare, and I may say the ab-

solute existence, of any large population in this territory ; and the time

to act is the present, when the least possible injury will be done to vested

rights.

I believe the government ought to withdraw all timber lands it pos-

sesses and ought to appoint a competent forester who would make it his

sole duty to see that the covering which nature has afl'orded our moun-
" tain tops should be preserved, to the end that the valley land of the terri-

tory be protected either from droughts or floods in the years to come.
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The next morning we are naturally eager to start out early to

climb that magnificent mountain which rise.s north of the little

hamlet in solitary grandeur, a huge volcano whose fires have
but recently been extinguished, now unique in its symmetrical
and striking outlines, the most inijiressive feature in the land-

scape. The elevation of Flagstaff being about 7,000 feet, a steady

ascent is made from the town for ten or twelve miles to the foot

of the cone at 8,000 feet, and then comes a steeper climb. The
road is through a lovely forest of bull pine {Pinus ponderosa), a

PETRIFIED LOGS, ARIZONA

species common from British Columbia soutiiward, botii along

the Sierra Madre and the Rocky mountains, down to Mexico.

The forest is open and parklike, the trees standing in groups,

with here and there an old stager which was a good-sized sap-

ling when the first white conquistadors passed through this

wilderness 360 years ago. The open stand of the stately pines

rearing their heads 100 and more feet into the remarkably blue

sky naturally causes the formation of a long and rather sym-

metrical crown which adds to the scenic beauty, but not to the

commercial value of the timber. Since the rainy season has

not yet set in, there is but little grass and lower vegetation visible

;

hardly any undergrowth impedes the view
;
yet here and there a

u
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clump of the scrubby Rock}^ mountain white-oak (Quercus gam-

belii) forms a pleasing contrast.

As we reach an altitude of 9,000 feet a change of scene occurs;

the 3^ellow-green, heavj^-foliagecl bull pine is supplanted b}^ the

graceful, dark-green white pine of the Rockies (Pinus flexilis) and

the still more striking Douglas spruce, which in scattered indi-

viduals studs the now really grassy slope, for at this higher alti-

tude more moisture and less evaporation favor the grassy growth.

One thousand feet higher and we reach the region of the Foxtail

pine (P. arisiata), well named, for the long, flexible branchlets

closely beset at their ends with crowded needles exhibit strik-

ingly the appearance of a fox's tail. As we ascend, the Engelmann

spruce, as widely distributed over the w^est as the bull pine, joins

these trees and with them forms a more or less dense forest, the

trunks short and much branched and gnarly, of little or no eco-

nomic value. Here we find also in a few individuals a beautiful

fir, a hew accession to our flora, w^hich Dr Merriam has this sum-

mer described as the Arizona cork fir (Abies arizonicd) from speci-

mens gathered on this very trip from this very tree. At 11,500

feet the last Engelmann spruce, tousled and shorn by the wintry

blasts at this high elevation, and low creeping jumpers, denote

timber line. Toward the northeast we look down into whsit was

,once an enormous volcano, one side blown out ; the three peaks

are still above us.

A short climb of a thousand feet more over large blocks of lava

or gravelly detritus brings us to the top of Humphrey's peak.

From here the eye sweeps over a goodly portion of the northern

part of the territory, and the vast expanse of the pine land can be

traced. Toward the north stretches the Coconino forest, flank-

ing the Grand Canon, whose sheer walls on the opposite side are

dimly discerned. Eastward and northeastward the color of the

clouds indicates the position of the Painted desert, separated from

the San Francisco forest by a fringe of junipers and piiions at the

levels between 6,000 and 7,000 feet ; toward the south and south-

east, far as the eye can imagine sight—to the Mogollon and White

mountains—and westward beyond the three-peaked landmark

of Bill Williams mountain and Mount Sitgreaves, stretches the

sea of pines, covering altogether an area of not less than 3,000

square miles.

It is proper that we should give full consideration to San Fran-

cisco mountains, for not only are they among the most picturesque

and interesting to the sightseer, geologist, and plant geographer,
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but they are of imiiortance economically
; not merely for the i)j\.s-

turage that might be gleaned from their slopes,or for their timl>er
(which on the higher levels is not worth the cutting), but for their
meteorological effect, which is increased by the forest cover. Their
peaks arrest and precipitate the clouds, which would otherwise
pass over the jdateau and find no cause for precipitation over the
eastward desert. Nu-va-ti-ky-obi(Homeofthe High Snows) is the
name the Indians give to them. They form the only elevation in

Arizona on which snows can and do accumulate, giving up their

stores in spring, furnishing supplies for many springs and wa.shes

and to at least one perennial stream—Oak creek. From this con-
sideration it would be i)roper to make into a forest reservation all

the area above the level of 8,500 feet.

We may take our descent on the western Aiceof the mountain,
passing one of the loveliest S})ots where a never-failing spring of

cold delicious water invites us to camp among the aspen growth
which intermingles with the spruces and white pines; and we
may also extend our excursion to pay a brief visit to Walker
lake or to Crater lake, whose yawning mouth, once spouting

molten masses, is now sealed by a sheet of water, a welcome find

to the cattle herds roaTuing over the ])lateau to })ick the some-
times scanty herbage.

Water even on the plateau is the one deficiency of the wliole

territory ; not that there is not sufficient and even too much at

times, but in its distribution it is uncertain and extreme, both

by localities and by seasons, and even within the rainy season

the dry air makes constant and excessive demands.

Here, as in the southern portion of Arizona, there are two wet

seasons, winter and summer. On the plateau, after the beautiful

da3^s of Indian summer in November, winter begins with Christ-

mas. While mostly clear and calm, with temperatures rarely

below 22° at night, ranging to 50° or 60° in the day, snows come

every ten to fourteen days to a depth of 4 to 24 inches, drifting

badly, but rarely lying long, except on the higher levels, and

even the frozen ground becomes soft in the middle of the day.

Spring begins about the middle of April and is the dry season

—

windy, dusty, the first half cooler, the last half warmer, than one

would wish. With the first week of July the rainy season sets

in, lasting until September. With it comes the profusion of

flowers which is characteristic of the Rocky mountains, and

which by and Ijy will fill the pine woods below with gay beauty

and luxuriance. Whole fields of the blue tlag (/>•<»• versicolor)
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bloom ; there are magnificent carmine Gilias and Pentstemons,

the dark purple and golden Primula imrryi, the yellow columbine,

and a host of others changing off through the season and mak-

ing this plateau a veritable flower-garden.

The rains hardly ever corneas land rains, but their nature and

quantity are very variable. A short shower each afternoon is

said to be the regulation rain, but the season of 1895 excelled

in terrific downpours, with most boisterous thundering and bril-

liant lightning, not even respecting the nightly rest of the tentless

camper. Yet the dry air soon obliterates the dampness. The

temperature, however, is kept at a most delightful, uniform de-

gree, never much above 75° or 80°, and the sunsets after a late

thunderstorm are the most gorgeous to be seen anywhere. The

nights are cool, toward morning occasionally even cold. Alto-

gether the summer climate in the pines is ideal.

While preparing for our trip of exploration there are many
points of interest around Flagstaff to visit. We may descend

into Cosnino or Walnut canon, a deep, narrow cut, with its long

rows of cliif-dwellings built into the limestone walls reminding us

of bygone millenniums, when a teeming population must have

lived here. These dry ridges and plateau portions are wooded

Avith the low trees, rarely over 30 feet high, often shrublike in

form, of the piiion or nut pine (Plnus ediolis), whose sweet seeds

are gathered for food by the Indians, and the western juniper

(Junipenis utahensis), fit only for firewood, interspersed with

shrubs of striking form and foliage, almost always spin}'- and of

peculiar interest. Among these are the pink-flowered locust, the

yellow-flowered, prickly-leafed barbeny, the fruit making ex-

cellent jam, the trifoliate, red-fruited squawberry, of delicious

acid taste, and the snowy, white-tufted cliff rose, which is not a

rose at all, yet fills the air with a rare fragrance.

An inspection of the logging operations gives an opportunity

to make measurements of the rate of growth of the pines and to

observe the differences in their development, giving rise to the

lumberman's classification into jack pines, the younger or quickly

grown, and yellow pines, the older or slowly grown, which are

from 250 to 300 years and more old.

Presently we start southward, looking back on the hospitable

town of Flagstaff and its grand mountain and forest entourage,

across the waste which the logger and the unavoidable forest fire

have made, and the natural prairie or glade south of it. Such

glades, from a few acres to several square miles in extent, are
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a very general and interesting phenomenon tliroughout tlie.se

woods, furnishing not only most i)leasing vistas hut opportunity
for pasturage and agricultural use. Their soil is usually rich

black loam washed from the surrounding hills, rather compact
and liable to a wide range of moisture conditions on account of

deficient drainage, and hence inimical to tree-growth, l)ut readilv

supporting a greensward of grass. In wet seasons tliese depres-

sions sometimes turn into lakes. iMormon hike, wl^cii wo pass,

is such a prairie, some five miles long and one to two mik's wide,

which, when the Mormons arrived there, had tiie appearance
of a rich meadow, inducing them to settle and go into dairy farm-

ing ; after a few years the glade filled up with water and became
a lake ; in 1895 it was all dry except a small renniant of water in

the lowest depression. As these patches of fertile land, forming

about 15 to 20 per cent of the forested area, are destined to be-

come objects of agricultural development—they have begun to

be so used—and in that way to be helpful in the rational man-
agement of the surrounding forest country, it would be of inter-

est to experiment as to their best treatment; many of them hy

judicious ditching, by which the moisture extremes may l)e

abated, can undoubtedly be made to produce various crops be-

sides the potato and alfalfa or oats which the short season and

the cold condition of the soil now permit.

As we proceed we presently pass a most forbidding spot, where

the limestone soil is covered with black blocks of lava, giving

rise to soils locally known as malapai, corrupted from the Span-

ish mal pais, bad lands, although the soil is not so bad after all,

at least for tree-growth. One of the great lava fields of the world,

made up of basalt and trachyte, extends from San Francisco

mountains southward and northward, covering fully 2().(XM)

square miles with its overflow.

As we progress through the forest we learn from the ditlerences

of soils and consequent differences in develo]tment of the trees

something of the geology of this plateau. Arcluean, Silurian,

Carboniferous, Juratrias, Cretaceous, and igneous rocks are found.

Three soil formations are readily recognized—limestone here,

sandstone there, and over both, irregularly, the decomposed beds

of lava which have overflowed thousands of square miles, giv-

ing rise to the malapai. So i\ir ns tree-growth is concerned, wher-

ever the decomi)Osition of the lava l^locks has been thorough

and limestones have added their quota, the soil is by no means

unfavorable. The limestone soils seem to jiroduce tiie best

timber, the sandstone soils the poorest.
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Water is to be found in springs only at rare intervals, and

hence camping places must be known
;

3'et the few wells which

have been dug here and there, furnishing deliciously cool and

good water, suggest that the development of water resources

could be extended.

As we become familiar with the woods and observe hoAV the

trees always stand in groups with open spaces between, and how

the young gi'owths, from the seedling to the sapling, also occur

onl}^ in groups and patches ; and as we lie in our tentless bed in

an open spot, where neither cones nqr caterpillars can drop on

us, and ponder over the reasons for this aspect of tree distribu-

tion, we come to the conclusion that water conditions or soil

conditions affected by drainage must account for it. Those

portions of the rocky and unevenly disintegrated soil which

permit a temporary storage of sufficient moisture at the proper

season will alone reproduce and permit the young growth to

thrive. Another interesting observation regarding these pine

forests is that young growth seems to appear only in irregular

periods, from three to ten years intervening between the groups

of young trees. After a fortnight's progress of the rainy season?

millions of little seedlings spririg up all through the wood, car-

rying their seed shells in characteristic manner above ground,

a rich promise of a dense, j^'oung aftergrowth, yet probably all

doomed to perish from frost, because the short season does not

permit the ripening of their wood. The reproduction, to be per-

manent, must take place in the spring, induced by a wet winter

and spring season, which occurs only at considerable intervals-

The farther south we progress on our journey the denser, state-

lier, and more valuable grows the pine forest, undisturbed as

yet b}'- the hand of man. Presently we emerge from its shady

recesses, and as we pass the last pines a candelabrum of flaming

red and yellow lights—a century plant in bloom, messenger of

warmer climes, that has found its way up along a canon from

the lower levels—tells us that soon we shall be in the region qf

cactus, yucca, and catsclaw.

If we had time we would visit those picturesque red rocks

which loom up in the west, forming the canons of Oak creek, the

perennial daughter of San Francisco mountains, the clearest

mountain stream in this entire region, in its upper part famed
for beautiful trout pools. In its middle part, hardly known
to even the nearest neighbors and not at all to the outside world,

it affords the most romantic and most picturesque rock country
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imaginable, the celebrated Garden of the Gods in Colorado lieing

an insignificant imitation only. The manifold, curious, wind-
carved shapes of the red sandstone rocks rising abruptly from
the ground, contrasted with the green of the surrounding plain,

are worth a long journey to see. The few who have visited this

secluded valley will also not forget the remarkabh? bouquet an<l

aroma of the grape, raised by one of the more enterprising ranch-

ers on these sun-warmed sand bottoms, whi(;h pnnnises some
day to outrank the finest vintage of Bordeaux.

Presently a wide view opens before our eyes ; far below us

stretches Verde valley, and we are looking over the rim intotlie

borderland of the southern desert region. In red and white

and yellow and 1)rown tints glare the arid gravels, studded tiiinly

wdth a scant, shrubby vegetation, dr}'- and gray. The fresh, bright

green spots that catch the eye we find afterward to he groups of

opuntias, large prickly pears, whose red, acid fruit we appre-

ciate later in the season, after we have learned how to avoid

the prickles which almost invisibly cover them in small tufts.

Among the trees, the first we meet is a peculiar, leafless, shrub-

like form, with long, slender, green branches, the falsely so-calle<l

paloverde, Cunotla holacantha of the botanists. The majority of

the shrubs of the brush desert belong to the Acacia tribe, all with

symmetrically rounded heads, and, like every otiier plant here,

provided with thorns or spines, the peculiar adaptation to desert

conditions making the labors of the collector a hard task. Many
unfamiliar plant forms excite the curiosity of the new-comer.

We have suddenly dropped to the 3,000-foot level, and begin

to feel the difference in temperature; the canteen is often called

into requisition. By-and-by the heat of the early afternoon sun

leads us to wish that camp were near. Uncertain of the road,

we ascend one of the glaring, white limestone hills, and lo ! what

an unexpected sight meets our eye. The contrast is so great that

we think a mirage must liave risen to mock, our heated brain.

There lies at our feet, stretching away for several miles, a land of

green vegetation, rich and luscious as in the most fiivored si>ots

of the Alleghanies in early summer, a l)road river of foliage, in-

terrupted here and there by fields of alfalfa and corn, with

orchards from which the red roofs peep out hos[)itably. We are

looking into the valley of Beaver creek, one of the aflluents of

Rio Verde, which, like all these water-courses, hidden away under

a dense cover of deciduous trees, are the surprises of tiie (leserts

through which they flow, and furnish the water for the irrigated

fields of the rancher.
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Here we find not onh'^ the cottonwoods, hackberry, and ash of

several species, as along the streams of the more eastern plains,

but a tree alder of excellent shape, peculiar to Arizona, and a

plane or sycamore much more striking and beautiful in its foliage

than those which are planted in our eastern streets and parks.

There is the same tangle of luxuriant vegetation, with grapevines

trailing over bushes and trees, that we find in the bottom lands

of our Gulf states, with rock and debris and driftwood and sand

carried b}^ the flood waters of the stream which comes from the

pine plateau—the forest watering the plain. Down in this bower

of green, a real paradise after the wear\^ desert ride, we gladly

camp and enjoy a refreshing bath in the soda springs.

In addition to the creek and these interesting soda springs,

there is a still more remarkable sheet of water to be found in the

well-known Montezuma well, a deep hole in the limestone hills,

probably originally a large limestone cave, the roof of which fell

in when the water collected in it. Here also we find reminders

of the cliff-dwellers, who, a thousand years ago or more, built

their abodes in the walls of this huge well and used its never-

failing water, which passes through a subterranean tunnel into

the creek, to irrigate their fields, as do the ranchers of today. Not

only the line of the ancient ditch has been found clearly defined,

but the petrified ditch itself has been dug out, the lime of the

water having completely filled the original ditch with its deposit.

A thrifty agricultural population, with whom agriculture, and

especially horticulture, evidently pays, has now taken the place

of these prehistoric tillers of the soil, who have left the signs of

their existence and their activity ever3'where through the terri-

tor}'^ in more or less preserved rains, the largest and most elabo-

rate of which, named Montezuma castle, probably because of its

size and elaborateness, is found not many miles from Montezuma
well. Little is known of these prehistoric peo23le, but after see-

ing the present abodes and ways of the Hoj)i and Zuni Indians,

there remains but little doubt in our minds that the ancients

were the ancestors of these natives, perhaps not so man}' cen-

turies removed ; and observing that these cliff-dwellings are as a

rule situated near or overlooking agriculturally available grounds,

and recalling the histor}'- of the Apache raids, we conclude that

they were agricultural Indians driven to construct their dwellings

in inaccessible places for defense against their enemies.

Resuming our journe}', a few miles bring us to Verde—the

abandoned military post known as Camp Verde—where 2,000 of
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the wild Apache surrendered to GeiU'riil Crook in 1883, then and
there breaking the war spirit of tlie race whicli had liarassed for

centuries i)eaceful Indians and white settlers aHke. Except in

the irrigated valley, everything looks brown and sear and un-
compromising under the July sun.* The cattle industry used
to thrive in this valley, as in many others of the territory, and
also on the plateau ; but,just like luml)ering in other regions, it

was carried on recklessly, the natural meadows being overstocked
far beyond their capacity ; so that large areas which twelve years

ago were luxuriant grass-producers are now absolutely l)arren,

with not a spear of grass visible.

The broad valley of Rio Verde, which carries the drainage

from the plateau to Salt river, is capable of agricultural develop-

ment to a much greater extent than has been attempted ; but, as

in other parts of the territory, this requires systematic storage

and utilization of the water. By careful management the cattle,

sheep, and goat industry would no doubt be able to use advan-

tageously the large nonirrigable areas. The home market for

this secluded valley is mainly in Jerome, which is the seat of

one of the largest co])per mines and reduction works in the

United States, with an annual output of about one million dollars

in value. Prescott and the mining districts surrounding it are

also within reach b}^ a long da3''s ride.

There is hardly a drearier ride to be imagined than that from

Verde valley over the Black Hills to Prescott. Up and down

hill, over dr}^ ridges studded with chaparral, scrub oak, man-

zanita, and the like, we traverse a region for which, but for the

mineral wealth that may be under ground, no use suggests itself.

Arriving at Prescott, we reach once more the altitude of the pines

in Bradshaw mountains; but we find that there is little timber

left, the town and the mining districts surrounding it having

used up most of it. Prescott was once the capital of the terri-

tory and is still the metropolis of central Arizona, the supply-

base of many outlying mining districts and the cattle ranches

in the large valleys on the north and west.

Here we may take train for the southern i)()rtion of the terri-

tory. A branch road starts from Ash Fork on the Atlantic and

Pacific railroad, whence it passes through the Black forest—not

of spruces, firs, and pines, like the celebrated forest of that name

* When we passed this way again, in September, after the rains ha.l ha.l opportunity

to be effective, the country was almost unrecognizable; the dry, brush do-sort had

chang;ea into a l)eautiful prairie, and for the lirst time in eight years the grass had

grown large enouKh to be cut for hay.
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in Germany, but of somber, low-topped cedars and pifion—the

road running over trestles and loops to get from the plateau into

the valley. Passing southward from Prescott on this line, we

traverse a rugged, dry, mountain country, which contains rich

mining ground where a man may wash his day's wages in gold

from the sojl anywhere in the creek bottoms or canons. Defi-

ciency ofwater alone retards this mining development; yet some

large mines are worked by pumping water six and eight miles

over the mountain.

As we descend into the plain from the 6,000-foot level of Pres-

cott the temperature seemingly rises in geometric ratio, and as

we reach the plain, at about 1,200 feet, we begin to suspect our

friends were right after all in commiserating our fate. We reach

Phoenix at night, and the broad waters of Salt river in the moon-

light at least suggest coolness, and the night, warm enough to

sleep outdoors, does indeed afford relief from the excessive heat

of the day, when the thermometer was at 110°.

The southern portion of Arizona can be subdivided into two

sections fairly well differentiated topographically, climatically,

and economicall3^ The eastern district is elevated and moun-

tainous ; it is bounded on the west by the high mountain ranges

of Santa Rita, El Rincon, Santa Catalina, and Tortilla and Super-

stition mountains. The western part is a vast desert plain out

of which, like islands from the sea, rise abruptly, in parallel lines

ten to thirty miles apart, in black and purplish hues, rugged and

'towering granite mountains, reflecting the sun's rays with daz-

zling brilliancy. These mountains are mostly devoid of vegeta-

tion and mostly also of soil, awful in their barrenness, while the

desert below may be just as barren in places or else is studded

with the sparse vegetation of cacti, agave, yucca, catsclaws, palo-

verde, mesquite, etc.—a paradise of spines and thorns. There

would appear on general principles nothing more depressing

than such a country ; so it is when viewed from the car-window
;

yet, as a matter of fact, to the explorer it is full of interest, a

stimulus to the curiosity and furnishing real entertainment;

and, finally, much of this hopeless desert promises to the future

many a paying enterprise. Not only do the desert mountain

ranges conta,in minerals of value—gold and silver and others

—

while salt, borax, gypsum, sulphur, asbestos, kaolin, and pumice-

stone may be found in the plain, but the soil is capable of pro-

ducing profusely in this southern clime, if only water can be

brought to it. Water is the great problem here. The little rain
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that falls over the vast region fills the water-courses, where tliere

are any, for only a few hours, after which what is not evaporated
sinks into the loose sand and the river continues underground,
the bed above "running dry." Yet, as to the possibility of
finding enough water to irrigate the most of it, who will foretell ?

There are really only two rivers which run always full— the
Colorado and the Gila. While Gila river and its afHuents, the
San Pedro, Salt, and Hassayanipa, which run dry o<'casi()iially,

furnish only a limited quantity, the mighty Colorado river car-

ries a volume of water not only si.x times as rich in fertility as

that of the Nile, but of almost limitless and continuous supply,

which would suffice to irrigate several million acres. To l)e

sure, the bed lies considerably below the level of the ])lain, yet

when the economic conditions of the country recpiire it, there

Avill be no dilliculty in devising the mechanical means to bring

this water upon the land, as is being done now in a small wav
at Yuma. And, Avith the addition of artesian wells, perhaps it

may only ])e a question of time when these dreary wastes will

be turned into fertile fields and gardens such as are beginning to

grow up around Plutn-iix, Yuma, and other cities—a revival of

bygone times when an ancient and industrious people occu|»ied

the Gila bottom lands, of whose existence now only the ruins of

long-fallen towns, the remnants of large aqueducts, and widely

distributed fragments of potter}' testify. Phoenix, the capital,

already boasts of being a garden spot, all owing to the exten-

sive irrigation canal S3'stem which derives its waters from Salt

river, and certainly the green alfalfa fields and extensive or-

chards of peach and almond, olive and pomegranate, are a

most pleasing contrast to the surrounding cheerless brush desert.

The city, embowered in the tropic foliage of palms and pepper

trees, with its luxurious hotels, is bound to become—nay, has

already become—a Mecca of the seeker after a mild winter cli-

mate and relief from pulmonary comi>laints. While its sum-

mer temperatures may be said to lack nothing in generosity, lor

eight months in the year the climate is said to be perfect.

The eastern mountain region is mainly a pasturing region;

the valleys are clothed with hardy grass and stunted acaci;is,

while the mountains, when over G,000 feet high and massive

enough to induce precipitation, are wooded ;
the drier exposures

and lower altitudes support an open growtii of stubby live-oaks,

the trees varying in height from 12 to rarely over 2o feet, \\\\w\\

in the distance have the api)earance of an o\(\ apple orchard.
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Higher above the 6,000-foot level and reaching to the tops at

10,000 feet at most, the pines appear, including several most in-

teresting species, which are at home further south in Mexico,

together with some of more northern nativity.

In these mountains, within a day's ride from Tucson, we may
find the most lovel}^, cool recesses of a trout-stream either in the

Santa Catalina mountains or, with a few hours of railroad added,

in the Chiricahua range, where we may readily forget that we
are in the dryest and hottest—erroneously so believed—portion

of the United States. Here, at the higher elevations among the

pines, the air is most delightful, and while the days are just

about right, the nights may, even in September, be frosty enough

for a double blanket. Tucson being 2,400 feet above sea-level at

the eastern border of the desert is the rival of Phoenix ; not indeed

with regard to agricultural development, for this old presidio of

the Spaniard placed there to protect the mission of San Xavier

among the Papago Indians, still in existence, lies high and dry

beyond sufficient water supplies, unless some time artesian wells

may be developed ; but it is or will be a rival as a health resort,

excelling the capital in the conditions and quality of the air,

helpful in pulmonar}'- diseases.

Returning to the plateaus of northern Arizona, there are two

trips which we must take together from Flagstaff, for without

them a visit to the territory is decidedly incomplete—one to aild

through the Painted desert to the villages of the Hopi Indians,

the other to the Grand Canon.

Having heard that within three days the celebrated snake

dance is to take place at Oraibi, one of the Hopi villages 100

miles northward, we get ready our camp outfit for a plunge into

the desert. Once more we skirt the San Francisco mountains,

which will remain our guide and landmark through the whole

trip, visible at any time and to the last. Once more we pass

through the pine forest and over the black lava sands of the

juniper and pinon belt, coming out on the rocky limestone

plateau, with its scanty pasture and low shrub growth.

Water is scarce on this trip, and although spring wells and
so-called tanks—clayey soil depressions and rock cavities in

which rain-waters collect—ma}^ be found at distances of 25 to

40 miles apart, it is safer to carry water in the approved fashion.

We reach the river, the Colorado Chiquito, or Little Colorado,

marked in the distance by the line of cottonwoods, on the morn-
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ing of the second day, and find its hed, whic-h is usually drv,
filled to the hrini with a yellow loam puddU-. a rushing tiirreiit!

We should have to camp here until the flood abates hut for
the enterprise of a trad.n-. who has spanned the river with a steel

cable by means of which we transfer our pac^ks. swimmiuir •)ur

horses. Now we have in truth entered a desert, sndi .-k w.- have
met nowhere else in the territory.

The scene is one of utter desolation. Not a tree or a shrul)

breaks the monotony of the fiat tabledand
; here it is eroded

into deep, dark, varicolored green, blue, and yellow-brown ravine.^

and chasms, there overtopped by high mesas with llaming red

edges, the sands reflecting the sun's rays in a white and vi-llow

glare, and the white summer clouds in turn reflecting not only
the heat but the colors of the desert. In the distance peculiarly

sha})ed purplish peaks and pinnacles and solitary buttes mark the

limit of the desert proper and our destination two days hence,

while now and then a mirage brings into view a sheet of water

so distinct and natural that in spite of our knowledge of the im-

material nature of the apparition our eyes refuse to accept the

reasoning of our minds. Now and then we pass over different

soils, alkali in nature and still more forbidding than the sand
;

then again heavy loam soils with scant brush growth. If there

ever was a region Aviiich would be thought beyond the })ossil)ili-

ties of useful occupation, you would think that tins was the one
;

and 3'et as we reach the trading post of the enterprising German
whose cable helped us over the river we are as ready to distrust

our eyes believing to see a mirage as when we found ourselves

deceived in the phantasmal lakes, but there certainly seem to be

green corn-fields. We are not, however, deceived ;
tbere is real

corn of various kinds, and sugar-cane and potatoes and other

garden truck, not less than 40 acres in cultivation right in the

sand and without irrigation.

Listen to what the enterprising cultivator writes of his success

in the first year's experiment :
" Our crop has furnished us 80

tons of hay and fodder ; sugar-cane did the best, 8 feet high ; corn,

the old Indian variety, has done well ; watermehMis, onions, and

sweet potatoes seem to be at home here, ami all that without a

drop of rain for 18 months. Our trial plantings have fully paid

us. Now we have a lake here, made by construction of a mud-

dam across a dry wash, and filled l)y the floods from the upper

country, 1 by H miles in extent and 20 feet deep. The reservoir

was filled about September 15, and has lowered until now, Jan-
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uary 3, hardb' 15 inches. Irish potatoes were small, but per-

haps would have made good-sized tubers but that they were

drowned
;
yet we caught ducks in return, which we shot from

our boat. The cottonwoods planted have done well ; expect to

plant 10,000 this spring. There are a million acres around me
which can do the same."

How is it possible, you ask, without water? It is due to the

moisture held in storage from occasional rains and drainage by

the sand, whose structure prevents its evaporation as well as its

sinking aw^ay. Who will foretell the possibilities of the future?

After this experience we are not surprised to find further on the

cornfields of the Navajo Indians on the sandiest sites, much more

primitive, to be sure, and w^hen we reach the village of Oraibi the

thrifty fields, small garden patches, and peach orchards show that

these sands and dry deserts can yet support a goodly population.

Here we are at last, after a weary ride over the sand and.

through the cornfields and bean patches of the Hopi Indians

—

called Moki by alien tribes in opprobrium and by some whites

through objectionable imitation—at the base of a precipitous

mesa, perched on which, 300 feet above, stands Oraibi, one of the
'' Seven Cities of Cibola," where for hundreds, perhaps thousands,

of years the original race of Indians have lived peacefully, closely

packed in their stone houses. There can be no more picturesque

sight than this town, with its inhabitants, clad in blankets of

bright colors, grouped on the tops of the gray limestone houses,

watching the snake dance, nor is there anything more fascinating

than to watch these ceremonies. There is hardly a more promis-

ing field for ethnological study than these primitive house-build-

ers and agriculturists, but they are foreign to our chief subject,

and we can only glance at a few features in rapid succession.

This has been a festive time, and hence the usual filth has been

in part removed and a general house-cleaning and cleaning of

hair and body has taken place, so that inspection of the dwellings,

which the good-natured children of Nature rather court, is com-

paratively satisfactory. The wealthier householders have even

whitewashed their houses outside and inside, and their stores of

corn are in ship-shape order. The ceremonies of the snake dance

last nine days in all, partly in public, partly in their secret tem-

ples, where, as a rule, only the priests of the two orders—the

Antelope and Snake—are admitted. Today is the last day, and
the snake dance is the end of the ceremonies, the purport of

which is to bring rain for the suffering crops. The Antelope
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priests— painted, masked, and decorated—coming from their kiva
in single file, perform a rhythmic round marcli and place them-
selves on guard l)efore the snake hut made of cottonwood houghs,
in which the reptile partners to the dance are placed. The snake
priests i)erform the same round march, and then, placed in rows
opposite each other, the two lines begin a low incantation, ac-

companied by rhythmic motions in unison, sidewise, t(» and fro.

Weird is their song, weird are tiieir looks, and weird their

motions, but weirder still all these when their wrigghng, writhini.'

partners enter the circle and the round march with the snakes
begins. For this the snake priests divide into sets of three, the
carrier holding the reptile, venomous or not, and in full pos.ses-

sion of its fangs, between his teeth, and rhythmically swinging
its curling body, the charmer following him, with eagle feathers

stroking the hair and shoulder of the carrier or else his burden,

while the catcher trij)s on the outside, ready to ])ick up with un-

failing accuracy the reptile. When it has done its service it is

laid on the ground and darts away for liberty. The dexteritv

with which this act is performed, the man taking time to first

strew the sacred meal and apply the charm of eagle-brush to the

escaping rattler, makes the catcher the hero of the hour. When
all these 20 or 30 reptiles have thus passed through the rite, it

only remains to carry them toward the north, south, east, and

west, whence they came, and set them free, unhurt, for they are

the personified spirits of ancestors, who have in the ceremony

been induced to intercede with the deities.

The result of the prayer for rain, which is the purport of the

whole ceremony, seemed to follow immediately in a most tremen-

dous downpour, which turned the dry wash at which we are en-

camped into a raging torrent 60 feet wide and 5 feet deep. This

result, however, was promptly disclaimed by the snake i)riests,

for their prayer is for gentle rain—a drizzle, as it were—which

they rarely get.

But we must hurry away for our last trij), the one l>y which

we shall always remember Arizona if all else be forgotten—the

Grand Canon of the Colorado.

A flying stage from Flagstaff brings us in a long day's ride, yet

not a dreary one, through the pine woods past San Francisco

mountain, again through the cedars,over open mesas and through

pine woods once more to a neat tentcity—a hotel estal>li.-;hment

well fitted to its surroundings and well kept—nestled in a depres-

sion among the stately pines close to the canon. We are within
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a hundred steps of the object of our visit, but there is no indica-

tion of its presence ; nothing but commonplace landscapes, albeit

in the lovely setting of the shady pine boughs. We ascend the

slope, unsuspecting what it is that makes people who have seen

it so unreasonably effusive when speaking of it; and then sud-

denly the sight bursts upon us ; the earth has sunk away at our

feet to inimitable depths.

The first sensation is one of awe and bewilderment; a shock,

a sense of oppression, perhaps of horror, overpowers you. There

is nothing you have seen before that has given you even a hint

of what this is ; nothing you can compare it to. It is an inno-

vation in nature which it takes-time to comprehend—to appre-

ciate ; then as you gaze grows on you a realization of the enor-

mousness, the gorgeousness, the weirdness, the grandeur, majesty,

and sublimity of the scene. Speechless you gaze on the vast sea

of ghostly, giant shapes, and are overcome by the feeling of your

own insignificance as in the presence of infinity. Only gradually

are you made fully conscious that you behold the most sublime

of all earthly spectacles.
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No picture lias ever conveyed an idea, language there is none
that can ever give an adeiiuate conception of the en.senihle of this

great chasm— its vast proportions, its intricate plan, the nol»ilitv

of its architecture, its colossal buttes, its wealth of ornauientation,

the splendor of its rich colors. It is not a canon at all that you
see—the word belittles the scene; it is a labyrinth of an infinite

number of chasms and canons that press themselves upon your
view all at once, a mighty mountain country filled witli most fan-

tastically carved, gigantic, rock masses. Cyclopean castles thou-

sands of feet in height, gracefully towering gothic cathedrals,

round-topped Moslem mosques,Greek and Indian temples, frown-

ing rock cities, pyramids, and obelisks, battlemented fortresses,

all the wonders of the Arabian Nights nmltii)lied and heaped to-

gether in a wild chaos, stimulating 3'our fancy beyond its power.

And not only is the ensemble present the most stupendous

sight; even the least imj^osing portions of the canon are as im-

pressive as an}^ scenery that can be found in the world. For 200

miles of the river bed, with a breadth of 10 to 12 miles and more,

is here revealed the interior of the workshop of Nature and the

secrets of the building up of our earth's crust. The surrounding

plateau country is scored by intricate mazes of side canons. In

these and in the main chasm to a depth of 6,000 to 8,000 feet geo-

logical history is exhibited in precipitous walls with a clearness

"unparalleled in any portion of the world, telling of seons of rock-

building and of millenniums of rock-carving by wind and water.

Far below, hardly recognizable if at all visible from above, tlows

the great river, which in its ceaseless rush has carried to the sea

the sands and debris, results of the denudation of more recent

formations ; has cut through the pale gray limestones of the

Permian, the pink and brilliant red sandstones and the purplish

and vermilion limestones of the Triassic, the deep brown rocks

of the Carboniferous, down to the somber, iron-black granites of

the Silurian and Archaean ages, through which the river now

rolls its yellow waters, gathered from thousamls of s«iuare miles in

the mountains of Colorado and the plateausof Utah and Arizona—

herein placid and majestic dignity, there with a wild current in

roaring rapids, over boulders and rocks and preeii)itous falls.

" Great as is the fame of the Grand Canon of the Colorado, tiie

half remains to be told," wrote Major Dutton in 1S81, in his su-

perb monograph on the canon ; and this is still true today, and

will be for many years. While its geology has been unfathomed

with considerable detail by that philosophical geologist, we have

15
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but fragmentary knowledge of its flora and fauna, and we have

hardly yet dared to think of its undiscovered wealth of minerals

and its other economic possibilities.

We arrive at the brink on Sunday night ; a thunderstorm has

left a deep black nimbus, a dense glowering sheet, in the sky to

the east, on which two beacon-lights appear, the bases of an un-

finished rainbow, standing straight, like two sentinels, on each

rim of the canon. To the west, the sinking sun paints the hori-

zon in deep crimson, surrounded with a golden glory, each one

a cluster of small black clouds, while in the north a wild, yellow

hail-cloud casts its lurid glare. It was in this setting that through

rising mists in purplish hues the mystery of the canon, awful in

the utter stillness, revealed itself to us—" a thought of God on

earth expressed, all meaner thoughts expelling."

Whatever may become of Arizona in the future, it will always

be known to the world as the country of the Grand Caiion, the

wonderland of the Southwest.

MOUNT ST. HELENS

By Lieut. Chaeles P. Elliott, U. S. A.

In going by steamer from Portland, Oregon, to Vancouver,

Washington, on a clear day it is possible to see from the pilot-

house five snow-capped mountains—Hood, Jefferson, Adams,

Rainier, and St. Helens. The last mentioned is more to the west

than the others, and has the appearance of a regular, inverted

cone, truncated and rounded off. The mountain presents this

same appearance from all sides when the observer is at any dis-

tance. Two seasons spent on this extinct volcano have enabled

the writer to get a general idea of the effects of volcanic action

on the local geography and to make a topographic map of the

district. Since it is within plain view of many prominent points

astronomically established, it seems strange that Mt. St. Helens

should not be accurately placed on any map which the writer

has examined, either as to its own position or relatively as re-

gards the other snow-clad peaks.

Mt. St. Helens lies east of Vancouver Barracks, north of Lewis

river, west of the Columbia, and south of the Cowlitz ; it is west

of the divide of the Cascade range, even more to the west than

Mt. Rainier. From rough triangulation based on recent surveys,
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the writer's map shows the summit to be in the northeast corner
of township 8 north, range 5 east, of the Willamette meridian,
and its altitude taken on a clear, still day, with an excellL-nt

aneroid, is 8,608 feet.

The approach to the mountain is by wa,<,fon road up the north
fork of Lewis river to the foot of the trail to Lake Merrill, around
the lake to and across the Kalama river, up the Kalama for a
short distance, then toward and by Goat mountain and in a
northeasterly direction to what is known as JUitte camp, at an
elevation of 3,700 feet. From this point horses can be taken to

the bench above, i)ut there is no water and but little wood, and
Butte camp is the pro[)er place from which to climb the mountain
unless you are thoroughly familiar with the very rough country
around the base. Formerly the approach was from Lewis river,

four miles above the trail to Lake Merrill, and up a continuous
run of lava, sloping gradually up from the river, to Butte camp,
a rough, hard trail, in many places over broken lava. Mt. St.

Helens is not difficult of ascent, and is probably the least dan-

gerous of an\^ of the snow-clad mountains of the Cascade range.

In going from Lewis river the trail leads up a steep hill, rising

900 feet in two miles,. and then drops down 100 feet, when you
most unexpectedly find yourself on the south edge of a small

lake about two miles from Lake IMerrill, without any ai)i»arent

reason for its existence. On going to the northern end of the

lake you find a mass of lava extending entirel}' across the axis

of what was originally a mild caiion.

There are a few small streams flowing into Lake Merrill, but

thL're is no visible outlet. The ditference between high and low

water is more than thirty feet. The rainfall in autumn and

sj^ring and the snowfall in winter are very great, and the fall in

the level of the lake at the close of the spring rains is much too

great to be accounted for by evaporation. On a very still day

during Sei)tember, 1895, I searched carefully at the north end

of the lake and found in the sandy bottom, about Hfty yards

from the shore, a deep, funnel-shaped hole, evidently the begin-

ning of tlie outlet. Further to the north and toward the Kalama

river, where the lava flowed over the standing trees (the places

of the trunks now forming wells in the lava), running water can

be heard, and with a strong cord and bucket drawn up. Still

nearer the Kalama a l»old stream breaks out of the lava and

flows into the river just below a beautiful fall formed by the

Kalama flowing over the edge of the same run of I^'v
>

tl> >«
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dammed up the waters of Lake Merrill. The space between the

lake and river on the north is comparatively level, the lava in

many places being covered with soil, and that with a heavy

growth of timber. Where the sand and ashes predominate the

growth is poor. The flow of lava, volcanic sand, etc., that ends

at Lake Merrill and the falls of the Kalama, starts from the west

and southwest sides of Mt. St. Helens, flows against the Green

Buttes and neighboring hills, almost filling up the space between

these elevations and the mountains, passes around the buttes,

unites and fills in between Goat mountain and the high ridge

northeast of it, forming a swampy meadow at the base of Goat

mountain, the waters of which are strongly impregnated with

iron, while to the south of the ridge runs a clear, cold stream com-

ing from the lava at Cold Springs and joined by a second stream

coming from the snow directly west of the summit. To the south

from Green Buttes the country is filled in until checked by a

semicircle of hills that turn to the west and extend south of the

Kalama river. A small lake fills the level space between the

.hills. The Kalama river bursts as a full-fledged stream, bub-

bling up like a fountain from the southwest side of the more

northerly hill, flows south to the lake, tlT^en turns to the north

of west, flowing at first through willows and swampy ground,

then gradually gains strength and cuts down in the volcanic

sand and boulders on its north bank, the high ridge being to

the south. Finally, near where the trail crosses the river, it cuts

through the volcanic formation and ends by leaving all the vol-

canic deposit on the south side, a spur from Goat mountain form-

ing its north bank. When the river tumbles over the falls it leaves

the volcanic formation and runs through a growth of fine timber

to the Columbia river at the town of Kalama. Except where

lava and bed rock are exposed, the countr}^ below the level of

5,000 feet is covered with a dense growth of timber and brush.

To the east of the head of Kalama river is a run of lava that

starts near the summit of St. Helens and extends with a nearly

uniform slope to the north fork of Lewis river. This lava has

filled up the country in its course, flowing around hills as a river

around islands. About two miles from the river it has crossed

the course of a small stream, forming during the wet season a

large pond, with an underground outlet sufficient to carry off

the flow of the stream during the dry months and the exeessj

due to rain and snow, after the dry season sets in. The water

from the pond and stream finds its way into Lewis river under
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the surface of the Lava. East of the lava run is a hold stream
with several branches, some connn<!; from the snow and some
from a swamp east of south from the mountains. Tiie hlack
Lava spreads out like a Ian on this side. Where it stoi>s the
slopes are covered with boulders, and as the hiirh «?round to tlje

south arrests the flow of volcanic sand, etc., and is fdlcd in, a

comparatively level swamp is formed, with streams flowing into

Big creek on one side and Pine creek on the other. Northeast
of the lava and nearly due east of the summit the mo.st consid-

era])le glacier on the mountain is found. The glacial stream

issuing from it flows through boulders, ashes, pumice-stone, etc.,

as a dirty stream for about three miles, when it sinks with liigii

banks of volcanic sand on l)oth sides, ))ut soon appears as a clear

stream, between very high, white, sand banks, until witldn a few

miles of Lewis river, where the volcanic deposits disappear.

Going to the northeast and across Pine creek you find a suc-

cession of buttes that form the watershed between Pine creek

and the Big JNIudd}', and also act as a barrier for the sand and

l)umice-stone, now very plentiful, that has formed a nearly level

and l)arren i)lateau between the base of the mountain cone and

the tops of the buttes. Two small stream.s—one clear, the other

muddy—run gently over the level and, having joined, i)itch over

the steep slope and join the Big Muddy. To the north of the

hills a third stream flows down from the ice and snow and finds

its way also to the Big Muddy. Northeast of the mountain

the deposit of sand, ashes, and pumice-stone is greater than on

any other side. This deposit, passing to the north and keeping

west of the high ground of the original formation, has formed a

dam across a canon, and the result has been Spirit lake, a deep

and quite considerable l)ody of water. The outlet over the dam
is known as Toutle river. Following down Toutle river from

the lake, the flow at first is very gentle, then a shallow jiond is

formed about a quarter of a mile long, and below that the stream

gets more ra))id, but remains clear until about two miles below the

lake, where a muddy stream comes in from the mountain. One

mile further down a second stream comes in from near the base

of the mountain. Leaving the river on what is called the Spirit

Lake trail, through dense underbrush and pine thickets, you

pass l)elow the lower edge of a run of lava from the nortlieast

side of the mountain and across a swanq), formed as before by

volcanic agencies; also across two small streams, from springs

below the lava, and climbing steadily up, over ground covert?d
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with boulders and heavy timber, the edge of the canon of the

South Toutle is reached. The north side of the canon is of fine

white sand, and is very steep and hard to chmb. The South

Toutle flows from under a glacier in plain view, and runs in a

bed of boulders directly toward the point where the trail first

strikes the edge of the canon, then turns more to the west and

with a constantl}'' widening bed of sand and rocks, filling the

original canon to a width of a half mile or more, the stream

flows sometimes on one side, sometimes on the other. The water

occasionally forms a dam in one of its temporary beds among
the rocks, and having gathered sufficient head, bursts the dam
and comes down, bringing large boulders with it. After leaving

the South Toutle and passing over high ground a second and

smaller caiion is crossed, with a bold stream running from the

mountain into South Toutle, then up to a high bench and down
to Cold Springs, which crops out under the lava and flows toward

Goat mountain and finally into Toutle river.

The circuit of the mountain on the lower levels is now com-

plete. At the summit of the mountain the highest point is bare

rock. South ofeast and also north of east are two other bare

points ; the intervening space is covered with snow, and between

the two easterly points the largest glacier issues, from which Pine

creek runs. Almost directly north of the head of this glacier and
across the northern point of rocks the second glacier begins, the

water from it flowing into the North Toutle, and northwest of

the highest point is the third glacier, the source of the South

Toutle.

Snow falls to a great depth over all this country in winter, but

in early summer the warm rains and hot sun melt the snow very

rapidly and the black lava on the mountain, to its very summit,

is exposed in streaks radiating from a common center.

GEOGRAPHIC LITERATURE

Magnetic Declination in the United States. By Henry Gannett. From the

Seventeenth Annual Report ofthe U. .8. Geological Survey. Washing-

ton, 1896. Pp. 203-440, with map of the United States showing the

lines of equal magnetic declination for the year 1900.

This memoir of 237 pages sets forth and discusses the data used in mak-

ing the magnetic map which accompanies it. This map, whereon the

curves of equal declination or isogonic lines for the year 1900 are shown,
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is about 18 by 28 inches in size, and is printed in four colors: black f..r

projection lines, names, and all cultural features ; blue for streams ; jjrecn

for the oceans and large lakes, and brown for the hill and mountain fea-

tures. These relief features are shown by contour lines. The contour
interval, from 2,000 feet upward, is 1,000 feet. Below the 2,(M)()-foot con-
tour the interval is variable. Over this base map the magnetic curves are
printed in red.

The magnetic declination, popularly called variation of the compa.s«, is

subject to several known jjeriodic changes. Of these the most importsint

is the secular change—a change with a period running through centuries

;

hence its name. As this secular change is progressive from year to year
for long periods, and as it amounts in the United States to from 2' to '^'

per year, it is for the surveyor and mariner the most important of the

periodic changes. Indeed, it is the only one of mudi practical imjiortance

at present. It is to this }>ractically important (juantity tluit Mr Oannett

has wisely devoted the greater part of the labor expended on this memoir.
The weakness of similar maps hitherto produced has been recognized l>y

both their makers and users to be largely due to defective knowledge of

the secular change.

Of the 237 pages comprised in the memoir 82 are devoted to data for

secular change. A table of results by counties occupies 135 pages, while

the remaining 20 pages are given to introductory matter, discussion, state-

ment of sources of data, etc.

The sources of the data are the Coast Survey, Lake Survey, the Wheeler,

Hayden, and Powell Surveys, New York State Survey, New Jersey Geo-

logical Survey, Boundary Surveys, United States Corps of Engineers, .\rmy

Exploring Expedition, National Academy of Sciences, and others ; but it is

chiefly from the records of the United States General Land Office and

from county surveyors that a vast quantity of hitherto unused material

has been derived. Indeed, so abundant are data in the General Land

Office that it was only needful to select for the older " land office " Stales

such as were desired. The mass is much greater than is needed to pro-

duce a map sufficient for all practical needs. As to this Mr Gannett says

:

" I have not attempted to make a complete collection of this material.

The amount is too vast to make it worth while. I have, however, col-

lected all the observations which appear upon the plats of exterioi-s and

standard lines (the Land Office requires that in the survey of all stan.lar*!

and exterior lines the declination be observed), supplementing them

wherever needed by observations made in connection with the subdivision

of townships. Altogether, I have abstracted from the plats of the (ien-

eral Land Office nearly 20,000 observations, andtliese form, perhaps, nine-

tenths of the material herewith i)resented."

As the work of subdivision and accompanying magnetic observations

began a century ago, it is obvious that these Land Ullice records cnsti-

ture a veritable storehouse of information on secular change—a storehouse

of which Mr Gannett is the first to make general use.

In addition to these data a circular was sent to all the county surveyors

in the United States, and from the returns much valuable information

was obtained.
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As the accuracy of the material from the Land Office and county sur-

veyors is not of the highest, the adopted mode of reduction was not the

most accurate. The graphic methods used were rapid and sufficiently

accurate for the purpose, which was to present in the form of a map and

the form of a table the best knowledge available as to the magnetic dedi-

nation in the year 1900. The work was planned and executed as a prac-

tical matter and chiefly for the use of surveyors.

The only wonder is that the great stock of data in the General Land
Office has not been hitherto made use of. Now that it has been, perhaps

some of the colleges and universities in the land office States may be stim-

ulated to undertake a similar work for their own States, going over all the

data and supplementing them by observations where such are found to be

desirable. M. B.

Carpenter'' s Geographical Reader. Asia. Bj^ Frank G. Carpenter. Pp.304,

with maps and illustrations. New York : American Book Co., 1897.

This little book treats of the various countries of Asia, mainly with

relation to the occupations, social customs, amusements, etc., of their

inhabitants. Being derived in the main from personal observation and
experience, its descriptions are vivid and characteristic, with plenty of

local color. H. G.

Studies in Indiana Geography. Edited by Charles Eedway Dryer, M. A.,

M. D., Professor of Geography in The Indiana State Normal School.

First series. Pp. 113, quarto. Terre Haute, Indiana: The Inland

Publishing Company. 1897. 50 cents.

This is a geographic reader, treating of local geography, shaped on the

lines of modern science. The dedication to Professor William M. Davis

is an index to the character of the book. The opening chapter, entitled

"The New Geography," is a most excellent statement of what geography

should be. The general physical geography of the State is given in broad

outlines, clearly and simply. The topography of the State being largely

the result of glacial deposition, this subject receives considerable atten-

tion under the chapter headings "The Glacial Deposits of Indiana " and

"The Morainal Lakes of Indiana." The natural resources of the State

—

coal, gas, i>etroleum, soils, building stone, clays, etc.—receive a chapter.

An interesting subject, only too briefly treated, is the changes which have

taken place in the surface of the State during the period of white occupa-

tion. As a specimen of what might be done for all our great cities, the

book contains "A Study of the City of Terre Haute." This consists of a

number of questions intended to draw out from schoolboys a full account

of the origin, history, location, mode of government, municipal improve-

ments, and social condition of the city. It is exhaustive, extremely sug-

gestive, and altogether admirable. The book closes with a history of the

Great Lakes, which seems rather out of place in this connection.

The maps in the book are by no means in keeping with the quality of

the text, being crudely drawn and poorly executed.

The work as a whole is a most valuable addition to the teaching of

geography, and its influence will be felt not only in the State of Indiana,

but elsewhere. H. G.
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CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RY.
'T'HE F. F. V. LIMITED is one of the finest trains hauled over any railway track in America. It runs

solid between Cincinnati and New York, the ronte from Washington beiiiR over the Pennsylvania
system. It has every modern convenience and appliance, and the dining-car service has no superior if

it has an equal. The road-bed is literally hewed out of the eternal rocks; it is ballasted with .stone

from one end to the other
;
the greater portion is laid with one-hundred-pound steel rails, and although

curves are numerous in the mountain section, the ride is as smooth as over a Western prairie.

One of the most delightful rides in all the route is that through the New River valley. The
mountains are ju.st low enough to be clad with verdure to the very top, and in the early spring every

variety of green known to the mixer of colors can be seen, while the tones in autumn take on all the
range from brown to scarlet.

These facts should be borne in mind by the traveler between the Kast and the West. j^

H. W. FULLER, Genl. Pass. Agent. Washington. D. C.
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SOUTHERN RAILWAY
GREATEST SOUTHERN SYSTEM.

Penetrates with its main line or branches eight States
South of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, and in con-
junction with its friendly allied connections reaches all

the commercial centers of the South and Southwest . . .

DOUBLE DAILY VESTIBULED LIMITED TRAINS
. . . BETWEEN . . .

Washing-ton and Ifashville via Salisbury, Asheville, Knoxville and
Chattanoog-a.

Washington and Tampa via Columbia, Savannah and Jacksonville.
Washington and Memphis via Atlanta, Birmingham and K. C. M. & B.
Washington and New Orleans via Atlanta, Montgomery and Mobile.
Norfolk and Chattanooga via Salisbury, Asheville and Knoxville.

Pullman Sleeping Cars—Dining Cars—Day Coaches.
Additional Trains for local travelers

The direct line to the f FLORIDA, GULF COAST and TEXAS,
Winter Resorts of | .... MEXICO and CALIFORNIA,

AND THE BEST

Through Car Line to and from Asheville and Hot Springs—" The Land of the Sky."

NA/rlte for IVIap Rolders.
R. D. CARPENTER, General Agent, 271 Broadway, New York City.

L. S. BROWN, General Agent Passenger Department, Washington, I). C.

J. H. WINGFIEI/D, Passenger Agent, Norfolk, Va.

S. H. HARDWICK, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Atlanta, Ga.
C. A. BHNSCOTER, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Chattanooga, Tenn.
W. H. TAYIvOE, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Louisville, Ky.

J. M. GULP, Traffic Manager. W. A. TURK, General Passenger Agenl.

The Mutual Life Insurance Co.
OF NEW YORK,

RICHARD A. McC^URDY, President,

Is the Largest Insurance Company in the World.

The Records of the Insurance Department of the State of New
York SHOW THAT The Mutual Life

Has a Larger Premium Income - - ($39,000,000)

More Insurance in Force ($918,000,000)

A Greater Amount of Assets - - - - ($235,000,000)

A Larger Annual Interest Income - - - ($9,000,000)

Writes More New Business - - . - ($136,000,000)

And Pays More to Policy-holders - - ($25,000,000 in 1896)

THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY.
It has paid to Policy-holders since I _ _ $437,005,195.29

its organization, m 1843, )

v
, ,

ROBERT A. GRANNISS, Vice-President.

WALTER R. GILLETTE, General Manager. FREDERIC CROMWELL, Treasurer.

ISAAC F. LLOYD, Second Vice-President. EMORY McCLINTOCK, Actuary.

WILLIAM J. EASTON, Secretary.
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MINNEAPOLISChicago OR St. Louis

Ripans Tabules cure headache.

The Fastest and Finest Train in tlie West . . .

.

.xst

The Overland Limited
TO.

mWi m' UTAH and CALIFORNIA.

FROM 16 TO 20 HOURS
SAVED BY USING

"THE OVERLAND ROUTE."
Double Drawing-Room Pullman Sleepers.

Free Reclining Chair Cars.

Pullman Dining Cars.

Buffet Smoking and Library Cars.

Send for Descriptive Pamphlet ••49-96." E- L. LOMAX,
Folders and other Advertising Matter. General Passenger and hcket Agent

(Mention this publication.)
OMAHA, NEB.
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W CHICAGO, MILWADIEE AND ST. PAE RAILWAY

- - n.TJ3\rs - -

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between Chicago, Mil=

waukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis daily.

Through Parlor Cars on day trains between Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between Chicago and
Omaha and Sioux City daily.

Through Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches between Chicago
and Kansas City, Mo.

Only two hours from Chicago to Milwaukee. Seven fast trains each way, daily,

with Parlor Car Service.

Solid trains between Chicago and principal points in Northern Wisconsin and
the Peninsula of Michigan.

Through Trains with Palace Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches

between Chicago and points in Iowa, Minnesota, Southern and Central Dakota.

The finest Dining Cars in the World.

The best Sleeping Cars. Electric Reading Lamps in Berths.

The best and latest type of private Compartment Cars, Free Reclining Chair
Cars, and buffet Library Smoking Cars.

Everything First=class. First-class People patronize First-class Lines.

Ticket Agents everywhere sell tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Ry.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD,
Genera/ Passenger Agent, Chicago, III.
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Where the LATEST PARIS NOVELTIES are always on Exhibition.

The attention of those who anticipate purchasing . . . .

VBRIDAL TROUSSEAUX
:hedIs invited especially to extreme Paris Novelties in matched sets

of French Hand-made Lingerie, including Gowns, Skirts, Chemises,
Drawers, Corset Covers, &c. These can be furnished in any number
of pieces desired. ...........

HAND-MADE BRIDAL TROUSSEAUX, personally
selected in Paris and exclusive in style and
design : Three or more pieces .... $10 to $250

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION.

TENTH, ELEVENTH, AND F STREETS N. W WASHINGTON, D. C.
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For tickets, rates or aiiy detailed information apply
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A VITAL POINT
IMPROVEMENT THE QIDER OF THE AG A TYPEWRITER'S

PRINTING MECHANISM

MUST BE SCIENTIFICALLY CON-
STRUCTED. THIS POINT IS or

UTMOST IMPORT rOR

EASY OPERATION AND
PERFECT EXECUTION.

Cbc SmitI)..

Premier

typewriters

Superior on This Point as Well as on All Others.

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co.,
ONLY CORRECT
PfllNCIPLES EMPLOYED. SYRACUSE, N. Y. , U. S. A.

Catalogues and Information at Washington Office, No. 1416 F Street.



AN IMPROVED METHOD OF KEEPING THE SCORE IN

DUPLICATE IIST, COMPASS WHIST, STRAIGHT IIST ANO [UCHRE.

Since Duplicate and Com-
pass Whist have come into

fashion there has been an

unprecedented revival of in-

terest in the game, due to

the fact that mere luck is to

a large extent eliminated by
a comparison of the scores

made in the pi ay of the same
hands by different players.

The one thing needed to

perfect the new method has

been a convenient device

by means of which the score

made on the first round can

be concealed until after the

replay of the hands, as a

knowledge of the first score

often enables a good player

to make a decisi ve gain , and
matches are lost and won on
just such little chances.

A Washington player has at

length invented and put upon
the market at a very lov? price a
little device which admirably
answers the purpose, and at the
same time serves as a pretty
and useful table ornament,
marker, and pencil rest. It is

called the " Cosmos CpuNTER,"
and consists of a little polished
wood tablet with a metal key-
board that can be clamped down
on the score in such a way as to
bring 24 little metal plates over
the 24 spaces in the "score"
column of the card, for use in
concealing each first score as
soon as recorded and until the
hand is replayed (in duplicate
whist) or the entire series fin-

ished (in compass whist).

Whist players will at once see
the advantage of this new
method of keeping the score, as
it effectually prevents their op-
ponents at the same or another
table from taking advantage,
either by accident or design, of
a knowledge of what the hand
is capable. The trouble with
duplicate whist, especially, is

that the replay is liable to be in-
fluenced by memory of the cards
and score, and anything that
helps to confuse such recollec-
tion is a great gain to fair play.

The "Cosmos Score Card,"
prepared for use with the
counter, shows several new fea-
tures, such as a heading for both
Duplicate and Compass Whist
and (on the reverse) for Straight
Whist, Euchre, &c., thus ena-
bling the same counter and score
to be used for any game of cards.

Cosmos Counters, with tablet
of quartered oak, maple, or
birch, and metal in either gold
or silver finish, 50 cts. apiece ; 6
for $2.75; 12 for $5; by mail, 4
cts. apiece extra. Cosmos Score
Cards, 25 cts. per package of 50 ;

12 packages for $2.50; by mail
free of postage.

Ask to see samples at any
stationer's, or order direct from
the General Agents.

Co0mo0 ©upftcat^ Tl?§i0t ^cote
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MONOGRAPHS
Ou the PHYSICAL Fkaturksof the Earth's Sitrfack, dcsiRnc.l especially to supply to teachers mid
students of geography fresh and interesting material with which to supplement the reRular text-hook.

LIST OF MONOGRAPHS COMPRISING VOLUME I:

General Physiographic Processes
General Physiographic Features

J. W. Powell
Physiographic Regions OF THE United States ... I

Beaches and Tidal Marshes of the Atlantic Coast Proi. N. S. Shaler
Present and Extinct Lakes of Nevada ... - prof. I. C. Rus.<iell

Appalachian Mountains—Northern Section - - - Hailey Willis
Appalachian Mountains—Southern Section - - - C. Willard Hayes
Mt. Shasta—a Typical Extinct Volcano - - - -

J. S. Uiller
The New England Plateau Prof. W. M. Davis
Niagara Falls and Its History G. K. Gilbert

Price for one set of ten monographs, $1.50. Five sets to one address, $r>.00. Single monographs, !JOc.

Remit with order to fi,MER\CAU BOOK COMPANY,
IMew "VorUc - CImclmnatI CHlcaiKO

Ripans Tabules assist digestion.

Terrestrial Magnetism
An International Quarterly Journal

Edited by L. A. BAUER
With the Co=operation of Eminent Magneticians

WITH the March, 1897. is.sue, this Journal, devoted exclusively to Terrestrial Magnetism and allied

subjects, such as Karth Currents, Auroras, Atmospheric Electricity, etc., entered on its second
volume. The hearty co-operation extended by the workers in this promising field of investigation, ns
abundantly shown by the numbers thus far issued, has made this Journal the intern.itional organ for

making known the latest achievements. The magnetic needle has become such a promising instrument
of research, not only in terrestrial, but in cosmical physics, that this Journal appeals to a large class of
investigators. The geographer, the geologist, the astronomer, the meteorologist—all are interested iti

the development of the subject of terrestrial magnetism. It should therefore receive their supiKjrt. •

Among the contributors of the main articles in the past have been Messrs. Uarus, Burgen. Chree,

Eschenhagen, Littlehales, Riicker, Schmidt, Schuster, and de Tillo.

Future numbers will contain :

•The Earth, a Great Magnet,"
By I)k. J. .\. i-i,i-;minc..

"The Electrification of the Atmosphere,"
Hy Prof. ALE-X A M)1:K McADIIv

•The Height of the Aurora,"
Rv I'ROK. CI,i:VHI,ANI) ABBE.

••The Distribution of Magnetic Observatories,"
I Illustrated),

By Prok. max ESCHKXMAGEN,
etc., etc.

The size of the Journal is royal octavo, a volume embracing about 200 ])ages. Domolu- subscription

price : Two dollars ; single numbers, fifty cents. Foreign subscription price :
Nine •hillinK5. nine

marks, or eleven francs. Address: _..>..^^«..,^-.-. «-«..«-rE:RF=?ES-rRiAi_ iN/iAorsiExisrvi.
The linivcrsitv of Cinclnnutl, Clncinn«tl. Ohio.
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pEOPLE like to read about the great

^ and wonderful country of the

Southwest ; of its quaint and curious

towns, its ancient civilizations, its

natural marvels. They like to get ac-

curate information about California

and the Pacific Coast. This is because
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A charming book covering these

facts is issued by the

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT
OF THK

Southern Pacific Railway,

and will be sent to anj' one, postpaid,

on receipt of TEN CENTS.

f^ %^

THE BOOK IS ENTITLED

%

I
^^ Through Storyland

I to Sunset Seas^
^f

i^%^

toYou can get a copy by writin

S. F. B. MORSE,
General Passenger Agent,

Southern Pacific,

New Orleans,

and sending 10 cts. to defray postage.

f^\^

AND IS A WONDERFULLY HAND-

SOME VOLUME OF 205 PAGES,

WITH 160 ILLUSTRATIONS. . . .

The paper used is FINE PLATE

PAPER, and every typographical de-

tail is artistic. It is a story of what ^
i

four people saw on just such a trip as ^
I

you would like to make y
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THE NEW WONDERLAND BOOK
OF THE

NORTHERN
PACIFIC

F"or 139-7. RAILWAY
NEW COVER

NEW ILLUSTRATIONS
Send six cents. NEW TEXT

CHAS. S. FEE, Gen. Pass. Agent, St. Paul, Minn.
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Amone the Contents of Forthcoming

Numbers of

WILL BE THE FOLLOWING

Modification of the Great Lakes by Earth Movement,

By prof. G. K. gilbert,

U. S. G^<)LOGiCAL Survey;

Down the Volga, from Nijni Novgorod to Kazan,

By prof. FREDERIC W. TAYLOR,

AND

The principal geographical papers to be

presented at the Toronto Meeting of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science.

JUDD & DETWEITvER, PRINTERS, WASHINGTON, D. C
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MODIFICATION OP THE GREAT lKkES BY" EARTH [Vjuvt.ivir.LN

•With diagrams. ' G. K. QILBER i

HE TpRONTO MEE . NG OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THF,

ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.
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CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RY.
'pHE F. F. V. LIMITED is one of the finest trains hauled over any railway track in America. It runs

solid between-Cincinnati and New York, the route from Washington being over the Pennsylvania
system. It has every modern convenience and appliance, and the dining-car service has no superior if

it has an equal. The road-bed is literally hewed out of the eternal rocks; it is ballasted with stone
from one end to the other

;
the greater portion is laid with oiie-hundred-pound .steel rails, and although

curves are numerous in the mountain .section, the ride is as smooth as over a Western prairie.

One of the most delightful rides in all the route is that through the New River valley. The
mountains are just low enough to be clad with verdure to the very top, and in the early spring every
variety of green known to the mixer of colors can be seen, while the tones in autumn takt- on all the

range from brown to scarlet.

These facts should be borne in mind by the traveler between the East and the West.

H. W. FULLER, Genl. Pass. Agent. Washington. D. C.
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The Jufflping-off Place

of the United States in Nortluvestern Washington is a region of

unusual grandeur.

A wild, craggy range of mountains, the OLYMPICS, looks (»ut

upon the waters of the Pacific Ocean and the strait of Juan de

Fuca. The high peaks of the range are crested with eternal snow

and ice. Deep in their hollows are lakes of great depth and crys-

tal purity. The flanks of the mountains are covered with the

finest timber in the United States. Giant pines, cedars and firs

rise loo, 200, and even 300 feet in the air. The streams race

through wild ravines and are full of mountain-trout.

It is a paradise for the woodsman and angler. The lakes

have large and new varieties of trout in them that fight viciously

for life. It is a land little known and explored—perhaps less so

than any region of equal area in the United States.

The NORTHERN PACIFIC'S new tourist book, WONDERLAND 97.

lias a chapter on this section, an.l it will be sent to any achlress by CHARI.KS

S. Fee, General Passenger Agent, St. Paul,

CENTS in postage-stamps.

Minnesota, u])on receipt of SIX

®
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-^ SOUTHERN RAILWAY
^^^y

GREATEST SOUTHERN SYSTEM.
Penetrates with its main line or branches eight States
South of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, and in con-
junction with its friendly allied connections reaches all

the commercial centers of the South and Southwest . . .

DOUBLE DAILY VESTIBULED LIMITED TRAINS
. . . BETWEEN . . .

Washing-ton and Nashville via Salisbury, Asheville, Knoxville and
Chattanooga.

Washington and Tampa via Columbia, Savannah and Jacksonville.
Washington and Memphis via Atlanta, Birmingham and K. C. M. & B.
Washington and New Orleans via Atlanta, Montgomery and Mobile.
Norfolk and Chattanooga via Salisbury, Asheville and Knoxville.

Pullman Sleeping Cars—Dining Cars—Day Coaches.
Additional Trains for local travelers

The direct line to the f FLORIDA, GULF COAST and TEXAS,
Winter Resorts of | .... MEXICO and CALIFORNIA,

AND THE BEST

Through Car Line to and from Asheville and Hot Springs—" The Land of the Sky.''

NA/rite for IVIap Rolders.
R. \V. POIyLOCK, General Agent, 271 Broadway, New York City.

J. C. HORTON, Passenger Agent, 106 E). German Street, Baltimore, Md.
t,. S. BROWN, General Agent Passenger Department, Washington, U. C.

J. H. WINGFmi/D, Passenger Agent, Norfolk, Va.

S. H. HARDWICK, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. BHNSCOTER, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Chattanooga, Tenn.
W. H. TAYLOE, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Louisville, Ky.

J. M. GULP, Traffic Manager. W. A. TURK, General Passenger Agent.

The Mutual Life Insurance Co.
OF NEW YORK,

RICHARD A. McCURDY, President,

Is the Largest Insurance Company in the World.

The Records of the Insurance Department of the State of New
York SHOW THAT The Mutual Life

Has a Larger Premium Income - - - ($39,000,000)
More Insurance in Force ($918,000,000)

A Greater Amount of Assets - - - - ($235,000,000)

A Larger Annual Interest Income - - - ($9,000,000)

Writes More New Business - . - - ($136,000,000)

And Pays More to Policy-holders - - ($25,000,000 in 1896)

THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY.
It has paid to Policy-holders since i */to»y nnK iqk oq

its organization, in 1843, ( " " $4d7,005,195.<^9

ROBERT A. GRANNISS, Vice-President.

WALTER R. GILLETTE, General Manager. FREDERIC CROMWELL, Treasurer.

ISAAC F. LLOYD, Second Vice-President. EMORY McCLINTOCK, Actuary.

WILLIAM J. EASTON, Secretary.
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Burlington

IBSTPAUL
"" ""

MINNEAPOLISChicago OR St. Louis

Ripans Tabules cure headache.

The Fastest and Finest Train in tlie West . . . .

The Overland Limited
TO

f^ UTAH and CALIFORNIA.

FROM 16 TO 20 HOURS
SAVED BY USING

"THE OVERLAND ROUTE."
Double Drawing-Room Pullman Sleepers.

Free Reclining Chair Cars.

Pullman Dining Cars.

Buffet Smoking and Library Cars.

Send for Descriptive Pamphlet ' 49-96:' E- L. LOMAX
Folders and other Advertising Matter. General Passenger

^"'^J^'^^^
^^'"^-^

^
(Mention this publication.)
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THE CHICAGO, IILWMEE AND 8T. PAUL RAILWAY

- - H.XJ3NrS - -

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between Chicago, Mil-
waukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis daily.

Through Parlor Cars on day trains between Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between Chicago and
Omaha and Sioux City daily.

Through Sleeping Cars, Free. Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches between Chicago
and Kansas City, Mo.

Only two hours from Chicago to Milwaukee. Seven fast trains each way, daily,

with Parlor Car Service.

Solid trains between Chicago and principal points in Northern Wisconsin and
the Peninsula of Michigan.

Through Trains with Palace Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches
between Chicago and points in Iowa, Minnesota, Southern and Central Dakota.

The finest Dining Cars in the World.

The best Sleeping Cars. Electric Reading Lamps in Berths.

The best and latest type of private Compartment Cars, Free Reclining Chair
Cars, and buffet Library Smoking Cars.

Everything First=class. First-class People patronize First-class Lines.

Ticket Agents everywhere sell tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Ry.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD,
General Passenger Agent, Chicago, III.

WHENEVER YOU VISIT WASHINGTON
YOU ARK INVITED TO INSPECT THE

m
m WOODWARD & LOTHROP

m
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Where the LATEST PARIS NOVELTIES are always on Exhibition.
The attention of those who anticipate purchasing ....
VBRIDAL TROUSSEAUX

Is invited especially to extreme Paris NoveIvTies in matched sets

of French Hand-made Lingerie, including Gowns, Skirts, Chemises,
Drawers, Corset Covers, &c. These can be furnished in any number
of pieces desired. ...........

HAND-MADE BRIDAL TROUSSEAUX, personally
selected in Paris and exclusive in style and
design : Three or more pieces .... $10 to $250.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION.

TENTH, ELEVENTH, AND F STREETS N. W WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Shortest Line
TO

St. Paul and Minneapolis
and the Northwest

Chicago

Great
Maple

Leaf

Route Western
RAILWAY

For tickets, rates or any detailed information apply
to your home agent or write to

F. H. LORD,
Gen'l Pass'r and Ticket Agent,

CHICAQO
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A VITAL POINT
IMPROVEMENT THE CIDER OF THE AG A TYPEWRITER'S

PRINTING MECHANISM

MUST BE SCICNTIFICALLV CON-
STRUCTED. THI8 POINT IS or

UTMOST IMPORT FOR

EASY OPERATION AND
PERFECT EXECUTION.

Cbe Smitb..

Premier

Cvpcwritcrs

Superior on This Point as Well as on All Others.

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co.,
ONLY CORRECT
PRINCIPLES EMPLOYED. SYRACUSE, N. V. . U. S. A.
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Catalogues and Information at Washington OlTice, No. 1416 F Street.



AN IMPROVED METHOD OF KEEPING THE SCORE IN

DUPLICATE WHIST, COMPASS WHIST, STRAIGHT WHIST ANO EUCHR[,

Since Duplicate and Com-
pass Whist have come into

fashion there has been an
unprecedented revival of in-

terest in the game, 'due to

the fact that mere luck is to

a large extent eliminated by
a comparison of the scores

made in the play of the same
hands by different players.

The one thing needed to

perfect the new method has

been a convenient device

by means of which the score

made on the first round can
be concealed until after the

replay of. the hands, as a

knowledge of the first score

often enables a good player

to make a decisive gain, and
matches are lost and won on
just such little chances.

A Washington player has at

length invented and put upon
the market at a very low^ price a
little device virhich admirably
answers the purpose, and at the
same time serves as a pretty
and useful table ornament,
marker, and pencil rest. It is

called the "Cosmos Counter,"
and consists of a little polished
vrood tablet virith a metal key-
board that can be clamped dovi^n

on the score in such a way as to
bring 24 little metal plates over
the 24 spaces in the "score"
column of the card, for use in
concealing each first score as
soon as recorded and until the
hand is replayed (in duplicate
whist) or the entire series fin-

ished (in compass whist).

Whist players will at once see
the advantage of this new
method of keeping the score, as
it effectually prevents their op-
ponents at the same or another
table from taking advantage,
either by accident or design, of
a knowledge of what the hand
is capable. The trouble with
duplicate whist, especially, is

that the replay is liable to be in-
fluenced by memory of the cards
and score, and anything that
helps to confuse such recollec-
tion is a great gain to fair play.

The " Cosmos Score Card,"
prepared for use with the
counter, shows several new fea-
tures, such as a heading for both
Duplicate and Compass Whist
and (on the reverse) for Straight
Whist, Euchre, &c., thus ena-
bling the same counter and score
to be used for any game of cards.

Cosmos Counters, with tablet
of quartered oak, maple, or
birch, and metal in either gold
or silver finish, 50 cts. apiece ; 6
for $2.75 ; 12 for $5 ; by mail, 4
cts. apiece extra. Cosmos Score
Cards, 25 cts. per package of 50

;

12 packages for $2.50 ; by mail
free of postage.

Ask to see samples at any
stationer's, or order direct from
the General Agents.

Co«mo0 ©u|)ftcate Ti?§t0^ ^cote
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I

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MONOGRAPHS
Ou the PHVSICA,. KKATURKSOK THE EARTH'S Si-RKACK, .lesiRne.l especially to supplv to teacher, andstudents of geography fresh and interesting material with which to supplement the reRuln, ic.W.k

LIST OF MONOGRAPHS COMPRISING VOI.rMK I:

General Physiographic Processes
General Physiographic Features Ij. W Powell
Physiographic Regions of the United States - - .1
Beaches and Tidal Marshes of the Atlantic Coast Prot N S Shaler
Present and Extinct Lakes of Nevada - - . . prof. I. c. Russell
Appalachian Mountains—Northern Section - - . Bailey Willis
Appalachian Mountains—Southern Section - . . c. Willard Hayes
Mt. Shasta-A Typical Extinct Volcano - - - - j. s. Uiller
The New England Plateau Prof. w. M. Davis
Niagara Falls and Its History G. K. Gilbert

Price for one set of ten monographs, $1.50. Five sets to one address, $6.00. Single monographs, aor.

Rnn it with ,mhr ^j AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY,
IMev\/ Vorl< - Ci r-iclr-i r-iati CHIcaao

Ripans Tabules assist digestion.

Terrestrial Magnetism
An International Quarterly Journal

Edited by L. A. BAUER
With the Co=operation of Eminent Magneticians

TYTITH the March, 1897, issue, this Journal, devoted exclusively to Terrestrial MaKix^ti*^"! and alliedW 'subjects, such as Earth Currents, Auroras, Atmospheric Electricity, etc.. entered on its second
volume. The hearty co-operation extended by the workers in this promising field ol investigation, an
abundantlv shown bv the numbers thus far issued, has made this Journal the intcrnatt<in.Tl ornan for

making ktiown the latest achievements. The magnetic needle has become such a promisin^: instrument
of research, not only in terrestrial, but in cosmical physics, that this Journal ajipcals to a large class of
investigators. The geographer, the geologist, the astronomer, the meteorologist—all are interested in

the development of the subject of terrestrial magnetism. It should therefore receive their support.

Among the contributors of the main articles in the past have been Messrs. Bams, B<Vgcn. Chrcc,
Eschenhagen, Littlehales, Riicker, Schmidt, Schuster, and de Tillo.

Future numbers will contain :

"The Earth, a Great Magnet,"
nv UK. J. A. ri.KMING.

"The Electrification of the Atmosphere,"
Hv I'ROK. AI.KX.^NDKK McADIE.

"The Height of the Aurora,"
Rv l'R(>i\ CI.KVIU.ANI) AHIUv

"The Distribution of Magnetic Observatories,"
(Illu-stratcd),

By Prof. MAX ESCHENHAGEN,
etc., etc.

The size of the Journal is royal octavo, a volume embracing about 200 pages. Domestic sul>scription

price: Two dollars ; single numbers, fifty cents. Foreign subscription price: Nine •hilliiiKS. nine

niarlcs. or eleven francs. .address:
^.g- p,^ g- 3^^,^L IS/1 ACS r>J EXI SIVl

.

The University ol Cincinnati, Cincinnati. Ohio.
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pEOPLE like to read about the great

^ and wonderful country of the

Southwest ; of its quaint and curious

towns, its ancient civilizations, its

natural marvels. They like to get ac-

curate information about California

and the Pacific Coast. This is because

most people want to some day see these $

things for themselves J
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A charming book covering these

facts is issued by the

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT
OF THK

Southern Pacific Railway,

and will be sent to anyone, postpaid,

on receipt of TEN CENTS.
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S. F. B. MORSE,
General Passenger Agent,

Southern Pacific,

New Orleans,

and sending 10 cts. to defray postage.
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SOME VOLUME OF 205 PAGES,

WITH 160 ILLUSTRATIONS. .

The paper used is FINE PLATE |
PAPER, and every typographical de- y

tail is artistic. It is a story of what ^

you would like to make.
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MODIFICATION OF THE GREAT LAKES BY EARTH
Movement*

By G. K. Gilbkht,

U. S. Geological Surrey

The history of the Great Tiiikes practically hegiiis with the melt-

ing of the Pleistocene ice-sheet. They niay have existed before

the invasion of the ice, but if so their drainage system is unknown.
The ice came from the north and northeast, and sproadinij over

the whole Laurentian basin invaded the drainaji;e districts of the

Mississippi, Ohio, Susquehanna, and Hudson. During its wan-

ing there was a long period when the waters were ponded between

the ice front and the uplands south of the Laurentian basin, form-

ing a series of glacial lakes whose outlets were southward through

various low passes. A great stream from the Erie basin erost the

divide at Fort Wayne to the Wabash river. A river of the mag-

nitude of the Niagara afterward flowed from the Michigan basin

acro.ss the divide at Chicago to the Illinois river; and still later

the chief outlet was from the Ontario basin across the divide at

Rome to the Mohawk valley.

The positions of the glacial lakes are also markt by shore-lines,

consisting of terraces, cliffs, and ridges, the strands and spits

formed by their waves. Several of these shore-lines have Ix-en

traced for hundreds of miles, and wherever they are tlmrougbly

studied it is found that they no longer lie level l)ut have gentle

slopes toward the south and southwest. Formed at the edges of

*Publisht by permission of the Director of the United States Geologioul Survey.

A more extended paper, of similar scope, entitled " Keoent enrtli moTement in lh«

Great Lakes region," will appear in the Eighteenth Annual Report of the Surrey.
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water surfaces, they must originally have been level, and their

present lack of horizontality is due to unequal uplift of the land.

The region has been tilted toward the south-southwest. The dif-

ferent shore-lines are not strictl}^ parallel, and their gradients

vary from place to place, ranging from a few inches to three or

four feet to the mile.

The epoch of glacial lakes, or lakes partly bounded by ice.

ended with the disappearance of the ice-field, and there remained

only lakes of the modern type, wholly surrounded b)'- land.

These were formed one at a time, and the first to appear was in

the Erie basin. It was much smaller than the modern lake,

because the basin was then comparatively low at the northeast.

Its outline is approximately shown by the inner dotted line

of the accompanying map. Instead of reaching from the site

FIG. I—ANCIENT AND MODERN OUTLINES OF LAKE ERIE

The broken lines show the positions of the shores at two epochs of the lake's history

of Buffalo to the site of Toledo, it extended onl}' to a point oppo-

site the present city of Erie, and it was but one-sixth as large

as the modern lake. Since that time the land has gradually

risen at the north, canting the basin toward the south, and the

lake has gradually encroacht upon the lowlands of its valley.

At a date to be presently mentioned as the Nipissing, the west-

ern end of the lake was opposite the site of Cleveland, as indi-

cated by another dotted line.

The next great lake to be releast from the domination of the

ice was probably Ontario, though the order of precedence is here

not equally clear. Before the Ontario valley held a land-bound

lake it was occupied by a gulf of the ocean. Owing to the dif-

ferent attitude of the land, the water surface of this gulf was not
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parallel to the present lake surface but inclined at an an{j;le. In

the extreme northeast, in the vicinity of the Thousand Islands,

the marine shores are nearly 200 feet above tlie present water
level, but they descend southward and westward, jjoasing be-

neath the lake level near Oswego, and towanl the western iMid

of the lake must be submerged several hundred feet. This con-

dition was of short duration, and the rising land soon divided

the w^aters, establishing Lake Ontario as an independent water

body. The same peculiarity of land attitude winch made the

original Erie a small lake served to limit the extent of Ontario,

but the restriction was less in amount because of the steeper

slopes of the Ontario basin. Here again the southward tilting

of the land had the effect of lifting the i)oint of outlet and en-

larging the expanse of the lake.

TorontjO,

Oswego

FIG. 2—ANCIENT AND MODERN OUTLINES OK LAKE ONTARIO

The broken line shows the original extent of the lake

There is some reason to think that the ui)per lakes, Huron.

Michigan, and Superior, were at first open to the sea, so as to

constitute a gulf, but the evidence is not .so full Jis could l>e de-

sired. When the normal lacustrine condition was esUiblisht

they were at first a single lake instead of three, and the outlet,

instead of l)eing southward from Lake Huron, was northeastward

from Georgian bay, the outlet river following the valleys of the

Mattawa and Ottawa to the St Lawrence. The trii)le lake is

known to us chieflv through the labors of F. B. Taylor, who lia.s

made extensive studies of its shore-line. This line, called the

Nipissing shore-line, is not wholly submerged, like the old

shores of lakes Erie and Ontario, but lies chietly ab..ve the
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present water surfaces. It has been recognized at many points

about Lake Superior and the northern parts of lakes Huron and

Michigan, and measurements of its height show that its plane

has a remarkably uniform dip, at 7 inches per mile, in a south-

southwest direction, or, more exactly, S. 27° W. As will be seen

by the accompanying map, reproduced from Taylor, it crosses the

modern shore-line of Lake Superior near its western end, thereby

passing beneath the water surface ; and it similarly passes below

the surface of Lake Michigan near Green bay, and below the

iS^^Miixit»,-^
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ing the St Marys river into existence, and eventually the present

condition was reacht.

These various changes are so intimately related to the iiistt)ry

of the Niagara river that the Niagara time estimates, hased on
the erosion of the gorge by the cataract, can he applied to them.

Lake Erie has existed api)roximately as long as the Niagara

river, and its age should i)r()l)al)ly be reckoned in tens of tliou-

sands or hundreds of thousands of years. Lake Ontario is

much younger. All that can he said of the hegiiming of (Jreat

Lake Nipissing is that it came long after the beginning of liiike

Erie, but the date of its ending, through the transfer of outlet

from the Mattawa to the St Clair, is more definitely known.

That event is estimated by Taylor to have occurred between

5,000 and 10,000 years ago!*

The lake history thus briefly sketcht is characterized by a prt)-

gressive change in the attitude of the land, the northern and

northeastern portions of the region becoming higher, so as to

turn the waters more and more toward the southwest. Tlie

latest change, from Great Lake Nipissing to Great Lakes Supe-

rior, Michigan, and Huron, involving an uplift at the north of

more than 100 feet, has taken place within so short a period

that we are naturally led to inquire whether it has yet ceast. Is

it not probable that the land is still rising at the north and the

lakes are still encroaching on their southern shores? .1. W.

Spencer, who has l)een an active explorer of the shore-lines of

the glacial lakes and has given much study to related i>roblems,

is of opinion that the movements are not comi)lete, and predicts

that they will result in the restoration of the Chicago outlet of

Lake Michigan and the drying of Niagara.!

The imi)ortance of testing this question by actual measure-

ments was imi)rest uj)on me several years ago, and I endeavored

to secure the institution of an elaborate set of observations to

that end. Failing in this, I undertook a less expensive investi-

gation, which began with the examination of existing records

of lake height as recorded by gage readings, and was continued

by the establishment of a number of gage stations in l.Sl>6. To

understand fuUv the nature of this investigation it is necessary

to consider the difficulties that arise from tlie multifarious mo-

tions to which the lake water is subject.

, studies in Indiana Geo«raph.v. X. A short history of the Oro.u L.k- l-rro

Haute, 1897.

t Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., vol LIII, 1894, p. 240.
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If the volume of a lake were invariable, and if its water were

in perfect eqviilibrium under gravity, its surface would be con-

stant and level, and any variation due to changes in the height

of the land could be directly determined by observations on the

position of the water surface with reference to the land ; but

these conditions are never realized in the case of the Great Lakes,

where the volume continually changes and the water is always

in motion. The investigator therefore has to arrange his meas-

urements so as to eliminate the effect of such changes.

Consider first the influence of wind. The friction of the wind

on the water produces waves. These are temporar}^ and practi-

cally cease in periods of calm ; the perpetual ground-swell of

the ocean is not known on the lakes. The friction of the wind

on the water also drives the water forward, producing currents.

The water thus driven against the lee shores returns in under-

currents, but the internal friction of the water resists and delays

the return, and there is consequently a heaping of the water

against lee shores and a corj-esponding lowering of its level on

other shores. During great storms these differences amount to

several feet, reaching a maximum in Lake Erie ; in October,

1886, a westerly gale is reported to have raised the water 8 feet

at Buffalo and deprest it 8 feet at Toledo.* For light winds the

changes of level are much smaller, but they are nevertheless

appreciable, and they have even been detected in the case of the

gentle " land and sea " breezes which in calm weather are created

by the diurnal cycle of temperature change on the land.

The water is also sensitive to atmospheric pressure. If the

air prest equally on all parts of the lake surface the equilibrium

of the water would not be disturbed ; but its pressure is never

uniform. As shown by the isobars on the daily weather map,

there are notable differences of pressure from point to point, and

within the length of one of the Great Lakes these often amount

to several tenths of a barometric inch. A column of mercury

0.1 inch high weighs as much as a column of water 1.3 inches

high ; and whenever the atmospheric pressure at one point on a

lake exceeds the pressure at another point by the tenth of a baro-

metric inch, the water level at the first point is, in consequence,

1.3 inches lower than the water level at the second point. When
a cumulus cloud forms over the water there is a reaction on the

* Science, vol. VIII, pp. 34, 391. The effect of a storm in October, 1893, is ably disciist

by Wm. T. Blount, in Ann. Rept. Chief of Engineers, U. S. A., for 1894, part 6, pp.

3431-3435.
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water, (listurl)ing its equililiriuni, and the i)assage of a thunder-
storm often produces oscillatit)ns attracting the attention of even
the casual oliserver. Sucli sudden and temporary variations of

l)ressure give rise to waves analogous to those caused l)y a fall-

ing pebble, except that they are broad and low. and these waves
not only travel to all parts of alakel)ut are continued l)y rellee-

tion, so that a local storm at one point is felt in the water surface

at all points and for a considerable jieriod. The passage of the

greater atmospheric waves associated with ordinary cyclonic

storms and the impulses given by winds are also able to set the

whole body of the lake in motion, so that it sways from side to

side or end to end like the swaying water in a tub or basin, and
these swaying motions are of indefinite continuance. In the

deeper lakes, and probably in all the lakes, they are so enduring

as to bridge over the intervals from impulse to impulse. Such
oscillations, which appear at an}' point on the coast as alternate

risings and fallings of the water, with periods ranging from a few

minutes to several hours, are called seiches. Their amplitude is

usually a few inches, but at the ends of lakes is sometimes a foot

or more.

'J'he lakes, like tlie ocean, are swayed by the attractions of the

sun and moon. Their tides are much smaller than those of the

ocean, and are even small as compared to the seiches, l)Ut they

are still measural)le. At Milwaukee the lunar tide rises and falls

more than an inch and the solar tide a half inch. At Ciiicago

and Duluth each tide amounts to an inch and a half, and their

combination at nmv and full moon to tliree inches.

Water is continually added to each lake by rivers and creeks,

but the rate is not uniform. Usually a few freshets, occurring

witiiin two or tiiree weeks, contribute more water than comes

during all the remainder of the year. Water is also added in an

irregular way by rain and snow falling directly on the lake. It

is subtracted by evaporation, the rate of which varies greatly, and

by overfloAV, which varies within moderate limits. The volume

of water contained in the lake, being subject to these variable

gains and losses, is itself inconstant, and the general height of

the water surface therefore oscillates. In average years the range

of variation for Lake Su{)erior is 12 inches ; for lakes Michigan

and Huron, 12 inches; for Lake Erie, 14 inches, and for Lake

Ontario, 17 inches. Low water occurs normally in .lamiary or

February for all the lakes except Superior, where it occurs in

March. Ili'di water is reacbt sooner in the lower lakes. .luno
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being the usual month for Ontario, June or Jul}- for Krie, July

for Michigan and Huron, and August or September for .Superior.

Fig. 4 shows the character of the annual

oscillations, as given by averages of long

series of years.

In a wet j^ear more water enters the lake

than leaves it, and there is a net rise of the

surface; in a dry year there is a net fall.

A series of wet years produce exception-

ally high water, and a series of dry 3'ears

exceptionally low, so that the entire range

ofwater height is considerably greater than

the annual range. The recorded range for

lakes Superior, Michigan, and Huron is

between 5 and 6 feet; for Erie and Ontario,

between 4 and 5 feet.

The accompan3'ing diagram (Fig. 5) of

the oscillations of Lake Michigan illus-

trates the annual C3"cle and also the pro-

gressive changes from 3'ear to 3'ear. Being

compiled from monthly means of gage

readings, it does not show tides and seiches

nor the oscillations of short period.

These various oscillations of the water,

though differing widel3^ in amplitude, rate,

and cause, yet coexist, and the3^ make the

actual movement of the water surface

highly complex. The complexity of move-

ment seriousl3^ interferes with the use of

the water plane as a datum level for the

measurement of earth movements, and a

system of observations for that jjurpose

needs to be planned with much care. The
main principles of such a S3''stem are, how-

ever, simple, and may readil3'" be stated.

The most important is that the direct

measurement of the heights of individual

points should not be attempted, but com-

parison should alwa3^s be made between

two points, their relative height being

measured b3^ means of the water surface

used as a leveling instrument.
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FIG. 5—OSCILL.\TIONS OF THE SURFACE OF LAKE MICHIGAN, DUE TO CHANCES IN

THE VOLUME OF THE LAKE

Compiled under the direction of the Chief of Kiigineer.s, U. S. A., from gage read-

ings at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, from August, 1S59, to June, 1897. Each horizontal

space represents a calendar year ; each vertical space one foot

In the diagram, Fig. 6, A C B is the profile of a lake ba.sin,

A and B are fixt objects on opposite shores, and we will sup-

pose the water surface to have the position X X'. Assuming

the water in equilibrium, all parts of this surface have the same

height. If the height of A above the water at X l)e accurately

measured by the- surveyor's level, and the height of B above the

water at X' be similarly measured, then the difTerence between

the.>-;e two measurements gives the ditVerence in height between

A and B. After an interval of some years or decades the work

^77777777777777777777777777/

FIG. 6 -DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE METHOD OF USING A LAKE SURFACE FOR THK

DISCOVERY AND MEASURE.MENT OF EARTH MOVEMENTS
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is repeated. The water surface then has some different position,

Y Y', and the heights measured are of A above Y and of B above

Y'. The difference between the two heights gives again the rela-

tive height of A and B ; and if earth movement has tilted the

basin toward A or B, the change in their relative height may be

shown by the difference in the two results of measurement.

As the water is in fact not still, but in continual motion, the

mere running of lines of level from A and B to the water does

not suffice, and it is necessary to determine from observations

on the oscillating water surface what would be its position if

still. Such observations are made by means of gages. These
are of various forms, but each consists essentially of a fixt point,

or zero, close by the water, and a graduated scale by means of

which the vertical distance of the water surface from the zero is

measured.

Changes in the volume of the lake influence all parts of its

surface equally and at the same time. To eliminate their effects

from the measurements it is only necessary that the gage obser-

vations at the two stations be simultaneous. The effects of wind
waves can be prevented by breakwaters. Disturbances due to

currents propelled by strong winds can be avoided by choosing

times when there is little wind. The effects of light winds can be

approximately eliminated by taking the average of many obser-

vations, and so can the effects of seiches and tides. The effects

,of differences of atmospheric pressure can be computed from

barometric measurements of air pressure, and the proper correc-

tions applied. It is also possible, by the discussion of long series

of observations at each station, to determine the local tidal effects

and afterward apply corrections ; and the land and sea bi'eeze

effect may be treated in the same way.

In the investigation I was able to make, consideration was given

to these various sources of error, but it was not practicable to take

all desirable measures for avoidance or correction, because the

reading of gages was only partly under my control. Gage sta-

tions have been establisht on the Great Lakes at various times

and at various places, and the records of readings have been pre-

served. In some cases the zeros of gages were connected by level-

ing with bench marks of a permanent character, and in a few in-

stances the gages themselves are stable and enduring structures.
'

The most important body of information of this character is con-

tained in the archives of the United States Lake Survey, which
were placed at my service by the Chief of Engineers, U. S. A. By ^
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searching the rect)i-(ls I was able to seU^ct certain pairs of .slatiniis

at which the rehitive heights of pennaniMit ))()ints on the shore

(equivalent to A and B of the diagram) had hcen practically de-

termined twenty or more years ago. At some of these stations

gages are still read
; at others I establisht gagi's and nm the level-

ing lines necessary to connect them with tlie old benches. At
all of them observations were maintained from July to October,

1896, and these observations, in combination with the levelings,

afforded measurements that could be compared with those made
earlier so as to discover changes due to earth jnovement.

It will not be necessary to give here the details of observiition

and computation, as they are fully set forth in a paper soon to

5 ondusky

FIG. 7—MAP OF TUB GRliAT LAKES, SHOWING PAIRS OF GAGING STATIONS AND

ISOBASKS OF OUTLETS

The isobases are markt bj' full lines. Broken lines show the pairs of stations

be printed by the Geological Survey, but the general scope (.f tlie

work may be briefly outlined. As the tilting shown by the geo-

logic data was toward the south-southwest, stations were, so far as

possible, selected to test the question of motion in that direction.

The most easterly pair were Sacketts Harbor and Charlotte, New

York, connected by the water surface of F.ake Ontario (see map,

Fig. 7). From observations by the U. S. Lake Survey in 1S7I,

it appeared that a bench mark on the old light-house in Char-

lotte was then 18.531 feet above a certain point on the Masonic

Temple in Sacketts Harbor. In bSlX; the measurement wiis re-
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peated, and the difference found to be 18.470 feet, the point at

Sacketts Harbor having gone u]), as compared to the jioint at

Charlotte, 0.061 foot, or about three-fourths of an inch. Similarly

it was found that between 1858 and 1895 a point in Port Colborne,

at the head of the Welland canal, as compared to a jjoint in

Cleveland, Ohio, rose 0.239 foot, or nearly three inches. Between

1876 and 1896 a point at Port Austin, Michigan, on the shore of

Lake Huron, as compared to a point in Milwaukee, on the shore

of Lake Michigan, rose 0.137 foot, or one and one-half inches;

and in the same period a point in Escanaba, at the north end of

Lake Michigan, as compared to the same point in Milwaukee,

rose 0.161 foot, or about two inches.

There is no one of these determinations that is free from doubt

;

buildings and other structures on which the benches were markt
may have settled, mistakes may have been made in the earlier

leveling, when there was no thought of subjecting the results to

so delicate a test, and there are various other possible sources of

error to which no checks can be applied ; but the fact that all

the measurements indicate tilting in the direction predicted by
theory inspires confidence in their verdict. This confidence is

materially strengthened when the numerical residts are reduced

to a common unit and compared.

Summary of Distances, Time Intervals, and Measurements of Differential

Earth Movements

Pairs of stations.
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The stations of tlie several pairs are at diftcront distances apart,

the directions of the lines connecting tiiein make various angles
with the theoretic direction of tilting, and the time intervals

separating the measurements are ditVerent. To reduce the results

to common terms I have computed from each the rate of tilting it

implies in the theoretic direction, S. 27° W. In the sixth column
of the preceding table the rate is cxi>rest as the ciiange in relative

height of the ends of a line 100 miles lon^ during a centurv.

Compared in this way, the results are remarkal)ly harmonious,

the computed rates of tilting ranging only from 0.87 foot to 0.4()

foot per 100 miles per century ; and in view of this harmony it is

not easy to avoid the conviction that the buildings are firm and
stable, that the engineers ran their level lines with accuracv, that

all the various possible accidents were escaped, and that we have

here a veritable record of the slow tilting of the broad lake-bear-

ing plain.

The computed mean rate of tilting, 0.42 foot per 100 miles per

century, is not entitled to the same confidence as the fact of tilt-

ing. Its probable error, the mathematical measure of precision

derived from the discordance of the observational data, is rather

large, being one-ninth of the whole quantity measured. Perhajis

it would be safe to say that the general rate of tilting, which may
or may not be uniform for the whole region, falls between 0.30

and 0.55 foot.

While the credit of formulating the working hypothesis or geo-

logic prediction which has thus been verified by measurement

belongs to Spencer, it is proi)er to note that the fundamental idea

of modern diflferential earth movement in the Cireat Lakes region

was announced much earlier by G. R. Stuntz, a Wisconsin sur-

veyor. In a paper communicated to the American Association

for the Advancement of Science in 1869, he cites observations

tending to show that in 1852-'53 the water of Lake Superior

stood abnormally high at the west end while it wius unusually

low at the east, and he infers that the land is not stable.

The geographic effects of the tilting are of scientific and eco-

nomic importance. Evidently the height of lake water at a lake's

outlet is regulated by the discharge and is not affected by slow

changes in the attitude of the basin ;
but at other points of tiie

shore the water advances or retreats as the l)asin is tipt. Con-

sider, for example, Lake Superior. On the map (Fig. 7) a line

has been drawn through the outlet at the head of St Marys

river in a direction at right angles to the direction of tilting. All
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points on this line, called the isobase of the outlet, are raised or

lowered equally by the tilting and are unchanged with reference

to one another. All points southwest of it are lowered, the

amount varying with their distances from the line, and all points

to the northeast are raised. The water, always holding its sur-

face level and always regulated in volume by the discharge at

the outlet, retreats from the rising northeast coasts and encroaches

on the sinking southjvest coasts. Assuming the rate of tilting

to be 0.42 foot per 100 miles per century, the mean lake level is

rising at Duluth 6 inches per century and falling at Heron bay

5 inches. Where the isobase intersects the northwestern shore,

which happens to be at the international boundary, there is no

change.

Lake Ontario lies altogether southwest of the isobase of its

outlet, and the water is encroaching on all its shores. The same

tilting that enlarged it from the area markt by the dotted line of

figure 2 is still increasing its extent. The estimated vertical rise

at Hamilton is 6 inches per century. The whole coast of Lake

Erie also is being submerged, the estimated rate at Toledo and

Sandusky being 8 or 9 inches per century.

The isobase of the double Lake Huron-Michigan passes south-

west of Lake Huron and crosses Lake Michigan. All coasts of

Lake Huron are therefore rising as compared to the outlet, and

the consequent apparent lowering of the mean water surface is

estimated at 6 inches per century for Mackinac and at 10 inches

for the mouth of the French river on Georgian bay. In Lake

Michigan the line of no change passes near Manistee, Michigan.

At Escanaba the estimated fall of the water is 4 inches per cen-

tury ; at Milwaukee the estimated rise is 5 or 6 inches, and at

Chicago between 9 and 10 inches.

These slow changes of mean water level are concealed from

ordinary observation by the more rapid and impressive changes

due to variations of volume, but they are worthy of considera-

tion in the planning of engineering works of a permanent char-

acter, and there is at least one place where their influence is of

moment to a large community. The city of Chicago is built on

a smooth plain little above the high-water level of Lake Michigan.

Every decade the mean level of the water is an inch higher, and

the margin of safety is so narrow that inches are valuable. Al-

ready the older part of the cit}'' has lifted itself several feet to

secure better drainage, and the time wdll surely come when other

measures of protection are imperatively demanded.
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Looking to the more dkstiint future, we may estimate tlie date
tit which the geograpliic revolution projdiesied hy Spencer will

occur. Near Chicago, as already mentioned, i.s an old chanm-l
made by tlie outlet of a glacial lake. The l)ed of the channel at

the summit of the i)ass is about 8 feet above the mean level of

Lake Michigan and 5 feet above the highest level. In 5(X) or (MX)

years (assuming the estimated rate of tilting) high stages of tiic

lake will reach the pass, and the artificial discharge by canal will

be supplemented by an intermittent natural discharge. In 1,()()()

years the discharge will occur at ordinary lake stages, and after

1,500 years it will be continuous. In about 2,(K)0 years the dis-

charge from Lake Michigan-Huron-Erie, which will then have

substantially the same level, will be equally divided between the

western outlet at Chicago and the eastern at lUilValo. In 2.")(KI

years the Niagara river will have become an intermittent stream,

and in 3,000 years all its water will have been diverted to the

Chicago outlet, the Illinois river, the Mississipjii river, and the

Gulf of Mexico.

THE TORONTO MEETING OF THE BRITISH ASSOCI-

ATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

If the British Association for the Advancement of Science has

never yet done itself the honor of electing a geographer as its

President, it at least is not open to the reproach of neglecting

so important a department of knowledge as that which is con-

cerned with the distribution of the human race and the manifold

conditions of its environment. Throughout its entire history of

67 years the Association has given geography a jirominent place

in its proceedings, and there have been few distingui.shed ex-

plorers who have not reserved some of their most interesting and

important utterances for the Geograidncal Section of this great

scientific body. Just 40 years ago, in the city of Dublin, it was

to see and hear Livingstone that people crowded into the hall

assigned to Section E. Fifteen years later, at Brighton, before

an equally large and brilliant assemblage, Mr Stanley narrated

the thrilling story of his search for the great missionary-traveler

in the wilds of equatorial Africa, and almost every Arctic ex-

plorer and every seeker for the mysterious sources of the Nile

and every daring adventurer who has penetrated the recesses of
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the great Asiatic plateau has modestly narrated the story of his

travels and his discoveries before the British Association,

If the recent Toronto meeting will not be remembered for any

dramatic incidents or other highly sensational features, it was in

many respects a notable gathering and by no means lacking in im-

portant contributions to geographic science. The address of the

President of the Geographical Section, Mr J. Scott Keltic, I.L. D.,

Joint Secretary of the Royal Geographical Society and Editor of

the GeographicalJournal and ofthe Statesman's Year-Book, dealt

with the geographic problems of the future and set forth in ad-

mirable and most instructive array the various regions of the

globe that are still wholly or in large part unexplored. This

address is published, with but very slight abridgment, in the

following pages, as a matter not merely of general interest, but

of especial value to teachers and geographic students who find

it difficult to keep abreast of geographic research in the more

remote parts of the world,

Dr Keltic's address was delivered on August 19, and in the

afternoon of the same day Sir George Scott Robertson, the Hero

of Chitral, described Kafiristan and the Kafirs ; Mr E. G. Raven-

stein, of London, presented the sixth report of the Committee

on the Climatology of Africa, a subject of great interest in view

of the recent extension of European territory on that continent

;

Mr E. Delmar Morgan, of London, read a paper on Nova Zem-

bla and its Physical Geography, summarizing the results of re-

cent Russian investigations and presenting the conclusion that

the country is now undergoing a new process of glaciation that

will convert it into an icy wilderness ; Mr B. Leigh Smith, also

of London, spoke on Recent Temperature Observations off Spitz-

bergen, and a voluminous report was presented on The Position

of Geography in the Educational System of Great Britain.

On the following day the proceedings of the Geographic Sec-

tion included a paper by Prof, Richard E, Dodge, of the Teachers

College, New York, on Scientific Geography for Schools, which

was a plea for the more scientific teaching of geography in the

public schools and for systematic cooperation in the bringing

about of a much-needed improvement ; a paper by Col. F. Bailey,

of Edinburgh, on Forestry in India, showing the serious results

of forest denudation in that country and the measures that have

been adopted to remedy the evil; a Scheme of Geographical

Classification, by Dr Hugh Robert Mill, of London ; a paper by

Mr Vaughn Cornish, on The Distribution of Detritus by the Sea;
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a paper by Mr E. G. Ravenstein, on The Kongo an. I ili»' Cape
of Good Hope, 1482 to 1488, a narrative of one of the most in-

teresting periods in the history of geographic exploration, and
a communication by Prof. John Milne, of the Isle of Wight, on
Certain Submarine Geological Changes, which was mainly an
epitome of the article on Suboceanic Changes, published in" the
July and August numbers of the Geographical Journal.
On August 23 Mr Marcus Baker, of the U.S. ( Jeological Survey,

read a paper, the joint production of himself and Mr Gardiner
G. Hubbard, President of the National Geographic Society, on
the Geography of the United States and the Agencies employed
in its Exploitation ; General A. W. Greely presented a paper by
Prof. F. H. Newell, Chief Hydrographer of the U. S. Geological

Survey, on the Hydrography of the United States ; I)r T. C. Mcn-
denhall. President of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute and
formerly Superintendent of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey,
and Mr Otto H. Tittmann, Assistant in charge of the Oflice of the

Survey, discussed the geographic work of that important gov-

ernment bureau; Mr J. B. Tyrrell, of Ottawa, read a paper on
the Barren Lands of Canada, by which title he designated the

plains and prairies which stretch from Hudson bay to the Mac-
kenzie river and from the coastline of the Arctic ocean south-

ward to the region of civilization ; Mr W. J. White read a paper

on the Topographic Work of the Geological Survey of Canada

;

Prof. Charles D. Walcott, Director of the Geological Survey of

the United States, presented a valuable communication on the

geographical work of the institution over which he so al)ly pre-

sides, and Prof. Willis L. Moore, Chief of the U. S. Weatlu-r

Bureau, discussed entertainingly and instructively the Clima-

tology of the United States.

The proceedings of August 24 opened with an address by

Mr F. C. Selous on the Economic Geography of Rhodesia, a re-

gion in which he has spent twenty-five years in elephant and

lion hunting, but in which the ultimate destiny of a large part

of the African continent is now being wrought out. Tiiis was

followed by a Journey in Tripoli, by Mr J. T. Myers ; Potamol-

ogy as a Branch of Geography, by Prof. Albrecht Penck. of the

University of Vienna ; the Geographical Develo|>ment of the

Lower Mississippi, by Dr E. L. Corthell, of New York
;
South-

eastern Alaska, by Mr Otto J. Klotz, of Ottawa ; The First Ascent

of Mt. Lefroy and Mt. Aberdeen, by Prof. II. B. Dixon, of Man-

chester; Mexico Felix and Mexico Deserta, by MrO. II. llowarth.

17
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of London, and The Direction of Lines of Structure in Eurasia,

by Prince Kropotkin, an imijortant paper written in a Russian

prison and saved from destruction by the Russian Geographical

Society after the escape of its author.

On August 25, the closing day of the meeting, Prof. W. M.

Davis, of Harvard, spoke on the importance of geography as a

university subject; General A. W. Greely read a paper by Mr
Henry Gannett, Chief Geographer of the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, on the Growth and Material Conditions of the United States,

and Dr Mill and Prof. Penck exhibited a large number of views

illustrative of geographic scenes and conditions.

While the foregoing represents the work of the Geographical

Section, it by no means exhausts the list of subjects of interest

to the student of geography that were discussed at the Toronto

meeting. In the Section of Mathematics and Physics, on August

19, Prof. John Milne presented a report from the Committee on

Seismological Observations, and exhibited, for the purpose of

illustrating the nature of certain recent discoveries, tlie wonder-

fully delicate instruments that are used in locating breakages in

submarine cables. On the same day, in the Section of Geology,

Prof. J. C. Branner, of Stanford Universit}^ discussed The Former

Extension of the Appalachians across Mississippi, Louisiana,

and Texas, and Dr F. D. Adams demonstrated the plasticity of

rocks. Again, in the Section of Mathematics and Phj^sics, on

August 20, Mr Alexander Johnson, of McGill University, dis-

cussed the project of an Imperial Hydrographic Surve3% and at

the Horticultural Pavilion Prof. H. 0. Forbes, of Livei'pool,

lectured on British New Guinea, its People, and the Problems

which the Region offers to Geologists and Naturalists.

In the Section of Meteorology, on August 23, Mr F. Napier

Denison, of the Toronto Observatory, discussed the Great Lakes

as a Sensitive Thermometer ; Mr John Hopkinson read a paper

on The Monthly and Annual Rainfall in the British Empire

during the last Twenty Years, Dr Van Rijckevorsel, of Rotter-

dam, discussed the Temperature of Europe, laying stress on the

influences originating in western Asia on the east and in or be-

yond the Atlantic ocean on the west ; Mr R. F. Stupart, of the

Toronto Meteorological Department, read a paper on The Clima-

tology of Canada, and Mr R. G. Haliburton, a learned member
of the Canadian Bar, discussed November Meteors and Novem-

ber Flood Traditions. In the evening Prof. John Milne lectured

before the Association in general session on Earthquakes and
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Volcanoes, an exceptionally lar-e an.l distinguisluMl uu.li.Mwe
being attracted by tbe fame of the man wiio announced in Knj;-
land on the day of its occurrence the terrible eartlKiuake \vhi<-h

visited Jajian in June, 1896.

The Anthropological Section also presented many attractions
to the geographer, especially on August 23, when the proceed-
ings included a paper by Mr B. Suite on tlie Origin and Charac-
teristics of tbe French-Canadians, an account of the Seri Indians,
by Prof. W J McGee, Acting President of the American As.socia-

tion, and a long discussion on the Evidences of American-Asiatic
Contact, opened by Prof. F. W. Putnam, of Harvard.

It will readily be seen from the foregoing that the Toronto
meeting of the British Association was the occasion of manv
notable contributions to geographic science, and no apology wiil

be offered for the presentation in forthcoming numbers of Thk
National Geographic Magazink of abridgments of such of them
as are of greatest value and are available for the purpose.

J. II.

THE GREAT UNMAPPED AREAS ON THE EARTH'S

SURFACE AWAITING THE EXPLORER AND
GEOGRAPHER*

By J. Scott Kkltie, LL. D.,

Secretary to the Royal Geograpliicnl Society, Editor of the GtoijruphiraJ Jourmil

and of tlie Statesman'' x Year-Book, etc., etc.

We meet thb^ year in excoi)tional circumstances. Thirteen

years ago the British Association met for the first time in a i>or-

tion of tbe empire beyond tbe limits of the British islands. Dur-

ing these thirteen years much has hapi)ened of the greatest inter-

est to geographers, and if I attempted to review the progress which

has been made during these years—progress in the exploration

of the globe, i)rogress in geographical research, progress in geo-

graphical education—I could not hope to do it to any purpose in

the short time during which it would be right for a president to

niono[)olize the attention of the Section.

But we have, at the same time, reached another stage in our

history wdiich naturally leads us to take stock of our progress in

» Presidentirtl address delivered before the Geogrnphicul Section of tlie British Amo-

cifition for Liie Advancement of Science, at Toronto, August 19, 1897.
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the past. We have all of us been celebrating the sixtieth 3'ear

of the glorious reign of the Sovereign of whose vast dominions

Canada and the United Kingdom form integral parts. The pro-

gress made during that period in our own department of science

has been immense ; it would take volumes to tell what has been

done for the exploration of the globe.

The great continent of Africa has practically been discovered,

for sixty years ago almost all but its rim was a blank. In 1837

enormous areas in North America were unexplored and much of

the interior of South America was unknown. In all parts of Asia

vast additions have been made to our knowledge; the maps of

the interior of that continent were sixty years ago of the most

diagrammatic character. The Australian interior was nearly as

great a blank as that of Africa ; New Zealand had not even been

annexed. Need I remind you of the great progress which has

been made during the period both in the North and South Polar

areas, culminating in the magni ficent achievem ent ofDr Nansen ?

It was just sixty years ago that the great Antarctic expedition

under Sir James Ross was being organized ; since that, alas ! little

or nothing has been done to follow up his work. Sixty years ago

the science of oceanography, even the term, did not exist. It is

the creation of the Victorian era, and may be said almost to have

had its origin in the voyage of the Challenger, which added a

new domain to our science and opened up inexhaustible fields of

research.
•X- ***** *

I have thought, then, that the most useful and most manage-

able thing to do on the present occasion will be to indicate briefly

what, in my estimation, are some of the problems which geogra-

phy has to attack in the future, only taking such glances at the

past as will enable us to do this intelligibly.

ASIA

Turning to the continent of Asia, we find that immense progress

has been made during the past six;ty years. In the presidential

address given sixty years ago Mr Hamilton says of Asia :
" We

have only a general knowledge ofthe geographical character of the

Burman, Chinese, and Japan empires ; the innumerable islands

ofthe latter are still, except occasionally, inaccessible to European

navigators. Geographers hardly venture on the most loose de-

scription of Tibet, Mongolia, or Chinese Tartary, Siam, and Cochin

China." Since then the survey of India, one of the greatest
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enterprises undertaken by any State, has been comjileted, and is

being rapidly extended over Burma. Ikit I need not reniin«l you
in detail of the vast changes that have taken place in Asia dur-
ing these years and the immense additions that have been made
to our knowledge of its geography. Exploring activity in Asia
is not likely to cease, though it is not to be expected that its in-

hospitable center will ever be so carefully n)ai)p('d as have been

the mountains of Switzerland.

The most important desiderata, so far as i)ioneer exploration

in Asia is concerned, may l>e said to be contined to two regions.

In southern and central Arabia tiiere are tracts which are en-

tirel}^ unexplored. It is {)robable tliat this unexplored region is

in main a sandy desert. At the same time it is, in the south at

least, fringed by a border of mountains whose slopes are capable

of rich cultivation and whose summits the late Mr Tlieodore Hent

found, on his last and fatal journey, to be covered with snow.

In exploration, as in other directions, it is the unexpected that

happens ; and if any traveler cared to face tbe dilliculties

—

j)liys-

ical, political, and religious—which might be met with in south-

ern and central Arabia, he might be able to tell the world a sur-

prising story.

The other region in Asia where real i)ioneer work still remains

to be done is Tibet and the mountainous districts bordering it on

the north and east. Lines of exploration have in recent years

been run across Tibet by Russian ex])lorers like Prjevalsky, l)y

Rockhill, Prince Henry of Orleans, and Bonvalot, by Bower, Lit-

tledale,Wellby,and Malcolm. From the resultsobtained by these

explorers Ave have formed a fair idea of this, the most extensive,

the highest, and the most inhospitable plateau in the world. A

few more lines run in well-selected directions would probably

supply geography with nearly all she wants to learn al»out such

a region, though more minute exploration would probably hir-

nish interesting details as to its geological history.

THE FOUniDDKN ( ITV

The region lying to the north of the Himalayan range and to

the south of the parallel of Lliasa is almost a l>iank on the niap.

and there is ample room here for the enterprising pioneer. Tlie

forbidden city of Lhasa is at present the goal of several advent-

urers, though as a matter of fact we cannot have mudi to learn

in addition to what has been revealed in the interesting narra-

tive of the native Indian traveler, Chandra Pas. The nnigniti-
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cent mountain region on the north and east of Tibet furnishes a

splendid field for the enterprising explorer. Mrs Bishop recently

approached it from the east, through Sze-chuen, and her descrip-

tion of the romantic scenery and the interesting non-Mongolian

inhabitants leaves us with a strong desire to learn more. On the

southeast of Tibet is the remarkable mountainous region, con-

sisting of a series of lofty parallel chains, through which run the

upper waters of the Yangtse, the Mekong, the Salwin, and the

Irrawaddy. This last-named river, recent exploration has shown,

probably does not reach far into the range. But it will be seen

by a glance at a map that the upper waters of the other rivers

are carried far into the heart of the mountains. But these upper-

river courses are entirely conjectural and have given rise to much
controvers3^ There is plenty of work here for the explorer^

though the difficulties, physical and political, are great.

But besides these great unexplored regions there are many
blanks to be filled up in other parts of Asia, and regions which,

though known in a general way, would well repa}' careful exam-

ination. There is the mountain track between the Zarafshan

river and the middle course of the Sarkhab, tributary of the Oxus,

and the country lying between that and the Oxus. There is the

great Takla-Makan desert in Chinese or Eastern Turkistan,part

of which has recently been explored by Russian expeditions and

b3^that young and indefatigable Swedish traveler, Dr Sven Hedin.
It is now one of the most forbidding deserts to be found anywhere,

but it deserves careful examination, as there are evidences of its

once having been inhabited, and that at no very remote period.

It is almost surrounded by the Tarim, and on its eastern edge lies

Lob-nor, the remarkable changes in which have been the subject

of recent investigation. As readers of Dr Nansen's Vo3^age of

the Fram will remember, the Siberian coast is most imperfectly

mapped. Of course it is a difficult task, but it is one to which

the Russian government ought to be equal. China has on paper

the appearance of being fairly well mapped
; but as a matter of

fact our knowledge of its mountain ranges and of its great river

courses is to a large extent extremely vague. All this awaits care-

ful survey. In northeastern Manchuria and in many parts of

Mongolia there are still blanks to be filled up and mountain and
river systems to be surveyed. In the Malay ]3eninsula and in

the great array of islands in the east and southeast of Asia-^Su-

matra, Borneo, the Philippines—much work still remains to be

done. Thus for the coming century there will be abundance of
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work for explorers in Asia ami plenty i>f material to occupy the
attention of our geographical societies.

DAHKKST AFKICA

Coming to the map of Africa, we tind the most marvelous trans-

formation (luring the last sixty years, and mainly during the last

forty years, dating from Livingstone's menH)ral)le journey across

the continent. Though tlie north of Africa was the home of one
of the oldest civilizations, and though on the shores of the Med-
iterranean Pluenicians, Carthaginians. Greeks, and I'omans were
at work for centuries, it has only l)een within the memory of many
of us that the center of the continent, from the Sahara to the con-

fines of Cape Colony, has ceased to he an unexplored hlank. This

blank has been filled up with bewildering raj)idity. Great rivers

and lakes and mountains have been laid down in their main
features, and the whole continent, with a few unimportant ex-

ceptions, has been parceled out among the powers of Europe;

but much still remains to be done ere we can form an adeipiate

conception of what is in some respects the most interesting and

the most intractable of the continents. Many curious problems

still remain to be solved. The pioneer work of exploration has

to a large extent been accomplished ; lines have been run in all

directions; the main features have been blocked out; but be-

tween these lines the broad meshes remain to be filled in. and

to do this will require many 3'ears of careful exploration. How-
ever, there still remain one or two regions that afford scope for

the adventurous jjioneer.

To the south of Abyssinia and to the west and nortliwest of

Lake Rudolf, on to the Upper Nile, is a region of considerable ex-

tent, which is still practically unknown. Again, in the western

Sahara there is an extensive area, inhabited mainly by the in-

tractable Tuaregs, into which no one has been able to penetrate,

and of which our knowledge is extremely scanty. Even in the

central Sahara there are great areas which have not been tra-

versed, while in the Libyan desert much remains to be done.

These regions are of interest almost solely from the geographical

and geological standpoints ; but they deserve careful investiga-

tion, not only that we may ascertain their actual present condi-

tion, but in order, also, that we may try to disct)ver some clues

to the past history of this interesting continent. Still, it must

be said that the great features of the continent have l)een so fully

mapped during the last half century that what is reiiuired now
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is mainly the filling-in of the details. This is a process that re-

quires many hands and special qualifications. All over the con-

tinent there are regions which will repay special investigation.

Quite recently an English traveler, Mr Cowper, found not far from

the Tripoli coast miles of magnificent ruins and much to correct

on our maps. If only the obstructiveness of the Turkish officials

could be overcome, there is a rich harvest for any one who will

go to work with patience and intelligence. Even the interior of

Morocco,and especially the Atlas mountains, are but little known.

The French, in both Tunis and Algeria, are extending our knowl-

edge southward.

EFFORTS OF THE POWERS

All the powers who have taken part in the scramble for Africa

are doing much to acquire a knowledge of their territories. Ger-

many especially deserves praise for the persistent zeal with which

she has carried out the exploration of her immense territories in

East and West Africa. The men she sends out are unusually

well qualified for the work, capable not simply of making a run-

ning survey as they proceed and taking notes on country and

people, but of rendering a substantial account of the geology,

the fauna, the flora, and the economic conditions. Both in the

French and the British spheres good work is also being done,

and the map of Africa is being gradually filled up. But what

we especially want now are men of the type of Dr J. W. Gregory,

whose book on the Great Rift valley is one of the most valuable

contributions to African geography ever made. If men of this

stamp would settle down in regions like that of Mount Ruwen-

zori or. Lake Rudolf or the region about lakes Bangweolo and

Tanganyika, or in the Atlas or in many other regions that could

be named, the gains to scientific geography, as well as to the eco-

nomic interests of Africa, would be great. An example of work

of this kind is seen in the discoveries made by a young biologist

trained in geographical observation, Mr Moore, on Lake Tan-

ganyika. There he found a fauna which seems to afford a key

to the past history of the center of the continent, a fauna which,

Mr Moore maintains, is essentially of a salt-water type. Mr

Moore, I believe, is inclined to maintain that the ancient con-

nection of this part of Africa with the ocean was not by the west,

as Joseph Thomson surmised, but by the north, through the

Great Rift valley of Dr Gregory, and he strongly advocates the

careful examination of Lake Rudolf as the crucial test of his
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theory. It is to be hoped tliat lie or some one equally coniju'-

tent will have an opportunity of earrying out an investigation
likely to provide results of the highest importance.

CLIMATK OF THK COIINTKV

But there are other special ])roblems connected with tins, tlio

most backward and the most repellent of continents, wliidi de-

mand serious investigation—prol)lems essentially geographical.

One of the most important of these, from the point of view of the

develoi)ment of Africa, is the problem of accliniati/ation. The
matter is of such prime importance that a committee of the Asso-

ciation has been at work for some years collecting data a.s to the

climate of tropical Africa. In a general way we know that that

climate is hot and the rainfall scanty; indeed, even the geogra-

])hers of the ancient world believed that Central Africa was unin-

habitable on account of its heat ; but science requires more than

generalities, and therefore we look forward to the e.xact results

which are being collected by the committee referred to with much
hope. We can only go to work experimentally until we know
l)recisely what we have to deal witli. It will help us greatly to

solve the i)rol)lem of acclimatization when we have the exact fac-

tors that go to constitute the climate of tropical Africa. At i)res-

ent there is no doubt that the weight of competent opinion—that

is, opinion of those who have had actual ex[)erienceof African

climate and of those who have made a special study of the etlects

of that climate on the human constitution— is that, though white

men, if they take due precautions, may live and do certain kinds

of work in tropical Africa, it will never be possible to colonize

that i)art of the world with ])eople from the temperate zone. Tliis

is the lesson taught by generations of experience of Europeans

in India.

So far, also, sad experience has shown that white people can-

not hope to settle in Central Africa as they have settled in Can-

ada and the United States and in Australia, and make it a nur-

sery and a home for new generations. Even in such favorable

situations as Blantyre. a lofty region on the south of Lake Nyasa.

children cannot be reared beyond a certain age ; they nuist be

sent home to England, otherwise they will degenerate physically

and morally. No country can ever become the true home of a

people if the children have to be sent away to be reared. Still,

it is true our experience in Africa is limited. It has been ntain-

tained that it might be possible to adapt Europeans to tr(»pical
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Africa by a gradual process of migration : Transplant southern

Europeans to north Africa ; after a generation orWo remove their

progeny further south, and so on, edging the succeeding genera-

tion further and further into the heart of the continent. The ex-

periment—a long one it would be—might be tried ; but it is to

be feared that the ultimate result would be a race deprived of all

those characteristics which have made Europe what it is.

HIDDEN ENEMIES

An able young Italian physician, Dr Sambon, has recently

faced this important problem, and has not hesitated to come to

conclusions quite opposed to those generally accepted. His posi-

tion is that it has taken us centuries in Europe to discover our

hidden enemies, the microbes of the various diseases to which
northern humanity is a prey, and to meet them and conquer

them. In Africa we have a totally different set of enemies to

meet, from lions and snakes down to the invisible organisms that

produce those forms of malaria, anaemia, and other diseases

characteristic of tropical countries. He admits that these are

more or less due to heat, to the nature of the soil, and other trop-

ical conditions, but that if once we knew their precise nature and
modes of working we should be in a position to meet them and
conquer them. It may be so, but this is a result that could only

be reached after generations of experience and investigation, and
even Dr Sambon admits that the ultimate product of European
acclimatization in Africa would be something quite different from
the European progenitors. What is wanted is a series of care-

fully conducted experiments.

I have referred to the Blantyre highlands. In British East

Africa there are plateaus of much greater altitude, and in other

parts of Central Africa there are large areas of 4.000 feet and over

above sea level. The world may become so full that we ma}'' be

forced to try to utilize these lofty tropical regions as homes for

white people when Canada and Australia and the United States

become over populated. As one of my predecessors in this chair

(Mr Ravenstein) tried to show at the Leeds meeting some years

ago, the population of the world will have more than doubled in

a century, and about 180 years hence will have quadrupled. At
any rate, here is a problem of prime importance for the geog-

rapher of the coming century to attack. With so many ener-

getic and intelligent white men all over Africa, it should not be

difficult to obtain the data which might help toward its solution.
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NOKTII AMKKICA

I have dwelt thus long on Africa, because it will really be one
of the great geographical problems of the coining century. Had
it been as suitable as America or Australia, we may be sure it

would not have remained so long neglected and despise.l by tbe
European peoples as it has done. Unfortunately for Africa", just
as it had been circumnavigated, and just tis Europeans were lie-

ginning to settle upon its central portion and trying to make tb.-ir

way into the interior, Columl)us and Cabot discovered a new
world—a world as well adapted as Europe for tbe energies of tbe
white races. That discovery postponed the legitimate develop-
ment of Africa for four centuries. Nothing could be more marked
than the progress which America has made since its rediscovery

400 years ago, and the stagnation of Africa, which has been known
to Europe since long before the beginning t)f history. During
these 400 years North America at least has been very thoroughly

explored. The two great Nations which divide North America
between them have their Government surveys, which are rapidly

mapping the whole continent and investigating its geology, phys-

ical geography, and natural resources.

I need hardly tell an audience like this of tbe admirable work

done b}'- the surve}^ of Canada under Sir William liOgan, Dr

Selwjni, and his successor, Dr George Dawson ;
nor sbould it l>e

forgotten that under the lands department much excellent to-

pographical work has been carried out by Captain Deville and

his predecessors. Still, though much has been done, much re-

mains to be done. There are large areas which have not as yet

been roughly mapped. Within quite recent \'ears we have b;id

new regions opened up to us by the work of Dawson and Ogilvie

on the Yukon, Dr Bell in the region to the south of Hudson bay,

by the brothers Tyrrell in the barren lands on the west of tbe

same bay, by O'Sullivan beyond the sources of the Ottawa, and

by Low in Labrador.

But it is not so long since that Dr l)awsi)n, in reviewing what

remains to be done in the Dominion in the way of even pioneer

exploration, pointed out that something like a million square

miles still remained to be mapped. Apart from tbe uninhabit-

able regions in the north, there are, as Dr Dawson pointed out,

considerable areas which niigbt be turned to profitable agrieult-

ural and mining account of which we know little, such areas as

these which have been recently mapi)ed out on tbe south oi ilnd-
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son bay b}' Dr Bell and beyond the Ottawa by Mr O'Sullivan.

Although the eastern and western ])rovinces have been ver}^ fully

survej'ed, there is a considerable area between the two lying be-

tween Lake Superior and Hudson bay which seems to have been

so far almost untouched. A very great deal has been done for

the survey of the rivers and lakes of Canada. I need hardly say

that in Canada, as elsewhere in America, there is ample scope for

the study of many problems in physical geography—j^ast and

present glaciation and the work of glaciers, the origin and regime

of lake basins, the erosion of river beds, the oscillation of coast

lines. Happily, both in Canada and the United States there are

man3''nien competent and eager to work out problems ofthis class,

and in the reports of the various surveys, in the transactions of

American learned societies, in scientific periodicals, and in sepa-

rate publications, a wealth of data has already been accumulated

of immense value to the geographer.

UNITED STATES

Every geologist and geographer knows the important work

which has been accomplished by the various surveys of the

United States, as well as by the various State surveys. The
United States Coast Survey has been at work for more than half

a century, mapping not only the coast but all the navigable

rivers. The Lake Survey has been doing a similar service for

the shores of the Great Lakes of North America. But it is the

work of the Geological Survey which is best known to geogra-

phers—a survey which is really topographical as well as geolog-

ical, and which, under such men as Hayden, King, and Powell,

has produced a series of magnificent maps, diagrams, and mem-
oirs of the highest scientific value and interest. Recently this

survey has been placed on a more systematic basis, so that now
a scheme for the topographical survey of the whole of the terri-

tory of the United States is being carried out. Extensive areas

in various parts of the States have been already surveyed on

different scales. It is to be hoped that in the future, as in the

past, the able men who are employed on this survey work will

have opportunities of working out the physiography of particu-

lar districts, the past and present geography' of which is of ad-

vancing scientific interest. Of the complete exploration and
mapping of the North American continent we need have no ap-

prehension
; it is only a question of time, and it is to be hoped

that neither of the governments responsible will allow political
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exigencies to interfere witli what is really a work of nati(»iial

importance.

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMKRICA

It is when we come to Central and South America tiiat wc liiul

ample room for the unofficial explorer. In Mexico and the Cen-
tral American States there are considerahle areas of which we
have little or only the vaguest knowledge. In South America
there is really more room now for the pioneer explorer than
there is in Central Africa. In recent years the Argentine Repul)-

lic has shown laudable zeal in exploring and mapping its im-
mense territories, while a certain amount of good work lias also

been done by Brazil and Chile. Most of our knowledge of South
America is due to the enteri)rise of Europeans and of North .Vmcr-

icaii explorers. Along the great river counses our knowledj^e xa

fairly satisfactory, but the immense areas, often densely clad with

forests, l3Mng between the rivers are almost unknown. In Pata-

gonia, though a good deal has recently been done by the Argen-

tine government, still in the country between Punta Arena.sand

the Rio Negro we have much to learn, while on the West Coa.st

range, with its innumerable fjord-like inlets, its islands and

peninsulas, there is a fine field for the geologist and physical

geographer. Indeed, throughout the whole range of the Andes

systematic exploration is wanted, exjiloration of the character

of the excellent work accomplished by Whymper in the region

around Chimborazo.

There is an enormous area lying to the east of the northern

Andes and including their eastern slopes, embracing the eastern

half of Ecuador and Colombia, southern Venezuela, and much
of the country lying between that and northern Bolivia, includ-

ing many of the upper tributaries of the Amazon and Orinoco,

of which our knowledge is of the scantiest. Even the country

lying between the Rio Negro and the Atlantic is but little known.

There are other great areas in Brazil and in the northern Chaco

which have only been partially described, such as the region

whence the streams forming the Tapajos and the Paraguay take

their rise, in Mato Grosso. A survey and detailed geographical

and topographical description of the whole basin of I-ake Titi-

caca is a desideratum.

In short, in South America there is a wider and richer field for

exploration than in any other continent. But no mere rush

throu'di these little-known regions will snnire. The explorer
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must be able not only to use his sextant and his theodolite, his

compass, and his chronometer. Any expeditions entering these

regions ought to be able to bring back satisfactory information

on the geology of the country traversed, and of its fauna and
flora, past and present. Already the revelations which have been

made of the past geography of South America and of the life that

flourished there in former epochs are of the highest interest.

Moreover, we have here the remains of extinct civilizations to

deal with, and although much has been done in this direction,

much remains to be done, and in the extensive region alread}'-

referred to the physique, the traditions, and the customs of the

natives will repay careful investigation.

AUSTEALIA

The southern continent of Australia is in the hands of men of

the same origin as those who have developed to such a wonder-

ful extent the resources of Canada and the United States, and
therefore we look for equally satisfactory results so far as the

characteristics of that continent permit. The five colonies which
divide among them the three million square miles of the conti-

nent have each of them efficient government surveys, which are

rapidl}'' mapping their features and investigating their geology

;

but Australia has a trying economic problem to solve. In none
of the colonies is the water supply quite adequate; in all are

stretches of desert country of greater or less extent. The center

and western half of the continent are covered by a desert more
waterless and more repellent than even the Sahara ; so far as our

present knowledge goes, one-third of the continent is uninhabit-

able. This desert area has been crossed by explorers, at the' ex-

pense ofgreat sufferings, in various directions, each with the same
dreary tale of almost featureless sandy desert, covered here and
there with spinifex and scrub, worse than useless. There are

hundreds of thousands of square miles still unknown, but there

is no reason to believe that these areas possess any features that

differ essentially from those which have been found along the

routes that have been explored.

There have been one or two well-equipped scientific expedi-

tions in recent years that have collected valuable data with re-

gard to the physical characteristics, the geology and biology of

the continent ; and it is in this direction that geography should

look for the richest results in the future. There remains much
to be done before we can arrive at satisfactory conclusions as to
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the pliysical history of what is in some respects the most remark-
able hind area on the globe. Thougli tlie surface water 8Ui)i.ly
is so scanty, there is reason to believe that underneatli tlie sur-
face there is an immense store of water. In one or two places in
Australia, especially in western (Queensland and in New South
Wales, tliis supply lias been tapped with satisfactory results

;

millions of gallons a day have been ol)tain('d liy sinking well«.

Whether irrigation can ever be introduced on an extensive scale
into Australia depends upon the extent and accessibility of the
underground water supply, and that is one of thc^ geographical
problems of the future in Australia. New Zealand has been fairlv

well surveyed, though a good deal remains to be done before its

magnificent mountain and glacier system is completely known.
In the great island of New Guinea both the British and the (ier-

mans are ojiening uj) the interiors of their territories to our knowl-
edge, but the western and much larger portion of the island pre-

sents a large field for an}-- explorer who cares to venture intt) its

interior.

POLAR EXPLORATION

The marvelous success which has attended Dr Nansen's daring

adventure into the Arctic seas has revived a widespread interest

in polar exploration. Nansen may be said to have almost solved

the North Pole problem—so far, at least, as the Old World side

of the Pole is concerned. That some one will reach the Pole at

no distant date is certain ; Nansen has shown the way, and the

legitimate curiosity of humanity will not rest satisfied till the

goal be reached. But Arctic exploration does not end with the

attainment of the Pole. Europe has done her share on her own

side of the Pole; what about the side which forms the hinter-

land of North America, and especially of Canada? To the north"

of Europe and Asia we have the scattered groups of islands. Spits-

bergen, Franz Josef Land, Nova Zembla, and the New Siberian

islands. To the north of America we have an immense archi-

pelago, the actual extent of which is unknown. Nan.sen and

other Arctic authorities maintain that the next thing to be done

is to complete exploration on the American side—to attempt to

do for that half of the North Polar region what Nansen has done

for the other half. It may be that the islands which fringe the

northern shores of the new world are continued far to the north ;

if so, they would form convenient stages for the work of a well-

equipped expedition. It may be that they do not go much far-
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ther than we find them on our maps. Whatever be the case, it

is important, in the interests of science, that this section of the

polar area be examined ; that as high a latitude as possible be

attained; that soundings be made to discover whether the deep

ocean extends all round the Pole.

It is stated that the gallant Lieutenant Peary has organized a

scheme of exploring this area which would take several years to

accomplish. Let us hope that he will be able to carry out his

scheme. Meantime, should Canada look on with indifference ?

She has attained the standing of a great and prosperous nation.

She has shown the most commendable zeal in the exploration

of her own immense territory. She has her educational, scien-

tific, and literary institutions which will compare favorably with

those of other countries ; her press is of a high order, and she

has made the beginnings of a literature and an art of her own.

In these respects she is walking in the steps of the mother coun-

try. But has Canada not reached a stage when she is in a posi-

tion to follow the maternal example still further? What has

more contributed to render the name of Great Britain illustrious

than those enterprises which for centuries she has sent out from

her own shores, not a few of them solely in the interests of sci-

ence ? Such enterprises elevate a nation and form its glory and

its pride. Surely Canada has ambitions beyond mere material

prosperity; and what better beginning could be made than the

equipment of an expedition for the exploration of the seas that

lie between her and the Pole ? I venture to throw out these

suggestions for the consideration of those who have at heart the

honor and glory of the great Canadian Dominion.

THE ANTARCTIC REGIONS

Not only has an interest in Arctic exploration been revived,

but in Europe at least an even greater interest has grown up in

the exploration of the region around the opposite Pole of the

earth of which our knowledge is so scanty. Since Sir James C.

Ross' expedition, which was sent out in the year 1839, almost

nothing has been done for Antarctic research. We have here to

deal with conditions different from those which surround the

North Pole. Instead of an almost landless ocean, it is believed

by those who have given special attention to the subject that a

continent about the size of Australia covers the South Polar re-

gion. But we do not know for certain, and surely, in the interests

of our science, it is time we had a fairly adequate idea of what
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are the real conditions. We want to know wliat is tlie extent of

that land, what are its glacial condition.s, whut is tin- character

of its geology, what evidence exists as to its physical and hjo-

Logical conditions in past ages? We know there is one lofty,

active volcano. Are there any others? Moreover, tlie science

of terrestrial magnetism is seriously impeded in its progress

because the data in this department from the Antarctic are so

scanty. The seas around this continent require to he investi-

gated both as to their depth, their temperature, and their life.

We have here, in short, the most extensive unexplored area on

the surface of the globe.

For the last three or four years the Royal Geographical Society,

backed by other British societies, has been attempting to move
the home government to equip an adequate expedition to com-

plete the work begun by Ross sixty years ago, and to supi)lement

the great work of the Cludlcnxier ; })ut though sympathy has l>een

expressed for Antarctic exploration, and though vague promises

have been given of support, the government is afraid to enter

upon an enterprise wdiich might involve the services of a few

naval officers and men. We need not criticise this attitude ; Init

the Royal Geographical Society has determined not to let the

matter rest here. It is now seeking to ol)tain the sui)iiort of pub-

lic-spirited men for an Antarctic exj^edition under its own au-

spices. It is felt that Antarctic exploration is peculiarly the

work of England, and that if an expedition is undertaken it will

receive substantial support from the great Australasian colonies,

which have so much to gain from a knowledge of the ])hysical

condition of a region lying at their own doors and probably iiav-

ing a serious influence on their climatological conditions. Here,

then, is one of the greatest geographical problems of the future,

the solution of which should be entered upon without further

delay. It may be mentioned that a small and well-ecjuipped

Belgian expedition has already started, niaiidy to carry out deep-

sea search around the South Pole area, and that strenuous eWovi^

are being made in Germany to obtain the funds for an expedition

on a much larger scale.

OCEANOGRAPHY

But our science has to deal not only with the lands of the

globe ; its sphere is the whole of the surface of the eartli and all

that is thereon, so far at least as distribution is concerne<l. The

department of oceanography is a comparatively new creation :
in-
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deed, it may be said to have come definitely into being with the

famous voyage of the Challenger. There had been expeditions

for ocean investigation before that, but on a very limited scale.

It has only been through the results obtained b}^ the Challenger,

supplemented by those of expeditions that have examined more

limited areas, that we have been able to obtain an approximate

conception of the conditions which prevail throughout the va-

rious ocean depths—conditions of movement, of temperature, of

salinity, of life. We have only a general idea of the contours of

the ocean bed, and of the composition of the sediment which

covers that bed. The extent of the knowledge thus acquired may
be gauged from the fact that it occupies a considerable space in

the fifty quarto volumes—the Challenger publications—which it

took Dr John Murray twenty years to bring out.

What islands are to the ocean, lakes are to the land. It is only

recently that these interesting geographical features have received

the attention they deserve.

Rivers are of not less geographical interest than lakes, and these

have also recently been the subject of special investigation by

physical geographers. I have already referred to Professor Davis'

study of a special English river system. The work in the En-

glish lake district by Mr Marr, spoken of in connection with Dr

Mill's investigations, was mainly on the hydrology of the region.

Both in Germany and in Russia special attention is being given

to this subject, while in America there is an enormous literature

on the Mississippi alone, mainly, no doubt, from the practical

standpoint, while the result of much valuable work on the St

Lawrence is buried in Canadian official publications.

THE COMPASS IN MODERN NAVIGATION

By G. W. LiTTLEHALES,

TJ. S. Hydrographic Office

Transoceanic navigation, with all that it has been to the com-

merce of the world and the development of the civilization of the

nineteenth century, rests upon the magnetic needle of the mari-

ner's compass. None but those who may estimate the eff'ect of

the sudden loss of the earth's magnetism will ever fully know
the extent of the influence of the compass in human affairs.
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Throughout the liistory of oce:m luivi^Mtion it lias reinained pre-
eminent iiinont,' nautical instruinents; and to(hiy, l.y tli,. Hide of
the chronometer and sextant, it is scarcely less important than
it was when it constituted the navigator's sole eciuipnient. The
later instruments have contrihuted to precision in the use of the
compass and to precise navigation in general, hut they have in

no sense supidanted it or greatly afVected the degree of its funda-
mental im})ortance.

Up to the era of iron ships the management of the mariner's

compass was as sim[)le as the surveyor's, heing influenced hy the

earth's magnetism alone ; but with the growth of the application

of steam propulsion to modern ships and the employment of iron

and steel in their construction it was found that every shi|) her-

self becomes a great magnet like the earth is, although of lesser

intensity.

It has long l)een known that the earth acts upon the magnetic

needle somewhat as a bar magnet does, and that it has delinite

poles of magnetic strength and a magnetic field surrounding it

Avhich may be represented in general by lines of magnetic in-

tensity issuing from one pole anil proceeding to the other by

curved paths to which a freely suspended magnetic needle will

ever3Mvhere set itself tangent. For more than a century it lias

been customary among geomagneticians to represent the elements

of the direction and intensity of the earth's magnetism as mani-

fested at its surfiice by lines conceived to be drawn upon the

surface of the globe. The lines passing through all places where

the angle between the plane of the astronomical meridian and

the vertical plane passing through a freely sus[)ended magnetic

needle is the same are called lines of equal magnetic declination

or, among mariners and surveyors, lines of e(]ual variation of the

compass. These lines issue from one n)agnetic pole and pass by

curved paths to the other and through the geographical poles of

the earth. The lines which are conceived to l)e drawn through

all places where the angle l)etween the direction of a freely sus-

pended needle and the plane of the hori/on is the same are called

lines of eciual magnetic inclination or dij). They gird the earth

in circumferences parallel to tlie magnetic equator, .somewhat the

same as the parallels of latitude with reference to the geo-

graphical eciuator. The magnetic eciuator is the line passing

through every i)oint at which the freely suspended needle lies in

a horizontal plane. As we travel from the magnetic equator to-

ward the northern magnetic pole the needle inclines ni..n- and
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more, the north end tending downwards until the pole is reached,

when the needle assumes a vertical direction. As we travel

toward the southern magnetic pole the same takes place with

the south end of the, needle.

Similar results may be obtained by carrying a small needle

through the magnetic field of a bar-magnet. At the neutral band

it will be parallel to the bar, while, as either end is approached,

the dip toward the Pole becomes more and more ;
and as with

the bar-magnet, which has a magnetic field that varies in inten-

sity from point to point, so with the earth, whose magnetic field

is powerful near the Poles and steadily moderates in strength as

the magnetic equator is approached. There is thus a third set

of lines passing through all points where the magnetic intensity

is the same. These are known as isodynamic lines or lines of

equal magnetic intensity. In general contour they follow the

lines of equal inclination or dip.

These different systems of lines representing the magnetic ele-

ments have not on the earth that symmetry and regularity which

they would present around a steel bar ; but, on the contrary, they

often pursue serpentine courses with many a bend and loop

;

and since the values of the magnetic elements are not fixed either

as to time or locality, they shift their positions hourly, daily,

monthly, yearly, and through centuries. These changes are all

believed to be periodic and, with the exception of the secular

change, are of such small amplitude that they do not affect the

use of the compass on the seas where commerce is carried on.

So that for purposes of navigation, the terrestrial magnetic lines

may be drawn so as to hold good for several years from a given

epoch.

A freely suspended magnetic needle dipping, as it does, every-

where except on the magnetic equator, is of no value to guide a

ship. The compass needle must be horizontal. This condition

is attained in practice by putting a small sliding counterpoise on

the needle to overcome the downward pull of the earth's mag-

netism, or by floating the compass-card in a mixture of water and
alcohol. It is, therefore, only the horizontal component of the

earth's magnetism that gives steadiness to the needle of the

compass and influences its direction.

If a wooden ship, with no metal other than the copper in her

frame, were to sail around the world, her compass would experi-

ence only those magnetic phases that result from the influence

of the earth's magnetism—more or less steadiness, according to
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the varying amount of the horizontal component of the intensity
of the terrestrial magnetic field, and a variation of the compa.ss
of larger or smaller amount according to geographical position—
the ship herself would exert no intluence wliatever. Hut, in

modern navigation, instead of guiding a vessel having no mag-
netic influence whatever over the glohe—a great magnet whose
magnetic elements are known—the mariner's compass is em-
ployed in guiding a steel vessel, which is a great magnet, whose
magnetic elements are ever varying and capricious, over the
glohe, a greater magnet.

If a bar-magnet bel)rought into a horizontal position un<Ier a

compass-needle that has assumed a steady j)osition under tlie

influence of the earth's magnetism, the compass-needle will im-

mediately move and assume a position which is the resultant of

the joint action of the earth and the bar-magnet ; and with cvcrv

change in the azimuth or inclination of the bar-magnet the com-
pass-needle will assume a new resultant position. This is anal-

ogous to the joint action of the magnetism of the earth and the

iron s^ip on the mariner's compass, only the influence of the

ship is vastly complicated by the existence, along with her per-

manent magnetic elements, of the ever-varying magnetic eflect*;

resulting from the inductive action upon the ''soft" iron of the

ship, of the fields of the earth's magnetism, and the ships per-

manent magnetism.

If a C3'linder of pure Avrought iron that has not been hannncrcd

and is entlrel}^ free from magnetism be held vertically in our

latitude the upper end instantly becomes a south an<i tlie lower

a north pole. If it be reversed, the magnetism also reverses, so

that tiie upper and lower ends are still as they were l)efore—

a

south and a north pole, respectively. When it is held horizontally

in the meridian the end toward the north becomes a north i><>le,

while that toward the south becomes a south pole ; and when

it is revolved slowly or rapidly in azimuth, the foci of niagnetic

polarity move with the fidelity of a shadow, until when the cyl-

inder points east and west, all the side lacing the north is per-

vaded by north magnetism, and all facing the south by south

magnetism. Again, let us conceive the hull of a ship to l)e like

the cylinder of ))ure wrought-iron and as susceptible of mag-

netic induction in being steered over its ever-changing courses

as the cylinder is when turned into difierent positions. Then,

as the ship steers north, in the northern magnetic hemisphere,

the bow will become the center of north polarity and the stern
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that of south polal•it3^ As she gradually changes course to the

eastward, so will the north focus shift to the port bow, the south

focus to tlie starboard quarter, and the neutral line dividing them,

whicli while the ship lieaded north was athwartsbip, will now
become a diagonal from starboard bow to port quarter. When
the ship heads east all the starboard side is pervaded with south

polarit\% the port with north, and the neutral line takes a gen-

eral fore-and-aft direction. Continuing to change course to the

southward, the poles and neutral line continue their motion in

the opposite direction, until at the south the conditions at noi'th

are repeated, but this time it is the stern that is a north pole,

while the bow is a south pole. At west the conditions at east

prevail, only that it is now the starboard side that has north

polarity and the port side south polarit3^ And this transient

induction in both the cylinder and the ideal ship is sol el3^ due
to the effect of the earth's magnetic field in which the3^ move.

Leaving now the ideal or " soft " iron ship and passing to the

consideration of the actual ship, which is built of many beams
and frames that have been bent, hammered, and twisted in fash-

ioning them for the construction, we find that the structure, al-

though still containing many "soft" iron pieces that become mag-
nets when lying in the magnetic meridian and lose their magnetic

qualities when turned at right angles to that plane, has acquired

characteristics that make it as permanent and well defined a

magnet as the steel bar, with poles and neutral line as in the

bar, but located according to the direction, with reference to the

magnetic meridian, in which the ship's keel lay during the

course of her construction.

An iron ship, with her frames, plating, decks, beams, stanch-

ions, shafts, engines, smoke-pipes, yards, and masts, is not a sim-

ple magnet like a steel bar, but a network of magnets having the

characteristics of a simple magnet growing out of many and di-

verse and reactionary influences within the hull. However
complex the network of magnets may be, yet, for purposes of

analytical investigation to reach results to enable the mariner

to allow for the influence of the ship's magnetism upon the

compass, its effect may be considered as taking place in three

coordinate axes, namely, fore-and-aft, athwartship, and verticall3^

downward, with the pivot of the compass needle as the origin-

Almost all the structural iron of a ship is symmetrically ar-

raiiged with reference to the vertical plane through the keel, so

that for any piece on the starboard side another is generally
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found similarly disposed on the ]).)i-t side ; and the |.rc)l)leni i.s

simplified to pairs of parallel forces, each pair having its result-
ant parallel to one of the ciiordinate axes. The etl'ect of everv
magnetic particle, whether of permanent or induced niagiietisnl
may be reduced to this condition. If the sum total of all the
magnetic forces parallel to each ci3ordinate axis he trauslerred
to it, and the whole be conceived to he concentrated ui)on tlie

north point of the compass-needle, the entire magnetic i)ower
of the ship may be compared to that of three imaginary com-
pound-magnets—one laid horizontally in the axis of X ; the
second, also horizontally, in the axis of Y, and the third, verti-

cally, in the axis of Z. By steaming around a circle in the open
sea and observing the compass ])earing of the sun with theship'.s

head on equidistant compass courses, and also, at tlie same
times, the astronomical bearings of the sun, the magnetic etl'ect

of the ship—that is, of the three imaginary compound-magnet.s
in the axes of X, Y, and Z—which causes the needle to detlect

from the magnetic meridian by different angles at the different

headings, can be immediately found, if the variation of the com-
pass due to the geographical locality is known. As the .ship

makes a complete circle in azimuth, the north end of the needle

is drawn sometimes to the right hand of the magnetic meridian

and sometimes to the left hand
;
in the tbruier case the detlec-

tion is called east deviation and in the latter west deviation. A
table of these deflections, serially arranged, is called a table of

deviations of the compass. The harmonic analysis of such a

table of deviations consists in representing each of the element-

ar}' magnets, whose effects contribute to make up the imaginary

compound-magnets, as a separate disturbing cause whose effect

upon the compass needle may be represented by a constant

multiplied b}' a simple harmonic function of the compass-azi-

muth of the ship's head. Adding together the effects of the

different disturbing causes, thus represented, and jilacing them

equal to the deviation observed on a certain heading of the ship,

a conditional equation may be formed for each of the headings

upon which the deviation was observed.

From such a series of conditional equations normal equations

may be found by the method of least squares, and from them

the harmonic constants which rei)resent the elementary disturb-

ing magnets. Thus it is that from the ertect an intelligent com-

prehension of the cause may be gained.

With these coefficients a navigator may comitate heforehan.l
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the value of the deviation to which his compass will be subject

on any heading of the ship; but in making long cruises and

passing into different magnetic latitudes they require unceasing

attention, because some of them represent the effects of the in-

duction of the earth's magnetic field upon the " soft " iron of the

ship, and as the ship sails the ocean she passes through ever-

varying fields of terrestrial magnetism. Her own magnetism is

also undergoing continual, though small, changes due to the

wrenching and straining of the ship by the action of the sea.

Yet b}^ examining thoroughly into the harmonic coefficients and

by considering the known values of the elements of the earth's

magnetism, a careful navigator may predict a table of deviations

for his ship and compass in any part of the world.

He will then understand and be prepared for such changes in

the ship's magnetism as arise from the heeling of the ship, from

change in geographical position, and from alteration in the course

after the ship has remained for a long time on one heading, and

he may navigate his vessel with the confidence and security that

he would have in a wooden ship, for he can at any time correct

the course steered by the compass so that the magnetic course

actually made good may be laid down upon the chart or used in

the calculation of the ship's reckoning, he can correct bearings

of the land by the amount of deviation due to the direction of

the ship's head at the time they were taken, and if he wishes to

shape a course for a port, having found by calculation or from

the chart the correct magnetic course to be made good, he can so

appl}'' the deviation as to obtain the compass course to be steered.

In many modern ships the deviations are largely reduced by

introducing magnets into positions near the compass to compen-

sate for the effects of the ship's magnetism. The analysis of the

table of deviations shows that the polar forces acting in the ship

may be represented by imaginary magnets, and it is, therefore,

certain from well known laws of magnetic action that the effects

of these disturbing forces may be neutralized by introducing real

magnets whose forces have the same magnitudes but act in the

opposite directions.

The proceedings of the British Association at Toronto were

admirably reported by the local press, the daily reports of the

(rfoSe, together with a finely illustrated supplement, aggregating

nearly 150 columns, or the equivalent of an octavo volume of

, 550 pages of long primer.
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THE ENCHANTED MESA

By F. W. HoDGK,

Bureau of Americnu EOmnhgn

The ]iuebIo of Aconia, in western central New Mexico, is the
oldest settlement within the limits of our domain. Many of the
walls that still stand on that beetling penol were seen by Coro-

nado during his marvelous journey in 1540, and even tiien thev

were centuries old.

The valley of A coma has been described as " tlie Garden of

the Gods multiplied by ten. and with ten equal but other won-
ders thrown in; plus a human interest, an archeological value,

an atmosphere of romance and mystery ;
" and the comparison

has not been overdrawn. Stretching away for miles lies a beau-

tiful level plain clothed in grama and bound on every side by

mesas of variegated sandstone rising precipitously from 300 to

400 feet, and relieved by minarets and pinnacles and domes and

many other features of nature's architecture. About tiieir bases

miniature forests of pinon and cedar are found, pruned of their

dead limbs by native wood-gatherers. Northwestward, Mount

Taylor, the loftiest peak in New Me.xico, rears its verdant head,

and 20 miles away to the westward the great frowning pine-

fringed Mesa Prieta, with the beautiful vale of Cebollila at its

feet, forms a fitting foreground to every dying sun.

But none of these great rock-tables is so precipitous, so awe-

inspiring, and seemingly so out of place as the majestic isolateil

Katzimo or E]nchanted Mesa, which rises 430 feet from the middle

of the plain as if too proud to kee|) comyiany with it-s fellows;

and this was one of the many wonderful homesites of tlie

10
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Acoraas durino; their wanderings from the mystic Shipiipu in

the far north to their present loft}^ dwelling place.

Native tradition, as distinguished from myth, when uninflu-

enced by Caucasian contact, may usually be relied on even to

the extent of disproving or verifying that which purports to be

historical testimony. The Acoma Indians have handed down

from shaman to novitiate, from father to son, in true prescrip-

torial fashion for many generations, the stor}^ that Katzimo was

once the home of their ancestors, but during a great convulsion

of nature, at a time when most of the inhabitants were at work

in their fields below, an immense rockj' mass became freed from

the friable wall of the cliff, destroying the only trail to the sum-

mit and leaving a few old women to perish on the inaccessible

height. What more, then, could be necessary to enwrap the

place forever after in the mystery of enchantment?

This tradition was recorded in its native purity some twelve

years ago by Mr Charles F. Lummis, who has done so much to

stimulate popular interest in this most interesting corner of our

country, and the same story was repeated by Acoma lips to the

present writer while conducting a reconnaissance of the pueblos

in the autumn of 1895. During this visit, desiring to test the

verity of the tradition, a trip was made to the base of Katzimo,

where a careful examination of the talus (especially where it is

piled high about the foot of the great southwestern cleft (PL 32,

33) up which the ancient pathway was reputed to have wound

its course) was rewarded by the finding of numerous fragments of

pottery of very ancient type, some of which were decorated in a

vitreous glaze, an art now lost to Pueblo potters. The talus at

this point rises to a height of 224 feet above the plain, and there-

fore slightly more than half-way up the mesa side. It is com-

posed largely of earth, which could have been deposited there

in no other way whatsoever than by washing from the summit

during periods of storm through many centuries. An examina-

tion of the trail to a point within 60 feet of the top exhibited

traces of what were evidently the hand and foot holes that had

once aided in the ascent of the ancient trail, as at Acoma today.

Even then the indications of the former occupancy of the En-

chanted Mesa were regarded as sufficient and that another one

of many native traditions had been verified by archeologic proof.

Enchanted Mesa has become celebrated during the last sum-

mer through the reports ofthe expedition of Prof.William Libbey,

of Princeton, who, after several days of effort, succeeded in seal-
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ing the height, in the latter part of July, by means of a life-sav-

ing equipment. It would seem that Professor Libbey neglected

to search for relics in the talus, that he devoted no attention

to the great southwestern cleft or cove up which the trail was
reputed to have passed, and that after spending some three hours

on the narrow southern extension of the mesa top, awaiting the

arrival of a ladder from Acoma to conduct him across a fissure,

he employed the remaining two hours in a reconnaissance of

the wider and more interesting part of the height, finding noth-

ing that would indicate even a former visit by human beings.*

While engaged in archeologic work in Arizona and later in

CeboUita valley in western central New Mexico, some 20 miles

westward from Acoma pueblo, I was directed to visit Katzimo
once more in order to determine what additional data of an arche-

ological nature might be gathered by an examination of the

summit. The knowledge gained by the previous visit made it

apparent that a light equipment only would be necessary to ac-

complish the task. Procuring an extension ladder, comprising

six 6-foot sections, some 300 feet of half-inch rope, and a pole-

pick, together with a number of bolts, drills, etc., which after-

ward were found to be needless, 1 proceeded to Laguna, the

newest, j'et the most rapidly decaying, of all the pueblos, on the

yanta Fe Pacific railroad. Here I was fortunate in enlisting

the services of Major George H. Pradt, who has served as a

United States deputy surveyor in that section for nearly 30

years ; Mr A. C. Vroman, of Pasadena, California, a few of whose
excellent photographs are here reproduced, and Mr H. C. Hayt,
of Chicago. Much of the success of the little expedition is due
to the untiring aid of these gentlemen, and for mau}^ creature

comforts I am indebted to the Messrs Marmon, whose beautiful

little home at Laguna has delighted the heart of many a weary
wayfarer in that sunny land.

Leaving the railroad September 1, we proceeded with two
farm wagons, each drawn by a very small black mule and a

large white horse, driven by two sturdy Laguna boys. The road

trends westward for about seven miles, then turns southward
through a rather wide valley scarred with arroyas and lined with

Had the explorer crossed to the northern part of the mesa by means of a bench a
few feet below the summit of the rocky southern tongue, it would not have been neces-
sary for him to spend most of his time so fruitlessly in awaiting the arrival of means to
cross the fissure. The ladder was found as Professor Libbey had left it, but was taken
down by one of the Indians, who followed the bench mentioned, in order to secure the
rope for his own use. The ladder is the short one shown in PI. 33, the photograph
having been made during the descent.
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fantastically carved sandstone cliffs. The summit of ]\Iesa En-

cantada is visible for several miles ere the vale of Aconia is

reached, and as one enters the valley proper he cannot fail to

appreciate the wisdom displayed by the natives in the selection

of the beautiful, grassy, mesa-dotted plain that has been their

home for so many generations.

The next day was spent in the village witnessing that curious

anomal}^ of paganism intermixed with Christianity, known as the

Fiesta de San Estevan, On the morning of the 3d an early start

was made for Mesa Encantada, which lies three miles northeast-

ward from the pueblo, just within the eastern boundary of the

Acoma grant, in latitude 34° 54' N., longitude 107° 34' W.

The remainder of the forenoon was employed in making camp

in the little grove of cedars at the base of the cleft near the south-

western corner of the height, in unpacking apparatus, and in de-

termining the altitude of the mesa above the western plain. The

observations of Major Pradt show that the elevation of the foot of

the great talus slope above the plain is at this point 33 feet, the

apex of the talus 224 feet above the plain, and the top of the

highest pinnacle on the summit of the mesa overlooking the cleft

431 feet* above the same datum. (PI. 32.)

The start from camp was made at noon. The ascent of the talus,

in which the potsherds had been observed in such considerable

quantities two years previously, was made in a few minutes, the

ladders, ropes, and photographic and surveying instruments

being carried with some effort, since climbing, heavil}^ laden, at

an altitude of 6,000 feet, in a broiling sun, is no trifling labor ; but

the real work began when the beginning of the rock}^ slope of the

cleft was reached. One member of the party, taking the lead,

dragged the end of a rope to a convenient landing place, where a

dwarf piiion finds sufficient nourishment from the storm-water

and sand from above to eke out a precarious existence. Fastening

the rope to the tree, the outfit was hauled up, and the other

members of the party found a ready means of ascent. The next

landing was several feet above, at the base of a rather steep pitch

of about twelve feet. This wall, although somewhat difiicult to

scale, may be climbed with greater or less safety by the aid of

several small holes in its face. These holes were doubtless made
artificially,but as the narrow pathwa}^ at this point is now a drain-

* These elevations were determined trigonometrieally by means of an engineers'

transit, using a base-line of 660 feet measured opposite the cleft, the observations from
the northern end of the line giving 430 feet and from the southern end 432 feet ; mean,

431 feet.
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age course during periods ofstorm, the soft sandstone has become
so much eroded that they have apparent!}' lost their former shape.

The cliff at this point was readily surmounted with the aid of

two sections of the ladder, a rope being carried over the slope

above and secured to a large bowlder in the corner of a conve-

nient terrace some 60 feet below the summit.
This was the point which I reached during the 1895 visit. At

that time I spent several minutes on this ledge, making diligent

FIG. I—ENCHANTED MESA FROM THE SOUTH

search on the walls of the cove for evidences of pictographs, but

finding none. This does not signify that none ever existed, for

both here and elsewhere about the cliffs great blocks of stone

have fallen away so recentl}' that their edges have not yet had
time to round by erosion, and the now exposed faces of their

former abiding places on the cliff wall are yet unstained by
weathering. (See Fig. 1.)
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The bowlder previously alluded to rests in a corner of the ter-

race below a long crack that extends the entire height of the 30

feet of wall (PL 33), just as it had appeared to me before, and
I well remember viewing the chasm while seated on it. I note

these circumstances, since one of the first things that met my
gaze on reaching this point during our late climb was a collection

of four oak sticks, lying beside the bowlder, that I am sure Avere

not there during my previous climb. They were about 22 feet in

length, an inch thick, and had been freshly pointed at each end

with a sharp tool, evidently a hatchet. Their occurrence here

suggested a careful investigation of the fissure above, which re-

sulted in the finding of a regular series of pecked holes, appar.

ently very ancient, for their edges had been so eroded that they

are now visible only on close examination. So shallow, indeed,

had the holes been worn that I at once saw that while the pointed

sticks afforded an indication of the former use of the holes, it

would have been impossible for the latter to have been employed

as a means of scaling the wall in modern times. I therefore con-

cluded that the sticks had recently been left there by one who
desired to gain access to the summit, but had failed in the at-

tempt. This conclusion was confirmed immediately afterward

when I found, almost beneath the bowlder, a sherd of typical

modern Acoma potter}^ and an unfeathered prayer-stick, and a

few moments later Mr Hayt dug from the moist sand in the

corner other fragments of the same vessel, evidentl}^ the remains

of a sacrifice, which, had it been accessible, would doubtless have

been deposited on the summit. It should here be said that the

difference in ancient and modern Acoma ceramics is far greater

than between modern Acoma and Zuiii ware, for example, and

it requires no very intimate acquaintance to enable anybody to

readily distinguish the one variety from the other in the latter

types.

After making this interesting find we proceeded to fit together

the entire ladder in order to scale the 30 feet of sheer wall now
before us. Selecting the middle of the eastern face of the cove

as the most convenient and least hazardous point of ascent, the

ladder was adjusted and carefully raised, section by section, until

it reached the lower part of the sloping terrace above. Two
holes were then pecked in the soft sandstone floor to prevent

the now almost vertical ladder from slipping forward down the

chasm. Again a member of the party went forward, drawing

with him a rope fastened about the waist, the remaining three
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(the Indians stayed below) holding the ladder as rigidly as pos-

sible
;
yet it swayed and creaked and bent like a reed until the

top was reached, and it required no little care to step from an

upper rung to the dizzy sloping ledge without forcing the ladder

from its insecure bearing. The shelf was gained in safety, how-

ever ; the rope was tied to a rung and made fttst around a large

block of stone on the terrace to the left. The others ascended,

one by one, each witli the rope tied around liis chest and drawn
about the rock by the leader as a measure of precaution. Then
the equipage, wrapped in blankets, was fastened to the end of a

rope throwai to the two Indians below and drawn up, piece by

piece. The remainder of the ascent was made without difficulty.

The time consumed by the entire climb was somewhat over two

hours.

If the view from the valley at Acoma is beautiful, that from

the summit of Katzimo is sublime. Mesa Prieta was sullen

still, and the pink mesas, haughty in their grandeur from the

plain, now seemed to realize their insignificance in the light of

the glories beyond. Placid little pools, born of the storm the

day before, lay glinting like diamonds on an emerald field, while

old Mount Taylor tried in vain to lift his lofty head above the

clouds that festooned the northern horizon.

The summit of Encantada has been swept and carved and

swept again by the winds and rains of centuries since the ances-

tors of the simple Acomas climbed the ladder-trail of which we
found the traces. The pinnacled floor has not always appeared

as it is today, for it was once thickly mantled by the sherd-strewn

soil that now forms a goodly part of the great talus heaps below.

The walls of the dwellings, undoubtedly of the sun-baked mud-
balls that Castaheda describes, must have been erected on this

soil stratum, for the native finds in earth, when he has it, a bet-

ter footing for his walls than he does on bare rock, and one may
readily see that the film of soil that still remains occurs in places

that would have afforded the best sites for dwellings. (PI. 34.)

The day before was a day of storm
; it even rained hard

enough to drive an Indian from his religion, and yet not a cup-

ful of water found a resting place on the entire mesa surface save

in a few " potholes " eroded in the sandstone. The water had
poured over the brink in a hundred cataracts, each contributing

of the summit's substance to the detritus round about the base

as in every storm for untold ages.

There is little wonder, then, that I despaired of finding even
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a single relic when we had reached the top of the trail and looked

about at the destruction wrought ; and yet we had Ijeen on the

summit only a few minutes when Major Pradt found a sherd of

pottery of very ancient type, much crackled by weathering. This

fragment is of plain gray ware, quite coarse in texture, with a

degraissant of white sand.

Beginning at the eastern side we immediately began to explore

the rim of the escarpment, in a short time encountering the rude

monument which had been observed by Professor Libbey, who

FIG. 2 -AN ARTIFICIAL MONUMENT ON THE SUMMIT

expresses the opinion that it may have found its origin in ero-

sion ; but it seems to me, as I think it will appear to any one

who will examine the accompanying illustration (Fig. 2), that

only a glance is necessary to determine beyond all doubt that the

pile could not have been erected save by the hand of man.

The structure stands on a natural floor of sandstone at the edge

of the eastern cliff, and consists of a narrow slab some 30 inches

in length held erect by smaller slabs and bowlders about the base,

the stratification of the upright slab being vertical, that of the

supporting stones horizontal. It would have been impossible

for tlie structure to have originated by any but artificial means.
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The reconnaissance of the eastern rim was continued north-

ward and of the western edge sovithward, but no further evi-

dences of aboriginal occupancy were observed. The sun was
lowering, so that we were compelled to suspend the investigation

in order to make preparation for our night's camp. After sup-

per, Mr Vroman and Mr Hayt built a huge fire, for the evening

air at this altitude is very chilly. We passed the night in ques-

tionable comfort and were out of our blankets at dawn. After

a hasty breakfast, we immediately began a survey of the mesa

-THE ENCHANTED MESA FROM THE SOUTHEAST

rim, and while thus engaged were somewhat surprised to find

three Acomas among us. They were scarcely friendly at first;

indeed, according to the story of our two Lagunas, who had
spent the night in the camp below, they had seen our fire and
had come with the avowed intention of compelling us to de-

scend, even if they had to threaten to cut down our ladder. A
little explanation, however, coupled with the information that

Ave kept our coffee and sugar in a crevice beyond the camp fire,

soon appeased any wrath that may have been concealed in their

bosoms and induced communicativeness.

These three natives were Luciano Cristoval, teniente of the
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tribe and a medicine priest; Luis Pino and Santiago Savar&,

principales. After careful inquiry in regard to the tradition of

the former occupancy of Katzimo, Luciano informed us that

" the elders " had lived there so long ago and the storms in his

country were so destructive that we could now hardly expect to

find any remains on the surface of the mesa. When we told him
and his companions that a potsherd had already been found,

the}'' became deeply interested and manifested no little anxiety

to find other evidences of the lofty homesite of their ancestors.

I think there can be no doubt that this was the first visit of any

of the present Acomas to the mesa top. They evinced much
curiositv in the place, and were greatly surprised when we took

them to the stone monument, of which they could give no satis-

factory explanation. It is needless to say that the natives did

not intimate that the pile Avas due to natural causes.

As already stated, the Indians were deeply interested in find-

ing further evidence of occupancy, and I encouraged them to

search for relics. They had proceeded only a few yards, accom-

panied by Major Pradt, when the teniente found a fragment

of ancient pottery quite similar to the sherd picked up the

evening before. A few moments later several more fragments

were found (two of them of different kinds of indented ware), as

well as a portion of a shell bracelet still bearing evidence of con-

siderable wear, and a large arrowpoint. Soon after the keen-e3^ed

Luciano discovered near the northern rim of the mesa the blade

end of a white stone ax, on the edge of which several small

notches had been made. The exposed side of this implement was

thoroughly bleached and crackled, while the side in contact with

the ground was stained and still damp when the finder handed it

to me. After descending the mesa the same Indian exhibited

the blade end of another ax which showed a portion of the groove

and which was notched similarly to the other. He had found it

on the summit, or rather on a ledge a few feet below the summit.

Both Mr Hayt and myself tried to purchase it, but the Indian

refused to part with the specimen, as he was a medicine priest

and desired to keep it for ceremonial use. Like the other imple-

ment, this ax was thoroughly bleached on one side by weather-

ing, the unexposed side being stained through contact with the

lichen-covered ground.

We descended the mesa about noon of the second day (Sep-

tember 4), having spent about 20 hours on the summit. During

this time I employed every opportunity in making a critical
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study of the general features of the top of Katzimo throughout

the 2,500 feet of its length (see Fig. 4), devoting special consid-

eration to the topography of the site, the erosion, the earthy de-

posits, the drainage, and the great cedars that stand gaunt and

bare or lie prone and decajdng because their means of subsistence

have been so long washed awa}^ and I was forced to the conclu-

sion that had house-walls, whether of stone or adobe, ever existed

on the summit at a reasonably remote period, there is no possi-

bilit}'' that any trace of them could have remained to this day.

The abundance of ancient relics in the talus, the distinct remains

of the ladder-trail, the specimens found on the summit coupled

with the destruction wrought by nature, the tradition itself—all

testify to the former habitation of the -site.

To the Acomas Katzimo is still enchanted, and as a subject in

the stud^^ ofmysticism the man ofscience must yet regard it. The

lore of a millennium is not undone by a few hours of iconoclasm.

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS

According to the Wedern Electrician, there were, on January 1,

1897, 15,250 miles of street-car track in the United States, of

which 13,580 miles, or 89 per cent, were operated by electricit3%

1,010 miles, or 6.6 per cent, by horses, 515 miles, or 3.4 per cent,

by cable, and 145 miles, or 1 per cent, by steam dummy. The

adoption of electricity as a motive power has completely revo-

lutionized the methods of city and suburban transportation.

Between January 1, 1888, and January 1, 1897, the number of

horse cars in use decreased from 21,736 to 3,664, while the num-
ber of electric cars increased from 172 to 37,097. In 1888 horse

cars represented 86 per cent and electric cars seven-tenths of

one per cent of the total car equipment. At the beginning of

the present year 79 street cars out of every 100 were propelled

by electricity and only seven out of 100 by horses. J. H.

MODIFICATION OF THE GREAT LAKES BY EARTH
MOVEMENT—AN ERRATUM

We regret to state that two of the figures illustrating ^Mr Gil-

bert's article in the September number are transposed. The

narrow figure on page 240 belongs on page 241, and the square

figure at the top of page 241 belongs on page 240. As the fig-

ures stand, they are associated with the wrong titles.



GEOGRAPHICAL RESEARCH IN THE UNITED STATES*

By Gardiner G. Hubbard, LL. D.,

President of the National Geographic Society,

AND

Marcus Baker,

U. S. Geological Survey

The United States, now a little more than a century old, com-
prises an area of 3,600,000 square miles, an area a little greater

than that of Canada and a little less than that of Europe. From
easternmost Maine to westernmost Alaska it stretches through

120 degrees of longitude, or about one-third of the earth's cir-

cumference. Thus, in midsummer, sunrise in eastern Maine
occurs 20 minutes before sunset in westernmost Alaska. From
southernmost Florida, reaching to the verge of the torrid zone,

it stretches northward to northernmost Alaska, more than 300

miles within the Arctic circle, while in altitude it ranges from

200 or more feet below sea level in the deserts of southern Cali-

fornia to heights of more than 18,000 feet in Alaska.

Beginning with the close of the war for independence, 114 years

ago, as 13 distinct and independent states stretching along the

Atlantic seaboard from New Hampshire to Georgia, we have first

a loose confederation of states which, speedil}'' breaking down,
was replaced by the present constitutional union of the people,

bound together in 45 sovereign states and 5 territories. In 1790

the 13 states had an area of about 350,000 square miles and a

population of a little less than 4,000,000. A century later its

area w^as nearly eleven times as great and its population about

seventeen times as great, or between 65 and 70 millions.

Discovery of what is now the United States began just four

centuries ago this very year, when the Bristol merchant Cabot,

the first white man (after the Norsemen) to set foot on the Amer-
ican continent, antedating Columbus by fourteen months, landed

on the bleak coast of Labrador, and then cruised southward as

far as Virginia. This, like all discoveries, was only a beginning,

*An address before the Geographical Section of the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, at Toronto, August 23, 1897.
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which pointed the way to and stimulated other discoveries.

These are still unfinished, and within the limits of the United

States some tracts still exist which have never been seen by the

white man. Of other tracts, though seen and long vaguely

known, our knowledge is still dim and shadowy.

For a century after Cabot small advance was made in our

knowledge of the continent formally taken possession of by him

in the name of his sovereign lord, King Henry VII. Thd out-

line of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts were crudely delineated,

but of the Pacific coast north of California our maps until about

1750 were either blank or filled with fabled lands or monsters.

Bering's voyage of 1741 yielded the first definite knowledge of

northwestern America, but it was not until nearly 40 years later,

in 1778, that Cook, the great English navigator, gave to the world

the general outlines of Alaska as we now know them. The gen-

eral features of the coast of western North America obtained bj''

Cook were some 16 years later vastly improved, from southern

California to Kadiak, by another English navigator, the equal

if not the superior of Cook, whom every American student

delights to honor, Capt. George Vancouver.

The period of the war for independence in the last quarter of

the last century was one of great geographic activity and stimu-

lated the production of maps of the revolted colonies. The

numerous and excellent, for their time, maps by the English

geographer, Jefferys, ma}'^ be taken as the best exponent of Amer-

ican geography one hundred years ago. The}" show fairly well

the Atlantic coast line from the maritime provinces of Canada to

Georgia, and so much of the interior as was the scene of hostil-

ities ; but west of the Appalachian mountain chain the delinea-

tion was conjectural. The existence of the Great Lakes, of the

mighty Mississippi, and of the fertile valley drained by it were

barely known.

Such was the world's geographic knowledge of what is now the

United States when those states united m 1789. The knowledge

subsequently acquired is the work of the United States, the in-

dividual states, private persons, and corporations.

The General Land Office.—One of the earliest agencies b}'' which

geographic knowledge was increased was the General Land Office.

The general government found itself in 1783 possessed of a re-

gion called the Northwest Territory, lying beyond the mountains.

Into this region settlers came about the beginning of the century.

That they might acquire title to land for their homes, the gov-
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ernment early devised a system of land partition. Surveyors

were sent into the wilderness to subdivide the land for purposes

of record and sale or gift. The land Avas divided into square

tracts six miles on each side, called towns or townships, and their

corners marked, sometimes by ax marks on trees called blazes,

and sometimes by artificial marks. A row of such towns run-

ning north and south is called a ravge, and numbered E. and W.
from some arbitrary meridian. Similarly a row of towns run-

ning east and west is called toivn, and is numbered north or south

from an arbitrary base line. Each town was further subdivided

into 36 squares, each containing one square mile, or 640 acres,

called a section. The sections are similarly numbered from 1 to 36

in every town. Each corner of each section was marked by the

surveyors, who were thus required actually to chain over every

mile, to keep a record of their measures, to note all streams and
lakes, and the character of soil and timber ; to note the magnetic

declination, and to submit to the General Land Office a skeleton

map of each town subdivided, together with their field-notes.

These maps, called town plats, now constitute a vast body of

original records in the General Land Office in Washington, and

are the sole dependence of map-makers for hundreds ofthousands

of square miles of our territory. Every state and territory in the

Union except the original thirteen, Maine, Vermont, Kentucky,

Tennessee, Texas, and Alaska, has been thus in whole or in part

surveyed and subdivided. This work, now far advanced toward

completion, has always been under the contrpl of the General

Land Office, now a part of the Department of the Interior.

For geographic purposes the results are shown in a series of

state maps and a general map of the United States. The work

was for about a century done by contract, but within the past

two or three years a part has been done by the U. S. Geological

Survey in connection with its topographic surveys.

Thus indirectly the General Land Office has for a centur}'^ been

and still continues to be one of the important geographic agen-

cies of the United States.

Coast and Geodetic Survey.—Another old and important geo-

graphic agency is the Coast and Geodetic Survey, under the Treas-

ury Department. The primary purpose of this bureau was to

accurately chart the coast for purposes of commerce and defense.

Its field of work is tidewater with a fringe of topography land-

wards and a somewhat extensive border of sea bottom seawards.

Created in 1807, it made little progress till 1832. In that j-ear it
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was revived and has continued uninterruptedh' till the present

day.

From the beginning its ideals were high. Great accurac}' has

ever been and is its motto. It has been a leader and not a fol-

lower. It has developed its own methods and instruments, and

to its officers, civil, militar}', and naval, we are indebted, among

other things, for the zenith telescope for the most accurate deter-

mination of latitudes ; for the application of the telegraph to

longitude determinations ; for the invention, construction, and

use of a machine for predicting tides, and for great improvements

in apparatus for measuring the force of gravity. Tlie pol3^conic

projection now so extensivel}^ used was developed and applied

by officers of this bureau, as also were appliances for deep-sea

sounding and the stud}' of the ocean deeps.

Its field of work was extended in 1871 to include geodetic work

in the interior, and in 1876 it received the name of Coast and

Geodetic Survey, by which it is official!}' designated, though often

referred to as the Coast Survey. It is one of the active geographic

agencies of the United States, and is not only making charts, coast

pilots, and tide tables, but is contributing to our knowledge of

ocean physics, terrestrial magnetism, and of the size, shape, and

structure of our planet.

Engineer Corps, U. S. A.—TheU. S. Engineers, though not now
actively prosecuting geographic research, have in the past made
notable contributions to geography. Prior to and even since the

war of the rebellion, 1861-'65, numerous expeditions in the far

west were made by army officers, and each of these added some-

thing to our geographic knowledge. Aside from these various

military reconnaissances two noteworthy surveys have been car-

ried on in the past by the U. S. Engineers. One was a surve}' of

the northern and northwestern lakes, which, after an existence

of forty 3'ears, was concluded in 1881. It made a series of de-

tailed and accurate charts of all the Great Lakes, and a valuable

collection of data. Its series of lake levels has very recenth' been

put to use in determining certain secular changes in the crust

of the earth forming the great basin in which those lakes lie. If

the slow tilting of this basin southward which these levels show,

when compared with recent ones, continues for a period of

about 6,000 years, then it is calculated that Niagara will have

vanished, and all the lakes except Ontario will drain to the Mis-

sissippi by way of the Chicago outlet. These highly interesting

and somewhat startling conclusions have just been presented at
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the Detroit meetino; of the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science by Mr G. K. Gilbert, of the U. S. Geological

Survey.

Another noteworthy geographic Avork by the U. S. Engineers

was a general map-making survey in the far west under the di-

rection of Capt. George M. Wheeler, U. S. E., and usually referred

to as the Wheeler survey. A considerable tract of country was

mapped by it on a scale of 8 miles to 1 inch. This survey wnth

two others, the so-called Hayden and Powell surveys,were merged

in the present Geological Survey in 1879.

The work of improving rivers and harbors in the interest of

commerce is now carried on by the United States engineers, and

their geographic work consists in special surveys for these im-

provements and of a new survey of the Great Lakes.

Geological Survey.—The chief agency for increasing geographic

knowledge of the United States at the present time is the United

States Geological Survey, now eighteen years old. Nearly or

quite one-half of its energies and funds are expended in the pro-

duction of topographic maps, and thus it is in fact, though not

in name, the United States Topographic and Geologic Survey.

The conditions confronting this survey at its creation differed

in one important particular from those similarly confronting

European geological surveys. Those surveys had, in almost if

not quite ever}^ case, been preceded by topographic surveys, and

the geologists found maps, adequate to their needs, ready made.

But in the United States topographic maps were not available,

as there had been no topographic survey. Thus progress in geo-

logic mapping was impeded at the outset by the lack of suitable

maps. Accordingly in 1882 authority was given to make topo-

graphic maps, and since then about one-half of the energies of

the Survey have been given to their production. Since 1882 the

Survey has surveyed and mapped on scales of one, two, and four

miles to the inch an area of 760,000 square miles, almost equal

to the combined areas of Great Britain, France, Germany, Spain,

and Portugal. The results are contained on 980 atlas sheets, 460

on the one-mile scale, 460 on the two-mile scale, and 60 on the

four-mile scale. These surveys have been made in nearly every

state and territory. Following these came the geological sur-

veys. But before much progress was possible a large amount of

preliminary investigation was needful to determine the great

features whose details were to be wrought out and mapped. A
system of rock classification uniformly applicable to so great and

I
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complex an area as the United States required much careful pre-

liminary work. That has been accomplished and systematic

geologic mapping has been in progress for some years.

The aspect of the country and its utility for man's use is

largely dependent on the annual rainfiill. This ranges from a

very few inches in the driest part of the arid or desert regions of

the southwest to nearly or quite 8 feet per year on the coast of

Southern Alaska. As the humid regions were settled up popu-

lation gradually pushed into the semi-arid and desert regions of

the for west, where agriculture without artificial irrigation is im-

possible, but ivith irrigation marvelously successful. Thus came

a demand for knowledge as to water suppl}^ and to this work one

division of the Geological Survey is wholly devoted.

Intimately associated with water supply is the forestry prob-

lem. The proper administration of the forests—their preserva-

tion from destruction by carelessness or greed—is a question

now attracting serious attention. A number of large forest tracts

in the west have been recently set apart as reservations, and these,

with the Yellowstone National Park, the Yosemite, and others

previously reserved, comprise a total area estimated at 38,880,000

acres, or more than 60,000 square miles. In the budget for this

year Congress has included an item of $150,000 for the survey

of these forest reserves. This work is under the direction of the

United States Geological Survey.

The output of the mines and quarries of the United States has

grown in value from $369,000,000 in 1880 to $622,000,000 in 1896.

That authentic information on this subject might be promptly

available a division of mineral statistics has existed in the Geo-

logical Survey from the beginning, charged with the duty of

gathering and publishing statistics. This it does in an annual

volume devoted to mineral statistics, and the state of the mining

industry from year to year finds permanent record in these vol-

umes.

Navy Department.—The Hydrographic Office of the Bureau of

Navigation has for a primar}'- aim the securing and publication

of information useful to those who go down to the sea in ships.

This includes surveys and chart-making of all coasts (except

those of the United States), ocean meteorology, terrestial mag-

netism, and ocean physics. The charting of the coasts of the

United States is done exclusively by the Coast Survey, which has

nearly completed the Atlantic and Gulf coasts and about three-

fifths of the Pacific coast, except Alaska, of which only .a small
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part is as yet surveyed. Of foreign coasts, the Hydrographic

Office has recently surveyed and charted the western coast of the

peninsula of Lower California, one of the Mexican states, about

1,000 miles in extent. It has extended our knowledge of the sea

ab3'sses by various lines of soundings in the interest of projected

cable lines, and it lessens the perils of ocean travel by the monthly

issue of pilot charts of the North Pacific and North Atlantic

oceans, containing data as to derelicts, ice-fields, storm tracks,

and other information useful to the mariner. The systematic

collection of data for these pilot charts results in a constant

increase in our knowledge of the geography of the sea.

Weather Bureau.—To investigate the history, structure, and

contents of the crust of the earth is the peculiar province of the

Geological Survey ; to study the currents, movements, and char-

acteristics of the earth's salt-water envelope is the province of the

Coast Survey and the Hydrographic Office; to investigate the

character, amount, habits, and migrations of its contained life is

the province of the Fish Commission. The study of the all-

enveloping gaseous ocean in which we live and move—that in-

visible sea of air with its ever-varying moods of restful calm and

fierce storm, now delightfully transparent and now somber or

menacing with storm-cloud, sometimes scorching and sometimes

freezing—the study of this gaseous envelope, of the laws which

govern its behavior and the daily deduction from these laws

which foretell to the sailor, the farmer, the traveler what he may
expect—is the peculiar province of the Weather Bureau. May
we not properly call this field of study the geography of the air?

And has it not ever formed a large chapter in our physical geogra-

phies? The weather service in the United States is 27 years old,

dating from 1870. At first it was a military organization called the

Signal Service, and its purpose was to give " notice on the north-

ern lakes and on the seacoast, by magnetic telegraph and marine

signals, of the approach and force of storms." Its primary object

was, therefore, not the study of climate, but the prediction of

storms. It seeks to tell the weather of tomorrow rather than

that of the last year or the last century. But, as we are forced to

judge the future by the past, the study of meteorological records

is not neglected, and within the bureau there has ever been a

corps of scientific experts at work upon such lines as gave prom-

ise of producing something new or useful for the forecaster. The

bureau is now a civilian one, having been transferred from the

War Department to the Department of Agriculture. Its present
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field of activity is far wider than we have indicated—so wide,

indeed, that time will not permit even a mention of details.

Thus have we briefl}' summarized and characterized the work

carried on by the greater geographic agencies of the government

of the United States ; and yet such summary would be incom-

plete wdthout mention at least of several other agencies still at

work and actively contributing to a fuller and better knowl-

edge of our geography.

The total railroad mileage of the United States, not counting

second or third tracks or sidings, is in round numbers 180,000

miles, or about 45 per cent of the world's mileage. To locate

and construct these thousands of miles of road, much of it run-

ning through districts little or quite unknown when preliminary

surveys began, has involved a vast expenditure of money by

which geographic knowledge has been increased. It has been

estimated, perhaps it would be more exact to say guessed, that

the sums expended on these railroad surveys is enough to have

produced a topographic map of the entire country. The chief

geographic contribution from these surveys is a knowledge of

altitudes. Over all these railroads lines of level have been run,

and by collecting and platting those levels and adding to them

those obtained fr^m other sources, it has been possible for the

Geological Survey to produce a fairly approximate contour map
of the United States.

The Mississippi river, with its tributaries in the great central

valley of the United States, drains an area of about 1.200,000

square miles, or about one-third of the United States. From the

sources of the Missouri to the passes at the mouth of the Mis-

sissippi in the Gulf of Mexico is 4,200 miles. These two great

rivers, with their affluents, afford thousands of miles of navi-

gable water through the great central valley. So important is

this artery of commerce that two distinct commis.sions, one for

the Mississippi and one for the Missouri, have existed for some

years for the purpose of surveying, mapping, studying, and im-

proving them. Detailed maps of the rivers and a fringe of topog-

raphy on either side have been made over a considerable part of

the navigable parts of these rivers, and the results are shown on

240 atlas sheets. Much precise leveling has also been carried on

in connection with these surve3^s.

Independent of the Federal government, various states, to the

number of 20 or more, particularly those known to possess min-
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eral wealth, have conducted geological surveys, or perhaps it

should be said geological reconnaissances. Two have conducted

topographic surve3^s and four have cooperated with the general

government in making topographic surveys. These four, Mas-

sachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New Jersey, as also

the District of Columbia, are now completely mapped on a scale

of one mile to the inch and in contours with a vertical interval

of 20 feet.

The Post Office Dej^artment, for its own purposes in adminis-

tering the 70,000 post-offices under its control, com|)iles state

maps showing post-routes and political divisions. The bound-

ary lines shown on these maps are compiled from the laws and

b}'' correspondence, and constitute an authentic source of infor-

mation as to minor boundaries.

Allusion has been made to the work of the Fish Commission

in studying the character, habits, and migrations of marine life,

and by its side should be mentioned the similar work on land

carried on by the Biological Survey in the Department of Agri-

culture.

Of the great advances in geographic knowledge resulting from

the explorations of Lewis and Clarke near the beginning of the

century ; from the work of Fremont, the Pathfinder ; from the

Pacific Railroad surveys of 50 years ago, and from numerous

military expeditions, time fails for more than a bare mention.

These, then, are the greater geographic agencies of the United

States. Some of them will be presented to you morp at large by

the gentlemen actually conducting the works outlined.

As to the future, it will easily appear that the amount already

achieved is but a small part of what remains to be done. Geo-

graphic research and progress in the United States has never

been swifter or more active than it is today, and knowledge of

environment and resources is gathered in large installments each

year. To discover and develop its resources the United States

is now employing about 5,000 persons and expending nearly

$8,000,000 annually. Just as the Royal Geographical Society of

London begau sixt3'-seven years ago its work of fostering and

promoting geographic research, so the National Geographic So-

ciety of Washington nine years ago entered upon similar work.

Great and lasting good has resulted from each undertaking.

May their efforts continue till dark continents and unexplored

regions shall have vanished from our mans.
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AND
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"While a relatively small part of the energies of the United

States Coast and Geodetic Survey has been devoted, since the

creation of the Bureau in 1807, to geographic exploration, it is,

perhaps, only just to say that in the character and amount of its

precision work it is second to no simila.r organization in the world.

From the very start the standard of work has been the highest

attainable in the existing condition of the arts and sciences on

which such work must depend, and often, not content with that

condition, the Survey has made it its business to better it by orig-

inal investigations of the first class, leading to improvements in

the instruments and methods of the highest importance. It thus

became the principal and for many years almost the only bureau

of the Government in which exact science was cultivated. In its

outward activities it was essentially an organization for the prac-

tical application of science to the solution of certain problems

and the issue of certain publications which were of the utmost

value to commerce.

The duties to be performed by it were to sound the depths of

the ocean along the coasts of the United States, to define the shal-

lows which barred the wa3's of commerce, to delineate with great

accuracy the shores and phj^sical condition of the thousand har-

bors and estuaries with which a benign Providence has blessed

our coasts, to investigate the tides and currents of the waters

which bear their precious burden of human lives and property

to and fro, and to study the mysterious variations and uncertain-

ties of the magnetic needle by which the course of the navigator

was largely directed.

*Read before the Geographical Section of the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, Toronto, August 2.3, 1897.
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To these immediate problems the Survey addressed itself with

vigor and foresight under the guiding hands of Hassler and his

eminent successors. Hassler, the friend of Jefferson and Galla-

tin, enjoyed the confidence and support of these eminent states-

men, but he had before him difficulties as great as his field was

wide. Inert public opinion as to the utility of the proposed Sur-

vey had to be vitalized and molded, men had to be trained to

carr}^ out the technical parts of the work, instruments had to be

constructed, and correct methods had to be prescribed. How
these difficulties presented themselves and how they were over-

come will form a proper chapter not only in the history of the

great Survey which yet remains to be written, but also in the his-

tory of the progress of science in this country.

It may be said that Hassler, in 1844, saw the fruition of his

hopes when a general plan of operations prescribed by him was

adopted by a scientific commission composed of Army and Navy
officers and civilians. Its adoption marks the official recognition

of the necessit}'' for precise and systematic work in the mapping

of our domain. Its sim])le and correct outline of the operations

to be followed in making a survey of great extent has permitted

the extension of the work in a manner commensurate with the

enlargement of our national domain by acquisitions of territory

from France, Spain, and Mexico. With the expansion of terri-

tory came the extension of the scope of the survey, and finally,

when the advantages of a transcontinental triangulation became

apparent, its geodetic function was recognized by law^

In accordance with its primary duties the Survey has devel-

oped and charted the depth of the waters along our coasts with

exti'eme minuteness and accuracy, not only in the rivers,bays, and

harbors, but off shore as far as the needs of commerce demanded
it. Going be3^ond the immediate requirements of the mariner, it

has devoted itself to discovering the depths of the sea over large

areas, as is shown by the complete survey of the Gulf of Mexico.

Its depths were sounded and charted, its salinity tested, and the

temperatures of its waters were recorded. Much earlier than these

successful surveys of the Gulf were the explorations of the Gulf

Stream, important not alone in their geographic results, but in

developing methods, often by failures, which rendered subse-

quent success possible. The hydrographic results achieved are

shown on between five hundred and six hundred charts, many
of them of such exquisite perfection as to form a standard of ex-

cellence for all cartographers.
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Its researches in physical hydrography include not only the

study of the tides and currents and incidentally the estahlish-

ment of planes of reference from which the constancy of the

relation hetween the ocean level and the land is to be inferred,

but it has studied for future comparison the movements of sandy

sliores, as, for instance, those of Cape Cod and of the exposed

islands of Nantucket and Marthas Vineyard, to discover the re-

lationship between the outlying shoals and the changes of the

shores. Here, again, precision of work alone is of any avail, for

correct conclusions can be drawn only after the lapse of time and

after a standard of comparison has been created by an accurate

survey. Want of space forbids the enumeration of many special

results, but the discovery of the value of the tidal circulation

through the East river as a foctor in maintaining the deitth of

the bar at Sandy Hook and the discovery of the underrun of the

Hudson and its bearing on the feasibility of obtaining a water

supply for the towns along that river may be mentioned as con-

tributions in a special field of geography.

As properly belonging to the subject of the hydrographic sur-

veys, the literature of the several and successive volumes of the

Coast Pilots, published by the Survey, must be mentioned. The

Coast Pilots of Alaska, compiled b}' Davidson and later by Dall,

are invaluable historical records of the geography of that coast,

and the same ma}'' be said of the volumes covering the remainder

of the Pacific coast and those which describe in detail our Atlantic

shores. They are not intended to deal in generalities, butthe}''

describe with rigid particularity geographic landmarks which are

to guide ships by day and by night.

The maps of the Survey are embellished by accurate repre-

sentation of the topography which borders our shores. For thou-

sands of miles a narrow fringe of topograph}^ has been mapped
with minute and necessar}'- accuracy. It is based on local and
detailed triangulation, which in turn rests on a larger network

of triangles which coordinates all the surveys along the coasts.

The introduction of precise methods for the determination of

latitudes and longitudes went hand in hand with all the other

operations of the Survey. Thus the success of Morse in the

spring of 1844 was followed in the autumn of the following year

by formal instructions given by Bache to Walker to }»repare for

telegraphic longitude determinations : but it was not until Oc-

tober 10, 1846, that the method was successfully put into prac-

tice by the exchange of signals between Philadelphia and Wash-
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ington, and thereafter the precise determination of longitudes

had merely to await the extension of the telegraph system from

point to point within our own borders and throughout the world.

As soon as the Atlantic cable had been laid in 1866, the Surve}'

successfully undertook to determine our longitude from Green-

wich by the telegraphic method. Up to that time the longitude

adopted for Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1851, was used. The

adopted value (4 h. 44 m. 39.5 s.) had been derived from many
years of laborious observations of moon culminations, eclipses,

occultations, and chronometer determinations, but this value was

increased (in 1869) b}' 1.35 s., as the result of comparatively brief

cable determinations. Similarly, the longitude adopted for San

Francisco in 1855, as the result of 206 moon culminations, was

increased in 1869 by 3.1 s., in linear measure about I of a mile,

by the telegraphic determination.

Within the past 3'ear the Survey has completed and adjusted

its primary longitude net covering the whole United States and

fixing for all time the astronomical longitudes of the points in-

cluded in it, not only in their relation to each other, but, in all

probability, their final relation to the initial meridian of Green-

wich, since in this adjustment three transatlantic determinations

by the Coast Survey and one by the Canadians have been used.

Less need be said of the many latitude determinations, since the

metiiods adopted, though admirable in their precision, involved

no such radical improvement as that which the telegraph brought

about in the determination of longitudes. On the other hand,

however, the zenith telescope, as developed by the Survey, has

in the hands of its observers contributed materially to our knowl-

edge of the variation of latitude.

Reference has been made to the geodetic function of the Sur-

vey. It has measured an oblique arc, the last triangles in which

have but just now been observed, extending from the northeast-

ern boundary to the Gulf of Mexico. To join this with the pri-

mary chain, as yet incomplete, of triangles along the Pacific

coast, a great arc has been measured along the 39th parallel of

latitude, the completion of which has been but recently an-

nounced.

The adjustment of the triangulation along this great arc and

the adoption of a homogeneous system of geographic coordi-"

nates will furnish the fundamental data for the coordination of

all Government or State surveys for all time to come, if it be

permitted to fallible human wisdom to make such an assertion.
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Grand in its inception, splendid in its execution, this monu-

mental work may be reckoned as the most important contribu-

tion to the geography of our country, on account of its present

and prospective value. The measurement of a great meridional

arc along the 98th meridian is in contemplation, and our sister

Republic of Mexico, which has just established a Geodetic Sur-

\ey, it is hoped will take a hand in its extension southward,

while to our cousins across the northern border a similar oppor-

tunity for its prolongation northward may be offered in the

course of time.

The Survey has been especiall}^ called upon for assistance in

defining the boundaries of eleven States, and aid has been ex-

tended to fifteen others by the determination of geographical

positions within their borders. In the determination of the na-

tional boundaries it has cooperated in retracing the line between

Mexico and the United States, has made topographic surveys

along the northeastern boundary, and in the far north it has

determined the crossing of the I41st meridian on the Porcupine

and Yukon rivers in regions to which all adventurous eyes are

now turned, and in southeast Alaska it has made exploratory

sui'veys, as well as precise geographic determinations, for the

ultimate delineation of the bpundaiy between Alaska and the

British possessions.

The enormous extent of the country included in the operations

of the Survey, and especially its nearness to the principal north

magnetic pole, offered a rare opportunity for the investigation of

the problem of terrestrial magnetism. Observations began at an
early date, and have been continued up to the present time at a

constantly increasing number of stations. In addition to a regu-

lar, periodic study of the magnetic elements at a large number
of specially selected points by the most approved methods and
the best of instrumental appliances, the Survey has maintained
a photographic registering magnetic observatory, which it has

moved from time to time from one part of the country to another.

It has made extensive publication of the data thus obtained, in-

cluding a series of magnetic charts which are of the greatest

value to navigators at sea and surveyors on the land. Its archives

contain a mass of reliable information concerning terrestrial

magnetism unequaled in extent and importance.

In common with several similar organizations in Europe, it

has devoted much attention, mostly during the past twenty-five

years, to the study of terrestrial gravity. Beginning with methods
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long in use,- its observers were quick to detect and point out cer-

tain serious and liitherto unsus]iected faults, necessitating con-

siderable corrections in nearly all accumulated data relating to

that subject. Instruments were also improved and methods
greatly changed, increasing at once the precision and rapidity

of gravity measurements. Expeditions have been sent to various

quarters of the globe for the purpose of gravity observations, and
Coast Survey pendulums have swung in all continents except

Australia, in most important cities, on several of the highest

mountains, and on many islands in the several oceans. No
others have been vibrated so near the pole as these and none over

so wide a range in longitude. The results of these operations,

together with the measurement of the great arc of unrivaled

length, form a contribution of no ordinary interest to the more
precise solution of the great problems of dimensional geography.

UNITED STATES DAILY ATMOSPHERIC SURVEY*

By Prof. Willis L. Moore,

Chief of the U. S. WeaiJter Baveau

The United States Weather Service has been in existence

twenty-seven years. During the past twenty-five years the daily

synoptic charts of the service have shown tliemost comprehen-

sive atmospheric survey ever presented to the forecaster or to

the broad investigator of the fundamental principles of storms.

The vast region now brought under the dominion of bi-daily

synchronous observations embraces an area extending 2,000

miles north and south, 3,000 miles east and west, and so. fortu-

nately located in the interest of the meteorologist as to cut an

important arc from the circumpolar thoroughfare of storms of

the northern hemisphere. The extreme points of observation

are Edmonton, in the Canadian Province of Alberta, on the

northwest ; St Johns, on the northeast ; Key West, on the south-

east, and San Diego, on the southwest ; and arrangements are

now complete for a cooperation with Mexico similar to that in

operation with Canada, which will in a few months extend the

area of observation southward over Mexico and Yucatan.

It is a wonderful panoramic i)icture of atmospheric condi-

*Read before the Geographical Section of the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, Toronto, August 23, 1897.
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tions, which by the aid of simultaneous measurements and the

electro-magnetic telegraph joining the places of observation by
a magic touch is presented to the trained eye of the forecaster.

Each twelve hours the kaleidoscope changes and a new graphic

picture of actual conditions is shown. Where else can the me-
teorologist find such opportunity to study storms and atmos-

pheric changes ?

In the middle of the eighteenth century Franklin detected the

rotary and progressive motions of storms ; earl}'- in the nine-

teenth century Redfield and Espy contended over rival tlieories

as to the mechanical principle involved in the formation of storms,

and a little later Maury studied the storms of the Atlantic ocean

;

still later Loomis, Dove, and Ferrell reviewed these theories and
added much to our knowledge ; but at this late date no one has

been able to satisfactorily coordinate the forces operative in

cyclones or to assign quantitative values to the horizontal temper-

ature and pressure gradients, to the surface and internal frictions

of convection, to centrifugence, to the latent heat of condensation,

and to the effect of hemispherical circulation. Probably the only

component of cyclonic force that is well understood and accu-

rately computed is the deflection due to the earth's rotation.

Our early investigators studied only the storms of low levels

and humid airs, where convection was only needed to carry the

moist air currents to but a slightly higher elevation before cool-

ing by expansion would produce condensation and an immediate

acceleration of the cyclone by the liberation of latent heat. They
had never seen the whirling cyclones of the arid northern Rocky
Mountain plateau dash down upon our Great Lakes with rapidly

increasing energy, notwithstanding the fact that there was little

or no condensation, and hence no addition of the latent heat

which'Esp}^ supposed was absolutely essential to a continuation

of storms.

The widely differing elevation, topography, temperature, and

aridity of the broad region under observation give conditions

which are unequaled anywhere in the world for the advantages

which they present to the physicist to study the mechanical

phases of storm development and progression, or at least such as

can be profitably studied with observations taken only at the

bottom of the great aerial ocean surrounding the earth.

Here we see summer cyclones formed under the intense inso-

lation which beats down through a diathermanous atmosphere

upon the arid waste of the Rocky Mountain plateau ; cyclones

^
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which, if they form in the nortliern part of the plateau region,

move eastward to our hikes and thence to the 8t Lawrence with
scant rainfall ; cyclones which, if they have their origin fartlier

south on the warmer plains of Colorado, move into the Ohio
valley and thence into New England with considerahly more
precipitation

;
and cyclones which, if they have their inception

on the hot and high plains of Arizona and New Mexico, can al-

ways be expected to give abundant rainfall when they reach the

lower Mississippi valley, and later as they pass over the Middle
Atlantic states. All these can be studied during? their incejjtion

at an average altitude of 5,000 feet above sea level and under
conditions of extreme aridit}' ; they can be viewed later as they

come down nearly to sea level in tlie Mississippi valley and
reach a more humid atmosj)here 1,000 miles from the place of

their birth
; and. finally, they are seen as they reach the ex-

tremely humid air of the Atlantic ocean, l,oOO miles farther east.

The great winter cyclones which originate south of the Jajia-

nese islands and cross the Pacific ocean come under our vision

as they successfully surmount the formidable Rocky Mountain
barriers with but little diminution of energy, sweep across our

continent with increasing force and heav}^ precipitation, and
within three daj's pass beyond our meteorological horizon at the

Atlantic seaboard only to be heard from three days later as

borean ravagers of northern Europe.

The great anti-cyclones or high-pressure eddies, which consti-

tute the American cold waves, drift into our territory from the

Canadian Northwest provinces and are studied under rapidly

changing conditions during 3,000 miles of their course. The

high-pressure eddy, with all the convectional principles of the

cyclone reversed, may be said not to deiiend upon the land of its

birth for the cold it brings, for a strong vortical and anti-cyclonic

motion at the center is continually drawing down the cohl air

from above. In the cold wave it must be conceded that the loss

of heat by radiation to a cloudless sky is much greater than that

gained by compression, or else it must l)e assumed that the at-

mosphere i)ossesses such intense colil at the elevation from

which the air is drawn that, notwithstanding the heat gained by

compression in its descent, it is still far below the normal tem-

perature at the surface of the earth.

The West Indian hurricanes, always at .'<ea level and in humid

air, which are the most violent of all American storms, intrude

themselves into the domain of the United States weather map at
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the bend of their parabolic course, at about latitude thirty. They

have for years furnished a fruitful theme for the thoughts of the

investigator.

For twenty-seven years the forecasters of the Weather Bureau

have studied the inception, development, and progression of these

different classes of atmospheric disturbances. From a knowledge

personally gained by many years" service as an official forecaster,

I do not hesitate to express the opinion that we long since reached

the highest degree of accuracy in the making of forecasts possible

to be attained with surface readings. It is patent that we are

extremely ignorant of the mechanics of the storm, of the opera-

tions of those vast yet subtle forces in free air which give incep-

tion to the disturbance and which supply the energy necessar}'

to continue the same.

Having long realized this, I determined at once, on coming to

the control of the United States Weather Bureau, to systemat-

ically attack the problem of upper-air exploration, with the hope

ultimately of being able to construct a daily synoptic weather

chart from simultaneous readings taken in free air at an altitude

of not less than one mile above the earth, as it appeared to me
that previous plans for investigating the upper air by means of

free and uncontrollable,balloons, by observers in balloons, or by

independent kite stations were of little value in getting the in-

formation absolutely necessary to improve our methods of fore-

casting. Simultaneous observations at a uniformly high level

from many kite stations was the plan I inaugurated for the pros-

ecution of this important investigation. Professor Marvin was

assigned to the difficult task of devising appliances and making
instruments, and I am pleased to say that we have improved on

kite-flying to such an extent that apparatus is now easily sent

up to a height of one mile in only a moderate wind. We have

made an automatic instrument that, while weighing less than

two pounds, will record temperature, pressure, humidity, and

wind velocity. Before next spring we expect to have not less

than twenty stations placed between the Rocky mountains and
the Atlantic ocean taking daily readings at an elevation of one

mile or more.

We shall then construct a chart from the high-level readings

obtained at these twenty stations and study the same in connec-

tion with the surface chart made at the same moment. Being

thus able to map out not only the vertical gradients of tempera-

ture, humidity, pressure, and wind velocity, but the horizontal
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distribution of these forces on two levels, it is hoped to better

understand the development of storms and cold waves and event-

ually improve the forecasts of their future course, extent, and rate

of movement.

In exceptional cases we have flown the kites to a height of

nearly two miles. From daily readings at only one kite station,

at Washington, we have derived information as to the direction

and force of the wind above the one-mile level, which has greatlv

assisted us in estimating the future direction of a storm center

when our surface chart gave but negative indications. It will Ite

a fascinating study to note the progress of cold waves at this high

level and to determine if the changes in temperature do not first

begin above. The readings at Washington indicate that contend-

ing equatorial and polar winds may be more {)otent in the forma-

tion of storm eddies than heated and ascending convectional

currents.

I am anxious to know the difference in temperature l)etween

the surface and the upper stratum in the four quadrants of the

cyclone and in the four quadrants of the anti-cyclone, especially

when the storm and cold-wave conditions are intense. At an

elevation of five miles but little effect remains of diurnal tem-

perature variation. At this altitude the atniosphere is free from

the disturbing influence of immediate surface radiation, and con-

sequently there is but little change between the temperature of

midday and midnight. The vertical distribution of temperature

in the several quadrants of the cold-wave or rainstorm areas may
give a clue to the future direction of the storm. When we are

able to construct isobaric gradients at the one-mile level it may
be discovered that the storm center at that elevation will not

always coincide with the geographical location of the storm

center at the surface of the earth. The displacement of this

center ma}'' possibly give some indication of the future direction

of the storm. There are many interesting problems to be solved

by this investigation.

The Eleventh International Congress of Orientalists was opened at

Paris on September 5, with SOO nienil)ers in attendanco. One of tiie most

interesting discussions had reference to the proposed (iictionary of liiero-

glyphics, which is to be compiled under the auspices of the German

government by members of the academies of Berlin, Oottingen, Leipzig,

and Munich. It is expected that the actual publication will begin in

1908 and be completed by the end of 1913.



GEOGRAPHIC NOTES

AFRICA

SiEKRA Leone. The first section of the first raih'oad in British West

Africa is now being operated between Freetown and Wellington.

British South Africa. A company has been formed to construct and

operate a line of railway from Umtali to Salisbury, a distance of about

160 miles. Umtali is the terminus of the existing Beira railway system.

Abyssinia. A recent report on the trade of Adis Abbata states that

ivory, which could once be obtained at the rate of a tusk for a pei'cus-

sion musket, is now sold at from $80 to $100 for 40 pounds. Coffee of

good quality grows wild in many parts of the country.

CENTEAL AMERICA

British Honduras. The report of the government surveyors on the

practicability of the proposed railroad from Belize to the western frontier

of the colony (a distance of 72 miles) estimates the cost of construction

at $3,575,237, or nearly $50,000 per mile. It is considered doubtful if the

road would pay interest on so large an investment unless it were continued

into Guatemala, and negotiations looking to that end are now in progress.

Nicaragua. Mr Thomas O'Hara, U. S. consul at San Juan del Norte,

states in a recent report that there is neither a cellar nor a chimney in

that city. All the buildings are of wood, although lumber is expensive

and short-lived, the climate and wood ants combining to play havoc with

it. The exclusive use of wood (except in a very few cases for foundation

purposes) is not due to fear of earthquakes, but to the fact that there is

neither stone nor brick-clay in the vicinity. There is, however, no market

for imported brick.

SOUTH AMERICA

Venezuela. The government of Venezuela has ceded to Messrs Rut-

gers de Beaufort, bankers, of Amsterdam, the monopoly of all the salt

mines in the country, in consideration of the establishment of a new
bank in Caracas with a capital of $3,860,000. The bank will have the

right to establish branches and to issue notes to double the amount of

its capital. The concession is reported to have created great dissatisfac-

tion among the people.

British Guiana. A recent writer on the gold industry of .British

Guiana says that whether the colony has a future as a gold-producing

country is a question not yet removed from the region of doubt. There

is no denying the fact that the central areas are richly auriferous, but the

difficulties and dangers attending the navigation of the rivers constitute

an enormous obstacle to the working of the deposits. The total gold pro-

duction of the colony for the year ending June 30, 1897, was 128,334

ounces, as against 119,422 ounces in 1895-'96. and 138,279 ounces in

1892-'93.

J. H.
30i
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CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RY.
"yilE F. F. V. LIMITED is one of the finest trains hauled over any railway track in America. It runs

solid between Cincinnati and New York, the route from Washington lieing over the Pennsylvania
system. It has every modern convenience and appliance, and the dining-car service has no superior if

it has an equal. The road-bed is literally hewed out of the eternal rocks; it is ballasted with stone

from one end to the other ; the greater portion is laid with one-hundred-pound steel rails, and although

curves are numerous in the mountain section, the ride is as smooth as over a Western prairie.

One of the most delightful rides in all the route is that through the New River valley. The
mountains are just low enough to be clad with verdure to the very top, and in the early spring every

variety of green known to the mixer of colors can be seen, while the tones in autumn take on all the

range from brown to scarlet.

These facts should be borne in mind by the traveler between the East and the West.

H. W. FULLER, Genl. Pass. Agent. Washington. D. C.
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SOUTHERN RAILWAY
GREATEST SOUTHERN SYSTEM.

Penetrates with its main line or branches eiglit States
South of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, and. in con-
junction with its friendly allied connections reaches all
the commercial centers of the South and Southwest . . .

DOUBLE DAILY VESTIBULED LIMITED TRAINS
, . . BETWEEN . . .

Washing-ton and Nashville via Salisbury, Asheville, Knoxville and
Chattanooga.

Washington and Tampa via Columbia, Savannah and Jacksonville.
Washing-ton and Memphis via Atlanta, Birmingham and K. C. M. & B.
Washington and New Orleans via Atlanta, Montgomery and Mobile.
Norfolk and Chattanoog^a via Salisbury, Asheville and Knoxville.

Pullman Sleeping- Cars—Dining- Cars—Day Coaches.
Additional Trains for local travelers

The direct line to the J FLORIDA, GULF COAST and TEXAS,
Winter Resorts of | .... MEXICO and CALIFORNIA,

AND THE BEST

Through Car Line to and from Asheville and Hot Springs—" The Land of the Sky.''

V^rite for IVIap F"olcl^rs.
R. W. POIvLOCK. General Agent, 271 Broadway, New York City.

J. 'C. HORTON, Passenger Agent, 106 E. German Street, Baltimore, Md.
h- S. BROWN, General Agent Passenger Department, Washington, D. C.

J. H. WINGFIDIvD, Passenger Agent, Norfolk, Va.

S. H. HARDWICK, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Atlanta, Ga.
C. A. BKNSCOTER, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Chattanooga, Tenn.
W. H. TAYIvOE, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Louisville, Ky.

J. M. GULP, Traffic Manager. W. A. TURK, General Passenger Agent.

The Mutual Life Insurance Co.
OF NEW YORK,

RICHARD A. McCURDY, President,

Is the Largest Insurance Company in the World.

The Records of the Insurance Department of the State of New
York SHOW THAT The Mutual Life

Has a Larger Premium Income - - - ($39,000,000)
More Insurance in Force ($918,000,000)
A Greater Amount of Assets - - - - ($235,000,000)
A Larger Annual Interest Income - - - ($9,000,000)
Writes More New Business - - . - ($136,000,000)
And Pays More to Policy-holders - - ($25,000,000 in 1896)

THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY.
It has paid to Policy-holders since I */iQ»rnft«;iQ*;oa

its organization, in 1843, j
" " 5i>*'*7,uuo,iyo.^y

ROBERT A. GRANNISS, Vice-President.

\VALTER R. GILLETTE, General Manager. FREDERIC CROMWELL, Treasurer.
ISAAC F. LLOYD, Second Vice-President. EMORY McCLINTOCK, Actuary.

WILLIAM J. EASTON, Secretary.
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Burlington

iBiSTPAUL
===' "" MINNEAPOLISChicago OR St. Louis

Ripans Tabules cure headache.

The Fastest and Finest Train in the West ....

The Overland Limited
TO

^^CTlW^ <JTAH and CALIFORNIA.

FROM 16 TO 20 HOURS
SAVED BY USING

-V FT^ »»"THE OVERLAND ROUTE.
Double Drawing-Room Pullman Sleepers.

Free Reclining Chair Cars.

Pullman Dining Cars.

Buffet Smoking and Library Cars.

Send for Descriptive Pamphlet -49-96.'' E- L. LOMAX,
Folders and other Advertising Matter. General Passenger and Ticket Agent.

(Mention this publication.) OMAHA. NEB.
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THE CHICAGO, MILWAIEE AND ST. PAUL EAILWAY

- - n.TJ3ja-s - -

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between Chicago, Mil-

waukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis daily.

Through Parlor Cars on day trains between Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between Chicago and
Omaha and Sioux City daily.

Through Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches between Chicago
and Kansas City, Mo.

Only two hours from Chicago to Milwaukee. Seven fast trains each way, daily,

with Parlor Car Service.

Solid trains between Chicago and principal points in Northern Wisconsin and
the Peninsula of Michigan.

Through Trains with Palace Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches

between Chicago and points in Iowa, Minnesota, Southern and Central Dakota.

The finest Dining Cars in the World.

The best Sleeping Cars. Electric Reading Lamps in Berths,

The best and latest type of private Compartment Cars, Free Reclining Chair
Cars, and buffet Library Smoking Cars.

Everything First=class. First-class People patronize First-class Lines.

Ticket Agents everywhere sell tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Rj'.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD,
General Passenger Agent, Chicago, III.
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Where the LATEST PARIS NOVELTIES are always on Exhibition.

The attention of those who anticipate purchasing ....
XBRIDAL TROUSSEAUX

Is invited especially to extreme Paris Novelties in matched sets

of French Hand-made Lingerie, including Gowns, Skirts, Chemises,
Drawers, Corset Covers, &c. These can be furnished in any number
of pieces desired. ...........

HAND-MADE BRIDAL TROUSSEAUX, personally
selected in Paris and exclusive in style and
design : Three or more pieces .... $10 to $250.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION.

TENTH, ELEVENTH, AND F STREETS N. W WASHINGTON, D. C.
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A VITAL POINT
MPROVCMCNT THE CIDER OF THE AG A TYPEWRITER'S

PRINTING MECHANISM

MUST BE SCIENTIFICALLY CON-
STRUCTED. THIS POINT IS OF

UTMOST IMPORT FOR

EASY OPERATION AND
PERFECT EXECUTION.

Cbe Smitl)..

Premier

Cvpewriters

Superior on This Point as Well as on All Others.

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.. U. S. A.

Catalogues and Information at Washington Office, No. 1416 F Street.

ONLY CORRECT
PRINCIPLES EMPLOYED.



AN IMPROVED METHOD OF KEEPING THE SCORE .IN

OUPUCATE WHIST, COMPASS WHIST, STRAIGHT WHIST ANO [UCHRE,

since Duplicate and Com-
pass Whist have come into

fashion there has been an
unprecedented revival of in-

terest in the game, due to

the fact that mere luck is to

a large extent eliminated by
a comparison of the scores

made in the play of the same
hands by different players.

The one thing needed to

perfect the new method has

been a convenient device

by means of which the score

made on the first round can
be concealed until after the

replay of the hands, as a

knowledge of the first score

often enables a good player
to make a decisive gain, and
matches are lost and won on
just such little chances.

A Washington player has at
length invented and put upon
the market at a very low price a
little device which admirably
answers the purpose, and at the
same time serves as a pretty
and useful table ornament,
marker, and pencil rest. It is

called the "Cosmos Counter,"
and consists of a little polished
wood tablet with a metal key-
board that can be clamped down
on the score in such a way as to
bring 24 little metal plates over
the 24 spaces in the "score"
column of the card, for use in
concealing each first score as
soon as recorded and until the
hand is replayed (in duplicate
whist) or the entire series fin-

ished (in compass whist).

Whist players will at once see
the advantage of this new
method of keeping the score, as
it effectually prevents their op-
ponents at the same or another
table from taking advantage,
either by accident or design, of
a knowledge of what the hand
is capable. The trouble with
duplicate whist, especially, is

that the replay is liable to be in-
fluenced by memory of the cards
and score, and anything that
helps to confuse such recollec-
tion is a great gain to fair play.

The " Cosmos Score Card,"
prepared for use with the
counter, shows several new^ fea-
tures, such as a heading for both
Duplicate and Compass Whist
and (on the reverse) for Straight
Whist, Euchre, &c., thus ena-
bling the same counter and score
to be used for any game of cards.

Cosmos Counters, with tablet
of quartered oak, maple, or
birch, and metal in either gold
or silver finish, 50 cts. apiece ; 6
for $2.75 ; 12 for Is ; by mail, 4
cts. apiece extra. Cosmos Score
Cards, 25 cts. per package of 50 ;

12 packages for ^2.50 ; by mail
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amusing incidents. Many of the most celebrated mines or

ledges have been found by accident. Some of these accidental dis-

coveries are laughable in the extreme. One of them occurred in

connection with the discovery of one of the richest mines in the

Coeur d'Alene country in Idaho, hi this case a common donkey, or

jackass, or "burro," as one chooses to term it, was credited with the

finding of the mine.

The Northern Pacific Railway's finely illustrated tourist book,

Wonderland '97, has a chapter on mining in the West, in which the

incident alluded to is given. It shows how, from slight or trivial

things, great results may flow. There are also articles on Yellowstone

Park, Alaska, Cattle Raising, etc. By sending Six Cents in postage

stamps to Chas. S. Fee, Gen. Pass. Agent, St. Paul, Minn., any one

can obtain a copy of this book. It is full of historical fact and descrip-

tive narrative, and valuable as a school text-book.
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PATAGONIA

By J. B. Hatcher,

0/ Princeton Uturersitu

Patagonia (from the Spanish patagon, a hirge or chnnsy foot)

is the name commonly applied to that portion of South Amer-

ica lying hetween Ptio Negro on the north and the Strait of Ma-

gellan on the south, and emhraced hy the Atlantic and Pacific

oceans. It thus has an extent from north to south of ahout 1 ,(J00

miles and a maximum breadth of nearly 500 miles. Th.e name

dates from 1520, when Magellan, on his voyage around the world,

observing near his winter quarters at San Julian certain large

human footsteps (patagones) gave that name to the country.

Although Spanish settlements were founded at San Felipe and

at other ])laces in Patagonia as early as 1579, more than forty

years before the landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth Rock, yet

it is still a very sparsely settled and little known country, espe-

cially throughout the interior of the central region. With the

exception of the settlements along Rio Negro and the Welsh

colonies on the river Chubut, there are no important settlements

in the interior, and in the country lying to the south of the lat-

ter stream the entire settlements are confined to a few sheep

farms scattered along the eastern coast from Port Desire to Sandy

Point (Punta Arenas) in the Strait of Magellan. On the western

coast there are a few uniini)ortant settlements at Otway Station

and Skiring Water in the extreme south ;
while on the north

most of the settlements are confined to Chiloe and the other

larger islands. The western coast of the mainland and most of

the interior is inhabited only l)y roving bands of Indians, which

21
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in the former region include closely related tribes of Canoe or

Channel Indians who live almost entirely in small open boats of

native design, constructed Avith considerable skill from large

pieces of bark, either from the antarctic deciduous beech (Fagus

antarctica) or from the evergreen beech (F. betuloides), sewn to-

gether with sinew or flexible whalebone. The latter is thrown

up in considerable quantities along the shores of this coast. At

present the Indians are usually clothed with bits of cheap calico

fashioned into rude garments, that of the women resembling

loose skirts suspended from the shoulders and usuall}^ extending

somewhat below the knees. While for the most part the men and

women are at present clothed with some sort of cloth, usually

obtained by barter from the whites, yet examples are not entirely

wanting of individuals still clinging, through choice or necessity,

to that more primitive state in which a narrow girth about the

loins is deemed sufficient, with sometimes the addition of a piece

of seal skin held above by a single thong passing around the

neck and over the shoulders, and below by another about the

body, so that it may be readily shifted to any desired position

according to the direction of the wind. These Indians feed al-

most exclusively upon shell-fish which they are able to pick up
along the shore, while the remains of an occasional seal or sea-

otter cast up by the waves, or the same animals taken alive with

their spears, serve to vary their diet. Perhaps in no other peo-

ple in the world are the actual necessities of life reduced to so

few as among the Channel Indians of this region. With no

constant habitation, they move about from one sheltered cove

to another, so that their occupation of any particular place is

entirely dependent upon, first, the abundance of the mollusks

upon which they live, and, second (when these are well-nigh ex-

hausted), upon the condition of the weather. On a few earthen

sods in the bottom of their canoes they keep constantly burning

a small fire, which always seems just on the point of going out;

and over this they all bend when not engaged in collecting the

animals for food, which they usually eat uncooked and without

other preliminary preparation. For their shelter on land, not-

withstanding the inclement weather that prevails almost continu-

ously, they erect exceedingly inefficient and primitive structures

consisting of only a few branches of trees, the lower ends of which

are stuck in the ground in an almost complete circle, while the

upper ends are carelessly thatched together, thus forming a sort

of low, conical " wickiup " with an. opening on one side. These,
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together with their canoes, two small jiaddles with which the
latter are propelled, one or two spears or harpoons made of hone
for the capture of seals, and one or more ratlier well formed ves-

sels made of rushes and usually of the capacity of ahout a gallon

(used in gathering shell-fish), fulfill all their domestic require-

ments. Notwithstanding the exceedingly primitive manner in

which they live, it is evident from the great accumulation of

shell heaps in many places periodically occupied hy them that

they have inhaV)ited this region for a consideral)le period, during

which little if any alteration has taken place in their hahits and
customs.

TEHUELCHE BOY OF l6 YEARS

From a Photograph by J. B. Hatcher

The Indian tribes east of the Cordilleras are of Tehuelche or

Araucanian stock, and in general appearance, hahits, and cus-

toms they are quite different from and far superior to those of

the western coast. Perhaps as a race no people in the world are

better developed physically than are the Tehuelches of southern

and eastern Patagonia. While their size has been consideraldy

exaggerated by many of the earlier travelers, yet the fact remains

that they are a large and physically well-developed race. 'J'he

men have an average height of about five feet ten inches and the

women of about five feet six inches. In Ijoth sexes the l)ody is
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well formed, and while the features are without doubt far less

striking than are those of certain of our tribes of Indians, .yet

their countenances are usually such as to inspire confidence in

their peaceful intentions and to allay feelings of uneasiness in

the mind of the traveler who may be unwillingly thrown among
them. In the construction of their " toldos " or tents they have

advanced one step at least over that shown by many nomadic

tribes living in North America or elsewhere, in that while having

no permanent residences, they are nevertheless not entirel}^ de-

pendent upon the resources of the immediate vicinity in which

they happen to locate for materials with which to construct their

shelters, for they always carry with them a covering usuall}^ made
of sMns stitched firmly together in such a manner as to fit more

or less precisely a framework of poles also carried for the pur-

pose. With some tribes of North American Indians these easily

transportable habitations are known as " tipis," the frame of

which consists of a series of long poles arranged in a large circle

at the base and meeting above, where they interlock in such

manner as to afford mutual support, and on the outside of which

the covering, formerly made of skins but now usually made of

canvas, is stretched, thus forming a perfect cone when closed.

In all such habitations among our North American Indians, so

far as I am aware, this entire inclosure is unobstructed by par-

titions, and no attempt is made to divide the interior into separate

compartments so as to afford a certain degree of privacy to indi-

vidual members of the family.

The toldos or tents of the Tehuelches are each usually com-

posed of the skills of about fifty adult guanacos sewed together

in sections, which, when fitted together, are so designed as to

form the top, one side, and both ends of a huge box, one side of

which is much higher than the other and is left open. The
framework of this box consists of three parallel rows of poles,

forked above, planted in the ground at a distance of about four

feet from each other in the direction of the length of the box and

six feet in the opposite direction. The poles forming the first

row or that on the open side of the toldo are usually about seven

feet in height, in the next row, running through the middle of

the interior, they are about five feet high, while three feet suffices

for the series at the rear. In the forks of these uprights poles

are laid, and over the whole the skin covering is stretched. These

toldos are usually about twenty feet long b}^ twelve feet in width.

That portion of the interior between the two higher series of up-
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riglits 111:13- ^>e considered as the living room, while in the rear

small partitions extend from each of the posts in the third row
to the opposite one in the middle row, thus divi«ling this space
into a series of sleeping compartments from four to six feet in

width, and sufficient to accommodate one or two persons. I

think this condition of affairs should he regarded as a decided

advance over that found in other trihos with transportahlc hah-

itations, and that it has had a decidedly hencficial influen(;o upon
the social relations of the Tehuelches I do not douht. That we
have here represented three stages in that development which has

TEHUELCHE FAMILY AND lOLUU

Frotn a Photograph by J. li. HaUhfi

led up to the nineteenth century dwelling with all moilern con-

veniences can hardly he douhted. Most primitive of the three is

that of the Channel Indian,who once in each week or two through-

out his entire life spends perhaps half an hour in gathering the

hranches to construct the rude " wickiup " which forms his ideal

of a domestic habitation.

The Tehuelches of southern Patagonia are almost entirely un-

acquainted with the use of firearms, hut they have an abundance

of horses and dogs, by the aid of which, together with their boUe-
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doros (bolas) they are able to capture guanacos and ostriches

more than sufficient to supply them witli food. From the skins

of these, togetlier with those of other animals, they construct the

coverings for their toldos, make their clothing and bedding, and

have sufficient left with which to manufacture the beautiful fur

''capos" or mantles so highly prized by the Europeans. For

the latter they consequently find a ready sale, fi'om the proceeds

of which they derive a revenue ample for the purchase of con-

siderable quantities of " wachaki," which those better qualified

than myself to judge consider as very bad Avhisky. Perhaps to

some there will be a satisfaction in the reflection that " bad

whisky, sooner or later, makes good Indians."

The surface of Patagonia is naturally divided by physiographic

features into two regions—an eastern comparatively level plains

region and an extremely mountainous western region. The

latter extends in a narrow strip throughout the entire length of

Patagonia and exhibits everywhere intensely rugged mountains,

clad at their bases with luxuriant forests, while their summits

are forever covered with great fields of snow and ice, which form

glaciers often descending far below timber-line and constituting

the sources of many of the numerous mountain torrents empty-

ing into the Pacific, as well as most of the larger rivers of the

eastern region, which after emerging from the mountains follow

deeply eroded valleys in the plains and discharge their waters

into the Atlantic.

Politically Patagonia is divided into essentially the same dis-

tricts as physiographically. The western or mountainous region

belongs to Chile and is mostly included in the territory of Ma-

gellan, with the seat of government at Punta Arenas. The east-

ern or plains region belongs to Argentina and consists of the terri-

tories of Santa Cruz, Chubut, Rio Negro, and a part of Neuquen.

To the absence of exact knowledge regarding the real physical

features of this region is due the vexatious boundary dispute at

present existing between Argentina and Chile. Formerly the

loftier ranges of the Cordilleras were supposed to form the nat-

ural watershed of this entire region, and in the earlier boundary

treaties negotiated between the two countries it Avas stated that

a line connecting the highest peaks which divide the waters of

the Pacific from those of the Atlantic should constitute the na-

tional boundary line. It has since been ascertained that in

many instances, at least, streams flowing into the Pacific cut en-

tirely through the Cordilleras, and in some cases have their
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sources well out on the plains ; so that, were former boundary-

treaties interpreted literally, much territory supposed to be of

considerable value mineralogically and extensive tracts of rich

grazing lands, all now held by Argentina, would revert to Chile.

Not only has there never been any attempt at a topographic

surve}^ of the country, but throughout vast areas over the plains

region of central Patagonia the watercourses as located on all

the government and current charts are merely conjectural, while

in the region between Lake San Martin and the territory of

Neuquen no authentic map showing tbe locations of the princi-

pal streams flowing toward either the Atlantic or the Pacific has

ever been attempted.

That part of this region which was visited and traversed by

the writer and his assistant, Mr 0. A. Peterson, during recent

explorations in behalf of Princeton University and the Bureau

of American Ethnology, and especially noticed in this paper, lies

between the headwaters of Rio Chico and Rio Santa Cruz and

the Strait of Magellan. The principal overland route Avill be

found located on the map. From different points along this

route shorter excursions were made in all directions.

The plains region of Patagonia may be considered as consist-

ing of a series of benches or steps which appear as successive

elevations on the surface as one proceeds from the Atlantic coast

overland toward the Cordilleras. The precipitous bluffs of the

coast, rising in places to a height of nearly five hundred feet,

form the first step in the series, and from this the succeeding

benches gradually increase in elevation until along the base of

the mountains an altitude, according to Darwin, of 3,000 feet is

attained. The escarpments constituting the limits of each of

these succeeding benches form irregular but somewhat parallel

lines, which conform not only to the general direction of the

present coast-line, but also to the courses of the great transverse

valleys at the bottom of which flow the larger rivers of eastern

Patagonia. This series of benches or steps may be seen not only

as one proceeds from the coast toward the interior of Patagonia?

but also on either the one or the other side, sometimes on both,

of all the greater watercourses of this region distant from the

coast and near the mountains. They doubtless represent suc-

ceeding bluffs formed along the coast, and mark successive stages

in the final elevation of this region which took place toward the

close of the Pliocene period. The occurrence of this series of

benches along the sides of the river valleys of this region is
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additional evidence in favor of m}^ view * tliat the crreut trans-

verse valleys of Patagonia were in existence prior to the last

submergence of this region in the Pliocene, and during which
submergence the marine Cape Fairweather beds were deposited.
During the elevation that caused the close of this submergence
there Avas distril)uted over this region the great Howlder or
Shingle formation (Tebuelche formation of An)eghino) of Pata-
gonia. These benches along the watercourses are not merely
river terraces formed of alluvial materials, but are composed of

the original strata constituting the Santa Cruz, Supra-Patagonian.
and Patagonian beds, as shown in numerous exposures. They
are often many miles in width, and 1 think show conclusively

that throughout certain periods during the elevation of this re-

gion these valleys formed deep embayments into which extended
the waters of the Atlantic. Some of the more imjjortant of these

valleys may even have formed straits connecting the Pacific and
Atlantic oceans, as has been claimed by Darwin.

Another prominent feature over the Patagonian plains is the

occurrence of numerous volcanic cones, ai)pearing usually in

groups and at places remote from the Cordilleras. These craters,

although now extinct, have been active during comparatively re-

cent times, as is evidenced by the numerous small lava streams

to be found in many places, and which are seen to have tlowed

directly from some one of these craters down over the sides and

into the valleys of the present smaller watercourses, where they

have adapted themselves to the curves of the valleys and the

inequalities in the surface of the bottoms of the latter, and do

not extend into strata forming the sides of the valle3'S. Such

lava streams of comparatively recent origin always present an

irregular, hummocky surface, with numerous caverns, and are

composed almost always of very vesicular material. A splendid

example of such a lava stream may be seen in a small canon on

the southern side of the Rio Chico of the Gallegos river al)out

two miles below Palli Aike, near the point where the present na-

tional boundary line crosses the Chico. Probably these small

volcanoes were active throughout a considerable period in Ter-

tiary times, and largely furnished the materials of the Santa Cruz

beds. That they were active during the depositions of the Santa

Cruz beds is evidenced by the occurrence of lavas included be-

tween successive strata of those beds, which, owing to the ab-

sence of disturl)ance in the latter, can hardly be considered as

intrusive.

See "On tlie (ieology of Southern rntiigoniii," Am. .lour. Soi., Nov., 18'.t7, pp. .T.'T-3.M.
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These extinct volcanoes are scattered over the plains in a not

entirely irregular manner. As before stated, they occur in groups,

there being iisuall}^ from three or four to as man}^ as a dozen in

each group within a radius of perhaps five miles. These crater

areas occur at irregular intervals on the plains of Patagonia from

near Cape Virgin at the eastern entrance to the Strait of Magellan

to as far north as the country visited by us, at least, and most
likel}^ for a considerably greater distance. For the most part,

they are found over an area extending parallel with the Cordil-

leras and distant from eighty to one hundred and twenty miles

from them. In places they rise but a few feet above the surface

of the surrounding country, and some of these may not be craters?

but simply elevations in the surface of the lava due to a heaping

up of the materials resulting from the intersection of two or more
streams while flowing. In many cases they I'ise several hundred
feet above the surrounding country, have immense craters or

bowls on their summits, and present unmistakable evidences of

having been active volcanoes within comparatively recent times.

Whether these craters should be considered as lateral cones

dependent upon the greater volcanoes of the Cordilleras and as

having derived their molten materials from the same reservoir,

or as an independent s^^stem the materials of which were derived

from a distinct reservoir, it is difficult to say. From the sim-

ilarity of the basalts known to occur in the two regions, however,

I should be inclined to the former view. Between this series- of,

volcanoes and the Cordilleras, especially in the region lying south

of Santa Cruz river, there are wide, open plains, entirely unob-

structed by either extinct volcanoes or lava fields.

Another interesting feature prominent in the topography of

Patagonia, especially in that part of the countr}^ b^ing east of the

crater region, is the occurrence of numerous shallow salt lagoons

at the bottoms of great depressions, or rather excavations, from

100 to 300 feet or more in depth, scattered over the surface of the

plains. I have described these lakes and discussed their origin

in a jn-evious paper already cited on the geology of the region.

At a distance of ten or twenty miles from the Cordilleras the

shingle or bowlder formation increases greatly in thickness and
is composed of much coarser materials. Near the base of the

mountains the materials constituting this formation are not dis-

tributed in a uniform manner over the surface, so that the latter

loses its level, plain-like appearance, and presents numerous
small, rounded hillocks composed of heterogeneous masses of
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angular stones, rounded bowlders, and finer elays and sands.

These materials were evidently deposited as terminal moraines
in late Pliocene or early Quaternary times. 8uch dcpowits are

especially noticeable in all the larger valleys near the Cordilleras,

where they are frequently of great thickness, and, left as harriers

by the receding glaciers, they now aid in confining consideralde

hodies of fresh water, which as lakes extend in a more or less

continuous chain all along the base of the mountains. Among
the more imi)ortaiit of these are lakes Argentina, N'iedma, San
Martin, and Jkienos Aires. All these lakes extend far back into

MOUNT leviathan: SOU I'H COAST OF TIKKRA DKI- FU EGO

Ftom a Photograph byJ. li. Hatcher

the otherwise almost inaccessible recesses of tlie Cordilleras,

where they are fed by numerous glaciers. Xoue of the lakes

have been thoroughly ex{)lored and mapped, and their exact size

and sha])e are ns yet undetermined.

There are no more rugged mountains anywhere in the \vt)rld

than are the Cordilleras ()f Patagonia. They rise directly from

the plains on the east and the sea on the west to a heiglit in

some places of more than 10,0()0 feet, and present myriaiis of in-

accessiljle peaks witliout so much as a single practicable pass, so
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far as has yet been discovered, for more than a thousand miles.

On the west the}^ are invaded by a labja'inth of ba3's, channels,

sounds, and inland watercourses which for beauty and intricacy

are unsurpassed and probably unequaled on any other coast.

The intensely rugged nature of these mountains and of the

Pacific coast is doubtless largely due to the comparative!3' recent

age of the former, for from the highly inclined position of the

Miocene strata (Supra-Patagonian beds) all along the eastern base

of the mountains it is evident that while the actual birth of the

latter may have taken place during Mesozoic times, yet their

greatest development was not accomplished until the Miocene,

and hence they now present numerous sharp peaks, bold lines,

and rigid angles, which the eroding elements in nature have not

yet had sufficient time to soften
;
yet it cannot be said that they

do not harmonize Avell with their surroundings, for only that

which is rugged in the extreme could comport with the perpetual

storms which forever rage about the summits and the terrific

onslaughts of waves that constantly attack the bases. Nature

alwa3''s produces most perfect harm on}'' ; and as these lofty peaks

are lowered and their sharp angles rounded by erosion, just so

will the causes of the truly terrible storms that now prevail here

be removed and equally harmonious conditions preserved, per-

haps even more pleasing, if not so startling, increasing in beauty,

like the splendid canvas or mural painting, as the brighter and
more vivid colors are gradually softened with age.

According to its flora, Patagonia may be divided into three

regions, characterized not so much by differences in species rep-

resented (for one of these regions may be fairly considered as

furnishing all the species of plants found in the other two) as by
the quantity and quality of the vegetation. The first of these

may be designated as the eastern coast region, and consists of a

narrow belt of fairly good grazing lands, extending along the

coast from the Strait of Magellan to Port Desire. All the avail-

able land is here taken up by sheep farmers, mostly from the

Falkland islands and Scotland, with a few English, Germans,

French, Spaniards, and native Argentinians and Chilinos. The
second region consists of almost barren high pampas and usually

equally barren river valleys. It extends from the western border

of the first region to the base of the Cordilleras, and is entirely

uninhabited, so that while the vegetation is indeed exceedingly

scanty it nevertheless suffices for the support of considerable

bands of the guanaco and the rhea, the so-called ostrich of South
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America. The third region is that of the Cordilleras, and is far

richer than the other two, both as to species and in the total

amount of vegetation.

Throughout the first two regions trees are unknown, the vegeta-

tion consisting entirely of grasses, herbs, and a few small shrubs,

never attaining a height of more than a few feet. Among the

more common of these shrubs are two small resinous evergreens

with a decided odor of pitch. They belong to different families,

and are distinguished by the inhabitants according to the color

of the foliage as " mate verde " and " mate negra ;
" the}^ form

the " South American tea," which is largel}^ used in Patagonia

and elsewhere. A species of Berheris (" Calafate ") with bright

yellow flowers and dark-purple, rather tart, edible fruit is com-
mon everywhere, while along the watercourses far in the interior

the incense bush and a species of leguminous shrub, often attain-

ing a height of five or six feet, are not uncommon. The dead

trunks and branches of these shrul)s provide sufficient fuel for

the traveler in Patagonia.

In the Cordilleras forests abound, consisting for the most part

of two species of beech (Fagus antarctica and F. beiuloides), the

winter's bai*k (Drhnysvnnteri), and toward the north a few species

of conifers. On the eastern slopes of the mountains the vegeta-

tion is not nearly so varied as- on the western, and in man}' places

over vast areas only one species of tree is to be found, viz., Fagus

antarctica, the deciduous beech. This condition prevails espe-

cially aljout the headwaters of Rio Chico and Rio Santa Cruz,

and on all the upper tributaries of Mayer river, a stream of no

mean size which we discovered in this region flowing to the Pa-

cific, and named in honor of General Edelmiro Mayer, the late

governor of the territory of Santa Cruz.

Throughout all the forests of the Cordilleras mosses, hepaticas,

ferns, and lichens occur in the greatest profusion. The stones,

trunks of fallen trees, the bases of those still standing, and even

the ground itself, are often covered to a depth of several inches

with these plants, forming a soft carpet of rich colors exceedingly

pleasing to the eye, and surpassing in beauty any exhibition of

foliage plants, if I may so call them, that I have ever seen.

The faunas of the plains and mountain regions differ more

widely than do the floras, for in each are found species wanting

in the other. The most striking and most abundant mammals
met with over the plains are the guanaco (Auchenia huanacus)

and two species of dogs, sometimes erroneously called foxes
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(Canis azarse and C. magellanicus). The former species is much

the smaller, is of a light gra}'^ color witli a black spot at the base

of the tail, and is quite tame and exceedingly common every-

where on the plains. The second and much larger si)ecies is

rather shy, and is found onl}'' in the mountains. The puma or

mountain lion (Felis concolor) is al)undant, while a smaller cat,

perhaps some species of lynx, is not uncommon. A small skunk

(^Mephitis 'patagonica) was formerly abundant, but a few years

since they were almost exterminated in one winter over a large

area along the southern coast by some disease, apparently con-

tagious, among them. Their skulls and skeletons are now to be

picked up in great numbers, and occasionall}' a live specimen is

still met with. Only one species of armadillo is at all common
in the region visited by us, and it does not extend south of Santa

Cruz river. Deer are absent on the plains, but one species is fairly

abundant in the mountains. It is about the size of our Virginia

deer, of a rich dark-gold color, the males armed with a pair of

two-pronged horns. I killed about fifteen of these animals and

saw several others, but never observed one with more than two

points on each horn. We nowhere observed the larger species

of deer said to be abundant in the Cordilleras farther northward.

Rodents are extremely abundant, especially in the valle3's and

along the bluffs of the rivers and smaller streams in the vicinity

of the mountains, where the entire earth for a depth of nearly

two feet is literally undermined over areas of man}^ square miles

in extent, with subterranean passages which greatl}^ impede the

traveler, whose horse drops in at every step half-way to the knee.

In some regions so abundant are these burrowing rodents, espe-

ciall}'' in the sides of the bluffs, that they become real and not

inconsiderable agents of erosion. That they have aided consid-

erably in producing many of the present topographic features I

do not in the least doubt, not so much by the actual removal of

material as by the production of a condition throughout the sur^

face of the soil and rock such as to render it more easy of being

removed by recurring rains. Among those rodents contributing

most to the facility with which the bluffs are here being eroded

are various species of mice, and especially two species of Ctenomys,

whose ability and propensity for burrowing can scarcel}' be over-

estimated. Formerl}'- rodents were very abundant all along the

coast, but since the introduction of sheep some ten years ago they

have disappeared almost entirely from the coast region, and the

larger species are now rarely seen there.
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There is a considerable variety of birds in Patagonia. Water-

fowl are especially abundant, as are also birds of prey. I pre-

sume that the number of hawks and vultures is scarcely exceeded

in any district of equal area elsewhere in the world. Several

species of plover, grouse, and snipe are to be found on the pam-
pas, while thrushes, wrens, and sparrows are well represented.

Condors are plentiful, not only in the Cordilleras, but also along

the more precipitous river bluffs and in the lofty " barrancas " of

the coast of the Atlantic as far northward as Port Desire. The
rhea, or so-called ostrich, is abundant on the plains, and is oc-

casionally met with in the mountains. Beautifully colored red

and black flamingoes and swans are among the more striking

inland wading and swimming birds. In the Cordilleras a small

green paroquet is very abundant. Several species of fly-catchers

are plentiful, while two woodpeckers and two or three thrushes

are common. A jacksnipe occurs about the open streams and
parks, and five species of owl were taken.

Of fresh-water fishes there does not appear to be a great variety,

but we succeeded in finding some ofthe streams fairly well stocked

with two or three species of splendid edible varieties. Sand liz-

ards are seen in great numbers, and present many different colors

and vary considerably in shape, especially in the length of the

tail. Frogs are present, though rare, but w-e never saw^ a snake

of any description. Of insects, the Coleoptera seemed best repre-

sented. Butterflies were represented by but few species, those

usually of the less conspicuous varieties. Dragon-flies are rare.

There are considerable varieties of ants, but bees, w\asps, and
other Hymenoptera are not abundant.

HATCHER'S WORK IN PATAGONIA

On February 29, 1896, Mr J. B. Hatcher, of Princeton, em-

barked for Buenos Aires, primarily to collect vertebrate fossils

iind recent organisms in Patagonia for Princeton University, in-

cidentally to obtain photographs and other data pertaining to

the aborigines for the Bureau of American Ethnology. He bore

letters from both institutions, those from the latter securing him
official recognition in Argentina ; and during his stay he received

every courtesy, as well as most material assistance, from the gov-

ernment of this rapidly growing republic. The success of his

work was largely due to these official facilities and to the good
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offices of ex-Minister Estanislao Zeballos, one of the few hon-

orary members of the National Geographic Society.

From Buenos Aires Mr Hatcher proceeded to Gallegos, the seat

of government of the province of Santa Cruz, a future empire of

half the area of all German}^ with a population of only about

1,600, including 300 Indians. Outfitting here with a light tent,

five horses, and a small cart, Mr Hatcher, accompanied b}'' a sin-

gle assistant (Mr 0. A. Peterson, of Princeton), traversed the coast

to Panta Arenas, making extensive collections in paleontclog}''

and natural history. Punta Arenas, long an unimportant sta-

tion, became the center of immigration a few 5^ears ago in conse-

quence of discoveries of gold ; it is now the capital of the Chilean

territory of Magellan, with a population of about 3,400 ; the entire

territory supports a population of some 6,000, including about

800 Indians. Returning to Gallegos, Mr Hatcher and his com-

panion set out toward the Cordillera (or southern Andes) on De-

cember 1, 1896, and from that date until April 6, 1897, they saw

no human beings save themselves. They journeyed first west-

ward and then northwestward to Rio Santa Cruz, one of the prin-

cipal rivers of Patagonia. Finding this too large for fording, they

followed its banks to the great body of fresh water (Lake Argen-

tina) in which it heads ; there they were so fortunate as to find a

boat, abandoned by English explorers several years before, which

they appropriated and repaired, and in which they ferried their

cart and baggage over the stream, swimming their horses behind.

Journeying northward near the base of the Cordillera, they dis-

covered, among other new geographic features, a river full}^ equal

to the Santa Cruz in volume, occupying a most unexpected posi-

tion. It heads in the pampas east of the Cordillera, but flows

westward through a profound gorge and undoubtedly falls into

the Pacific at some undetermined portion of the rugged Chilean

coast. It is fed by glaciers, often of noble magnitude ; it is swift

and tumultuous, so that it was found impracticable to cross it,

or indeed to trace its course, with the facilities at command, more
than a part of the way through the canon in which it traverses

the Cordillera. Several weeks were spent in work about this por-

tion of the Cordilleran front. They were not without the inci-

dents common to exploration of uninhabited countries. Some-

times these were of serious character. In one case Mr Hatcher,

while separated from his copipanion, was accidentally struck on
the head by the metallic bit of his horse's bridle and so seriously

wounded that the horse escaped, leaving him alone and helpless
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on the paini)as for two days and two iiiirhts. Ife recovered suf-

ficiently to rejoin his companion, but the wound and exposure
produced erysipehis, by whicli lie was incai)acitate(l for weeks.
The difficulty of travel was greatly enhanced l>y the nearly uni-
form foulness of the weather ; cold. drizzlin<r rains and dense fogs

are characteristic of Patagonia, with temperature but little al)ove

the freezing point for months at a time. Fortunately game was
easily taken, and supplied the chief part of the camp fare.

Returning from the trip into the interior, Mr llatcher, with
his companion, made a voyage through the Strait of Magellan
and about Tierra del Fuego, in the course of which many m-w
observations were made on the natural history, geology, paleon-

tology, and ethnology of the region. The various routes traversed

are indicated on Mr Hatcher's map, through which an idea of the

extent of the journeys may be gained. He returned to Princeton

in July, 1897.

As indicated by his article, Mr Hatcher's energies were l)y no
means limited to the collection of specimens ; indeed, he utilized

his opportunities for geographic, geologic, and ethnologic study

in a notal)ly successful manner. The geographic results are

stated summarily, though with excess of modesty, in tiie para-

graphs prepared for this magazine, while the preliminary results

of the geologic and paleontologic researches ap[)ear in several

articles in the American Journal of Science and the American

Geologist.

Certain features ofsouthern .South America l)rouglit out through

Mr Hatcher's observations are especially significant to students

of geographic development. One of the characteristics of the

region is the dearth of soil ; another is the paucity of the flora,

both in individuals and species, and the fact that the flt)ra of the

pampas is evidently derived from that of the Cordillera ; still an-

other is the presence of saline lakes, of residuary character, scat-

tered over the pampas. These features indicate conclusively

that the Patagonian [)ampas have l)ut recently been raised from

ocean bottom to form dry land. Certain other features give

hardly less decisive indication of the manner of lifting. The

Pacific coast passes from a lofty archii)elago into a liord-marked

sierra, the configuration, on the whole, suggesting recent subsi-

dence ;
the great Cordillera is trenched by the gorges of rivers

(notably the newly discovered Rio Mayer), which have evidently

retrogressed through the range so completely that water-parting

and mountain-crest no longer coincide; while there is a line of
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fresh-water lakes skirting the eastern mountain front, which,

albeit perhaps partly held in place by morainic dams, undoubt-

edly owe their preservation to the sluggishness of the rivers flow-

ing toward the Atlantic—and all these features, as well as some

others, indicate that the lifting was greater along the eastern

margin of the continent, so as to produce a general warping or

westward tilting. The histor}^ of the evolution of this conti-

nental terminus has been complex, as shown by the geologic suc-

cession brought out through Mr Hatcher's observations ; there

have been several oscillations of greater or less extent ; doubt-

less at times the Patagonian Cordillera formed a great archipelago

like the present Tierra del Fuego, and the course of Mayer river

may have been a strait like the present Magellan
;

yet the

minor episodes but combined to make up the general history of

uplifting and westward tilting.

Mr Hatcher has just sailed for Punta Arenas to continue his

explorations and surveys. W J M.

THE SUSHITNA RIVER, ALASKA

By W. A. Dickey

The Sushitna,* though an almost unknown river, is one of the

largest in Alaska, carrying more water than Copper river, though

the latter is somewhat longer. It has a delta at its mouth, be-

yond which extensive mud flats reach far out into Cook inlet.

The river is divided into many channels and spread out over the

mud flats, rendering steamboat navigation difficult. The tides

at this point in Cook inlet rise over 30 feet, yet, notwithstanding

this great rise, they have but little effect in checking the swift

current of the river, so little as to be unnoticeable a few miles up

the stream. The tide flats surrounding the mouth are bare at

low water for a distance of nearly ten miles, and are very dan-

gerous to pass. In the treacherous glacial mud a rowboat is

liable to sink, and to be held so firmly that the incoming tide,

which rises with incredible rapidity, will fail to float it.

The mouth of the river is nearly opposite Turnagain arm, a

branch of Cook inlet, which is a great breeder of storms. It is

therefore exposed to sudden squalls, which may catch the unfor-

tunate boatman where there is neither landing place nor shelter.

* Sushitna means tlie great muddy river, and is descriptive.

*
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We had an especially unpleasant experience this spring, spending

a cold night in April on those flats, unahle to enter the river or

to approacli near tQ tlie mouth, l)ein,u; prevented hy great fields

of anchor ice, which extended more than a mile from any camp-

ing ])lace on shore. Ahout 15 miles up the river the first land

ahove overflow is reached, a tangle of willows and cottonwood

giving place to the customary upland growth of the country,

which consists of scattered groves of spruce and birch.

MAP OF THK SfSHITNA KIVKR, ALASKA

An idea of the volume of water the river carries can be had

from its size near the trading station, which is some miles above

the influence of tide. Just above the station the river, for the

first time hemmed into a single channel, cuts through a rock

dyke which crosses its valley diagonally. Here the stream is

1,200 yards in width and is very deep and swift, soundings in-

dicating a depth of over 100 feet. Immediately above this rock

dyke the river forks, and it is impossible to tell from the appear-

ance of the two streams which carries the more water, although
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the northern branch is generally called the main river, and is

the one which we ascended.

The Kuskokwini Indians come down the western branch to

trade. They sa}'- there is an easy passage from the Kuskokwim

into this branch of the Sushitna, which would indicate a low

range of mountains as forming the watershed between these two'

valleys, instead of the high, unbroken range indicated on the

government charts of previous years.

If this so-called Alaskan range exists, it must be much farther

west than is indicated on the charts, for I have been where I

could see at least 100 miles west of Sushitna river, and could see

no indications of such a range in that direction. A vast, almost

level country, covered with forests of spruce and birch, with here

and there great swamps, extended to the west as far as I could

see with a rather poor pair of field-glasses. It is true that early

in June (1897) I could see patches of snow to the west, which

would indicate the presence of mountains, but they are not at

all high, as in the previous year the snow was all gone in iwly.

The Indians report a large lake on this western branch, and say

that the stream forks six days' journey from its mouth.

The other branch has a generally northern direction, though

very crooked. Only once in 100 miles above the junction is the

river confined to a single channel, and there only where hemmed
in by high bluffs on both sides. Many islands and channels,

great masses of driftwood, and countless snags characterize this

portion of the river, while caving banks, falling trees, and the

swift current make the journey both difficult and dangerous.

Nowhere could we make any headway except by poling or tow-

ing, crossing and recrossing the labyrinth of channels to escape

dangerous places. One-third of the boats that have ascended

the Sushitna any distance have been lost, either by being swept

under the drift and sunk or smashed by caving banks or falling

trees. Tmckily, however, only one life was lost during the last

season, that of a Mr Parsons, of Seattle.

The low mountains that lie between the Midnooskie (Knik)

and the Sushitna rivers were apparently about 12 to 20 miles

back from the river, and three small branches enter the Sushitna

from that side.

While ascending this portion of the river we had many glori-

ous views of Mt McKinley and an unnamed companion south-

west of the higher peak. Mt McKinley is in this valley as

ubiquitous as the Washington monument in the city of Wash-
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ington. Everywliere you go in clear woatlier you can see its

glorious summit dominating the nortlicrn lan(lsoai)e. There is

no question in my mind that it is a very liigh jieak, as we could

see three distinct ranges of mountains between our j)oint of ob-

servation and its cam(d-hump summit, which towered thousands

effect above all the other mountains. Two of tiie three ranges

are covered with eternal snow and must be of considerable alti-

tude, though appearing low in comparison with lofty McKinley.

The last range in front of this great i)eak is very broken and

irregular. We could see cliffs that showed fronts of several

thousand feet of perpendicular walls, and on all sides were gla-

ciers and snowfields. I have talked with about thirty persons

who have seen this great peak from the Sushitna valley in the

past two seasons, and they all agree that it is the highest moun-
tain they have ever seen. One party, who had been in the

vicinity of the St Elias range, thought it looked higher than any

of the mountains of that group.

The Indians of Cook inlet have always called this the Bulshaia

(great) mountain, it so manifestly dominates all the other moun-

tains in that portion of Alaska. It appears to me higher than

any of the peaks of the Fairweather group, near which we were

becalmed on a clear day on our return voyage.

I had also a chance to compare its height and distance with

that of Mt Iliamna one clear day when we were camped on an

island at the mouth of the river. Field-glasses brought out the

detail on Mt Iliamna, but made no change in the cloud-like ap-

pearance of Mt McKinley. Iliamna is 12,096 feet high, and was,

according to the government chart, 100 miles distant from our

point of observation. Notwithstanding its greater distance. Mt

McKinley show'ed a greater angle of elevation above the horizon,

and is certainly a much higher mountain. There are four high

peaks in the cluster about Mt McKinley. all unnamed at present.

About 90 miles above the lower forks the river again branches

into three large streams. The western fork seems to occujiy the

main valley, though I am of the opinion that the middle fork is

the longer and at certain seasons of the year carries the most

water. In the hot days of June, July, and August the western

branch, fed by the great snowfields and glaciers of the ranges

about Mt McKinley, is a roaring torrent, a flowing sea of mud,

so much earthy matter does it carry in solution. Parties win)

have ascended this branch say that about 60 miles up it forks

into two nearly equal streams. The southwestern branch they
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followed a long distance, and found it ran all the way in the low,

fiat country skirting the foothills of the great range. They as-

cended a hill, and far to the west could see what they took to be

the headwaters of the Kuskokwim, or some other stream, tiowing

in the opposite direction, with no marked divide between the

two rivers.

The branch we followed was the middle fork, which soon en-

tered a narrow valley between low hills, which gradually became

higher and higher until we came to a canon about 60 miles above

the forks, through which it was impossible to take our boats. We
had supposed from what we could gather from the Indians that

there was a waterfall in the canon, but such does not seem to be

the case,though for a distance ofabout a mile there are very rough

rapids in which no boat could live. The walls of the caiion are

nearly 1,000 feet high, and in some places are perpendicular. The

water, confined in a very narrow channel, looks like a white rib-

bon at the base of the great walls. We ascended the mountains

on both sides and obtained splendid views of the great cluster of

peaks about Mt McKinley, which bore a little north of west.

The Copper River, or Midnooskie, Indians, who inhabit the

upper waters of the river, all agree that the main source of Cop-

per river is near the headwaters of this branch of the Sushitna

and not far from the Tanana. As the government charts place

the main source of Copper river north of the Wrangel group of

mountains, I have carefully looked up Lieut. Allen's report, and

find that his narrative would agree with the statement of the In-

dians. When Lieut. Allen reached the mouth ofthe Chitsletchnia

river he was in doubt as to which was the main river, as the forks

were apparently nearly equal in size. He followed the branch

now known as the main river, not because it was the larger, but

because he was informed that nearby there were Indians living

on it from whom he could obtain food, of which his party were

in sore need. He goes on to say that the stream diminished in

size rapidly as he ascended it, and soon became less than 100

yards in width. The main source is, probably, as indicated by

the Indians, south of the Tanana and near the Sushitna. Lieut.

Allen, in his report, falls into the error of confusing the Sushitna

with the Midnooskie or Knik river, down which the Midnoo-

skie Indians from the Copper river come each year to trade at

the Knik station. They ascend the Tazlina branch of Copper

river, cross a low divide, and come down the Midnooskie instead

of the Sushitna, as Lieut. Allen erroneously conjectured. The
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Tanana Indians last winter came down the Sushitna to trade.

They are a very warlike tribe and are accused b}' the Midnooskies

of being cannibals.

The interior of the country has but little game. For many
days we saw not a living animal except l)irds, and but few fish,

though salmon run in August and candle-fish in June. We saw

more bear than any other large game, but did not kill any.

There are colors of fine gold everywhere, but we found no coarse

gold, and the signs of gold diminished upstream.

A WINTER WEATHER RECORD FROM THE KLONDIKE
REGION

By E. W. Nelson,

Biological Survey, U. S. Dfpartmcnl of Agrintlture

During the years 1880 and 1881 the Alaska Commercial Com-

pany had a fur-trading station on the upper Yukon, in British

territory, at no great distance below the mouth of the Klondike,

where Dawson City is now located. This station was called Fort

Reliance, and was in charge of Mr L. N. :McQuesten. It was

afterward abandoned and is now in ruins. Mr McQuesten was

one of the original prospectors in this region, and his discoveries

led to the founding of Circle City and indirectly to the marvelous

development tliat is now taking place in that region. When ISIr

McQuesten came to St Michael in the spring of ISSO with his

winter's gathering of furs I gave him a Signal Service standard

minimum thermometer, and he undertook to make a series of

daily observations for me at Fort Reliance during his stay there

in tiie fall and winter of 1880-'S1. When he returned to St

Michael in the spring of 1881 he brought me the subjoined

record. It covers the period from the early fall to the oi)ening

of navigation on the upper Yukon in spring, and is of peculiar

interest at present as showing some of the meteorologic condi-

tions in the area which is now attracting world-wide attention on

account of the uni)recedented richness of its recently discovered

placer mines. It is in this district that some thousands of men

are wintering with a reported scarcity of provisions that may

result in api)alling suttering before navigation opens in spring.

It will be noted in the record that the Yukon froze over during

the night of November 2. On the 14th of the following May tiie
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ice first started on the river and ran for an hour and then stopped.

From this it will be noted that the river was covered with a prac-

tically unbroken sheet of ice for a little over six months. On
May 17, at 4 a. m., the ice began running again, and was still

plentiful on the 19th, but was nearly gone on the 20th. The
final entry of this interesting record, made on May 23, is as fol-

lows :
" Start for St Michael tomorrow."

During my residence at St Michael, from June, 1877, to June,

1881, I learned from the Yukon traders that the ice breaks first

in the upper river, and the general breaking up proceeds thence

down to the delta, several days intervening between the opening

of navigation above and the clearing of the great river below.

The fur traders of the upper Yukon usually started as soon as

the river became pretty well freed from floating ice, and were

joined on their way by the traders stationed lower down. The
little flotilla of barges usually reached the river mouth at about

the same time. By this time the river delta would be free, and
if the sea ice had opened out from shore the boats would pro-

ceed northward along the coast to St Michael, 60 miles away.

The date for the ice to break away from the coast between the

Yukon mouth and St Michael varies greatly and may occur at

any time between May 31 and July 1. It usually takes place

before June 10. The river boats frequently arrived at St Michael

before it was possible for vessels to pass the barrier of pack-ice

offshore.

In Mr McQuesten's record the first wild geese were noted on

March 31. This is a month before the}'^ used to appear along

the coast and is a good indication of the more rapid advance of

spring on the upper river.

The following summar}^ of these observations brings out some
interesting points, but it is probably not ordinarily the case that

January should be warmer than either December or February,

as it was that season. Commencing with the long nights that

come on in October, the temperature sank steadily, and in De-

cember was noted the greatest cold of the winter (— 67° on the

20th). In January occurred a strange' and prolonged upward
oscillation of the temperature that probably does not generally

occur. Following this during February there was another period

of intense cold, which lasted until March 1. In this latter month
the effect of the returning sun became strikingly evident. The
widest range of temperature in any month (88°) was during

March. The thermometer used was a Fahrenheit.
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Monthly Summarn of Observations of Temperatare, Furt Rdiance, X. 11'. T., Winter of
1S80-'81

Alonth

1880.

September *
,

October
November
December

1881.

January
Febiuary
March .

".

April

Mayt

42
40
8

22
2

45
50
58

Mimtlilv iMcaii?'

20
— 10

f)7 —

— 41
— 58
— 43

8

10

34
10.5

4.9

34.6

9.1

37.8

5.5

24.9

32.5

46.7

25.3

12.2

29.3

22.2

12!3

42.2

45! 3

43.7

21

10
— 29.4

— 5.4
— 26.3

10

39.9

42.4

36.9

17.1

8.6

30.2

6.6

30.2
4.3

32.4

35.9

* Beginning September 4. f Emiine May 2:1.

RECORD OF DAILY OBSERVATIONS
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inhabitants per square mile; the Caucasus, 53.7, and European

Russia, 50.6. Siberia contains only one person to each square

mile, and the Steppes eight persons.

Mr John Karel, Consul-General of the United States at St Pe-

tersburg-, points out the peculiar distribution of the population

of European Russia. He says :

The distribution of the 94,000,000 inhabitants in European Russia de-

pends principally upon the natural and economic conditions of the plain

of liussia, which is cut diagonally from Podolia and Bessarabia to the

government of Viatka by the chernoziom (black earth) region. This

region comprises less than 658,740 square miles, but if the non-chernoziora

governments, in which is included the Moscow industrial district, be

added thereto, it contains moi'e than 746,572 square miles, i. e., two-fifths

of the whole plain of European Russia, which, according to the census,

is inhabited by 63,000,000 people, or by two-thirds of the whole popula-

tion of European Russia.

The most compact population is centered on the narrow strip formed

by the governments of Podolia, the chernoziom part of Volyn, the larger

part of Kiev and Poltava, the chernoziom part of Chernigov, the non-

steppe chernoziom parts of Kharkov and Voronezsh, and the chernoziom

parts of Orel, Tambov, Riazan, and Tula.

The present tendency of population to drift to the cities, less

marked in Russia than in Europe generally, is shown by the fact

that there are no fe^ver than 123 cities in which the population

exceeds 25,000. The 20 most populous cities are as follows : St

Petersburg, 1,267,023; Moscow, 988,610; Warsaw, 614,752; Odes-

sa, 404,651 ; Lodz, 314,780 ; Riga, 282,943 ; Kiev, 248,750; Khar-
kov, 170,682 ; Tiflis, 159,862 ; Vilna, 159,568 ; Tashkent, 156,506

;

Saratov, 133,116 ; Kazan, 131,508; Ekaterinoslav, 121,216; Ros-

toff-on-Don, 119,889; Astrakhan, 113,075 ; Baku, 112,253; Tula,

111,048 ;
Kishinev, 108,506 ; Nijni-Novgorod, 98,503.

A. W. G.

The surprisingly early availability of the Russian census returns is due
to the employment of the Hollerith tabulating machine, first used for

census purposes by the United States government in 1890.

Out of 2,403,750 Germans who left their native land between 1871 and
1896 about 96 per cent emigrated to the United States. Failing to divert

the tide of emigration toward the German colonies in Africa, the govern-

ment is now seeking to direct it toward certain parts of South America,
in preference to the United States, whei-e the peculiarities, language, and
customs of the Germans are lost by assimilation and emigrants become
competitors with the artisans and agriculturists of the mother country.
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"TpHE F. F. V. LIMITED is one of the finest trains hauled over any railway track in America. It runs

solid between Cincinnati and New York, the route from Washington being over the Pennsylvania
system. It has every modern convenience and appliance, and the dining-car .service has no superior if

it has an equal. The road-bed is literally hewed out of the eternal rocks; it is ballasted with stone

from one end to the other; the greater portion is laid with oue-hundred-pound steel rails, and although
curves are numerous in the mountain section, the ride is as smooth as over a Western prairie.

One of the most delightful rides in all the route is that through the New River valley. The
mountains are just low enough to be clad with verdure to the very top, and in the early spring every
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These facts should be borne in mind by the traveler between the East and the West.

H. W. FULLER, Genl. Pass. Agent. Washington. D. C.

CALIFORNIA..
C\^ course you expect to go there this winter. Let
^"^ me whisper something in your ear. Be sure that

the return portion of your ticket reads via the . . .

Northern Pacific-Shasta Route*

Then you will see the grandest mountain scenery in

the United States, including Ht. Hood and Ht. Rainier,

each more than 14,000 feet high, Ht. 5t. Helens,

fit. Adams, and others. You will also be privileged

to make side trips into the Kootenai Country, where

such wonderful new gold discoveries have been made,

and to Yellowstone Park, the wonderland not only of

the United vStates, but of the World. Park sea.son

begins June 1st each year. Close railroad connections

made in Union Station, Portland, for Puget Sound

cities and the east, via Northern Pacific.

CHAS. S. FEE,
General Passenger Agent. St. Paul. Minn.
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CALIFORNIA..
/^F course 3'ou expect to go there this winter. Let
^^^ me whisper something in your ear. Be sure that

the return portion of your ticket reads via the . . .

Northern Pacific-Shasta Route*

Then you will see the grandest mountain scenery in

the United States, including Ht. Hood and Ht. Rainier,

each more than 14,000 feet high, fit. St. Helens,

nt. Adams, and others. You will also be privileged

to make side trips into the Kootenai Country, where

such wonderful new gold discoveries have been made,

and to Yellowstone Park, the wonderland not only of

the United States, but of the World. Park .season

begins June 1st each year. Close railroad connections

made in Union Station, Portland, for Puget Sound

cities and the ea.st, via Northern Pacific.

CHAS. S. FEE,
General Passenger Agent. St. Paul. Minn.
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

To fill the vacancy in the presidency caused by the lamented

death of Mr Gardiner G. Hubbard, General A. W. Greely,

U. S. A,, has been designated by the Board of Managers as

Acting-President, At some personal inconvenience General

Greely has acceded to the request of the Board, but has inti-

mated that his official and other duties will render it impossible

for him to serve the Society in this capacity for more than a

short time.

The Board of Managers have accepted the resignation of

Mr Everett Hayden as Recording Secretary, Mr Hayden still

remaining a member of the Board. To fill this vacancy

Mr F. H. Newell, a former secretary, has been designated,

it being the intention of the Board to employ as Assistant

Secretary some person who is qualified not only to perform

the clerical duties of the position, but also to relieve the

editors of the Mag-azine bv actino- as business manager of

that publication.

The Society's office has been removed to Room 55, Ohio

National Bank Building, on the northwest corner of Twelfth

and G Streets N. W. In these more commodious quarters it

is expected to so arrange the Society's Library as to make it

available to visiting members and their friends. The transac-

tion of business will be facilitated by the addressing of mail

to the undersigned at the above address.

F. H. NEWELL,
Secretary
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THE WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT AND CABIN JOHN
BRIDGE*

By 0. 1). Gaili.akh.

('(iptaln. Corps of J-Jiii/ltiier.'<, U. <S'. Aninj

The idea of supplying tlie city of Wasliiiigtoii with water at

some day was conteniporaneous with X\\v planning of the city,

and numerous examinations and surveys were made by ^fajor

L'Enfant. the engineer and architect of the Government, under

the direction of General Washington, of the Potomac river, the

Eastern branch, Rock creek, and numerous springs and small

streams, as possible sources of future supply.

The first definite plan to be found among the records of the

Washington A<iuednct Ollice is given in a report made in Janu-

ary, 1851, by Brevet Lieut. Col. George W. Hughes, Corps of

Topographical P^ngineers, to Colonel J. J. Abert, Chief of Topo-

graphical pjugineers, in comi)li;ince with an act of Congress, ap-

l)roved Sc[)tember oO, ISoO, appro[»riating SoOO " to enable the

War De|)artment to make such examinations and surveys as

may be necessary to determine the best and most available

mode of supi)lying the city of Washington with pure water and

to i)re{)are a plan and estimate of the prol)able cost of the same,

to be reported to Congress at its n<'xt session."

After an investigation of the sulyect Colonel Hughes propi)s«.'d

to obtain the necessary supply from Rock creek i)y damming

the stream about six miles above the city and bringing the

water into a receiving reservoir through a conduit of oval cross-

section having an estimated capacity of S,OtX),000 gallons in

24 hours.

* K.ii.i \<i-U<vv iIk- X:itic.n:il (i.-.-irrMplii"- Sn-iity, n>.|ot«T •_', IwiT.
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It is interesting at this point to compare tlie estimate of the

supply needed for the city in 1851 with that actually furnished

in 1897—but 46 years later. The population of Washington

and Georgetown was then about 48,000; now it is over 278,000;

then 30 gallons was considered by Colonel Hughes a high esti-

mate for the average daily per capita consumption ;
during the

past month the average 6.aA\j consumption for everv inhabitant

of the District of Columbia was 173 gallons ; then the total esti-

mated maximum consumption of water was 1,500,000 gallons

per day; during the past month it actually exceeded 48,000,000

gallons per day.

No action appears to have been taken by Congress toward car-

rying out the plan proposed by Colonel Hughes, and the next

step was one which eventually resulted in the construction of

the present aqueduct system. The 32d Congress at its first ses-

sion appropriated $5,000 to enable the President of the United

States to cause to be made the necessary surveys, projects, and

estimates for determining the best manner " of affording to the

cities of Washington and Georgetown an unfailing and abundant

supply of good and wholesome water." In accordance with this

legislation the necessary surveys were made in the winter of

1852-'53 by Lieutenant (afterward General) Montgomer}^ C.

Meigs, U. S. Corps of Engineers, who, in his report of February

12, 1853, proposed three plans for obtaining the necessary water

supply, submitted estimates of the cost of each, and entered

into a broad and far-sighted discussion of the subject of supply-

ing the cities with water.

In urging the necessity of a suitable suppl}^ he states that it

was the general custom in Washington at that time to have all

" the water for a family brought by the servant-maids from the

street pump," a crude condition of affairs which the average

Washingtonian of today will find it hard to believe existed irut

a little more than 40 years ago.

Briefly summed up, the three sources of supply proposed by

General Meigs were as follows : (1) From Rock creek, by means

of a dam and a conduit under natural flow. Estimated mini-

mum daily supply, 9,860,000 gallons ; estimated cost, $1,258,863.

(2) From the Potomac at Little Falls, six miles above George-

town, by means of a dam across the river, a canal and pumping

machinery to raise the Avater to the reservoirs. Estimated mini-

mum daily supply, 12,000,000 gallons; estimated cost, $1,662,215.

(3) From the Potomac, just above the Great Falls, by means of
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a (lam, a ina.sonry conduit, two rest-rvoirs, ami the noccs.saiy
bridge.s. Estimated daily .supply, .36,015,400 gallons : cHtimatcd
cost, $1,921,214.

This last estimate was based upon a conduit of seven feet in
diameter and a bridge of a difleront design from that (inaliy
built over Cabin John creek, (ienc-ral Meigs recommended an
increase in the diameter of the conduit to nine feet, which, with
the changed plan of the bridge just mentioned, made the final

estimated cost about $2,435,000 and increased the estimated ca-

l)acity of the conduit to 67,596,400 gallons, a most fortunate
change for the citizens of the District of ("oluml)ia, for, had the
seven-foot conduit been built, the limit of its capacity would
have been reached about six years ago.

In his report General JSIeigs urged the adoption of the third

plan, calling attention to the fact that the waterworks of this

country had been almost invariably designed on an inade<iuate

scale, and that the history of all these works showed that the

daily [)er capita consumption of water was increasing at a rate

comparatively rapid. In con3e(iuence of tliis fact and of the

rapid growth of poi)ulation, many of these earlier works proved

insufficient within a few years after construction.

Too mucli praise, then, cannot be given to the man who in

1853 planned a conduit with an ultimate daily capacity e<pial to

one and one-half tiines the amount then furnished to the city of

London, nearly four times that furnished to Paris, two and one-

half times that furnished to New York, five times that furnished

to Philadel[)hia, and one and one-half times that then furnished

to Rome, although in A. D. 101 Rome had a daily supply of

377,000,000 gallons. Be it remembered that (leneral Meigs did

this when the combined population of Washington and (ieorge-

town was but 58,000, which it w'as estimated would then re(}uire

for all public and domestic purposes a total supply of but

5,220,000 gallons, about one-fifteenth of the ultimate capacity of

the conduit.

General Meigs' recommendation of the enlarged Great Falls

plan and his reasons therefor carried such weight that they re-

ceived the strong indorsement of General Joseph G. Totteii, Chief

of Engineers, when he forwarded the report to the Hon. C. M.

Conrad, Secretary of War, who submitted it to President Kill-

more without comment.

The first appropriation for the construction of tiie mjueduct

was made in March, 1853, and the actual work of breaking ground
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was commenced in November, 1853. In order that the city

might receive a supply of water as soon as possible, work was

pushed upon the receiving (Dalecarlia) reservoir and the con-

duit connecting it with the supply mains, and on January 8,

1859, water from the Dalecarlia reservoir was introduced into the

pipes leading to the city. Tliis was not Potomac water, how-

ever, but was supplied by the streams emptjdng into the Dale-

carlia reservoir, which streams are now diverted therefrom b}''

the admirable S3^stem of protection works completed in 1895 by

Colonel George H. Elliot, U. S. Corps of Engineers, retired. This

raode of supply continued until the conduit between Great F'alls

and the Dalecarlia reservoir was completed, in 1863, and on De-

cembers, 1863, Potomac water was introduced into the Dalecarlia

reservoir for the first time.

Conns island separates the Potomac at Great Falls into two

parts, known as the Maryland and Virginia channels respect-

ively. In order to divert water into the mouth of the conduit-

feeder at Great Falls a temporary dam of stone and crib work
was built across the Mar3dand channel, 1857 to 1864, which was

replaced by a masonry dam completed in 1867. In 1883-'86 the

masonry dam was extended across the Virginia channel. In

times of very low water in the Potomac this dam, the crest of

which was at an elevation of 148 feet above mean tide at the

Washington navy yard, did not raise the water to a height suffi-

cient to fill the mouth of the conduit at Great Falls, and in

1895-'96 the whole dam was raised 2} feet, so that at low stages

of the Potomac the mouth of the conduit is just filled.

The Washington aqueduct system as it exists today is, with

but few modifications, that originall}^ planned by General Meigs.

The water supph'- is taken from the Potomac river at Great Falls,

about 14 miles above the city. At this point a masomy dam
eight feet in width on the top and 2,877 feet in length, completed

in 1896, extends across the river from the Maryland to the Vir-

ginia shore. The water passes from the feeder, under the Ches-

apeake and Ohio canal, through the gatehouse and into the

conduit, which is circular in cross-section, and for the greater

part of its entire length is nine feet in diameter and composed
either of rubble masonry plastered or of three rings of brick,

but where the soil in which it was built was considered partic-

ularly good the inner ring of brick was omitted and the diameter

was nine feet nine inclies. Where the conduit passes as an un-
lined tunnel through rock the excavation was sufficient to

contain an inscribed circle 11 feet in diameter.
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The total length of the conduit and the two by-conduits

around the reservoirs is 12 miles, and its slope is nine inches in

5,000 feet. Constructed by General Meigs in connection with

the aqueduct system are five bridges, two of which are unic^ue

among engineering structures and will be brief! 3"^ described later.

At the distributing reservoir the water passes into four cast-

iron mains—48 inches, 36 inches, 30 inches, and 12 inches in

diameter respectively. The Dalecarlia reservoir has a storage

capacity of about 150,000,000 gallons, is ])ractically without

paved slope-walls, and is perfectly protected against pollution

from the drainage of the surrounding country. The distrilniting

reservoir has a storage capacity of about 150,850,000 gallons and

is divided by a puddled and paved wall (through which is a

passageway) into two sections containing 97,600,000 and

53,250,000 gallons resi)ectively. The Georgetown high-service

reservoir has a capacity of about 1,500,000 gallons.

In addition to the three reservoirs already mentioned, which

form a part of the aqueduct system, there is another reservoir,

built and controlled by the Commissioners of the District of Co-

lumbia, called the Fort Reno reservoir, with a capacit}^ of about

4,500,000 gallons, tlie reference of its water surface when the

reservoir is full being about 420 feet above mean tide at the

navy yard.

The Dalecarlia and distributing reservoirs supply the ])umping

station and that part of the District which lies below 100 feet

above datum. The areas bnng between the levels of 100 and 210

feet above datum are supplied by pumping from the U-street

station directl}' into the distributing mains, the Georgetown high-

service reservoir being held as a reserve supply. The areas liav-

ing a greater elevation than 210 feet above datum are supplied

from the Fort Reno reservoir. It will be observed, therefore, that

the total present storage capacity of all reservoirs is a little less

"than 307,000,000 gallons, or about six days' snppl3^

In July, 1897, for the first time in its history the conduit was

permitted to discharge its maximum flow, which by current meter

observations \vas found to be 76,500,000 gallons per 24 hours.

Today the average daily consumption is about 45,000,000 gallons,

or about 60 per cent of the ultimate capacity of the conduit. Ten

years ago it was but 35 per cent, or less than 27,000,000 gallons.

To avoid misapprehension it should be stated that while the

conduit can sui)ply the distributing reservoir with 76,500,000

gallons per day, yet the pipes leading from the reservoir to tlie
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city arc already overUxed in sujmlying the present rate of con-
sumption, and no relief will be felt by consunu-rs until some
method is i)rovided for ])ringing an increased (luantity of water

from the distributing reservoir into the city.

General Meigs was in charge of the work upon the \Vashin>;i.)U

aqueduct from the time of the first survey until -Inly, ISOO, when
he was relieved by Captain H. W. Benham, of the U. .S. Corps <)f

Engineers, who in turn was succeeded by I.ieutenant James St. C,

Morton, of the same corps. On February 22, 1861, after an ab-

sence of seven months, General Meigs was again placed in charge,

and tiie work was practically completed by him. In June, 1802,

owing to the overworked condition of the W'ai- Department, the

charge of the Washington aqueduct was transferred from that

department to the Department of tiie Interior, where it remained

until April, 1867, when it again passed int<^ the care ol'the War
Department, and has remained there ever since.

In his report U[)on the i)roi)osed line of the conduit, CJcneral

Meigs states that seven miles after leaving Great Falls the only

serious obstacle in its whole course, the valley of Cabin Jolni

branch, is encountered. This valley, he says, might be crossed

by pii)es, but he states that in his i)roject he has avoided them

because '" they always (K^casion a loss of head or else exceed in

cost the bridges they reidace." He therefore first proposed to

cross the valley by a bridge 482 feet long and 20 feet wide, sup-

ported upon six semi-circular arches of 60 feet span, resting U[)on

piers seven feet thick at the top and of various heights, the highest

being .52.> feet. The estimated cost of this bridge was 872.4(»0.

This plan was afterward entirely changed and the present mag-

nificent structure, the grandest stone arch in existence, was

erected.

The total length of the bridge, including al)Utnients. is 450

feet ; its width is 20 feet 4 inches, and its height above the bottom

of the creek 1(X) feet. The sjjan of the arch is 220 fei't and the

rise /)7.26 feet. It was begun in 1857 and (uunpleted, with the

exception of the parapet walls, in 1864. These walls were bnilt

in 1872-73, vehicles having l)een prevented from getting ofV the

bridge prior to that time by timber guards. .All the original

plans of the bridge arc signed by General Meigs as chief engineer

of the Washington aqueduct and by Alfred L. Hives, a.>*sistant en-

gineer, Cabin .lohn division. The entire bridge contains lo,28.*i

cubic yards of .stone masonry, concrete, and l)rick-w(»rk, and it

cost, complete, al)OUt S2o4,<)(n The cnt-st..nc arch is of t^iincy
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(Massachusetts) granite, the abutments are of Montgomery county
gneiss, and the rubble arch,spandrils, and i)arapet are of Seneca

sandstone.

Contrary to the general impression, the s}»ace between the

spandril and abutment walls is not solid, but contains several

arches, built, as shown in the drawing, to effect a saving in

masonr3\ Materials were transj)orted to the bridge by boat via

the Chesapeake and Ohio canal and Cabin John creek, across

Avhich a dam was l)uilt near the canal, and the i)ool thus formed

was connected with the latter b}' a lock.

On the south side of the west abutment of tlie bridge the fol-

lowing inscri^ition is cut

:

Washington Aqueduct,

Begun A. D. 185;i President of the U. S.

Franklin Pierce. Secretary of War,
—

. Building A. D. 1861.

President of the U. S., Abraham Lincoln.

Secretar}^ of AVar, Simon Cameron.

This inscription originally contained the name'of Jefferson

Davis, which was cut out in the summer of 1862 by the con-

tractor by order of the Secretar}^ of the Interior, Hon. Caleb B.

Smith, to whose department the aqueduct had been recently

transferred. If forgetfulness of the bare historical fact as to who
was Secretary of War at the time was the object sought by the

erasure, the result has been a woeful failure, for the inherent

curiosity of mankind is such that tlie erased name is more
strongly impressed upon the memory of the visitor than would
have been the case had it remained untouched.

In concluding the description of the Washington aqueduct

and its special structures, it is proper to call attention to another

of its bridges, the bridge over Rock creek on Pennsylvania ave-

nue, as noted for its bold originalit}^ as is Cabin John bridge for

its grand proportions.

This bridge is unique among the aqueduct bridges of the

world, in that the two 48-inch mains, through Avhich now flows

about one-half of the water used b}' the city, themselves form

the arched ribs which sujiport the roadway overhead. The span

of this bridge is 200 feet and its rise 20 feet. At the time it was
built it was the only one of its kind in the world, and it enjoys,

it is believed, this distinction at the present day. It was much
commented upon b}^ European engineers, and was illustrated in

manv of the foreign scientific and engineering journals of the time.







GARDINER GRHENb HUBBARl)

It is with tlie most profound rcurft tliat v.c n-conl tin- death

of Mr Gardiner G. llul)l»ard, wliidi occurri-d at his country

house, Twin Oaks, near Washington, on Saturday, Deeemher 11.

While tlie Joint Commission of the Scientific Societies of

Washington mourns tlie loss of a many-sided and l»road-inin<i»-d

l)resident, the Smithsonian Institution a most active and saga-

cious regent, the Goluinhian University a generous and indefat-

igable trustee, and other educational, patriotic, and henevolent

institutions of the national capital a lihcral hciu-factor. a wise

counselor, or an earnest colahorer. it is in the National (Jeographic

Society and its work that the most C(»ns])icuous gap has Ix-m

created. The President of this Society from its foundation. Mr
Hubbard was enabled by a combination of circumst^inces as

exceptional as it Avas fortunate to sustain a relation to it that is

probably without a parallel in the history of scientific societies.

It is no new thing for such societies to enjoy the benefactions of

wealthy and generous i)atrons and the inestimalile advantage of

the wise counsels of far-seeing and judicial-miniled advisers con-

currently with the insi>iring influence of men of the broadest

culture and the most progressive ideas. Rarely if ever before,

however, have these qualities and functions been united in one

individual, or has there been so singularly varied a capacity for

usefulness as was given to Mr Hubbard and as he exercised to

its fullest extent. The loss to the National Geographic Society

is for this reason an irreparable one. and the ordinary expressions

of regret seem cold and conventional.

It is impossible, in this number of the Magazine, to attempt a

l)ortrayal of Mr Hul)bard's unique personality, or to do justice

to the nobility of his character, or render adeciuate tribute to his

unexami)led services to the Society. We can only record his

deejdy lamented death, refer thus briefly to his untiring laboi-s

for the advancement of science, and announce that a more ex-

tended notice of his life and w.uk will appear in the .lanu.iry

number of this journal. •'• ''



POLLUTION OF THE POTOMAC RIVER,

By F. H. Newell,

Clilcf IlydrograpJier, U. S. Geological Surveg

The facts concerning the pollution of the Potomac river are

of peculiar concern to the residents of Washington because of

the fact that the supply for domestic and municipal use is de-

rived mainly from that stream, only a small portion being ob-

tained from wells or springs. This water we know to be polluted,

but opinions differ widely as to whether these pollutions are

negligible or may be sources of ever-present danger to the com-

munity.

In order to discuss the subject intelligibly it is necessary to

have clearly in mind the situation of the catchment basin of the

river, as well as the relative position of the various tributaries

and of the principal towns and political divisions. We of course

know that the Potomac is one of the principal rivers of the At-

lantic slope, receiving the drainage from an area which lies about

midway of the eastern side of the United States. It rises in the

Alleghany mountains, its drainage basin embracing portions of

the states of Pennsylvania, Maryland, West Virginia, and Vir-

ginia. At this part of the system the mountains have a general

trend a little north of northeast, the narrow valleys between the

ridges are nearly parallel, and thus the streams coming from the

mountain sides unite in creeks or rivers flowing either north-

easterly or southwesterly. Taking the Potomac basin as a whole,

by far the greater number of the tributaries flow toward the north-

east, the streams coming from the northern part of the basin

being relatively small. The main river itself, receiving from

point to point the tributaries from each side, cuts directly across

the mountains, having a southeasterly direction, although in

detail its course is quite crooked.

The absence of lakes, marshes, and broad valleys renders the

tributary streams rapid in their delivery of precipitation upon

the basin, the Potomac being subject to sudden floods, and the

dry season discharge being very small. For this reason the river

as a source of power is not so valuable as might be expected

from the size of its drainage area. At the points where the river
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cuts tlirouoh the successive mountain ridges tlie slope is rapid,

but there are no falls of considerable magnitude until the stream

has passed the Piedmont plateau and reached the border of the

softer Cretaceous rocks. Here, at the fall line, it forms a succes-

sion of cataracts, a drop of 90 feet occurring within a short dis-

tance at the Great Falls. At about this locality the city of Wash-
ington has been placed, its situation being governed ])y the

questions of navigation and of water-power. These have been

the factors which have contributed largeh' to the growth and

development of important cities along what is known as the Fall

line, extending from New York to Georgia. Just before the river

takes its plunge over the Great Falls a small portion of its water

is diverted into an aqueduct, which, following along the north

side of the river, delivers by gravity a supply of water to the

reservoirs, which in turn feed the water system for the city.

One of the most notable features is that the river receives only

a few short streams from tlie north, the greater portion of the

water coming from the south and flowing northeasterly in the

nearly parallel narrow valleys l)etween the mountain ridges.

The rivers meander through trough-like valleys, cut out mainly

in limestone, the bounding ridges being of sandstone or other

hard resisting rocks. These ridges rise to heights of 2,000 feet

or more and are usually forestclad. The precipitation from these

ridges, usually in the form of rain, is })artly eva[)orated or taken

up by vegetation, about 50 per cent or a little more flowing down
the steep hillsides to the valleys.

This run-off water is pure and clear, but ui)ou reaching the

lowlands it mingles with tiie washings from the rich soils and

cultivated fields, and becomes, in time of flood at least, turbid

and yellow. The lowlands, especially of the wide valleys such

as the Shenandoah, are notably rich, and pros|)erous farms are

to be found their entire length. These have induced the growth

of villages and towns, some of which, under the stimulus of

small manufacturing industries, are rai)idl3^ growing. As a rule

these are situated upon some stream, since their location has

been primarily determined by a water-power mill or ford. The

refuse from all these towns is, as a matter of course, discharged

into the stream.

Potomac river, as the name is commonly applied, results from

the union of the North branch, the stream above which Cum-
berland, Md., is located, with the South brancli. at a point about

12 miles below this citv. The North branch and the main
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stream into which it empties form tlie state boundary between

Maryland and ^^'est Virginia. Tlie South branch lies wholly

within this latter state. At their headwaters these two branches

flow in a general northeasterly direction, nearly parallel to each

other, the North branch being to the west of the Alleghany front

and the South branch to the east. The. total drainage area of

the North branch at Cumberland is 891 square miles, or about

8 per cent of the entire catchment area alcove the city of Wash-

ington. The total drainage area of the North branch at its

inouth, or where it joins the South branch, is 1,36-5 square miles,

being a trifle smaller than tlie area drained b}' the latter.

The waters of the North branch of the Potomac, eyen near its

head, are naturally somewhat dark in color, and it is stated by

the older inhabitants of the region that it has always been thus,

owing jirobabl}^ to the presence of decaying yegetable matter

from the forests. This is further increased by the effluents from

the saw-mills, tanneries, and coal mines, so that at the old mill-

dam near Keyser the polluted water agitated by the fall boils

and foams, forming in the early morning a thick layer of whitish-

brown froth.

In order to obtain a general conception of the amount of i)ol-

lution, it is necessary to know how much water is carried by the

riyer. This, of course, yaries from day to day and eyen hour b}^

hour. These minor fluctuations are slight, and by taking special

care during time of flood it is i)0ssible to know how much water

is delivered by the main stream and its principal tributaries.

Without entering into a discussion of how this is accomplished,

it is sufflcient to state that the results are giyen in a table show-

ing the average dail}' flow throughout the year in cubic feetjier

second.

The minimum flow of the riyer has been considered to be that

obtained by INIr William R. Hutton in 1856, 1,063 cubic feet per

second. It is probable that during the past fall (1897), owing

to the protracted dry ^veather, the discharge sank to about this

amount. At that time the water received into the conduit is

stated to have been from 75 to 90 second-feet, or from 7 to 9 per

cent of the total volume of the river.

It is evident that the quantity of water in the Potomac, es])e-

cially at times of flood, is ver}^ considerable, and that sewage and

waste material dumped into it from towns and manufacturing

establishments must be greatly diluted, but in times of low water

this must necessarily become less so. The quality of the water
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is therefore ])ecoming more iiutl more a matter of concern he-

cause of the fact that with the increase of popuhition in th«' I'o-

tomac ha.sin theartilicial imimrities will increase and the amount
of water to he taken out at Washington will also he greater, while'
the natural flow of the stream is practically unaflected. Ah hc-

fore stated, the impurities are of two kinds, natural and artilicial.

The natural im))urities consist mainly of the finely divided soil

washed from the agricultural lands of the valleys, this heing for

the most part the residual matter left hy solution of limestones.

It exists in such tine particles that while the water is in motion
it is not deposited and may remain in sus])ension for days, even

after the water sample has heeii put into a closed hottle.

The proportion of this mud varies from time to time. Ix'ing

greatest during floods and least during periods of low water,

wlien the supply is received l)y percolation from underground

sources. At such times the water is clear and entin-ly unohjcc-*

tionahle as far as casual ohservation is concerned, hut the flow

in the river is greatly diniinislicd and the proitortion of sewage

must he notahly increased.

While the natural imi)urities are usually so apparent and an-

noying to the eye through the dirty color and muddy sediment,

the artificial impurities, on the other hand, an- not so readily

noted. The heavier i)articles of the waste from the towns and

maiuifacturingestahlishmentsarewasheddown the stream slowly

and are gradually hurned up or oxidized or pass into solution in

the form of various organic compounds. These, as a rule, do n(»t

notahly discolor the water, and some of them may even aid in

giving a hright, sparkling eflect, so that very ililute sewage wlu-n

exposed to light and air for a few hours may he unohjectionalde

to the eye, although carrying with, it a great load of ohjectionahle

substances or minute animal or vegetahlc life.

The pollution of the Washington water supply would he very

little if the hea<lwaters of the Potomac could l)e cut oil just hdow

Cumberland, and while the water is very had at that point, it

should l)e remembered that it is there a comparatively snnil

I

stream, with a minimum discharge of less than (lO feet per second.

Avhile the minimum discharge at Point of Rocks, so far as oh.

served, is about 800 second-feet, and the .Monocacy and a number

of smaller tributaries reach the river between that point and the

intake of the waterworks at Great Falls.

In times of low water, when, of course, these pollutions bear

the largest ratio to the total supj.ly. the Potomac nt CninlH.iland
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probabl}' contributes not more tban six per cent of the water

carried l\y the Potomac at Great Falls, and this small percentage

traverses about 190 miles of broad river bed, agitated and broken

' by numerous shoals and diluted by fresh waters bearing more or

less oxygen and sediment tending to its purification. While

these influences contribute to ameliorate the quality of the water,

it cannot be contended tliatthe supply for this city is entirely as

it should be.

Sufficient has been said to indicate that a considerable amount

of filth of all kinds is habituall}' dumped into the river, and that

this is stead ih'- increasing. It is not desirable to describe or

characterize this material under any stronger term than sewage,

as the details are too disgusting to be given in a public address.

It may properly be claimed, however, that no matter how bad

the material is at the point where discharged, it becomes neutral-

ized or destro3'ed before the water containing it reaches the Wash-

ington aqueduct. The self-purification of rivers is a phrase Avhich

has been made the excuse for much carelessness or indiff"erence,

but there is no doubt that streams do tend to rid themselves of

much of their undesirable load.

The conditions along the Potomac are particularly favorable,

for the water passes over many broad riffles where it is exposed

to light and air, and many deleterious substances are unques-

tionably burned up, while others may i)ossibly be dragged down
by the finel}' divided sediment which is usually present. Thus

the chemicals used in the i)ulp mills, tanneries, and other facto-

ries are greatl}' diluted, and b}^ reaction upon each other and

upon the small amount of lime carried in solution probably form

harmless compounds. The momentous question therefore is as

to the behavior of the small micro-organisms,to which the modern

students of disease attribute such potent influence on the human
system. Take, for example, the typhoid bacillus, which is said

to live even in ice for a hundred days or more and to develop in

soil, retaining its vitality for a 3'^ear and even increasing from a

single cell to 16 million individuals in 24 hours. It may be

questioned whether such an organism is rendered harmless in

the journe}'' of from two to four days or more from the sewers of

towns up the river to the mouth of the aqueduct.

We are comforted by the assurance that harmful bacteria are

rarel}^ found in Potomac water; but still this ma}'' not set us

whoU}'' at rest, for negative evidence in such a case proves little.

The discussion of the probable danger from sewage must be left
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to experts in otlier lines, for the work in hand pcrtiiin.s mainly
to aseertaininiithe <inantit.v of .snpply. its variations, and its use.
Tlie facts whicli have been pnt on record are tliose concerning'
the source and ([Uantity of water in the river, the location and
character of the i)ollutin.u a^Ljencies. and inferentially the decree
to which the sewage or waste is dijutt-d l»y the annual How of
the stream.

Until state or national legislati»)n can he secnired to regulate
such matters, the Potomac, as in the case of all interstate stream.s,

must serve as a sort of sewer into which town and manufactur-
ing establishments empty their rehise, and this fact must h.-

borne in mind in all considerations of water supplv. The im-
provement of water supplies from this source should begin at

both ends—that is to say, pollution should he prevented as far

as possible and the water su[)ply for a city should he filtered.

The state of Massachusetts has set the example in this respect,

preventing the pollution of streams by gradually forcing towns
to provide suitable sand filters for sewage before allowing it to

discharge into certain rivers, and also by j)rovi(ling similar sand

filtration for the water which is to be used for municipal pur-

poses. The syi^tem ofintermittent sand filtration has been found

to be efficacious not only in taking out visible particles but in

nitrifying and destroying the smaller organisms apparently so

potent in matters of public health.

THE DELTA OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVERA

liy E. L. CoKTiiKiJ,. f.lv. D.-'^c. etc.

The Mississippi delta proper extends over KM) miles by the

course of the river above the city of New Orleans. The niaterials

composing this great mass of sedimentary deposit have been

partly disclosed l)y numerous artesian wells which have from

time to time been driven for the purpose of obtaining, if jto.ssi-

ble, potable water. The most notable instance, and where prob-

ably the most careful observations were made, is the artesian

Avell at Lafayette square. New Orleans. .\t a depth of 1,(>42 feet

the tool was Ijroken and the work ended, but driltwood was

pumped u[) at the last foot.

Abridgment of pup.-r r.ad ln-foiv tli.- (ifonniplii.-.l Section of tli- Itriti-h V.-.-'in-

tion for til.' Advancement of .Seiem-e, Toronto, An>tii-t ^4. IsnT.
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Many interesting facts bearing upon the question of the geo-

logical formation of the Mississippi delta were brought to atten-

tion two years ago through the investigations and discussions

connected witli an engineering question which arose l)etween the

executors of the late Mr James B. Eads and the War Department

as to what is the legal plane of reference for ascertaining the

depths and widths of channel which Mr P]ads was required by

the law of the Federal Congress to maintain between the deep

water of the South Pass of the Mississippi river and the Gulf of

Mexico.

On Belize bayou, which leads out to the Gulf from one of the

now unused passes of the river, stands an old Spanish magazine,

built over 200 j^ears ago. At the time of building the jetties at

the mouth of the South Pass this magazine was in a fair state of

preservation. The exterior was intact and there were no cracks

which would indicate settlement, the building standing perfectly

level, but with the surface of the water stretching across the arch

which crowned the entrance door, the sill of which must have

been at least ten feet below the water. That was in the year 1877.

Nineteen years later a part of the structure had been removed,

but enough of the roof and arches remained tp show that the

subsidence had continued steadily during that period of nine-

teen years at about the same rate as during the preceding two

hundred years. It may be stated that this rate, both from this

instance and from other information, is, at the mouth of the

Mississippi, about one-half of one-tenth of a foot per annum.

Numerous illustrations going to prove the general subsidence

of the delta lands might be stated. Not only are these lands

unstable in a vertical direction, but they are often found to be

so in a lateral direction. It is an interesting engineering as well

as physical fact that an accurately measured base line exactly

seven hundred feet in length was found, after a lapse of five years,

to be 712 feet in length. It has been found impracticable to

maintain with sufficient accuracy for reference purposes bench-

marks, level heights, and tide gauges. This subject is quite

fully discussed in the Report of the Mississippi River Commis-
sion for 1894, pages 2794-2797, where the following important

statement is made :
" Discrepancies in bench-marks and level

heights and gauges could only be satisfactorily accounted for

by the most plausible explanation of the subsidence of the whole

delta, making gauges and bench-marks at the mouth of South

Pass unreliable." This remark is made by Mr J. A. Ockerson,

assistant engineer to the commission.
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On page 2697 of the same report the commission itself con-

firms Mr Ockerson's statement by its own opinion, as follows :

" The main object of this resurvey was to elicit some information

bearing u))on the question of the stability of the land about the

mouth of the river. In the rei)ort of Assistant Engineer Ocker-

son, appended to the report of the secretary, a number of figures

and comparisons are given, based u[)on this survey and prior

ones, indicating a progressive depression of the alluvial delta near

the mouth of the river." An interesting diagram, designed to

show the clianges referred to, assumes tliat either the tide gauge

had gone down or the level of the Gulf had gone up over one

foot in twenty years. Numerous pertinent facts might be brought

forward to show, in addition to the above, that the lands had
gone down and that the Gulf level had not changed. It is a

fact well known to people living in the delta of the Mississippi

that large tracts of land were long ago abandoned in consequence

of overflow by Gulf waters, due to the sinking of the lands.

The conditions are very different now from those existing prior

to the construction of levees. There are at present no annual

accretions of sedimentary matters from the periodical overflows

of the river. These accretions formerly were a little more than

equal to the annual subsidence of the lands.

As to the question of the rising of the Gulf level, careful inves-

tigations and inquiries around the entire Gulf coast from Yucatan

to Florida disclose no indications of any sucli elevations. The
factors in forming the great hydraulic conditions of the Gulf op-

erate so steadil}^ from year to year and from cycle to cycle that

we should naturally expect that, with the exception of small an-

nual changes due to wind and tides, the mean surface of the Gulf

would remain practically at the same level. The difference in

precipitation, fluvial discharge into the Gulf, and evaporation is

very slight as compared with the great current forces that make
and maintain tlie Gulf level. From very careful observations, it

may be stated that the mean precipitation, river discharge, and
evaporation amount, all told, to a little over three cubic miles

per day. This volume " sinks into utter insignificance when com-
pared with that produced by the inflowing current of the Yuca-

tan channel, which, according to a calculation from Tjieutenant

Pillsbur3''s current observations, hurls the enormous quantity

of six hundred and fifty-two cubic miles of water per day into

the Gulf."*

*See a paper by A. Limlenkolil, Assistant U. S. Coast ami Geodetic Survey, in Science,

N. S., Vol. iii, No. 00, February 21, lH9(i.

24
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The geolog}^ of the delta of the Mississippi is an interesting

local study. The effect of the withholding by the levees from

the great areas of the delta of the annual contributions of sedi-

mentary matters, and the stead}', though slow, subsidence of

these areas, is one which should be taken into account in decid-

ing the important question of how to protect the people from the

flood waters of the river. No doubt the great benefit to tlie pres-

ent and two or three following generations accruing from a com-

plete system of absolutely protective levees, excluding the flood

waters entirely from the great areas of the lower delta countr}^

far outweighs the disadvantages to future generations from the

subsidence of the Gulf delta lands below the level of the sea and

their gradual abandonment due to this cause. While it would

be generally conceded that the present generation should not be

selfish, yet it is safe to sa^^ that the development of the delta

countr}'' during the twentieth century by a full}^ protective levee

system, at whatever cost to the riparian states and the Federal

Government, will be so remarkable that people of the whole

United States can well afford, when the time comes, to build a

protective levee against the Gulf Avaters, as the cit_y of New Or-

leans has done on a small scale against the sea waters of Lake

Pontchartrain, and as Holland has done for centuries and is now
about to do on a still larger scale, in removing the sea waters

themselves in the great projected reclamation of the lands sub-

merged by the Zuyder Zee. Mr Eads once said, in an eloquent

speech on the subject of the importance of the Mississippi river

and its delta channels to the sea :
" This giant stream, with its

head shrouded in Arctic snows and embracing half a continent in

the hundred thousand miles of its curious network, and coursing

its majestic way to the southern Gulf through lands so fertile that

human ingenuit}^ is overtaxed to harvest their productiveness,

has been given by its Immortal Architect into the jealous keeping

of this Republic."

THE ANNEXATION FEVER

A curious and interesting example of the survival of inherited

traits, on a large scale, is seen in the instinct for the acquisition

of territory, which is manifested b}' all nations, savage or civil-

ized, in greater or less degree.

In the olden time, when the earth was peopled b}^ savages,

the acquisition of territory b}^ conquest involved not alone the
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extension over the conquered region of the jurisdiction of the

conqueror, but possession in fee. The conquered territory was

made as profitable as possible to the conqueror. It may have

been looted for his benefit, or it may have been taxed for all it

would bear. In whatever way it was done the conquered terri-

tory was made a source of profit to the victorious part3\

That sort of thing passed out of vogue among civilized nations

ages ago, and today among such people the acquisition of terri-

tory means simply a change of jurisdiction. The laws and the

flag of one nation are substituted for those of another. The na-

tion acquiring the territory collects taxes, and in turn assumes

the duty of protecting the people of the acquired territory from

one another and from foreign enemies. The nation is not en-

riched by the acquisition. It may or it may not be strengthened,

according to the character of the acquisition.

But while the results of acquiring territory have thus become

radically changed, the desire, the instinct for its acquisition re-

mains apparently in full force. Without inquiring whether in

any one case it will be an advantage or a disadvantage for a coun-

try to extend its limits, ninety-nine out of every hundred of its

people urge its extension. In other words, the great mass of the

people concerned act merely upon instinct, such instinct being

simph^ the remains from the time when acquisition of territory

meant an increase of property.

The question whether accessions of territory are desirable or

not turns upon many considerations, among them being the char-

acter and resources of the proposed accession, its situation and

distance, the condition of its people as regards civilization, and

the character of the people and of the government of the annex-

ing country.

The United States, of all nations, should go very slowly in this

matter, first, because since it stands at the head of the nations

in point of civilization, almost any addition of people to its num-
bers will reduce the average civilization, and consequently the

strength and industrial capacity of its people. Second, because

under its principle of home rule, annexed provinces will be called

on to govern themselves in all local matters, while the general

government will be held responsible by foreign governments for

all hostile acts committed by such annexed states against their

citizens; and, third, because all annexations involve responsi-

bilities in case of Avar for which we are unprepared and show

little disposition to prepare ourselves.
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Viewed critically,our annexations of territor}' up to and includ-

ing the Mexican cessions were wise and have justified the foi'e-

sight of our statesmen. We needed Louisiana to control the

Mississippi ; the purchase of the Floridas settled a dispute of long

standing, removed Spanish power from our midst, and gave us

the entire Atlantic and Gulf coasts ; the addition of Texas sim-

plified our southern boundary, and the Mexican cessions rounded

up our area of jurisdiction into comjiact form. But why we

should have purchased Alaska is past finding out. A few of

our citizens have profited by the fur and fish trade, but the gov-

ernment has been embarrassed and put to much expense on ac-

count of this region, and more embarrassment and more expense

are certain in the future.

The majority of our people wish to annex the Hawaiian islands.

For what reason it is difficult to see. Hawaii is 3,000 miles away

from our nearest shore. While the governing class is largely

made up of our own kin, the vast body of tbe population is

Kanaka, Chinese, Japanese, and Portuguese—not b}^ any means

a desirable addition to our numbers. The annexation of these

islands would greatly increase our responsibilities and corre-

spondingly weaken us, without in any way adding to our well-

being. It is said that they will furnish us a coaling station in

the mid-Pacific. Under whatever jurisdiction these islands may
be, our vessels can coal there freely in time of peace. In time

of war our vessels will find occui)ation enough at home without

wandering away from the coaling stations on our shores. We
are not likely to take the offensive in a war with any first-class

power, especially a naval power. It is certain that in case of

war with such a power one of our first acts would be to give up
all such outlying dependencies, since their defense would be

utterl}^ impracticable.

There is another side, however, to this Hawaiian matter. There

is no doubt but that the ruling class in Hawaii would be better

off under our jurisdiction than if isolated, or even under English

jurisdiction. Shall we, for their good, ignore the manifest dis-

advantages to ourselves of this union ? It may be doubted if we
have reached this stage of altruism.

What has been written of Hawaii applies with much greater

force to Cuba, whose annexation has been actively urged, even

to the extent of offering to purchase the island from Spain. Why
should we want Cuba? An island, separated 'from us by sea,

sparsely populated by an alien, semi-civilized people speaking a
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different language, with no experience in self-government, with a

histor\% traditions, and sympathies wholly different from ours:

could we hope to make them one with us? Can we afford to

dilute our national legislature with a score or more of Spanish

Cubans? Can we aflbrd to assume responsibility for the acts of

such a home government as the Cubans are likely to set up ?

As with Hawaii, there is no question about the advantage to

Cuba of such annexation ; but in this case even altruism would

say nay ; for, assuming for the moment that the mission of the

United States is to better the condition of mankind, her efficiency

for this mission would be too greatly impaired by such an act.

Tliere is constantly more or less talk about the annexation of

Canada. There is less objection to this than in the case of any

other possible addition to our jurisdiction. It would practically

eliminate Great Britain from North America, would add a popu-

lation which on the whole is no less civilized than the average

of our people, and a territor}^ a part of which, at least, is of value

as an agricultural region.

Having glanced at the merits and demerits of proposed addi-

tions to our area and population, it Avill be instructive to extend

our view and glance at the history of other nations in this mat-

ter and the results of their acts. Of all nations. Great Britain

has shown the greatest greed for land. Her jurisdiction is as

wide as the earth. The little island in western Europe governs

many millions of square miles, including Canada, Australia,

India, Egypt, and South Africa, besides scores of smaller colonies.

Wherever the cross of St George Avaves, good government and

safety to persons and property are assured. To enforce her juris-

diction overall these dei)endencies she finds it necesary to main-

tain a large standing army and a navy which is by far the largest

of all the nations ; and yet, in spite of her large standing army
and her immense navy, she is one of the weakest of nations,

because her responsibilities have been increased in still greater

proportion.

What has she gained b}'' her jiolic}^ of acquiring territory ? In

what way have her people gained more bread and cake? Has
her commerce been increased materially? Her total foreign

trade in 1894 Avas £624,000,000, of which her colonies contributed

£166,000,000. The United States alone contributed £119,000,000.

Have the annexed regions furnished homes for much of her

swarming po})ulation ? In all her colonies there are found some
9'} millions of people of English descent. In the United States
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alone are found not less than 4O2 millions of persons of British

descent. Vastl}'^ more of her people have gone to the United

States than to her colonies.

It is not to be supposed that Great Britain is doing all this work

for pure philanthropy ; still, in following her acquisitive instinct,

she has been, on the wliole, one of the greatest agencies for good,

by the spread of civilization, that the world has known.

Henry Gannett.

SIR JOHN EVANS AND PROF. W J McGEE

Whether one of the ultimate results of that decided tendency

to the specialization of knowledge and of all scientific investi-

gation which constitutes so striking a characteristic of the pres-

ent age will be to render it impossible for a man to become

eminent in more than one department of intellectual activity

remains to be seen. That that time has happily not yet arrived

is perfectly clear, both the British and the American Associa-

tions for the Advancement of Science having this year been

presided over by men who have attained the highest distinction

in more than one department of science.

By occupation a civil engineer and paper manuffxcturer, and

highly successful in both capacities. Sir John Evans has made

so great an impress on the scientific work of his time as a geol-

ogist, an antiquary, and an anthropologist, as well as in numis-

matics and applied chemistry, that the leading British societies

representing these difi'erent sciences have all successively hon-

ored him with their presidency, a circumstance almost unprece-

dented. Attaining at 74 years of age the chair rendered illus-

trious by the names of Herschel and Brewster, of Lyell and

Murchison, of Huxley and Tyndall, he has only one more

scientific distinction to look forward to—the presidency of the

Royal Society.

Thirty years the junior of his eminent English compeer, Prof.

W J McGee has likewise taken his place in the very front rank

of anthropologists after attaining distinction as a geologist. His

scientific career began with a detailed survey of an extensive area

in Iowa at private cost, in the course of which important prin-

ciples were developed. Later, as one of that splendid bod}' of

men who have made the United States Geological Survey the

wonder and envy of all civilized nations, he spent a decade in
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solving the problems of the coastal plain and neighboring dis-

tricts, in developing new principles for the classification of for-

mations, and in compiling the standard geological maps of the

United States and of the State of New York. He established the

Potomac, Lafayette, and Columbia formations and traced them
and other deposits throughout southeastern United States, his

personal mapping of formations and systems covering an area

of over 300,000 square miles. In his later work as Ethnologist

in charge of tlie Bureau of American B]thnology he has made
additions of the very greatest importance to our knowledge of

the aboriginal races of the Nortli American continent, and has

greatly enriched antliropological literature, both by his official

reports and his numerous contributions to the transactions of

scientific societies. No worthier representative of American

science could have been found to preside over the American

Association during the year of the visit of the British Associa-

tion to this continent than Prof. W J McGee. J. H.

SOME RECENT GEOGRAPHIC EVENTS

In the expectation that opportunity' would be afforded to make
them the subject of special articles, several recent occurrences of

considerable geographic interest have so far been allowed to go

without mention in this journal. The publication of the con-

cluding numl)er of the present volume, however, calls for at least

a brief notice of tliem, if only as a matter of record.

These interesting events include the Andree Balloon Expedi-

tion to the North Pole and the de Gerlache Expedition to the

Antarctic, the return of the Jackson-Harmsworth Expedition

from Franz Josef Land, of lieutenant Peary from Greenland,

and of Dr Sven Hedin from Central Asia ; the successful ascent

ofMount St Elias by Prince Luigi of Savoy, and the Mazama Ex-

pedition to the summit of Blount Rainier, with the lamented

death of Professor Edgar McClure.

Herr S. A. Andree, accompanied by Dr Strindbergand the en-

gineer, Herr Fraenckell, ascended in his balloon, the Eagle, from

Danes island, Spitzbergen, on the afternoon of Sunday, July 11,

under favorable meteorological conditions. From that day to

this nothing has been heard of the adventurous explorer and his

two companions. Many eminent geographers have regarded the

expedition as an impracticable if not absolutely foolhard}' en-
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terprise, but Herr Andree's fellow-countrymen, at least, have not

lost faith in his skill, courage, and endurance. Dr Nils Ekholm,

who originally intended to accompany the expedition, but event-

ually declined to do so, in the belief that the impermeability of

the balloon was not satisfactory, inclines to the opinion that Herr

Andree has descended somewhere between the Pole and Franz

Josef Land ; that he would endeavor to make his way to the

provision depot that had been established in advance, and that

HERR S. A. ANDREE

no surprise need be felt in the event of no communication being

received from him until next summer or fall. Mr Frederick G.

Jackson, the leader of the Jackson-Harmsworth Expedition, says

he sees nothing to prevent Andree, with good luck, from accom-

plishing his purpose, but adds, significantly, that it is quite im-

possible, for any one to say where he is likel^y to be.

For the Antarctic the Belgica sailed from Antwerp on August

16. The ship was fitted out in the best possible manner, and
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her crew, which consists largely of Norwegians, Avas most care-

fully selected. It is expected that the voyage will be completed

within two years, but a three-years' supply of provisions has

been taken. The Belgica will go first to the east of Grahams
Land in George IV sea, and then winter in Australia. The sec-

ond year will be devoted to Victoria Land. The steamer is well

equipped for scientific investigations as to marine specimens

and submarine deposits.

The Jackson-Harmsworth Expedition to the North Polar Re-

gions, which left England on Jul}^ 11, 1894, in the steam-yacht

Windward, arrived in the Thames on the 3d of September last,

having left Franz Josef Land on August 6. This ex])edition has

solved a most interesting geographical problem, having not only

determined the northern coastline of Franz Josef Land, hitherto

absolutel}^ unknown, but proved, if not the non-existence of

Gillis Land, at least the fact that it does not lie in the longitude

that has been assigned it. The three years spent in the Polar

Regions by this admirably equip})ed expedition (the entire cost of

which was borne by Mr A. C. Harmsworth, who has since placed

the Windward at the service of Lieutenant Peary) have resulted

in many important additions, not merely to our knowledge of

Arctic geography, but to various other sciences.

Lieutenant Peary's most recent expedition to Greenland is of

note chiefly on account of the success that has attended his

efforts to bring back with him the Cape York meteorite, 45 tons

in weight. That this is a genuine meteorite has in certain quarters

been called in question, but the consensus of opinion among the

most eminent authorities leaves no room for doubt as to its

extraterrestrial origin.

The return of Dr Sven Hedin from his four years' exi)loration

of the less-known portions of Central Asia is a notable occurrence.

Dr Hedin left Stockholm in October, 1893, returning to that city,

his birthplace, on May 10 last. He made many important dis-

coveries, among which were two ancient cities, now buried in the

sands, whose paintings and sculptures bear witness to a high de-

gree of civilization at a remote period of antiquit^^ DrHedin's

explorations were made at the ex})ense of the King of Sweden

and Norway and a few private individuals.

The Duke of the Abruzzi (Prince Luigi of Savoy) and his com-
panions reached the summit of Mount St P^lias, without accident,

on July 31. It took 38 days of hard traveling to reach the foot

of the mountain from the point of debarkation, but the actual
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ascent, while exceedingly arduous, was made under most favor-

able conditions and many very fine photographs were secured.

The expedition of the Mazamas to the summit of Mount Rai-

nier—so long looked forward to—was made in the last week of

July, but of the large number of persons wlio started from Ta-

coma only a few reached the summit, and the lamentable death

of Professor Edgar McClure, who fell over a precipice during the

night of July 27-28, cast a gloom over the entire subsequent

proceedings. Professor McClure, who occupied the chair of

chemistry in the Oregon State University, was an experienced

mountain-climber, having scaled all the principal peaks of the

Cascade range. A valuable article from his pen on the Altitude

of Mount Adams, Washington, appeared in the April, 1896,

number of this magazine. J. H.

GEOGRAPHIC LITERATURE

The Founders of Geology. By Sir Archibald Geikie. Pp. x + 297. Lon-

don and New York : Macniillan and Company. 1897. |2.00.

" Had the study of the earth bei^run in the New World instead of the

Old, geology would unquestionably have made a more rapid advance
than it has done. The future progress of the science may be expected to

be largely directed and quickened by discoveries made in America, and
by deductions from the clear evidence presented on that continent."

Thus writes Sir Archibald Geikie, easily the foremost geologist of Great

Britain if not of Europe, in his preface ; and American geographers and
geologists cannot fail to be gratified by this appreciative expression con-

cerning their opportunities and their work. In the half dozen succeed-

ing chapters or "lectures," the kindly promise of the preface is fulfilled,

but with little further reference to the western hemisphere. It

is singular that although geology is next to the youngest among the

sciences, no competent student has sought hitherto to write the record of

its growth; Lyell, indeed, made some essay in this direction, and our

own Marsh has taken up one aspect of the subject, but neither of these

masters professed to make his work both comprehensive and exhaustive.

Now comes Sir Archibald, with unprecedented facilities, with the com-

mendable desire of tracing without prejudice those efforts which con-

tributed most materially to the making of the science, and with a dispo-

sition to assign due meed of credit to every "founder." The task is

delicate and difficult, involving lai'ge reading, firm grasp of the science,

warm sympathy for pioneering even when of the crudest, and judicial

ability of a high order; yet it is done with such signal skill, with such

boldness and fairness, that the little book at once takes rank among the.

classics of science. Beginning with the cosmogonists. Sir Archi-

bald soon passes to the naturalists ; and his review is specially noteworthy
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in bringing out clearly the important contributions to earth-science made
by one whose name has seldom been heard in this generation—Jean

Etienne Guettard, author of "a new application of geography " and of

the earliest known geologic map, one of the first to describe appreci-

atively the work of rain and rivers in modifying geographic features and

to accurately note the geographic distribution of fossils, first discoverer

of the volcanic origin of the extinct craters of central France. Passing

thence to Werner and to Hutton (and his interpreter, Playfair) with

their rival "theories of the earth," he proceeds to parcel credit duly to

d'Archiac, Barrande, von Buch, Buckland, Cuvier, Darwin, De laBeche,

Sir James Hall, L}'ell, Murchison, de Saussure, Sedgwick, William Smith,

and a score of less known makers of the science ; his treatment being

the more satisfactory to geographers by reason of his own full apprecia-

tion of modern physical geography— the New Geology. American read-

ers may find the work incomplete at first blush by reason of the omission

of such names as those of our own Hall, the principal author of the

"New York system," of Hilgard, the prophet of southern geology, and

of Powell, the discoverer of the baselevel and thus the founder of phy-

siography ; but further reading will reveal the author's policy of avoid-

ing characterization of the work of living leaders. Sir Archibald's style

is simple and clear and the book-making is admirable; so the treatise is

easy reading, while its substance is made accessible by a full index.

W J M.

Java, the Garden of the East. By Eliza Ruhamah Scidmore, Author of

Jinrikisha Days in Japan. Pp. 339, with illustrations. New York :

The Century Company. 1897. $1.50.

Fastidious readers are indebted to the Century Company for some three

hundred and fifty pages of as artistic book-making as the j^ear has seen

—

artistic in typography and paper, artistic in illustration, and still more

artistic (though this is but the publishers' good fortune) in literary form

and content—and the book is no less instructive than artistic. Td-

w^ard the end of the fifteenth century the spirit of conquest awoke from

its long sleep of the dark ages, and first Iberia and then Netherland

entered on careers of exploration and colonization. All men took note

of the Spanish conquests, partly because they included a New World

;

but somehow the less brilliant moves of the Dutcb on the world's checker-

board have not been followed with equal attention—at least by English-

speaking peoples. So Batavia has long been half recognized through the

mists of a provincial language as some sort of contributor toward the

solid wealth of Amsterdam and 's Gravenhage (reduced by us, in self-

defense, to The Hague), while Java was still more vaguely glimpsed as

the coffee plantation of the Dutch East India Company. True, there

is a rich literature grown out of the Dutch conquest and colonization, in

which Java and its capital city are faithfully pictured in all their stages

of growth since the first vessels from Holland reached them about 1590;

true, special students of geography and of trade interests are familiar

with these records in the language of the Lowlands
;
yet to the mass of

intelligent people the scant information gleaned through the alien litera-
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ture was but the dry and dusty bones of dead knowledge. So Miss Scid-

more's book comes as a fragrant breath direct from the lush nursery of

the Orient—and a breath so redolent of the mystical potency of eastern

legend (and w^estern, too) as to regenerate the skeleton in full flesh and
vigorous vitality. The author spent months in the country ; she saw
with occidental eyes, indeed, yet all the more clearly because without the

curious oriental haze which distorts the vision, sometimes little, often

much
;
her pen pictures and sun pictures alike bear inherent evidentje of

fidelity; and the general presentment of "The Garden of tlie East" is done
in vigorous lines and strong colors. As time passes, literature

changes ; of old, the writer devoted a lifetime to a book (writ perchance
for a single reader), which was often a heaviness to the spirit; of late, a
more fanciful yet more vigorous style has grown up under the pressure

of magazine editors compelled to meet, more promptly than the book-
makers, the demands of modern readers : and now this literary quality

—

which is represented by the best writings of two score authors, chiefly

American—is going into the books. In this style Miss Scidmore writes

;

each sentence is filled with idea and every paragraph throbs with vitality

and brims over with good humor, while the light of delicate fancy and
solid culture shines out between the lines—each chapter is a gem, and
the whole a chaplet of brilliants. The first chapter is " Singa-

pore and the Equator;" the second "In 'Java Major';" the third
" ' Batavia, Queen of the East

'

; " next " The Kampongs ;
" then " To the

Hills;" the si.Yth "A Dutch Sans Souci;" the seventh "In a Tropical

Garden;" the eighth and ninth "The 'Culture System';" the tenth

"Sinagar;" the eleventh "Plantation Life;" the twelfth "Across the

Preanger Regencies ;
" the thirteenth "'To Tissak Malaya';" then

"Prisoners of State at Boro Boedor," followed by " Boro Boedor" and
" Boro Boedor and Mendoet ;

" the seventeenth is " Brambanam ;
" the

eighteenth "Solo: the City of the Susunhan;" next is "The Land of
Kris and Sarong;" then comes "Djokjakarta," followed by " Pakoe
Alam: The 'Axis of the Universe' ;

" the twenty-second is "' Tjilatjap,'

' Chalachap,' ' Chelachap' ;
" then follows " Garoet and Papandayang,"

and lastly (save a rather too condensed index) follows " ' Salamat '," the
soft farewell of the land of the Malay. It is impossible to epitomize these

chapters, already condensed to the utmost ; suffice it that apparently
every appropriate subject is treated or at least touched lightly—the myth
of the coco-de-mer is rectified and that of the " deadly upas " punctured
skillfully; the cofiee plantations are described, and the vile product of

the local chef duly anathematized; the tea industry receives attention,

and the unconventional hotel customs are not neglected ; even Krakatoa,
that world's volcano which happened to erupt so near to Java, comes in

for a share of space. The book hardly professes to be scientific,

and may be unworthy of entombment alongside the musty tomes of the

Dutch societies ; but it can be commended as a thoroughly readable and
fully fin de siecle contribution to that semi-scientific literature which is

neither so heavy as to sink straightway into the depths of desuetude nor
so light as to drift into oblivion. W J M.
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Natural Elementary Geography. By Jacques W. Redway, F. R. G. S. Pp.

144, with maps and illustrations. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago:

American Book Company. 1897. 60 cents.

For many years teachers have realized that geographical text-books

were unsatisfactory, and that the teaching of geograi)hy was as a conse-

quence equally so, but without being able to better them.

Geography, as it has been heretofore tauglit in the schools, is not a

science. It is little more than a mere mass of unconnected facts relating

to the earth's surface. Teachers and pupils are but beginning to under-

stand that geography is in the truest sense a science, in that all phenom-
ena of the earth proceed from cause to effect, and that geography is the

fundamental science upon whose broad back rest nearly all other sciences.

The birth of the new science of physiography, the study of the relief of

the earth, gave a decided direction to geography teaching. The "Com-
mittee of Ten," appointed by the National Educational Association in

1892, in its report made this the leading feature of geography. It was a

step in the right direction, but at the same time it limited the scope of

geography to a study of the surface features of the earth. Later, the
" Committee of Fifteen " took a great step in advance, presenting the sci-

ence of geography in its full breadth and scope, not only as embracing

the surface features of the earth, but their influence upon man and his

industries, which is the ultimate end of all geography.

The above book is the first of a series of school geographies now being

issued by the American Book Company. In scope it is fully in accord

with the Report of the Committee of Fifteen, as it teaches not only the

origin of the surface features of the earth, but their relations to man, his

life, and his activities. It also embodies the most approved pedagogical

methods, leading the child from the known to the unknown, from those

things which lie can see and appreciate through his senses to those which

he must realize by the aid of his imagination. It is admirably illustrated,

both as to cuts and maps, and the illustrations are used for the purpose

of assisting the text, not merely to make a pretty book.

Without disparaging other recent text-books on geography, it is safe

to say that in scope and method of treatment this book is far the most

successful that has yet appeared. H. G.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY, SESSION iSgy-'gS

Excursion and Field Meeting, October 2, 1897.—Saturday afternoon ex-

cursion to Cabin John bridge by electric cars. Field meeting in the

pavilion. Attendance about 250. After introductory remarks by Presi-

dent Hubbard, short addresses were delivered by MrAV J McGee on the

Development of the Geography of the Region and by Mr Arthur P. Davis

on the Pollution of Potomac Water. A paper prepared by Capt. D. D.

Gaillard, U. S. Corps of Engineers, on Cabin John Bridge and the Wash-
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ington Aqueduct was then read by Mr E. B. Hay, and the meeting ad-

journed to inspect the bridge and explore the surrounding country.

Special Meeting, October 22, 1897.—President Hubbard in the chair.

Afternoon lecture by Prince Kropotkin on Russia and Siberia.

Reception to Dr N^ansen, October 26, 1897.—Evening reception to Dr
Fridtjof Nansen by the National Geographic Society at the Arlington

hotel. President Hubbard, with members of the honorary reception

committee, received the guests and presented them to Dr Nansen. About

1,600 persons were present. Later the President made a short address of

welcome, and after remarks by Vice-President Greely and Engineer-in-

Chief Melville, U.S.N., Dr Nansen addressed the Society, expressing his

cordial appreciation of the hearty welcome and his indebtedness to Amer-

ican explorers, especially those of the Jeannette expedition, for the idea of

his own voyage in the Fram.

Special Meeting, October 29, 1897.—Mr \V J McGee in the chair. Vice-

President Greely addressed the Society on Recent Geograpliic Progress.

Regular Meeting, November 5, 1897.—Vice-President Gilbert in the chair. .

Mr Robert T. Hill gave an illustrated lecture on the Geography of Jamaica

and its Relation to Antillean Development.

Excursion and Field Meeting, November 6, 1897.—Saturday afternoon ex-

cursion to High island by electric cars for Brookmont, whence the party,

consisting of about 350 members and guests, walked to the north end of

the island. The field meeting was called to order by Mr McGee, and Mr
Frederick V. Coville delivered a short address on the Coloration and Fall

of Autumn Leaves. Later, at a meeting on the east side of the island,

Mr Coville spoke of Adaptations for the Natural Distribution of Seeds,

with practical illustrations.

Elections.—New members have been elected as follows:

September 16.—Lieut. Chas. P. Elliott, U.S.A., Miss Grace G. Isaacs,

R. E. Redway.

October 6. —Mrs Mary 0. Agnew, Rev. C. M. Bart, Major R. G. Batten,

Mrs Julia P. Beckwith, H. M. Brayton, L. A. Conner, Jos. Dague, Miss

Ellen C. Dyer, L. 0. Garrett, Mrs Thos. Hovenden, Edwin A. Hill, Mrs
Nora Hoegelsberger, Edgar Janney, M. D., Miss Virginia Kersey, Mrs
J. B. Kendall, Henry Krogstad, M.D., Capt. F. Michler, U.S.A., W. E.

Nalley, Miss Louisa G. Nash, Wilfred H. Osgood, Miss Mary B. O'Toole,

A. Patten, M. D., Miss C. Augusta Pope, Hon. L. A. Pradt, G. W. Prewitt,

M.D., J. W. Reisner, Wm. J. Rhees, Chief-Engineer C. R. Roelker,

U.S.N. , Jared G. Smith, Dr G. L. Spencer, 0. H. Tittmann, Miss Mary
E. C. Walker, Miss Helen I. Walsh, Edwd. C. Wilson, Miss Emma E.

Woodard, Miss Hallie L. Wright.

October 22.—Miss Amelia R. Amos, Miss Jennie P. Andrews, Dr Frank
Baker, F. L. J. Boettcher, Henry T. Burr, Eugene Byrnes, Miss Eliz.

Carss, Robert S. Chilton, Thos. H. Clark, Major P. E. Dye, Saml. E.

Fonts, W. J. Elstun, M.D., C. G. Gould, Miss Etta Griffin, F. P. Hack-
ney, Mrs Wm. Hayden, Archibald Jlopkins, F. M. Hosier, Dr L. O.
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Howard, Miss Ida Ilowjrate, D. S. .Ta.kinun, Mr N. J. KiiaKenl.ji'liu
(Charge d' Affaires, c^r., fic, Legation of Sweden and Norway), CIuih. A.
Keffer, Miss Mary Leet, Kdwiii R. Lewis, M.D., Frank B. Littell, Prof.
Lee D.Lodge, Walter S. Logan, Miss Annie E. Ix)oniis, Chief-Kngineer
H. Main, U.S.N., Mrs I\L E. Martin, Miss N. E. «. Melx-an, (uo.
Mason, Miss Frances M. ISIoore, John 1). Morgan, Miss Snsie 1'. Morris
Geo. L. Morton, Mrs Mary H. Myers, Rev. E. M. Pad. lock, Mrs Delia
C. Perhain, Edwd. T. Peters, C.ifford Pinciiot, Geo. IL IMant, Jr., Frank
Playtcr, Fred. W. Pratt, Rev. Wallace Haddiffe, D.D., F. J. Randolph,
Miss y. A. Reilly, T. R. Sanders, H. M. Sdiooley, D.D.S., Hon. IL W.
Seymour, N. H. Shea, Miss E. J. Shively, Paul Sinip.son, Thos. J. Sulli-

van, Dr J. M. Sterrett, Mi.ss Ida Thompson, Mrs Thos. L. Tulloch,
Judge W. Vandevanter, Hon. F. A. Vanderlip, Surg.-Gen. W. K. Van
Reypen, U.S. N., Miss Margaret S. Vidal, l\Lijor A. L. Wagner, U.S A.,
H. Randall Webb, Henry W. Wheeler, Jas. L. White, Gen. E. Whittlesey,
R. E. L. Wiltberger, D.D.S., W. F. Willoughby, Miss C. McL. Wright."

'

Odoher 29.—^Ivii A\iA C. Baldwin, Miss C. R. Barnett, Maj<.r 11. von
Bayer, Wm. T. Biehl, Gen. Z. R. Bliss, U.S.A., Col. G. B. Brackett, Mi.«.s

Sara G. Browne, Miss Su.san W. Carson, Mrs J. D. B. Chany, Miss May
S. Clark, Miss Florence Conger, Senor Don Luis F. Corea, Dr S. L. Cris-

sey, Mrs Nellie H. Crocker, Rev. Dr G. S. Duncan, Miss Isal)ella Erwin,

Miss M. E. Etheridge, Louis T. Farabee, Lawrence C. Forman, Miss L. >L
Fox, Hon. James A. Gary, Miss Mary C. Guinn, Mrs Mary J. Hedges,

Robt. T. Hill, Col. A. L. Hough, U.S.A., Miss F. S. Knoblocli, Rev. E. B.

Leavitt, Chas. A. Leith, Wm. W. Lesh, J. B. Mann, Frank B. Martin,

S. S. McClure, Mrs Donald McLean, Col. Wm. H. Michael, Wm. Moore,

M.D., Fred. A. Ober, J. A. Ockerson, C.E., Jesse L. Parker, Miss Mollie

V. Paxton, Miss Eva H. Quinn, Prof. Geo. L. Raymond, Miss J. E,

Richards, Geo. A. Ross, Miss Mary I. Sedgley, Mrs S. IL Shields, Rev.

C. A. Smith, Robt. A. Smith, Chas. McG. Sweitzer, Gen. N. B. Sweitzer,

U.S.A., Miss H. R. Talcott, Geo. Totten, Jr., Rev. John Van Ness, Dr

Geo. B. Welch, Geo. Westinghouse, Jr., E. S. Whitney, Miss G. H. Wil-

liams, J. B. Wimer, Simon Wolf, Mr Alexander Zelenoy (Russian Lega-

tion), Miss Lillie L. Zimmerman.

GEOGRAPHIC NOTES

KUKOPK

(Jkeat Burr .UN. The rejmrt of the ordnance survey of Great Britain

states that the area revi.sed during the year ending March :!1, 1S!»7. was

4,623 square miles. The sale of mai)S realized £17,71.'>.

IcEi,AND. The Althing, or Icelandic parliament, has resolved to grant

an annual subsidy of 3"j,00l) kroner for 20 years to a company whi.-h has

undertaken to lava submarine cable from Iceland to Scotland r«i the

Faroe isles. The Danish gcn-ernment al.so has i)romisc.l tinancial ai.i,

and it is expected that the cable will be laid early next sununer.
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Germany. The annual production of lumber in Germany is estimated

at 8,300,000 tons. The imports have risen from 2,800,000 tons in 1891 to

3,200,000 tons in 1S96, but according to Mr T. E. Moore, United States

commercial agent at Weimar, there is not the sligiitest disposition to relax

the stringent forest regulations which have so long been in force. Mr
Moore adds that at the rate at which the devastation of forests is now
going on in Russia, Sweden, and Galicia, those countries will soon have

the same experience as Spain, which has been deprived of a part of her

natural riches by the shortsighted policy of past generations.

ASIA

Korea. Korea is becoming to a large extent the rice granary of Japan

and Japanese manufactures are driving the products of other countries

out of the Korean market simply by virtue of their cheapness.

Hong-Kong. The total tonnage entering and leaving the port of

Hong-Kong in 1896 amounted to 16^ millions. Of this about 7j millions

represented the tonnage of junks and river steamers, leaving about nine

million tons engaged in foreign trade, of which more than one-half was

British.

Siberia. Railway commtmication has now been established between

Khabarovka and Vladivostok, and the line will be opened for traffic at

an early date. The Russian government has purchased ten tons of choice

seed grain from the Canadian experiment stations for distribution among
the Siberian farmers.

NORTH AMERICA

Canada. The mineral output of British Columbia in 1896 amounted
to $7,146,425, as compared with a total of $2,668,608 in 1890.

Mexico. The Mexican government has officially promulgated a con-

cession for a railroad from Chihuahua to the Pacific coast. The length

of the line will be 372.8 miles, and to aid in its construction the govern-

ment agrees to pay the promoters a subsidy of $4,600,000. It has also

granted a concession, without subsidy, for the construction of a railroad

from Presidio del Norte, on the Rio Grande, state of Chihuahua, west,

via Chihuahua city, to a point on the Pacific coast in the state of Sinaloa.

U. S. Consul R. M. Burke states that the mineral wealth of the region

through which these roads must pass is beyond calculation;.

AUSTRALASIA

The Australasian gold yield during 1896 amounted to 2,375,948 ounces,

an increase of 16,704 ounces on the preceding year.

The forests of the colony of Western Australia cover an estimated

area of 20,400,000 acres and contain marketable timber to the value of
£124,000,000.

Queensland has at last agreed to join in the Australasian federation

movement, and the Federal Convention has adjourned until January,

1898, when Queensland will be represented.
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CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RY.
TTHE F. F. V. LIMITED is one of the finest trains ha\iled over any railway track in America. It runs

solid between Cincinnati and New York, the route from Washington being over the Pennsylvania

system. It has everj' modern convenience and appliance, and the dining-car service has no superior if

it has an equal. The road-bed is literally hewed out of the eternal rocks; it is ballasted with stone

from one end to the other ; the greater portion is laid with one-hundred-pound steel rails, and although

curves are numerous in the nioiuitain section, the ride is as smooth as over a Western prairie.

One of the most delightful rides in all the route is that through the New River valley. The
mountains are just low enough to be clad with verdure to the very top, and in the early spring every

variety of green known to the mixer of colors can be seen, while the tones in autumn take on all the

range from brown to scarlet.

These facts should be borne in mind by the traveler between the East and the West.

H. W. FULLER, Genl. Pass. Agent. Washington. D. C.

CALIFORNIA..
r\P course you expect to go there this winter. Let
^^ me whisper something in your ear. Be .sure tliat

the return portion of your ticket reads vna the . . .

Northern Pacific-Shasta Route.

Then you will see the grandest mountain .scenery in

the United States, including Ht. Hood and Ht. Rainier,

each more than 14.000 feet high. Ht. 5t. Helens,

nt. Adams, and others. You will also be privileged

to make .side trips into the Kootenai Country, where

such wonderful new gold discoveries have been made,

and to Yellowstone Park, the wonderland not only of

the United vStates, but of the World. Park season

begins June 1st each year. Clo.se railroad connections

made in Union Station, Portland, for Puget Sound

cities and the east, via Northern Pacific.

CHAS. S. FEE,

General Passenger Agent. St. Paul. Minn.
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M^ SODTHERN RAILWAY
'^^y

GREATEST SOUTHERN SYSTEM.
Penetrates with its main line or branches eight States
South of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, and in con-
junction with its friendly allied connections reaches all
the commercial centers of the South and Southwest . . .

DOUBLE DAILY VESTIBULED LIMITED TRAINS
. . . BETWEEN . . .

Washing-ton and Nashville via Salisbury, Asheville, Knoxville and
Chattanooga.

Washington and Tampa via Columbia, Savannah and Jacksonville.
Washington and Memphis via Atlanta, Birmingham and K. C. M. & B.
Washington and New^ Orleans via Atlanta, Montgomery and Mobile.
Norfolk and Chattanooga via Salisbury, Asheville and Knoxville.

Pullman Sleeping Cars—Dining Cars—Day Coaches.
Additional Trains for local travelers

The direct line to the | FLORIDA, GULF COAST and TEXAS,
Winter Resorts of j .... MEXICO and CALIFORNIA,

AND THE BEST

Through Car Line to and from Asheville and Hot Springs—" The Land of the Sky.''

N^rlte for IVIap Rolders.
A. S. THWEATT, Eastern Passenger Agent, 271 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

J. C. HORTON, Passenger Agent, 201 E. Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md.
t,. S. BROWN, General Agent, 705 Fifteenth St. N. W., Washington, I). C.

J. H. WINGFIELD, Passenger Agent, Norfolk, Va.

S. H. HARDWICK, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Atlanta, Ga.
C. A. BKNSCOTER, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Chattanooga, Tenn.
W. H. TAYI,OE, Assistant General Passenger Agent, I,ouisville, Ky.

J. M. CULP, Traffic Manager. W. A. TURK, General Passenger Agent.

The Mutual Life Insurance Co.
OF NEW YORK,

RICHARD A. McCURDY, President,

Is the Largest Insurance Company in the World.

The Records of the Insurance Department of the State of New
York SHOW THAT The Mutual Life

Has a Larger Premium Income - - - ($39,000,000)
More Insurance in Force ----- ($918,000,000)

A Greater Amount of Assets - - - - ($235,000,000)

A Larger Annual Interest Income - - - ($9,000,000)
Writes More New Business - - - - ($136,000,000)
And Pays More to Policy-holders - - ($25,000,000 in 1896)

THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY.
It has paid to Policy-holders since 1 ^a'>>v nntaanna

its organization, in 1843, f
" " $*'i7,000,iy&.^9

ROBERT A. GRANNISS, Vice-President.

WALTER R. GILLETTE, General Manager. FREDERIC CROMWELL, Treasurer.

ISAAC F. LLOYDi Second Vice-President. EMORY McCLINTOCK, Actuary.
WILLIAM J. EASTON, Secretary.
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Burlington

iiiSTPAUL
"" "" MINNEAPOLISChicago OR St. Louis

Ripans Tabules cure headache.

The Fastest and Finest Train in tlie West . . . .

The Overland Limited
TO.

Jl'
UTAH and CALIFORNIA.

FROM 16 TO 20 HOURS
SAVED BY USING

"THE OVERLAND ROUTE:."
Double Drawing-Room Pullman Sleepers.

Free Reclining Chair Cars.

Pullman Dining Cars.

Buffet Smoking and Library Cars.

Send for Descriptive Pamphlet '• 49-96," E- L. LOMAX,
Folders and other Advertising Matter. General Passenger

'^"^^^''^l
^5"'-

... O M A M A , rites.
(Mention this publication.)
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THE CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE AND ST. PAUL RAILWAY

- - ULTJlNrS - -

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between Chicago, Mil-

waukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis daily.

Through Parlor Cars on day trains between Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated Vestibuled Trains between Chicago and
Omaha and Sioux City daily.

Through Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches between Chicago
and Kansas City, Mo.

Only two hours from Chicago to Milwaukee. Seven fast trains each way, daily,

with Parlor Car Service.

Solid trains between Chicago and principal points in Northern Wisconsin and
the Peninsula of Michigan.

Through Trains with Palace Sleeping Cars, Free Reclining Chair Cars and Coaches
between Chicago and points in Iowa, Minnesota, Southern and Central Dakota.

The finest Dining Cars in the World.

The best Sleeping Cars. Electric Reading Lamps in Berths.

The best and latest type of private Compartment Cars, Free Reclining Chair
Cars, and buffet Library Smoking Cars.

Everything First=class. First-class People patronize First-class Lines.

Ticket Agents everywhere sell tickets over the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Ry.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD,
General Passenger Agent, Chicago, III.

WHENEVER YOU VISIT WASHINGTON
YOU are; invitkd to inspe;ct the;

VBRIDAL TROUSSEAUX
:hedIs invited especially to extreme Paris NoveIvTiES in matched sets

of French Hand-made Lingerie, including Gowns, Skirts, Chemises,
Drawers, Corset Covers, &c. These can be furnished in any number
of pieces desired. . .

m
m

m

I WOODWARD &LOTHROP I
Where the LATEST PARIS NOVELTIES are always on Exhibition.

The attention of those who anticipate purchasing ....

HAND-MADE BRIDAL TROUSSEAUX, personally
selected in Paris and exclusive in style and
design : Three or more pieces .... $10 to $250

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION.

TENTH, ELEVENTH, AND F STREETS N. W WASHINGTON, D. C.
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F^
Shortest Line

•^

TO

St. Paul and Minneapolis
and the Northwest

Chicago

Great
Maple

Leaf

Route Western
RAILWAY

For tickets, rates or any detailed information apply
to your home agent or write to

F. H. LORD,
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THE AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST.

The only American magazine devoted to the science of Anthropology in

all its branches is The American Anthropologist, published at the Na-

tional Capital. This journal is now in its tenth year of increasing usefulness.

No magazine ever published on the W'estern continent is such a

storehouse of authentic information concerning Archeology, Ethnol-
ogy, Folk-lore, Technology, Sociology, History, Somatology,
Psychology, Philosophy, and Philology, Its contributions to our

knowledge of these subjects, especially in so far as they relate to the

American Indians, past and present, are of world-wide authorit)^ Its

contributors are America's foremost, scholars.

Is yo2ir name on the subscription list of the Anthropologist ? If

not, it should be. No one interested in anthropology in any of its branches

can afford to be without it. Stibscribe today. A new volume begins with

the January number.

A bibliography of the anthropologic literature of the world is one of its futures.

Handsomely Printed—Abundantly Illustrated.

Published Monthly—Two Oollars a Year.
Volume XI Begins with January, 1898.

Address: THE AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST,
1804 Columbia Road, Washington, D. C.

COMMENCED JANUARY, 1888. TWO VOLUMES PER YEAR.

THE AMERICAN GEOLOGIST,
1897.

The Oldest Exclusively Geological Magazine Published in America

XERIVIS.
To Subscribers in the United States, Canada and Mexico $3.50 a year

To other Subscribers in the Postal Union 4.00 a vear

The AMERICAN GEOLOGIST is issued monthly from the office of publication at Minne-
apolis, Minnesota, United States of America. Nineteen volumes are completed ; the

twentieth began with the number for July, 1897. The magazine has received a cordial

welcome and a generous support from leading geologists everywhere and it is now
recognized as the exponent of the rapid geological progress that is taking place on
the continent of North America, including Canada, the United States and Mexico. No-
where else in the world are geologic phenomena exhibited on a more extensive scale

and nowhere else are results attained of greater economic and scientific importance.

The AMERICAN GEOLOGIST lays before its readers from month to month the latest

results of geological -work. In addition to the longer papers it gives synopses of recent

geological publications and brief notes on current geological events.

THE GEOLOGICAL PUBLISHING CO.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MONOGRAPHS
Ou the Physical Features of the Earths Sirface, designed especially to supply to teacher* and
students of geography fresh and interesting material with which to supplement the regular trxt-book.

LIST OF MONOGRAPHS COMPRISING VOI.UMF, I :

General Physiographic Processes \

General Physiographic Features -J. W. Powell

Physiographic Regions of the United States . . . '

Beaches and Tidal Marshes of the Atlantic Coast Prol. N. S. Shaler

Present and Extinct Lakes of Nevada .... Prof. I. C. Russell

Appalachian Mountains—Northern Section - - - Bailey Willis

Appalachian Mountains—Southern Section - - - C. Willard Hayes

Mt. Shasta—a Typical Extinct Volcano - - - - J. S. Diller

The New England Plateau Prof. W. M. Davis

Niagara Falls and Its History G. K. Gilbert

Price for one set of ten monographs, $1.50. Five .sets to one address, SG.OO. Single monographs, 90c.

Remit ivith order 10 AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY,
IMevv/ York - CInclmrisitl CHlcago

Ripans Tabules assist digestion.

Terrestrial Magnetism
An International Quarterly Journal

Edited by L. A. BAUER
With the Co=operation of Eminent Magneticians

Amo!3'i^e'^rilnU;:;^^fth;nK:in articl^in the pa^ '-- ^-" ^'«'*'-«- ««""'•
l'^^"'-

^"^'''

Eschenhagen, Littlehales, Rucker. Schmidt, Schuster, and de liUo.

Future numbers will contain :

'The Earth, a Qreat Magnet,"
BY DR. J. A. FI.KMINC.

"The Electrification of the Atmosphere,"
By Prok. ai,kxani)i:k McADIH.

•The Height of the Aurora,"
Bv Proi'. CLEVELAND ABHE.

"The Distribution of Magnetic Observatories,"
illhistratid).

BY Prof. MAX ESCHENHAGEN,
etc., etc.

The si.e of the Journal is royal octa^;o a volun,e
-"''r-j'-^.^^l^-yC'^r'llV;:^. 'n^^'!.himn;^"nV;:i

price : Two dollars : .single numbers, fifty cents, l.urc.gn Mib-.. nptici 1
r<

marks, or eleven francs. Address; -pg-p^RESXRI Al- CV/IAGM EX I SfVI.

The University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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PEOPLE like to read about the great

and wonderful country of the

^ Southwest ; of its quaint and curious

i
i towns, its ancient civilizations, its

I
natural marvels. They like to get ac-

information about California

This is because
^ curate

^ and the Pacific Coast.

^ most people want to some day see these

P things for themselves

%^f^

A charming book covering these

facts is issued by the

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT
OF THE

Southern Pacific Railway,

and will be sent to any one, postpaid,

on. receipt of TEN CENTS.

«£^«^
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THE BOOK IS ENTITLED

^^ Through Storyland

to Sunset Seas,
ff

^^•M?**:*^**:**:****^-!

<£^«i^

You can get a copy by writing to

S. F. B. MORSE,
General Passenger Agent,

Southern Pacific,

New Orleans,

and sending 10 cts. to defray postage.

fe$5^^

AND IS A WONDERFULLY HAND-

SOME VOLUME OF 205 PAGES,

WITH 160 ILLUSTRATIONS. . . .

The paper used is FINE PLATE

PAPER, and every typographical de-

tail is artistic. It is a story of what

four people saw on just such a trip as

you would lil<e to make
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THE

National Geographic Society
ORGANIZED, JANUARY, 1888

AnrNfi-PRKSIDKNT

A. W. (iliKKLV

VlCK-I'mCSIDKNTS

MARCUS I5AKKR A. W. (illKKI.V

WILLIAM H. DA I.I. C. HART MKRRIAM
(i. K. GILBERT IIKIM'.KRT C. OCKl'.N

Ti:kasi'iu:i{

IIKXRY (iANNKTT

RKCoKL)iN(i Seckktaky C<)kkk.si'oni>in« Skckktary

F. 11. NKWKLI. ELIZA RTUAMAII SCIi>Mni:i:

MANAGKItS

CHARLES J. BELL EVERETT IIAVDllN

H. F. BLOUNT JOHN HYDE
F. V. COVILLK W J M((;EE

DAVID T. DAY W. B. POWELL

SECRETARY'S OFFICE

Room 55, Ohio National Bank Building, Twelfth and G Sts. N.NV., Washington

The National Geojiraphic Society, the object of wJiicli in the iiuTcjise iiiid liilTnsion

of geographic knowledge, has a paying uieinhersliip of 1,400. Its nu'nilu'rship is not

restricted to practical geographers, hnt is open to any person in good stjinding who may

we sufficiently interested in its work to seek admission. The annual subscrijition is: for

active Uiembers, $5.03 per annum ; for corresponding mcmhers, $2.00 per annum. Active

members pay also an entrance fee of $2.00 on eie<-tion. TtiK Natiosai. (iKcxiRAPiiio

M.\GAZiNE is sent regularly to all members, Ixjth active and (!orrespondh«g.

Donations for the founding of Prize Medals and Scholarships are

respectfully solicited.
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